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INTRODUCTION

Of the thousands of cuneiform documents left behind by the Hittite empire, religious texts are the majority. The Hittites recorded festival procedures, oracle inquiries, myths, prayers, vows, and rituals against sickness, sorcery, guilt, and other evils. Attested in most of these genres, and particularly in the oracles and the rituals, are the religious professionals known as the "Old Women" (written logographically in Hittite as \(\text{MUNUS.MEŠ ŠU.GI}\)). The broad attestation of the Old Women across so many genres has limited any easy definition of them in the Hittitological literature; not only are they diviners and ritual practitioners both, but they seem to have come from all over Anatolia, and addressed problems ranging from domestic quarrels to sorcerous attacks to military campaign paths to royal succession issues. They are attested as reciting incantations in five different languages, they had intimate access to the king and the royal family, and texts authored by them were copied over centuries, down to the Hittite empire’s collapse around 1200 BC.

Given the Old Women’s prominence and rich attestation, it is surprising that no study has yet been done on these powerful Hittite religious professionals. The only single work devoted to the Old Women is a sixteen-page article, “Nota sulla \(\text{SalŠU.GI ittita}\),”\(^1\) which was published over thirty years ago and focuses on the logographic term \(\text{MUNUS ŠU.GI}\) rather than on the function of the women who bore it. In the general literature, the Old Woman has also received very little attention. Taggar-Cohen, for example, explicitly excludes the Old Woman from her work on Hittite priests and priestesses,\(^2\) and Trémouille limits herself to two sentences’ description in her

---

\(^1\) B. Benedetti, *Mesopotamia* 15 (1980): 93–108. The determinative meaning “woman” has, over the course of time, been conventionally transliterated by scholars as SAL, MÌ, and (currently) MUNUS.

article on Hittite ritual, characterizing her as more of a low-level wise woman than a royal functionary. Popko’s *Religions of Asia Minor* refers to her as a “characteristic figure of Anatolian magic” and moves on, and Haas’ far longer *Geschichte der hethitischen Religion* has no definition of the “Beschwörerin”: beyond a brief mention of their frequent appearance in the rituals on p. 888, the Old Women are mentioned only in passing during discussion of specific texts.

The discussion of specific texts is, in fact, where most of the scholarship on the Old Women has been located to date. A detailed history of scholarship can demonstrate the ways in which the nature of our discipline has influenced the study of the Old Women, and indeed the study of religious practice in general:

**History of Scholarship**

Hittitology has always been a very small and insular discipline, and scholarly focus has centered around philological concerns. Scholarship on the content of Hittite texts has progressed slowly, following attempts to refine our understanding of the language, and this is perhaps most apparent for religious texts. The history of scholarship on the Old Woman rituals clearly demonstrates this. The first translation of an Old Woman ritual was done by Hrozný in 1919, on one exemplar of Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel (CTH 404.1), four years after he deciphered Hittite. A short two-page introduction addressed Maštigga’s identity, the possible context of the document’s production, and the content of the ritual in the briefest of terms before proceeding to the text: his primary goal was to gain as full an understanding of the language as

---

3 “L’officiante del rito, di magia Bianca nel caso della nostra documentazione, ma presumibilmente anche di magia nera, è principalmente una donna, la ‘Vecchia’ (mumušU.GI). Si tratta probabilmente non di una sacerdotessa in senso stretto, bensì di una persona che per età e esperienza era in grado di offrire rimedi empirici, anche di natura magica” (“I rituali magici ittiti,” *RANT* 1 [2004]: 184).
6 *Hethitische Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazköi: In Umschrift, mit Übersetzung und Kommentar*, Boghazköi-Studien 3 (Leipzig, 1919), 60–89.
possible, as well as to provide the field with examples of the various Hittite text genres. The latter goal was also clearly espoused by J. Friedrich, who published a partial translation of CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual, in 1925, in a collection of translated Hittite texts with very minimal commentary.\(^7\)

The next edition of an Old Woman ritual did not follow until 1938, when Goetze published *The Hittite Ritual of Tunnawi*,\(^8\) an edition of CTH 409.I, Tunnawi(ya)’s “Ritual of the River,” that is still in use today. As Goetze himself notes in the introduction to this book, Hittite scholarship had until that point focused most of its attention on historical texts, which were easier to read, while religious texts had been mostly overlooked.\(^9\) Goetze provides extensive philological commentary, with occasional references to other (at that point unedited) ritual texts, once again maintaining the primary goal of understanding the words of the text as best as possible. At the end of the book (pp. 98–102) is a summary of the ritual actions. Some interpretive force is of course necessary to provide such a summary, but nowhere does Goetze explicitly attempt an analysis of the ritual method.

Goetze does briefly characterize the Old Women: “[ŠU.GI appears w]ith preceding SAL as the designation of a priestess who acts as the professional magician and seer. To equate this term with the Old Babylonian šugūtum may seem attractive at first sight, but is impossible, nevertheless,”\(^10\) with an accompanying footnote: “Such priestesses seem to be organized into a guild…at the head of this guild is the GAL SAL.MEŠ ŠU.GI…”\(^11\) This does not appear in an introduction or separate chapter, however, but under his commentary on line i 1 of the text,

---

\(^7\) *Aus dem hethitischen Schrifttum: Übersetzungen von Keilschrifttexten aus dem Archiv von Boghasköi, 2. heft: Religiöse Texte* (Leipzig, 1925), 13–16.
\(^9\) As Goetze notes in a footnote (ibid., 1n2), less than ten ritual texts had at that point been translated, including CTH 409.I.
\(^10\) Ibid., 30.
\(^11\) Ibid., 30n20.
concerning the meaning of the logogram ŠU.GI, which appears in the incipit. Analyses of the ritual acts in the text also occasionally appear in the philological commentary; the most extensive example is on pp. 72–75, where Goetze discusses the function of substitute-figurines in Hittite ritual under his commentary on line i 49, in the process of defining the word šena- (figurine).

This method of discussion, standard in cuneiform studies to this day, is most useful to any specialist reading carefully through the text. However, it subordinates any analysis of the content of a text to the analysis of the text’s words, which results in some problems with both argumentative structure and accessibility. Any scholar interested in the text’s ritual method must go through the commentary line by line. In addition, an effective analysis of ritual method requires examination of the text as a whole (see ch. 4 for more discussion of this point), and a philological commentary is not at all suitable for this. However, this method of publishing ritual texts was to persist exclusively for several decades, and still continues today.

Since Hittitology was at this point an overwhelmingly German discipline, the Second World War halted scholarship for the subsequent decade. The next advancement in the publication of Old Woman rituals came in 1950, with Pritchard’s *Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament.* In this volume, Goetze published translations of a small fragment of CTH 780.II, Allaiturḫḫi’s ritual (KUB 17.27); portions of CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual (KUB 27.67); and a new translation of Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel (CTH 404.1), with more exemplars than had been available to Hrozný in 1919. These were plain translations, with no commentary or discussion, intended purely as a reference. However, over the next twenty years, many more detailed editions began to appear: L. Rost published a new

---

edition of CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual, in 1953 (with new joins provided by H. Otten);\textsuperscript{13} Otten published an edition of the royal funerary ritual in 1958;\textsuperscript{14} H. Kronasser published an edition of CTH 390, the rituals of Ayatarša, Wattiti, and Šušumanniga, in 1961,\textsuperscript{15} and an edition of CTH 398, the ritual of Ḫuwarlu, in 1962\textsuperscript{16}; B. Rosenkranz published an edition of CTH 433.1, a ritual for the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag on behalf of the augurs, in 1964\textsuperscript{17}; and Otten and V. Souček published an edition of CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, in 1969\textsuperscript{18} (not, at that time, definitively recognized as an Old Woman ritual; see ch. 1). These editions maintained, almost exclusively, the philological standard of subsuming any attention to ritual practice under the line-by-line textual commentary. For example, Rost includes a discussion of the nature of the god ʰAndaliya,\textsuperscript{19} speculation about the role of the fish in ritual context,\textsuperscript{20} and discussion of the “former kings” mentioned in the ritual and what that might mean for religious thought\textsuperscript{21} only in the philological commentary on their respective lines. She does include a section on the purpose and possible cultural context of the ritual at the very end of the article, but it is only two pages long. Kronasser’s treatment of CTH 390 begins with a brief\textsuperscript{22} discussion of the function of ritual in Hittite society, with a focus on ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean context, while any analysis of the individual ritual acts (such as his comparison of Ayatarša’s ritual with Ovid on pp. 145–46, or his comparison of magic and myth on p. 160) falls in the commentary on each individual section of the text. Kronasser’s treatment of CTH 398 has no broad introduction and is almost entirely philological. Rosenkranz’ treatment of CTH 433.1 is

\textsuperscript{13} “Ein hethitisches Ritual gegen Familienzwist,” \textit{Mitteilungen des Instituts für Orientforschung} 1 (1953): 345–79.
\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Hethitische Totenrituale} (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1958).
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Ein althethitisches Ritual für das Königspaar}, StBoT 8 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1969).
\textsuperscript{19} “Ein hethitisches Ritual gegen Familienzwist,” 371.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., 372.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 376.
\textsuperscript{22} “Fünf hethitische Rituale,” 140–41.
similar, with the exception of a brief paragraph addressing the function of speaking place-names in the ritual under his commentary on i 14f., the lines in which they appear.

Scholarly attention, therefore, was at this stage almost entirely captivated by linguistic issues, and any discussion of the texts’ content was subordinated to the discussion of its language. This overall problem can be encapsulated by Otten’s statement in the introduction to his 1958 edition of the funerary ritual,


Otten and Souček, in 1969, did include a four-page discussion of elements of the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, which included geographical and historical context, gods and personnel, and parallels with other texts (and thus was necessarily quite brief about each topic). The main focus of their work, however, is clear from the sections on the text’s exemplars and fragments (pp. 3–15), transliteration and translation (pp. 16–41), script and palaeography (pp. 42–55), phonology (pp. 56–59), morphology (pp. 60–88), syntax (pp. 89–92), and semantics (pp. 93–102), leaving brief room for “Allgemeines zum Ritual” (pp. 103–107) before the indices (pp. 23

²³ Hethitische Totenrituale, 13.
All of the scholarship on the Old Woman texts thus far, therefore, had been exclusively or almost exclusively focused on philological goals: to understand the language used to write the ritual rather than the ritual itself. This scholarly approach is also made clear by another type of publication that occasionally analyzed ritual acts: lexical studies. For example, some commentary on ritual disposal had already been made at this point by Otten; however, the article was titled, “Beiträge zum hethitischen Lexikon,” and his commentary on ritual burying was subordinated to a discussion of the Hittite verb ḫariya- “to bury.” Scholarship of this type is essentially invisible to any nonspecialist. This practice is still quite common today, making scholarship on Hittite ritual virtually impossible for anyone who is not a Hittitologist—and, just as importantly, continuing the subordination of the study of ritual to the study of words, with noticeable consequences for ritual interpretation (see further in ch. 4).

Some attempts at a more general characterization of Hittite religion, including ritual practice, had been made by this point: Goetze, in his general study on ancient Anatolia (published in 1933 and revised and updated in 1957) included a short section on “Die Magie” (151–61), G. Furlani published La Religione degli Hittiti in 1936, M. Vieyra published articles on Hittite purification rituals and Hittite sorcery in 1939 and 1966 respectively, and H. Otten included a very brief section on ritual in his summary of Anatolian religion. These works suffered from the opposite problem of the editions: faced with limited evidence and often also limited space in which to work, they were broad in scope and contained numerous inaccuracies and overgeneralizations. Goetze did arrive at some important insights into how Hittite magic

worked, but was limited by his evidence and also by his time period; for example, he accurately points out, “Bei vielen Zaubermanipulationen ist das Objekt des Zaubers nicht selbst greifbar, sei es, daß es zu groß, sei es daß es überhaupt abwesend ist. In solchen Fällen kann für das Objekt sein Bild eintreten,”\(^{29}\) but unfortunately follows it up with the explanation, “In orientalischer Auffassung sind Bild und Gestalt und Persönlichkeit aufs engste verbunden.”\(^{30}\) Overall, his specifics are quite accurate, but his broader reasoning and general statements suffer greatly in comparison. Of the Old Women, he notes only, “Die eigentliche Zauberin ist die ‘Alte’…die wir schon bei den KIN-Orakeln kennengelernt haben.”\(^{31}\) Otten, in his two-page discussion of ritual in “Die Religionen des alten Kleinasien,” also only briefly characterizes the Old Women, noting their role “als Verfasserinnen einer grossen Zahl von Ritualen, als Beschworungspriesterinnen, als Wahrsagerinnen, deren Hilfe auch der König sucht.”\(^{32}\) These works, most particularly Goetze’s *Kleinasien*, were the main general resources for Hittite religion and ritual for some time.

By the 1970s, however, most of the reasonably complete Old Woman rituals had been published at least in part, and a number of ritual texts unassociated with the Old Women had received similar treatment. Therefore, more accurate comprehensive work was now possible. In 1970, D. Engelhard wrote his PhD dissertation on Hittite ritual techniques,\(^ {33}\) providing a more comprehensive look at ritual practice, which remains the only book-length general work on Hittite ritual today. He divided his treatment into four sections: “Magical practitioners,”

\(^{29}\) *Kleinasiens*, 158.

\(^{30}\) Ibid. Another example: Goetze correctly states, “Sehr nahe liegt es, die eingetretenen Unreinheit wie sichtbaren körperlichen Schmutz entfernen zu wollen” (p. 155) and goes on to list several possible ways to wash the dirt off, but then says, “Alle die zur Verwendung kommenden Stoffe sind natürlich vor dem Gebrauche besonders zu behandeln” (ibid.), which is based on only two pieces of evidence and is certainly not a widespread phenomenon in Hittite ritual.

\(^{31}\) Ibid., 160.

\(^{32}\) “Die Religionen des alten Kleinasien,” 112.

“Occasions which necessitated the use of magic,” “Ritual implements and their uses,” and “Location and time of rituals.” Included under “Magical practitioners” is the first analysis of the Old Woman’s function longer than a sentence or two. However, Engelhard was, similar to Goetze, somewhat hampered by his time period: for example, he engages with the issue of magic vs. religion (though concludes that the Hittite texts demonstrate no such division\textsuperscript{34}), and spends some time addressing the possibility that the Old Women were “Old” because they were post-menopause, since menstruation must necessarily make a woman impure and therefore unsuited for religious activity. He concludes that this is not the reason, but only because magical rituals involved contact with impurities and therefore practitioners could \textit{not} be required to be pure; there is no acknowledgement of the complete lack of evidence that Hittite women were considered impure while menstruating.\textsuperscript{35} He does ultimately reach the plausible conclusion that the best explanation for the Old Women being “Old” was that age was a mark of “greater wisdom and experience.”\textsuperscript{36}

In addition to being somewhat out-of-date by this stage, Engelhard’s analysis is not very systematic, and ultimately quite descriptive. When discussing the Old Woman, he spends a number of pages carefully going through various rituals in which she is a participant, and concludes,

At this point we should recapitulate and outline the various functions of the M\textsuperscript{IŠ}U.GI. She was active in the \textit{mugawar} ritual where she sought to evoke the Sungod so that he would return to Hatti and revitalize the earth and enliven its animal and plant life.

\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Hittite Magical Practices}, 221.
\textsuperscript{35} The one mention of menstrual blood in religious—or indeed any—context in a Hittite text is Ammiḫatna’s ritual, which addresses the problem that arises if a person is in a consecrated state and someone gives them various inappropriate things to eat or drink, including menstrual blood (“blood of a woman’s body”). It does not seem to me that evidence that menstrual blood is impure to drink should necessarily imply that women are impure while menstruating.
\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Hittite Magical Practices}, 8.
Then it was briefly noted that the MššU.GI played a very important role in the omen literature. In addition we examined several magical texts in which she enacted rituals which (1) removed family quarreling, (2) purified a worshipper, (3) counteracted sorcery and (4) cured a sickly child from his paleness or intestinal decay. Finally, our investigation observed the MššU.GI functioning in the funerary rituals. For the well-being of the Hittite community, the MššU.GI was truly indispensable.37

The “function” of the Old Woman is simply a list of the texts he has discussed; the single larger consideration invoked is the importance of ritual for the community, which itself is not investigated very far. Engelhard certainly drew together many sources that had not yet been examined in conjunction with one another, but unfortunately did not provide much in-depth or systematic analysis, nor did he advance any comprehensive theories about the methods used in Hittite ritual.

In 1972, Liane Jakob-Rost published CTH 402, Alli’s ritual (at this time still known as Malli’s ritual), the single remaining Old Woman text of reasonable preservation.38 Her edition was very much in line with the philological tradition; in addition to the philological commentary, she included a very brief (8 pages) section on “Religion im Malli-Ritual,” largely devoted to the various gods present in the ritual, but with short sections on ritual practice, the places the ritual was performed, and the personnel. Her primary goal in this discussion seems to be associating CTH 402 with a Luwian tradition, and indeed, she says of the Old Woman:

Die SALŠU.GI, heth. ḫašawa-, die “Alte,” spielt in den Ritualen als ausführende Person, als “weise Frau” eine große Rolle. Sie ist vor allem mit den Ritualen luwischer Herkunft oder Beeinflussung verbunden. Ihre Erwähnung in einem Text galt lange Zeit

37 Ibid., 22.
38 L. Jakob-Rost, *Das Ritual der Malli aus Arzawa gegen Behexung (KUB XXIV 9+)*, THeth 2 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1972).
geradezu als Kriterium für dessen Zuordnung in den luwischen Bereich. Sie scheint nicht so sehr eine Priesterin im Sinne einer Tempelbediensteten als vielmehr eine Art Magierin gewesen zu sein, die in der Volksreligion ihren Platz hatte.\(^{39}\)

Two points of note appear in this paragraph: first, Jakob-Rost assigns the Old Women to the “Volksreligion,” in which assessment she is not alone. However, as will be seen in ch. 1, while there certainly may have been Old Women operating on the popular level, the textual material from Ḫattuša attests rituals intended for use by the highest echelons of Hittite society, certainly including the royal family, and Old Women were employed to serve the king.

Secondly, Jakob-Rost’s desire to place the Old Woman within a single cultural tradition is reflective of an overall tendency in Hittite religious scholarship (still present today) to try to separate out strands of religious thought and trace them to a geographical origin. The difficulty inherent in this point of view is that all of these texts were produced by the Hittite state, and the supposed non-Hittite origins of these traditions are invisible to us. It is often possible to identify the difference between older central Anatolian traditions and later (particularly Hurrian) influences (see ch. 1 for more discussion of this); however, the various traditions clearly cross-influenced one another over the centuries. For example, texts with elements in Hurrian may also include deities that would appear to be at home in a Luwian context, and so on.

With respect to the Old Woman rituals, the situation is quite complicated. Jakob-Rost was not correct that they were primarily associated with a Luwian tradition; the Old Women seem to have been present in nearly every linguistic context attested at Ḫattuša (Sumerian/Akkadian excepted). This was subsequently noted in 1976 by Kammenhuber in her

\(^{39}\) Ibid., 88.
book on Hittite divination, in which she includes a list of sources where the Old Women appear. In line with the goals discussed above, she states, “Hier nur zu zwei Problemen...: Es gibt dreisprachige SALŠU.GI’s, die auf hethitische Rituale ‘à la Ḫurri’ und ‘à la Luwiya’ anbieten; sind darin immer beide Schichten sauber getrennt?” Her following list is separated into sections based first on text genre, second on dating, and finally on cultural context. This did not, however, stop attempts to separate out traditions within Old Woman rituals, or even to locate the Old Women specifically in a single tradition (see further below and ch. 1).

In 1974, A. Archi’s article “Il sistema KIN della divinazione ittita” was published; it was the first and only treatment of the KIN-oracles, which were performed by the Old Women. Archi’s article is a careful investigation of the evidence of the best-preserved texts, shedding great light on the extremely opaque KIN method. Though he was not comprehensive in his treatment, he was as thorough as possible for the space of a short article, and elucidated much about the ways in which the oracular symbols interacted with one another. However, he focuses exclusively on interpreting the difficult methodology and terminology, with extensive transliteration and translation, and pays no attention to the nature of the Old Woman beyond dubbing her a “maga.” Closer investigation shows that the nature of the symbols, and the ways in which they interact with one another, in fact reveals quite a bit about the Old Woman’s position vis-à-vis Hittite religious thought (see ch. 2).

In 1978, V. Haas and H. J. Thiel published Die Beschworungsrituale der Allaituraḫ(h)i und verwandte Texte, an edition of two Old Woman rituals, those of Allaituraḫḫi (only very partially published in translation by Goetze in ANET) and Šalašu (unpublished and extremely

40 Orakelpraxis, Träume und Vorzeichenschau bei den Hethitern, THeth 7 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1976).
41 Ibid., 123.
fragmentary). This edition, for the first time, went explicitly beyond the philological in its goals. In the several chapters of discussion before the text translations, the authors discuss personnel, deities, magical and mythological motifs, and structural/metrical qualities of the incantations. Although more than forty years later many of their conclusions about ritual no longer stand (for example, subsuming all ensorcellment under the metaphor of “binding” and all anti-sorcery practice under the metaphor of “release”; see ch. 4), it was a step beyond the standard practice of editions up until that time. However, unfortunately, their discussion was heavily involved with the notion of geographic traditions; their primary concern was an identification of Hurro-Mesopotamian traditions within the Hittite texts (see further on this topic below). Therefore, the overall goal was to trace motifs in these rituals to foreign origin, rather than to locate them in a broader Hittite ritual context, and their treatment of the Old Women’s function was minimal.

Despite this example of scholarship on ritual, the next ten years of scholarship on the Old Woman rituals were quite sparse. The single major textual publication was F. Starke’s publication of the cuneiform Luwian texts, in 1985.\textsuperscript{44} This monograph did the important work of assembling the various fragments into composite texts, without which any study of their content would have been impossible. However, Starke did not translate the texts, and limited his discussion of their content to elements that allowed him to assign sections to one text or another. His purpose in publishing these texts was to further the study of the Luwian language—as seen by his follow-up work on the lexicon\textsuperscript{45}—rather than to make any comment on ritual practice.

Several more publications appeared in 1988. Haas and I. Wegner published \textit{Die Rituale der Beschwörerinnen} \textsuperscript{46} which provided updated and much improved editions of Allaituraḫḫi and Šalašu’s rituals, as well as a number of other texts with Hurrian recitations,

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{44} \textit{Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte in Umschrift}, StBoT 30 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1985).
\bibitem{45} \textit{Untersuchung zur Stammbildung des keilschrift-luwischen Nomens}, StBoT 31 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1990).
\bibitem{46} ChS I/5 (Rome: Multigrafica Editrice, 1988).
\end{thebibliography}
including CTH 490, Ašdu’s ritual. The publication of the rituals was part of the series *Corpus der hurritischen Sprachdenkmäler*, and the primary goal was to provide further evidence for the understanding of the Hurrian language. The texts were presented in transliteration and translation (of the Hittite sections) with a second volume glossary, but no commentary, philological or otherwise. However, approximately simultaneously, Haas published an entry on Hittite magic and sorcery in the *Reallexikon der Assyriologie*, in which he analyzed Hittite ritual method, with the view that, “Die (heth.) Magie folgt einem Denksystem in Gegensatzpaaren der Kategorien negative-positiv: also unrein-rein, gebunden-gelöst, unfruchtbar-fruchtbar, krank-gesund usw.”

This is not an inaccurate picture of Hittite ritual, but this dualism seems to be a clear result of the practical purpose of the rituals: to solve problems. There thus naturally arises a division between the current state (sick, unclean, sterile, etc.) and the desired state (healed, pure, fertile, etc.). The system of thought behind moving from one state to another seems to be more complex than simply a set of dualisms (see chs. 3 and 4).

Haas also discusses the Old Women, but the discussion is unfortunately quite dated and inaccurate. In addition to a list of most of the various rituals they performed, he says of female ritual practitioners in general, “Weit mehr als den Männern scheint die Ausübung der Magie indes den Frauen oblegen zu haben. Die magische Autorität der Frau beruht auf dem Vorgang des Gebärens…der Menstruation…sowie ihrer Eigenschaft zur Hysterie, so daß ihre nervösen Krisen sie übernatürlichen Kräften auszuliefern schienen.” This is the only place in the twenty-page entry that Haas cites a non-Hittitological source: Marcel Mauss’s *Théorie de la magie*, originally published in 1902. It is telling that female ritual authority was the only phenomenon so

---

48 Ibid., 235.
49 Ibid., 242.
50 Ibid., 239. In support of these views, Haas cites Mauss’s “Theory of Magic” in a German-language edition of 1974, which obscures its original publication date of 1902.
inexplicable that Haas chose to look beyond the Hittite sources and Hittitological scholarship for
an answer. That answer was not only out of date, but also did not reflect the evidence concerning
the expertise of the Old Women—by far the most common female ritual practitioners—in any
way. For more on this subject, see below.

Also published in 1988 was Manfred Hutter’s edition of CTH 409.II, Tunnawiya’s *taknaz
dā*-ritual (literally “taking-from-the-earth”; see ch. 3 for a discussion of these rituals).\(^{51}\) Hutter
followed his philological commentary with sections on structural analysis of the text, the ritual’s
occasion and purpose, the deities in the text, and finally the position of the ritual within the
apparent Hurrian-Luwian-Hittite continuum of religious traditions. Though there was again no
discussion of the function of the Old Women, and Hutter’s analysis of ritual efficacy was limited
to the places it served the above goals, the edition was significantly more than a presentation of
the text. Bracketing this publication were two articles by Taracha on the *taknaz dā*-rituals,\(^{52}\) in
which he first put together a list of fragments composing *taknaz dā*-ritual texts (in 1985) and
then discussed what he believed to be the content and structural components of those rituals (in
1990). Also in 1990, G. Beckman followed up Hutter’s publication of CTH 409.II with an
edition of the extremely similar CTH 409.IV, the “Ritual of the Ox”;\(^{53}\) however, this was just a
short article and included only a brief philological commentary. The same can be said for
Popko’s 1991 edition of CTH 418, the fragmentary ritual for when a stranger commits an offense
against the king and queen;\(^{54}\) apart from assigning it to Taracha’s list of *taknaz dā*-rituals, his
commentary was entirely philological.

\(^{51}\) Behexung, Entsühnung und Heilung: das Ritual der Tunnawiya für ein Königspaar aus mittelhethitischer Zeit (KBo XXI 1 – KUB IX 34 – KBo XXI 6), OBO 82 (Freiburg [Schweiz]: Göttingen, 1988).
The scholarship of the following decade was extremely sparse; it was 2002 before there was another publication of an Old Woman ritual. In 1994, Haas published his thousand-page *Geschichte der hethitischen Religion*, but the section on “Magie und Beschwörungsrituale” was only a minor reworking of his entry in the *RLA*, reproducing the same views, including those on female ritual practitioners—with the addition of characterizing the MUNUS.MEŠ SUHUR.LÁL as “vielleicht Prostituierte,” for which there is no evidence whatsoever. In “Magie und Zauberei,” the MUNUS.SUHUR.LÁL is rather called a “Hierodule,” which is less explicit but still invokes the myth of the cultic prostitute.

The overall view is clear: for a woman to have participated in ritual, the physical aspects of womanhood—i.e., the reproductive organs—must have been central to her practice. A more reasoned version of this view can also be seen in Beckman’s 1993 article, “From Cradle to Grave: Women’s Role in Hittite Medicine and Magic,” whose assumption rather (as he makes explicit) comes from (1) the possibility that the Hittite word behind MUNUS.XU.GI is ḫašawa-, which can be etymologically connected to ḫaš- “to give birth”; (2) the evidence that midwives were indeed respected female authorities; and also presumably (3) his own greater experience with the birth rituals (on which he wrote his dissertation). However, countering all of these views is the unequivocal fact that although midwives (MUNUS.MEŠ SÁ.ZU or MUNUS.MEŠ ḫaššanupalla-) do participate in rituals having to do with birth, the Old Women and the MUNUS.MEŠ SUHUR.LÁL are
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56 P. 242.
57 This view is further reinforced by Haas’ 2003 article on scapegoat rituals (“Betrachtungen zur Traditionsgeschichte hethitischer Rituale am Beispiel des ‘Sündenbock’-Motivs,” in *Hittite Studies in Honor of Harry A. Hoffner Jr. on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday*, ed. G. Beckman, R. Beal, and G. McMahon [Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2003], 140), in which he assumes that in CTH 394, Aššelia’s ritual against plague in the army camp, the king must have had a ritual marriage and/or sexual contact with the woman brought in as a substitute for him, even though nothing of the kind is preserved in the (completely preserved) text.
59 See the Conclusion for a discussion of this possibility.
never once attested participating in a birth ritual, or a ritual involving sexual activity of any kind. Their ritual authority appears to have come from knowledge and training in ritual skills, rather than any inherent sex-specific trait—just as men’s did.

The 2000s began a new trend in Hittite ritual scholarship. Classic philological editions continued to be published—for example, Kassian et al.’s 2002 updated edition of the royal funerary ritual, Mouton’s 2013 updated edition of CTH 402, the Ritual of Allī, and of course the new project to put editions of ritual texts online, with minimal commentary, at the Hethitologie Portal Mainz. However, there was a new attention toward (1) ritual method, and (2) ritual texts’ Sitz im Leben. The former could be seen with scholars such as A. Mouton and B.J. Collins, who have published numerous articles on specific ritual phenomena, and once again with Volkert Haas, particularly with Haas’ 2003 publication (with the help of Daliah Bawanyeck) of Materia Magica et Medica Hethitica: Ein Beitrag zur Heilkunde im Alten Orient. Materia Magica assessed the ritual or medical function of each individual item catalogued in its 922 pages, and included an extensive introduction discussing ritual healing. In

---

60 There is one reasonably complete birth ritual, KBo 17.61 (and one catalogue entry for a birth ritual, KUB 30.43), which attest a MUNUS ḫašawa; however, (1) she is removing evil from the baby, rather than assisting the birth, and (2) the relationship between the MUNUS ḫašawa and the MUNUS ŠU.GI may be more complicated than this; see the Conclusion for further discussion. There is one Old Woman, Tunnawiya, who authoered a birth ritual (CTH 409.III), but in that ritual, she is called MUNUS ŠA.ZU, not MUNUS ŠU.GI as she is in her rituals against contamination, further evidence that the MUNUS.ŠŠU.GI were not midwives.


63 http://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/txhet_besrit/textindex.php?g=besrit&x=x, including at the time of this writing CTH 398, CTH 402, CTH 404.1, CTH 416, CTH 439, CTH 440, CTH 448.2, CTH 456.2, CTH 458.1, CTH 474, and CTH 780.II.


that introduction is a section on the Old Women, which is primarily a descriptive list of the various well-attested Old Woman rituals, separated by cultural tradition, though Haas does note that the Old Women practiced offensive as well as defensive magic (see ch. 3). Haas’ introduction also includes an extensive discussion of ritual traditions, in which he places heavy emphasis on Mesopotamian influence, on which see more below.

Haas also discusses specific ritual methods, and his focus is—in line with the nature of the monograph—on the various items used to perform them. In addition, particularly during his overview of methods of removing contamination from a patient, he separates various ritual techniques based on the physical actions being performed (e.g., swinging, spitting, washing, combing, etc.). This is a clear continuation of the philological methods seen in the previous decades of scholarship: discussion of ritual in Hittitology has always been subordinated to the discussion of words. Even when ritual scholarship is done on its own, without being attached to an edition of a particular text, ritual acts are considered with reference to the words—nouns/objects and verbs/actions—used in the texts. Haas’ approach also seems to stem from the confluence of ritual and medical practice. The Old Women, as will be seen in ch. 3, do not practice medicine; that is, they do not treat parts of the body for ailments, but rather remove sorcery or contamination with the understanding that they are addressing the ailments’ underlying cause. As a result, the individual actions or items are tied up in the changing metaphors used to conceive of evil—not the symptoms of illness—and therefore must be taken in a larger context. This will be discussed further in chapters 3 and (especially) 4.

Haas’ book was written with the aid of Daliah Bawanyeck, and in the acknowledgments, he thanks his students for help, including Birgit Christiansen, Susanne Görke, and Rita Strauß. All of these scholars have since published editions of ritual texts, and all but

---

66 Pp. 70–79.
Strauß on Old Woman rituals, with much more extensive commentary on the ritual acts than the philological tradition used to require: Bawanypeck of the augurs’ rituals in 2005, Christiansen of Ambazzi’s rituals in 2006, and Görke of Aštu’s ritual in 2010. These books are all extremely useful from a comparative perspective: following Haas’ methodology, these scholars have focused on the items and the actions used in their rituals, and drawn comparisons with rites in other texts that use similar items or perform similar actions. However, as already noted above, this heavily philological perspective is not sufficient for a larger understanding of Hittite ritual methodology. For further discussion of the limitations of philological methods and an alternative way of approaching the Old Woman rituals, see chs. 3 and 4.

Scholarship on ritual, therefore, has been noticeably renewed in the last fifteen years, and certain specific issues have dominated recent publications. As a result, this discussion will benefit from concluding its chronological accounting and turning to a thematic discussion. Two questions have most notably concerned contemporary scholars of Hittite ritual: (1) that of scribal context and textual transmission, and (2) that of cultural contexts and geographic origins. This dissertation, however, will rather be focusing on Hittite religious thought and practical method, and therefore will not be overly concerned with either question. The following discussion will demonstrate why I believe the questions to be peripheral to my own concerns. Though they are not unrelated, I will address each in turn.

Ritual Transmission

70 See, e.g., the tables in Bawanypeck’s *Die Rituale der Auguren* on pp. 153, 182, 209, 221, 234, 249, 254, and 294; the lists of parallels in Christiansen’s *Die Ritualtradition der Ambazzi* on pp. 139–54 and 259–72; and Görke’s comparison-based reconstruction in *Das Ritual der Aštu*, pp. 172–267.
In 2004, Jared Miller published a new edition of Maštigga’s ritual corpus. Miller’s purpose was not to discuss ritual method, but rather to investigate the differences among the various copies of these texts and put forward a theory as to how they were produced, transmitted, and used. He engages in a long discussion of the various possibilities for how a ritual text with a named author (like most Old Woman rituals) might have come into being, with extensive references to the previous literature supporting these various points of view: i.e., a scribe interviewing a ritualist and writing down her words in real-time, including possible questions-and-answers; a scribe witnessing a ritual performance; or a literate ritualist writing the text herself. He demonstrates the reasons why these possibilities, as they have been presented by other scholars in the past, are unlikely, and suggests:

An alternative paradigm, however, seems more likely. [Tunnawiya’s] rituals may well have been composed with no reference whatsoever to a Tunnawiya living at the time. A scribe or scribes may have created the compositions from their own resources, including their personal experience as participants in or observers of such rites, as well as the archives to which they had access. To lend their composition legitimacy, they would have attributed them to Tunnawiya, who had perhaps lived some generations before, at which time she had acquired a name as a worthy ritualist. Whether some of the material from their archives in fact was to be directly traced to Tunnawiya herself is more difficult to ascertain, and should not be categorically excluded.

Miller has carefully considered the evidence of the texts before coming to this conclusion: for example, despite incipits in the first person (i.e., “Thus So-and-So: when there is such-and-such a
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72 *Kizzuwatna Rituals*, 469–532, with literature.
73 Ibid., 522.
problem, I treat it as follows”), ritual texts often switch immediately to the third person (“she takes this”), sometimes abruptly, in a way that does not suggest the text is the continuous speech of an individual. Ritual texts sometimes refer to material existing on other tablets, as, for example, in CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” in which certain of her incantations are said to have already been written on a different tablet. Further evidence for possible textual material in rituals can be seen in the potential for parallels between, e.g., some of Allaituraḫḫi’s incantations and Mesopotamian literature. Miller also considers it likely that there was a written tradition already existing in Kizzuwatna, the overseers of which “may have commissioned literate persons to create [ritual] compositions, and these literati, in turn, would have drawn upon a lifetime of experience in cultic and ritual practice to create them…these first texts would presumably have been used as reference material in the creation of future compositions.”

On the other hand, Miller also acknowledges an alternative possibility in which a practitioner is allowed a role in the creation of the ritual text:

Though probably a secondary or tertiary phenomenon in relation to those just discussed, an ‘interview’ scenario, according to which the literati interviewed the various ritualists in order to compose their texts, may have played a limited role in the transition from oral to written. Of course the ‘composer’ of any particular ritual may have been not a scribe, but the practitioner who was accustomed to performing the rites. S/He, most likely him/herself in the employ of the royal court, may have employed a scribe to record a
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74 Ibid., 493–96.
75 Ibid., 511–23.
77 Ibid., 531.
composition which s/he had created orally and/or mentally, but had not the technical
skills to write down…This composer may have either attributed his/her text, and perhaps
especially any incantations within it, to a well-known ritualist from days gone by, in
which case the incipit would also be attributable to the ‘composer.’ Alternatively, the
scribe may have prepared the incipit, attributing the composition to the one from whom
he was hearing it.  

However, though presented as a plausible scenario, this suggestion comes as something of an
afterthought. Throughout his discussion, Miller privileges scribal agency whenever he discusses
the creation or editing of ritual texts, and the language of this passage heavily deemphasizes the
practitioner’s role. It is clear that he does not consider it at all likely that ritual practitioners
authored the texts attributed to them.

His own suggestion of scribal composition, however, is quite speculative, particularly
considering that he locates these scribal “literati” in Kizzuwatna, where no texts have yet been
discovered. As it happens, other explanations for the problems he identifies are also plausible.
For example, a recent study by myself and Theo van den Hout demonstrated that certain ritual
texts (including the text with which Miller begins his study, Mašṭigga’s ritual against domestic
quarrel, CTH 404.1), can be seen to have been memorized. Taking this evidence into
consideration, the role of the practitioner/author could be much greater. Perhaps these texts were
communicated by authors like Tunnawiya to scholars and/or scribes, who memorized them and
reproduced them in whole or in part (thus explaining why Tunnawiya’s incantations might have
already been set down on a different tablet); the formulaic incipits could have been a textual
phenomenon developed to more easily recognize individual compositions, which would explain

78 Ibid., 531–32.
79 Marcuson and van den Hout, “Memorization and Hittite Ritual: New Perspectives on the Transmission of Hittite
the awkward transitions from first-person incipit to third-person text. Nothing whatsoever suggests that ritual practitioners could not have been familiar with mythological or literary texts from Mesopotamia and used that material in their compositions; not being able to read in no way barred a wealthy, powerful individual (as these hypothetical prominent employees of the Hittite and/or Kizzuwatnean court must certainly have been) from accessing textual material. One could even take the reconstruction a step further and assume that it was the practitioners themselves who memorized and reproduced the texts or parts of the texts, as their own liturgical instructions (see, for example, the MUNUSXSU.GI liturgy tablets for the long, complicated, and generously-staffed royal funerary ritual [CTH 450], in which only the Old Women’s incantations are recorded), dictating them to scribes.

These scenarios are, in my opinion, at least as plausible as Miller’s. However, there is, of course, no way to prove any of them. Though we may learn more about their transmission, the composition of these texts is invisible to us. Whether the named authors like Tunnawiyu were agents in setting the texts’ content down on tablets, or whether scribes composed the texts based on their general understanding of ritual practice, or whatever other scenarios arise, the evidence is insufficient to come to a final answer.

However, when weighing the possibilities and judging which is the most likely, one final piece of evidence should be mustered: one of the purported authors of two so-called “Kizzuwatna Rituals” is the MUNUSSUḪUR.LÁL Kuwattalla. Kuwattalla is named as an author of CTH 759, the dupaduparša-ritual, and CTH 761, the “Great Ritual,” both of which have Luwian incantations (and both of which have a co-author Šillaluḫi, who is an Old Woman). A Kuwattalla, MUNUSSUḪUR.LÁL, also appears as the recipient of a land grant from the Hittite
king and queen Arnuwanda and Ašmunikkal, in which she is called their “servant” (GÉME). Kuwattalla receives an enormous amount of land and personnel from the royal couple. Of course, the two Kuwattallas may not be the same person. However, the earliest copies of Kuwattalla’s rituals are in Middle Script, suggesting that they were written during approximately the same time period (insofar as palaeographic dating can be accurate) as the land grant; at least the same century can be safely assumed. Given that there was a wealthy, powerful MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL named Kuwattalla in service to the king and queen and gifted with Hittite land, and this was approximately contemporary to when a ritual text ascribed to a knowledgeable authority named Kuwattalla appeared in the Hittite royal archives, the possibility that the author and the land grant recipient are the same person should not be dismissed.

In addition to the suggestion that scribes authored ritual texts, recent scholarship has also assigned scribes a major role in the continuing redaction of these texts—that is, that they were not simply copied by scribes, but deliberately modified over the centuries. Miller and Birgit Christiansen have both identified inconsistencies in the texts they have edited (Miller in Maštigga’s rituals, Christiansen in Ambazzi’s), and considered those inconsistencies to be

80 KBo 5.7, ed. Ch. Rüster and G. Wilhelm, Landschenkungsurkunden hethitisher Könige, StBoTB 4, 231–44.
81 Miller refers to this text only in a footnote on the second page of his general discussion, in which he states, “Taracha…claims that both [festivals and rituals] can be traced back to OH roots, against which might militate the case of Kuwatalla, MUNUS SU.GI [sic], generally identified with the Kuwatalla, MUNUS SU.GI [sic], who receives a land grand from Arnuwanda I and Ašmunikkal…On the other hand, one must consider the possibility that Kuwatalla herself may have made use of compositions dating to an earlier epoch” (Kizzuwatna Rituals, 442n697). Here he seems himself to be assuming that Kuwattalla is a ritual author, contra his later reconstruction of how these texts were composed.
82 For example, the fact that the list of ritual items at the beginning of Maštigga’s first ritual does not exactly correspond to the items used in the ritual, for which Miller suggests the explanation that, “there may have existed a textual tradition of Mastigga rituals, which had perhaps already diverged to some degree, and that the scribe copied the list and the various elements of the ritual performance from Mastigga sources that were no longer completely compatible, and that no great care was taken to scrupulously compare for complementarity the passages assembled from the various sources” (Kizzuwatna Rituals, 240).
83 Christiansen focuses mainly on the fact that CTH 391 switches between (1) a first- and third-person narration of the practitioner’s actions, and (2) singular and plural ritual patients (Die Ritualtradition der Ambazzi, 113–22), which leads her to conclude that the text is not intended for practical use (“Vielmehr weist dieser Befund darauf hin, daß die hethitischen Schreiber den Text in erster Linie als gelehrte Überlieferung betrachteten, die es für nachfolgende Generationen zu tradieren galt” [idem, 126]), and is likely already a product of scribal redactors (“Das
Evidence of scribal redaction. They propose that the texts were compiled by scribes from varying written sources, and as different materials were interwoven, logical and grammatical flaws arose. However, this now seems less likely: as recently demonstrated by myself and Theo van den Hout in “Memorization and Hittite Ritual: New Perspectives on the Transmission of Hittite Ritual Texts,” these inconsistencies are for the most part easily explained by memorization errors. That is to say, in many cases, scribes were not deliberately modifying these texts—on the contrary, they were attempting to reproduce them as accurately as possible. I certainly do not exclude the possibility of modification of texts throughout the centuries—for example, the ascription of CTH 780.III, the ritual for Šuppiluliuma II, who ruled around 1200 BC, to Allaiturahhi, who first appears as a ritual author around the fifteenth century, suggests some later editing. However, it does not seem to me as prevalent as previously assumed, nor as clear that these redactors were in fact scribes and not ritual experts themselves, who did not need to be able to read and write to modify a text. There might also have been some collaboration between the two.

In addition, the presence of inconsistencies in the ritual texts should not preclude their inclusion in the realm of Hittite ritual practice (rather than assignation to a “scribal” or “literary” context, which has not been very well-defined in any case). Anyone who has regularly participated in religious ceremonies can attest that simply because there are errors or inconsistencies in instructions, scripts, bulletins, or similar, does not mean that those written documents cannot be used to direct the progress of those ceremonies. And the presence of personal names of kings like Šuppiluliuma II (as mentioned above) suggests a relationship to

__________________________
auffällige, auf der synchronen Ebene unvermittelt erschienende Schwanken zwischen 1. und 3. Person in den schildernden Passagen sowie zwischen Singular und Plural in der Zahl der Ritualherren nebst Wechseln zwischen Sprecher und Angesprochenem in den Rezitationen weist darauf hin, daß die auf uns gekommene Textfassung aus verschiedenen Vorlagen kompiliert wurde, wobei die sich daraus ergebenden Spannungen meist nicht ausgeglichen wurden” [idem, 311]).
ritual practice. Even if these texts were kept as records of rituals that had been performed, the content of the texts would still attest to Hittite ritual practice.

And although the possibility that they were not practical cannot be excluded, the Old Woman ritual texts demonstrate an internal coherence of problem and method (see chs. 3 and 4), despite their apparent far-flung geographic origins, that must be indicative of Hittite religious thought. Therefore, whatever the Sitz im Leben of the physical tablets, it is in my opinion most productive to discuss the content of these ritual texts as representative of religious thought, rather than as “literary,” particularly if assignment to a “literary” context results in the assumption that they need not make practical sense.

The possibility remains that the texts were produced for some other purpose, of course. The above discussion should demonstrate, however, that the questions of how the Hittite ritual texts came into being, who the named ritual authors actually were, and what relationship they had with the Hittite scribes, while tantalizing, are ultimately not very productive, producing a multitude of potential explanations, all of which are somewhat plausible. The answers to these questions are invisible to us, given the current evidence. It seems rather preferable to frame the question differently: that is, what does the writing and copying of these texts, and their ascription...

---


85 Though not, as adequately demonstrated by Miller (Kizzuwatna Rituals, 483–35; 500–506) and Christiansen (Ambazzi, 123–25), as descriptions of a specific ritual performance.

86 Consider, for example, the fact that certain ancient Near Eastern law codes, such as Hammurabi’s, seem entirely practical at first glance, but there is no evidence whatsoever in the extensive Babylonian legal documentation that Hammurabi’s laws were ever in fact put into practice. Without more evidence, Hittite ritual practice is out of our reach.

87 A view espoused by Miller when discussing the term šer arḫa waḫmu- in his commentary on CTH 404.1 (Kizzuwatna Rituals, 111), for which see further discussion in ch. 4.

88 Also given lengthy consideration by Miller, e.g. Tunnawiyā (Kizzuwatna Rituals, 452–58) and Allaiturahḫi (506–511).
to named ritual authors, tell us about the perspective of the Hittite administrative apparatus on ritual? And what does it mean for our understanding of Hittite religious thought?

Examination of the texts’ framing methods may help answer this question. Authored ritual texts begin with a standard formula: “Thus So-and-So (of some profession), (from some place): when there is such-and-such a problem, I treat it as follows.” For example, CTH 397: “Thus Ḫețbatrackki, Old Woman of Zuharuwa: when I free an ensorcelled person”89; CTH 402: “Thus Alli, woman of Arzawa: if a person (is) ensorcelled, I treat him as follows”90; CTH 409.II: “Thus Tunnawīya, Old Woman of Hatti: When I take the king and queen from the earth, I take this.”91 The colophon, at the very end of the ritual, approximately replicates the incipit, using the formula, “The word (AWĀT/INIM) of So-and-So,” rather than “Thus So-and-So.” (For more examples of incipits and colophons in Old Woman rituals, see Appendix C.) The tablet catalogues, which are disproportionately concerned with authored material, use these colophons as their catalogue entries.92 The texts are thus very concerned with representing authorship. This concern can also be seen in the catalogue entry, “1 tablet—the name of [the Old] W[oman] is not there—when the Old Woman invokes the Storm-God.”93 The scribe creating the catalogue felt

89 KUB 24.14 i 1 Ḫ-U-M-MAḪ-ḫē-baṭ-ta-ra-[ak-ki] MUNUS.GI Ḫ-U.RU-ZU-[a]-Ḫ-a-[Ḫ]-ru-wa
2 Ḫ-ma-[a]-an al-wa-an-zu-aḫ-ḫa-na-ta-an UN-an EGI-P-a la-a-mi
90 KBo 11.12 (CTH 402.D.) i 1 [UM]-MAḪ-f-[a]-li-i MUNUS URU-AR-za-wiš ma-a-an an-tu-wa-[a]-ḫ-ḫa-[a]-š
2 al-wa-an-zu-aḫ-ḫa-an-za na-an ki-[a]-ḫa-an a-ni-i-mi
See Mouton, Le rituel d’Allii, 196; note that Mouton erroneously ends her transliteration of line 1 with [(al-wa-an-zu-aḫ-ḫa-an-za)]; that line is not broken and the word is preserved whole at the beginning of line 2 (as she correctly transliterates).
91 KBo 21.1 i 1 (U)M-MAḪ-Ḫ[U]-na-wiš-[ia] MUNUS.GI [URU]Ḫ-[a]-Ḫ-[a]-ti
2 [MJa-an-kān LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL tāk-na-a-az da-aḫ-ḫi nu ki-i-da-aḫ-ḫi
See Hutter, Behezung, 14–15, for edition.
92 This is made clear by a catalogue tablet in which a mistake in the colophon of CTH 390 is replicated in the entry for that text; see W. Waal, BiOr 67, 2010, 555.
93 KBo 31.27++ i 19’ 1 ṬU-PU ŠU-MI MUNUS.GI N]U.GAL ma-a-an MUNUS.GI Ḫ-an mu-ga-iz-zi
the need to inform the reader that he was not simply leaving out a name, but that there was no
name to record.

The question of what these incipits and colophons mean in terms of textual composition
has received some attention in the scholarship. I am not here preoccupied with whether “Thus”
or “Word of” implies that the content of the text was actually spoken aloud by the person quoted.
Rather, I am concerned with the fact that the text represents itself as being spoken by that person.
Hutter looks at the UMMA PN formula as being drawn from letters, but notes that there is no
verb of speech (QIBI-MA) in ritual incipits, which in his opinion differentiates the ritual texts and
indicates that “In den Ritualtexten scheint UMMA im Incipit ebenfalls die ‘Autorität’ des
(fiktiven) Verfassers des Rituals mit diesem formelhaften Beginn auszudrücken, ohne jedoch—
anders als in den Briefen, die eine Rede (vgl. das Verbum dicendi im Imperativ) wiedergeben—
den folgenden Ritualtext als Rede zu charakterisieren.” Miller similarly considers UMMA to be
used as a “tool of attribution” rather than an indication that the words were spoken by the ritual
author.

Hutter and Miller are both concerned with how these texts came to be, and whether the
framework of direct speech might serve a purpose other than representing direct speech.
However, having arrived at the conclusion that it does not, they do not venture very far into
larger considerations of what that representation implies. Some implications may become clear
by comparing the ritual incipits not to letters, which—as Hutter notes—do not use the exact
simple UMMA PN formula that ritual texts do, but rather to royal documents. Edicts, treaties,
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94 Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, 493–96; M. Hutter, “Die wirksamten Reden der Ritualexperten in hethitischen
Texten: Anrufung der Götter, ‘Historiolae,’ und performative Funktion,” in Wenn Götter und Propheten reden –
96 Ibid., 156.
97 Kizzuwatna Rituals, 496.
98 The concept of “authority” is invoked by Hutter, as seen in the quote above, but put in quotes and not given much
attention.
annals, and decrees likewise begin with “Thus PN (professional title) (geographic origin)”—for example, the Apology of Hattušili (CTH 81): “Thus Tabarna Ḥattušili, Great King, King of Ḥatti, son of Muršili, Great King…” et cetera. Now, a similar argument could be brought to bear about whether the content of these documents actually issued from the king’s mouth, how much the king participated in producing them, and where the scribes fell in the process, with a similar lack of complete certainty in the conclusions. However, there is no doubt that the primary purpose of beginning treaties, edicts, etc. with “Thus the king of Ḥatti” is to imbue the text with the necessary authority, and to ensure its efficacy. As we learn from certain royal decrees, “The words of Tabarna are of iron: they are not to be cast aside or broken.”99 We can even see the “Thus the king” formula in religious texts: for example, CTH 672, an edict of Tudḫaliya IV concerning festival practice for the Storm-God of Nerik, begins UMMA₄[UTU-ŠI…]

“Thus [His] Ma[jesty…] Tudḫali[ya…]),100 which is representative of Tudḫaliya IV’s personal interest in festival practices and cult reform, and his desire to impose his own authority on them.

The concern on the part of the Hittite administration with authorship in ritual texts, and the representation of these rituals as the speech of the authors, in my opinion is a similar phenomenon. The texts do not say: “when there is such-and-such a problem, you do as follows” (as can be seen in Mesopotamian ritual101), nor even, most of the time, “the Old Woman does as follows.” Instead, they recount what Tunnawiya, Allaiturahḫi, Allī, etc. would do when there is such-and-such a problem. Thus, Tunnawiya, Allaiturahḫi, Allī, etc. are considered by the

---

99 E.g., in Kuwatalla’s land grant, KBo 5.7, rev. 49–50 (Rüster and Wilhelm, Landschenkungsurkunden, 238–39).
creators and curators of these documents to add authority to these rituals. We can turn here to CTH 323, the Disappearance of the Sun-God, which may have been first composed before this formula was standardized (see ch. 1), and quote Annanna’s lines: “And I am Annanna…I took the words of the gods, and I poured them […] I lost none of the gods’ words. But whenever Telipinu becomes burdensome for anyone, I speak the words of the gods, and I invoke him.”

As will be discussed in ch. 3, within their texts, Old Women are often concerned with representing themselves as powerful agents, and the framing of these texts seems to cooperate with that preoccupation.

So, what we can see is that the Hittite religious/administrative apparatus valued named, individual religious authority—as well as a (purported, at the very least) multicultural repertoire, for which see more below. There was clearly an impetus, beginning at least in the fifteenth century BC, to gather and preserve these people’s ritual expertise. The fact that the rituals represent themselves as direct speech from these ritualists’ mouths is more than just a “tool of attribution”—the fact that they are as a whole represented as speech might even be related to the vital importance of ritual speech within these texts themselves (see ch. 3).

Named authors and direct speech representation distinguish ritual texts from festivals, oracles, Hurro-Hittite myth, and many Mesopotamian “scholarly” texts, but connect them to decrees, treaties, and other expressions of royal authority.

---

102 VBoT 58 iv 3 ú-ug-ga MUNUS an-na-an-na-aš e-eš-mi
5 d[ah]-hu-un DINGIR MES-an ud-da-a-r he-ez-za-a[n]
6 ḫ šu-uh-ha-ah-hu-un
8 r DINGIR MESš-aš ud-da-a-ar Ū-UL ku-it-ki ha-r-ni-in-ku-un ma-a-an-ša-an
10 [me]-ma-ah-hi ta-an mu-ga-mi
Ed. Rieken, hethiter.net/: CTH 323.1

103 Though I do not venture into any speculation about the oral-literate continuum or previous oral traditions, as it would be absent any factual basis.
To venture somewhat further into speculation, it might be possible to connect the focus on individual knowledge and power in the texts to the knowledge and power enacted during the rituals—not over the antagonists, as will be discussed in ch. 3, but over the patients. In several Old Woman rituals, the king and queen are explicitly named as the patients, and overall, if we are to allow that these texts represent ritual practice, their inclusion in the Hittite state archives implies that the patients were the Hittite elite. As will be discussed in ch. 1 regarding CTH 416, and will also be apparent throughout the discussion in ch. 4, in these rituals the Old Women had intimate access to their patients’ bodies and sometimes homes. In cases where these patients were the king and queen, an exceptional level of knowledge, power, and authority would be required in order to permit such access, and that appears to be what is represented by these written documents.

Foreign Ritual Traditions

The Hittite imported gods, religious practice, and religious textual material. This can most dramatically be seen with Hurrian material, which seems to appear around the time the Hittites conquered Kizzuwatna and permanently incorporated it into their kingdom, in the fifteenth century, but the texts attest material claiming to originate from all over Anatolia, from Syria, and from Mesopotamia. The Old Woman rituals appear to be in line with this aggressively ecumenical practice: ritual authors are said to be from Ḫattuša (Tunnawiyā), from Durmitta, in north-central Anatolia (Mallidunna), from Pāla in the far north toward the Black Sea (Annā, unfortunately attested only in an extremely fragmentary text\(^\text{104}\)), from Arzawa in the west (Allī), from Kizzuwatna in the southeast (Maštigga, Šalašu, perhaps Ašdu\(^\text{105}\)), and even from Syria

\(^{104}\) KBo 17.47 (CTH 470) preserves only the first few lines, and so we know the author and something of the ritual purpose—it involves the “sleeping Storm-God”—but nothing else.

\(^{105}\) Ašdu is a “Munašu Šu.Gi Ūru Ḫurlaš,” which is somewhat ambiguous, though must mean somewhere in the southeast.
(Allaiturahḫi). This once again seems to begin around the fifteenth century; the older textual material appears to be somewhat more homogenous (see ch. 1).

Naturally, there have been attempts to isolate various ritual “traditions” based on these purported geographic origins, particularly considering the added factor of incantations in foreign languages, some of which—as in the case of Allaiturahḫi and Šalašu—were translated into Hittite. Allaiturahḫi’s ritual, for example, has two versions: one shorter (CTH 780.I), almost entirely in Hurrian, and one longer (CTH 780.II), almost entirely in Hittite, and only very partially preserved. It is thus very easy to posit an original Hurrian ritual text, translated and expanded into the longer Hittite version. However, even if that scenario is accepted, many problems remain: was it translated by scribes? By Old Women practicing Allaiturahḫi’s rituals? By Allaiturahḫi herself, if she existed? In addition, perhaps that is not what happened: the copies of CTH 780.I are palaeographically older, but that does not mean that the text must originally have been translated from Hurrian into Hittite, rather than the other way around; older Hittite copies could simply not be extant. There could have been two simultaneous versions of the ritual practiced, each written down separately. None of these possibilities can be proven or disproven.

To further complicate the issue, Haas has used the appearance of some of the words and phrases found in the sixth tablet of Allaiturahḫi in a Sumerian/Akkadian/Hittite lexical list\textsuperscript{106} to present the possibility that Allaiturahḫi’s rituals had Sumerian and/or Akkadian Vorlagen, rather than the Hurrian version being the original, but as he admits, no physical evidence of these texts is extant.\textsuperscript{107} Another possible explanation for this connection could be that since the Hittites

\textsuperscript{106} KBo 1.42 i 42ff.
\textsuperscript{107} “Dies sowie die Übereinstimmungen des Listenabschnitts mit den entsprechenden Partien der sechsten Tafel…sprechen dafür, daß die hethitischen Beschworungspartien Übersetzungen sind, deren Vorlagen gewiß nicht die zitierten hurrischen Abschnitte (ChS I 5 Nr.23 und Nr.24) sind, sondern wohl eben jene sumerischen und akkadischen Beschworungen, aus denen auch die Liste exzerpiert und in Ḫattuša mit der hethitischen Spalte versehen worden ist. Es haben somit der Liste und einzelnen Partien des Rituals die gleichen Vorlagen zugrunde gelegen. Es ist fernerhin davon auszugehen, daß diese sumerischen und akkadischen Beschworungen dann auch die
themselves were interested in both Hurrian ritual and Mesopotamian scholarly texts, that they could have written out entries using vocabulary seen in certain rituals—particularly considering that this list does not conform to the canonical Mesopotamian order, at least so far as extant.

Overall, excessive attention to potential ritual traditions can lead very quickly into speculation about the earlier phases of these traditions, which are invisible to us. In addition, the identification of discrete strands of a tradition within single texts is difficult, if not impossible. Hittite ritual texts do not have, for example, the type of inconsistent historical narrative that allows for source criticism on the Pentateuch. In fact, as will be demonstrated in chs. 3 and 4, the Old Woman rituals, at least, display a great deal of internal consistency in their method and even, where well-enough preserved, in their structure. Inexplicable ritual acts are usually either in extremely broken context, or accompanied by incantations that we cannot understand, and therefore there is no way to connect them to the larger methodological framework the Old Women use. In addition, even if certain elements of a text can be identified as being concerned

108 Haas says of the surest and longest match with Allaituraḫḫi, KBo 1.42 i 49, URUDU.DA-za kuiš DUMU-an karpan ḫarzi “the nurse who has lifted the child,” that “Aus jener und anderen lexikalischen Listen aus Boğazköy wird deutlich, daß mit diesen merkwürdigen hethitischen Relativsätze versucht wird, einen sumerischen und akkadischen Begriff, zu dem kein hethitisches Äquivalent vorhanden ist, wiederzugeben” (“Die hurritisch-hethitischen Rituale der Beschöwrerin Allaituraḫḫi und ihr literarhistorischer Hintergrund,” in Hurrer und Hurritisch, ed. V. Haas [Konstanz: Universitätsverlag Konstanz, 1988], 117–44). However, as noted by Hoffner (“Birth and Name-Giving in Hittite Texts,” JNES 27:3 [1968]: 200), this entry is unusual in that it is phrased in the perfect (“the nurse who has lifted”) rather than the imperfective present (“the nurse who habitually lifts,” karpiškezi). One wonders, then, if perhaps the Hittite text of Allaituraḫḫi already existed at the time this lexical list—or at least the Hittite entries in it—were created, and elements were being excerpted from the ritual for the list, rather than the other way around.

with a certain geographic area (e.g., Nineveh, as seen in Allaiturahhi and Šalašu’s rituals), no comment can be made about whether those elements originate in that geographic area. Even comparisons with existing texts can lead too quickly to an assumption of causality. Certain elements in incantations—including what language they are in, or whether they seem to have been translated from that language—can lead to the identification of particular origins. In particular, historioles may feature certain gods, or certain mythologems, that can be grouped together or placed in a certain ethnic or geographic milieu. For example, in Allaiturahhi’s ritual, there are references to Ereškigal and the Annunaki, Mesopotamian underworld gods. There is a historiola about the Hurrian Storm-God Teššub and his sister Ištar/Šauška. However, perhaps at the end of that same historiola, or perhaps immediately following its end (the text is broken), there is a narrative sentence about Șišummi, who may be the oldest Hittite (not Hurrian) god extant. In addition, there are offerings at the beginning of the text to the Gulšeš, the Hittite fate-goddesses, and an (unfortunately mostly broken) extended sequence of actions involving the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, a Luwian deity. It is easy to see from this that Allaiturahhi’s ritual is a product of Ḫattuša. It is, in my opinion, too difficult and

---

110 As already pointed out by Miller, *Kizzuwatna Rituals*. The only Old Woman ritual that mentions a geographical place where ritual acts are actually conducted is CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, and those places are Ḫattuša, Arinna and Katapa, all located in the Hittite heartland of central Anatolia (see ch. 1).

111 D. Schwemer has recently published an excellent article detailing the careful consideration that should be taken before determining that any ritual text is a result of a Mesopotamian precursor (“Gauging the influence of Babylonian magic: The reception of Mesopotamian traditions in Hittite ritual practice,” in *Diversity and Standardization: Perspectives on social and political norms in the ancient Near East*, ed. E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Jörg Klinger, and Gerfrid G.W. Müller [Akademie Verlag, 2013], 145–71). In particular should be noted his statement that, “Especially since Hittite Anatolia and second millennium Mesopotamia form part of a common larger cultural area and share the same level of civilization, the possibility of cross-cultural similarities that are not due to contemporaneous cultural borrowing should not be dismissed too easily. The sheer existence of a rich local Anatolian tradition of magic rituals demands that potential examples of cultural borrowing stand up to close methodological scrutiny, and the decisive criteria for identifying borrowed ritual motifs and techniques must be (a) their specificity (e.g., an Akkadian loanword like apisi- “exorcist”), (b) their exceptionality and unexpectedness (e.g., the use of dates in a Hittite ritual) and (c) ideally, their occurrence within a context that contains not only one isolated, apparently borrowed motif, but a number of words, motifs and actions for which an origin in the tradition of Babylonian ritual and incantation literature seems plausible” (pp. 147–48). It is certainly my opinion that no Old Woman ritual meets these criteria, and Schwemer indeed does not include any in his list of texts “which clearly exhibit Babylonian traits or originate in Babylonia” (p. 148).

uncertain to tease out that various possible “traditions” that might have gone into creating this text, and it is also impossible to say who—scribe, practitioner, or some combination of the two—had a hand in composing and/or adapting it. As Görke says of the ritual of Ašdu (CTH 490)—which likewise exists in a shorter and a longer version, and has Hurrian incantations:

Unter diesem Blickwinkel erscheint es wahrscheinlich, dass das Ritual der Aštu nicht in einem Landesteil wie Kizzuwatna entstanden ist, sondern dass vielmehr erst die Kenntnis verschiedener Traditionen diese rituelle Vielfalt möglich machte. Damit rücken die Schreiber der hethitischen Hauptstadt Ḫattuša ins Visier, für die die verschiedenen Traditionen des Landes u.a. in Form von Texten in den Archiven verfügbar waren. Darüber hinaus lassen sich für die eingangs zu diesem Kapitel postulierte Möglichkeit einer Charakterisierung einer hurritischen Ritualtraditon keine Anhaltspunkte finden. Dafür wären weitere Belege der Singularitäten in eindeutig verortenbaren Texten vonnöten.\footnote{Aštu, 299–300.}

Görke is of course also operating from the perspective that this ritual was created by scribes—although in her perspective, these are scribes at Ḫattuša (as opposed to Miller, who is postulating scribes from Kizzuwatna). Once again, I do not think there is enough evidence to concretely determine exactly who was composing rituals like Aštu’s or Allaituraḫḫi’s, just as there is not enough evidence to find the traditions that may have existed behind some of these texts.

This is not to say that there are not certain limited elements that can be confined to certain apparently limited geographic origins. However, the Old Woman corpus allows for very few of these. Allaituraḫḫi and Šalašu seem to share a \textit{historiola} about falling stones (Allaituraḫḫi’s is extremely fragmentary), and both of their rituals have Hurrian incantations. The Disappearing God myths are a similar common mythologem, assuming that the
Disappearance of Telipinu and/or other deities may be attributed to Old Women as the Disappearance of the Sun-God may, which appears to be of central Anatolian context. Kuwattalla and Šillaluḫi (CTH 761) share their particular scapegoat-method with Tunnawiya, and Maštigga practices something fairly similar; as will be discussed in ch. 3, all of these rituals show Luwian elements (though Maštigga’s are more limited than the others’). But this only tells us what is true about these texts, not about what texts may have hypothetically come before them, nor about where these elements may have originated. It is also worthwhile to note that Tunnawiya, despite her apparent Luwian context, is said to be an Old Woman “of Ḫattuša,” while Kuwattalla may be the only author of an Old Woman ritual for whom there is actual historical data, i.e., the land grant from Arnuwanda and Ašmunikkal, and therefore was certainly involved in the happenings at the capital. Therefore, one of the most easily recognizable “foreign” ritual motifs cannot be easily divorced from ritual practice at Ḫattuša.

Conclusion

Scholarship on the Old Woman rituals has, for most of Hittitological history, been focused primarily on the language of the texts, rather than the content. Most of the commentary on ritual acts has been appended to philological editions of specific texts, often hidden in the notes on the translations of individual lines. As scholarship on ritual acts developed, from the eighties into the 2000s, the primacy of philological method was retained: rituals were categorized based on the items used in them or the actions performed on those items, that is, according to specific words in the text. This dissertation will demonstrate that this method is not very productive, and that the larger context of the ritual should be examined in order to inform the meaning of each individual act within that ritual.
In addition, Hittitological scholarship has, in the last fifteen years, focused on scribes as agents of ritual composition and/or redaction, which has placed these texts in an undefined “scribal” or “literary” context. However, that view likewise does not seem very productive. As has been demonstrated, the tablets themselves attest to a certain amount of translation and adaptation, and to both memorization and copying traditions, but the individuals who instigated those activities are invisible to us. We are therefore left mainly with the content of the texts themselves. Since, as will be demonstrated in chs. 3 and 4, that content attests to an internally coherent, consistent ritual method designed to address a specific set of problems, it seems to me most productive to cautiously assume that these texts do indeed reflect Hittite religious thought, and perhaps even practice. Using this approach, it can be demonstrated that the purpose and method of the Old Women’s ritual texts is not far removed from the purpose and method of their oracle texts, allowing for a more complete view of how the Hittites approached divine and/or supernatural problems.

Finally, there is the question of foreign ritual traditions. The possibility of Hurro-Mesopotamian influence on these texts also cannot be discarded out of hand, considering the authors’ claimed origins, particularly those claiming to come from Kizzuwatna or (in the case of Allaituralḫḫi) Syria, and the Hurrian incantations spoken during these rituals. However, without more evidence of ritual texts or practice from these places, very little can be said about their possible backgrounds. In addition, since Allaituralḫḫi and especially Šalašu and Ašdu’s rituals are so fragmentary, even the evidence of the tablets we have from Ḫattuša is thus far insufficient to truly establish any separate “Hurrian” ritual method for these texts. Finally, the evidence of the Luwian authors (i.e., Tunnawiya being an Old Woman “of Ḫattuša” and Kuwattalla being attested in a Hittite land grant) suggests that even if there were something singular about Hurrian
Old Woman rituals in particular, that does not mean that these rituals were not practiced at Ḫattuša. And in fact, the earliest evidence demonstrates that the Old Women occupied positions of authority in central Anatolia from the very beginning of the Hittite kingdom. This will be the focus of chapter 1.
CHAPTER 1: OLD HITTITE AND FESTIVAL TEXTS

1.1: Introduction

Although most of this dissertation will be organized according to genre, this first chapter instead centers around a chronological period: the earliest part of the Hittite kingdom. This is motivated by a desire to establish the Old Women’s social and cultural position, before moving onto an examination of their methods. To date, scholarly literature has tended to place the Old Women in the domestic sphere, rather than in any official state capacity. They have been referred to as “popular ritualists,”¹ “itinerants,”² and practitioners who played a secondary role to other ritualists like the LŪḪAL and LŪAZU.³ In addition, the number of Old Women who were from foreign cities (i.e., outside of central Anatolia), has led to some confusion about whether they were native to the Hittite kingdom. Both of these questions will be answered in the ensuing chapter: when the evidence is examined, it is clear that the Old Women were employed by the state at the highest level, to serve the royal family, and they were at home in the Hittite heartland of central Anatolia. The Old Hittite texts demonstrate that this was true from the very earliest stages of the kingdom.

Some caveats are necessary first. The problem of discussing the Old Hittite period based on existing texts is well-known in Hittitology. Since the cuneiform tablets from Ḫattuša are the remains of a single collection, which evolved throughout the Late Bronze Age and was abandoned at the beginning of the twelfth century BC, any document extant in the archives was relevant to the Hittites at the end of the empire. Older texts were less likely to be relevant, and therefore more likely to be discarded. Accidental preservation

¹ J. Miller, Studies in the Origins, Development and Interpretation of the Kizzuwatna Rituals, StBoT 46 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2004), 509.
² A. Taggar-Cohen, Hittite Priesthood, THeth 26 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 2006), 5.
of older texts appears to be quite rare. In addition to the problem of preservation, there is some question as to how many Hittite-language documents were being produced before approximately 1500 BC\(^4\) (during the reign of Telipinu). Therefore, early texts are much fewer in number, and barring the accidental preservation of a tablet in secondary context, they present a picture of the past consciously manipulated by the overseers of the tablet collections.

The problem is compounded when investigating the Old Women, who are overwhelmingly attested in ritual and oracle texts: Old Hittite ritual texts are extremely rare,\(^5\) and thus far there is only a single Old Hittite oracle preserved (possibly by accident\(^6\)). Each attestation, or possible attestation, of the Old Women in Old Hittite texts will therefore be carefully examined in this chapter, to gain as complete an understanding as possible of the evidence from this period. In addition to the Old Hittite texts, all of the festival texts have been included, even the later documents, both because of their small number and because they present a cohesive picture when placed alongside the older texts (see below). Due to the nature of the evidence, this chapter will first focus on kingship and royal documents, and then turn to a discussion of cultural and linguistic affiliations.

1.2: The Old Women and Hittite royal authority

---


\(^5\) The well-known StBoT 25, E. Neu’s Althethitische Ritualtexte in Umschrift (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1980), is in fact mostly festival texts (Festrituale), i.e., regular celebrations of and offerings to the gods, which contain ritual action, but which are distinguished in Hittitological terminology from ritual texts, which address a specific problem.

\(^6\) KBo 18.151. In addition to it being the single example of an Old Hittite oracle, it was found in the relatively unusual findspot of Building M on Büyükkale in Ḫattuṣa, rather than one of the more usual archival buildings like A, D, or E (for a map, see J. Seeher, Hattusha Guide: A Day in the Hittite Capital, 2nd ed. [İstanbul: Ege Yayınları, 2002], 104). For a dissenting opinion on its date, see J. Klinger, “Zur Geschichte des hethitischen Reiches,” OLZ 95 (2000): 10.
The small number of Old Hittite texts attesting the Old Women all show some relationship to the king, the queen, and the highest levels of the Hittite state. Although some of the evidence may seem ambiguous at first, overall it presents a very cohesive picture of the Old Women as supporters, and employees, of the Hittite royal family. Each text will be carefully examined from this perspective before we turn to considering geographical and cultural concerns.

1.2.1: The Bilingual Testament of Ḥattušili I

Given the paucity of evidence from the Old Hittite period in general, it is somewhat inconvenient that the earliest attestation of the Old Women in the textual record is an outlier in all respects: in time (it is likely significantly earlier even than the other Old Hittite texts), in genre (it is the only historical text that mentions the Old Women), and in content. This text is the Testament of Ḥattušili I (CTH 6),7 the first historical king, and the following passage is from the final paragraphs:

The Great King, Labarna, is speaking to Haštayar: “Do not ignore me! Do not let the king speak thus about her: ‘The palace servants say, “This one is constantly consulting the Old Women.”’ (Will) the king speak [thu]s [about her]: ‘Now [she is] still [consulting] the Old Women’? I do not know. [Do not] ignore me any longer! [In] the future, consult [only] me! I will [disclose] m[y] words [to you].”8

---

7 Edited by F. Sommer and A. Falkenstein, Die hethitisch-akkadische Bilingue des Ḥattušili I. (Labarna II.) (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1974).
8 KUB 1.16+KUB 40.65; the Hittite version in iii 64-71 reads: (64) LUGAL.GAL la-ba-ar-na-äš 新闻网 ¹Ha-š-ta-ia-\-ar me-mi-šri ki-iż ²-zi (65) le-e-ma-uš-ša-an pa-aš-ku-<<aš>>i-it-ta le-e-ma-an-še (66) [LUGAL]L-uš ki-iš-ša-an r te ³-ez-zi DUMU⁴MES.È.GAL-ša da-ra-an-zi (67) [ka-a-š]a ⁵-wa-az MUNUS.MESŠU.GI-uš pu-nu-uš-ki-iz-zi LUGAL-ša-ša[-še?] (68) [ki-iš-ša-]an te-ez-zi ki-nu-un-wa-az nu-u-wa MUNUS.MESŠU.GI (69) [pu-nu-uš-ki-iż-z]i Ū-UL ša-ag-ga-hi nam-ma-mu-uš-ša-a[n] (70) [le-e] pa-aš-ku-i-it-[t]a[a ⁶\-EG]IR-pa-mu-za pu-nu-uš-ki[-pát?] (71) [nu-ut-ta] ud-da-a-šri me ⁷\-et ]x-ki-mi. The restorations in the translation are primarily motivated by the corresponding Akkadian text in col. iv, which reads: (64) [LUGAL.GAL ]a-ba-ar-na a-na ¹Ha-š-ta-ia-ar i-qab[...]}
Dating from probably the last quarter of the seventeenth century BC, the text is a testament of the first king concerning his heir, his ex-heir, and the state of the royal family and the kingdom. This passage is difficult, but the overall sense is unambiguous: Ḫattušili forbids the woman Haštayar, whose identity is uncertain, to continue asking the Old Women for advice, and insists that she come to him instead. At first glance, this passage is extremely compelling: the first time the Old Women appear in the Hittite corpus, they are the object of royal condemnation. It suggests some dispute with the royal authority, and there is a temptation to extrapolate beyond this text to an institutionalized conflict or difficulty integrating the Old Women into the court, particularly considering the number of Old Women in later texts who hail from foreign countries.

However, both the wording and the context of the passage suggest an explanation more dependent on Ḫattušili I’s situation and personality. The text itself emphasizes Ḫattušili and his desire to be obeyed without any opposing views getting in the way—his admonishment against consulting the Old Women is framed by two repetitions of “Do not ignore me!” in the Hittite
version, and in the Akkadian, the phrase is repeated three times. The focus is on him and his wants, rather than any negative qualities of the Old Women. In addition, in the preceding passages, Ḫattušili has explicitly disinherited his nephew in favor of his grandson, and gone on to discuss the various betrayals of his family members, including his nephew, sister, son, and daughter, and even all of the citizens of Ḫattuša. He insists on the absolute loyalty of his advisors to his new heir (§7) and stresses the paramount importance of a sole kingly authority and a unity of purpose among his subjects (§9–11). It is clear that he wants no dissenting voices and no further power struggles among the Hittite elite, and forbidding consultations with the Old Women fits neatly within this pattern.

The singular importance of the king is also illustrated throughout this text in other ways. The Testament is an expression of both royal and paternal authority, of political and personal conflict. The king’s emotions and state of mind are surprisingly (for a Near Eastern context) present in this text, and receive perhaps the most interesting treatment in the passage where Ḫattušili condemns his former heir Labarna: “But he showed himself a youth not fit to be seen. He didn’t shed tears; he didn’t show mercy; he was cold; he was heartless.” Ḫattušili is using this statement as justification for disinheriting Labarna, and in §3, he goes on to say, “…he showed no sympathy when commanded by the king. How then can he show sympathy on his [own] toward Ḫattuša?” According to this argument, (the appearance of) emotional expression and identification with the population of Ḫattuša are essential qualities of kingship.

These qualities are quite well-known in the Hittitological world from the reign of Muršili II. Three hundred years after the Testament’s composition, in a prayer asking for a cure for the

---

13 Beckman, *Context of Scripture*, 79.
14 Ibid.
15 For responsibility to the populace, see also the decree of Pimpira: “Look at the sick man and give him bread (and) water; if the heat strikes him, put him in a cool place; if the cold strikes him, put him in a warm place!” (KBo 3.23 obv. 5–8, ed. M. Cammarosano, *Il decreto antico-ittita di Pimpira*, Eothen 14 (Firenze: LoGisma, 2006), 19.
plague rampaging in Anatolia, Muršili begged the gods, “Send away the worry from my heart, take away the anguish from my soul!”

Muršili presents a national crisis as overwhelmingly personal for him, and the king’s suffering is the focal point of his request for the gods to end the plague. Rather than showing himself an exception, in these texts, he is acting entirely in accordance with Ḫattušili’s characterization of a good king—and in fact, there are also (fewer and more fragmentary) Middle Hittite prayers that show similar expressions of suffering. It seems worthwhile, therefore, to maintain some awareness of textual presentation of the Hittite king’s purported personal emotions, sympathies, desires, and well-being.

Of course, this text still does not suggest that the Old Women had any privileged position with respect to those emotions. But there are some other texts from the Old Hittite period, less individual than the Testament, that allow for a better understanding of the institutional relationship the Old Women had with the king in general, despite (and/or alongside) whatever disputes they may have had with Ḫattušili I in particular. Even the Testament itself gives some clues in that direction: for example, the Old Women were clearly operating in a royal context, and even in that context, their intellectual authority was great enough for Ḫattušili to feel threatened by it—or to desire to control it. Ḫattušili says nothing about whether he is willing to engage their services for himself, only that he does not want other people doing so. And, in fact, the few ritual and oracular documents from the Old Hittite period attest to a significant presence of the Old Women in the royal sphere.

1.2.2: The Benedictions for the Labarna

CTH 820, the Benedictions for the Labarna, is a group of texts containing incantations for the well-being of the king or the royal family, incantations of a type that, as Archi has

---

17 E.g., CTH 374, Singer’s Text 4b (*Hittite Prayers*, 33–36).
demonstrated, are well-known in Hittite textual material, particularly rituals and prayers.\textsuperscript{18} These recitations may be performed by the king himself (in prayers) or by religious functionaries (in ritual and festival context) and may be in Hittite or in other languages, i.e., Hattic or Palaic. One of these texts, KBo 13.122 + KUB 20.54 (CTH 820.5), its duplicate KUB 55.2, and the Old Script parallel KBo 21.22 (CTH 820.4),\textsuperscript{19} together make up a set of these incantations. The Old Woman is explicitly attested as the speaker of the incantations only in the later version, since the earlier version is in the first person only, but the later text is in the nature of an expansion and clarification rather than any more drastic revision (see below), and thus the practitioner is unlikely to have changed.

Unfortunately, many of the passages in both the older and later exemplars are too fragmentary or opaque to interpret fruitfully. For example, there is an extremely broken section near the beginning of KBo 21.22 (the older version): “Come, eagle: go […]! Go forth to the \textit{kinubi-vessel} […] Bring […]!”\textsuperscript{20} These lines show a clear relationship to CTH 414, an Old Hittite ritual for building a palace, which begins with a lengthy series of dialogue and recitations designed to ensure the health, strength, and long life of the king. In one section, an eagle is sent to get a \textit{kinubi-vessel} from a funeral pyre, and in the \textit{kinubi-vessel} are combined a body part (\textit{šišai-}, untranslatable) of a lion and one of a leopard, which are then merged (or equated?) with the king’s soul (\textit{ištanza}-) inside his heart.\textsuperscript{21} The passage in CTH 820 is too fragmentary to

\textsuperscript{19} Edited both by Archi, “Auguri,” 44–47 (in part, and including a transliteration of KBo 13.122+ in fn. 32), and G. Kellerman, “The King and the Sun-God in the Old Hittite Period,” \textit{Tel Aviv} 5 (1978): 199–208 (in full, and including a transliteration of KBo 13.122+ on p. 201). Archi does not include KUB 55.2 (Bo 2226); Kellerman includes it but counts it as a join to KBo 13.122+, rather than a duplicate as the Konkordanz now has it.
\textsuperscript{20} 9’ -jaš\textsuperscript{2} e-hu ha-a-ra-aš i-it
10’ nja-aš-ta ki-nu-u-bi pa-ra-a i-it
11’ ú-da
make any statements about its relationship to this episode in CTH 414, even though a lion and a leopard are also mentioned in the following paragraph of KBo 21.22; the existing text does not, unfortunately, support an exact parallel to CTH 414. However, it is likely that CTH 820 is also expressing a relationship between the king’s spirit and a lion and leopard.

There does follow a fairly well-preserved passage about the king’s soul (ištanza-) in CTH 820: the Old Woman says, “Whatever Labarna, the king, desires in (=of) his soul (and) his [heart], let it reach him! [Whatever]r Tawananna, the queen, desires in (=of) her soul (and) her heart(!?), let [i]t reach her!” The king (and queen)’s feelings and desires come to the forefront once again, this time in ritual context; in CTH 820, the Old Woman explicitly asks that the king and queen get whatever they want. And of course there are implications beyond the personal; incantations for the benefit of the king in Hittite texts often segue directly from requests for health, life, vigor, etc. into requests for royal progeny, military success, and well-being for the country.

---

22 Collins (“Ḫattušili I, the Lion King,” *JCS* 50 [1998]: 19), argues that the two texts were composed by the same author (based on this passage and the renewal passage discussed below), but I do not believe that there is enough evidence for that.

23 14’ …nu-za ku-it la-ba-ar-na-aš LUGAL-uš išt-ta-an-za-na-aš-ša-aš
15’ [ŠA-aš-š]a-aš i-la-a-li-iš-ki-iz-zi na-at-ši an-da a-ra-a-an e-eš-tu
16’ [nu-za ku-i]t MUNUS.ta-wa-[n]a-an-na-aš MUNUS.LUGAL ŠA ŠU ŠA ŠU i-la-li-iš-ki-zi
17’ [na-aš-š]i an-d[a] a-ra-an e-eš-tu
Restorations after Kellerman (“The King and the Sun-God,” p. 199). The problem of the second, difficult ŠU sign in ln. 16’ has no easy answer; Kellerman (n. 4) suggests an equation of “ŠU” with “ŠĀ,” “heart,” citing Kamenhuber (“Die hethitischen Vorstellungen von Seele und Leib, Herz und Leibesinnerem, Kopf und Person,” *ZA* 22 [1964]: 164–67), but one would not expect to see the same sign twice in a row meaning different things in a Hittite text, and the fact that the ŠA in the previous line is restored makes the equation even less certain. Archi (“Auguri,” 45) instead transcribes ŠA ŠU ŠA ŠU ŠU <ŠA>ŠU, but the sign is not quite an UZU, and so this reading would require adding one sign and emending another, also somewhat unsatisfactory. However, I have no more satisfying solution to offer. In any case, the sense of the passage is clear.

24 See, e.g., Archi, “Auguri,” p. 27 (KUB 24.1, CTH 377), pp. 29–30 (KUB 36.89, CTH 671), pp. 33–34 (KUB 43.23, CTH 820.3), and perhaps in particular pp. 50–51 (KUB 36.110, CTH 820.1), for which see also below. For more analysis of incantations for the benefit of the king and queen, see ch. 4.
In this case, KBo 21.22 continues (18’–21’): “Here, I raise the scale: I am measuring out the long years of Labarna; here, I raise the scale: I am measuring out the long years of the Tawananna. The incantation of the scale is finished outside.”25 The “long years” of royal personages are well-known throughout Hittite history, attested in rituals, prayers, and oracles (see ch. 2), and the Old Woman “measuring them out”26 with a scale is clearly an attempt to ensure that their lives are long; and once again, the (in this case physical) success of the king and queen can easily be equated to the success of the Hittite kingdom. Compare also once again CTH 414, the Old Hittite temple building ritual, in which the eagle, again a messenger, reports to the deified throne, “(The gods Išduštaya and Papaya) are spinning the years of the King. There is no limit or number to the years.”27 The years of the king (and/or queen) are given physical qualities, weight in CTH 820 and length in CTH 414, suggesting an attempt to pin down the future, concretely and visibly, in the present. The recitation over the scale is also reminiscent of the dialogue between two Old Woman in the Hittite royal funerary ritual, CTH 450, in which the scale is used in part of a (difficult to interpret) debate about the deceased king or queen’s soul (see chs. 3 and 4).

The final passage in KBo 21.22 that is reasonably accessible is a dialogue, and is paralleled in the later copy, which has no composite edition as yet; therefore, the Hittite reads:

KUB 20.54 + KBo 13.122 vi28 1–10 (duplicated by KUB 55.2 obv. 5’–7’, rev. 1–5)


26 Perhaps with some kind of transactional sense, given the scale.
27 Beckman, “Temple Building among the Hittites,” 73.
28 Ehelolf labels the fragment as column vi in KUB 20, in line with the volume’s label as “hethitische Festrituale,” but in fact there is no indication of how many columns the tablet originally had, and “iv” might be more appropriate. The Old Hittite copy has only one column.
2 ú-wa-at-te-ni \textit{UM-M}[(A DUMU É.GAL š)]u-up-pa-ia-za-wa\(^\text{a}\) pē-e\(^\text{a}\) "[-da-az \textit{UM-MA MUNUS}Š(U.GI)]

3’ nu-wa ku-e-e-ez-za šu-up-pa-i[a-za] \textit{UM-MA} DUMU É.GAL za-ḥa-<ne>-i[t-ti-en-na-za]

4’ nu-wa ku-e-e-ez-za za-ḥa-ne-it-ti-en-na-za \textit{UM-MA} [(DUMU É.GAL x\(^{29}\) )]

5’ \textit{dUTU-aš-wa pár}^{1}-na-az [(U)]\textit{M-MA MUNUS}Š(U.GI) nu-wa-ra-aš GI[(M-an \textit{dUTU-uš})]

6’ e-eš-ri-iš-še-et-wa ne-e-u-wa-an GABA-Š\textit{U}-wa ne-e-[(u-wa-an)]

7’ pi-iš-na-tar-še-et-wa ne-e-u-wa-an SAG.DU-ZU AN.BAR[(aš)]

8’ \textit{ZU\text{\textsuperscript{9}HLA}}-Š\textit{U}-wa Š\textit{A UR.MAH} ša-ku-wa-še-et-wa ḫar-ra-n[a-aš]

9’ nu-wa ḫa-ara-ni-li ša-a-ku-uš-ki-iz-zi

10’ \textit{r} ut ḫ-<<da>>\(^\text{30}\)-ni-iš-še-ta-wa ne-e-u-wa-an

---

“The palace [servant] says, ‘Open up!’\(^{31}\) The Old Woman says, ‘[Where] do you (pl.) come [from]?’ Thus the palace servant: ‘From a pure pl[ace].’ [Thus the O]ld [Woman]: ‘So, from what pure place?’\(^{32}\) Thus the palace servant: ‘[From] the zahanit[tena-].’ Thus the Old Woman:

\(^{29}\) This sign is copied as an \textit{UM} in KUB 55.2, but on the photo it is not an \textit{UM} as written in the rest of the text, and it is noticeably lighter than the rest of the line—perhaps partially erased? Comparison with the Old Hittite parallel KBo 21.22 suggests that there should be nothing between DUMU É.GAL and \textit{dUTU-aš}.

\(^{30}\) This line is not in KBo 21.22. However, in the Hattic parallel to this text (KUB 28.74, see below), this line is preserved (rev. line 5). The Hattic word is \textit{te-wu}_{2,4} \textit{ur} = \textit{te}−\textit{wu}−\textit{r}, “his land,” and therefore \textit{ud-da-ni} must be a mistake for \textit{ut-ni} (O. Soysal, \textit{Hattischer Wortschatz in hethitischer Textüberlieferung}, Hdo 1:74 [Leiden: Brill, 2004], 812), a welcome emendation, since \textit{uddani=ššet} is ungrammatical.

\(^{31}\) \textit{Contra} Kellerman (“The King and the Sun-God,” p. 202); see E. Rieken, \textit{Untersuchungen zur nominalen Stammbildung des Hethitischen}, StBot 44 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1999), p. 21 n.75, who points out that since in the duplicate KUB 55.2 (which Kellerman had interpreted rather as a join to KUB 20.54+), the line reads \textit{he-e-ėš} rather than \textit{ha-a-aš} as in the older text, it cannot mean “washing-powder,” but must be the imperative of \textit{haš-/heš-} “to open.” In support of Rieken, the composite later version also makes it clear that the Old Woman does not say “ḥeš,” but begins speaking immediately after, and therefore it cannot be a vocative address to the other party in the dialogue, as Kellerman translated it.

‘So, from what ẓaḥanittena?’ Thus the palace servant: ‘From the temple of the Sun-God.’

Thus the Old Woman: ‘He is like the Sun-God.’

‘His form is new, his breast is new, his manhood is new; his head is of iron, his teeth are a lion’s, his eyes are an eagle[’s], and he sees like an eagle. His land is new.’”

The older passage, on the other hand, is nearly complete by itself, and reads, “‘Open up!’ ‘Where do you come from?’ ‘I come from a pure place.’ ‘So, from what pure place?’ ‘From the ẓaḥanittena.’ ‘So, from what ẓaḥanittena?’ ‘From the temple of the Sun-deity.’ ‘So, from what Sun-deity?’ ‘His form is new, his breast is new, his head is new; his manhood is new. His teeth are a lion’s; [his] eyes are an [e]agle[’s, and] he se[es] like an [e]agle.’”

The later version of the text seems to be changed mostly for the purpose of clarification: the speakers are identified, and the difficult transition from the dialogue to the description of the king is made easier and more explicit by the line, “He is like the Sun-God,” rather than “From what Sun-God?” as in the older version. The only substantial changes are (1) the role the palace servant takes is plural, rather than singular (uwaši in KBo 21.22 obv. 22, as opposed to ẓuṭatteni in KUB 20.54+ vi 2), and (2) the addition of the final line of the section, “His land is new.” That this is likely also in the nature of a clarification or expansion, rather than an insertion of a new idea, can be argued based on the loose parallel of this passage in CTH 414, the Old Hittite building ritual, which is introduced by the sentence, “Sun-God and Storm-God, allocate the land to the king again” (KUB 29.1 ii 48–49). The passage in CTH 414 might also be interpreted as the king’s strength and renewal being a prerequisite for his being worthy of the land (e.g., allocate the land to him again because of the following qualities), but in CTH 820.5, it seems

33 Or perhaps, “How is the Sun-God?”
35 For a discussion of the gender of the Sun-God in this text, see Kellerman, ibid., 205–207.
rather to be a natural progression from the renewal of one to the renewal of the other, similar to other texts, as noted above. Thus, once again the king is equated to the land, this time with focus on his physical qualities. Compare one of the other Benedictions for the Labarna, CTH 820.1 (KUB 36.110) rev. 11–12: “Labarna the king is strong, and the whole land is (becoming) strong in/with/like him.” This text is a plural recitation, and the speakers seem to be representing the populace, stating that they depend on the king’s strength (“May Labarna the king of Hatti be our fortress,” lines 8–9) and affirming that if the king’s body is strong, the land will likewise be strong.

The rest of both the older and the later versions of this text are unfortunately too difficult or fragmentary to subject to much productive analysis. There is an extremely broken section that is summarized as “AWAT GAL-riaš” (KBo 21.22 line 35’), the “word of the cup,” which may be related to the Old Woman speaking a Palaic incantation “of cups” in CTH 750, the Festival of Ziparwa (see below). There are also two paragraphs describing springs, one of the Sun-god, and one of the Storm-god, which seem to have some protective function for the king. Finally, there is a fragmentary paragraph in which the divine throne is mentioned. Not much can be said about these final sections of the text; however, the understandable passages by themselves demonstrate an official role for the Old Woman in support of the king.

1.2.3: The Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple

The Benedictions for the Labarna are truly benedictions; that is, they are simply intended to have a positive effect. There is no indication in the text of troubles to be dispelled, or negative

37 E.g., KUB 59.49 obv ii, 9′-14′.
influences to be averted. It is for this reason that the text does not fall under the usual category of “ritual texts” as they are defined in Hittitology (CTH 390–500 and 725–91), i.e., as texts designed to address a specific issue, solve a problem, avert an approaching crisis, counter sorcery, and so on. And in fact, Old Hittite texts of this type are extremely rare. By far the longest and most complete Old Hittite ritual against negative influences and/or effects is CTH 416, the Old Hittite ritual for the royal couple.

This text, already edited by Otten and Souček in 1969, features a series of ritual actions designed to remove troubles from the king and queen and ensure their continued life and health. It is relatively well-preserved, but the practitioner is never identified. The very beginning and the very end are missing from all exemplars, meaning that there is neither an incipit nor a colophon, which might have named an author, and the ritual actions (like in CTH 820’s KBo 21.22 above) are in the first person, so the actor is never labeled. An Old Woman has always been considered a serious possibility: Otten and Souček suggested “etwa ‘Priester’ oder ‘Weise Frau’?” in their edition, while Volkert Haas has considered an Old Woman to be a likely option simply because the ritual is in the first person. First person ritual texts are not limited to Old Woman practitioners, but an examination of the comparative evidence shows that Haas is correct: CTH 416 was almost certainly performed by an Old Woman (see below and chs. 3–4 for more detailed discussion).

It is also clear that CTH 416 is not one ritual but four, closely related to one another in purpose, in technique, and in materials, but clearly demarcated in the text. Each ritual is designed

---

38 Ein althethitisches Ritual für das Königspaar, StBoT 8 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1969).
39 Ibid., p. 103.
40 V. Haas, Materia magica et medica hethitica (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2003), 18.
41 For example, CTH 394, the ritual of Ashela, the man of Hapalla, CTH 474, the ritual of Kuwanni, the priestess of Hebat, and CTH 758, the ritual of a Mr. Puriyanni, whose title is not attested—among others—are all in the first person.
to help rid the king and queen from various afflictions, including slander/sorcery (literally “tongues”), sickness, uncleanliness, bloodshed, general evil and terrible things, and pain and worry. None of these seem to imply guilt; there is no waštul, “sin,” in any of the lists of items to be dispelled, and none of these terms require the possessor to have any agency in their creation. Even “uncleanliness” (paprātar) may be inflicted on someone by outside means (although it also may be the result of a transgression). These rituals do not, therefore, seem to be rituals of expiation, but rather a dispelling of evil influence brought on the king and queen through no fault of their own.

The first ritual contains two separate lists of things to be taken away from the king and queen: first, “the tongues of the populace” (=slander/sorcery) and sickness in the heart and the head,\(^{42}\) and second, uncleanliness, terrible tongues (hatugauš laluš: hatuga- is a quality that can be attached to thunder, gods, and evil omens), and bloody […] of the Ḥantašepa-deities,\(^{43}\) perhaps demons of some kind (this may stand for violent or perhaps vengeful intentions). In order to get rid of these evil qualities, the following actions are taken (this section is published as Otten and Souček’s Text 2 x+1 – Text 1 ii 18, pp. 16–24; the very beginning is broken):

\(^{42}\) Whether this could refer to emotional rather than physical affliction, as might be inferred from a modern statement like this, is not clear.

\(^{43}\) These lines are more broken in Otten and Souček’s edition, but the restoration of “d Ḥantašepa” (replacing the edition’s AN.B[AR…?]) based on a parallel text can be found in HW² s.v. hatuga-, p. 529. The Ḥantašepas are wearing bloody garments earlier in the ritual (KBo 17.1 i 24”), and that is what Kammenhuber restores in this break, but just because the adjective is the same does not mean the noun is. (It cannot be their ‘eyes,’ which are also bloody earlier in the ritual, because the adjective is common-gender.) These deities/demons are attested only in CTH 416, in KBo 18.14, a fragmentary letter, in a section concerning fugitives (H.A. Hoffner, Letters from the Hittite Kingdom, WAW 15 [Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2009], 88), and in very fragmentary context in KUB 44.56, a fragment attributed to CTH 457 (edited on the Konkordanz by F. Fuscagni, hethiter.net/: CTH 457.6) that displays some interesting parallels to CTH 416 (e.g., spitting, the Labarna, evil tongues), but with enough differences (e.g., it seems to take place by a river and sea, and is significantly later in date) that it is unlikely to be an unrecognized duplicate or join, though it should be noted that CTH 402, the ritual of Alli, which likewise displays many similarities to CTH 416, is also later in date and takes place by a river.
...the king and queen put iron tongues in their mouths, hang something on their fingers, and spit on a clay figurine (šena-, likely anthropomorphic) and an ox (perhaps also clay, see the following page). The text breaks.

The rite’s practitioner, most likely an Old Woman, says, “I have hereby taken the tongues of the populace from you; I have taken sickness from you: I have taken it both from your heart and from your head!” They wash their mouths three times with pure water, and pour the water into a vessel containing two “heavens,” one of iron and one of copper, and nine pegs.

A palace servant takes the tongues from the king and queen’s mouths and the things from their fingers. The practitioner puts them in an area near the temple, and they go inside.

The practitioner has “Ḫantašepa-deities” made of wood, girded for battle, who hold human heads and spears, and whose eyes and garments are bloody (or blood-red). Cups are brought in, filled with tarlipa, which they call blood, and the king and queen each get a Ḫantašepa and a cup. There are (clay) troops set on top of bread, and a bronze knife on top of that, and they are brought in while the palace servant holds a torch over them.

The practitioner slaughters a clay ox (?), and the text breaks.

Following the break, the Ḫantašepas, the cups, and the clay men are mentioned, and then the practitioner digs a hole and buries something (probably some/all of the objects). A sheep is offered to the Sun-God of heaven, and other (broken) offerings to at least three other deities, and fire, honey, and oil are mentioned.

44 KBo 17.1 i 11’ [(ka)-a-ša-ta-aš-ma-aš-kán ut-ni-ia-an-da-an la-a-lu-uš da-a-ahl-ḥu-[un]
12’ [(ir-m)]a-aš-ma-aš-kán da-a-ahl-ḥu-un ka-di-iš-mi-ia-at-kán da-a-ahl-ḥu-un
13’ [(ḥar-ša)]-ni-iš-mi-ia-at-kán da-a-ahl-ḥu-un
With restorations from KBo 17.3 6’–8”; see Ein althethitisches Ritual, 18.
45 The hantezumna-, of unclear meaning; HW² (vol. Ḥ, p. 187) says it is a place “in/bei der Tempel,” but in this context at least, the depositing of items there is followed by wēš=a namma anda [p]aiwani, “and then we go inside” (KBo 17.1++ i 21’–22’), so outside seems most likely.
46 Written with a divine determinative.
--The practitioner asks the gods for mercy, and says that she has taken the uncleanliness, the terrible tongues, and the Ḥantašepa-deities’ bloody […] of the king, queen, and children, and of Ḥattuša,47 and tells the gods to […] them.

--They eat and drink; the practitioner goes to Ḥattuša while the king goes to the cult city Arinna, and then to Katapa, and if the king so instructs, the practitioner goes to the “house of the children.”

The parallels to Old Woman rituals are extremely clear in this ritual. First of all, spitting in ritual context (to deal with curses or evil words, to expel pain and woe, et cetera) is entirely limited to Old Woman rituals.48 Malicious tongues are more commonly attested (e.g., the LÚAZU in CTH 446, the ritual to purify a house, includes evil tongues in two of the long lists of problems to be removed from the house),49 but they feature especially prominently in the Old Woman corpus (see ch. 4). In addition, anthropomorphic šena-figurines, when used in ritual context, are overwhelmingly attested in Old Woman rituals.50 Finally, as will be demonstrated in chs. 3 and 4, the act of drawing evil out of a patient itself is a specialty of the Old Women (see the Conclusion for more detailed comparisons between the Old Women and other practitioners).

As for the ritual itself, first, there are clearly two parts to it, separated by the entrance into the temple. The first half is broken at the beginning, but the ritual actions are familiar; as mentioned above, spitting to rid oneself of evil influence, curses, or sorcery is well-known in Hittite texts, as are model tongues to symbolize harmful speech. Contact as a way of transferring

47 Otten and Souček (Ein altethitisches Ritual, 23) have it as “the children of Ḥattuša,” meaning its citizenry (though with further discussion on pp. 103-104), but the word order suggests otherwise, and children are mentioned explicitly elsewhere in the text.
48 Based on a consultation of the Chicago Hittite Dictionary files, outside of CTH 416, there are 71 attestations of the verb in Old Woman rituals, and four attestations in rituals with no practitioner preserved.
50 Out of several dozen texts containing the word, nineteen are rituals conducted by Old Women, compared to only four that are rituals conducted by various other practitioners.
any evil effects is also well-known, so that may be the function of iron tongues in the king and queen’s mouths and the objects on their fingers. However, it should be noted that those items are not disposed of, but simply put out of the way—but the ending is broken, so it is impossible to say if they are left in the ḫantezumna-, or perhaps buried, as the other objects (probably) are, at the end of the second half. If they were not, perhaps they had some kind of protective function, rather than as receptacles for evil.

The second half of the ritual seems to be dealing with a higher level of evil influence; there are more items to be disposed of, there are the violent and supernatural Ḫantašepas involved, and the gods are solicited for help. This is particularly noticeable in the recitations: in the first half of the ritual, the recitation of “I have taken the tongues and the sickness” is worded like a fait accompli, but actually precedes some final actions: the royal couple wash their mouths with pure water, and pour the water into the vessel with the copper and iron “heavens” and the pegs. (It is unclear whether this is the remaining clean water, or the water that has been used to wash their mouths. The “heavens” are perhaps a purifying influence, and the pegs may themselves be purified by the water and heavens, to lend them strength to hold any contamination down in the earth, supposing the water is in fact clean.) In the second half, the recitation, which is again in the past tense, “I have taken…” is followed only by the meal; the statement is only made once the ritual is finished. The recitation is also preceded by offerings to the gods, and it opens with “Mercy, O gods!” and ends with a (slightly broken) request for the gods to lend their aid somehow. Therefore, it looks as though at first, when the problem is slander/sorcery and sickness, the practitioner is capable of addressing it herself, but after they move into the temple and bring out the more serious, more dangerous problems (uncleanliness, terrible tongues, and the violent Ḫantašepas), she enlists divine help, and prefaces her recitation

---

51 The Hittite (dabhun) is a preterite, but it is conventionally translated as a perfect in ritual context like this.
with offerings. However, according to the recitation, she is still the one to have “taken” the problems away, and she is in fact the one who has dug a hole and buried what needed to be disposed.

At the end of the ritual, the participants eat and drink, and then go their separate ways, the practitioner to Ḫattuša (likely home), but the king to Arinna and Katapa, which are Hattic cult cities (see below for a discussion of the Hattic religious sphere), so perhaps there are other ritual or cultic activities scheduled after this is completed. Finally, the last episode in each of the four rituals of CTH 416 is the practitioner’s optional visit to the “house of the children,” which presumably expresses the possibility of performing the same or a similar ritual on the princes and princesses.

The second ritual (Otten and Souček’s obv. ii 19–rev. iii 19, pp. 24–32, supplemented by Neu’s Althethitische Ritualtexte Text 3 ii 26’–33’52) is as follows:

--A live eagle is caught; the practitioner makes clay figurines of men, and has four cups of tarlipa, bread, a vessel of wine and one of beer, a sheep, and two spears.

--In the evening, the practitioner gives a cup each to the king, the queen, the throne, and the hearth. The palace servant swings the eagle over the king and queen three times, and the practitioner swings the figurines three times over them, and the king and queen spit on the figurines three times (while a bronze knife is on top of them). The eagle and figurines are swung over the king and queen again. Two palace servants have the bronze spears, and they strike them three times.

--The eagle is brought away, and a servant puts the four cups on the figurines and [someone] brings them and the spear(s) into the “inner chamber” and puts them at the king and queen’s heads. The eagle is brought to the gatehouse, and everyone sleeps.

52 E. Neu, Althethitische Ritualtexte in Umschrift, StBoT 25 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1980), 8.
In the morning, the practitioner comes into the king and queen’s chamber. The palace servant swings the eagle over the king and queen three times. The figurines, cups, and spears are brought from the inner chamber and parceled out again, and the bronze spears are struck three times. The practitioner swings the eagle three times, and it is brought out, as are the spears.

The practitioner goes to the mountain facing the sun, and says, “Mercy, O Sun-God and Storm-God! The eagle is their mediator(?). The king has a sickle, and the queen has a millstone. Th[ey? prepare?] harši-bread and išpanduzzi-libations for you eternally. Just as the Sun-God, the Storm-God, heaven, and earth are eternal, let the king, queen, and children be eternal!” Then she releases the eagle, and says, “I did not let it go; the king and queen let it go. Go and keep saying to the Sun-God and the Storm-God: ‘As the Sun-God and Storm-God are eternal, likewise let the king and queen be eternal!’”

The practitioner buries the clay men and the cups in the earth, and fixes them there (probably with pegs) and tells the Sun-God and Storm-God that here she has buried the sickness, the blood, the evil, and the terror (or terrible thing) of (and for) the king, queen, and children in Ḫattuša, and implores that they not come back up, and that the enemy take them away. The practitioner makes sheep-, bread-, wine-, and beer-offerings; they eat, and come up and bring the bronze spears.

--If the king and queen so direct, the practitioner goes to the house of the children, but if not, she doesn’t.

The eagle is here used as a messenger between the royal couple and the Sun-God and the Storm-God, which is reminiscent of the fragmentary passage in CTH 820.4 above. The eagle

53 A. Kloekhorst, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 1007, suggests teriyala=šmiš, i.e., “their third,” meaning “mediator” for x-ri-ia-la-aš-mi-iš. It is clear from context at least that the eagle is serving as an intercessor.

54 The verb tarma- literally means “to peg,” and in ritual context the cognate accusative “pegs” often appears with it (Haas, Materia Magica, 734–41), and of course pegs are attested in the first ritual in CTH 416.
appears in Anatolian mythology as a messenger of the Sun-God: when the fertility god Telipinu has disappeared, the Sun-God makes the first attempt at finding him by sending out a swift eagle. In addition, the goddess Kamrušepa is later able to use an eagle’s wing when stopping Telipinu’s anger (the method is unclear), and in the more fragmentary second and third versions of the myth, the eagle seems able to move a mortal using his wing. These myths are likewise closely connected to the Old Women (see below), and show the eagle to be a powerful figure.

Other than the eagle, this ritual is quite similar to the first one; once again, there are clay figurines, and the king and queen spit on them to transfer the evils from themselves to the figures. In this ritual, however, the final part is fully preserved, and it can be seen that the practitioner buries the figurines and fixes them into the ground, so that they may not come back. In addition, in this ritual, both the figurines and the eagle are swung over the king and queen, and it is clear that the harmful influences are attached to the figurines, which are then buried down in the ground, while something else (the king and queen’s need and desire to be freed of them, perhaps, or—based on the recitation—their piety and future intentions) is attached to the eagle, which is then sent up to the sky. Likewise, the practitioner is the one who buries the figurines and the cups, with the king and queen not mentioned at all in that paragraph, while she explicitly disavows her own agency in releasing the eagle, and says that it was the king and queen. It is perhaps also notable that during the ritual, she is the only one to swing the figurines (while on the other hand, she swings the eagle only once, just before the recitation, and the rest of the time, a palace servant does it). The practitioner is thus shown as the appropriate person to expose herself to the dangerous elements after they have been removed, while she makes no effort to put herself between the royal couple and the gods, who should be as close as possible.
The need for an intermediary in this ritual also suggests that the problem is quite serious, which the rest of the ritual seems to support. It spans two days, first of all; the items that collect the evil are left in the king and queen’s chamber overnight, presumably so as to better absorb it. The cups of tarlipa- are given not only to the king and queen, but to the throne and hearth, perhaps indicating wider problems with the household and/or kingdom. The eagle’s help is needed to enlist divine aid, and rather than simply asking the gods for mercy and help during the disposal process, as in the first ritual, there is an entirely separate episode where the practitioner has to physically go to a mountain and release the eagle to ask for mercy on the king and queen’s behalf. It is only after this that she buries the cups and figurines, and rather than saying, “I have taken…” the evils, she says only, “I have buried” them, and asks the gods to make sure that they do not reappear. Finally, the list in this ritual is, “their sickness, their blood, their evil, and their terrible thing(s)” (hatuga=šmet, difficult to translate: see above on hatuga-). The list is less specific and more all-encompassing than the sickness and slander in the first ritual, and suggests more troubles. In addition, in this ritual there is no assumption of human agency, no “tongues” to be countered. Considering the elaborate efforts with the eagle, and the practitioner’s insistence on the king and queen’s piety in her recitation, perhaps the ritual was designed to negotiate help from deities who might be displeased.

The third ritual (Otten and Souček’s rev. iii 19–iv 12, pp. 32–36), and the most fragmentary, is as follows:

--Then, the practitioner takes the terrible thing, the blood, [perhaps something else], and the uncleanliness of the king and queen. At night, twice […]; she makes zuwaluwal, cooked with(?) blue wool. She winds something. She makes cups for the king and queen; the kunkumati^SAR^-plant is mentioned. She has a basket with seeds […] and a torch inside. There are muriyala-breads
hung on the horns of two billy-goats (one on each side), and she is holding nine perforated [...] muriyala-breads. At night, she gives a zuwaluwal and a cup each to the king and the queen.

--[fragmentary: actions involving the bread, the horns of the goat, the basket; the goat is driven out, something is burned, offerings are made]

--[fragmentary]; the practitioner says that she has taken away the terrible things, the evil, sickness, and uncleanness: “Let it not come back! Let the enemy take it away.”

--Bread- and wine-offerings are made, and they eat and drink. [somewhat fragmentary] When it becomes light, the LÚ A.ZU and the practitioner go and look at the “tarlipa of blood,” the cup, and the hearth, and tell the king and queen what signs there are. Further bread- and wine-offerings.

--If the king and queen say, the practitioner goes to the “house of the children,” but if they don’t, she doesn’t. She used to go often, but now she doesn’t go at all.

This ritual is the most difficult of the four, and consequently, the least may be said about it. The LÚ A.ZU (not to be confused with the well-attested male ritual practitioner the LÚ AZU) is commonly rendered with its Mesopotamian translation of “physician,” and these people are attested in a plain medical context, but also conducting rituals against sickness and participating in festival activity not at all related to medical practice. They are not nearly as commonly-attested as the Old Women, although they appear alongside them more than once in fragmentary context. It is difficult to say why they might be called on for the interpretation of signs specifically. The Old Women, on the other hand, were professional diviners as well as ritual

57 KBo 41.22 r.c. 12*, KUB 43.43, and of course the twelve female MUNUS.MEŠ A.ZU, alongside an Old Woman in one of the more fragmentary tablets of the royal funerary ritual (KUB 39.31 r. col. 19*, “Indeterminate Fragment 3” in A. Kassian, A. Korolëv, and A. Sidel’tsev, Hittite Funerary Ritual: šalliš waštaiš, AOAT 288 [Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2002], 675–79, perhaps connected to Day 8).
practitioners, so the inclusion of this action in the ritual is not surprising, although it is not a type of divination known from the oracle texts.

The actions with the muriyala-breads are likewise difficult; the muriyala-bread seems to be a bread in the shape of a cluster of fruit;\(^{58}\) it is not very well-attested and seems mainly confined to older contexts. Similarly, zuwaluwal and kunkumali\(^{SAR}\) are impossible to translate. Overall, this particular ritual is too unusual and fragmentary to subject to much interpretation.

The lists of things taken away from the king and queen in this ritual are likewise fragmentary; however, they are all (the terrible thing, blood, uncleanliness, evil, and sickness) attested in the previous two rituals. This ritual ends with the standard statement about going to the “house of the children” if the king and queen so desire; however, tacked on to that paragraph is the curious sentence, “Formerly, I used to go [to] the house of the children, but now, I don’t go at all.” This side note suggests a regularly-conducted ritual performance.

The final ritual (Otten and Souček’s rev. iv 14–40 and KBo 17.7+ rev. iv, pp. 36-40) is as follows:
--When the practitioner is taking pain, woe, and anxiety from the king and queen, the queen gives her five small threads: white, black, red, yellow/green, and blue wool. One thread is hung on each of the five branches of a tree.
--There are two small woodpiles, a clay figurine, and bound heads of barley and emmer, and the practitioner puts them in a basket and puts them at the heads of the king and queen, with linen thrown over them so that no man sees them.
--Harši-bread and an ispanduzzi-vessel of marnuwan lie there. When it becomes light, the practitioner and a deaf man go inside and take them up. She wraps the thread around the king and queen’s fingers; she also has a thorny branch (?—hahhal) and a figurine. The woodpiles and

\(^{58}\) CHD L–N s.v. muriyala-, pp. 333-34.
barley and emmer are at the royal couple’s feet. She says to the figurine, “Take the pain, woe, and anxiety of the king and queen,” and takes the thread from their fingers with the thorny branch.

--She separates the thread from their fingers; the king and queen spit three times into a cup, and she closes it with a cover of lead. She has two partuni-birds hidden, and she releases them onto a branch. The king and queen are afraid, and she says, “I have taken the pain, woe, and anxiety from them!”

--[fragmentary: the thread is mentioned]

--[fragmentary—she is bringing the ritual implements(—at least including the heads of grain and the birds) outside]. She fixes them (with pegs?) and says, “I have taken the pain, woe, and anxiety from the king and queen—from their seat, from their bed, from their hearts, from their [...] I have taken it.” [Further fragmentary speech, about one or two sentences, in which she addresses the Sun-God of heaven, the Sun-Goddess of the earth, and probably one other deity, and tells them to “take” and “give,” although the objects are broken]

--[fragmentary: the practitioner comes to a city, and what looks like a reiteration of the statement about the “house of the children,” and thus probably the end.]

This ritual contains perhaps the most compelling Old Woman parallel. In CTH 402, the Ritual of Allī, an Old Woman redirects sorcery that has been cast on a ritual patient by touching white, black, red, yellow/green, and blue wool to the patient, making it into thread (gapina-: CTH 416 and CTH 402 are the only attested rituals that use gapina-threads), and winding the threads around clay figurines, which in this case symbolize the enemy sorcerer, whose magic should then come back upon him/her (see ch. 3 for a comprehensive discussion of this text). Such a close parallel also suggests an approximate restoration of the actions in the break in CTH
416. Before taking the thread from the king and queen’s fingers, the practitioner tells the figurine, “Take the pain, woe, and anxiety of the king and queen.” In the following break, the only preserved word is “thread.” The figurine’s role, then, was probably to literally take on the burden of the pain, anxiety, and woe that had been removed with the threads, and they were to be wrapped around it.

Concerning the fourth ritual overall, it is notable that the events are once again spread over two days. The first action is hanging the five colors of thread on the trees: these are all of the colors that generally appear in ritual, and so the sense is of an all-encompassing focus (related also, at least in this specific context, to all five fingers of the hand). Compare again the Ritual of Allī, where the practitioner recites, “If the sorcerer is making him black(white/etc…” when she uses each color of thread, clearly attempting to cover all possible types of malicious magic. After that, the wood and grain are put in a basket and covered over to spend the night at the heads of the king and queen; the lacuna makes determining these objects’ exact function in the ritual difficult, but another parallel presents itself. In CTH 398, the Ritual of Huwarlu, an Old Woman places bread and dough balls in a basket that is put under the king and queen’s bed for protection or aversion of evil omens. Referring to another set of dough-balls used in Huwarlu’s ritual, the Old Woman later says, “Just as grain continually sustains the life of the person, the ox, the sheep, and any animal, likewise let this grain sustain the king, the queen, and this house from the evil thing.” So it is possible that these items are intended primarily to protect the king and queen through the night, rather than to absorb harmful influences (see ch. 4 for more discussion of this).

---

Also in the king and queen’s chamber overnight are harši-bread and an išpanduzzi of marnuwan, which are offering-items, but which are not broken or poured out in the text (as it is preserved). However, there is a parallel with the second ritual, above, where the practitioner recites to the Sun-God and Storm-God, “The king has a sickle, and the queen [has] a millstone. Th[ey?] prepare? harši-bread and išpanduzzi-libations for you eternally.” These items are presented as something of an ideal or a representation of pious behavior, so it is possible that they remained in the chamber overnight to demonstrate that to the gods.

In the morning, the practitioner comes in, and there is then the familiar series of removing the harmful influences into an object through proximity or touch, and spitting them out, although in this case the thread is then probably wound around another object (reminiscent not only of the ritual of Allī, but of Ambazzi’s scapemouse ritual (CTH 391), in which a piece of tin is tied to the patient, and then once the negative elements have been transferred, is then tied onto a mouse, which is chased away). The spittle is sealed inside a vessel with a lead cover. Since the part of the ritual with the disposal of these items is unfortunately broken, it is impossible to be certain what is done with them, although burial seems likely, given the other rituals. Finally, the practitioner startles the king and queen with the partuni-birds (a hapax), which is extremely difficult to interpret, particularly since the text breaks immediately afterward. They are clearly afraid (werite-，“be afraid,” is not a well-attested word; however, its cognate noun weritema means “terror, fear, fearsomeness” and is often paired with nahšaratt-，“fear”), but what that fear is meant to accomplish is difficult. Perhaps this is another way of being all-encompassing: anything on the surface is transferred to the threads, anything inside the body is spit out, and anything purely emotional is brought to the surface using surprise or shock.

60 Though it is attested in fragmentary context immediately following “[When] the Storm-God thu[nders] frightfully” in one of the versions of “The Moon that Fell from Heaven” (KUB 28.3 i 2).
Following the break, the practitioner fixes/peggs some of the items (the objects are broken; this probably again after the things have been buried), and recites the final incantation: the practitioner once again says, “I have taken” the pain, woe, and anxiety, perhaps indicating confidence in her own ability to deal with the problem, though she also asks the gods for help as she finishes speaking, this time from both the Sun-God of Heaven, above, and the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, below. There follows a fragmentary one-line paragraph with “I come to the city” at the end, probably more dispersal directions as after the first ritual above, and finally a fragmentary paragraph that is clearly a reiteration of the standard statement about the “house of the children.”

The list of things to be taken away in this section is entirely different from the previous three rituals; rather than evil, sickness, or slander, it is the king and queen’s aī-, waī-, and pittuliya- that are undesirable. Aī- and waī- are conventionally translated as “pain and woe,” but in reality they are onomatopoeic words (HW² in fact translates aī with “Das Ach; ach [Weh-Ruf]”), and waī is connected to the cognate verb (u)wai-, “to cry out.” These terms are easily related to the somewhat better-attested ahra- and wahra-,⁶¹ meaning essentially the same thing, which are known from Luwian-language Old Woman rituals, and which can also be spit out. Pittuliya- can mean either “worry” or “anguish.”⁶² These terms can be connected to the foregoing analysis of the importance of the king’s emotional well-being in the textual record. The word pittuliya- is also attested in a Middle Hittite prayer, in which the author Prince Kantuzzili says, “Because of the sickness, my house has become a house of anguish (pittuliya-), and because of anguish my soul drips away from me to another place.”⁶³ In addition, it is attested

---

⁶¹ See Melchert, Cuneiform Luvian Lexicon (available online at http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/Melchert/LUVLEX.pdf) s.v. ahra- (p. 4) and wahra- (p. 249).
⁶² CHD P, p. 366
in Muršili’s plague prayers as well: as mentioned above, he ends his first prayer with, “Send away the worry from my heart, take away the anguish (pittuliya-) from my soul!”

In addition to the ritual’s emotional content, it should also be noted that a large part of it is conducted in the king and queen’s bedchamber. It is not the only time the “inner chamber” is entered in CTH 416—in the second ritual, there is a brief episode in the inner chamber with the servant(s) present as well—but here, the practitioner enters alongside only a deaf man, suggestive of privacy and/or secrecy. There is no mention of the palace servants, or any other actors, in this ritual at all; this is also the only ritual of the four in which the implements are covered “so that no man will see them.” The practitioner also touches the king and queen, winding the thread around their fingers, and frightens them with the partuni-birds. This final ritual, therefore, is the most intimate of the four, involving the closest interaction—in terms of access to space, physical closeness, and emotional contact—between the practitioner and the subjects.

Concerning the question of whether an Old Woman in fact conducts CTH 416, the typological parallels are extremely convincing. There is no other type of practitioner who would be very likely: GUDU₁₂-priests do recitations for the health of the king and queen in this period, but do not perform rituals of disposal like this one; the LÚ.MEŠAZU (not to be confused with the LÚ.MEŠA.ZU), the LÚ.MEŠHAL, and the LÚ.MEŠMUŠEN.DU do rituals to avert or dispose evil, but they do not use the same techniques as the Old Women (see further in ch. 4 and the Conclusion), and are much more likely to call extensively on divine help rather than treat a patient directly using analogic practices like those seen here. No other option presents itself, and the presence of the Old Women in a position of power as early as the Old Hittite period has already been established, so concluding that CTH 416’s practitioner is an Old Woman seems appropriate.
The role of the Old Woman in this ritual, then, is first of all as the “ritual expert” (as MUNUS ŠU.GI is sometimes translated), that is, the person who knows the correct things to do and say to solve the problem. As seen above, she makes the figurines, she prepares the cups and the bread, cooks the zuwaluwal, etc., speaks all of the recitations alone, and leads the ritual actions. In addition, although there are palace servants who help her with certain things, and the servants may hand objects to the king and queen, she is the only one to interact with anything while it is being disposed of: that is, once the evil is removed from the king and queen, the Old Woman is the one qualified to handle it and the person most appropriate to be exposed to whatever danger it may hold. (The single possible exception is the iron tongue and ‘pierced things’ from the first ritual, but these may not require disposal, see above.) Her recitations show a combination of confidence in her own ability to take away the evils present in the king and queen, and attempts to convince the gods to help with offerings and with the eagle messenger. She has privileged access to the king and queen’s bedroom and person, particularly in the final ritual, where she is also helping with (and manipulating) their emotional state.

The importance of that emotional state, as well as the physical well-being (e.g., sickness and blood in rituals 1, 2, and 3) and ritual purity (e.g., uncleanliness in rituals 1 and 3) to the well-being of the country is also present in this text. For the most part, this ritual’s focus is on the persons of the king and queen. However, as mentioned above, in the second ritual, cups of tarlipa are also given to the hearth and the throne, suggesting a wider issue. In addition, in the final recitations of both the second and third ritual, the Old Woman imposes the removed evils onto “the enemy” (LÚ KÚR), and in the fourth ritual, the last (broken) sentences of the last recitation implore the gods to first “take” (presumably the evils) and then “give” (them to someone else?). Taking problems specific to the king and queen and sending them to the
“enemy” is at least somewhat suggestive of military conflict, and implies that healing the royal couple might give Hatti an advantage over other countries. The Old Hittite period, the time between Ḫattušili I and Telipinu, was a time of great unrest, military difficulties, political intrigue, and assassination. Any of these issues might be the ultimate reason for rituals like this, and it should also be noted that the language of the ritual (particularly, for example, the “house of the children” paragraphs) implies that they were performed regularly, indicating ongoing problems.

1.2.4: KBo 18.151: an oracle in archaic speech

In addition to being ritual practitioners, the Old Women were diviners: they performed one of main oracle types commissioned by the Hittite state, the KIN-oracles. Almost none of these are preserved from the Old Hittite period, or even the Middle Hittite period: oracle texts appear generally to have been discarded when they were no longer relevant to current events, and so are attested almost exclusively from the last century of the empire. There is only one oracle text, KBo 18.151 (CTH 827), a KIN-oracle, that survives from the Old Hittite period. It is thus our only evidence for oracle practice in this period, although the ephemeral nature of the oracle texts suggests that it represents some larger corpus. The oracle’s practitioner is an “Old Woman of Ḫattuša” ([U]Ha-at-tu-šu-ma-aş MU[NUS ŠU].r GI ṣ).

KBo 18.151 does not include a question, only a description of the oracular method used to answer the question (e.g., “Symbol X arose, took Symbol Y, and gave it to Symbol Z,” see further in ch. 2), but in this case, the symbols involved are specific enough that the general

---

64 The oracle texts will be further explored in chapter 2. Descriptions of the KIN-oracle method are too opaque to allow for an easy translation of the name, which literally means “work.”
65 On the dating of this text see Soysal, “Analysis of a Hittite Oracular Document,” 108–16, who also suggests that based on personal names, the text may date to Ḫattušili I’s reign (p. 112, although that is not the only possibility acknowledged), and Th. van den Hout, “The Ductus of the Alalaḫ VII Texts and the Origin of Hittite Cuneiform,” in Palaeography and Scribal Practices in Syro-Palestine and Anatolia in the Late Bronze Age, ed. E. Devecchi, PIHANS 119 [Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 2012], 166.
subject matter may be discernible.\textsuperscript{66} Included among these symbols are death, destruction, a Hurrian attack,\textsuperscript{67} the sin of the people, the king and queen themselves, and the throne,\textsuperscript{68} and the text as a whole is suggestive of serious political and military matters (very common in the Old Hittite period, as noted above). However, other symbols in the text include the king’s difficulty\textsuperscript{69} and illness, and there is also the following paragraph: “The kin[g] (of?) […]aršini took the throne. He put anxiety (pittuliya-) b[ef]ore the king. He put anxiety b[efor]e the queen. He went [for]th t[o] the gods.”\textsuperscript{70} In an oracle concerning what seem to be major political issues, the symbols include anxiety and illness. Once again, the personal state of the king (and queen) is closely related to the well-being of the kingdom.

In addition to further illustrating the relationship between the royal personages and the state, KBo 18.151 joins CTH 416 as evidence that the Old Women were sometimes part of that relationship. Whatever Ḥattušili I’s personal opinions of the Old Women, it is clear that their services were used by the state to support the royal family in the Old Hittite period, both in their capacity as ritual experts and as diviners. As mentioned above, KBo 18.151 is likely one accidentally-surviving example of a larger corpus of Old Hittite KIN-oracles (and perhaps this oracular consultation is what Haštayar was having the Old Women do for her in Ḥattušili’s Testament). Further evidence for an official and continuing relationship between the Old Women and the royal family is the likelihood that the rituals in CTH 416 were regularly performed (see above). In both cases, the Old Women would have been in both a privileged and supportive role, with access to knowledge about the royal family’s personal and political problems, and the

\textsuperscript{66} For further discussion on the possibility of connecting the KIN-oracle methods to their questions, see ch. 2.
\textsuperscript{67} See Soysal, “Analysis of a Hittite Oracular Document,” 95–96 for the somewhat difficult ulha(l)i-.
\textsuperscript{68} Ibid. 101–102 for the difficult writing of this word.
\textsuperscript{69} See ibid. pp. 94–95, for this translation of nakki-.
\textsuperscript{70} Transliterated (with very similar translation) by ibid., pp. 90–91.
perceived ability to help solve those problems (and, of course, the possibility of provoking their animosity, as in the case of Ḫattušili I).

The picture of the Old Women as popular, secondary, possibly even traveling ritualists has, therefore, been demonstrated to be flawed: at least in the Old Hittite period, they were rather employed by the state and served the king and queen in an official capacity. KBo 18.151 demonstrates their capacity as consultants for practical, political, and military matters; CTH 416 shows that they were performing rituals to protect and cleanse the king and queen concerning slander, contamination, and emotional distress; the Benedictions for the Labarna demonstrate that they were involved in supporting the institution of the throne and the king as a powerful and divinely-supported entity; and even Ḫattušili’s Testament reveals that the king respected their power enough to be threatened by it.

It now remains to examine their cultural affiliation: as noted above, it has not always been clear in the literature whether the Old Women should be considered native to central Anatolia or not. There are a number of later ritual texts conducted by Old Women that were imported from Kizzuwatna in southeast Anatolia, and show foreign-language influence. It is therefore worthwhile to look at the possible linguistic and geographic affiliations of the Old Hittite texts.

1.3: The Old Woman and Hittite religio-cultural spheres

The problems inherent in dealing with the various cultural influences on Hittite religious practice are well-attested in the literature. It is difficult even to label something as “Hittite,” since most identifiable religious traditions in the textual record are associated with other languages such as Hattic, Luwian, Palaic, Hurrian, Akkadian, and Sumerian, and the question of what “Hittite” means beyond the linguistic is difficult, since the Hittites almost never used ethnic
designations at all. Deities may have different geographic or linguistic affiliations, which can suggest a specific cultural context, but this is complicated by the fact that sometimes the same text may show elements of different apparent “traditions.” Unfortunately, there is almost no information on how any of the Hittites viewed their various religious traditions. In addition, the vast majority of the Hittite corpus is from the last century of the empire, when religious practices originating from all over Anatolia, Syria, and Mesopotamia had been written down, modified, and blended for centuries. Given that the Hittites were not exaggerating when they boasted of “the thousand gods of Hatti,” the origins of deities and practices are often completely inaccessible.

However, the separate traditions clearly do exist. In particular, a division may be made between central and northern Anatolian practices, with Hattic-language (and sometimes Palaic-language) elements, and southeastern Anatolian practices, with Hurrian- and Luwian-language elements. In general, a chronological divide can also be made, with the Hattian tradition present in the very earliest texts, and the Hurro-Luwian tradition not appearing until the Middle Hittite period, perhaps the fifteenth century. In this case, the linguistic and palaeographical evidence appears to match up with the political situation, since the Hittite kingdom was based in central Anatolia where the Hattic tradition was at home (and which was explicitly called the “Land of Hatti”; thus, text in Hattic is labeled \textit{URU hattili}, “in the manner of the land of Hatti”), and the southeastern land of Kizzuwatna was not incorporated into the Hittite empire until the Middle Hittite period. Old Hittite religious texts like those already discussed, therefore, might be expected to have Hattic influence or elements present.

1.3.1: KBo 18.151: an oracle in archaic speech
The Hattic influence on this text is very clear. Soysal\textsuperscript{71} has demonstrated that the text shows clear evidence of Hattic syntax (see above under CTH 416) and morphology, as well as odd phonological characteristics. In particular, an analysis of the case endings shows that the person who was composing this document was probably a native speaker of Hattic. The presence of Old Women who were native speakers of Hattic in pre-Empire Ḫattuša is supported by a few Hattic-language documents, most particularly KBo 37.23, a ritual text almost entirely in Hattic (and, of course, nearly impossible to read), whose colophon (iv 7–8) reads DUB.II.KAM Š.A Ḫu-ru-ru / MUNUS Š.U.GI-aš, “The second tablet of Ms. Kururu, Old Woman.” These two pieces of evidence support and influence one another: the Hattic influence on KBo 18.151 is made more likely by the presence of an actual Old Woman text in Hattic, and conversely KBo 18.151 supports the idea that Ms. Kururu (or some practitioner like her) was a native speaker of Hattic rather than working with a memorized ritual incantation in an archaic religious language. KBo 37.23 cannot be confirmed to be Old Hittite,\textsuperscript{72} however, so it will be considered in more detail in chapter 3.

1.3.2: The Benedictions for the Labarna

The Hattian relationship to this text is likewise very easy to confirm. There is a Hattic-language parallel, KUB 28.74, which unfortunately does very little to aid our understanding of the Hittite text,\textsuperscript{73} but which at the very least shows that the incantation, “His head is new” etc. was also present in Hattic. One should note, however, that the Hattic contains the line, “His land is new,” which is not in the older version of the Benedictions. The Hattic copy is also quite


\textsuperscript{72} It is considered “mh.” on the Konkordanz, and shows inconsistently-written old E, as well as old AK, AL, AZ, IG, and LI, and A and DA with even horizontal wedges, rather than the “stepped” variety characteristic of Old Hittite. In addition, the recent work by Ch. Rüster and G. Wilhelm (\textit{Landschenkungsurkunden hethitischer Könige}, StBoT Beiheft 4 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2012]) has shown that our understanding of what constitutes “old script” versus “middle script” is somewhat shaky in any case. Therefore, in the absence of enough Hittite in the document to analyze its linguistic age, it is safest to refrain from labeling it Old Hittite.

\textsuperscript{73} With the exception of the error in KUB 20.54+ vi 10, see above.
late, although there is not enough Hittite preserved to judge from the language whether it could be a later copy of an older text. The possibility of an original Hittite-language incantation translated into Hattic, therefore, cannot be discounted. However, the presence of a Hattic version, whether earlier than the Hittite or not, indicates that to the Hittite mind, this text was appropriate to a Hattian context.

1.3.3: The Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple

This ritual is an excellent example of the possibility of confusion in the cultural sphere of a text. The parallels I made above to demonstrate that it is most likely an Old Woman practicing this ritual were taken from texts that claim noticeably different origins: in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, Allī is said to be a woman from Arzawa, in the west; in CTH 404, the ritual of Maštigga, Maštigga is said to be a woman from Kizzuwatna, in the southeast; while CTH 820, the Benedictions for the Labarna, has a very clear Hattian connection (see below). Based on the content of CTH 416, the Old Hittite ritual for the royal couple, scholars have argued for both a Hattian and a (Hurro-)Luwian origin for the ritual.

However, as noted above, there is a chronological distinction between central Anatolian and southeastern Anatolian religious texts. The language of CTH 416 is Old Hittite, noticeably older than the oldest of the Hurro-Luwian ritual texts, and so it should not have been influenced by Kizzuwatnean texts. The place names are also telling: in addition to Ḫattuša, CTH 416 mentions the cities of Arinna and Katapa, both seats of Hattian religious practice. Finally, the deities in the text are confined to the same sphere: in addition to the ubiquitous Sun-God and Storm-God, the gods attested in the ritual are [Ḫant]itaššu, Inar, and the Queen of Katapa, all

---

74 Late New Script; the text has late LI, late HA, and late EN.
76 P. Taracha, *Ersetzen und Entsühnen: Das mittelhethitische Ersatzritual für den Großkönig Tuthaliya (CTH *448.4) und verwandte Texte*, CHANE 5 (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 207–210, though note also the comparison with the Palaic-Luwian text KBo 8.74++. 
central Anatolian/Hattic deities. The typological connections to later texts should not override these concrete pieces of evidence for the ritual being at home in central Anatolia. This is particularly the case considering that overall, it seems like Old Woman rituals demonstrate a noticeable consistency in methodology, even given apparent differences of geographic origins (see ch. 4).

Thus, all three of these extremely old texts, the Benedictions for the Labarna, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, and the Old Hittite oracle Kbo 18.151, show some connection to the Hattic language and/or the central Anatolian geographic sphere. They are also all very concerned with the royal person, well-being, and emotional state. The indication, then, is that in the Old Hittite period, the Old Women were very close to the king and were working with, coming from, or operating within the Hattian religious sphere. Therefore, the classification of Old Women as more likely to practice popular and domestic ritual may simply be a function of their purpose in the Hurro-Luwian sphere. This will be discussed further in ch. 3.

1.3.4: Disappearing God Myths

Though the Testament, the Old Hittite ritual for the royal couple, the Benedictions for the Labarna, and the oracle in archaic speech are the only Old Hittite documents that show the Old Woman in close contact with the king, the Old Women are also integral to the most common narrative in the attested mythology of Hattian deities. The ‘disappearing god’ myth is a central Anatolian trope, and there are myths about the disappearances of several of the gods of the Hattian pantheon (e.g., Telipinu, Hannahanna, Inara, etc.). When a god has disappeared, conditions immediately worsen: when Telipinu the fertility god disappears, crops cannot ripen, humans and livestock cannot become pregnant, etc.; when the Sun-God disappears, the land is gripped by frost. The gods take action, which usually blends into human ritual action, a
description of which may follow the story of the disappearance, and which is needed to bring the
god back and restore the world to a better state. The rituals are fairly similar from myth to myth,
although they are also usually quite fragmentary, and almost no practitioners are attested.
However, in the Disappearance of the Sun-God (CTH 323), the concluding ritual action is
relatively complete, and is made up of (entirely expected) libations and bread- and meat-
offerings, fine and aromatic things set out to attract the deity back, and so on.

The first attestation of an actor in this text, almost immediately after the setup of all of the
necessary items, reads (in both the Old Hittite and the later copies), \textit{nu} \textit{MUNUS ŠU.GI BE-EL
DINGIR-LIM hu-uk-ma-a-uš hu-uk-zì, “The Old Woman, the Lord of the Deity, speaks
conjurations.”}\footnote{VBoT 58 iv 37–38, KUB 53.20+ iv 12’.} This is the only attestation of the Old Woman in this text; the rest of the actions,
including bread-, meat-, and drink-offerings, and further speaking of conjurations, are all
apparently performed by the \textit{BĒL DINGIR-LIM}. The odd construction of this sentence has
caused some difficulty with translation, though, since there are two apparent subjects (without a
conjunction, although this is not problematic in Hittite) and a singular verb.\footnote{Groddek, in his edition of only the ritual actions at the end of the text, suggests instead that \textit{BĒL DINGIR-LIM}
and \textit{hukmāš} are a \textit{σχῆµα καθ’ ἀλον καὶ µέρος}, to be translated, “The Old Woman speaks the conjurations of the
Anatolica. Anatolian Studies Presented to Maciej Popko on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday, ed. P. Taracha
[Warsaw, 2002], 130, my italics), and his translation is followed by Rieken in the online Konkordanz edition;
however, this construction is not an Old Hittite phenomenon, and in addition, it is normally limited to inalienable
possession (e.g., body parts), so this interpretation is unlikely. Mazoyer (\textit{Tēlipinu, le dieu au marecage: Essai sur les
dieu…’” which is grammatically unproblematic, but an “Old Woman of [a person]” is attested nowhere else.}
One solution
presents itself, however: Pecchioli Daddi and Polvani, in their edition, translated the passage as
though the Old Woman was acting in the role of the \textit{BĒL DINGIR-LIM}, i.e., “The Old Woman
speaks conjurations \textit{as} the Lord of the Deity.”\footnote{“…la ‘vecchia’ (che svolge la funzione di) ‘signore del dio,’” F. Pecchioli Daddi
and A.M. Polvani, \textit{La mitologia ittita}, Testi del Vicino Oriente antico 4 (Brescia: Paideia, 1990), 70.} In light of the entry \textit{šiu- “deity” in the CHD,}\footnote{\textit{Š}/3 s.v. \textit{šiu- 1s, p. 484.}}
this now seems the most plausible explanation: with examples like, “The ritual patient, the
singer, and the exorcist sit down to eat in the tent. Then no other ‘lord of the deity’ goes into the tent to eat, the CHD clearly demonstrates that the “Lord of the Deity” is not a profession itself, but signifies a role or relationship that a person enters into with certain actions, and is attested in apposition to specific professions. The gender of the BĒL DINGIR-LIM (as with e.g. the similar term BĒL SÍSKUR, “lord of the ritual,” which simply means “ritual patient,” male or female) is not fixed. In this text, then, the Old Woman is the BĒL DINGIR-LIM, and so performs the offerings and conjurations throughout the text. This would also explain why, in the identical passages throughout the rest of the ritual (the BĒL DINGIR-LIM burns fine things, speaks conjurations, and pours libations three times, exactly as in the first passage), the Old Woman was apparently no longer necessary.

The conjurations the Old Woman is speaking seem likely to be the myth itself (though it is labeled a mugawar, an invocation, so there may be some other explanation for the hukmāuš). This is in line with the very end of the mythological section, before the double paragraph line where the ritual setup begins, which is an extremely difficult and fragmentary passage in the first person. Translatable lines include, “I took the words of the gods, and I poured them […]”, and, “I lost none of the gods’ words. But whenever Telipinu becomes burdensome for anyone, I speak the words of the gods, and I invoke him.” It should be noted that the ritual actions at the end of the text are directed to both the Sun-God and to Telipinu, although this sentence might also indicate that the person who speaks these words conducts the ritual in the Disappearance of Telipinu myth as well (for which see below).

81 KUB 12.11 iv 7–12–14; see CHD, ibid.
82 It should be noted, however, that the passage under discussion is included in the lemma, but is only quoted beginning after “MUNUSGU.IG,” with no attention to the double subject.
What seems to be the introduction to this first-person narrative, coming at the end of another extremely difficult and fragmentary third-person paragraph, is the line ú-ug-ga MUNUS anna-an-na-aš e-eš-mi, “And I am …” The meaning of MUNUS annannaš has been debated; it has been interpreted as “grandmother,” as a female personal name “Annanna,” and as a title of some kind, “annanna-woman.” However, there is another word for grandmother, hanna-, and annanna-woman as a profession is attested nowhere else. As Pecchioli Daddi and Polvani noted, however, Annanna as a personal name is attested several times in the Hittite texts (and frequently at Kültepe as well), including an Annanna, MUNUS ŠU.GI, in several separate tablet catalogues. Paola Dardano, the editor of the tablet catalogues, connects these entries to the Annanna of CTH 323 in her commentary, and a detailed examination of the evidence shows that this view is almost certainly correct.


85 “Ich bin eine Großmutter (annanna-Frau),” V. Haas, Die hethitische Literatur: Texte, Stilistik, Motive (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2006), 119, with commentary noting that annanna “ist entweder der Personennname einer Magierin oder die Bezeichnung einer Frauenklasse,” and noting that it could be a reduplication of anna-, “mother.”
86 Pecchioli Daddi and Polvani, La mitologia ittita, 68 with note 25, Mazoyer, Tēlipinu, 180, and perhaps Kammenhuber, as it is not included in her dictionary. Note also that f and MUNUS are the same cuneiform sign.
87 Hoffner and Melchert, Grammar, 364, and E. Rieken, online edition (hethiter.net/: CTH 323.1), line 112 with n. 35.
89 La mitologia ittita, 68 n. 25: “Una maga Annanna…è nota da tavolette di catalogo come autrice di invocazioni per varie divinità e di rituali…è la stessa persona?”
91 KBo 31.8+ iv 12–13, ibid., 26.
92 KUB 30.51+ i 22’–23’ (and duplicate KBo 31.27++ 21’–22’), edited by ibid., 128, 150.
tablets: W[or]d of Ms. Annanna, Old Woman of U[RU]Zigazhur(a): When she invoke[s] the Sun-Goddess of Arinna.” The gods in this catalogue are all Hattic, and the Sun-God, Hannahanna, and Telipinu all have disappearance-myths attested. The deity Miyatanzipa, from the first catalogue, is a personification of abundance and the growth of plants and livestock (from Hittite mai-/miya-, “to grow, be born, thrive”) who appears in Hattic context, and in particular, in the ritual section of the Telipinu myth: “And all the gods are sitting: [Papaya], Istustaya, the Fate Goddesses, the Mother Goddesses, the Grain Goddess, Miyatanzipa, Telipinu, the Tutelary deity, Hapantali [and…]. I have treated the gods under (the hawthorn) for long years […]. I have purified him.” Note the order of the gods: Miyatanzipa, Telipinu, and the tutelary deity are listed together. Whether Miyatanzipa and the tutelary deity each had disappearing god myths is unknown, but they clearly belong to a group of deities that did. There is one final tablet catalogue entry for a Ms. Annana, Old Woman, with no city; absent any other evidence, the lack of a city would make it impossible to say whether she is the same woman, but the catalogue entry reads, “When they invoke the Storm-God.” There are several (extremely fragmentary) versions of a “disappearing Storm-God” myth, and so it does seem likely that this is also Ms. Annanna of Zigazhura.

Returning to the Disappearance of the Sun-God: if Ms. Annanna was an Old Woman who authored invocations (mugawar) of Hattic deities, and there is a mugawar of a Hattic deity with an Old Woman speaking and “I am Ms. Annanna” both, the two are almost certainly identical. For a practitioner to identify herself by name in the middle of a text like this would be extremely

---

93 KBo 31.1++ iii 8‘–13’, edited by ibid., 196.
94 E.g. CTH 336, Myths of the Goddess Inara (H.A. Hoffner, Hittite Myths, 2nd ed., WAW 2 [Atlanta: SBL, 1998], 31), and CTH 627, the KI.LAM festival (I. Singer, The Hittite KI.LAM Festival, Part Two, StBoT 28 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1984], 78 [KUB 20.4 v 7‘]).
95 Hoffner, Hittite Myths, 17.
96 KBo 31.8+ i 3–4, Dardano, Die hethitischen Tontafelkataloge, 22.
unusual, but the myth of the Disappearing Sun-God is Old Hittite, and so predates most of the ritual texts with attested authors. Ordinarily, ritual texts begin similarly to the tablet catalogue entries, “Word of [So-and-so]: when…” However, those ritual texts are first attested in Middle Script (the same palaeographic date as the earliest tablet catalogues), and therefore, the conventions of the identification of authors may not have been established when the Disappearance of the Sun-God was composed. As for authorship in general, without outside evidence of Annanna and her work, there is no way to say whether she genuinely composed or transmitted this text, or if she was someone to whom other Old Hittite authors thought appropriate to ascribe a myth. However, the Hittites represented her as the author, which itself is relevant even in the absence of any other data.

In addition, whatever the name of the author of the text, an Old Woman did recite the myth of the Disappearance of the Sun-God, and also performed the ritual associated with it. This raises the question, of course, of the rest of the Disappearing God myths. Most of them are too fragmentary to say anything significant about the ritual actions, but the well-known Disappearance of Telipinu is relatively complete. In the best-preserved version of this myth, after the story of Telipinu’s anger and disappearance and the efforts of the gods to get him back, the text continues in the first person, with the practitioner describing all of the attractive things (e.g. fruit, nuts, honey, fine oil) that have been set out to tempt Telipinu back, and reciting

---


99 It should also be noted that neither the very beginning nor the very end are preserved in any disappearing-god myth (with the exception of the disappearance of the Storm-God of Nerik, which is extremely different in form and content from the rest of the myths, and which is conducted by a GUDU priest), so the author might have been identified there. The problem of her identifying herself by name in the main text would remain, however.
incantations to impart their sweetness and other good qualities onto his disposition. The text then returns to narrative form:

Telipinu came, raging. He thunders with a lightning bolt (and) strikes the Dark Earth below. Kamrusepa saw him and moved [...] an eagle’s wing (for) herself. The anger: she stopped it. The wrath: [she stopped it]. She stopped [sin]. She stopped sullenness.

Kamrusepa says back to the gods: “G[o], O gods! Now t[end] the Sun God’s sheep for Hapantali, and separate out twelve rams, so that I may treat Telipinu’s w[ar]ku-. I have taken for myself a basket (with) a thousand holes (lit. ‘eyes’), and I have poured karas-grains, the ‘rams of Kamrusepa,’ over the top of it.¹⁰⁰

“And I have burned back and forth over Telepinu, on one side and the other. I have taken from Telipinu’s evil from his body: I have taken his sin; I have taken his anger; I have taken his wrath; I have taken his warku-; I have taken his sullenness.”¹⁰¹

It is already relatively clear from this section that Kamrusepa’s words and actions are the practitioner’s, and the text continues with more analogic magic and entreaties to Telipinu to stop his anger. It is also very clearly similar to CTH 416, in which the practitioner says, “I have taken” lists of evils. And in fact, a first-person statement of ritual accomplishment is extremely characteristic of Old Woman rituals, and very rare elsewhere (see ch. 3 and the Conclusion for more detailed discussions of this phenomenon).

Two other passages are of particular interest; the first is near the end of the myth, just before Telipinu’s return:

¹⁰⁰ This is quite reminiscent of the Old Woman’s sieve in CTH 759, the dupadupaša-ritual, for which see ch. 4.
¹⁰¹ For transliteration and restorations, see E. Rieken, hethiter.net/ CTH 324.1, §24’’–27’’. 81
The gatekeeper opened the seven doors. He drew back the seven bars. Down in the Dark Earth stand bronze vats. Their lids are of lead. Their latches are of iron. That which goes into them doesn’t come up again; it perishes therein. So may they seize Telipinu’s anger, wrath, sin, and sullenness, and may they not come back (here). ¹⁰²

This is obviously reminiscent of both the second ritual of CTH 416, in which the Old Woman buries the king and queen’s sickness, blood, evil and terrible thing, and says, “Let them not come back up!” and also the fourth ritual, in which the king and queen spit into a cup whose cover is lead in order to get rid of their pain, woe, and anxiety. The second passage comes almost immediately after the first, when Telipinu has returned: “Then the mother looked after her child. The sheep looked after her lamb. The cow looked after her calf. And Telipinu too looked after the king and queen and took account of them in respect to life, vigor, and longevity.”¹⁰³ The king and queen’s personal status and health is still of concern in a myth about the suffering of the entire land, apparently so much so that the god’s relationship to the royal couple is compared to that of a mother nurturing a child.

The arguments for an Old Woman as the practitioner in the Telipinu myth are not as strong as with CTH 323, since there is no Old Woman actually attested in the text, but it seems quite possible. First, in CTH 323, the Old Woman Annanna says in so many words, “But whenever Telipinu becomes burdensome for anyone, I [sp]eak the w[ords] of the gods, and I invoke him.” Secondly, the ritual acts described in this myth—performed by some practitioner acting as an avatar for Kamrušepa, who is a goddess of magic and healing,¹⁰⁴ and whose function in general seems to be very similar to the Old Woman’s—are absolutely characteristic of Old Woman rituals: in addition to the use of first person, in this myth Telipinu’s anger is analogically

¹⁰² Ibid., 17.
¹⁰³ Ibid., 18.
transformed into (1) sweet, good, harmless things, and (2) things that can be neutralized or gotten ride of (e.g., fire; see chs. 3 and 4 for more discussion of this technique in Old Woman rituals).

Although this evidence is not necessarily conclusive, taken all together, it is quite suggestive.

These myths’ function is relatively uncontroversial: they address either the changing of the seasons or some agricultural or climatological crisis, which is explained by the disappearance of whatever god governs that particular area. The ritual actions are designed to bring the god back and thus restore fertility, warmth, rain, etc. If the Old Woman is indeed the primary practitioner in both CTH 323, the Disappearance of the Sun-God, and CTH 324, the Disappearance of Telipinu, she would then be instrumental in ensuring the continuing survival of the land as a whole, as well as the king and queen’s well-being. And if the Old Woman Annanna was credited with composing these myths, developing the ritual attached to them, or (most likely) being the main source of transmitting them, then this is more evidence for the Old Women being educated and respected members of the Hittite religious elite, alongside their authorship and performance of extensive royal rituals, and their divinatory prowess.

1.4: Festival Texts

So far, the Old Woman’s function in the Old Hittite period has included rituals and recitations for the health and happiness of the king and queen, the disposal of evils within them, oracular inquiry about military matters, and communication with the gods so as to reverse crises of climate and agriculture (see above). The final genre to be addressed in this chapter is festival texts. Unlike the other examples, which are confined to Old Hittite texts and any relevant closely-related documents, all of the attested festival texts will be included, because unlike the rituals and oracles, they are few enough not to warrant their own chapter, and taken together, they offer strong support for the overall argument of this chapter. The poor attestation of Old
Women in the festival texts may be connected to their general function as troubleshooters (see chs. 2–4 and the Conclusion): they were perhaps not at home in the normal running of cult practice, but were rather called upon when things were not going well.

The Hittite festival was a regular celebration and appeasement of a deity or deities; by the end of the empire, there were apparently dozens of them celebrated throughout the year, some lasting over a month. The textual record of festival celebrations includes outline-tablets, which summarize the events of multi-day festivals with a sentence or two per day; day-tablets or programs of events, which describe every action taken during the festival; liturgy-tablets, which gather together all of the recitations performed during a given festival; and ration-tablets, or MELQÊTU-tablets, which describe the allotments of food, drink, and livestock to the participants. The oldest festival texts in which the Old Women are attested are MELQÊTU-tablets.

There are two particular ration texts with Old Women; one is KBo 16.72+, edited by Neu,105 and the other is KBo 17.14++, edited by Popko.106 The first is extremely fragmentary, and the Old Women are attested in the most complete paragraph, which can barely be translated: “And the juni[or?] AGRIG of Nerik[…] / from the storehouses, 1 wageš[šar]-bread […] /1 pithos of wine, 1 pithos [of…] / the Old Women (and) the tešanteš-women […]”107 The question is even open whether the Old Women are giving or receiving goods, although based on the second text, it is more likely that they are receiving. The tešanteš-women, with whom they are apparently associated, appear only in this text, and so provide no additional information. The fact that the paragraph begins with the AGRIG (steward) of Nerik, however, may indicate that these

---

105 Neu, Althethitische Ritualtexte, Nr. 10.
107 Obv(?) ii 4’-7’, transliterated Neu, Althethitische Ritualtexte, 27.
Old Women are associated with the northern cult city of Nerik (closely connected to central Anatolian cult; see more below). In addition, the pithoi (harši-vessels) show that large quantities of wine are involved (although wageššar-bread seems to have been an ordinary ration-bread).²⁰⁸

The second MELQĒTU-text is more complete, though still quite fragmentary in places, and belongs to an Old Hittite festival conducted in Zippalanda, another major central Anatolian cult city. In it, a MUNUSŠU.GI É.GAL, an Old Woman of the Palace (likely the palace of Zippalanda, or at least the institution of same²⁰⁹), first receives one pig limb each from representatives of the cities of Šalampa, Katapa, and Kardabaha,²¹⁰ who have slaughtered “their” pigs for this purpose. The labeling of the pigs as “theirs” suggests that they might be functioning here as representatives of their cities, bringing in tribute to be parcelled out to religious functionaries employed by the state. The dependence of larger cult cities on smaller surrounding towns to supply them with things is well-known in the Hittite texts,²¹¹ although in this case, the three pigs’ legs may be symbolic. Similar items are given to a variety of cult personnel in this text: immediately beforehand, the same ration was given by the same people to the “Man of the Scepter,” and immediately afterward, the same people give a pig’s head to the “cupbearers.”

Later in the text,²¹² the same “Old Woman of the Palace” receives some amount of bread; the text is too fragmentary to be absolutely certain who is doling it out, but the likeliest actor is the SANGA-priest (the head priest), who breaks bread in the previous paragraph. In this paragraph, the list of recipients of bread is: the Man of the St[orm-God?], the cupbearer of the

---
²⁰⁸ H.A. Hoffner, Jr., Alimenta Hethaeorum: Food Production in Hittite Asia Minor, AOS 55 (New Haven: AOS, 1974), 188.
²⁰⁹ Popko, Zippalanda, 18.
²¹⁰ KBo 20.3 ii 4’–7’, ibid. 108.
²¹² KBo 16.71+ iiii 8–9, ibid. 118.
god, the *arnala-*man (untranslatable\textsuperscript{113}), the Old Woman of the Palace, the singer of the god, the *palwatalla-*man (a man who recites or calls out), the men of the w[eapons? of Zippalanda?], and the man of the b[ronze] spear. Finally, in a very broken paragraph later in the text,\textsuperscript{114} the Old Woman appears in a list of people receiving bread and meat (actor unclear), although the specific amount and type is broken. The preserved list is: the *tazzili-*priest, the *hamina-*priest, the GUDU\textsubscript{12}—priest, the *šiwanzanna-*priestess (\textsuperscript{MUNUS}AMA.DINGIR-LIM), the *LÚ* arzanala—(perhaps a cult functionary associated with the *arzana-*building), the *lahhiyala-*men (perhaps “travelers”), the elders of Zippalanda, the Old Woman of the Palace, the *kantikepa-*men (untranslatable), after which the text becomes too fragmentary. The first four titles in this list are all standard priests for Zippalanda, but beyond that, in both of these lists, it is extremely difficult to determine whether the order is hierarchical, or even what the groups mean precisely, given the obscurity of some of the terms.

However, it appears that the Old Woman does not have a standard place in the list of personnel in this festival (unlike, for example, the priests, who often come in the same order).\textsuperscript{115} She does not appear in the same group of personnel in any of the passages, and the text is too broken to do any sort of systematic analysis of why people appear together. It seems possible that rations were being doled out based on who had participated in certain specific activities in the festival, which is in line with the more general views of Singer: “…on the whole, these rations were intended to fill the needs of the numerous cult functionaries assembled in the capital for the celebrations.”\textsuperscript{116} Thus, perhaps the Old Woman of the Palace performed several different actions in this festival, and was thus compensated accordingly for each.

\textsuperscript{114} KBo 16.71 iii 26\textsuperscript{7}, ibid. 120.
\textsuperscript{116} Singer, *The Hittite KILAM Festival, Part One*, StBoT 27 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983), 141.
The view of the Old Woman through these *MELQĒTU*-tablets is quite a bit more prosaic than as seen through the ritual texts. In the Zippalanda text, there is no particular status allotted to her; for example, the “cook of the god” also receives three pig limbs from the wolf-men and the *hapi*-men. Unless she appears again in the broken sections of the text (certainly not impossible, as there are many lacunae), she does not seem to be on the same level as, e.g., the priests. There is, however, one other set of rations that paints a different picture. In KBo 23.92 (CTH 666), a festival from Arinna, the most prominent central Anatolian cult city, the Old Woman appears in the *MELQĒTU* section of a more standard “program of events” festival-text (though it is still quite old, likely from the Middle Hittite period\(^{117}\)). In this case, the “sheep of the Sun-God” are being parcelled out, and two each are given to a list of SANGA-priests, including the SANGA-priest of Telipinu, the SANGA-priest of Ištar, and the SANGA-priest of Zilip[uri], and at least one, perhaps two more SANGA-priests; following this, a sheep each is given to the Old Woman of Ar[inja] and the [Ol][Woman] of Hatti.\(^{118}\) Unfortunately, the festival is extremely fragmentary, and once again there is no way to know what the Old Women actually do during its performance; however, in this section, the Old Women are alongside the head priests of important gods, and they each receive a whole sheep, a significant payment. They are receiving half the payment of the SANGA-priests, and SANGA-priests of major gods in the chief cult city Arinna would have been extremely high in status.

The ration-tablets, therefore, paint a somewhat uneven picture, but they are also too fragmentary by far to give any real information, beyond that Old Women were present at

---

\(^{117}\) The E signs in this text are old; however, the DA and Á signs are the classically Middle Hittite “stepped” variations.

\(^{118}\) KBo 23.92+ iv 9’–13’. 9’ Š UtU-wa-aš UDU\(^{118}\)-uš pa-iz-zi
10’ SAN\]|GA? 4Te-li-pi-nu 2 UDU L\]|SANGA 4[
11’ SAN\]|GA 4IŠTAR 2 UDU L\]|SANGA 4Zi-li-p[u-ri
12’ aļr-wa-an-za UDU M\]|NUS\]|SU.GI \]|R|A-r[i-in-na
13’ M\]|NUS\]|SU.GI \]|R|Ha-at-ti 2 UDU L\]|MES\]|x[
festivals in Arinna, Zippalanda, and (probably) Nerik, and received food during those festivals. However, this information is already fairly significant: Arinna, Zippalanda, and Nerik were the three most important Hattic cult cities in Anatolia. Old Women living there and participating in their cult further reinforces the Hattic connection, and their titles (“Old Woman of the Palace,” “Old Woman of Arinna”) make explicit the official state-sponsored function that was so heavily implied by the other Old Hittite texts.

There is one festival which has several complete attestations of the Old Woman in the detailed program of events: CTH 750, the Festival of Ziparwa, which was part of the month-long festivals of the spring (EZEN4 AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR, the “festival of the crocus”), and fall (EZEN4 nuntarriyašha- the “festival of haste”). The Festival of Ziparwa (who was the head of the Palaic pantheon) existed at least beginning in the Middle Hittite period, and in it, the Old Woman, present in the temple of Ziparwa with the king and the chief of the palace servants, recited incantations in Palaic, a language related to Hittite from Pala in northern Anatolia, and whose pantheon seems closely related to the Hattian (e.g. the main Palaic goddess, Katahziwuri, is also Hattian). The relationship of the Old Women to the Palaic pantheon is clear from the small fragment KBo 17.47 (CTH 470), the beginning of a ritual of Ms. Ānnā of Pala, which attests to the [MUNUSŠ]U.GI Š4 É dZi-pár-wa₄-a, “The [O]ld [W]oman of the temple of Ziparwa” (line 3). It is likely, then, that the Old Woman who speaks Palaic in the temple of Ziparwa at Ḫattuša in this text is this “Old Woman of the temple of Ziparwa.” In addition, if this specific Old Woman were truly attached to this deity and this temple in any permanent way, she might have been closer to priesthood than previously thought.

The Festival of Ziparwa is also, unlike the *Melqētu*-texts quoted above, attested in multiple copies from the Middle Hittite period down to the very end of the empire. As part of the AN.TAH.ŠUM and *muntarriyašha*-festivals, it was a standard semi-annual performance in the thirteenth century. In the festival, some number of Old Women collectively participate in preparing the offerings before the festival begins, and in the temple, a single Old Woman (the Old Woman of the temple of Ziparwa?) appears to at least once make some bread-offerings herself, amid the multiple offerings made by the king and palace servants around the temple to the various Palaic gods (which appears to have made up the bulk of the festival-action). For the most part, however, the Old Woman’s function in this festival was to speak the Palaic incantations. These incantations seem to have concerned the offerings, since they are called, e.g., the “words of the thick bread,” the “word of the meal,” and speaking “for the cups.” The incantations themselves are unfortunately not included in the festival text. There are possibilities among the few attested Palaic texts for these incantations or incantations like these, although our understanding of Palaic is simply not sufficient to understand them. The possibility that this Old Woman was a native speaker of Palaic is made more likely by the text of Ms. Ānnā of Pala mentioned above; at the very least, whether there was an Old Woman from Pala in Ḫattuša in all periods (depending, presumably, at least somewhat on the strength of the Hittites’ hold on the north), one is likely to have been originally reciting the incantations for the festival.

Nearly all of the other festivals the Old Woman appears in are, unfortunately, likewise fragmentary, and it is often impossible to say what function she is performing. For example, in
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120 KUB 20.8 i 1–8.
121 VSNF 12.114 obv. 6’–9’; the subject of “paršiya” is not entirely clear here, but the Old Woman is the most likely option.
122 ṢA NINDA.GUR₂₃.RA³₂.MEŠ *uddār*, IBoT 2.38 iii 3’–5’.
123 *memalāš uddar*, IBoT 2.37 iv 3’–5’.
124 ANA GAL²⁶.L₂₃.G₂₆ *memiškā[zzī]*, KUB 59.49 ii 9’–14’.
125 These will be further addressed in chapter 4.
KUB 25.11 (CTH 650), the GAL_MUNUS.MEŠ_SU.GI, the chief of the Old Women, appears four times, but the text is so fragmentary that not once is there a verb attested to show what she is doing. The most complete section of the entire six-column tablet is one fragmentary sentence, which reads, “When they bring barley into the temple of Hannahanna, the Chief of the Old Women [offers?] one sheep [to . . .].”

There is one other section where she appears to be in a dialogue with the chief of the palace servants (GAL_DUMU_MEŠ_É.GAL), based on the presence of a quotative particle, and says something about the Land of Hatti conquering or being conquered (taruḫ-). The festival also has zintuḫi-women, who are professional Hattic singers, and the “land of the enemy” is mentioned once, but ultimately there is very little that can be done with it beyond to say that it is a Hattian festival which is also concerned with the protection of Hatti against enemies. Not much more can be done with the parallel KUB 20.77 (also CTH 650), which is a smaller fragment with a more complete passage: “The zintuḫi-women […] sing in Hattic. The name of the enemy land lies on the clay ox that . . . . It (common-gender: the ox?) falls back down out of the arkammi-musical instrument. The Chief of the Old Women picks it up and [holds] it out to the chief of the palace servants.”

---

126 Obv. ii 12’ GIM-an-ma r̪ hal-ki ʾ-in I-NA ĖŠ MAH
13’ ar-nu-wa-[an-zı] ]r̪ GAL MUNUS. ʾMESŠ[U].GI
14’ 1 UDU A[-NA ]x
127 Obv. iii 12’ KUR URU Ha-at-ti-wa tar-uh[. . .]
128 Obv. iii 6’ nu-f̄ uš ʾ-ša-an Š4 KUR LÚ.K[ÚR . . .]
129 Discussed further below.
130 obv iii (?) 2’ MUNUS.MEŠzi-r̪ in-tu-ḫi ʾ-
3’ ḫa-at-ti-li ŚI[R
4’ nu-uš-ša-an A-NA GU₄ IM ku-f e ʾ-[da-ni?]
5’ Š4 KUR L[U] KUR ŠUM-an ki-it-t[ə
6’ na-aš-kān GIS ar-kam-mi-ia-[a]-z[ ]
7’ EGIR-an kat-ta ma-uš -[z[i]
8’ na-an GAL MUNUS.MEŠSU.GI ša-ra-a d[a-a-i]
9’ na-an A-NA GAL DUMU MEŠ É.GAL pa-r[a-a e-ep-z?]i?
N.b.: if the r̪ e ʾ in line 4’ is correct, this text is potentially OS, since the vertical wedge is quite low. The LI and AZ are also old.
clearly involves protection of the Land of Hatti from enemies, but the context is entirely missing and the ritual action is essentially opaque.

Another festival attesting to the Old Woman is in itself relatively complete, but her preserved participation is brief and, once again, slightly broken. This text is KUB 56.48 (CTH 672), which is an edict of the thirteenth-century king Tudhaliya IV concerning the cult of the northern city of Nerik.\(^\text{131}\) He decrees that this festival be conducted: the beginning of the text is in the third-person imperative (“Let them do…”), rather than the usual third-person present indicative of festival texts (“They do…”), and the text is called an īšiul, a binding agreement.

So far as attested, the Old Woman \[^\text{ext}\]inguishes(?)\(^\text{132}\) something, after which the SANGA-priests, the scribe, the wood-scribe, the Old Woman, the diviner (\(^\text{LÚḪAL}\)), the “lords of the stew” (\(^\text{ENMES TU}_7\)), and some other personnel in a lacuna, wash themselves.\(^\text{133}\) This seems to imply that they are all making themselves pure enough to participate in further festival activities within the temple, but the Old Woman is unfortunately nowhere preserved during those activities.

One further festival text concerning Nerik is attested; this is KUB 31.57 (CTH 672), which Klinger has demonstrated is likely to be a later copy of an Old Hittite text concerning the administration of the cult at Nerik (and which deals with enormous amounts of supplies, e.g., thousands of loaves of different kinds of bread).\(^\text{134}\) Column ii, in which the Old Woman appears, is completely fragmentary: there is only a single word or less at the beginning of each line, but one of those words is \(^\text{MUNUSŠU.GI}\), following \(^\text{mHuz[ziya, Man of the Storm-God]}, and \(^\text{LÚAGRIG}\)


\(^{132}\) KUB 56.48 i 15–17 (ibid.).

(“steward”), and preceding LÚhatalw[ala] (“doorkeeper”). So, once again, the fragmentary nature of the text prevents any understanding of the Old Woman’s function in the cult, but is more evidence for her presence at Nerik in all periods: in the MELQÊTU-texts and in KUB 31.57, from the Old Hittite period before Nerik was lost, and under Tudhaliya IV at the end of the thirteenth century, after it was regained.

There are several other festival fragments containing the Old Woman which are too broken for translation. In one (KBo 20.1+ ii 6’, CTH 670), another “Old Woman of the Palace” is included in a paragraph with a list of personnel that also includes ten wives of SANGA-priests and two nanšalli-men (a hapax), but is otherwise broken; in another, the Old Woman participates in some activity in the “house of the Man of Bronze” (KUB 54.57 9’–10’, CTH 670); in another, she is speaking conjurations (KUB 41.54 obv. 11’–12’, CTH 670). There is one fragment in which she and one of the well-attested AMA.DINGIR-LIM priestesses are acting together (KBo 59.124 7, CTH 670), but the verb is not preserved. In another fragment, she and an EN DINGIR-LIM, a Lord of the Deity (see above in the discussion of CTH 323) appear together, but once again, there is no verb (IBoT 3.73 5’, CTH 670). In a better-preserved festival (KBo 11.32, CTH 645), on the obverse, the king makes offerings to a series of deities: the moon-god Sîn, the fate-goddesses (Gulšeš), the male gods and dMaliya (a wine-goddess), but the Old Woman appears only at the very bottom of the reverse, which overall only preserves about one word in three, and it is impossible to translate. In a quite well-preserved festival, CTH 638, the Festival of Telipinu in Hanhana and Kašha, which was part of the multi-day purulli-festival celebrating the New Year, the “Old Woman of the Palace” (this time probably the palace in Ḫattuša, since this
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137 Ibid., 742–47.
activity is in Hanhana, which does not seem to have had an É.GAL\textsuperscript{138}) appears in one of the many preserved fragments.\textsuperscript{139} However, once again she is only in a list of personnel, including at least one GUDU\textsubscript{12}-priest, and two damš[atalla]-men (perhaps “butchers”), after which it seems as though they all sit down to a meal with the prince (DUMU.LUGAL), but then the text breaks, so there is once again no way to know what the Old Woman’s function in the festival was. In another better-preserved festival (CTH 719, the festival of Ištar, Ḫu(r)duma, and Aruna\textsuperscript{140}), the majority of the preserved text is a series of bread- and drink- offerings, and the section with the Old Woman is extremely opaque: “When they draw the god from the road,”\textsuperscript{141} the Old Woman performs some action involving a basket and two headdresses, one red and one white—the verbs are mainly broken, excepting only when the Old Woman places the basket before \textsuperscript{d}Aruna, the deified sea. This festival is perhaps the most strange in terms of cultural affiliation, since Ištar is well-known in Hittite texts from the Hurrian and Mesopotamian milieu, unlike the primarily Hattian-sphere documents so far attested otherwise. Ḫu(r)duma is only attested in this festival, and \textsuperscript{d}Aruna, the deified sea, is otherwise known only in fragmentary context—though this includes, e.g., KUB 33.108, which is CTH 350, Fragments Mentioning the Goddess Ištar.\textsuperscript{142} Finally, the Old Woman is attested in the outline of the nuntarriyāša-festival, in the brief description of the eighteenth day, in which she and the treasurers (\textsuperscript{L}U.MEŠ ṢĀ.TAM) go to Arinna “to burn ganzu(wa)-” (ganzuwaš warnummanzi) before the chief of the treasurers celebrates the
deified “queen of the storehouse.” Unfortunately, the tablets describing the eighteenth day in detail are not preserved, so no more information is available.

Since nearly all of the festival texts in which the Old Woman appears are so fragmentary, it seems at first as though very little can be said about the Old Woman’s relationship to the Hittite cult. However, in fact, when taken all together, the festival texts are quite telling. They are from, or conducted in: Ḫattuša, Arinna, Zippalanda, Nerik, and Ḫanḫana, all cities in the central Anatolian heartland connected to the Hattian cult. In particular, the existence of an “Old Woman of Arinna” is extremely relevant since, as noted by Popko, the cult of Arinna (as attested at Ḫattuša) shows almost no Hurrian influence, even at the end of the empire when it would be expected, but retains its entirely Hattian character. Zippalanda and Nerik are likewise extremely Hattian cult cities, and the presence of Hattic singing (by others) and Palaic recitation (by the Old Woman) in these festivals is likewise significant. The festivals are also nearly all honoring Hattic or Palaic gods (Telipinu, Ḫannaḫanna, Ziparwa and Kataḫziwuri). There is only one text that shows any other cultural affiliation (CTH 719, the Festival for Ištar, Hu(r)dumana, and Aruna). Once again, therefore, the Old Woman remains solidly within the Hattian cultural sphere, native to the Hittite heartland.

The presence of the Old Women in the festivals at all is also an indication of their support by (and of) the state: as mentioned above, the “Old Woman of the Palace,” the “Old Woman of Hatti,” the “Old Woman of Arinna,” and the “Chief of the Old Women” suggest official standing, both in the capital and in the major cult cities. In addition, these texts are spread across

---

the whole of Hittite history, rather than just being confined to the Old Hittite period. In a cultic context, at least, the Old Women maintained some official standing up through the thirteenth century.

1.5: Conclusion

The evidence presented in this chapter clearly demonstrates that from the Old Hittite period, the Old Women were operating at the highest levels of Hittite society. They were called upon to do oracular consultations on political and military matters, they supported the Hittite king’s institutional and divine authority, and they ritually treated the king and queen in quite an intimate fashion for problems such as slander, sickness, divine anger, and even emotional distress. They were also practitioners of rituals addressing climatological and/or agricultural difficulties, maintaining a close relationship with central Anatolian gods. In addition, the evidence of the festivals shows that they had institutional positions at important cities in the Hittite heartland and operated in some organized fashion with a leader of their own (GAL). Nothing about these older texts suggests any foreign origins, or anything like a popular, domestic, or marginalized context: they were employed by the state and served the king directly.

One final point of significance remains: the official presence of the Old Women in old central Anatolian cult cities in the earliest festival texts, their performing Hattic-context texts like the Benedictions and the Old Hittite ritual for the royal couple, the demonstrable archaism of their KIN-oracles, and their responsibility for the Disappearing God myths and rituals indicates that they were not an innovation of Ḫattušili’s kingdom. It is likely that they were present in central Anatolia before the Hittite state was. Their integral involvement with royal ritual and their relationship to the gods (as demonstrated by, e.g., the eagle episode in CTH 416, the request to the gods for long years for the king and queen in CTH 820, their skill as diviners, and their
involvement with the myths) could even mean that the Hittite kings relied in part on them for legitimacy. Returning to Ḫattušili’s Testament, if this were the case, it is easy to see why a personality such as his would not have appreciated the Old Women’s dissenting opinions.
CHAPTER 2: ORACLE TEXTS

2.1: Introduction

Divination was a cornerstone of decision-making in Hittite administration: cult practice, dream interpretation, personnel installation, royal health, accession procedures, and campaign itineraries were all common subjects of oracular inquiries. In particular, the placation of angry gods was a topic of primary concern; extensive series of questions were recorded in which, responding to some negative event or sign, the asker tried to determine whether a god was angry, which god of the thousand gods of Ḫatti it might be, what that god was angry about, and what might be done to repair the matter. Since only yes-or-no questions were permitted, these series could be quite lengthy. Oracle texts, therefore, could be hundreds of lines long, in the case of compilations of related questions about a single topic. However, questions could also be recorded singly, on very small tablets, or in small series of just a few questions. Oracles could be also be requested by letter, performed at the letter’s destination, and the results returned in another letter.

There were six different oracular techniques used by the Hittites,¹ each of which could be mixed and matched, and the results of one checked with another. The techniques were as follows: extispicy (the examination of the liver and intestines of sheep, borrowed from Mesopotamia and performed by the LŪḪAL, a male diviner), the “bed”-oracles (also performed by the LŪḪAL, in which the behavior of the sheep prior to slaughter for extispicy was observed), augury (bird-watching, performed by the LŪMUŠEN.DÛ—literally “the man who does the birds”—or LŪIG1.MUŠEN, “bird-watcher”), the HURRI-bird oracles (performed by the LŪḪAL

using a technique that is mostly opaque to us, but was certainly different from augury), the
snake-oracles (in which a snake-like animal—perhaps an eel—was put in a basin of water and its
path was observed, discussed below pp. 68–69), and finally the KIN-oracles, performed by the
Old Women. The KIN-oracles were treated in a seminal article by Archi in 1974, which
carefully and thoroughly analyzed the methods of recording the oracular procedure, but little
research has been done on them since, and much about them remains opaque.

The Sumerian logogram KIN literally means “work” (Hittite aniyatt-), and can also be
used to mean “ritual” (aniur, sometimes written KIN-ur). Its exact meaning in oracular context is
unclear, and even less is known about the technique itself (see below for a discussion of some
proposed possibilities). The KIN-oracles were the most commonly recorded oracular technique,
followed closely by the liver- and bird-oracles; these three types often appear in texts alongside
one another, when answers were being double- and triple-checked. It seems, therefore, that the
Hittites were interested in maximizing the methods by which they might learn the gods’ opinions
of their actions.

2.2: Excursus: The snake-oracles

The snake-oracles seem to be oracles conducted by placing a snake or eel in a basin of
water, which was demarcated with various named areas, and observing how it swims. This
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3 As Archi states, “È pertanto possibile che questo sistema di divinazione—anche in relazione alla preparazione di
cui necessitava, per la disposizione dei numerosi elementi che lo componevano—fosse denominato con un termine
alquanto generico, quale ‘opera, procedimento’ (ibid., 130).
4 According to the Konkordanz, CTH 572 (the KIN-oracles) comprises 124 tablets, CTH 573 (the bird-oracles) 111
tables, CTH 570 and 571 (the liver-oracles) 77 tablets, CTH 574 (_ḪURRI_-bird oracles) 28 tablets, CTH 575 (the
snake-oracles) 10 tablets, and CTH 576 (the bed-oracles) 14 tablets. (Note: I am using the uncorrected numbers for
CTH 572 [see Appendix A]; presumably a small number of the texts in all of these groups has been miscategorized.)
Moreover, CTH 578 (combined liver- and KIN-oracles) comprises 62 tablets and CTH 580 (combined bird- and
KIN-oracles) 48 tablets, while CTH 579 (combined liver- and bird-oracles) only 32. All of these numbers are quite
rough, but when taking into account that some of the longest specialized oracle texts (CTH 561, 563, and 565) are
also KIN-oracles, there does seem to be a slight but real preference for the KIN-oracle method in the preserved
material. All of these texts are almost exclusively from the thirteenth century, and their findspots are distributed
primarily among Büyükkale, Temple 1, and the Haus am Hang.
method is quite poorly attested compared to the other oracular methods (only ten texts are
preserved, and most are quite fragmentary), and may have been more specialized: the questions
all seem to concern the king personally. The snake-oracles have commonly (though not
exclusively) been considered the domain of the Old Women as well, based on the somewhat
similar use of symbols in these methods, and on direct speech from “Mezzulla and the Old
Women” in the most complete snake-oracle, IBoT 1.33 (the only snake-oracle in which Old
Women are mentioned). However, a more careful reading of this text reveals that it actually
suggests the opposite.

IBoT 1.33 is an oracle about whether various years are favorable or unfavorable for the
health of the king. Each paragraph asks about a specific year: this year, the second year, the third
year, etc., up through the twentieth year. During this inquiry, the fourth year and the eighth year
are both found to be favorable. However, it becomes clear that there is a conflict: after the
twentieth year is finished, the text says, “Concerning that fact: that Mezzulla and the Old
Women said, ‘For His Majesty, the fourth and eighth year are unfavorable.’ (Will it happen)
thus, just as the Old Woman (said)?” Here, Mezzulla and the Old Women are very clearly
contradicting the current text, where it has already been ascertained that the fourth and the eighth
year are both favorable. Thus, these lines are a cross-check, since the Old Women, using KIN-
oracles, came up with a different answer for those years. Therefore, there is no real evidence that
the Old Women performed the snake-oracles.
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7 Beal, “Hittite Oracles,” 74: “It is not clear what the title of the practitioner of these was.”
8 eni kuit, indicating new information; see P. Goedegebure, The Hittite Demonstratives: Studies in Deixis, Topics and Focus, StBoT 55 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2015), 164–66, for a demonstration of how this phrase can be used to refer to information taken from a different oracle inquiry entirely.
2.3: The KIN-oracle questions

Oracle texts were records of what the Hittites considered to be communication with the divine. The texts—both the KIN-oracles and the other methods—show an overwhelming preoccupation with the gods’ state of mind: the oracle questions are devoted to determining (a) whether the gods are angry, (b) what they are angry about, (c) what may be done to placate them, and (d) whether they will approve of future actions. In Hittite ideology, major misfortunes were likely to be traced back to an angry god, so oracles about problems such as sickness or defeat in battle are, at heart, always about divine disapproval. Likewise, oracles about the success or failure of specific plans of action were explicitly phrased as requests for divine sanction for such plans. Sometimes an unfavorable answer could lead to an inquiry into the god’s reasons for disapproving: for example, in the campaign oracle KUB 5.1+ (CTH 561, primarily a KIN-oracle text), there is a section where the gods have said that a certain attack will not succeed. The questioner attempts to figure out why, and it is revealed that the gods’ statues have been mistreated, and so divine disapproval will cause the attack to fail.¹⁰ Soon afterward, another campaign path, planned by a general named Temeti, is refused, and again there is a digression to determine whether the gods disapprove of Temeti personally, and when that is confirmed, if his life might even be in danger.¹¹ Thus, even in military context, divine opinion was paramount.

Oracle questions, therefore, did not predict the future in a general sense. The only information that could be determined through oracle was what the gods thought, wanted, had done, or planned to do. This is easily confirmed by looking at the texts: of 90 KIN-oracles with enough of a question preserved to analyze their content (64 texts in which only KIN-oracles are preserved, and 26 that are a combination of methods), every single preserved text conforms to

¹⁰ Col. iii 33–45.
¹¹ Col. iii 65–96.
this interpretation. Of these texts, 39 (43%) are explicitly about whether one or more deities are angry, and/or whether the offerings and cult activities dedicated to them are sufficient; 20 (22%) are about whether the gods approve campaign strategies or border placements; 4 (4%) are about campaign paths as well as angry gods and/or cultic actions; 15 (17%) of them are about the gods’ influence on the lifespan of, or danger to, the king or a member of the royal family; 4 (4%) are about someone’s sin; 4 (4%) are about the divine interference in the royal accession; 2 (2%) are about fixing something that is wrong; 1 (1%) is about dream interpretation, and 1 (1%) is about divine approval of personnel installation. It should be noted that these categories are somewhat artificial, and several of the texts overlap—for example, KBo 57.130+ is about an angry god, but the anger has been determined through a dream, so it is also a confirmation of dream-interpretation. As already mentioned above, though, all of these subjects are either issues that the gods have caused and/or can fix (e.g., in the case of a person’s illness), or that should be submitted to them for approval (in the case of campaign strategy, accession, or personnel installation).

The longer preserved KIN-oracle texts mainly belong to the second category, and preserve series of questions as to whether certain actions will be acceptable to the gods or not.
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12 KBo 14.21, KUB 5.6+, KBo 24.123, KBo 24.125, KBo 40.50, KBo 41.151, KBo 41.152, KBo 41.158, KBo 41.161, KBo 41.163, KBo 41.165, KBo 41.166, KBo 41.167, KBo 41.172, KBo 41.173, KBo 49.207, KBo 52.280, KBo 58.64++, KUB 16.21, KUB 18.21, KUB 22.57, KUB 49.77, KUB 49.82, KUB 50.20, KUB 50.42, KUB 50.81, KUB 50.91, KUB 50.111, KUB 52.68, KuT 26, KBo 57.130+, KUB 16.77, KUB 5.11, KuT 1, KUB 16.66, KBo 44.219(+), KBo 44.210, KUB 50.103, KBo 48.272.
13 KUB 5.1+, KBo 13.76, KBo 41.170, KBo 46.119, KBo 49.180, KBo 50.13, KUB 49.70, KUB 49.76, KUB 50.13, KUB 50.40, KUB 50.52, KUB 50.58+, KUB 50.79, KUB 50.118, KUB 52.85, KBo 22.264, KUB 22.51, KUB 49.79, KUB 50.108, KuT 44+.
14 KUB 22.25, KBo 41.162, KUB 16.18, KUB 50.57.
15 KUB 5.3+, KUB 5.4, KBo 41.153, KBo 41.156, KBo 41.159+, KBo 41.174, KUB 6.3, KUB 6.7+, KUB 18.34, KUB 50.39, KUB 52.41, KBo 2.2, KBo 44.204+, KUB 22.61, KBo 18.142.
16 KBo 41.168, KUB 50.67, KUB 50.101, KBo 44.211.
17 KUB 16.58, KBo 2.6+, KUB 16.20, KBo 16.98.
18 KUB 52.45, KUB 52.51; these probably fit into one of the other categories, but neither is well-preserved enough to determine what the problem is.
19 KUB 49.92.
20 KUB 22.57.
There are five main extant texts or groups of texts with these long series: one (KUB 5.1+) about campaign strategy, one (KUB 5.3+ and KUB 5.4+) about where the king will spend the winter, one (KBo 14.21) about the neglect of offerings, one (KUB 6.7+) about danger to the king’s life, and one (CTH 569) about obstacles to the royal accession. These texts are our best source for the questioning process, although it is by no means clear how much time passed between questions, or if every question in a given compilation indeed followed the question before it.\(^{21}\)

By far the longest of the oracle compilations is KUB 5.1+, a campaign oracle.\(^{22}\) This text presents a series of complicated campaign paths for approval, for example:

\[
\text{“His Majesty will come back to the city of Ḫakmiš from the city of Nerik. He will strike the city of Talmaliya and destroy the troops of Mt. Ḫaḥarwa. His Majesty will sleep in the city of Iupapaena, but when he comes down from Mt. Haharwa, he will give the ŠUTU-troops to Mr. Temeti. They will carry off the city of Ununiya. Afterward, he will catch up with His Majesty, and he will take care of the matter of the cities of Taptena and Ḫuršama. He will not strike the city of Tanizila. (If this is all acceptable), let the KIN be favorable.”}^{23}\]

A number of variations on this plan are put forward in this text. If something is unfavorable, specific lines of inquiry may be pursued to determine what exactly the problem is (for example, the matter of General Temeti, discussed above) and if it is possible to get around it. As already

---

\(^{21}\) It is sometimes clear that this is not the case; see, e.g., KUB 22.70 obv. 51–52, discussed in P. Goedegebuure, The Hittite Demonstratives, 167–68, where a question refers not to the immediately preceding question, but instead to one from a separate inquiry altogether.


\(^{23}\) KUB 5.1+ ii 45–49, transliterated by Ünal, Hattušili III, p. 58.
pointed out by Beal, the questions do not stop when one option is approved; the questioner rather establishes which possibilities are viable and which are not, and the process leaves the Hittite king with several approved options from which to choose.

The majority of KUB 5.1+ uses only the KIN-oracle technique, but somewhere in the broken first half of the fourth column, the questioner instead begins to turn first to extispicy, and only double-checks the answers with the KIN-oracles. A comparison of the two sections yields interesting results: for example, in column i, there is a series of questions about plague at Mt. Ḫaḥarwa. It begins, “His Majesty will go up to Mt. Ḫaḥarwa and sleep up there. If we have nothing to fear for His Majesty’s person (lit. head), let it be favorable.” The answer is unfavorable: the king should not sleep up on Mt. Ḫaḥarwa. The next two questions ask if going up to Mt. Ḫaḥarwa is dangerous for the king no matter what (it is not), and then if simply sleeping up there is prohibited (it is). There follows a question about whether the king is in danger of catching a plague, and then, “His Majesty will go up to Mt. Ḫaḥarwa and he will sleep up there. If there will not be a plague among the troops, like (there was for) Mr. Manini, let it be favorable,” to which the answer is favorable. One further confirmation that there will not be a plague is put forth, after which the questioner seems to be satisfied that there will at least be no danger to the army, and moves on.

Much later, however, in column iv, the same question from column i is repeated: “He will go up to Mr. Ḫaḥarwa. If there will be no plague among the troops, let it be favorable.” The question is answered first by extispicy, and then (again) by the KIN-oracle (which is favorable). The next question is, once again, “He will sleep up on Mt. Ḫaḥarwa. Is it all right with the

---

25 KUB 5.1+ i 32–33, transliterated by Ünal, Ḫatuššil III, p. 36.
26 KUB 5.1+ i 40–41, ibid. p. 38.
27 KUB 5.1+ iv 52, ibid. p. 86.
There seem to be two explanations for this repetition: first, that in addition to the common Hittite practice of checking a single question with more than one oracular method, the same question could be brought back to the gods again using the same method, either (in the case of the question about the plague) to make absolutely certain that it was favorable, or (in the case of whether the king might sleep up on Mt. Ḫaḫarwa) to check if the unfavorable answer might have changed. Secondly, the text of KUB 5.1+ states explicitly that there was more than one inquiry about this campaign, not all of which are preserved. Perhaps KUB 5.1+ is a compilation of two (or more) inquiries, one using KIN-oracles and the other a combination of methods, which were asking some of the same questions concurrently with one another.

Another argument toward KUB 5.1+ potentially being a compilation of several separate inquiries is that the text switches back and forth from the third person (“His Majesty will campaign…”) to the first (“I, My Majesty, will campaign…”). The reason for this is difficult to determine, however; the king may have been present for some questions but not for others; the questions may have been relayed, and some written down verbatim and others not; or some questions may have been relayed by the king and others asked by lower officials.

A question in the first person does not, of course, necessarily mean that the king himself authored it; however, in column iii, there is a direct response from the king to a combination of negative results:

“Concerning this: that (s)he (sc. the deity) keeps strangling the campaign to Tanizila. It was also unfavorable through the augur and the (male) diviner. The gall bladder was turapšīta; there were fourteen intestinal coils. I will decide, and I, My Majesty, will act according to my own will. If you, Storm-God of Nerik, are my personal

---

28 KUB 5.1+ iv 57, ibid.
29 For a discussion of the likelihood of changes in person signaling a compilation of more than one text, see Christiansen, Ambazzi, 1–30.
god, just as you have been helpful before, now will you likewise run before me on this campaign, wherever I turn? Will you step on fear for me? Will I destroy it, and bring away courage for myself? Let it be favorable.30

This question seems unlikely to be anything but a real communication from the king. It is also a rare explicit example of a Hittite king deciding to go against an oracular decision—though of course, he puts that decision to an oracle as well. Perhaps the situation with respect to divine opinion was too complicated for a straight oracular answer; it seems that the king was requesting support from the Storm-God of Nerik against the ill-will of the (unidentified) divinity who was “strangling” the campaign. In any case, even an unequivocal negative response to a proposed action could be bargained with, and questions could be repeated and double-checked no matter what the gods seemed to think, although this example suggests that the king might have had to attend to these matters personally.

On the other hand, sometimes the questioner did have to give up. The two next-longest KIN-oracle texts, KUB 5.4+ and KUB 5.3+,31 are records of two different inquiries about the same series of questions; the king plans to spend the winter in the capital, Ḫattuša, and an oracle inquiry has been set up to determine whether it will be safe. Using a combination of KIN-oracles and extispicy, the texts ask whether His Majesty will be in danger from sickness, from fire, from a chariot accident, from internal revolt, and so on. Ultimately, sickness is ascertained to be a danger, and upon further inquiry into the reason behind the sickness, a new deity of kingship(!) is determined to be angry, and will not be easily appeased. The final stages of questioning about this problem are too broken to read, but the last few paragraphs of both texts are preserved, and show that after extensive questioning concerning this problem, the questioners changed tactics

30 KUB 5.1+ iii 51–57, Ünal, Ḫattušili I, 73–74.
and asked instead if His Majesty might spend the winter in Aleppo, Katapa, Ankuwa, or Zithara. Sometimes, therefore, even the extensive system of double-checking was not enough to get a single desired result.

Another relatively well-preserved KIN-oracle tablet is KBo 14.21, which also deals with an angry god. In this case, the god Pirwa is angry, and the questioners have gone to the temple staff to determine why. They learn that, among other problems, one of the monthly festivals has been skipped and that certain offerings have been embezzled. Much of the preserved text is dedicated to proposing restitutions: for example, they offer to make up the omitted festival and give extra offerings of bread and beer, which is rejected. Next they offer to perform the festival twice and give an ox and a sheep, which is accepted. The questioners’ communications with the temple staff are recorded using direct speech, e.g., in col. i 7–10: “Concerning [th]is (matter), with respect to which a n[egl]ect was determined, we asked the priest, and he said, ‘[...] the monthly festival of the sixth month f[or] the god was omitted.’ Shall they thereupon make up the festival of the month once, in the sixth month, and in addition give restitution with bread (and) beer? (Will you,) O deity, (have it) likewise?” Oracle questions like these can shed light on daily religious practice: for example, it is noteworthy that whenever there is an investigation into cult neglect, plenty of neglect is there to be found.

Another KIN-oracle with a series of questions preserved is KUB 6.7+; the intact part of the tablet is a repetition of, “Do you, O deity, see me perishing in the” first year, second year, etc., up to the ninth year. The sections of the tablet immediately preceding and following seem to go into more detail about danger from foreign kings (Ahhiyaw and Babylon are preserved), but are too broken to translate. One assumes the questioner is the king (or a representative). Finally,

---

32 For a transliteration and translation of this text, see Appendix A.
another series of oracles very concerned with the king is the group of texts under CTH 569,\textsuperscript{34} which are inquiries (using a combination of methods) about the appropriate time for the king’s coronation, and if problems such as illness, metaphysical contamination, and/or angry deities or ghosts might be an issue. Both of these texts attest to the constant divine presence in the king’s life and career; it was not only necessary to secure the gods’ approval before accession, but also to repeatedly check in with them about upcoming dangers.

Keeping a finger on the divine pulse required an extensive support staff, and the Old Women must have been available to be consulted regularly about whatever military, religious, or personal issue the royal family or the administration required help with. There are no texts attesting to the presence of Old Women in the field during a campaign, but they may have been consulted by letter (though there is no direct evidence for this). In addition, KIN-oracles are attested at various provincial sites such as Maşat Höyük and Kuşaklı, demonstrating an Old Woman presence around the Hittite heartland: a network of diviners allowing for consultation by officials at any major Anatolian center. This, it should be noted, correlates with the evidence from the festival texts of Old Women in official positions at Arinna, Zippalanda, and Nerik. This network seems to have existed throughout the Hittite period, if not before: the KIN-oracles span the greatest timespan of any oracular method. KBo 18.151, the Old Hittite KIN-oracle, is the oldest attested oracle text (based on palaeography and prosopographical data, see below), there are a few Middle Hittite KIN-oracles, and the KIN-oracles are attested alongside the other methods down to the end of the thirteenth century. The Old Women, therefore, were intermediaries between the Hittite state and the gods for as long as the kingdom existed.

2.4: The KIN-oracle method

\textsuperscript{34} For which see Th. van den Hout, \textit{The Purity of Kingship: An Edition of CTH 569 and Related Hittite Oracle Inquiries of Tuthaliya IV}, DMOA 25 (Leiden: Brill, 1998).
After an oracle question is posed, the text will say, “Let the KIN be favorable” or “Let the KIN be unfavorable,” depending on whether confirmation of the question is desirable or not.\(^{35}\) For example, a question such as “Are they performing the festival completely?” as in the first example below, would be followed by “Let it be favorable,” whereas a question such as “Is the deity angry” would be followed by “Let it be unfavorable.” Following this is a description of the oracular procedure, and finally the answer, favorable or unfavorable. The KIN-oracle procedure is extremely difficult to understand. The descriptions make it clear that the Old Women must have been using some kind of symbol to represent each entity in the procedure, but it is not at all clear what those symbols were, or what physical actions were being performed to produce these descriptions. In a typical procedure, one entity, usually a person or deity, takes one or more items (or concepts), and gives them to or places them near (or within) another entity. For example:

**KBo 14.21, concerning cult celebrations:**

“If they are celebrating this yearly festival for the god completely, and [l]eaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. **The deity too[k] the whole soul for itself and placed it in anger.**

Unfavorable.”\(^{36}\)

**KUB 5.1+, concerning campaign strategy:**

“When I campaign against them at Lihayama, will the outcome for Nerik be favorable because of that? Let it be favorable. **The king took for himself rightness, strength and power, well-being, and battle; to the gods. Second: Ḫannaḥanna arose (and) took goodness and the weapon of**

---

\(^{35}\) As already noted by Archi: “Vale a dire che se nel corso dell’indagine, per chiarire ad esempio l’atteggiamento di qualche divinità, si prospetta una situazione negativa, chiedendo allora che l’omen ‘non sia favorevole,’ non è che ci si auguri una risposta che avvalori quanto esposto nella domanda, dunque: ‘sfavorevole,’ NU.SIG5; un tale responso invece, verrebbe semplicemante a confermare che la deplorevole situazione prospettata corrisponde purtroppo a realtà, e non è smentita, come invece si auspicerebbe nel qual caso allora la risposta dovrebbe essere: ‘favorevole,’ SIG5; (“Il sistema KIN,” 118).

\(^{36}\) Obv. i 51′–54′; see Appendix A for transliteration.
Hatti; to the great sickness. Third: the enemy took for himself hidden sin, a peace treaty, and a campaign; into emptiness. Favorable.”

KUB 16.36, concerning the location of an event:

“Or will it happen in Šankuwa? Let it be unfavorable. Goodness took the house; to the great sickness. Second: the god took the whole <soul> and the favor of dNAM for itself; they were(!) given to the panku. Favorable.”

So far, no literal description of what the Old Women were doing is attested. In the past, some scholars have speculated that they were casting lots, and each symbol was a token that was thrown or that was resting on a board of some kind; others have suggested that the first, active symbol was some kind of animal (as in the snake-oracles), which moved around an enclosure and interacted with other named items and demarcated areas. Unless a document describing the process is discovered, however, these speculations remain unconfirmed; the extant texts simply do not provide enough information to confirm any guess as to what performing a KIN-oracle might have looked like.

The descriptions of the oracle procedures, however, are more accessible, and have already been comprehensively analyzed by Archi. To use Archi’s terminology, there are

---

37 Obv. ii 17–21: for transliteration, see Ünal, Ḥattušili III, p. 54. The final clause of each of these sentences is a separate sentence, but the verb in each is elided; I have represented this using semicolons to stand in for the Hittite *nu*.

38 The KIN-oracles regularly lack anaphoric agreement; in this case, the pronoun =aš and the singular common-gender participle SUM-za should both be plural, to reflect the “whole soul” and the “favor of dNAM.” No explanation has yet been found for this problem. The obvious grammatical explanation, that they refer instead to the singular active symbol (“the god” in this case), is rendered unworkable by passages such as KUB 5.1+ i 21, in which the active symbol is also plural, but the participle remains singular.


42 For examples of all of the following possible constructions, organized by grammatical elements, see Archi, “Il sistema KIN,” 127–29.
active (A) symbols, passive (P) symbols, and final (F) symbols (for a complete list of symbols classified by type, see below). If the active symbol is a divinity (with the exceptions of DINGIR-LUM and kiego GUL-ša-), it will first “arise” before acting on passive symbols. Whether divine or not, in general an active symbol “takes” anywhere from one to seven passive symbols, and then “gives” them to, or “places” them near, a final symbol. For example:

DINGIRMEŠ GUB-ir TI-tar dāir n=at pangaui piēr

“The gods arose, too[k] life, and gave it to the panku.” (KBo 14.21 i 39’)

DINGIR-LUM=za dapian ZI-an ME-aš n=an=za=an=kan karpi dāš

“The deity too[k] the whole soul for itself and placed it in anger.” (KBo 14.21 i 53’–54’)

When the passive symbols are “placed,” their position in relation to the final symbol is not always expressed (i.e., the final symbol may simply be in the dative case, as in the example above), but sometimes they are “to the left,” “to the right,” or “back to/behind” the final symbol. Sometimes, the active symbol will take the passive symbols, but then, rather than an active verb, the passive symbol(s) are said to “be given to” or to “lie” near the final symbol. On the other hand, sometimes the final action is elided entirely. For example:

DINGIRMEŠ GUB-ir IZI ŠU LÚ KÚR ME n=aš ÂN LÚ KÚR GUB-za GAR-ri

“The gods arose, took fire and the hand (of?) the enemy; they(!) lie to the left of the enemy.” (KBo 13.76 obv. 15–16)

DINGIR=za dapi ZI [÷N]AM-aš minumar ME-aš nu=kán ÂN GIG.TUR

43 “Il sistema KIN,” 115.
44 Hittite arai-, usually spelled with the logogram GUB.
45 Hittite dā-, usually spelled with the logogram ME.
46 Hittite pai-/piya-, usually written SUM.
47 Hittite dai-/tiya-, often also written ME, distinguishable from dā- by the phonetic complements.
48 Hittite kiš-, usually spelled with the logogram GAR.
49 For this ambiguity, see below under “the enemy.”
50 The Hittite common-gender singular =aš cannot grammatically resume any of the previous items; “the gods” are plural, and “fire” and “the hand” are both neuter. This is an example of the KIN-oracles’ standard lack of anaphoric agreement (see above).
“The deity took the whole soul (and) the favor of dNAM for itself; to/(by/near?) the small sickness.” (KUB 16.36 7’–8’)

Sometimes, no active symbol is named, and thus all of the verbs are passive: the passive symbol is “taken” and then “given” to the final symbol. For example:

āššu ME-an n=at DINGIR.MAḪ SUM-an

“Goodness was taken, and it was given (to) Ḫannaḫanna.” (KBo 14.21 i 71’)

These last types of actions can be said to constitute a subsystem within the larger KIN system (see below).

Some symbols have specific actions that are restricted to them. Items may be taken “from/by the long years,” but never “from/by” anything else. “Evil” and “the great sickness” may “hold (symbols) confined”; they may also “come forth through evil and the great sickness.”

For more on these actions, see below under the discussion of those symbols. Quite rarely, in the military oracles, the active symbol may “cross the wall” (BĀD zāī-), during or after its collection of passive symbols. Finally, in lieu of a final symbol, passive symbols may be “thrown” or “brought away,” although this is only attested two or three times, in fragmentary context.

The standard action “A took P and gave it to F,” and its possible variations, may occur one, two, three, or four times in a single question, but usually occurs either once or three times.

The first occurrence is unmarked; the second and third may be introduced with “on the

51 Haas (Hethitische Orakel, 20, citing Archi and Gurney) states, “Das Orakelfeld, vielleicht eine Art Spielbrett, scheint in zwei Sektionen eingeteilt zu sein, die durch eine Markierung ‘Wand, Mauer’ (Sumerogramm BĀD, hethitische Lesung kutt-) genannt, getrennt.” This overlooks the fact that the “wall” is attested, once again, quite rarely—Archi cites only three texts in Il sistema KIN (p. 129), KUB 5.1, KUB 22.25, and KUB 16.75, and only one more is known to me, KBo 22.264—and only in military oracles, whose symbol system is somewhat different in any case (see below). It therefore seems doubtful that this “wall” was always a part of the physical setup for the KIN-oracle performances.

52 KUB 49.70 throughout, and possibly KUB 50.52 2’ (arha pedan), and KUB 5.11 (arha pešeyanteš). Archi (“Il sistema KIN,” 129) also notes KBo 13.76 rev. 6’, which he transliterates nu-kán DINGIRMĖŠ ZAG? pi-še-it ZAG-zal, but this is the end of the KIN-oracle (“the gods” is the final symbol), followed by one line of a liver-oracle, similar to two other paragraphs on the reverse of this text, to be transliterated instead nu-kán DINGIRMĖŠ-aš (erasure) ni ZAG pé-še-et ZAG-zal.
second/third day” (INA UD.2/3.KAM), with “second” or “third” (2-NU, 2-ŠU), or simply with “2” or “3.” If there is a fourth exchange, it is introduced with “4 urkiš” or “the fourth ‘trace,’” which is of uncertain meaning in this context—perhaps “path” or even “iteration”? Very rarely, urkiš may also be used to introduce an earlier exchange (e.g., “second trace:” rather than the more usual “second day:” in KUB 5.17+ ii 19’). A result with only two exchanges is fairly rare, and seems to be mainly confined to specific texts: for example, KUB 5.1+, which has nine total (as opposed to the next-longest texts, KUB 5.3+ and KUB 5.4+, with zero), and KUB 6.7+, in which most of the procedures are only two exchanges. Results from four exchanges are extremely rare; there is only one fully-preserved including a result (favorable), although other less-complete examples also exist. The exchanges, no matter how many, are always within a single paragraph (with the possible exception of KBo 18.151, see below), and the final verdict of “favorable” or “unfavorable” always comes at the very end.

2.4.1: Favorable vs. Unfavorable Exchanges

When all of the complete questions are recorded and tallied, a distinction between the favorable and unfavorable results is immediately clear: when there has only been one symbolic exchange, the result is unfavorable, and when there have been three, the result is favorable. There is only one certain exception to this (KBo 13.76 rev. 7’–8’, in which a single exchange yields a favorable result) out of 136 fully-preserved examples. Procedures with two exchanges may have either answer, and, as mentioned above, the single fully-preserved example with four

53 The word seems to literally mean “track” or “trace,” as in record of something having gone by (e.g., checking for any trace of the enemy, in KUB 13.2 i 4–6). It can also refer to some mark on the liver, in extispicy texts.

54 KUB 5.4+ i 16–25.
exchanges is favorable. This tendency has not yet been noticed in the general literature, although J. Orlamünde notes it in her study on KUB 5.1+.  

The first possible explanation for this is that a single unfavorable exchange turned the whole outcome unfavorable. That is, that the Old Women would start performing the exchanges, knowing that all three had to be favorable to produce an overall favorable result, and once a single unfavorable exchange happened, they stopped.  However, this is not possible. If that were the case, there would inevitably be sets of three in which the first two exchanges were favorable, and the last unfavorable, and which thus produced an unfavorable result. We would therefore see this in the texts: sets of three exchanges followed by “Unfavorable.” However, that does not occur; sets of three are always favorable. The second possible explanation, that the number and not the content of the oracles was what decided the answer (i.e., that the actions arose spontaneously, and whether they did so once or three times was significant) is not likely given the complicated nature of that content, and is also inconsistent with a Middle Hittite letter in which the Old Woman Ms. Iya is quoted as saying, “I inquired by oracle about the matter completely, four times”, she clearly implies that she has instigated the action four times.  

That same letter, however, may suggest an explanation. The entire relevant passage states: “Iya, Old Woman, spoke to me thus: ‘The traces were bad. The following traces happened: Evil was taken, and it was behind the throne-dais. I inquired by oracle about the

55 “Überlegungen zum hethitischen KIN-Orakel,” 306. However, KUB 5.1+, despite being the longest KIN-oracle text by far, is unusual in some respects (see below), and therefore not ideal for a single example on KIN-oracle method, as will be demonstrated immediately below.  
56 This is the explanation assumed by Orlamünde (“Aus dem oben gesagten ergibt sich, daß ein sich aus der Konstellation der jeweils verwendeten Marken ergebener ‘ungünstiger’ Befund im ersten Schritt der KIN-Orakelausführung auch durch folgende Schritte nicht mehr geändert werden kann. Man darf wohl ebenfalls annehmen, daß die Orakelausführung, für die ein ‘günstiger’ Befund gefordert ist, abgeschlossen ist, wenn nach dem zweiten Schritt bereits ein ‘ungünstiges’ Ergebnis eintrat,” ibid., p. 307).  
58 This is the same word, urkiš, that is used to introduce a fourth exchange.
matter completely, four times, and *all four times*, it was unfavorable.”

Her report that “evil was taken, and it was behind the throne-dais” is entirely normal for a single action in a KIN-oracle text. However, she does not report the other three unfavorable results. Apparently, in order to demonstrate that the oracle was unfavorable, she only felt the need to deliver a single result out of the four. Perhaps, therefore, the same thing is happening in the KIN-oracle reports: the oracle action may be done three (or four) times, but if the result is unfavorable, only one action (the most relevant? the least favorable?) need be reported.

This greater accountability for favorable answers may be related to the type of inquiries: as discussed above, oracles are asking for the gods’ opinion. Assuming that an answer is unfavorable when, in fact, it was favorable might result in a plan of action not being taken or an extra set of offerings being given. However, assuming a favorable answer when, in fact, the answer was *unfavorable* could lead to divine punishment, which was a source of deep and abiding fear throughout much of Hittite history. As an example: the questioner might be asking, “Will I experience positive thing X? Let it be favorable.” An incorrect favorable answer might lead to overconfidence, which could be dangerous. An incorrect unfavorable answer would lead only to overcaution, which would not be dangerous. Similarly, the questioner could ask, “Will I experience negative thing Y? Let it be unfavorable.” Once again, an incorrect favorable answer would lead the questioner to overconfidence (i.e., there would be no negative thing), whereas an incorrect unfavorable answer would only lead to overcaution.

Considering the situation from this light, it might be conceptually useful to think of oracular answers as “Safe” or “Dangerous,” in addition to “Favorable” or “Unfavorable.” More reassurances are required for the questioner to be certain that they are safe. Therefore, it is

---

59 KuT 49 obv 3–9, ibid., emphasis theirs.
understandable that a lesser justification was required for an unfavorable answer than for a favorable one.

2.4.2: The Symbols

The KIN-oracles contain an enormous number of symbols, representing gods, people, objects, and concepts. When examining any single exchange, the interaction among the various entities can appear nonsensical, and even when all of the evidence is mustered, it is clear that there was a context and a background available to the Old Women that must at least partially escape us. However, although we may never fully understand how the KIN-oracles work, careful study reveals that the symbols were part of a comprehensible system; thus, we can at least understand how the symbols relate to one another. In the following catalogue, I will discuss each of the common symbols individually and in relation to certain other symbols, and by the conclusion, it will hopefully be clear that nearly every symbol fits into an overarching conceptual framework, and positive or negative results depend on the relationships between symbols within that framework. The nature of the symbols can also be seen to be relevant to our understanding of the Old Women’s function within Hittite religious practice and thought.

The following symbols are attested in the KIN-oracles:60

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Symbol</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Passive Symbol</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Final Symbol</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deity</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>rightness</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>panku</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gods</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>the whole soul</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>the gods</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>king</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>emptiness</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>panku</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>evil</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Hannañana</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannañana</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>left-ness</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>the whole soul of the deity</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enemy</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>year</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>into goodness</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the throne-dais</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>fire</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>behind the throne-dais</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goodness</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>well-being</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>king</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Sun-God of Heaven</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>the campaign</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>the small sickness</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the men of Ḥatti</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>goodness</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>the Sun-God of Heaven</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the great sickness</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>good of the house</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>the great sickness</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Storm-God</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>battle</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>men of Ḥatti</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the army</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>protection</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>into evil</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evil</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>anger of the deity</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>great sin</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>the army</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the priest</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>hidden anger</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>the Storm-God</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the small sickness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>favors of the gods</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>the whole soul of the fate-goddess</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the fate-goddess</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>evocation ritual</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>long years</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Sun-God</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>release</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>anger</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the men of the temple</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>bread-offering</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>behind the enemy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the one who is nearby</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>vigor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>sin of the enemy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: The KIN-oracle symbols in order of frequency
| the king of Carchemish | 1 | wine-offering | 18 | that man | 3 |
| the lords | 1 | good of the land | 16 | the enemy | 3 |
| the daughter | 1 | angers of the gods | 14 | into the land | 3 |
| that man | 1 | Zababa | 13 | to the heir | 2 |
| the city | 1 | radiance | 13 | sickness | 2 |
| the heir | 1 | the campaign of the king | 12 | left of the chief of the wood-scribes | 2 |
| lands | 1 | hidden sin | 12 | sin | 2 |
| the "lords of the matter" | 1 | evil omen | 11 | to the right of Ms. Šaušgatti | 2 |
| the queen | 1 | sin | 11 | battle | 2 |
| that one's evil | 1 | king's blood | 10 | peace treaty | 2 |
| the enemy of the city of Az. | 1 | the throne-dais | 10 | his sin | 2 |
| LÚ SUM-za | 1 | the matter | 8 | the fate-goddess | 2 |
| the chief of the wood-scribes | 1 | fire from the heart | 8 | the friend | 2 |
| the land | 1 | the whole soul of the king | 8 | left of the stewards and charioteers | 1 |
| the emptiness of the enemy | 1 | sight | 8 | to the daughter of Babylon | 1 |
| the city of Nerik | 1 | king's battle | 8 | left of daughter of Babylon | 1 |
| Mr. Temeti | 1 | favor | 8 | palwatalla-man | 1 |
| the child | 1 | favor of dNAM | 6 | the Sun-God | 1 |
| king's sight | 6 | left of the city | 1 |
| the king's righteousness | 6 | anger of the gods | 1 |
| enemy | 6 | his left | 1 |
| courage | 6 | on the left | 1 |
| anger | 5 | temple men | 1 |
| from long years | 5 | the king's sin | 1 |
| favors [of…?] | 5 | to him | 1 |
| goodness [of…?] | 5 | their left | 1 |
| hidden[...] | 4 | behind Mr. Allamu | 1 |
| the future | 4 | right of the man of the land of Az. | 1 |
| years | 4 | behind the king | 1 |
| [...'s?] blood | 4 | whole fate | 1 |
| strength and power | 4 | the enemy's treaty | 1 |
| land | 4 | the enemy's destruction | 1 |
| the city                                      | 4 | left of the enemy | 1 |
| favor of the gods                            | 4 | left of the friend | 1 |
| the weapon of Ḫatti                           | 4 | the battle of the friend | 1 |
| anger [of…?]                                 | 3 | the land of the enemy | 1 |
| the great sickness                           | 3 | the king of Tarḫuntašša | 1 |
| […'s?] sight                                | 3 | the priest         | 1 |
| favor [of…]                                  | 3 | on the right       | 1 |
| favor of the fate-goddess                    | 3 | the heart          | 1 |
| fire of the enemy                            | 3 | sin in/of the head(?) | 1 |
| ritual                                      | 3 | person             | 1 |
| dream                                       | 3 | revolt placed in sin | 1 |
| the wall                                    | 3 | deity?             | 1 |
| weapon of the enemy                          | 3 | anger of […?]     | 1 |
| the weapon                                  | 3 |
| death                                       | 3 |
| the eyes in the head(?)                     | 2 |
| house                                      | 2 |
| the life of the fate-goddess                 | 2 |
| the sight of Ḫannaḫanna                     | 2 |
| long years                                  | 2 |
| hand                                       | 2 |
| releases                                   | 2 |
| the forward strike of the day(?)⁶¹           | 2 |
| the city of Ḫattuša                          | 2 |
| peace treaty                                | 2 |
| release (of?) the enemy                     | 2 |
| vows                                       | 2 |
| the army                                   | 2 |
| the campaign of the enemy                   | 2 |
| fire of Ḫatti                               | 2 |

Table 2.1, cont.

⁶¹ UD(.KAM)-aš SAG.KI-za RA-ar; see Appendix A, KUB 6.3 line 18.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>destruction of battle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pariyan wastul⁶²</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand of the enemy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sin of the enemy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the city of Tihuli</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the sight of the fate-goddess</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood of the daughter of Babylon</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḫanmahanna</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>king</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sin of the heart</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sickness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bread and beer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his hand</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the whole soul of the king of Aššur</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunder</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the chief of the wood-scribes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>festival</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life of the community</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left-ness of the gods</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fever(?) (tapašša-)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the border of the land of Ḫatti</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[... ]evocation ritual for kings(?)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the campaign of Hatti</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightness of the wife of Mr. Á-LÚ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sins</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the small sickness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the city of Ḫārwa</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the border of the friend</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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⁶² Meaning uncertain; some kind of sin (see CHD P s.v. pariyan 6, p. 153).
2.4.2.1: Active/Final Symbols

The active and final symbols are most often gods, people, or basic forces/concepts. For example, the divine symbols ḫannaḫanna (the grandmother-goddess), the Sun-God of Heaven, the Storm-God, ḫalmašuitt- (the deified throne-dais), ḫUL-ša- (the fate-goddess), “the gods,” and “the deity” may all be found in either active or final position. However, in final position, “the deity” is found exclusively in the constructions “the deity’s whole soul” (ANA DINGIR-LIM-ni dapi ZI-ni, on which see below), and “the deity’s anger” (ANA DINGIR-LIM-ni karpi).

“The fate-goddess’ whole soul” is also attested. In addition, in final position, ḫalmašuitt- is always in the construction “behind the throne-dais” (EGIR Gišd DAG). Other than that, in final position, deities’ attributes are usually simply in the dative case, without any local adverbs. In active position, the deities appear alone (i.e., simply “the deity” rather than “the deity’s whole soul” etc.).

Common human symbols also appear in both active and final position; these include “the king,” the panku, and (in military oracles) “the enemy,” “the men of Ḫatti,” and “the army”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the campaign of the friend</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the battle of the enemy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the whole soul of the deity</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa-an parḫuwar⁶³</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the release of the friend</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big thick bread</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child's blood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hidden left-ness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curse</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger of the gods</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1, cont.

⁶³ Meaning uncertain; “chasing across”? (See CHD P. s.v. pariyan 6, p. 153.)
(KARASHIΛ). Individual people or specific groups of people (e.g., “the men of the temple”) that are relevant to the oracle question may also appear in either the active or final positions. In final position, it is more common to see “to the left” or “right” of the person or people, and sometimes “behind” or “back to” them. In addition, a person’s “sin” (waštul) may appear in final position, but not in active position.

The “land” or “lands,” and the “city” or the name of a city may also appear, either active or final. There are also the forces “good” and “evil,” as well as the enigmatic symbol “emptiness,” and finally “great sickness” and “small sickness.” The only relatively common final symbol (appearing nine times) that is not attested as an active symbol is the “long years” (MUΛÍND.GÍD.DA); however, in oracles phrased passively, things may be taken “from” or “by” the long years (see below).

Overall, therefore, the active and final symbols are largely identical. The main differences are (1) the phrasing: final symbols may include directions, and sometimes do so exclusively (e.g., items are always placed “behind the throne-dais” rather than given to it), and (2) the specifications of attributes: final symbols may be “the whole soul,” “the anger,” or “the sin” of an entity, rather than the entity itself. Other than that, the inventory is quite similar; in fact, the fifteen most common symbols of each type are approximately the same. At first glance, in these symbols one can already see a preoccupation with divinity, good and evil, the king and perhaps the Hittite court (if the panku can be so interpreted, see below), sickness, and military concerns. And in fact, these are all issues that the Old Women also addressed in the ritual texts. Evocation and pacification of deities was a major function of theirs, as was curing sickness.

Complicated slightly by the fact that the “active” list has only “the deity” and “the enemy,” while the “final” list has both the “whole soul” and the “anger” of the deity, and “to the left,” “to the right,” and “behind” the enemy. The single real exception is “the small sickness,” which is much more common as a final symbol (30 attestations) than an active symbol (4 attestations).
sickness and dealing with potential disputes among the royal family and upper officials, and, of course, dispelling evil. This will be discussed in more detail in the following overview of the common symbols. It should be noted that whenever there is an assessment of a symbol’s influence on a favorable/unfavorable result, all data is taken only from fully-preserved examples with a final result written down, so the numbers will differ from those in the table above, which are taken from all texts, no matter how broken.

2.4.2.1.1: The Deity

“The deity” (DINGIR-LUM) is the most common active symbol, appearing 86 times in 144 texts, although “the whole soul of the deity” is only attested 38 times as a final symbol and “the anger of the deity” 12, for a total of 50 (the fifth most common; for an analysis of the “whole soul” vs. the “anger,” see below). It is unclear whether the identity of “the deity” bears any relationship to the specific oracle question in which it appears, although examples such as the first question of KUB 5.4+ (CTH 563), which asks whether the gods collectively approve an action, and in which “the deity” is the first symbol named, suggest otherwise. The remaining possibilities seem to be (1) that there is a specific, unnamed deity to which the KIN-oracles are always addressed (unfortunately unlikely to be the fate-goddess, see below), or (2) “the deity” is meant to be a representation of any relevant god. The latter seems more likely, since no specific deity names outside of the standard group are ever mentioned. In addition, oracles are generally concerned with divine anger, and a closer examination of the passive symbols “the deity” takes reveals a careful attention to “the deity’s” possible anger. This may be particularly relevant considering that in the ritual texts, the Old Women do not have a particular relationship with a

---

65 See, for example, the long list of personnel whose “tongues” might be a problem in Tunnawiya’s ritual CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, discussed in chs. 3 and 4.
single specific god (although they do have something of an affinity with DINGIR.MAḪ of the river-bank and the Sun-God, see below), but rather call upon many different deities.

Almost without exception,\(^66\) the first symbol “the deity” takes will always be one of two options: “the whole soul” (dapian ZI-an), or “hidden anger” (EGIR arḫa karpin). In addition, as noted above, “the deity” never appears alone as a final symbol, but always as part of “the deity’s whole soul” or “the deity’s anger.” The meanings of “the whole soul” and of “hidden anger,” not immediately apparent, become clear when considered in context with one another. In Hittite, to do something “with one’s entire soul” means to do it “wholeheartedly,” with no secret qualms.\(^67\)

When juxtaposed with “hidden anger,” then, “the whole soul” suggests that there is no hidden anger—that is, that this symbol is the representation of the transparency of the deity’s feelings.

This interpretation is also appropriate to the subject matter: oracles in general are concerned with securing the gods’ approval and appeasing their anger, and the amount of cross-checking and repetition of questions suggests that the askers were not always satisfied that they had heard the truth. This concern can also be seen explicitly in the oracle questions themselves; for example, in KUB 6.3, “Have you, O deity, hidden evil from us?”\(^68\)

“The deity,” therefore, seems most likely to be representative of any possible deity who might be involved in the subjects of oracles, and the main concern is whether that deity is angry, and if so, whether (s)he has revealed that anger to the questioners. In addition to being appropriate to oracular context, this also nicely echoes the preoccupation with divine reticence in, e.g., Hittite prayers. In the plague prayers, Muršili is worried that the plague has not ended

---

\(^66\) There is one exchange in KUB 5.1+ in which the deity takes “battle” first, but “the whole soul” follows immediately afterward. In addition, there are a very few cases where the “anger” is unqualified.

\(^67\) This is unfortunately always expressed with šakuwaššar- for “entire,” rather than dapi-, but it does not seem impossible that the sense is the same. To do something “with your entire heart,” for example, would mean approximately the same in English as to do it “wholeheartedly.” See CHD Š p. 63, s.v. šakuwaššar(ra)- 1 g.

because the gods are angry about something as-yet-undiscovered; he urges them to reveal the real reason for their displeasure to him, but the plague continues, which seems to be evidence that, for reasons of their own, they simply will not say. Divine anger is also a major part of the Old Women’s purview in ritual texts (see chs. 3 and 4); they were therefore employed both to identify it, and to deal with it once it became a problem.

2.4.2.1.2: The King

The king is the most common human active symbol (61 attestations), just as the deity is the most common divine active symbol. However, just as “the whole soul of the deity” is far less common, “the king” is only attested 32 times as a final symbol. Approximately half the time (18 occurrences), items are placed to his right or left, rather than given directly to him, which is characteristic of individual human symbols. Semantically, “right” and “left” seem to imply favorable/unfavorable connotations (as they certainly do in the liver-oracles, for example\(^6^9\)), but at least in this case, these directions do not automatically result in a corresponding favorable/unfavorable answer. For example, in KUB 22.61 obv. i 12’–13’, the deity places “the whole soul,” “fire,” and “dream” to the king’s right, but the answer is unfavorable.\(^7^0\) The most likely explanation for this is that the (assumed) favorable connotation of “right” is cancelled out by the negative symbol “fire,” but overall, this example again proves that the interactions between symbols are complicated enough to make interpretation extremely difficult—which in turn shows why specialists were required to perform that interpretation.\(^7^1\)

Similar to the deity’s “whole soul,” the first item the king takes is, almost without exception, ZAG-tar, “rightness,” which stands for straightness, justice, and correct-ness

\(^6^9\) Beal, “Hittite Oracles,” 60.

\(^7^0\) See Mouton, “KUB 22,61 (CTH 578),” p. 207.

\(^7^1\) One might also wonder whether the Old Women’s interpretive process ever included some personal influences on the answer, if the results were not necessarily clear to a layperson.
(rectitude, literally), as well as physical right. In one of the few exceptions, in KUB 5.1+, the king instead takes “hidden sin” (EGIR arḫa waštu) and “left-ness” (GÙB-tar), and gives them to the army, for an unfavorable answer. ZAG-tar and GÙB-tar are obvious semantic opposites, perhaps in this case standing for positive, productive action, versus destructiveness or malevolence (see below). The significance of “hidden sin” (a passive symbol attested twelve times and always taken by mortals) is also quite clear: it parallels the “hidden anger” of the deity. The king’s anger would be irrelevant to an oracular decision, because it would not affect the gods’ actions, but his sin (that is, an action that might anger the gods), or any human’s sin, certainly might. Like the deity’s “whole soul,” “the whole soul of the king” is also a passive symbol, attested eight times, and the king may also take the “whole soul,” in second position after ZAG-tar. In this case, rather than the deity’s lack of anger, it presumably stood for a king’s blamelessness and/or pure motives. In this case, therefore, there are two options for positive and negative behavior: hidden sin vs. a clear conscience, and productive vs. destructive intentions or actions.

“The king” is closely associated with favorable results: of the 29 attestations of the active king in fully-preserved questions, 5 are unfavorable (17%), as opposed to the ratios for the “men of Ḫatti” (5 of 13, or 38%), the panku (9 of 23, or 39%), “the gods” (9 of 28, or 32%), or “the deity” (18 of 41, or 44%). Of the well-attested active symbols, only Ḫannaḫanna compares, at 3 out of 20, or 15%. (This does not, it should be noted, mean that only five, nine, eighteen, etc. attestations are unfavorable, but that the rest appear as part of favorable sets of three: see above on the oracle method. Thus, this method is only useful for relative analysis of positivity, not absolute.) All of the king’s unfavorable results have very clearly negative passive or final symbols. Since the interaction between the active, passive, and final symbols is not perfectly
understood, it is difficult to say exactly what about an active symbol influences the final result, but the comparisons speak, unsurprisingly, toward the king (and Ḫannaḫanna, see below) being positive forces. This is reinforced by the king only taking GÙB-tar once, as opposed to the more even alternation between ZAG-tar and GÙB-tar as taken by the panku—see below—or “the deity’s” more frequent taking of “hidden anger.”

In keeping with the importance of the king’s purity and good standing with the divine in Hittite thought, therefore, as a symbol, he is (1) a positive influence, and (2) kept in close contact with symbols representing blamelessness and correct decisions. The Old Women’s connection to the king’s innocence and purity can once again be seen in the ritual texts, where the Old Women purify ritual patients (sometimes explicitly the king or the royal couple) of guilt and contamination.72

2.4.2.1.3: The Gods

“The gods” are the second most common active symbol (71 attestations) and also the second most common final symbol (89 attestations). However, it should be noted that 38 of those final attestations are from KUB 5.1+, the longest KIN-oracle. If KUB 5.1+ were removed from the accounting, “the gods” would still be the second-most common, but the numbers would be: panku 91; “the gods” 51; “emptiness” 49, rather than panku 99; “the gods” 89; “emptiness” 63. It is not clear why “the gods” are four times as common as any other final symbol in KUB 5.1+, but the result is that the numbers are skewed.

The nature of “the gods” does not require much explanation; as was discussed above, the oracles are used as a method of communicating with the gods, and the gods also appear as a

72 For example, CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple (see ch. 1); CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, Tunnawiyas’s ritual to purify the king and queen of any of a long list of contaminants including guilt and divine anger; CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual against some kind of evil, expressed through bad omens, that is contaminating the palace (see chs. 3 and 4).
symbol in the oracles, manipulating as symbols things that they might manipulate in real life. There are no symbols that they must always or nearly always take, as with the deity or the king; they do not take “rightness” or “left-ness,” since these are limited to human subjects, and they also do not take “hidden anger” as the deity does. They also do not take “favor” or “anger”; their good- or ill-will is expressed by the passive symbols “favors” or “angers of the gods,” which appear in their own symbolic subsystem (see below).

By far the most common symbol “the gods” take is “life,” which is attested in eleven exchanges, while no other symbols appear more than five times; the implication of divine ability to give and take life is likely implied. In addition, it should be noted that the passive symbol inventory is, for the most part, things the gods might be expected to either receive or provide: offerings and rituals, health, longevity, vigor, victory, material success, etc. (see below under “Passive Symbols”). Finally, “the gods” show some kind of attachment to the panku\(^73\) (see immediately below): in the 44 fully-preserved exchanges in which “the gods” are the active symbol, the panku is the final symbol 20 times, while no other symbol is attested more than five times, and most only once or twice.

2.4.2.1.4: The Panku

The panku- is the most common final symbol (attested 99 times), and the fourth most common active symbol (attested 59 times); it may be abbreviated as pa (nominative) or pa-u-i or pa-i (dative). Panku- is a noun attested from the Old Hittite period; it developed from the adjectival form, meaning “all” or “every,” into a word meaning an assembly, a congregation, or an advisory body. In the Old Hittite period, it specifically meant the Hittite nobility assembled as the king’s advisors. The Chicago Hittite Dictionary states, “The basic sense of the noun is ‘all

\(^{73}\) As already noted by Archi regarding KUB 5.1+ ("IL sistema KIN," 116).
those present (on a given occasion) or involved (in a given situation).”
In oracle translations, it has been conventionally rendered as “assembly” or “congregation,” or left untranslated. Given that the other symbols are usually related to either the situation in particular or to the oracular process in general, it seems likely that the actual meaning of panku- in the oracle texts is “all those involved with the question,” “all people under the gods’ purview,” or that it retains the older meaning of “the nobility” (since they are the people mostly likely to be involved in any case). Considering that the KIN-oracles began in the Old Hittite period, perhaps this last is most likely; however, panku does not appear in the only attested Old Hittite oracle, KBo 18.151. Panku is never qualified in any way, so it is difficult to know for certain. However, one is also reminded of the “tongue of the panku,” which is one of a standard list of four problems in the Old Woman Tunnawiya’s ritual texts: “pain, woe, the anger of the gods, and the tongue of the panku.” In that context, “tongue of the panku” seems to mean “curses from the community,” and so perhaps “nobility,” “court,” or some other term for the community of Hittite elite is appropriate in this context.

Like the king, the panku- may take ZAG-tar as its first passive symbol; unlike the king, however, the panku alternates nearly evenly between ZAG-tar, “rightness” and GÙB-tar, “leftness.” There are two exceptions, where instead the first item is ŠÂ-az IZI, “fire from the heart” (of uncertain meaning). For the most part, ZAG-tar and GÙB-tar correspond to favorable and unfavorable answers respectively (with logical deviations such as when ZAG-tar is placed “into evil” or when GÙB-tar is placed “into emptiness”), although there are puzzling exceptions, such

74 CHD P s.v. panku- B, p. 92.
76 E.g., Beckman, The Ahhiyawa Texts, 237.
77 To be compared with the Luwian semi-equivalent, found in CTH 760.II and CTH 761: pain, woe, taparu-, tattariyaman-, and ĕrun-curses, and the “tongue of the maya-,” perhaps a Luwian equivalent to panku; see ch. 3.
78 KBo 2.6+ iii 27–28, for which see van den Hout, Purity, p. 208, and KBo 58.64++ iii 1’–2’, for which see Appendix A.
as in KUB 52.85 ii 8’, when the *panku-* takes ZAG-tar and “the campaign” (KASKAL), gives them to “the gods,” and the result is unfavorable. As noted above, the *panku* and “the gods” are connected; when the *panku* is the active symbol, the connection is less strong, but still noticeable: in 11 out of 29 complete transactions, the *panku* gives its items to “the gods,” compared to the next-highest symbol with four attestations.

**2.4.2.1.5: The deity, the gods, the king, and the *panku***

From the evidence, it is clear that “the deity” and “the king” are connected; they each possess a “whole soul,” and each may have something “hidden,” anger or sin respectively (though the king much less often). They show a very slight affiliation towards one another as active and final symbols (perhaps not enough to be statistically significant; for example, the king gives to the “whole soul of the deity” five times, which is the most of any of the final symbols, but only by one). It is also quite clear that “the gods” and “the *panku*” are connected, as noted above. The semantic relationship here is fairly straightforward: the king, a single human, corresponds to “the deity,” a single god, while the *panku-* , a collective of humans, corresponds to “the gods,” a collective of deities (see Fig. 1). These relationships correspond, once again, to the purpose of the oracles: maintaining the relationship between mortals and deities. It is not surprising to find these relationships in the Old Women’s oracular system, since maintaining the relationship between mortals and deities was the largest part of their job, as diviners and as ritual practitioners. The symbols used in the KIN-oracles reflect major concerns not only of Hittite religious thought, but of the Old Women’s professional responsibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GODS</th>
<th>GOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ê</td>
<td>ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ê</td>
<td>ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PANKU</strong></td>
<td><strong>KING</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The symbolic relationships among the four most common symbols
2.4.2.1.6: Ḥannahanna

Ḥannahanna, written DINGIR.MAḪ, is a benevolent matriarch goddess who appears in mythological, ritual, and festival texts. She is by far the most common named deity to occur in the KIN-oracles, appearing 104 times in total, 49 active and 55 final (compare: the deified throne-dais, GIS/dAG, appears a total of 65 times, the Sun-God of Heaven 51, and the Storm-God only 28). It is clear that this deity is Ḥannahanna, rather than the generic “Mother-goddesses” (DINGIR.MAḪ MES) because the term is always singular, and in the dative, her name is written with the phonetic complement –ni (for Ḥannahanni).

Ḥannahanna is an Anatolian goddess who appears in Ḥattic context and mythological narratives, as well as in southern Anatolian and Luwian ritual. In the mythological texts, she is the highest authority and a source of wisdom; it is she who finds the vanished deities in the “Disappearing God” myths, after the Storm-God has failed (it is not clear who finds her in the extremely fragmentary “Disappearance of Ḥannahanna”), and it is she who settles the dispute

79 See Beckman, *Hittite Birth Rituals*, 239–48, for the occasional confusion of the singular and plural terms.
80 However, the fact that DINGIR.MAḪ is used both for Ḥannahanna and for these “Mother-goddesses” certainly implies a connection, in the same way that there seems to be one primary “Fate-goddess” who appears in the oracle texts and in the myths alongside Ḥannahanna, as opposed to the plural “Fate-goddesses,” which may include personal fate-deities (see below). Essentially, it seems reasonable to assume that Ḥannahanna was the chief of the “Mother-goddesses,” which may reduce the problems that stem from the difficulties in distinguishing between DINGIR.MAḪ and DINGIR.MAḪ MES.
81 I disagree with Taracha’s argument (“Anatolian Ḥannahanna and Mesopotamian DINGIR.MAḪ,” in *Investigationes Anatolicae: Gedenkschrift für Erich Neu*, ed. J. Klinger, E. Rieken, and C. Rüster, StBoT 52 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2010], 301–310) that Ḥannahanna is only another name for the Mesopotamian dNIN.TU, and that “starting from the early Empire period onwards the Mesopotamian Mother-goddess DINGIR.MAḪ dNIN.TU is well attested in Anatolian cult and magic, while there are no weighty arguments for the existence of an indigenous goddess Ḥannahanna” (p. 310). According to his arguments, Ḥannahanna would then have been inserted into the Anatolian mythological narratives as the supreme source of wisdom guiding native Anatolian deities such as Telipinu, and that this would have been accomplished in the Middle Hittite period (or earlier; his point that the oldest mythological texts including Ḥannahanna are “OH/MS” does not acknowledge the imprecision of palaeographical analysis nor include any discussion of the linguistic age of the texts), and not the “early Empire period,” as he states. I find this prospect extremely unlikely. In addition, the willingness of the Hittites to import deities near-identical to those they already possessed and worship them beside, in addition to, in place of, or alternating with “indigenous” gods should restrain any arguments against the existence of specific deities.
between Telipinu and the Sea God in “Telipinu and the Daughter of the Sea God.” She is also closely associated with the fate-goddess(es), ¹⁴GUL-ša/-¹⁴GUL-šeš (see below), alongside whom she dispenses help and favors. It should be noted that, although in the myths the other deities have failed and transgressed, respectively, she does not punish them, but instead solves their problems for them.

In the ritual texts, she likewise benefits humans, both at birth and when they ask for her help (see below under “Life, Well-being, Protection, Vigor, Radiance, Long Years”). The Old Women had some connection with her: she appears in historiolae in Old Woman rituals,⁸³ aiding the Old Woman in helping the patient. There are evocation rituals for Ḫannaḫanna performed by Old Women,⁸⁴ and the Chief of the Old Women participates in a very fragmentary festival that takes place at least in part in the temple of Ḫannaḫanna (KUB 25.11).⁸⁵ The benevolent healing deity “DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank,” a powerful force in several Old Woman rituals⁸⁶ cannot be explicitly connected to Ḫannaḫanna, but it is notable that they are written with the same logogram DINGIR.MAḪ. The semantic association between a matriarch or grandmother-goddess and a profession called the “Old Women” is also obvious. In addition, the “sight of Ḫannaḫanna” is twice attested as a passive symbol in the KIN-oracles, suggesting that her observations and/or knowledge are significant. She seems, therefore, to be appropriate as the main deity involved in an oracular system, and her character in other texts confirms her role as a positive influence toward humans in the grip of uncertainty or difficulty. This role is even more

---

⁸³ Most notably in CTH 390.C and CTH 390.D, which do not have named practitioners, and in CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, Tunnawiya’s ritual for the king and queen (see ch. 3).
⁸⁴ E.g., CTH 403.2, Mallidunna’s ritual for when Ḫannaḫanna is “terrifying” to someone, and Ananna’s evocation rituals attested in the tablet catalogue KBo 31.1+.
⁸⁵ It might be possible to consider this support for the idea that Ḫannaḫanna is herself the chief of the DINGIR.MAḪ⁸⁵, though the idea is tentative at best.
⁸⁶ E.g., CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” CTH 402, Alli’s ritual against sorcery, and certainly implied by the presence of powerful riverbank clay in CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual; see chs. 3 and 4.
clearly evident in the oracles, in which she is an unambiguously positive symbol (see above under “the king” and below under “the favor/anger subsystem”).

2.4.2.1.7: The Sun-God of Heaven

The Sun-God of Heaven is attested 27 times as an active symbol, and 24 as a final symbol. He is not overwhelmingly common as a symbol, therefore, but his role in the KIN-oracles is unusual. In the Hittite textual material, the male Sun-God of Heaven is thought to be an all-seeing judge. In treaty texts, he is called on first of all as a divine witness to the oaths (notably before the Sun-Goddess of Arinna and the Storm-God of Hatti, the technical heads of the state pantheon). In the ritual appeasing the dangerous goddess Wišuriyanza (“the strangler”), after an offering has been made to her, the practitioner says, “You, O Sun-God, be a witness! If it happens that she hid[es] it somehow, you, [O Sun-God of] Heaven, shall know it!” In Muwattalli’s prayers, the Sun-God seems to have power over other gods’ actions; e.g., to halt or summon them. The Sun-God of Heaven is, therefore, a powerful, omniscient figure, capable of seeing any transgressions.

Ordinarily he was benevolent, and available to help mortals in need, and in fact he is attested in Old Woman rituals as a deity who helps the Old Woman treat the patient. He was, however, capable of punishment as well. In a royal substitution ritual (CTH 419), the king seems to consider the Sun-God responsible for the danger that he is in: “Sun-God of Heaven, my lord, what have I done? You have taken the throne from me and given it to another. You have named me among the dead. I am here with the dead. I have appeared to you, Sun-God of Heaven, my

---

87 There are, in addition, two attestations of a plain 4UTU; however, these are both in texts with a great deal of abbreviation (KUB 6.7+ and KBo 55.195), and so it seems most likely that 4UTU AN was meant.
88 KBo 15.25 obv. 35–37, transliterated by O. Carruba in Das Beschwörungsritual für die Göttin Wišuriyanza, StBoT 2 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1966), 4.
89 Singer, Hittite Prayers, 87.
90 E.g., CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” CTH 402, Allī’s ritual against sorcery, and CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel (see chs. 3 and 4).
lord. Let me go to my (divine) fate to the gods of heaven and [free] me from the dead!"

In conjunction with this text is the role the Sun-God of Heaven plays in the royal funerary ritual, where he, as a celestial deity, is placed in opposition to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, who is the god of the sun at night, when it is underground, and who seems to be in charge of the spirits of the dead. The Sun-God seems, then, to be able to influence whether the king ascends to heaven along with the deities, or descends to the netherworld with the rest of non-royal humanity, presumably based on the king’s behavior.

Perhaps as a result of this association with punishment, in the KIN-oracles, the Sun-God of Heaven does not appear as a positive figure. There are several places where he seems to be the entity producing a negative result: for example, when “the favors of the gods” or “goodness” are given the Sun-God, the result is negative, while “the angers of the gods” or “evil” given to the Sun-God seem to garner a positive result (see below). In KUB 5.3+, Ḫannaḫanna takes the favors of the Fate-Goddesses and gives them to the Sun-God of Heaven, and the result is unfavorable; in KUB 5.4+, the gods take “the city” and give it to the Sun-God of Heaven, likewise for an unfavorable result. As always, in positive exchanges, the influence of any particular symbol is difficult to determine from within the set of three; however, when the answer is unfavorable, sometimes the Sun-God of Heaven in fact seems to be the only possible source of negative influence.

The Sun-God of Heaven also seems to be set in opposition to Ḫannaḫanna; they are the only two gods to be involved in the subsystem of “the favors of the gods” and “the angers of the

---

91 KUB 24.5+KUB 9.13, transliterated by H.M. Kümme in Ersatzrituale für den hethitischen König, StBoT 3 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1967), 62. It is possible that the reason for this ritual was an eclipse, following the Mesopotamian tradition and the evidence from Hittite prayers that an eclipse was a premonition of royal death. In this case, then, the Sun-God would literally have been turning his face from the king.
92 The fact that the Sun-God is the unfavorable influence and not Ḫannaḫanna is indicated by the fact that he is in the final position, which is more influential (see below).
gods,” and almost the only two to be interacting with “good” and “evil” when they are passive symbols (see below). A final odd point is that the Sun-God of Heaven is the only common active/final symbol that has no interaction with the king at all: he neither gives any passive symbols to the king, nor receives any from him. This may be an accident of preservation, or it may instead be an indication that, in this oracular tradition, the Sun-God is dangerous, and is purposefully kept away from the king.93 If this is the case, it would be quite unusual; ordinarily, the male Sun-God, as supreme judge, is a symbol of kingship rather than a danger to it.

2.4.2.1.8: Ḫalmašuit-

Ḫalmašuit- is the deified throne-dais (also written ḠIsd DAG). It is attested 31 times as an active symbol (the ninth most common) and 34 times as a final symbol (the seventh most common), as well as 10 times as a passive symbol. Ḫalmašuit’s origin and gender are uncertain;94 however, (s)he is attested already in the Old Hittite period, most notably in the Anitta text (CTH 1), whose subject is a pre-Hittite king, and in the Old Hittite building ritual CTH 414. In the latter text, among other opaque and difficult exchanges, the king calls Ḫalmašuit- his “friend,”95 and states that (s)he brought royal authority and the royal chariot to him from the sea.96 The role of this tradition in later periods is uncertain, but Ḫalmašuit- is attested already in KBo 18.151, the Old Hittite KiN-oracle, and so it may be possible to see him/her as an originator of royal power in these oracles. Ḫalmašuit- is also attested physically as the place where the throne is set up,97 and as a place where offerings can be made, perhaps as a manifestation of kingship, or perhaps as a separate divine being; the distinction is difficult.

---

93 The other possibility, that the king is here considered an embodiment of the Sun-God and they are identical, seems unlikely given their relative positive/negative valences.
94 For an overview of the various positions on these topics, see Beckman, Birth Rituals, p. 27f.
95 KUB 29.1 i 34–35.
96 i 23–24.
97 Beckman, Birth Rituals, 27f.
In the KIN-oracles, Ḫalmašuito- is attested with either possible determinative, GIŠ for “wood” (48 times) and ḏ for “deity” (27 times), though never both in the same text (interestingly, in KBo 58.64++, which is an inquiry about whether various gods are angry, Ḫalmašuito- is spelled GIŠ ḎAG when appearing as a symbol (obv. i 4), but ḏ ḎAG when appearing in the question (rev. iii 1’)). When appearing as a final symbol, it is always accompanied by EGIR, “behind.” This calls to mind offering-locations, but that specific location is not attested in any non-oracular texts.

Unfortunately, Ḫalmašuito- is not attested enough times to discuss his/her affiliation with other symbols with any certainty; however, unsurprisingly, Ḫalmašuito- is at least loosely associated with other royal symbols, taking “the king’s campaign,” “the king’s whole soul,” “the king’s rightness,” and “the king’s blood.” The most common symbols (s)he takes are “the year,” four times (perhaps “long life,” see below) and “the whole soul,” three times. (S)he never, however, takes “hidden anger,” perhaps suggesting benevolence, which would not be surprising. Beyond positivity and an association with kingship, however, the poor attestation limits conclusions about Ḫalmašuito-’s role in the system.

2.4.2.1.9: The Storm-God

The Storm-God is attested 18 times as an active symbol, and 10 times as a final symbol. His name is always written ḏU (as opposed to ḏIM), and never qualified; however, in the dative, it is written ḏU-ni, for Hittite *Tarḫunni. Beyond this, there is little to say about the Storm-God in the KIN-oracles; his presence is not very surprising, since he is the head of the pantheon, and as a symbol, he does not behave in any notable or unusual ways, nor does he seem restricted to any type of question. He is connected to kingship, both as the head of the pantheon and as the
template for the warrior-king (as seen in Hittite iconography), but nothing of that connection is explicit in the oracles.

2.4.2.1.10: dGUL-ša-, the Fate-goddess

The dGUL-šeš are well-known in the Hittite tradition as goddesses of fate, who carve out (GUL-š-) the destinies of mortals. They are to be distinguished from Išduštaya and Papaya, the Hattic fate-goddesses, who spin threads of fate, and also (somewhat) distinguished from Ḫutena and Ḫutellura, the Hurrian fate-goddesses, who were related to the Mesopotamian tradition.

They are usually attested in the plural, and when singular, are often qualified somehow (e.g., the personal fate-deity of someone in particular, or an “evil fate-goddess” who is causing someone trouble). However, in the KIN-oracles, they seem to be attested exclusively in the singular, as dGUL-ša-. Alone, dGUL-ša- is attested only three times as an active symbol; however, “the whole soul of dGUL-ša-” appears nine times as a final symbol, and “the eyes of dGUL-ša-,” “the favor of dGUL-ša-,” and “the life of dGUL-ša-” are all attested as passive symbols.

The meaning of the singular “Fate-Goddess,” without any specific qualification, may be found in the mythological texts; in the Disappearance of the Storm-God, for example, the Storm-God’s father goes “to the Fate-Goddess (and) Ḫannaḥanna” to ask for advice about his

---


100 The genitive is ambiguous, but the “favor” and “life” of dGUL-ša- are most often singular, unlike, e.g., the “favors of the gods.”

101 KUB 33.34++ i 37: d[I]M-na-aš at-ta-aš dGUL-ša-aš dNIN.TU kat-ta-an pa-it; dGUL-ša-aš is clearly the singular genitive here (rather than the plural dative or genitive), because in the next line there appears the nominative dGUL-ša-aš (not dGUL-šeš). The genitive is allowed given the Old Hittite language of the text. Taracha erroneously assumes (“Anatolian Ḫannaḥanna and Mesopotamian DINGIR.MA,” p. 310 w. n. 46) that dGUL-ša- and Ḫannaḥanna are in apposition here, but this cannot be correct, since in the Disappearance of the Sun-God (CTH 323, VBoT 58 i 37), the unambiguously singular “Fate-Goddess (and) Ḫannaḥanna” (dGUL-aš-ša-an DINGIR.MA) are resumed with apē “they” (see following note).
problems, and in the Disappearance of the Sun-God, the life of the Fate-Goddess (and) Hanahanna are considered critical for the survival of the land. It seems, therefore, that alongside Hanahanna as the possible chief of the DINGIR.MAḪMEŠ (see above), there was also a single chief goddess of the GUL-šeš, who was closely connected to Hanahanna and also available to help the gods in times of need. This may account for some of the texts in which the plurality of the Fate- and Mother-goddess(es) is ambiguous, changes from one passage to the next, or is expressed for one but not the other.

In the KIN-oracles, the Fate-Goddess is the only named deity to behave as “the deity” (DINGIR-LUM) does. Like “the deity,” GUL-ša- does not “arise” before acting; in all three of her attestations as an active symbol, she takes the “whole soul” first, like the deity does; and she is usually not attested as a final symbol alone, but as “the whole soul of GUL-ša-” (expressed as a possessive dative, GUL-še, just as “the deity” is in those constructions, see below). It is tempting to conclude from this that “the deity” always refers to the Fate-Goddess, and in fact, a fate-goddess seems a likely candidate for a patron deity of oracular practice. Unfortunately, there are several texts where GUL-ša- and “the deity” both appear, (even, in KBo 14.21 i 17’–19’, in the same question: “the whole soul of GUL-ša-” as the final symbol in the first exchange, and “the deity” as the active symbol in the third). This makes an equation unlikely, especially since “the deity” is likely to be a more generic term (see above). However, since they never appear as active and final symbols in the same exchange, perhaps it is not impossible.

102 CTH 323, VBoT 58 i 37. The exact consequence of their possible deaths is not made explicit; Hoffner (Hittite Myths, 28) interprets the line, “If they have died, [then] these too may have died” as implying the deaths of the unborn, i.e. the future of the land, which does not seem impossible, but is certainly not expressed in the text. In any case, the Storm-God clearly believes that their survival is an urgent matter.

103 There are two exceptions, where GUL-še is the final symbol by itself; both are in KUB 6.7+, in which GUL-še dapi ZI-ni is also attested.

104 E.g., KBo 14.21, KBo 18.142, KBo 41.159+, KUB 5.1+, KUB 6.7.
2.4.2.1.11: The Men of Ḥatti/The Army

In the military oracles, a number of military symbols may be used, symbols that do not appear in oracles about non-military questions; these may fall under the category of “specific symbols” below, but they are standard enough that they rather seem to be part of a military-specific subsystem. Two of these symbols are “the men of Ḥatti” (LŪMEŠ URU Ḥatti) and “the army” (KARASḪI.LA). They behave similarly to other human symbols, particularly the panku-, in that the first item they take must be either rightness or left-ness (with one exception: the “men of Ḥatti” instead take “hidden sin” first in KUB 5.1+ obv. ii 42–44). They both appear to be positive symbols: when they are active, unfavorable answers only come when they have taken “left-ness” (or hidden sin, as above). When they are final, the only unfavorable answers are when they have had something placed “on their left” or, in one case, when “the king” has given “hidden sin” and “left-ness” to the “army.” Like other human symbols, they may have things placed to their left or right, rather than only given to them. There is no “whole soul” attested for either of them, perhaps to be expected for a plural symbol, nor do they ever participate in the “favor/anger/good/evil” subsystem. Unsurprisingly, most of the passive symbols they do take are also military (e.g., the “campaign,” the “battle,” “strength and power,” etc.); however, they also may take, e.g., “life,” “vigor,” “the year,” etc.

The distinction between these two symbols is not entirely clear. KARASḪI.LA may mean “army,” “troops,” “the entire population of a campaign,” “non-soldier members of a campaign,” or “infantry,” and of course there is no context in the oracles to allow for more specificity. “The men of Ḥatti” (or “the people of Ḥatti”?) could conceivably be even broader in meaning, although its confinement to military oracles does suggest a military context: perhaps it is the

---

105 Recalling, again, that any single exchange within a favorable set of three might be unfavorable.
portion of the army from Hatti proper (i.e., central Anatolia)? Both terms are attested in the same
texts, and even within the same question (though it seems as though they are never A and F in
the same exchange), so it is unlikely that they are identical.

2.4.2.1.12: The Enemy and the Friend

“The enemy” (LÚ.KÚR) is another symbol attested only in military oracles, and it is
unusual and sometimes confusing in its behavior; for example, it is almost the only symbol that
may be active and final in the same question.\(^{107}\) In these cases, the final clause will include
EGIR-pa; e.g., “The enemy took the battle and the whole soul, and they were given (sg.!) back to
the enemy” (KUB 5.1+ ii 65).\(^{108}\) “The enemy” also occurs as a passive symbol, although it can
be difficult to tell whether it is alone or belongs to a genitive construction; e.g., “the campaign of
the enemy” or “the campaign and the enemy” might each be written KASKAL LÚ.KÚR.\(^{109}\)
However, some unambiguous examples show that “the enemy” may actually be given to itself;
for example, in KUB 5.1+ iii 82: “The gods arose, took vigor, release, and the enemy
(innarawatar DU₈ LÚ.KUR=ia); they were given (sg.!) back to the enemy.”\(^{110}\) No other symbol
appears in a construction like this.

“The enemy” is also often attested in other unusual constructions in final position, outside
of the “left” or “right” found with most human symbols. Items may be placed “in destruction for
the enemy” (n=aš=kan ANA LÚ.KÚR ħarki GAR-ri), “in a peace treaty (of/for) the enemy”
(n=aš=kan LÚ.KÚR takšuli GAR-ri), or “within the enemy land” (n=aš=kan LÚ.KÚR ŠÂ
KUR-TI GAR-ri); in cases where “the enemy” was also the active symbol, n=aš=šši=aš=kan ŠÂ

\(^{107}\) The other is the Sun-God of Heaven (see above). The Sun-God example, however, does not show the same
logical phrasing of “giving back.”

\(^{108}\) For a transliteration, see Ünal, Ḥattušili III, p. 60.

\(^{109}\) It is clear that each one occurs (for example, ŠÂ LÚ.KÚR KASKAL or KASKAL LÚ.KÚR=ia), but a number of
attestations are ambiguous.

\(^{110}\) Ibid. p. 78.
KUR-TI, “it is within his land” or \textit{nu=šmaš=kan ŠÀ KUR-TI} “it is within their land” are attested. One exchange simply says, “Emptiness took release (and/of?) the enemy and gave it/them back” (\textit{SUD-liza DU ŠÀ KUR-aš n=at EGIR-pa paiš}, KUB 5.1+ ii 58–59).

Overall, “the enemy” is more often involved in creative constructions, with a wide range of directional language, than other symbols; essentially, it breaks out of the standard formula in a way that other common symbols do not. It is attested 38 times as an active symbol and 19 times as a final symbol, but in only three of those 19 attestations is it simply alone; the other 16 times, it is in some kind of construction.

The enemy also, like the other human symbols, usually takes \textit{ZAG-tar}, “rightness,” or \textit{GÙB-tar}, “left-ness,” first, although there are a few exceptions. Notably, \textit{GÙB-tar} is only attested twice with “the enemy,” as opposed to \textit{ZAG-tar}’s 17 times. This is unexpected, since semantically, it seems as though “the enemy” must necessarily be a negative symbol. However, since it is rarely attested in single unfavorable exchanges, its effects on the oracle results are difficult to untangle. It does appear in 7 out of the 11 fully-preserved procedures with only two exchanges: 5 times as the second active symbol, once as the first final symbol, and once as the second final symbol. All of the 7 occurrences are in KUB 5.1+, and 4 are unfavorable, 3 favorable. Perhaps the presence of “the enemy” is somehow connected to a procedure with only two exchanges. It should also be noted that, in KUB 5.1+, an active “enemy” is always in the last exchange, whether there are one, two, or three exchanges in the procedure. This is not true in the single other text where “the enemy” appears as an active symbol in a fully-preserved exchange, KBo 22.264; in that case, it is the second of three. In sum, “the enemy” exhibits unusual behavior for a symbol, but it is difficult to say why, or what effect it has on the result.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{KUB 6.7+}, but the scribe of that text did not write down the final favorable/unfavorable results.
\item In the construction “they lie near(?) the sin of the enemy” (\textit{n=at ŠÀ KUR wašul GAR-ri}, ii 27).
\end{itemize}
“The friend” (ara-) is also attested, though far fewer times—it never appears as an active symbol, only three times in genitive constructions with passive symbols (“the border of the friend,” “the campaign of the friend,” and “the release of the friend”), and five times alone or in constructions as a final symbol. All but one of these instances are within KUB 5.1+. Overall, it seems to behave the same way as the enemy does: more likely to appear within a phrase than alone. For more on the military symbols, see below under “Passive Symbols,” but it should be noted already that the strong military component to the KIN-oracles indicates that the Old Women’s gender did not influence the topics about which they advised the king.

2.4.2.1.13: Specific Symbols

As Archi has already noted, sometimes symbols are specific to the question asked. For example, in KUB 5.1+, there are questions about the fate of the general Temeti, and Temeti himself appears as a symbol. In KBo 14.21, which is about cult neglect, “the priest” appears twice as a symbol. These symbols may even be hypothetical; for example, in KUB 5.4+, there is a question about a potential revolt, and the final line of the exchange is “and took the sin of those who will start a revolt” (nu BAL kuiêš DÙ-anzi n=an=kan apêdaš waštul ME-iš). Other specific symbols are “the city,” “the land,” “the battle,” “the peace treaty,” “the queen,” “the king of Carchemish,” etc. Final specific symbols are, like “the enemy” and “the friend,” likely to be found in constructions, and sometimes are simply a pronoun resuming a relevant person from the question. Overall, there are 27 specific active symbols and about 38 (a few are ambiguous) specific final symbols, which as a category makes them of about average frequency.

113 The single exception is in KBo 41.156 ii 4’, as part of a final symbol, and it is unfortunately partially broken (see Appendix A).
115 KUB 5.4+ i 31–32.
2.4.2.1.14: Good and Evil

“Good” and “evil” are both attested as active, passive, and final symbols. “Good” is usually written āššu (āššauwanza when ergative), a word for “good” to be distinguished from “favorable” (lazzi-), but which may also be written SIGs. As a noun, āššu seems to share connotations with English “good(ness)”; for example, it is a general desirable trait that the gods may give the king (“Fill Labarna with goodness!”\(^\text{116}\)) but it may also mean a “good” in the sense of “possession, valuable item.” As an adjective, it often means “good” when describing objects, in the sense of “high-quality, fine,” but may also be contrasted with “evil,” as in an “evil word” versus a “good word.”\(^\text{117}\) When describing people, it most often means “dear,” as in when someone is “dear to” someone, or some deity.\(^\text{118}\) However, “evil” (idalu or ḤUL-lu, idaluwanza in the ergative), to which āššu is opposed in the KIN-oracles, may be used to mean “an evil person” as well as “evil words,” “evil sorcery,” and “evil omens.”\(^\text{119}\) When used in the oracles, “good(ness)” and “evil” are, at least in final position, absolutely straightforward: each of the nine attestations of “into evil” in final position of a fully-preserved exchange is unfavorable, and each of the fifteen fully-preserved attestations of “into goodness” as a final symbol is part of a favorable set. Though it is impossible to say with complete certainty that a single exchange is favorable, since it is part of a set of three, it seems likely from the numbers that “into goodness” cancels out negative elements in a way that other positive symbols do not.

When active, these symbols are more ambiguous; “goodness” twice appears as the active symbol in an unfavorable exchange (although one of those examples has “into evil” as its final symbol), and “evil” twice appears as an active symbol in a favorable set. This seems to confirm

\(^{116}\) nu labaran ăššu šuwai, see HW\(^2\) A p. 497.

\(^{117}\) Ibid.

\(^{118}\) Ibid., 492–527.

that the final symbol has greater influence on the outcome than the active symbol does. “Evil”
also appears in combination with “the great sickness” in six exchanges: twice in final position, in
the construction “evil and the great sickness hold (a passive symbol) confined” (n=an ḪUL-
uwanza GIG.GAL=ia anda dammaššan ḫarkanzi)\(^{120}\) and four times in active position, in the
construction, “(a passive symbol) came out through evil and the great sickness” (ḪUL-
uwaza=aš=kan GIG.GAL=ia ištarna arḫa uit)\(^{121}\) or “(an active symbol) came out through the
great sickness and evil” (IŠTU GIG.GAL ḪUL-uwaziya ištarna arḫa uit).\(^{122}\) Three of these occur
in sets of only two exchanges (two favorable, one unfavorable), and three in sets of three (one
favorable, two with no result recorded, but likely favorable), so it is difficult to make any
statements about their effects on the result.

In comparison to the rest of the symbols, both “good” and “evil’s” behavior is somewhat
unusual; in particular, they are a major part of the favor/anger subsystem (see below). In
addition, when in active position, “good” behaves almost like a deity; there is one text (KUB
6.7+ iii 22’) in which it “arises” before acting, like most divine symbols do; in addition, the most
common symbol it takes is “life,” similar to “the gods.” “Evil” does not seem to exhibit the same
behavior, although it is attested as an active symbol far fewer times than “good” is (9 times vs.
30). Overall, though, the inclusion of “good” and “evil” in this system is not at all surprising,
given its focus on positive vs. negative behavior, outcome, actions, and results.

2.4.2.1.15: Emptiness

\(^{120}\) Both in KUB 5.1+, ii 8–9 and iii 31 (see Ünal, Ḫatušili III, 52–53 and 70–71).
\(^{121}\) KUB 5.1+ i 48–49, ii 57–58, and iv 75 (see ibid., 40–41, 60–61, and 88–89).
\(^{122}\) KUB 16.20 obv. 13′–14′ (see Appendix A) and KUB 6.7+ iii 19′ (see Beckman, Ahhiyawa, 238–39, though he
erroneously translates this fragmentary line as though it is part of the question).
“Emptiness” (written SUD-li₁₂, SUD-liyanza, or šannapili) has already been interpreted as a symbol of negation, cancelling out the passive symbols that are given to it,¹²³ and when it is a final symbol, this is clearly correct. To choose the most obvious examples, when “evil” is taken and put “into emptiness,” it is part of a favorable set (three examples), and when “goodness” is taken and put “into emptiness,” the answer is unfavorable (one example); all other complete attestations support this interpretation. “Emptiness” is only attested as an active symbol six times, however (as opposed to 63 times as a final symbol, the third most common), and so its interpretation in that position is less certain, in particular since all of the attestations are either fragmentary or part of favorable sets of three. Therefore, there is no way to be certain if and how active “emptiness” affects the result of an exchange. “Emptiness” does not appear as a concept elsewhere in Hittite religious thought, which makes it tempting to continue interpreting it as some physical feature of the KIN-oracle procedure representing “out of bounds,” or similar. In that case, though, once again, the interpretation of active “emptiness” becomes difficult. Overall, the effect of “emptiness” is very clear, but its position in the oracular system is not.

2.4.2.1.16: The Long Years

“The long years,” meaning “long life,” is a symbol that behaves somewhat oddly in the KIN-oracles; in addition to being a passive symbol (attested twice), and a final symbol (attested nine times), it appears in an unusual phrasing “X was taken from/by the long years,” often in the favor/anger subsystem (see below). The phrasing is ambiguous (IŠTU or TA is used to represent the ablative-instrumental case, “from/by”), so it is impossible to say if the “long years” are another active symbol whose actions must be phrased differently for some reason, or if they function in a different way, holding symbols before they are taken. The former may be more likely, since they are only attested like this when no active symbol is expressed. For more on the

¹²³ Archi, “Il sistema KIN,” 122.
meaning and context of this symbol, see below under “Life, Well-being, Protection, Vigor, Radiance, Long Years.”

2.4.2.1.17: The Great and Small Sicknesses

The “great sickness” (GIG.GAL) and the “small sickness” (GIG.TUR) are terms exclusively confined to the KIN-oracle corpus. There are several words for illness in Hittite that might be behind these logograms, and one possible suggestion comes from KBo 18.151, the Old Hittite KIN-oracle (see below), which has ištarnikaīn “ailment, affliction,” and ḫenkan “plague, death” as passive symbols (together on obv. line 12; ištarnikaīn appears also in obv. line 5, and ḫenkan in rev. lines 2 and 7). “Ailment” as “small sickness” and “plague” as “great sickness” would be a logical connection. The logogram for ḫenkan, however, is usually ÚŠ, and ÚŠ does occur as a passive symbol in KUB 6.7+, a text concerned with dangers to the king’s life. On the other hand, ÚŠ may also be akkatar “death,” without the association of sickness. It is not unusual for oracles to use technical terms, abbreviations, or unusual logograms, so perhaps GIG.GAL is a term for ḫenkan in an oracular context, particularly likely considering it appears nowhere else. It also seems possible that GIG.GAL—whether ḫenkan is behind it or not—stands for an illness affecting a population, while GIG.TUR is an illness affecting only one person (see below under “the favor/anger subsystem”). It should further be noted that sickness (usually written inan) was a major consideration in the Old Women’s ritual practice, and was usually considered to be caused by sorcery or—notably!—divine anger, which would fit very well within the KIN-oracle system.

Whatever the Hittite words behind them, GIG.GAL and GIG.TUR are more to the oracular method than reflections of real-world sicknesses: unlike the military symbols, they do not appear only in texts dealing with illness, but are part of the basic KIN-oracle system.
GIG.GAL appears as an active symbol 18 times, and GIG.TUR only four; however, GIG.GAL is a final symbol 22 times, and GIG.TUR 30 times. GIG.GAL also appears as a passive symbol three times, and GIG.TUR once; in addition, plain “sickness” (GIG) is a passive symbol once, and a final symbol twice. The two sicknesses are unexpected as active/final symbols: all other active/final symbols are gods, people or groups of people (including cities or lands), forces (evil/good), or “emptiness” (which may have a physical meaning; see above). In addition, in KBo 18.151, they are not active/final symbols at all, only passive.

Sickness’s prominence in the KIN-oracle system can probably not be explained with any level of certainty, but there seem to be three possibilities. First, perhaps “great sickness” and “small sickness” are not literal sicknesses at all, but have a broader meaning of “affliction” or “death” in the more general sense of suffering and destruction. Secondly, as noted above, the Old Women often treated sickness in their rituals, and in those cases, the sickness was considered to have a supernatural or divine origin. In that case, “sickness” as a manifestation of the KIN-oracles’ primary concern, divine anger, would make perfect sense. Thirdly, and by no means mutually exclusive with the previous options, it should certainly be noted that sickness, and plague in particular, was a source of great anxiety for the Hittites, and was considered to be a punishment from the gods for wrongdoing. Muršili II endured a plague for twenty years, explicitly stated that he conducted extensive oracle inquiries to find out the reason, and said in so many words in a prayer, “The sin that you have seen, O gods (i.e., that caused the plague)—either let an ecstatic come and tell of it, or let the Old Women, diviners, or augurs tell of it, or let a person see it in a dream.”124 Thus, although we do not have any oracle texts from the time of Muršili’s inquiries, the sources make it very clear that KIN-oracles were conducted, likely many KIN-oracles, over a very long period of time, solely to find out the reason for a sickness in Ḫatti.

124 KUB 24.3+ ii 19–20, w. dup. KUB 24.4 obv. 10–12; transliteration in CHD Š3 s.v. *(LE)*šiuniyant-, p. 506.
Perhaps sickness figured so prominently in oracular symbolism for so long (an entire generation!) that the symbols for great and small sickness became intrinsic to the system itself.

2.4.2.2: Passive Symbols

The passive symbols are much more numerous than the active and final symbols; however, they fall into categories somewhat more easily. Among the 30 symbols that appear at least 10 times each, there are first the symbols that certain active entities must take: rightness (ZAG-tar), and leftness (GÜB-tar); the whole soul (dapian ZI-an), and hidden anger (EGIR arḫa karpin) and hidden sin (EGIR arḫa waštul). Second, there are the military symbols: the campaign (KASKAL), battle (MÊ), release (DU₈), the war-god dZABABA, and fire (IZI). There are the symbols that are gifts from the gods: life (TI-tar), the year/longevity (MU), well-being (SILIM-an), protection (PAP-mar), radiance (ZALAG.GA), vigor (innarawatar), the good of the house (parnaš SIG₃), and the good of the land (KUR-eaš SIG₃); and there are symbols that are gifts to the gods: an evocation ritual (mukiššar), a bread-offering (NINDA.GUR₄.RA), and a wine-offering (išpantuzzi). There are symbols that are a sign of or a prelude to divine disfavor, such as an evil (lit. “red”) omen (SA₃ IZKIM), the “great sin” (šalli waštul), or blood (ADAMMA). Finally, there are the basic positive/negative dualities: goodness (SIG₃), evil (HUL-lu), the favors of the gods (DINGIRMEŠ-aš minumar), and the angers of the gods (DINGIRMEŠ-aš karpiuš).

2.4.2.2.1: Rightness and Leftness

Rightness (*kunnatar, spelled ZAG-tar) is derived from Hittite kunna-, “right,” which in addition to the physical sense of “on the right,” has the connotation of “correct, successful.”¹²⁵ The opposite, GÜB-tar, “leftness,” seems to have the sense of “wrongdoing,” “plot,” or

¹²⁵ See J. Puhvel, HED K, p. 247. It is not to be confused with āra, which has the more moral sense of “just, right-thinking.”
“(secret) evil action.” Only human subjects take ZAG-tar or GÙB-tar, and so they seem to stand for people’s correct, productive action vs. wrong-headed or harmful acts. The correspondence in e.g. the liver-oracles between the right side and a favorable answer, and the left side and an unfavorable answer should also be noted: ZAG-tar is something correct, that indicates that proceeding is a good idea, whereas GÙB-tar is something to be avoided, that will lead to bad consequences. The difference between “left-ness” and “sin” seems to hinge on the fact that “sin” is rather something that automatically offends the gods (considering its relationship with “anger”), whereas “left-ness” is more of a human-level transgression. The association of “left-ness” with secrecy also fits quite well with the oracular system’s general concern about “hidden” wrongdoing. This is also something that seems to be an overall concern for the Old Women: for example, Tunnawiya’s ritual for the king and queen (CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1) contains a long, long list of people who may have been secretly cursing them; Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual (CTH 780.II) contains an incantation in which she speculates about the activities the sorcerer may have been performing in an unknown place, in secret. For more detailed analyses of these symbols’ appearances in the oracles, see above under “the king,” “the panku,” and “the army/the men of Ḥatti.”

2.4.2.2.2: The Whole Soul

“The whole soul” occurs as a passive symbol alone (dapian ZI-an, for dapian ištanzanan, sometimes abbreviated to dapi ZI or occasionally even just da ZI) or in a genitive construction (e.g., “the whole soul of the king”). As a final symbol, it never appears alone, but always in a

---

126 Outside of the KIN-oracles, it is only attested a few times; the Instructions for the Courtiers state that “If you hear about an evil matter concerning His Majesty, or a GÙB-tar in someone, you must tell His Majesty” (KUB 26.1+, edited by J. Miller, Royal Hittite Instructions and Related Administrative Texts, WAW 31 [Atlanta: SBL, 2013], p. 302; translation mine), and similarly a treaty of Šuppiluliuma II states, “If anyone brings to you an evil (or?) GÙB-tar concerning the king, you must not conceal it from the king” (KBo 4.14 iii 69–70, nu-ut-ta LUGAL-wa-â šUL GÙB-tar ku-îš-ki ú-[d]a-i / zi-ik-ma-an-kân LUGAL-i le-e ša-an-na-at-[t]i). So the general sense does seem to be “plot, wrongdoing.”

127 See chs. 3 and 4 for more discussion of these texts.
possessive dative construction (e.g., DINGIR-LIM-ni dapi ZI-ni, for šiuni dapi ištanzani, “the deity’s whole soul”). In the past, these final symbols have been translated as “to the whole soul (and) the deity,”128 or “to the whole soul for the deity,”129 but the evidence demonstrates that “whole soul” is inextricably attached to either “the deity” or “the fate-goddess”; it never appears in final position without them. Combined with the fact that both “the deity” and “the fate-goddess” always first take “the whole soul” (or “hidden anger”), the likeliest explanation is either a possessive dative or, since the “whole soul” is also in the dative, partitive apposition, “the deity’s whole soul.”

Possessive constructions with “the whole soul” are limited to “the deity,” “the fate-goddess,” “the king” (only when a passive symbol), or, in one text, “the king of Aššur”; however, the unmodified “whole soul” may also be taken by “the throne-dais,” “the Sun-God of Heaven,” and “the enemy.” No groups (e.g. “the gods,” the panku) may take “the whole soul,” which makes good sense if it does mean a single transparent state of being (see above). The panku and “the men of Ḫatti” do take “the whole soul of the king” five out of the eight times it is attested; two other occurrences are taken by “the throne-dais” (and the final one is broken). This is too small of a number to draw any conclusions about the relationships among these symbols; however, to speculate briefly, the king’s subjects and his kingship might be affected by his transgressions in ways that, e.g., the gods would not be. For more discussion of the function of “the whole soul” in the KIN-oracle system, see above under “the deity” and “the king.”

2.4.2.2.3: Life, Well-being, Protection, Vigor, Radiance, Long Years

These six symbols are well-attested in other genres as items a person might ask the gods to grant them. For example, in the letter HKM 81, a Mr. Tarḫunmiya writes to his parents, “May

128 E.g., Beckman, Aḫḫiyawa Texts, 241 (“to the fate-deities and the intact soul”).
129 E.g., Beal, “Seeking Divine Approval,” 42 (“to the ‘whole soul’ for ‘the deity.’”)
the Thousand Gods keep you alive, and may they hold (their) hands benevolently around you (lit. “around you in well-being”) and protect you. May [they] continually give you life, heal[th], vigor, l[ong] years, divine love, divine favor, and joy of spirit.”130 In Muršili II’s hymn and prayer to the Sun-Goddess of Arinna (CTH 376.A), Muršili asks the Sun-Goddess to “Turn benevolently (lit. in well-being) toward your servant, Muršili the king, (and) toward the Land of Ḫatti. Continually give life, health, [vi]gor, [rad]iance of spirit for (lit. of) the future, and long [years] to [Muršili], your servant!”131 In a ritual asking the DINGIR.MAḪMEŠ and _ioctlš for clemency, the LÜAZU says, “Turn (and) step benevolently (lit. in well-being) toward him (i.e., the ritual patient)! Give him [life], health, vigor, long years, divine joy, divine favor, (and) radi[ance] of spirit!”132 In another ritual asking for the realization of a favorable dream from the same deities, the practitioner says, “Benevolently (lit. in well-being) protect the king, the queen, and the princ(ess)es! Keep them alive and healthy, and give them long years! … At the time when a person is born, on that day when the _ioctlš and the DINGIR.MAḪMEŠ set down well-being for him—this is that day. _ioctlš and DINGIR.MAḪMEŠ, on this day for the king and queen set down life, [heal]th, vigor, long years, [happi]ness, the bringing of rightness, [the favor] of the gods, the love of [the gods…]!”133 A similar list is also attested in an Old Woman ritual, CTH 760.II; however, the list is in Luwian: “[May (the god) look] at the body of the ritual patient with life, virility, [future] time, health, divine [favor], (and) long years!”134

131 KUB 24.3++ iii 15–20, with duplicate KBo 52.16++. See CHD L-N p. 29 for transcription.
132 KUB 15.31+ i 52–56, with duplicate KUB 15.32++ i 54–57. See the online Konkordanz edition by F. Fuscagni for transcription (hethiter.net/: CTH 484).
134 KUB 35.43 i 36–40; see F. Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte in Umschrift, StBoT 30 (Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 1985), p. 145.
Life (TI-tar), and vigor (innarawatar), are attested in these lists and many others, identical to the symbols appearing in the oracle texts. The rest of the items do not necessarily appear in the same form in the oracles as they do in the lists. The “long years,” for example, may be abbreviated somewhat in the oracles: passive symbols include attestations of MU^H^L^A GÍ.D.DA, MU.KAM GÍ.D.DA, MU GÍ.D.DA MU^H^L^A, MU.KAM, and MU. Plain MU, “year,” is by far the most numerous, at forty-two attestations. Since it does not co-occur in a single question with “years” or “long years,” it seems possible that it is an abbreviation for MU.KAM^H^L^A GÍ.D.DA. “Lifespan” or “(long) lifespan” would be a close fit with the other passive symbols, and also make sense as the most common of all of the positive gifts.

“Radiance” (ZALAG.GA or lalukkiman) is more often in a genitive construction with “spirit” (or “soul,” ZI) in the lists, but it likewise may simply be abbreviated in the oracles.

“Protection” appears in verb form in prayers and ritual (i.e., the speaker asks the gods to protect him or others, rather than for protection), but the root is the same (paḫš- vs. paḫšnumar). “Well-being” (aššul-) is slightly different; the word for “health” usually found alongside “life,” “vigor,” “longevity” etc. in the lists is ḫaddulatar, not aššul-. However, the dative, aššuli, is often found in requests for protection or favor, translated “benevolently,” and, in the final example above, it is considered to be something the Fate-Goddesses and the Mother-Goddesses set down (GUL-š-, lit. “carved”) for a person at birth.

The Fate-Goddesses and the Mother-Goddesses are another notable point; although there are several different gods to whom appeals for these items are directed (in addition to the Sun-Goddess of Arinna, there is also the Storm-God, the male Sun-God, Ištar of Nineveh, and of course the gods as a collective whole), these female deities are the most common. The connection is understandable, since these are the deities present at the moment of birth, who
dictate a person’s life and the fate. It is therefore also quite interesting that the singular DINGIR.MAḪ and ḫGUL-ša- are present in the oracles (see above under Ḥannaḫanna and ḫGUL-ša- for the possible connections between the singular and plural deities). The semantic connection between (1) the gifts the gods choose to bestow on mortals who ask for them, and (2) the method of finding out whether the gods are benevolently inclined to the asker or not (i.e., the oracle system) is obvious, and in this case, the connection seems to be realized in the mechanics of the method (see further below, pp. 65 and 72–74). A connection can be made to the Old Women’s ritual texts, in which gifts such as these (or identical to these, as seen above in CTH 760.II) are actually requested of the gods.

2.4.2.2.4: The Good of the Land/House

These symbols (KUR-eaš SIG6 and parnaš SIG6) seem to be reasonably self-explanatory, and along the same lines as those in the previous section; although they are not attested in lists, good fortune and protection for both the land of Ḥatti and the royal household is something requested from the gods in prayers, the prosperity of the house and land of friends (as well as their family and possessions) is a standard item requested in the well-wishing at the beginning of diplomatic correspondence, and the destruction of same is a standard curse at the end of treaties.

2.4.2.2.5: Hidden Anger/Hidden Sin

Literally “anger/sin back away” or “behind away” (appan arḫa karpin), this has variously been translated as an indication of the direction the sin/anger was taken (e.g., “the deity took anger away behind”), and as a qualification of the noun, “hidden” or “secret.” Since this
combination is not attested outside of the oracle texts, there is no comparative evidence; however, the (admittedly somewhat free) tendencies of Hittite word order would suggest that if *appan arḫa* were functioning as an indication of direction, it would come either in initial position or before the verb, not always before the noun. In any case, since *appan arḫa* does always precede the nouns, whatever its physical sense, the quality is clearly inextricably linked to the meaning of these two symbols. To me, the more likely solution is that the symbol is considered to be “hidden” or “secret.” If something is “behind” and “away,” it is removed, out of sight. Since *appan arḫa* alternates with “whole soul,” there is (as mentioned above, p. 25) a contrast between hiding something that might have negative consequences and revealing all. For more discussion of “hidden sin/anger” in the oracle texts, see above under “the deity” and “the king,” and for the Old Woman’s concern with “hidden” problems, see above under “rightness/leftness.”

2.4.2.2.6: Campaign, Battle, Release, Weapon, *d*ZABABA, Courage, Strength and Power

There are a number of military-themed passive symbols, primary among which are the campaign (KASKAL), battle (MÈ), “release” (DU₈ or tarnumar¹⁴⁰), the weapon (ḠŠTUkul), the war-god *d*ZABABA, courage (A.A or muwa-), and “strength and power” (ḠĒŠPU ḥaštai), which always appear together. These symbols are only attested in military-themed oracles, and they seem similar to the specific symbols (discussed above, p. 43), that is, referencing items that appear in the question. It is not always possible to say for certain how specific they are, however: for example, in KUB 5.1+, every question is about a campaign, so the symbol “campaign” may stand for a specific campaign in the question, or for the general concept of a military campaign.

---

¹³⁹ The only occurrence of another term used with EGIR *arḫa* is one attestation of EGIR *arḫa* GŪB-tar, “hidden left-ness,” another negative symbol (i.e., something it might be natural to conceal).

¹⁴⁰ Both Tischler (*Hethitisches Handwörterbuch*, p. 217) and the CHD (L–N, p. 1) equate DU₈ with la(i)-, but since both *tarnumar* and DU₈ are attested in the KIN-oracles—in military context of releasing captives, which is not a meaning of la(i)—this seems to be the more likely interpretation in oracular context.
But even if the meaning is general, given their confinement to military oracular documents, it is clear that these symbols are more concerned with the circumstances of the text than with the relationship between humans and gods. “ZABABA,” the war-god, might seem to be an exception; however, he does not behave at all like the other gods in the oracles. He is the only god who appears as a passive symbol, he is never active or final, he is never qualified in any way (e.g., with “anger” or “favor”), and it seems likely that he symbolizes military strength or success, rather than any divine will.

Often these symbols are qualified, e.g., “the king’s campaign” or “the enemy’s campaign”; “release of the enemy,” or “release of the friend”; “the weapon of Ḫatti,” or “the weapon of the enemy,” which may make them more likely to be specific symbols. In these cases, though, the symbol may still not appear to have a place in the question: e.g., in KUB 5.1 iii 61ff., the question is “His Majesty will strike the land of Talmaliya, down from Mt. Ḥaṭarwa. All of the Kaška-men will strike it up alongside. Will you, O deity, give it (over)?”141 and one of the symbols is “the release of the friend.” There is no captive friend mentioned in the question, so either there is something in the circumstances of the question that makes “release of the friend” relevant (certainly possible), or the symbol is general.

Sometimes “the enemy” appears alone as a passive symbol, although often it is difficult to say if LÚ.KÚR is in a genitive construction or not (see above under “the enemy”). “Fire” is sometimes part of this inventory, particularly if qualified (e.g., “the fire of Ḫatti”), but not always (see below).

2.4.2.2.7: “Great sin”

“Great sin,” or šalli waštul, is a relatively common passive symbol (28 attestations), which shows no attachment to any specific active symbols, and which tends to appear as part of a

---

141 For transliteration, see Ünal, Ḫattušili III, p. 74.
list, rather than by itself or only with a standard item like “whole soul” or “rightness.” The question of whether it means a “major sin” (i.e., a transgression that would greatly anger the gods), a “royal sin,” or perhaps the death of a king (otherwise attested as šalliš waštaiš), has remained unclear. However, it should be noted that ordinarily when qualifying something as “royal,” the KIN-oracles have ŠA LUGAL (and “the king’s sin,” LUGAL-ı wašduli, is attested once as a final symbol). The death of a king may instead be represented by the term “king’s blood” (ŠA LUGAL ADAMMA or MUD, unless this specifically refers to “murder,” see immediately below). One might also consider the possibility, though, that šalli stands for the whole royal family, rather than just the king. The literal meaning “major sin” is also a plausible option for this sign.

2.4.2.2.8: Blood

“Blood” is a common passive symbol; it is attested a total of 48 times, 32 of them alone, and four of them fragmentary. There are ten attestations, however, of “the king’s blood,” one of “the blood of the daughter of Babylon,” and one of “the child’s blood.” “Blood” in Hittite is a euphemism for “death,” or even “murder,” and so in this case, it seems as though the symbol might be either a human sin or a divine punishment; it is also attested as a problem in several Old Woman rituals. “The child’s blood” seems to make it more likely that the qualifications are referring to the victim than to the perpetrator, although DUMU may also simply mean “son.” “Blood” seems to show no specific affiliation with any other signs.

2.4.2.2.9: Fire

Fire (pahhrur, written IZI), appearing 38 times, is a difficult symbol; it is clearly negative (for example, as mentioned above [p. 26], in one exchange “the deity” takes “the whole soul”

---

143 CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple (for which see ch. 1), CTH 404.3, Maštigga’s Ritual for Bloodshed; CTH 448.2, the ritual for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, CTH 788, Šalašu’s ritual.
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and “fire” and places them to the right of “the king,” for an unfavorable result), but the sense of it is not certain. “The fire of Ḥatti,” or “the fire of the enemy” is a military sign, but for the most part “fire” is not qualified, and no other military symbol appears in non-military oracles. Fire might be something sent by the gods as punishment, or it might be a euphemism for fever, or simply a destructive force; in Old Woman rituals, it is often used as an analogy for evil. In addition there is “fire from the heart” or “fire of the heart” (ŠÀ-az IZI or ŠÀ-âš IZI), which also seems to be negative, but is not attested outside of the oracle texts, and so has no obvious definition. Overall, fire is attested in too many contexts and represents too many things to pin down its exact meaning in the KIN-oracle system.

2.4.2.2.10: Evocation/Offerings

The evocation ritual (mukiššar) is a ritual designed to gain the attention of a deity, usually for the purpose of soliciting their aid; thick bread (NINDA.GUR₄.RA), and the išpantuzzi-libation are standard offerings for the placation of deities. The Old Women themselves are well-attested as performing all three. All of these symbols are relatively common (mukiššar appears 24 times, thick bread 21 times, and išpantuzzi 18 times; the bread-offering and wine-offering are usually found side-by-side). They all have to do with soliciting the attention and favor of the gods, and they are not confined to questions about cult practice or restitution offerings (as items of military practice are), so it is appropriate to include them in the assessment of the KIN-oracle system as representing the human relationship with the divine. The offerings are certainly favorable; the only times NINDA.GUR₄.RA and išpantuzzi appear in an unfavorable result, they are alongside an obviously negative symbol (e.g. šalli waštul). However, there is one exchange

---

144 See CHD P s.v. pahḥur, pp. 12–16, and ch. 4.
in KUB 5.3+ where “the gods” take mukiššar and give it to the panku, for an unfavorable result, for which I can see no explanation, so the situation may be more complicated.

2.4.2.2.11: Favor/Anger

Divine “favor” or “goodwill” (minumar) is the ultimate goal of the oracular process, and is attested in lists of good things to request (see above under “Life, Well-being, Protection, Vigor, Radiance, Long Years”), while “anger” (karpi-) is the outcome to be prevented at all costs. “Favor” is attested a total of 54 times in various constructions, always as a passive symbol; it appears by itself only eight times. The “favor(s) of the gods” is most common construction (29 attestations); “the favor of ḫUL-ša-” is also attested three times, and “the favor of ḫNAM” is attested six times. It is possible that ḫNAM is an abbreviation for ḫNAM.TAR, a Mesopotamian death- and fate-deity, likely not to be equated with ḫGUL-ša- (“the favor of” each is attested in KUB 5.1+, and “the whole soul of ḫGUL-ša-” and “the favor of ḫNAM.TAR” are attested in the same set of three exchanges in IBoT 1.32 obv. 3); in KUB 16.18+, ḫNAM is blamed for a defeat in battle, suggesting some influence over death and fate. “Favor,” therefore, is associated either with the gods as a whole, or with specific fate-deities, and when attested alone, the “divine” aspect is certainly implied.

“Anger” is attested a total of 69 times, 50 as a passive symbol and 19 as a final symbol, and also most often as “the anger(s) of the god(s),” a total of 28 times; however, it is also attested 27 times as “hidden anger” (see above). “Anger” appears alone five times as a passive symbol and five times as a final symbol; all of these exchanges are unfavorable, and all are the same so far as preserved: when “anger” is passive, “the deity” takes it and gives it to “evil” (fully preserved three times; twice, the final symbol is broken). It is tempting to interpret these
exchanges as “the deity is angry at evil,” but this may be reading too much into the meaning of the exchange. When “anger” is final, “the deity” takes “the whole soul” and gives it to “anger” (fully preserved all five times), and in this case it does not seem to be going too far to say that this means, “the deity is wholeheartedly angry.” In either case, it is not at all surprising that these exchanges are never favorable, since this is the least desirable response to an oracle question.

“Favor,” on the other hand, does not have the same all-encompassing power as “anger” does; it is never attested in the (most influential; see below) final position, and when it is a passive symbol, it may still be part of an unfavorable exchange. This fits both with the KIN-oracle system (unfavorable elements may outweigh favorable ones) and with the logic of Hittite human-divine relations: favor is continuously asked for, and may be removed at any time, but anger can be long-lasting and requires serious effort to extinguish. But, although they may behave differently when alone, “favor” and “anger” are clearly at opposite ends of the KIN-oracle spectrum, as demonstrated by a smaller subsystem of the core oracular themes.

2.4.3: The Favor/Anger Subsystem

As mentioned above (p. 14), sometimes no active symbol is attested in an exchange, but the passive symbol “is taken” and “given” to the final symbol. For the most part, these types of exchanges involve a limited set of symbols. Of 61 relatively-well-preserved occurrences of symbols “being taken” without a named agent, 50 of those occurrences are confined to four symbols: goodness (āššu, written phonetically or SIG₃), evil (idalu, usually written with the logogram ḪUL), the “favors of the gods” (ŠA DINGIRMEŠ minumarḪIA), and the “angers of the gods” (ŠA DINGIRMEŠ karpiuš).¹⁴⁷ In all of these cases, the passive symbol appears alone, rather

¹⁴⁷ The other eleven occurrences include: three occurrences of “the blood of the king” (ŠA LUGAL ADAMMA), and once each of: life (TI), “great sin” (šallī wašṭul), vigor (innarawatar), “the king’s rightness” (ŠA LUGAL ZAG-tar), the “small sickness” (GIG.TUR), “sight” (IGIḪIA-waš uwatar), “…the evocation ritual and the man’s campaign” (]-
damukššar KASKAL.LU-ia), and “…and the good of the land” (]{KUR-ašš=a SIG₃).
than in a list. The “favors” and the “angers” of the gods, in these situations, may be given to one of six final symbols: the king, the goddess Ḫannaḫanna, the Sun-God of Heaven, the “long years” (MUḪI.GÍD.DA), the “small sickness,” and “goodness.” Sometimes, when they are taken, they are taken “from/by the long years” (TA or IŠTU MUḪI.GÍD.DA).

This small subsystem is not entirely confined to passive constructions. When an active symbol does take the “favors” and “angers” of the gods, it is always either Ḫannaḫanna, the Sun-God of Heaven, or “goodness” (usually spelled SIG₅-uwanza). Similar, though less universal, tendencies may be observed for the symbols “goodness” and “evil”; see the following table, in which each passive symbol heads a column, and the active and final symbols around it are enumerated (indicated by an arrow: the active symbol is to the arrow’s left, and the final symbol to its right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“favors of the gods”</th>
<th>“angers of the gods”</th>
<th>“goodness”</th>
<th>“evil”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--- → dMAH</td>
<td>5 → dMAH</td>
<td>2 → dMAH</td>
<td>2 → emptiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- → ďU ṬU AN</td>
<td>2 → ďU ṬU AN</td>
<td>2 → GIG.TUR</td>
<td>1 → ďU ṬU AN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- → goodness</td>
<td>1 → GIG.TUR</td>
<td>3 → anger of the god</td>
<td>2 → GIG.TUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- → king</td>
<td>1 ďU ṬU AN → GIG.TUR</td>
<td>1 → emptiness</td>
<td>1 → behind the throne-dais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ďMAH → king</td>
<td>2 ďU ṬU AN → ďU ṬU AN₁⁴⁸</td>
<td>1 ďMAH → anger of the god</td>
<td>1 → panku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ďMAH → long years</td>
<td>1 ďMAH → GIG.GAL₁⁴⁹</td>
<td>3 → the gods</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ďMAH → panku₁⁵⁰</td>
<td>1 ďMAH → men of Ḫatti</td>
<td>1 → the priest</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: The favor/anger subsystem

---

₁⁴⁸ This is the only attested occurrence of a symbol giving something to itself, with the exception of certain actions by “the enemy,” which involve more descriptive language; see above under “enemy.”

₁⁴⁹ In these three occurrences, “goodness” is not the only passive symbol, but accompanied (in two cases, both from KBo 22.264) by “Zababa” and (in one, from KUB 5.1+) by “the weapon of Ḫatti.”

₁⁵⁰ In this case (KUB 6.3 10), “the favors of the gods” is accompanied by “the years,” perhaps standing for “the long years.”
It is clear that “evil” and “goodness,” while participating in this subsystem, are not confined to it; they appear in exchanges with different symbols as well. The active and final symbols in the table, like Ḥannaḫanna, the king, et cetera, also occur outside the subsystem. The “favors” and the “angers” of the gods, on the other hand, are almost exclusively attested inside this subsystem; there are only a few apparent exceptions (e.g., when the “favors” are given to the panku). “Anger” and “favor” both appear alone and in other constructions elsewhere, however (see above).

It should also noted that “the favor of ḍGUL-ša-” appears three times: once (KUB 5.1 i 37), “the gods” take “the favor of ḍGUL-ša-” and give it to “the whole soul of the deity” (no result recorded). The second occurrence (KUB 5.4+ i 23–24) has “goodness” take “the favors of ḍGUL-ša-” and give them to “the whole soul of ḍGUL-ša-” (a favorable set). Finally, in KUB 22.37 obv. 8’–10’, “the Sun-god of Heaven” takes “the long years,” “life,” “protection,” “the favor of ḍGUL-ša-,” “the whole soul,” and “the house,” and places them in “evil” (unfavorable).

It can be seen from these examples that “the favor of ḍGUL-ša-” interacts with the same symbols,
but not exclusively; unfortunately, it is not attested enough times to adequately integrate it into the subsystem.

This subsystem is small enough that it is one of the few places where some contrasts in what makes an answer “favorable” or “unfavorable” may be observed, because some exchanges differ only by a single variable. For example, there are two occasions where the “angers of the gods” are taken and then given to Ḫannaḥanna. Both result in an unfavorable answer. However, when the “angers of the gods” are taken and given to the Sun-God of Heaven, it is in a set of three resulting in a favorable answer, and when the Sun-God takes the “angers of the gods” and gives them to the Sun-God, it is also part of a favorable set. Already it is clear that Ḫannaḥanna and the Sun-God have opposite effects on the oracular result: the Sun-God seems to negate the nature of these Ps, while Ḫannaḥanna confirms them.

The same opposition is visible when the “favors of the gods” are the passive symbol. When the favors are taken and then given to Ḫannaḥanna, all five attestations are part of favorable sets. However, when the favors are taken and then given to the Sun-God of Heaven, both results are unfavorable. The opposition continues when the data set is expanded: when goodness is given to Ḫannaḥanna, the result is favorable; on the other hand, when evil is given to the Sun-God, that result is also favorable. No exceptions are attested: when favor/goodness is directed toward Ḫannaḥanna, the answer is favorable, and when anger/evil is directed toward her, it is unfavorable, while the opposite is true for the Sun-God of Heaven. Considering their respective characters (see above), Ḫannaḥanna seems to have been seen as a divinity who

---

152 Interestingly, the other fourteen attestations of Ḫannaḥanna as a final symbol in completely-preserved passages with an answer recorded are part of favorable sets.
153 The other two actions are, “the king takes rightness and puts it to the right of Ms. Šaušgatti,” and “the small sickness is taken and put into goodness,”
154 The other two actions are, “the king takes rightness and blood and gives them to the panku” and “evil is taken and put into emptiness.”
dispensed favor and help, while the Sun-God of Heaven was a source of punishment for wrongdoing, which may have contributed to a simple positive-negative opposition for their symbols in the oracle system.

Overall, this subsystem seems to represent a central core of what the KIN-oracles are about: humans incurring the wrath or the favor of deities. The symbols are the most important human (the king); the most important favorable deity (Ḫannaḫanna); the most important wrathful deity (the Sun-God of Heaven); the most important favor (long life); the most important punishment (sickness); favor; anger; good; and evil. It is certainly not the oldest set of symbols (see immediately below under KBo 18.151), but it contains some of the most basic principles. It is interesting that the panku, otherwise the second-most-common overall symbol, appears only twice (both times in an exchange with two passive symbols rather than one, another anomaly): the panku, representing some greater human population, therefore does not seem important to this subsystem. Perhaps this represents the KIN-oracle system as surrounded the person of the king? This would explain the lack of any other people, and of GIG.TUR rather than GIG.GAL; in addition, it would make sense for it to be a later development (since it does not appear in KBo 18.151), because if the Old Women were already performing oracles under Ḫattušili I, their system was unlikely to have been devoted to the nonexistent Hittite king when it was first developed. One might also consider that this group of symbols could serve as a basic construction of entities present in Old Woman rituals against evil (see chs. 3 and 4): a single patient (the king); evil to be dispelled and goodness to be brought in; sickness to be cured and long years to be attained; divine anger to be placated and divine favor to be solicited; and two of

155 The main reason that I can think of for it to be primarily GIG.TUR rather than GIG.GAL is that GIG.TUR does, in fact, mean an illness affecting only one person, and that that person is the king. Why “sickness” might be most important rather than, e.g., “death,” is difficult: we may perhaps again see here the influence of the plague (see above).
the primary deities appearing in the Old Women’s rituals against evil, DINGIR.MAḪ and the Sun-God.

2.4.4: The Symbol System

Once all the evidence has been carefully examined, it is clear that the KIN symbol system is a relatively straightforward representation of the human relationship with the divine. At the top are the largest concerns of human misbehavior (which seems to encompass both sin, waštul, and left-ness, GÚB-tar) and divine anger, or correct behavior and divine favor. Another primary concern is full disclosure, on the parts of both humans and divinities, in the form of the “whole soul,” as opposed to “hidden” anger or sin. The major human players are the king and the panku, with others (e.g., military forces) coming to the fore when they are relevant to the question. The gods are overwhelmingly present, both as a collective and in the form of the generic “deity” who may be concerned with the matter at hand; in addition, Ḥannaḫanna is present as a beneficiary, and the Sun-God of Heaven as a punisher, while Ḥalmašuitt- and the Storm-God, less common, are present perhaps simply as important components of any system centered around the king. The symbols also include elements of whatever issue is at hand (e.g., military campaigns), as well as positive results that could come from divine good opinion (well-being, long life), and negative results that could come from divine poor opinion (fire, sickness, blood). Despite the length and variety of the symbols in the table at the beginning of this section, all of the terms that can be adequately translated (with the possible exception of the enigmatic “emptiness”) in fact fit easily into this system. The system itself is appropriate to the purpose of the oracles, which is to communicate with the gods in order to either a) secure divine favor, or b) learn about divine anger and determine how to fix or avoid it.
2.5: KBo 18.151: An Old Hittite oracle

KBo 18.151 is an Old Hittite KIN-oracle.\(^{156}\) The question is not preserved, only the method (expressed as the direct speech of the “Old Woman of Ḫattuša”). The method, for the most part, follows the same pattern as later texts, e.g.: “The Storm-God of Heaven arose, took affliction, took the king’s difficulty, and gave (them to) Zikiltu” (obv. 5–7). Some important differences:

1. There is no question recorded. Based on the symbols, however, it is certainly a military oracle (see Soysal, “Analysis of a Hittite Oracular Document,” for an extensive analysis of the possible historical context).

2. The answer is not expressed as “favorable” or “unfavorable.” Ünal and Kammenhuber and Soysal have interpreted the final paragraph as, “Ms. Aškaliya arose, (saying), ‘The evil has gone!’”\(^ {157}\) and thus perhaps representing a favorable answer. The lines (rev. 18–19) read \(\text{T}Aškiliaš araš / italuwa bait.\) In Kammenhuber and Soysal’s interpretations, italuwa is idalu “evil” plus the quotative particle =wa; van den Hout\(^ {158}\) has more plausibly interpreted it as idaluv=a, with the enclitic conjunction =a. The other possibility that I see is an allative form of idalu: thus, “Ms. Aškaliya arose (and) went to evil.” In the latter two cases, this would not be a result but simply another action. In the first case, as in Soysal’s interpretation, perhaps Ms. Aškaliya is, in fact, the “Old Woman of Ḫattuša” performing the oracle, and the scribe is recording her delivery of the answer.


3. There are ten paragraphs of recorded action, each with a single active symbol performing exchanges.\textsuperscript{159} It is not clear whether these are all intended to answer the same question. Later texts have no more than four exchanges per question, all in the same paragraph.

4. The order and type of operations sometimes differs. For example, in rev. 9–12, “The king of […]aršini took Ḫalmašut; he put anxiety b[e]fore the king, he put anxiety b[e]fore the queen, and went [for]th to the gods.” In this exchange, symbol A ‘takes’ a different symbol than he ‘places,’ and there are three separate final symbols, one of which A ‘goes’ to, which is not attested in any later text. In other exchanges, the final action may also be “carried over to” (parā peda-), as opposed to “gave to.” Finally, there is one occurrence of arḫa tuḫšet “cut out, separated off” as a final action (rev. 8), although unfortunately that paragraph is fairly broken so the context is not entirely clear.

5. The symbol inventory is not the same as in later texts. The symbols are:

   \begin{itemize}
   \item **Active/Final:** Mr. Zikiltu, the gods, the Storm-God of Heaven (written āIM), “the Hurrian,” ḪInare of Ḫattuša, the city of Ḫaššu(wa), the city of Kaneš, evil, goodness of the land(?),\textsuperscript{160} the king of […]aršini(?), the king, the queen, the city of […]atuma.
   \item **Passive:** the king’s difficulty, affliction, plague/death, destruction, the Ḫurrian’s attack, the throne-dais, anxiety, evil (of?) people, the king’s battle(?), the sin of the lands, arši- (untranslatable).
   \end{itemize}

The active/final symbols are all people, symbols, deities, or good/evil, including “the good of the land,” which is a passive symbol in later texts, if that is indeed what is written. The goddess Inara is not otherwise attested in the KIN-oracles. Some symbols

\textsuperscript{159} This does not count Aškaliya and the final paragraph, and also assumes that there is not a full paragraph in the short break between obv. 16 and rev. 1.

\textsuperscript{160} KUR, “land,” is broken enough in rev. line 8 to be uncertain.
are passive in this text, rather than active/final as they are in later texts, such as affliction and plague (see above under “Great and Small Sicknesses”), and the throne-dais (written syllabically as ḫalmašut). Most of the passive symbols are either transgressions or punishments, with the exception of the two military symbols (unless the Ḫurrian’s attack may be regarded as a punishment, and provided that “the king’s battle” is correct), and ḫalmašut, the throne-dais.

Given only one text, it is impossible to characterize the entire Old Hittite KIN-oracle system, but venturing into speculation for a moment, the inventory of symbols in KBo 18.151 suggests a system with a slightly different orientation than the later texts. Nothing is “hidden” or “wholehearted,” and there is only one passive symbol out of eleven that is known to be positive (the throne-dais). The favor/anger subsystem is not in evidence at all. Overall, the symbols seem to be focused on contemporary issues and problems, even in addition to the military symbols: “the anxiety of the king” is a problem specifically addressed in the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple (CTH 416), and “the king’s difficulty,” “the evil of (?) the people,” and “the sin of the lands,” are all problems of this period (see, e.g., the Telipinu Proclamation). One could perhaps theorize that the KIN-oracles began as a very specific system, in which the Old Women would name symbols after issues appearing within the question, and then over time, as they were employed by the Hittite court to address consistent institutional problems, the system standardized. However, without further evidence, this must remain speculation. And in addition, apparent specificity may be an illusion; sickness, for example, seems like a specific fear, but in the later texts has been generalized throughout the system. On the whole, KBo 18.151 is an interesting example of the Old Hittite KIN-oracle system, and excellent evidence against any
attempts to generalize certain elements of the later system backwards, but should not be used to theorize an entire Old Hittite system by itself.

2.6: What makes a KIN-Oracle favorable or unfavorable

In the past, scholars have put forth reasonably simple equations for determining whether a KIN-oracle result is favorable or unfavorable. Archi, for example, suggests that favorable results are determined by: 1) A, P, and F all being positive, or 2) A being negative, while P and F are positive. On the other hand, negative results come from 1) Positive A, Negative P, Positive F (where one negative P is enough to outweigh any others), 2) Positive A, Positive P, Negative F, and 3) Negative A, Negative P, Positive F. He does not mention any examples with both Negative P and Negative F. Following this analysis, however, he notes that the interaction among all of the symbols over the course of several movements are overall very difficult to interpret.  

Beal, meanwhile, has said:

“If the active, passive and receptacle tokens were all positive, clearly the oracular result was positive. If a negative symbol took positive symbols and gave them to a positive, the result was still positive. However, a negative result ensued if a positive took negative symbols and gave them to a positive, or a positive took positive symbols and gave them to a negative or a negative took negative symbols and gave them to a negative. A positive and a negative passive symbol together totaled a negative.”

These explanations fit a certain number of KIN-oracles, but they do not fit all of them. For example, in KUB 5.3+, “the god” takes the “whole soul” and gives it to the panku (all apparently positive symbols) for an unfavorable result; in KBo 13.68 rev. 16’–17’, “goodness,” takes “life,”

---

162 Beal, “Hittite Oracles,” 79–80. Both Archi and Beal also discuss the canceling properties of “emptiness.” Note that Beal does not address the possibility of a negative symbol taking a negative symbol and giving it to a positive symbol.
“vigor,” “evocation ritual,” and “festivals,” and gives them to “the king” (again, all apparently positive) for an unfavorable result. In KUB 5.4+, in a set of three, “the gods” take “life” and give it to the panku; “the angers of the gods” are taken and given to “small sickness”; and “Ḫannaḫanna” takes “life” and “well-being” and gives them “great sickness,” for a favorable result; the middle exchange contains only negative symbols, and the final exchange has positive symbols being given to a negative symbol. Either the system is more complicated than first appears, or these (and other) examples are mistakes or conscious manipulation of the results on the part of the askers. Both options are possible, and neither immediately presents itself as more likely than the other. Despite this difficulty, however, there are some more specific observations that may be made:

- The final symbol is worth more than the active symbol: for example, in KUB 18.21, “goodness” takes “radiance” and “the life of dGUL-ša-,” and puts them “into evil.” The result is unfavorable. In addition, all four occurrences of “the deity” taking “hidden anger” and placing it “into goodness” are in favorable sets. Also, “emptiness” works its canceling effect from the final position. Overall, the tendency is very clear.

- When in final position, “goodness” and “evil” are favorable and unfavorable respectively, without exception. Note that this disproves the claim that a negative symbol given to a positive symbol must produce a negative result.

- When in final position, “the anger of the deity” is always unfavorable. Since this is the ultimate concern of Hittite divination, this makes sense. Conversely, in final position, “long years” are always favorable. Long life indicates divine favor.

- In final position, Hannâhanna is nearly always favorable. The two exceptions (out of seventeen examples) are when she is given “the angers of the gods.” The same is true for
Halmašuitt-, the throne-dais; the one unfavorable example (out of thirteen) is when (s)he is given “evil.”

- Some nonsensical results may be explained through context. KBo 13.68 preserves the following question: “[…] His Majesty will cancel the … festival and the winter(?) festival. If this is good for him, let it be favorable. Goodness took life, vigor, evocation, (and) festivals; they were(!) given to the king. Unfavorable.” At first glance, this does not appear to be an unfavorable exchange: a positive symbol gives positive symbols to a positive symbol. However, in the question, the king wants to cancel festivals, and during the inquiry, “Goodness” literally gives “festivals” to him, with the ultimate result that he may not cancel them. Perhaps the presentation of “festivals” (and evocation rituals as well!) to the king is what, in this specific instance concerning festivals, provokes an unfavorable result.

- On the other hand, in final position, “great sickness” is favorable ten out of eleven times, twice when “the king” takes “rightness” and “the whole soul” and gives them to it (though in neither of these examples do the other two exchanges in the set lend themselves to easy interpretation). “The small sickness,” on the other hand, is unfavorable half of the time (six out of twelve), and is favorable only when obviously negative passive symbols such as “the anger of the gods” (four out of six times) are given to it.

Overall, the multiplicity of symbols and lack of single-exchange favorable answers makes determining the exact workings of the system extremely difficult. There are certainly not enough

---

163 KBo 13.68 rev. 14” [ ]x-ma-za-kán ₄UTU-Šī EZEN₄ x-im-ma
15” [EZ]EN₄ ʃSÈD⁵¹ kar-ap-zi ma-a-an-ma-ši a-aš-šu ȘE-ru
16” ŧSIG₃-zA TI-tar in-nir-wa-tar mu-kiš-šar
17” EZEN₄[H]₄ ME-aš na-aš LUGAL-i SUM-za ŧNU⁵.SIG₅
exchanges that differ by only one variable to make it easy to see which symbols are “positive” and which are “negative” in which circumstances. In addition, the context of the exchange may change the valence of a symbol, and possibly the context of the question as well. It is easy to see, in light of this analysis, why the Hittites employed specialists to interpret these oracles. The opacity of the system must have bestowed a certain amount of power on the Old Women; for example, the possibility of purposeful manipulation of the answers for their own ends must be considered. Even outside of that opportunity, however, the effectiveness of such an inaccessible system can be seen simply in the fact that they were employed as diviners for all of Hittite history.

2.7: The KIN-oracles and the Old Women in Hittite religious context

As has already been discussed, in addition to being an active part of the Hittite relationship with the divine, the KIN-oracles described that relationship within their system. This system appears elsewhere in the Hittite textual record, perhaps most explicitly in the plague prayers of Muršili II. In the Hittite world, gods might be pleased or displeased with humans—most particularly the king—and would react by rewarding or punishing humankind. Upon receiving punishment, the humans—again, most particularly the king—would suffer, and in order to relieve their suffering, would communicate with the gods (through oracles) to discover what might be wrong, and then act (through ritual) to placate the gods. Once satisfied, the gods would theoretically stop the punishment, and the people would no longer suffer. The plague prayers of Muršili are a demonstration of a snag in the system: Muršili has discovered every possible sin that might have been committed by himself or his father, has acted as best he can to right these wrongs, and the suffering has not stopped. In assuring the gods he has done
everything right, and asking them why they have not fulfilled their end, he eloquently describes a system of thought which manifests itself directly in the symbolism of the KIN-oracles:

“Because you, O gods, my lords, [have] taken vengeance for the blood of Tudhaliya, those who killed Tudhaliya [have made] restitution for the blood.”

“I will keep removing the causes of the plague which have been established through oracle, and I will keep making restitution for them. With regard to the problem” (i.e., the previous king’s breaking) “of the oath of the gods which was established as a cause for the plague, I have offered the ritual of the oath for the Storm-God of Hatti…”

“[And if] perhaps people have been dying for this reason, then during the time that I set it right, let there be no more deaths among those makers of offering bread and libation pourers to the gods who are still left. [Or] if people have been dying because of some other reason, then let me either see it in a dream, or let it be established through an oracle…”

“Turn benevolently toward your servant, Muršili the king, (and) toward the Land of Ḫatti. Continually give life, health, [vi]gor, [rad]iance of spirit for (lit. of) the future, and long [years] to [Muršili], your servant!”

The sin of the king, the rightness or wrongness of people’s actions, the favor or the anger of the gods, the suffering of the people through sickness, and the offering of restitution in the hopes of divine gifts are all apparent in these texts. The KIN-oracle system therefore fits neatly into the religious world as it was known and described by the Hittites.

As has also been discussed, these are likewise problems that can be seen in the Old Woman rituals. The Old Women did not do rituals specifically against plague, but rather

---

164 Singer, Hittite Prayers, 63.
165 Ibid., 59.
166 Ibid., 60.
167 See n. 131 for transliteration.
treated only one or two patients at a time; however, these rituals were explicitly concerned with sickness, transgression, divine anger, and the placation of the gods (see ch. 3). In addition, a primary strategy that they used to deal with these problems was concretization—that is, embodying an intangible concept such as evil, contamination, sickness, or divine anger with a physical object, such as fire, cloth, etc. Since we do not know anything about the physical reality of the KIN-oracles, we cannot identify any specifics; however, it does seem as though there was a physical reality: these symbols embodied intangibles such as divine anger in some physical form. In ritual, the Old Women constructed vessels, figurines, braids of cloth, etc., in order to represent evils, patients, and sorcerers, and here in their oracular system, they seem to have been doing the same. They also seem to have taken up a position absolutely central to Hittite religious practice and thought: as intercessors to the gods when things began to go wrong. If the KIN-oracle system embodies the Hittites’ relationship with the gods, it is no accident that the Old Women were the masters of this system. As has been demonstrated already in ch. 1, they were operating at the very highest level of Hittite society, in close contact with the royal family, and occupied positions of considerable power. This is reflected in their field of professional control: at the heart of the king’s relationship with the gods.

2.8: Old Women as royal advisors

The KIN-oracle questions make it clear that the Old Women were consulted with regard to questions of appropriate religious behavior, of political appointments, of military strategy, and of royal life, health, and accession. Added to this is the evidence from the symbol system, which shows that the Old Women based their divinatory technique on the mechanics of human-divine

---

168 These seem to have been a specific genre of ritual confined to male practitioners, clearly also grouped together by the Hittites, as can be seen by the gathering of three of them (CTH 394, CTH 757, and CTH 410) on a single Sammeltafel, KUB 9.31 (and duplicate KBo 13.212+).
relationships, indicating a certain expertise in the workings of those relationships, which is supported by their status as ritual experts as well as diviners.

In the texts of the KIN-oracles themselves, however, the Old Women are rarely named. In single-method oracles, there is no need to continually restate who is performing the divination. In combination oracles, a paragraph using a KIN-oracle method is introduced by $IŠTU^MUNUS^{SU.GI}$ or “through the Old Woman” (as opposed to $IŠTU^LнныеHAL$ for extispicy, or $IŠTU^LнныеIGI.MUŠEN$ for bird-oracles), but for the most part, that is the only explicit reference to the Old Women in the oracle documents. However, there are a very few texts that include direct speech from the Old Women during the oracular procedures (see, e.g., above under the discussion of the snake-oracles), unfortunately mostly broken. There is one very short passage, KUB 6.14 rev. 10’–10b’, that suggests that the Old Women might offer some kind of interpretation of the oracle beyond “favorable” or “unfavorable. In the text, an oracle report finishes, followed by direct speech from: “…took the fever; to the small sickness. Thus Ms. Wati[…]: “The fever will be small.” Assuming Ms. Wati[…] was the Old Woman performing the oracle, this certainly seems to be her interpretation of the meaning of the foregoing exchange.

There are also two other texts (KBo 41.156 and KUB 49.79170) in which the oracle procedure is recorded, followed by fragmentary direct speech. KUB 49.79 18’–22’ reads (following three previous exchanges): “[Fourth t]rack: [Ḫannaḫan]na arose, [took] protection, the campaign of Ḫat[ti, (and?)…], and gave them(!) to the men of Hatti. Thus the [Old] Women: “[…?] Ḫannaḫanna arose, [took] protection, the campaign of Ḫat[ti, (and?)…], and gave them(!)

169 10’]ta-pa-aš-ša-an ME-er nu-kán $A-NA$ GIG.TUR $UM-MA$ ṭWa-t[ ] (10b’) ta-pa-aš-ša-aš-wa te-pu-uš e-eš-z[i].
170 This text, as well as KUB 6.14 above, have already been noted by H. Berman in his review of KUB 49 (Journal of Cuneiform Studies 34 [1982]: 122 w.n. 12) as some of the very few examples of quoted speech responding to oracle results; his other examples are KUB 5.13 i 5 (which is a Mr. Kadâ responding to a KIN-oracle result), and KUB 22.51 obv. 9’ and KUB 49.30 rev? 22, both of which are fragmentary and uncertain.
to the men of Hatti. [...] before this road...the cit[y...”] 171 In this case, there seem to be three possibilities: first, that the Old Women are emphasizing the fourth exchange in order to make some point about the answer; second, that the questioner is repeating the fourth exchange in order to clarify some point about the question; or third, that the Old Women themselves are seizing on a point of the answer to further the questioning in a direction of their own. KBo 41.156 seems to be an example of the latter case; lines 5’–15’ read:

“Concerning this: that a sin of [...] was determined] for His Majesty after the trip, the charioteers and the stewards will go and enjoin [...] while if [...] Will it be favorable for His Majesty on account of this matter? Let the KI[N be favorable.] The Sun-God of Heaven arose, took the blood of the king, and it [lies to the left] of the stewards (and) the charioteers. Thus the Old Women: ‘Concerning this: [The Sun-God of Heaven arose] and took the blood of the king, and [it] lie[s] to the left of [the stewards] and the charioteers [...] will they also enjoin [...] will they let something (or: [no]thing) go [...]’ 172

Although the quotative particle has disappeared by the end of the paragraph, the fact that it is the Old Women who are saying, “Concerning this” strongly suggests that it is also they who are continuing the line of questioning. This demonstrates that the Old Women themselves could be

171 KBo 41.156 ii 5’ ki-i ku-it A-NA UTU-ŠI [n]a-aš wa-aš-tül EGR KASKAL-NI [SîxSÂ-at]

172 KBo 41.156 ii 5’ ki-i ku-it A-NA UTU-ŠI [n]a-aš wa-aš-tül EGR KASKAL-NI [SîxSÂ-at]
involved in the questioning process; note also that in both of these texts, it is a group of Old
Women speaking, suggesting a council of experts. If the Old Women were indeed able to offer
input into the questions, as well as the answers, their function would have not only been as
technical experts in divination, but as true advisors on policy and decision-making—whether
they were accompanied in this function by the other diviners, the \( \text{LÚ.MEŠ}^{\text{HAL}} \) and
\( \text{LÚ.MEŠ}^{\text{MUŠEN.DÙ}} \), is not clear. Given their presence alongside the royal family from the time of
Ḫattušili I and their clearly vast collection of knowledge and expertise, in ritual as well as in
divination, if this is true, it would not be at all surprising.
CHAPTER 3: RITUALS AND INCANTATIONS

3.1: Introduction

By far the largest portion of textual material attesting the Old Women is the Hittite ritual corpus. Ritual texts, in Hittitological terminology, are texts purporting to address a specific problem or issue (as opposed to festival texts, which describe ritual acts to be regularly performed at specific times). Attested in the Hittite corpus are rituals designed to cure illness, bewitchment, or some other affliction or undesirable state; to invoke or pacify deities; to purify temples or divine statues; to ensure that life events such as birth or death were felicitous; to imbue the foundation of a temple or palace with felicitousness; to ensure military success or do away with negative effects from military defeat; to facilitate the life, health, and fertility of the royal couple, and more.1 Over a third of these texts attest Old Women as authors, practitioners, or both.2

Ritual texts have enjoyed a larger amount of scholarly attention in the last fifteen years than ever before in Hittitology. This dissertation relies heavily on the meticulous editions of ritual texts ascribed to Tunnawi(ya),3 Maštigga,4 Huwarlu the augur,5 Ambazzi,6 Aštu,7 and Allī,8

---

2 This is a rough but conservative estimate based on CTH-numbers.
4 J.L. Miller, Studies in the Origins, Development and Interpretation of the Kizzuwatna Rituals, StBoT 46 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2004).
5 D. Bawanyeck, Die Rituale der Auguren, THeth 25 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 2005)
6 B. Christiansen, Die Ritualtradition der Ambazzi: Eine philologische Bearbeitung und entstehungsgeschichtliche Analyse der Ritualtexte CTH 391, CTH 429 und CTH 463, StBoT 48 (Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 2006)
all of which attest an Old Woman as the primary practitioner, and without which a comprehensive study would have been impossible.  

However, since so many ritual texts have only recently been edited, or had their editions updated—and since many still remain to be edited—scholarship on more general aspects of Hittite ritual has been minimal. Until very recently, it was focused primarily on two goals: (1) the philological, that is, to enhance our understanding of Hittite grammar and vocabulary with a translation of a new text, and (2) to identify elements belonging to separate religious traditions, and trace their diachronic progression (see the Introduction for further discussion of this). As noted already in chapter 1, Hittite religious texts are full of deities from foreign places, incantations in languages other than Hittite, and explicit claims of foreign geographical origin. Teasing out the differences among these traditions, and assigning texts to one or another of them

---

9 The relevant pages from the editions will be referenced whenever a text is translated, but unless otherwise stated, all transliterations and translations are my own.  
10 Older scholarship was sometimes focused almost exclusively on philological goals, as can be seen in e.g. Otten and Souček’s edition of CTH 416 (Ein althethitisches Ritual für das Königspaar, StBoT 8 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1969]), which has sections on the text makeup, transliteration and translation, script and palaeography, phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics, while discussion of the events of the ritual take up less than five pages. Starke’s publication of the Luwian rituals in transcription (Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte in Umschrift, StBoT 30 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1985]) focuses on the events of the rituals only insofar as it aids in reconstructing composite texts; his aim was a better understanding of the Luwian language (as seen in the book he published to follow, Untersuchung zur Stammbildung des keilschrift-luwischen Nomens, StBoT 31 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1990]). Both of these works remain the only publications of these texts available.  
11 To demonstrate with a few examples: Hutter’s Behexung, the only edition of CTH 409.II, follows up the transcription and translation with philological commentary and then short sections on the date of the text, the structure of the ritual and function of various parts (nine pages), the possible historical context, the gods in the ritual, and the place of the ritual in the Luwian cultic tradition. Taracha’s edition of CTH 448.4 (Ersetzen und Ensühnen: Das mittelhethitischen Ersatzritual für den Großkönig Tuthaliya (CTH *448.4) und verwandte Texte, CHANE 5 [Leiden: Brill, 2000]) has sections on the historical context, composition, function of gods and ancestors in the text, the tradition of the text, and then the overall tradition of substitute rituals in Hittite texts and their origins. Haas’ various publications on Allaiturahhi’s ritual (V. Haas and H. J. Thiel, Die Beschwörungsrituale der Allaiturah(h)i und verwandte Texte, AOAT 31 [Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1978]; V. Haas and I. Wegner, Die Rituale der Beschwörerinnen SALSU.GI, ChS I/5 [Rome: Multigrafica Editrice, 1988]; V. Haas, “Die hurritisch-hethitischen Rituale der Beschwörerin Allaiturah(h)i und ihr literarhistorischer Hintergrund,” in Hurritier und Hurritisch, Xenia 21 [Konstanzer, 1988], 117–43; “Notizen zu den Ritualen der Frau Allaiturah aus Mukiš,” Festschrift Ilse Wegner, AoF 34:1 [2007]: 9–36) have been focused almost exclusively on philological issues and the identification of a Hurro-Mesopotamian origin and tradition for rituals such as Allaiturahhi’s. R. Strauß’s goals are made clear in the title of Reinigungsrituale aus Kizzuwatna: Ein Beitrag zur Erforschung hethitischer Ritualtradition und Kulturgeschichte (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2006).
(or to a combination), and ordering these texts and traditions chronologically, has been integral to most scholarship on ritual since the earliest editions of ritual texts. This dissertation will not be focused on either of those goals. I will not be re-editing any of the texts under examination, and philological problems will be dealt with only as they arise in focal passages. I will be addressing the concept of different traditions peripherally here and in chapter 4; however, it is my opinion that at least in the Old Woman texts, there are only a few identifiable differences among the various linguistic/geographical groups of texts, and in point of fact all of these rituals were collected by the Hittite administrative system and may have influenced one another during this process (once again, see the Introduction for more discussion of these points), so this will not be a major part of my own analysis either.

More recently, a new goal has emerged in Hittitological scholarship: the explicatio n of scribal culture through ritual texts. These texts were often copied over the course of several hundred years, and as a result, have been described as “scribal” or “scholarly” products, and thus focus has shifted to textual transmission, redaction, and even composition on the part of scribes. For a discussion of these points, again see the Introduction, where it is demonstrated why I will not be treating these texts as “scribal” or “literary” products, but rather as representative of practical religious thought.

In this chapter and the next, I will rather be addressing the following questions: (1) What were the goals of the Old Women’s rituals? (2) How did they go about achieving those goals? (3) How did the Old Women represent themselves, or how were they represented, as they worked to achieve those goals? That is to say, I will be focused primarily on ritual efficacy. Insofar as Hittitological scholarship has discussed ritual efficacy, the methods have been heavily

---

13 For the question of authorship, see the Introduction.
philological: ritual methods have been categorized and analyzed based on specific acts and objects, and categories of texts and of rites have been advanced based on the individual elements that make them up. It is my opinion that a wider view is needed for a fuller understanding of Hittite ritual. To that end, I will start with an analysis of the incantations spoken during the Old Women’s rituals (in this chapter). Incantations accompanied most ritual acts throughout Old Woman texts, and provided context and meaning to many of those acts. A comprehensive study of these incantations will therefore advance an understanding of the framework in which they were operating and allow for a more holistic analysis of the physical actions they performed (the following chapter).

First, however, it is necessary to answer question (1) above: what were the goals of the Old Woman rituals?

3.2: Ritual purpose

Overall, there are fifty-six Old Woman ritual texts that are well-preserved enough to provide at least a rough idea of their purpose. In addition, there are twelve entries in the tablet catalogues that attest other, unpreserved Old Woman rituals designed for a certain purpose. Therefore, sixty-eight separate ritual texts can be identified with which to characterize the Old Women’s field of ritual expertise. (See Appendix B for a list of these rituals with a brief description of their purpose and state of preservation; see Appendix C for a more detailed catalogue of each text and the available information about it.)

---


15 I am referring here to the purpose that is claimed in the text; the actual function of these texts at Hattuša will be discussed later on.
When these texts are examined, it becomes immediately clear that the Old Women performed rituals almost exclusively for two purposes, often both within the same text: (1) to rid a patient of some kind of supernatural affliction, whether that be sorcery, curses, guilt, divine anger, uncleanness, etc., and/or (2) to invoke a deity or other supernatural entity, and enjoin them to help (or to stop harming). Sometimes a ritual served both purposes at once. There are a few apparent exceptions that may be due simply to lack of preservation or understanding—e.g., KUB 55.57 (CTH 470), which seems to deal with a snake going into a house, and is not easily interpreted in the context of other ritual texts.\textsuperscript{16} Certain rituals also suggest that the Old Women had an affinity with the underworld and the dead (CTH 448.2, the ritual for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, and several quite fragmentary rituals for invoking the dead, the underworld gods, or pacifying a ghost\textsuperscript{17}), which explains their presence in CTH 450, the royal funerary ritual, in which they appear to be directing the king’s soul to its correct celestial destination and perhaps ensuring a fruitful afterlife (see ch. 4 for further discussion of this). Primarily, however, the Old Women addressed afflictions, contaminations, and other troubles, which could originate either from a human in the form of sorcery or curses, or from an angry deity.

This is apparent, for example, in the Old Woman rituals that purport to address sickness: in nearly all cases, it is plainly obvious from the text that the sickness was a secondary result of some other external cause. For example, in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, the patient’s \textit{inan-}

\textsuperscript{16} Another apparent exception is from the tablet catalogues, which contain an entry for an Old Woman’s ritual in which “they are placing a KIN-an of clay” (KBo 31.5 ii 5; see P. Dardano, \textit{Die hethitischen Tontafelkataloge aus Ḫattuša (CTH 276–282)}, StBoT 47 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2006], p. 162), which defies interpretation. However, the very fragmentary KBo 41.42, an Old Woman ritual that is part of CTH 470 (ritual fragments), contains the phrase “placing a KIN-an” in its colophon as well as during the ritual action, and is clearly a ritual for dealing with divine anger. Whether this is the actual text that the tablet entry references is not certain, but the purpose of “placing a KIN-an” does fit with the overall pattern of problems the Old Women addressed.

\textsuperscript{17} KUB 39.61, KUB 58.85, KUB 39.57; see Appendix B.
sickness is due to the negative attention of the hostile divinities/demons named in the text,\textsuperscript{18} and in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, sickness is a consequence of sorcery.\textsuperscript{19} In CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” Tunnawiya treats a patient for reproductive difficulties that might have arisen from hostile words on the part of an enemy. In CTH 404.3, Maštigga’s ritual for “When someone commits bloodshed,” one of the copies states that the guilty ritual patient has been afflicted by “bloodshed, tears, and sickness,” suggesting that guilt could also cause sickness.\textsuperscript{20} When the Old Women treated sickness, what they were truly treating was the sorcery, ritual uncleanliness, and/or hostile supernatural attention that was causing it, and this was wholly reflected in their methods, as will be demonstrated. If it was unclear what specifically was behind the physical affliction, a ritual might have a list of possible problems; Tunnawiya’s \textit{taknaz dā}- ritual (CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1) is the least certain of what could be causing the patient’s suffering, listing forty-seven different potential issues, and so might be considered a panacea.\textsuperscript{21} All of the most complete Old Woman rituals\textsuperscript{22} treat patients for some kind of affliction; in several cases, these patients are explicitly named as the king and queen.

\textsuperscript{18} Christiansen, \textit{Ambazzi}, 133. The incipit of CTH 391 states, “when I treat ĸZa[rniza (and) ðTarpat]tassi,” two of the hostile divinities in the text.

\textsuperscript{19} Mouton, “Allī,” pp. 200, 222 (KUB 12.126(+) i 25).

\textsuperscript{20} Miller, \textit{Kizzuwatna Rituals}, 136 (KBo 43.319 i 15’). Though it should be noted first that exemplar A has \textit{ḥaratnanza} “offense, misconduct” in the place of \textit{inananza} “sickness,” and second that in the preceding sentence of KBo 43.319 the list is also “bloodshed, tears, (and) misconduct.” On the other hand, there is plenty of evidence from Hittite prayers that the gods could send sickness to punish a guilty party.

\textsuperscript{21} A composite list: \textit{ḥulturamman}-sickness of the head, \textit{əhraman}-sickness of the skull, \textit{taškupimăn}-sickness of the skull, burden of the soul, heaviness of the body, \textit{witrishā}-sickness of the bone (and) flesh, beating of the year (and) month (=old age?), sudden death, the \textit{šarkiwalieš} nakkweš-duš-šamitu-šamitu-demons, bloody Nergal, the fire of the mešallama, anger, uncleanliness, perjury, sorcery, defeat, \textit{j-una ḥanda}, evil terror, evil dreams, evil bird-omens, \textit{tapuššan-}fever of the body, short years, divine anger, the tongue of the multitude, the evil tongue of the conspirators, the tongue of the palace servant, the tongue of the temple-woman, the tongue of the royal bodyguard, the tongue of the GUDU₁₂-priest, the tongue of the SANGA-priest, the tongue of the AMA ĐINGIR-LIM-priestess, the tongue of the army, the tongue of the troops, the tongue of the court, the tongue of the assembly, the tongue of perjury, the tongue of the \textit{LÚ} \textit{ausiwyawaš}, the tongue of the tribe, the tongue of the \textit{LÚ.MES} \textit{ulthašiyaš}, the tongue of the \textit{LÚ.MES} \textit{ḥapiriyaš}, the tongue of the dead (and) living, the tongue of the manservant (and) maidservant, the tongue of the eater (and) drinker, the tongue of the faster, the tongue of the \textit{LÚ.MES} \textit{šarikuwaš}, the tongue of all sorcery.

\textsuperscript{22} CTH 390A, Ayatarša’s ritual, CTH 390D, the “Incanation of binding,” CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual, CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual, CTH 402, Allī’s ritual, CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel, CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” and CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple.
Maintaining good relations with the gods was also certainly a large part of the Old Women’s function, as apparent from the many rituals invoking or pacifying a deity. Fully half of these rituals, unfortunately, are only attested in the tablet catalogues, and only give the information “when the Old Woman invokes (X deity),” without saying what the deity was then supposed to do. The extremely fragmentary CTH 403.2, a ritual of Mallidunna, provides the tantalizing incipit: “[If Ḫannaḫanna] (is) terrifying to someone” (restoration assured from the colophon), suggesting some noticeable real-world consequence of Ḫannaḫanna’s anger, but the preserved fragments of the ritual do not allow for any speculation as to what it might be.

Similarly, CTH 434 (KUB 58.108) is to help a person with an “evil fate-goddess”; the fragmentary incipit says, “[If] for some[one] the fate-goddess […] a matter of ruling […], makes […] for him/her], and howeve[er] (s)he is [pla]cing(? it, it does not turn out in his/her favor, I treat the evil fate-goddess thus for him/her…” which seems like it could be intended for general misfortune, though the possibility of something more specific (perhaps legal, considering the “matter of ruling?”) concealed in the lacunae remains. The Disappearance of the Sun-God (see ch. 1), on the other hand, describes the result of a world in the grip of frost, but whether this ritual was intended to be performed in the case of extreme climatic events or simply every winter is difficult to say. It is rarely clear what has upset the deity in the first place; the only completely unambiguous case is CTH 423, in which the deities belong to a conquered city, and the Old Woman is attempting to entice them over from the enemy side, and so is working with a

---

23 KUB 33.70 (note: the Rückseite is erroneously labeled Nr. 69 in the handcopy) iii 7 [ma-a-an DINGIR.MAḪ k]u-e-da-ni-ik-ki ḫa-tu-ga-aš
24 KUB 58.108 i 1 [ma-a-an UN-š]i ku-e-[] r̄ da1-ni 4GUL-š[a ]
   2 [ ] ta-pār-ri-ia-aš me-mi-ia-[a]
   3 [nu-uš-š]i  jra1-ia-zi na-at-za-kān ku-it i[m]-m[a ]
   4 [ ] zi-i]k-ki-i[i̯-z]i na-at-ši Ū-UL ki-ik-ki][]iš-ta-ri
   5 [nu-uš]-ši ḪUL-lu-un 4GUL-š[a-an kiš-an BAL-aḥ-hi
Restorations from the colophon. For the edition, see F. Fuscagni, hethiter.net/: CTH 434.5.
preexisting bias. Hittite prayers and oracles provide ample suggestions for what might bring down divine anger, however, so one may imagine bloodshed, oathbreaking, incest, improper cult practice, profane speech, and so on.

As mentioned above, many rituals dealt with both of the Old Women’s specialties at once. For example, CTH 433 is a group of rituals designed to cleanse a group of augurs who have committed some offense; however, large parts of the three rituals in the group are also dedicated to pacifying the deity who was upset by the offense. CTH 448.2, a ritual for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, is primarily designed to divert supernatural harm destined for the royal couple by invoking the Sun-Goddess of the Earth and providing her with substitutes to whom the harm may come instead. In CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual, Ambazzi both draws existing evil out of the patient and pacifies the demons or minor gods who caused it. In addition, even in rituals designed to counter problems of human origin such as sorcery, the Old Women drew on divine aid to help them defeat those problems.

Overall, the Old Women were capable of dispelling negative effects from sorcery, curses, sin, or divine displeasure, by directly addressing those causes, rather than the symptoms like sickness, nightmares, fear, or other suffering. As already noted by Mouton,26 sorcery in particular seems to have been a specialty of theirs. Given their relative lack of attestations in the festival texts (see ch. 1), but their prominence in the oracles and rituals, it seems as though they were primarily troubleshooters, rather than part of the extensive cultic personnel the Hittite administration dedicated to maintaining the religious status quo. One possible exception could be the Benedictions for the Labarna (see ch. 1), which are a blessing for the king, and do not state whether they are also a response to some problem, or instead were to be regularly performed.

There are also several well-attested types of Hittite ritual that the Old Women did not do (always maintaining the possibility that these omissions are accidents of preservation). For example, they are not attested consecrating divine statues, although there is an “Old Woman of the temple of Ziparwa” attested, and an oracle text stating that, after mutilated people had gone into a temple, an Old Woman of Ḫatti should act “however she usually acts” to purify it, so they were at home in temples. There are no Old Women attested in any ritual against plague in the army (of which there are several attested, all performed by men), in any building/foundation ritual, or in any ritual for the purification of a city or town. They also did not perform birth rituals, although they might cure a sick baby or child. They were not midwives, and it is worthwhile to note here that there is nothing to suggest that any anachronistically gendered assumptions of “women’s magic” or the “domestic sphere” should apply to the Old Women’s ritual expertise. Rather, they were employed by the state to handle problems military, religious, medical, emotional, and political.

3.3: Ritual method

As has been demonstrated, most extant Old Woman ritual texts were designed to counter affliction in a patient brought on by some kind of evil intent or force, which was frequently not very well-defined in the ritual. Consequently, these texts are noticeably concerned with the problem of a lack of concreteness. They address problems that cannot be seen or touched, such

28 Contra, e.g., Beckman’s identification of the Old Women as midwives in “From Cradle to Grave: Women’s Role in Hittite Medicine and Magic,” Journal of Ancient Civilizations 8 (1993): 37–39, which has its basis in a possible etymology of ḫašawa, which may or may not be the Hittite word behind the logogram MUNUS.SU.GI (see the Conclusion); even if so, a potential etymological background should be greatly subordinated to the evidence from the actual texts, which do not ever attest Old Women as midwives (though I do not dispute the Hittite ascription of divine favor to midwives). Also to be refuted is the completely unfounded statement by Haas that “Die magische Autorität der Frau beruht auf dem Vorgang des Gebärens, der Menstruation sowie ihrer Eigenschaft zur Hysterie, so daß ihre nervösen Krisen sie übernatürlichen Kräften auszuliefern scheinen” (Geschichte, 882).
29 The texts do not attest to any private or other institutional powers who might have used their services, but since the texts are all produced by the Hittite administration, that does not mean other employers did not exist.
as contamination, sorcery, and divine anger; sometimes they cannot even name the problem as specifically one of these items. The Old Women solved this conundrum using two primary methods: they either (a) brought to bear a force other than their own actions, one that was able to access the evil directly, such as a god, and instructed that force to defeat the evil on their (and the patients’) behalf, or (b) imposed some metaphor on the evil, or in some cases on the patient, a metaphor that could be seen and touched, and acted upon the metaphor in the hopes that the action would be transferred to the evil—for example, conceiving of the evil as a fire and then extinguishing the fire. That is, they concretized evil.30 Both of these methods relied heavily on incantations.

It is very clear from the evidence that incantations were essential to the Old Women’s ritual practice: every ritual text larger than a small fragment preserves some ritual speech. These recitations could be entreaties to the gods, ritual analogies, imperative commands, mythological stories (historiolae), benedictions, or dialogues with the ritual patient or with each other. The incantations were often in Hittite, but could also be in Hattian, Palaic, Luwian, or Hurrian. Unfortunately, we cannot understand these languages as well as Hittite; parallels with Hittite-language incantations help with particularly the Luwian and Hurrian incantations, but many passages remain opaque to us. However, even given these difficulties, it is obvious that a large part of the Old Women’s ritual effectiveness came from the power of speech. This can even be seen in rituals that they did not author, but only participated alongside many others: in the two-week-long royal funerary ritual, the Old Women’s duties were primarily incantations. With

30 A term already suggested by Vieyra in 1966, (“Le sorcier hittite,” in Le Monde du Sorcier, Sources Orientales 7 (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1966), 99–125), and taken up by Wright (The Disposal of Impurity: Elimination Rites in the Bible and in Hittite and Mesopotamian Literature, SBL Dissertation Series 101 [Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987], 41. Both of them, however, use this term as one category of rite accompanied by many others, while I would rather say it encompasses the greater part of Hittite ritual acts. For more on this subject, see ch. 4.
almost no exception, their rituals had incantations all throughout the text, closely interspersed with the actions. In “The Magical Power of Words,” Stanley Tambiah observes of ritual language:

There is a sense in which it is true to say that language is outside us and given to us as a part of our cultural and historical heritage. At the same time language is within us; it moves us, and we generate it as active agents. Since words exist and are in a sense agents in themselves which establish connections and relations between both man and man, and man and the world, and are capable of ‘acting’ upon them, they are one of the most realistic representations we have of the concept of force which is either not directly observable or is a metaphysical notion which we find it necessary to use.

This falls well in line with the use of ritual incantations in the Hittite texts: they are designed to influence that which is “not directly observable or is a metaphysical notion.” As Beckman has already noted, “The establishment of [the] equation [between ritual object and affliction], however, could be announced and brought about only through oral means, that is, by the

31 CTH 390.A, Ayatarša’s ritual, only has two brief entreaties to the Sun-God preserved, while the treatment of the sick child is for the most part carried out silently. However, there is a gap of several paragraphs near the end of the ritual, so it may be that some ritual speech has been lost. Ayatarša’s ritual is the only Old Woman text larger than a small fragment that does not preserve (or indicate the presence of, e.g. by saying “she is speaking incantations” without recording them) extensive ritual speech.

32 Interestingly, this is not true of all practitioners attested in the Hittite corpus. For example, the ritual of Pabanegri, the patili-priest of Kizzuwatna, has only one incantation on the entire well-preserved tablet (and he twice cries out keldi, the Hurrian well-wishing word). The short “Ritual between the pieces” (CTH 426, no practitioner attested) has no incantations at all. Even the AZU-men, who are often compared to the Old Women, do not seem to have been as invested in ritual speech: CTH 484, the evocation ritual for the Guiššaš performed by a LÚ AZU, preserves only one (reasonably lengthy) incantation at the beginning; CTH 471, the ritual of Ammiḫatna, conducted by LÚ.MES AZU and relatively well-preserved, preserves only four incantations—two of which, interestingly, are only indicated by saying that the LÚ AZU “charms” (udnalliya-) the ritual patient in Hurrian, a word never used for Old Woman incantations. Old Woman rituals of similar length and preservation rather have fifteen or twenty incantations. In CTH 472, the ritual of Ammiḫatna, Tulpi, and Madi (perhaps a different Ammiḫatna), most of the incantations are spoken not by the AZU-man, but by the “great pure woman of the temple,” whose general function is unclear. The AZU-men did recite long incantations on occasion, for example in the itkalzi ritual, but they did not use them as often as the Old Women did, and perhaps not in precisely the same way (see below).

incantation. As a Hittite proverb puts it, ‘the tongue is a bridge.’”

The Old Women’s incantations were designed to integrate the physical and the supernatural worlds. In fact, all of the speech recorded in their texts can be interpreted as having this purpose: there are no instructions to the patient, descriptions of the purpose of the ritual, or any other speech that is not somehow connected to the metaphysical world(s) the ritual is attempting to affect. Rather, the Old Women would speak in order to explicitly link their physical actions and manipulation of objects to the untouchable supernatural forces that they were attempting to influence; and, on the other hand, to impose positive supernatural forces onto the physical body of the patient. On the one hand, this can be interpreted as for the purpose of ritual efficacy: e.g., that the speech was performative, enacting the ritual effects, and the physical action would not work, or would not work as well, without the incantation to direct it. On the other hand, one can consider the (wealthy and powerful) patients, who were an implicit audience for the incantations, even as the supernatural forces were the explicit audience. The incantations would make it clear to the patient that every action the practitioner took had a specific, targeted purpose. It seems most likely that both considerations were at work.

In addition, the incantations are often vital to a modern scholar’s understanding of how the ritual was supposed to work and what it was designed to accomplish; when incantations were not spoken, are not preserved, are too opaque to translate, or lack the context necessary to interpret them, the ritual acts also become difficult or impossible to interpret with any certainty.

34 “From Cradle to Grave,” 36. Beckman prioritizes the role of the gods in these incantations more than I do—i.e., his idea is that the gods are persuaded that the evil is like an object, and so when the object is destroyed, they destroy the evil alongside it. In my opinion, the involvement of the gods vs. the practitioners’ own power in ritual efficacy is much more ambiguous (see below).

35 Apart from the incipit, which is framed as speech but does not seem to be intended to be recited during a performance. For more on this topic, see the Introduction.

36 It is possible to imagine that other kinds of speech might happen during a ritual performance—for example, when the text says something like, “The Old Woman seats the patient,” perhaps she would tell him to sit down. If so, it was not considered important enough to write down.
as will be seen immediately below in the following case study. To demonstrate the ways in
which the above generalizations about Old Woman rituals were implemented, this chapter will
include several case studies. The first is CTH 398, the Ritual of Ḫuwarlu, which, despite a few
irregularities, is in many ways representative of the Old Woman corpus as it is preserved:

3.3.1: Case Study: CTH 398, the Ritual of Huwarlu

This ritual is unique in the Old Woman corpus in that it has a named author who is male:
Huwarlu, an augur. The person who performs the bulk of the ritual acts, however, is an Old
Woman. The augur’s expertise in the matter must come from the fact that the ritual is designed to
negate whatever prompted ominous bird-oracles threatening the well-being of the royal family.
Overall, though, the ritual is extremely characteristic of Old Woman rituals, in that it is designed
to extract evil from the patients (and in this case, their residence) and pacify deities. CTH 398
also has a protective element to it, which is less common but still present in a few other Old
Woman texts. An edition of this and several other augurs’ rituals has been published by Daliah
Bawanypeck, in 2005. 37

The first part of CTH 398 takes place inside the palace. Ritual items are prepared by an
anonymous “they,” perhaps meaning the Old Woman and the augur in cooperation, or a group of
augurs. They make a clay model of what they have seen, likely in the form of a bird or birds (the
text is slightly broken at the beginning, but as Bawanypeck notes, 38 in addition to the fact that
what was seen was surely a bird, a similar concretization of omens as birds is seen in CTH 393,
the ritual of Anniwiyani, the mother of an augur). They moisten it with a feather and put it in a
vessel filled with oil, which they cover. They also make another figurine, this one of tallow (its
form is broken; Bawanypeck restores “donkey,” which is not impossible, since a donkey is called

37 Die Rituale der Auguren, cited above note 5.
on to face down the evil omens later in the ritual) and put it in the vessel with the figurine of the omens. This is most likely an attempt to render the negative omen inert—first putting it in a concrete, controllable form, using a figurine, and then containing it in a vessel filled with a positive substance (oil is exclusively positive in Old Woman rituals) and a (presumably) stronger figurine to counter it.

They then roast a number of different kinds of grains and seeds and extinguish the roasting fire with water, after which the augur and the Old Woman say together, “The gods have sent heralds here to us from heaven, (saying), ‘Go and drive the ominous thing out of the palace! Go and extinguish the terrible birds!’ Just as these seeds are extinguished, likewise let the ominous things and the terrible birds also be extinguished!”

Here, both of the primary methods used by Old Women are brought to bear: the agents of the gods are invoked and divine support is established, while at the same time, the bad omens are analogized as the soluble problem of burning grains, which are extinguished. Thus, the practitioners do not simply ask the heralds to drive away the evil, but also perform their own ritual acts. Extinguishing a fire in analogy to extinguishing evil is well-known in Old Woman rites (see ch. 4).

They then make twelve breads and twelve balls of dough, in preparation for a later act, and a puppy of tallow. They put the puppy on the palace door-bolt, and the Old Woman says, “You are the puppy of the king and queen’s table. Just as you do not let a stranger into the house

---

Edited Bawanyeck, Die Rituale der Auguren, pp. 22–24. Bawanyeck does not interpret lines 15–16 as the heralds’ speech, but the disappearance of the quotative =wa after line 16 suggests to me that interpreting 15–16 as a quote-within-a-quote is most likely.

40 There is also the possible interpretation of the seeds, which are equated to the evil, being rendered impotent through the roasting process. Bawanyeck subscribes to this interpretation, and cites several parallels (pp. 158–60), but none that are explicit about the function of the grain.
by day, do not let the ominous thing in tonight!" In this case, the incantation seems to be necessary to give the figurine its identity (loyal to, and protective of, the king and queen) and the agency for its task. Animal figurines, and calling on an animal to perform its normal function in ritual context, are both well-known from other Old Woman rituals (e.g., Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the Ox”, CTH 409.IV, has a puppy lick away a patient’s affliction; see ch. 4 for more examples). Protective rites are less common in the Old Woman corpus than extraction and eradication of existing evil; however, this ritual is focused on future evil foretold by the augurs’ birds, and so protection for the royal couple is to be expected.

There follows a series of actions with cloth: the Old Woman binds the king and queen’s hands, feet, midsections, and necks, as well as the four corners, the threshold, and the door-bolt of the palace (presumably places where evil might enter or collect). She does this twice with ašara cloth, which she twice cuts off and puts in her basket, and then a third time with red cloth, which she leaves overnight, while the twelve breads and balls of dough are left under the patient’s bed. She sleeps in the palace, and a live puppy sleeps inside as well. In the morning, she cuts off the red cloth and puts it in her basket. Unusually, no incantations are spoken during these actions, which limits any certainty of interpretation; Bawanypeck sees the cloth as having absorbent properties, so that when it is tied to the patients and the building, it takes in the evil, and “Im Morgengrauen nimmt die Ritualexpertin dann die symbolische Abtrennung der über Nacht absorbierten Unheilsstoffe vor, in dem sie das rote Band abschneidet.”

While this

---

41 KBo 4.2+ i 23 zi-ik-wa-az
24 Š.t LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL giš.BANŠUR-aš UR.TUR nu-wa-kán UD.ik.KAM³-az ma-ah-ḫa-an
26 ke-e-ti-ma-wa-kán GE₄-an-ti kal-la-ar ut-tar an-da le-e tar-na-at-ti
42 The definition of ašara- is disputed; for a summary of the discussion, see below. It might either be “white” or “band/binding cloth.” Either possibility could fit here.
43 See below and ch. 4.
44 Rituale die Auguren, p. 165.
interpretation is possible, I prefer to interpret the cloth as representing the evil, instead of (or in addition to) absorbing it. Symbolic “binding” of a patient is relatively common in Old Woman rituals—much more common than absorption—and the fact that the Old Woman and the puppy sleep inside the palace fits well with the idea that the symbolic evil is also there throughout the night, and the practitioner and the dog are thus both guarding against it.

Bawanyeck also suggests that the red cloth symbolizes blood and therefore life-force, which makes it a better absorbent, but the multivalence of blood in ritual context makes this only a speculative possibility; colors are likewise a poor indicator of ritual force, since they can be multivalent even within a single text (see, e.g., the ritual of Allī, below). Rather than the cloth, I would argue that the bread and the dough, which Bawanyeck also interprets as absorbent, should be considered as possessing life-giving substance, which is how another ball of dough will be used the next morning, and are left under the bed so as to lend that substance to the patients. The patients are therefore sustained and protected overnight in the face of the evil overlaying the house, represented by the cloth. (Another possibility is that, if the red color does represent life-force, the cloth would instead be an additional protective element.)

In the morning, after she cuts off the red wool, the Old Woman makes a ball of ground soapwort, and presses it to the king and queen’s bodies and around the building. She says, “Just as this soap cleans stained linens, and they become white, likewise let it also clean the bodies of the king, the queen, and the royal children, (and) the palace complex!” She puts the ball in the

---

45 Contra Bawanyeck; see ch. 4 for a discussion of both binding and absorption.
46 P. 165.
48 P. 161. She cites as parallels CTH 394, Ashšella’s ritual, and CTH 402, Allī’s ritual. It is my opinion that the bread and beer in CTH 394 are to be interpreted as offerings, rather than “die Übertragung der Krankheitserreger auf die Substitute…intensivieren.” For the grain and bread underneath the patient’s bed in CTH 402, see below.
49 KBo 4.2+ i 44 ka-a-aš-wa GIM-an
45 ḫa-a-aš GADAḫša iš-ku-na-an-ta’ pār-ku-iz-zi nu-wa-ra-at ḫar-ke-e-eš-zi
46 Š4 LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL DUMUšš LUGAL NĪ.TE-aš-ši-iš Eḫša LUGAL QA-TAM-MA pār-ku-ud-du
basket when she is finished. There should be no difficulty whatsoever in interpreting this analogical cleaning: the incantation creates a metaphor in which evil is dirt, and can be washed away with her cleansing agent. (The possibility of a secondary metaphor in which the cloth-as-symbolizing evil is considered to be cleaned as well should not be discounted.)

She then makes a ball of riverbank clay, and again presses it to the king and queen and the building; this time, she says, “Whatever evil thing the gods are foreseeing in this house, the house and the mortal will not conquer it. This riverbank clay has conquered it! Let it bring it back to the riverbank, and let the dark earth conquer it.”50 She puts the clay balls down in her basket. This incantation is in the past tense, which may be a function of the riverbank clay’s power as opposed to the other items. Extinguishing fire and washing linen have only analogic force, whereas clay from the riverbank carries with it the power of DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, a goddess who is capable of disposing of evil herself,51 and the underworld power of the “dark earth.” This incantation also acknowledges the powerlessness of the ritual patients against the omens, which is perhaps appropriate in a rite where the evil force is not concretized so that the practitioner can attack it with a physical object; rather the more powerful non-corporeal forces of the goddess and the underworld are brought to bear against it.

Following this, they make a ball of dough, and she repeats the pressing action, while saying, “Just as grain continually sustains the life of humanity, oxen, sheep, and any animal, likewise let this grain also sustain the lives of the king, the queen, and this house through the

---

50 KBo 4.2+i 50 ku-it-wa-kán ku-it DINGIR\textsuperscript{Mes}
51 I-NA É-TIM kal-la-ar ut-tar EGIR-an uš-kán-zi nu-wa-ra-at-za É-TIM
52 DUMU.LÚ.U₁₀,LU-iₐ Ū-UL tar-uḫ-zi na-at-za ka-a-aš wa-ap-pu-wa-aš IM-aš
53 tar-uḫ-ḫa-an ḫa-zi na-at-za EGIR-pa wa-ap-pu-i pé-e-da-ú
54 na-at-za da-an-ku-i-š KI-aš tar-ḫu-du
55 Editted ibid.
56 She is attested with a similar role in other texts, as Bawanypeck notes; see further below.
ominous things!” She once again puts the dough ball down in her basket. Following the driving out of the evil, then, the patients are still to be protected through analogy (and perhaps were already protected in the same way overnight, by the bread and the dough under the bed).

Bawanypeck again interprets the dough as having absorbent properties, but in my opinion there is nothing to indicate this. The incantation calls upon the dough’s nature as a source of nourishment and strength; it does not seem to be extracting evil. With the soap, the clay, and the dough, three different methods of addressing the evil are used: the evil is concretized as dirt and cleaned by the practitioner, divine force is called upon to combat it, and the patients are strengthened with positive force.

Finally, all of the items used thus far are swung around the house three times in the Old Woman’s basket, while she says, “The heralds of the Storm-God have come here: let them drive out whatever ominous, evil thing is in this house! Let them bring the evil things out; let them take the copper spear and drive out the ominous thing!” The swinging of the basket may be a final mopping-up action, or perhaps a demonstration to the heralds of what has already been done. Incantations invoking the divine heralds therefore bracket the actions that the Old

---

52 KBo 4.2+ i 58 ḫal-ki-iš-wa ma-ah-ḫa-an NAM.LŪ.U₃₉.LU GU₄ UDU
59 ḫu-i-ta-ar-ra ḫu-u-ma-an ḫu-iš-nu-uš-ki-iz-zi LUGAL MUNUS LUGAL ki-i-ia
60 Š-er ka-a-aš ḫal-ki-iš kal-la-ri-it ud-da-na-az QA-TAM-MA ḫu-iš-nu-ud-du
Edited by Bawanypeck, Die Rituale der Auguren, p. 28.
53 Rituale die Auguren, p. 167. She again compares this to a similar rite in Allī’s ritual, which I likewise interpret as sustaining and not absorbent; see below.
54 In Hittite, šer arḫa wahrnu; for an analysis of this difficult phrase, see ch. 4.
55 KBo 4.2+ i 66 ka-a-ša-wa S４ ":{"IMP LŪ₃₅ GIDRU ū-wa-an-te-eš₂₁ nu-wa-kán ku-it ku-it
67 kal-la-ar i-da-a-lu ut-tar ke-e-da-ni É-ri an-da
68 nu-wa-ra-at-kán pa-ra-a šu-u-wa-an-du nu-wa-kán i-da-a-lu ud-da-a-ar
70 nu-wa-kán kal-la-ar ut-tar pa-ra-a šu-u-wa-an-du
Edited ibid., pp. 28–29.
56 Bawanypeck says, “Zweck des Schwenkritus ist zum einen die Herstellung eines Kontaktes zwischen den zu reinigenden Personen bzw. Lokalitäten und den kathartischen Materien, zum anderen die Übertragung der Unheilsstoffe auf die Materien” (p. 168) both of which may be at work here, although surely there is some punctuating element to the rite as well.
Woman conducts without the augur in the house, though it should be noted that although they appear at the beginning and the end, they are not called upon at all in the interim.

They bring out the items from the palace (and set them somewhere that is not preserved in the text), and she waves a live puppy that spent the previous night in the house over the king and queen and toward the palace, and she says, referring to the puppy, “What[ever ominous] thing is in the bodies of the king (and) queen, and in the palace, this donkey: (his) penis is great, his heart is great; further, he, this donkey, [will] lift (the evil). He has conquered it: let him bring away the evil, o[minous thing]! Where the gods have designated it, let him bring it there.”

Bawanepeck notes the parallels to the rituals of Aššella and Puliša in this incantation; it should further be noted that in those rituals, the animals are being praised explicitly so that they will be more desirable to the angry gods than the humans are, whereas here in CTH 398, the animal’s aggrandizement is to demonstrate its ability to lift the burden of evil and carry it away. Like the tallow puppy above, the live puppy is given a more powerful identity through an incantation. (Why they do not use a real donkey is no[t made clear.]) It seems also as though the evil is once again being concretized, this time as a burden, which may be borne away by the
standard beast of burden, the donkey. As they bring it out, they also pick up the tallow puppy from the door-bolt, while she continues, “Just as you did not let the ominous thing into the palace during the night, now, the ominous, evil things that the heralds of the gods drove out, do not let them back into the palace! Wherever, to whatever (place) that the gods have designated for them, let these ominous things go there!” Now, the evil is considered to be an invading force, to be stopped by a guard dog and sent away.

The second half of the ritual, out on the steppe, is unfortunately much more fragmentary; however, some of the actions are complete enough to continue the analysis. After everything is brought out into the steppe and poured onto the ground, the Old Woman says, “We brought the terrifying birds that […] to the horses as fodder and to the hounds as a snack. Let them take them there, and let […] step away from the divine path!” This is yet another concretizing analogy: the evil will be disposed of like waste or perhaps even carrion, left out for the animals to eat. There is a clear progression to these final three metaphors: evil is lifted up like a burden to be taken away, guarded against like an invading force so it cannot come back, and left out to be disposed of like inert and/or dead waste or carrion.

Next, they dig a pit and bury something, perhaps the figurine of the evil omen that they made at the beginning of the ritual, which was brought out with the rest of the materials from the

---

60 KBo 4.2+ ii 18 GE-az-wa-kán ma-ḫa-ram I-NA É-TIM kal-la-ar ut-tar an-da
19 Ü-UL tar-na-aš ki-nu-na-wa-kán ku-e kal-la-ar i-da-a-lu
20 ud-da-a-ar LÚMES GI=GIDRU ȘM DINGIRMES pa-ra-a pé-nerER
21 nu-wa-ra-at E GIR-pa I-NA É-TIM le-e tar-na-ši
22 nu-wa-ša-ma-aš ku-wa-pI DINGIRMES ku-e-da-ni lam-ni-e-er nu-wa ke-e
23 kal-la-ar ut-tar a-pi-ia pa-id-du
Transliterated ibid.
61 KBo 4.2+ ii 32 ku-i-e-eḫ-ša-tu-ga-e-eš wa-at-ta-e-eš nu-wa-r[a-]  
34 a-tum-me-en nu-wa-[r]a-at-z[a a-pi-ia da-an-du nu [   ]
Transliterated ibid. p. 30. Restorations again after Bawanypeck, with the exception of lines 32 and 34; in line 32 she transliterates nu-wa-aš according to the copy, which would be ungrammatical; the photo rather supports a possible r[a; in line 34: she suggests restoring “the heptad” here, which is plausible, given 7.7.BI’s association with evil omens in CTH 425 and CTH 433, but not assured, as they do not appear anywhere else in this particular text.
palace (as Bawanypeck notes, this would be parallel to CTH 393, Anniwiyani’s ritual, in which clay birds are buried out on the steppe). There is an extremely fragmentary sequence involving a river (perhaps further disposal, or perhaps an invocation of DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, whose power was called upon earlier), after which offerings are made, including the slaughter of a goat, and the bisection of the puppy after it is waved over the king and queen, followed by an incantation that seems to be requesting the gods’ goodwill (also very fragmentary). Any interpretation of this sequence, beyond the supposition that they are soliciting help from the gods, would be too speculative, considering the fragmentary nature of the text. After this, they build three gates, at least one of which is of hawthorn, and then they set up the puppy of tallow and tell it not to let [the evil, presumably] go further […]. There is then a passing-through rite, in which the king and queen go through the gate, while the Old Woman runs behind them. As Bawanypeck notes (with extensive citations), parallel texts strongly suggest that the evil is conceived of as being torn from them by the thorny wood of the gates (see ch. 4 for discussion of these types of rites). There follow some more actions which are too fragmentary for analysis.

After the passing-through rite is another incantation requesting the gods’ help, and then the king and queen wash in the river, there are more offerings, and the final incantation is the Old Woman (or perhaps the augur?) telling the Sun-God that (s)he has removed the evil omens, and asking for good omens in the future: “Malali-Sun-God…I made on this day…the ominous…I removed…Build me…šarla-[…] road! The good birds I ask for, continuously give them to me there!”

---

62 Pp. 175–78.
63 See Bawanypeck, 178–79, for some speculations.
64 KBo 4.2+ iii 35 ma-la-li-eš 4UTU-uš ku-x-[
36 ke-e-da-ni UD.KAM-ti i-ia-nu-un nu-w[a-r]a-az kal-la-a[r
37 a-wa-an ar-ḫa ti-it-ta-nu-nu-un nu-w[a]-mu šar-la-x[
38 KASKAL-an ú-i-ta-at-te-en nu-wa ku-i-e-eš MUŠENHḪA SIG5 [ ]
directly from the gods than the rites of extraction do, and are accompanied by offerings. The end of the text likewise involves offerings and a request for divine favor, appropriate to wrap up the ritual.

The progression of the ritual is thus as follows: the omens are concretized as figurines and then rendered (presumably) inert by their placement in oil with another figurine to counter them. The heralds are called upon, while the omens are encouraged to disappear, like an extinguished fire. Then protection is set up, in case the foretold evil arrives. The evil inside the house is symbolically cut off twice using the cloth, and then whatever remains is symbolized by red cloth overnight, while the patients are protected (by the Old Woman and the puppy) and sustained (by the bread and dough under their bed) throughout the night. There follow the three incantations accompanying balls pressed to the king and queen: first soapwort, to clean them of contamination as though it is dirt; then river-clay, to conquer the evil once and for all and bring it away to the underworld domain where it belongs; and finally grain, to sustain them in the future. The heralds are called upon again; they seem to be functioning as general divine support for the ritual actions, and are invoked at the beginning and end of the rites in the house. Finally, as they exit the house, the two puppies, the one live and the other of tallow, are told to take the evil away (as a donkey) and keep it from coming back (as a guard dog), respectively. The ritual paraphernalia, and any evil adhering to it or symbolized by it, is disposed on the steppe like carrion, after which (perhaps) the omens are buried, and something else may be thrown into a river, or the riverbank-goddess called upon, or both. There are sacrifices and appeals to the gods, after which the king and queen cleanse themselves with a passing-through rite. There are more

39 và-wa-aš-mi’ nu-wa-ra-aš-mu a-pi-ia pi-iš-kat-te-[en] For this passage, see Lorenz and Taş, “Zwei neue Anschlüsse zu hethitischen Beschwörungsritualen,” KASKAL 9 (2012): 45–46, where the new join, Bo 8293, is incorporated (with photos of the fragment). I modify their transliteration only in line 36: nu-äßwa₃-az is not grammatical, and the traces in the photo are compatible with a RA.
appeals to the gods, the king and queen bathe in the river, and finally there are more offerings, and the last request to the Sun-God for good things in the future, now that the evil has been removed.65

CTH 398 is an excellent example of the two methods of addressing noncorporeal evil discussed above: sometimes the Old Woman renders evil concrete using any of a number of different metaphors, and physically addresses that metaphor in some way, and sometimes she calls upon another noncorporeal power to combat the evil. These two methods, and the various ways they are put into play, will be the primary subject of the next two chapters. Incantations, as already noted, are a vital part of the Old Women’s ritual practice and figure prominently in both of the methods to be discussed; they will be the focus of the remainder of this chapter. We will begin with what is often the first incantation in a ritual text: the appeal to the god.

3.3.2: The participation of deities in ritual

Every Old Woman ritual text of reasonable preservation attests some kind of address to or invocation of a deity. In some of them, a pattern to these addresses can be identified: for example, we have already seen a certain structural element to appeals to deities in CTH 398. In that text, the divine heralds are called upon at the beginning and the end of the rites inside the palace, but not during the bulk of the rites themselves. During the disposal on the steppe, the passing-through rite, and the ritual washing in the river, there are a number of offerings and appeals to gods, and the ritual ends with divine appeal. A similar, though not identical, structure can be seen in some of the other Old Woman rituals. Most are not complete enough for structural analysis, so this discussion will be focused on the few that are: CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual, CTH

402, Allī’s ritual, CTH 404.1, Mašṭigga’s ritual against domestic dispute, CTH 409.1, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” and CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple.

In several of these rituals, the appeal to the deity comes at the very beginning. Haas describes this as “Die Legitimation des Akteurs des Rituals”; he says, “Zu Beginn des eigentlichen Ritualgeschehens, d.h. nach der Zurüstung der Ritualien, stellt der Akteur des Rituals eine Beziehung zwischen sich und den Göttern her,”66 thus presumably to establish and/or demonstrate divine support of the practitioner. The universality of his statement is misleading; one of the two passages he cites comes from tablet 6 of Allaiturahī’s ritual CTH 780.II, not from the beginning, and there are a number of rituals in which an appeal to a deity is not the first move; for example, CTH 391 and CTH 416, above, do not begin with appeals. However, many rituals do open this way, and as noted above, gods are always addressed somewhere in the text. This can be seen both as enlisting divine support (or the appearance of same) and, as Haas puts it, “die Beschwörungen erfolgen auf zwei Ebenen—der göttlichen und der menschlichen,” though I would prefer to say that the divine level is being brought down to the human sphere through the incantations. That is, the ritual action is performed by humans, but some element of the divine is, after this stage, also present.

Haas’ prime example for “Legitimation” is CTH 409.1, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River.” At the beginning of this ritual, Tunnawiya goes to the riverbank and makes offerings, while saying, “DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, I have hereby come back to you! You, DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank where this clay is taken, take your hand and scrub(?) this ritual patient with it, and purify his/her twelve body parts!”67 Then she takes clay to use in the ritual; it

66 Geschichte, 891.
will be made into figurines, and it can therefore be assumed that the goddess of the riverbank’s power imbibes those figurines as they are used. What Haas does not note is that with this incantation, the Old Woman asserts an existing relationship with the deity: she says, “I have hereby come back to you,” demonstrating to the audience and/or to the goddess that she has been here before and the goddess knows her. She also demonstrates that later, it will be the hand of DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank reaching out through the clay to purify the patient—similar to the passage in CTH 398 where the riverbank clay is pressed to the patients’ bodies. The efficacy of the ritual is therefore both assumed (given her relationship to the goddess) and requested in the same incantation.\(^68\) The ritual proceeds without any further mention of DINGIR.MAḪ, however, until it is nearly at an end: after the patient has been entirely cleansed of evil, the Old Woman returns to the riverbank, makes more offerings, and says, “DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, the twelve body parts have hereby been cleansed and purified by your hand!” and follows with a similar incantation to the Sun-God, who did not appear earlier, and at the very end of the ritual is a sequence of generous offerings to both deities, including animal sacrifices and a ritual meal. Appeals to deities therefore bracket the entire ritual, similar to how the episode inside the palace is bracketed by the heralds of the gods in CTH 398.

A very similar format is seen in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī against sorcery, which begins with a brief presentation of the figurines representing the sorcerers to the Sun-God, and ends with a similar offering sequence and ritual meal to the Sun-God and DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank. Allī, however, does call upon the gods in the middle of her ritual: after she has performed her rites of extraction, the gods are asked to help with and maintain the disposal, and

\(^{33}\) pár-ku-nu-ut
Edited by Goetze, Tunnawi, p. 6. For a discussion of šapiya- “scrub(?)”, and the related verbs, see CHD Š s.v. šapp-, p. 202, and s.v. šapiya- B, p. 206; whatever its origin and exact meaning, the sense in this text is quite clear.

\(^{68}\) Geschichte, 891.
then the final section of the ritual calls upon the gods for protection (see below for a detailed analysis of this ritual). The extraction of evil, therefore, is bracketed by divine appeal, again similar to CTH 398. The ritual of Ayatarša, CTH 390A, likewise starts out with an appeal to the Sun-God for the health of her patient, accompanied in this case by offerings, but the end of her text is broken, and so there is no way to tell if there was also an appeal when the ritual was over.

There is also an appeal to a god at the beginning of CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel. Maštigga opens the ritual with offerings to the Sun-God and an incantation: “Sun-God, my lord: I have set out venomous(?) tongues here for you; today they will hereby treat the tongues for them under the Sun(-God).” A relationship is again asserted with “my lord”; the presentation of the tongues to the Sun-God, as well as the assertion that the ritual will be performed under the Sun-God’s eye, all set up his presence as an assumed reality throughout the ritual. This is the only appeal to him, or to any other deity, in Maštigga’s ritual; there is no offering sequence with sacrificial animals like there is at the end of CTH 398 and CTH 409.I, although offerings of bread and wine are made (without mention of a specific deity) throughout the ritual. It is, however, quite interesting that in CTH 404.2, Miller’s “Analogous Text,” which seems to be a poorly-remembered, out-of-sequence aide-mémoire or similar for CTH 404.1, a fragmentary offering sequence is preserved. It can thus be inferred that in the mind of at least one Hittite scribe, such an offering sequence was expected.

69 KBo 39.8 i 23  dUTU-i iš-ḫa-a-mi ka-a-ša-wa-at-ta
24 pa-ra[(-a)] ti-it-[(t)]a-nu-nu-un ma-an-ta-al-li-i-e-fes\³
25 [EME][!\⁴][!\⁵]eš⁺ nu-w[a]-aš-ma-aš ka-a-ša¹ ke-e-da-ni UD-ti dUTU-i
26 k[(at-ta-an)] [EME][\⁴][\⁵]a¹[(-ni-i)]a-an-zi
(Restorations from dup. KBo 44.17 i 23 ff.) Edited by Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, p. 64. Miller translates  dUTU-i kitten as “for the Sun-God below,” but I would expect any mention of a sun-deity “below” to be the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, who would be written instead taknaš  ḫUTU and referred to as “my lady” rather than “my lord.” An interpretation of kitten as a postposition communicating “under the Sun-God” seems much more plausible, both here and when the expression is used again later in the ritual.

70 See Marcuson and van den Hout, “Memorization.”
Maštigga’s second incantation is even more confident about her divine help than her introductory appeal: after the ritual implements are set up, she cuts red wool over the patients and says, “What you quarreled with each other about on that day—Andaliya has hereby cut the tongues of those days with a knife.” Here, the relationship is unequivocally assumed: the Old Woman has performed the action, but the incantation indicates that it is the deity who did it. This is presented as a fait accompli, with no appeals or offerings necessary to bring Andaliya to Maštigga’s aid in the moment. Presumably, then, the Old Woman possessed an existing connection with this deity, which allowed her to call upon him/her when it was appropriate (specifically, for severing evils—Andaliya appears elsewhere in the Old Woman corpus doing the same thing). Whether this is due to divine goodwill based on a longstanding relationship, as seems to be implied when Tunnawiya calls on DINGIR.MAḪ, or whether Maštigga had the ritual skill to invoke Andaliya’s power when necessary without offering or appeal, is not made explicit, but either way, the Old Woman was clearly necessary to the ritual process due to her experience with this deity.

Another example of an introductory appeal to the gods is from CTH 780.II, Allaiturahhī’s ritual, though it is not the passage cited by Haas above. This incantation is also not the first one in the text—Allaiturahhī begins by discussing the problem of the enemy sorcerer (see below)—but it comes early in the ritual, in col. ii of the first tablet. The lines preceding this section are broken, but what is preserved reads:

---

71 KBo 39.8 i 34 a-pé-da-ni-wa-aš-ma-aš-kán
35 UD-ti ku-it ḫa-aš-[s]-i-ik-ki-du-ma-at ki-nu-na-wa-aš-[s]-ma-aš-kán
36 ka-[a]-[s]-a a-pé-d[l]-a-[s]-s UD-aš EMEḪ[A a-an-da]-a-li-ia-aš
37 ʾIŠ-TU GIR[kar-a][s]-t]a
Edited ibid., 65–66.
72 CTH 760.II, a Luwian ritual, has a fragmentary incantation in which Antaliya appears to be cutting evils such as *waḥra-* “woe” and *ḥiruṭ-* “curse”; CTH 458.1 has another fragmentary incantation in which Antaliya is said to be turning [something] with a knife.
“I will bring [wo]o[d(?)] (and) water, and I will bring […] from the lablana-wood. I [will] raise the virgin earth. We will ask the ancient gods, [Ereškigal and the Anunnaki, and [we will] not rebel against them. We will ask […], and we will not call them for quarrel.

This person’s […] and [thi]s person’s form, for his/her well-being, we will give a part to them. […] We will set up the rite for them.”73

Despite the lacunae, it is clear that in this case, Allaiturahlḫi is claiming the ritual actions for her own, but joining with the ritual patient in appealing to the deities. This incantation is also much more of an entreaty, or anticipation of an entreaty; there are no assumptions, nothing is in the past tense (thus suggesting a fait accompli), and there is noticeable caution about behaving correctly. This could be because of the nature of the deities involved: Ereškigal and the Anunnaki are powerful Mesopotamian underworld gods, and Allaiturahlḫi is less diffident with other deities. Soon after this incantation, she goes, as Tunnawiya did, to the riverbank, breaks bread, and says, “Eat, fate-goddesses of the riverbank! If a man of sorcery, an evil person, has given this person’s statue to the riverbank or to the river’s current, now give it back to him!”74 It is not unusual for ritual practitioners to use the imperative with gods, particularly when accompanying their commands with offerings (the do ut des deal of food in exchange for

---

73 KUB 12.50 ii x+1 [nu GIŠ]-ru'[u]n wa-a-tar ū-[d[(a-aḥ-ḫi GIŠ]-ab-la-na-zā-kā)n…]
2' [ ] ḫḫ ū-da-aḥ-ḫi dam-me-la-an d[a-g(a-zi-pa-an pār-ga-aḥ)-ḫi]
3' [pu-n]u-uš-šu-u-e-ni ka-ru-ū-[i li-[(ia-aš DINGIR]<m>]<s> ]
4' [EREŠ.K].GAL 4-NU-N-NA AK-a-na-aš Ü-[UL (BAL)-u-e-ni]
5' [ ] ū-wa pu-nu-uš-šu-u-e-ni
6' ([Ū-UL-m]) a-aš šu-ul-la-an-ni ḫḫ ṣi-ia-u-e-n[i (i UN'] ke-e-el ]
7' [ke-e-el-]a UN-aš e-eš-ri-še-et aš-š[u-li[(iš-ši)]]
8' [nu-uš-ma]-aš HA.LA pi-ša-ga-u-e-ni [ ]
9' [nu-uš-m] la-aš ha-az-zu-[w] ša-ra-a ti-[t(nu-um-me-e-ni)]

(Restorations from dup. KUB 58.74 obv. 1ff.) Edited by V. Haas, “Notizen zu den Ritualen der Frau Allaiturahi aus Mukiš,” Aof 34/1 (2007): 15. As Hittite has no separate future tense, the verbs might also be in the present; however, since this is the beginning of the ritual, I have chosen to translate them as future.

74 KUB 17.27 ii 20' e-ez-za-at-tēn wa-ap-pu-wa-aš GUL-šu-uš nu ma-a-an ke-e-el UN'-aš
21' LA-AN-ŠU UH₃-na-aš LÚ HUL-aš UN-aš na-aš-šu wa-ap-pu-i
22' na-aš-ma ÏD-aš a-ar-šar-šu-ri pa-iš ki-nu-na-at-ši EGIS-pa pé-eš-tēn

Edited ibid. p. 16.
services is often very clearly implied), so Allaiturahḫi is not being particularly presumptive here, but the earlier caution is missing. That caution may be in response to the underworld gods, but it also sets up a sense of danger to the ritual as a whole, coming so early.

Divine support, on the other hand, is more convincingly found in the passage cited by Haas, in the middle of the ritual rather than at the beginning or end. Allaiturahḫi says, “While I have taken the sorcery from him/her through Ištar with words, with commands, with (my) tongue, I myself also have taken it from him/her. The words are of Ištar, but they are also incantations (for) mortals. Let them be for you, Ištar, ten times, and let them be for me once!” Here, Allaiturahḫi appears to be claiming that she is borrowing her incantations from the goddess, whose power thus imbues her words and adds to her own (considerable) skills (on this, see further below).

Sometimes, divine support is not established at the beginning of a ritual because the gods are the problem: the ritual is designed entirely to appeal to deities (or other supernatural forces) who are offended or hostile. These are cases in which caution like Allaiturahḫi’s in the face of the underworld deities might be expected; however, it is not much in evidence. For example, in CTH 423, the evocation of the gods of an enemy nation, the Old Woman sets up the items for the invocation and then says, “I have hereby placed for you, O deities of the enemy city, a decorated drinking-vessel, and I have also placed tables adorned [on the] right and left for you, and I have laid down paths for you with white, red, and blue cloth—let these cloth paths be for you! Walk

---

75 KBo 12.85++ i 33 3UḪ-tar-ma-aš-šī diŠTAR-za me-mi-ia-[n(a-a)]z wa-tar-na-aḫ-ḫa-raž
34 EME-za ar-ḫa da-aḫ-ḫu-u-un ú-uq-q[a-(at-š)]i-ia-at-ḫkán
35 ar-ḫa da-aḫ-ḫu-u-un ŠA diŠTAR ud-da-ra[a]-a
36 DUMU.LU[ŞEŠ]r[U10].LU-ma-at ḫu-uk-ma-uš tu-uk-at A-NA diŠTAR
37 10-ŠU e-eš-du ú-uq-qa-at 1-ŠU r[e]-eš-du
See Haas and Wegner, ibid., 126–27, for the edition; for this passage in particular see also Beckman’s review of Haas and Wegner (BiOr 48 [1991]: 583).
out over them! Turn in benevolence toward the king, and further, step away from your land!"

There is obviously no assumed relationship to be had with enemy gods, but even absent that, this is a straightforward Hittite *evocatio*, with no hesitation or assumption of danger.

A bit more circuitous appeal is found in CTH 433, the small group of rituals designed to pacify the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag and the divine heptad (a dangerous group of deities). Unfortunately, none of the three texts is preserved at the very beginning, so we cannot know how the Old Woman introduced the ritual action. It is clear, however, that the augurs have done something to anger these deities. The Old Woman invokes the tutelary deity itself, with offerings, but immediately follows this with another incantation:

“But just as man encircles you, the hearth, by [day], the gods will encircle you by night, and if the gods ask you thus: ‘What is this that they have been doing? Have they invoked the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag and the heptad?’

“You, O hearth, also speak favorably across to the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag, the heptad, and to all of the gods: ‘Be inclined benevolently toward the king, the queen, and the royal children! Constantly give them life (and) vigor!’

---

76 KUB 7.60 ii 22 ka-a-ša-wa šu-ma-a-aš A-NA DINGIR<sub>MES</sub>[ ]
23 URU-LIM LÚ.KÚR<sub>DUG</sub> KA.GAG.A GUL-ša-an [ ]
24 te-eḫ-ḫu-un GIS BANŠUR<sub>HLA</sub>-ia-aš-ma-aš Z[AG-az]
25 GŪB-la-az-zi-ia ī-ヌ-ano-da te-eḫ-ḫu-[n]
26 KASKAL<sub>MES</sub>-ia-wa-aš-ma-aš <i>Š-TU</i> TŪG BABBAR TŪG SĀ3
27 TŪG ZA.ḪI.GIN kat-ta-an ī-kā-pū-ra-aḫḫu-[n]
28 nu-šu-ma-āš ke-e TŪG<sub>HΛ</sub> KASKAL<sub>MES</sub> a-ša-a[(n-du)]
29 nu-kān ke-e-da-aš še-er ar-ḫa i-ia-an-ni-ia-tēn
30 nu-kān A-NA LUGAL aš-šu-li an-da ne-ia-at-tēn
31 šu-me-el-ma A-NA KUR-TI a-wa-an ar-ḫa
32 nam-ma ti-ia-at-tēn
“May the children (and) the descendents of the king (and) queen encircle you, the hearth, forever and ever. Also, constantly give the way to them! Constantly give the way to the augurs!”\(^7\)

She follows this with an analogic rite accompanied by another incantation: she mixes bread with sheep fat, offers a little to the tutelary deity, and then puts it into the augurs’ mouths and says,

“Tutelary deity of the hunting-bag and the heptad:

“Once more throw away evil, anger, and sullenness! Let the fat-bread lie once more in their mouths, and let oil flow forth from their mouths! If some augur has said an evil word before the god, or some (augur) has angered you,

“let the augurs’ mouths also be wiped clean by the fat-bread.”\(^7\)

The Old Woman uses two different strategies to deal with the angry deities: she calls upon an intercessor, the genius of the hearth—who, one may assume, is a friendly, benevolent deity—alongside her invocation of the tutelary deity itself. Therefore, although some of the gods are

16’ iš-pa-an-da-az-ma-at-an-da DINGIR\(^{MES}\)-eš ḫu-u-la-a-le-eš-kān-zi
17’ nu-ut-ta ma-a-an DINGIR\(^{MES}\) ki-iš-ša-an pu-nu-ūš-ša-an-zi ki-i-wa
18’ ku-it i-e-eš-

\(^7\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ ḫu ma ki-šu me-d₇.₇.BI
19’ na-āš-ša-a-aš A-N₄ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)
20’ ḫu ma ki-šu me-d₇.₇.BI
21’ LUGAL-wa-kān MUNUS.LUGAL-ri A-N₄ DUMU\(^{MES}\) LUGAL an-da a-šu-ū-li ne-\(\text{e-i₃}\)-an-te-eš
22’ e-eš-tēn nu-wa-aš-ma-aš TI-tar in-na-a-ra-u-wa-tar pi-iš-kī-tēn
23’ nu-wa tu-uk ḫa-aš-ša-a-aš uk-tu-u-ri-pāt LUGAL-wa-aš MUNUS.LUGAL-aš DUMU\(^{MES}\) LUGAL
25’ pi-iš-kī-tēn A-N₄ \(\text{LUMES}^{MES}\) MUŠEN.DU-wa KASKAL-an pi-iš-kit₇-tēn
See also the edition by Bawanypeck, *Die Rituale der Auguren*, p. 88.

\(^7\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša

\(^7\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša

\(^3\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša

:\(^3\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša

:\(^3\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša

:\(^3\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša

:\(^3\) KBo 17.105+ ii 31’ \(\text{LAMMA}^{KUS}\) kur-ša-aš \(\text{d₇.₇.BI}\)-aš-ša
angry, there is still one god on her side, who, the incantation suggests, has the ear of the rest of the gods, and may persuade them to help. Secondly, she performs an analogic rite, which provides some incentive (in the form of the desirable fat-bread) and perhaps additional power to her entreaty and offerings; in addition, during the rite, she reminds the gods that the augurs were once in their favor (“Once more”) and could be again, and cleanses their mouths with more fat-bread.

The classic Hittite examples of angry and recalcitrant deities are, of course, the myths of the disappearing gods. As demonstrated in ch. 1, the ritual actions in CTH 323, the Disappearance of the Sun-God, and potentially also those in CTH 324, the Disappearance of Telipinu, were performed by Old Women. Here, the Old Women make use of *historiolae*, mythological stories connected to ritual action (see below), as well as extensive fine offerings and analogies (see also below). There is not, however, any protestation of innocent intentions or actions, as in Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual (e.g., “I am not rebelling…” or similar). In fact, at least in Telipinu’s myths, the practitioner’s statements are all, again, positive *faits accomplis*, e.g., “I have taken” (Telipinu’s anger, rage, etc.). It seems, therefore, that even when gods were angry or hostile, the Old Women had tools at their disposal to counter the displeasure, convince the deities to change their minds, and turn the situation to their patients’ advantage. As already seen above in CTH 433, those tools could take the form of help from other, friendly deities.

This is certainly true in the Disappearance of Telipinu, where the ritual action is introduced as the goddess Kamrušepa’s actions, rather than a mortal’s. As noted above in ch. 1, it is clear from the text that a human practitioner, perhaps an Old Woman, was also performing the

---

80 Unfortunately, for the most part, the past tense first-person statements from ʾAnnanna in the Disappearance of the Sun-God are too fragmentary and difficult to understand. She does make the relatively confident statement, “If Telipinu is troublesome for anyone, I speak the words of the gods and I [in]voke him” (ma-a-an-ša-an / ʾTe-li-pi-nu-ša ku-e-da-ni-ik-ki na-ak-ke-eš-zi ú-ga DINGIRš ʾaš u[d-da-ar] / [me]-ma-ah-hi ta-an mu-ga-mi, VBoT 58 iv 8-10.)
ritual, which contains incantations and actions with many parallels elsewhere in the Old Woman ritual corpus, and that the mythological section was a *historiola* (see below). An assumption of the identity of Kamrušepa would allow a greater confidence on the practitioner’s part when facing another angry deity; this would also be quite a strong assertion of a relationship with this particular god. Kamrušepa was a goddess associated with magic, and a similar myth-ritual text (practitioner unattested) ends with the sentence, “The words (are) not mine; (they are) the words of Kamrušepa,” which is quite reminiscent of Allaituraḫḫi’s claiming the words of Ištar, above. Speaking incantations that were literally the words of the gods could function as a way of bringing the power of the divine world into the physical actions of the ritual, while also imbuing the practitioner herself with a sense of divine power. This is also, again, reminiscent of Maštigga’s statement that it was ʿAndaliya who cut the patients’ tongues, although Maštigga performed the physical action of cutting the thread.

One final way in which the Old Women might assert a relationship with a deity could be with a foreign language. Many Old Woman rituals had incantations spoken in languages other than Hittite, such as Luwian, Hattian, Palaic, and Hurrian. In these rituals, the description of the action is always in Hittite; it is the incantations that are in foreign languages. Although sometimes the incantations were translated into Hittite (for example, Allaituraḫḫi’s second ritual, CTH 780.II, which seems to be a revised and expanded version of CTH 780.I with many of the incantations translated into Hittite), or parallel Hittite-language rituals were developed (for example, Tunnawiya’s CTH 409.II, which is not a translation of the Luwian CTH 760.II, but

---

82 It is not clear if here the practitioner was assuming Kamrušepa’s identity—as seems to be the case in CTH 324—or if the words were simply thought to be authored or somehow otherwise belong to Kamrušepa.
83 For more examples of divine words, see Haas, *Geschichte der hethitischen Religion*, pp. 881–82.
certainly closely parallels it), quite a few texts with foreign-language incantations were copied into the thirteenth century. One plausible explanation for this is that it was considered best to use the language most appropriate to the deities in the ritual; Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual includes Hurro-Mesopotamian gods such as Teššub, Ḫebat, Kumarbi, and (as seen above) Ereškigel and the Annunaki, while the Luwian rituals regularly address (in the vocative) warpalli Tarhunza, a Storm-God with a Luwian epithet, and refer also to the male Luwian Sun-God, Tiwat. The Palaic rituals address Ziparwa/Zaparwa and the Palaic pantheon, while the Hattian rituals include Telipinu. It is also possible that foreign languages were used out of respect for a certain author or tradition, or to lend a ritual a sense of mystery (though there were certainly speakers of Hurrian and Luwian, at least, at the Hittite court), but it seems likely that the deities were considered to respond best to their own languages. This might also be supported by the festival texts, in which similar foreign-language incantations were sometimes used to celebrate deities of the appropriate geographic origin.

Sometimes the Old Women had to deal with forces that we might anachronistically term demons—the Hittites had no word to distinguish lesser supernatural forces from gods, but there are certain gods who appear exclusively, or almost exclusively, in ritual context, where they are making trouble for a patient and must be diverted or banished, rather than appeased. For example, in the first of the three nearly-identical rituals recorded in CTH 391.1, the Ritual of Ambazzi, Ambazzi performs an analogic rite to purify her patients and then says, “dZarniza, dTarpatašša: do not keep striking them any longer—go and henceforth strike this do[or-latch]! Drive the evil do[wn off] of them.”

---

84 It should be noted that this is an assumption; it is not impossible that existing Hittite-language incantations or compositions were modified into foreign languages, rather than the other way around.

85 KUB 9.25++ i 30 [(dZa-ar-ni)-za dTa(r-pa-at-t)a-aš]-ššiš-
door-latch is attractive as such is not clear—to encourage them to leave the patient alone and take their evil with them. Soon after this, she performs an analogic rite to move the evil from the patients to a mouse (see further below), and after she lets it go, she says, “\(d\)Zarni[za],

\(d\)Tarpatašša: You take [th]is! We will [giv]e [you] something [else] to eat!\(^86\) Here, the attraction of the alternate target is quite clear: the proposed offering is to take the place of the patient.

There follows a broken section that, based on the parallel rites, included an animal sacrifice as a substitute for the divine entities to eat, and perhaps also an offering of precious metals and stones. In the second ritual on the tablet, addressing a different hostile entity, that offering is followed by another incantation:

“[Alauwai]ma, [I have] hereby [given] you silver, gold, (and) lapis: you go and speak well for me before the gods!

“Give […\(j\)auwar, and give sight to my eyes! If another one [speak]s evil before (you), since you are powerful, speak well [before] all of the gods [for me]!”\(^87\)

This implies that the entities’ negative attention may have been solicited by another human—a common theme in Old Woman rituals against evil—and that Ambazzi has now co-opted this one to intercede on her behalf with the gods. There is no assumption of friendliness and existing

---

\(32\) [(\(\text{\(n\)}\)am-\(m\)a\(\text{\(n\)}\))a-\(h\)-\(h\)-i\(\text{\(i\)}\)-\(i\)-\(\text{\(s\)}\)-\(k\)i nu-\(w\)-a\(\text{\(a\)}\)]\(m\)a-a\(\text{\(a\)}\) \(d\)-a-a-lu kat-[\(a\)-a\(\text{\(n\)}\)-\(h\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)]

\(33\) \(\text{\(n\)}\)a-an-\(n\)

(Restorations from dup. KBo 53.21 i 2’ff.) Edited Christiansen, Ambazzi p. 38.

\(86\) KUB 9.25++ i 42

\(3\) \(\text{\(n\)}\)a-an-\(n\)-\(i\)-za \(\text{\(d\)}\)\(T\)ar-pa\(\text{\(a\)}\)-at-ta-a\(\text{\(s\)}\)-\(s\)-\(i\)-\(s\)

\(43\) \(k\)-da-a a-da-an-na-ma-a\(\text{\(j\)}\)\(t\)-\(a\) \(d\)-ma\(\text{\(a\)}\)

\(44\) \(p\)-\(\text{\(i\)}\)-\(u\)\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(n\)-\(n\)

(Restorations from dup. KBo 53.21 i 2’ff.;) Edited ibid. p. 40.

\(87\) KUB 9.25+ KUB 27.67 ii 63 \(\text{\(d\)}\)\(A\)-la-u-\(w\)-a-i\(\text{\(m\)}\)\(a\) ka-a-\(s\)-\(a\)-at-ta K\(\text{\(U\)}\).BABBAR K\(\text{\(U\)}\).S\(\text{\(G\)}\).\(\text{\(I\)}\)\(\text{\(G\)}\)\(\text{\(N\)}\)

\(64\) [\(p\)-\(\text{\(e\)}\)-\(\text{\(h\)}\)-\(\text{\(u\)}\)-\(u\)]\(n\) zi-\(i\)k-mu i-it \(P\)-\(\text{\(A\)}\)-\(N\)\(I\) DINGIR\(\text{\(s\)}\)\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(a\)-\(s\)-\(s\)-\(u\) me-mi-\(i\)-\(s\)-\(k\)

\(65\) \(i\)-\(a\)-u-\(w\)-a-pa-a-i \(I\)\(G\)\(\text{\(L\)}\)-\(A\)-\(s\)-\(m\)u \(u\)-\(w\)-a-ta\(r\) pa-a-i

\(66\) [\(m\)]\(a\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(e\)}\)\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)\(d\)-\(a\)-lu \(d\)-\(a\)-\(s\)

\(67\) [\(m\)e-\(m\)a]-\(i\) zi-ga-az da-\(a\)-\(s\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(s\)-\(u\)-\(u\)-\(s\) ku-\(i\)

\(68\) [\(n\)u-\(m\)u]-\(k\)\(a\)n \(\text{\(h\)}\)\(u\)-\(u\)-\(m\)a-\(a\)-\(d\)-\(a\) \(D\)\(I\)\(N\)GIR\(\text{\(s\)}\)\(\text{\(a\)}\)

\(69\) [\(p\)-\(\text{\(e\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)-\(\text{\(a\)}\)\(d\)-\(a\)-\(a\)-\(a\)\(d\)-\(a\)-\(s\)

Restorations after ibid. p. 48.
relations such as is seen in the Old Woman’s appeal to the hearth in CTH 433.2; rather, this seems to be more in the nature of a straightforward bribe.

Another ritual dealing with what might be called “demons” is CTH 397, Ḫebatarakki’s ritual. This text is unfortunately quite fragmentary, but the first few paragraphs are fully-preserved. Ḫebatarakki begins by making a dough to press on the patient’s body—including, among other things, incense, goat hair, gypsum, and dog excrement—as well as two figurines, which she sets on the patient’s shoulders. She begins speaking: “I have set dAgalmat up far away from you, while I have divorced dAnnamiluli completely from your head! I have extinguished the fire on your head, and I have set it alight on the head of the sorcerer…”88 Here, she presents her victory over the divine entities as a fait accompli, and turns her attention almost immediately to the rival practitioner, to whose work the rest of the preserved section of col. i is dedicated. Though she may have returned her attention to dAgalmati and dAnnamiluli later in the ritual—particularly if they are represented by the figurines, although this is not made clear—from the available evidence, they seem to have been easily dealt with.

In both Ambazzi’s ritual and in Ḫebatarakki’s, the incantations addressing the divine entities bring the physical world and the supernatural world into closer connection: the physical ailment is assigned a supernatural cause when they address the supernatural entities behind it. The resolution in this case is the opposite: the entities are pacified or distracted, removing the supernatural cause (and thus hopefully curing the affliction). Similarly, in the disappearing god myths, and in CTH 433.2, problems such as weather or difficulty with augury are given divine agency, and when the gods are appeased, the danger from these divinities is (or should be) gone.

19 9A-an-na-mi-lu-li-in-ma-tá-k-kán SAG.DU-az a-wa-an ar-ḫa
20 šu-wa-nu-un A-NA SAG.DU-NA-ma-ad-du-uš-ša-an pa-ah-ḫur
21 ki-iš-ta-nu-nu-un na-at-ša-an al-wa-zé-ni UN-ši
22 SAG.DU-i wa-ar-nu-nu-un
This can be contrasted to the situations in the other example texts, in which the malevolent forces are human. In those cases, the origin of the problem is not a concern. Rather, the incantations are designed to get the gods’ attention, remind them of an existing relationship, and/or use that existing relationship as a basis for the solution, bringing their divine force to bear against the noncorporeal evil the Old Woman is facing. They are often called upon at the beginning of a ritual or at the end, or both; however, sometimes in the course of ritual action, they are used to the practitioner’s advantage in protective rites, rites of disposal, and in mythological recitations, or *historiolae*.

### 3.3.3: Historiolae

A *historiola* is a mythological story contained within a ritual. They are well-known in the Hittite ritual corpus, although there has not been much literature devoted to the general phenomenon in Hittite. Most scholarship on these *historiolae* has focused on mythological themes from historical perspectives, sometimes with the primary goal of separating out various cultural traditions. In this case, my goal is rather to demonstrate the ways in which *historiolae* are used in ritual, and how they contribute to ritual efficacy, and to come to a better understanding of the function and content of some of the specific *historiolae* in the Old Woman corpus.

---

Historiolae can be used to apply the situation, and often the resolution, present in the mythological narrative to the problem addressed by the ritual. David Frankfurter describes historiolae as “the performative transmission of power from a mythic realm articulated in narrative to the human present,” while also noting that “it is not simply undifferentiated power that is unleashed through historiolae, but precedence or paradigm…The historiola’s link between [mythic and present] times is not as important as its link between a human dimension where action is open-ended and a mythic dimension where actions are completed and tensions have been resolved.” Hittite historiolae function in exactly this way, and fit easily into this chapter’s ongoing theme of ritual incantations being designed to join the physical actions of the practitioner to the supernatural world of the gods and/or of the magical effects of sorcery.

The classic example of a Hittite historiola is of course the myths of the disappearing gods, at least some of which were ascribed to and/or recited by Old Women (see ch. 1). In the most complete myth, the disappearance of Telipinu, the narrative, once reconstructed from the three fragmentary attested versions, is very clear: Telipinu, an agricultural deity, becomes angry and disappears, and the land suffers as a result. The gods cannot find him, not even the Storm-God, until finally the grandmother-goddess Ḥannaḫanna sends out her servant, the bee, which stings Telipinu until he gets up. Although he has been found, Telipinu is now even more angry, and must be placated. The remainder of the text is ritual incantations—some of which narrate

\[91\] This basic fact had already been noted by V. Haas and H. J. Thiel, Die Beschworungsrituale der Allaiturah(h)i und verwandte Texte, AOAT 31 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1978), 37 (“Die Krankheit wird lösbar, da das analog gesetzte kosmische Geschehen ja die Lösung impliziert. Dies ist der Sinn der Analogie”) and is understood throughout the literature, although often not stated in so many words.


\[93\] Ibid., 465–66.

\[94\] This has already been noted by Torri (“The Great Sun God Made a Feast”: A Mythical Topos in Hittite Ritual Literature,” in Festschrift für Gernot Wilhelm anläßlich seines 65. Geburtstages am 28. Januar 2010, ed. Jeanette C. Fincke [Dresden: Islet, 2010], 338), who also cites Frankfurter, though she focuses primarily on the single motif of the Sun-God’s feast.
ritual actions—designed to replace Telipinu’s anger with a sweet and calm temperament. They are of a familiar type: for example, “[Just as] hon[ey] is sweet, and just as ghee is pleasant, also likewise let Telipinu’s soul be sweet, and likewise let it be pleasant!” and “Telipinu: his soul is angry, [his] in[nards] are a burning fire. Just as this fire [is extinguished], likewise let the anger, fury, and sullenness [be extinguished]!” As mentioned above, in the first version of the text, a large part of the ritual action is framed as though Kamrušepa, goddess of magic and healing, is performing it.

This mythological narrative is very easily interpreted as functioning in a ritual context. The human problem—agricultural failure, drought, famine, or perhaps simply winter—is given divine agency, and then a narrative is presented in which the offending deity is placated by other deities. Those deities’ actions are mapped onto the human practitioner’s, and since the divine problem is presumably resolved (no ending is preserved), the human problem likely will be as well. Despite many difficulties with dating, restoration, relating the manuscripts to one another, and interpretation of certain details, in this respect the Telipinu myth is entirely straightforward:

---

95 For a full translation, see Hoffner, *Hittite Myths*, 15–18.
96 KUB 17.10 ii 25' LÂL-i[t ma-a'i'-ah-ḫa-an]
26' ma-li-id-du Ï.NUN ma-a-ah-ḫa-an mi-ū "Te-li-pi-nu-wa-aš-ša ṢI1-ŠU
27' QA-TAM-MA mi-li-ti-iš-du na-aš QA-TAM-MA mi-i-e-eš-tu
For an edition, see Rieken et al., hethiter.net/: CTH 324.1.
97 KUB 17.10 iii 21 ṢI-te-li-pi-nu-uš kar-di-mi-ia-u-wa-an-za ṢI-ŠU k[a-ra-a-az-ši-iš]
22 ƙa-ri-wa-ra-an pa-a-ah-hur nu ki-i pa-a-ah-hur ma-a-ah-ḫa-[an ki-iš-ta-rī]
23 kar-pi-ša kar-di-mi-ia-az Ša-a-u-wa-ar QA-TAM-MA[A ki-iš-ta-rū]
For an edition, see ibid.
98 As already noted throughout the literature; Haas (Geschichte, 707–718) situates the myth within the *purullī-*festival; R. Della Casa (“A Theoretical Perspective of the Telepinu Myth: Archetypes and Initiation in Historical Contexts,” *Antiguo Oriente* 8 [2010]: 110–111) rather situates it in periods of political unrest; while Kellerman (“The Telepinu Myth Reconsidered,” in Kaniššuwar: A Tribute to Hans G. Güterbock on his Seventy-Fifth Birthday, May 27, 1983, ed. H.A. Hoffner, Jr. and G. Beckman, AS 23 [Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1986], 120–23) comes closest to my own interpretation in assuming that the disappearing god myths are intended to pacify angry gods that might cause agricultural or fertility disasters. Polvani and Pecchioli Daddi (*La mitologia itita*, 75) instead prefer to interpret the ritual as part of a mythological narrative, rather than the myth as serving a ritual purpose (“Si dirà che alcuni di questi motivi si ritrovano in realtà nella descrizione del ritual magico e non nella narrazione vera e propria… Tuttavia in nessun altro genere di testi le similitudini hanno questa carica espressiva, tanto che, rovesciando l’usuale prospettiva che considera il mito funzionale al rito, possiamo in realtà considerare quest’ultimo come parte integrante del racconto mitico”). However, I do not agree that a “narrazione vera e propria” must be divorced from ritual context, nor that ritual context precludes literary merit.
it is both “the performative transmission of power from a mythic realm articulated in narrative to the human present” and a “link between a human dimension where action is open-ended and a mythic dimension where actions are completed and tensions have been resolved.”

Of course, other historiologae are somewhat less straightforward. For example, in Tunnawiya’s taknaz dā- ritual/“Ritual of the Ox,” CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, there is quite a difficult historiola, which has defied coherent analysis until this point. I would interpret it as follows:

After the extensive scapegoat ritual on Tablet 2 of the ritual (for which see below), a piglet of clay and a live piglet are brought in; the latter is waved far away by support staff, while the Old Woman takes the piglet of clay and continues speaking. The historiola begins:

“Great god, you have driven from Lanta (and) released those running forward to the center. The tongues of sickness, who have frightened him/her and who have made him/her anxious—” she calls the person she is conjuring by name.

---


100 Hutter (Behexung, 125) interprets this historiola as expressing that the Sun-God is angry and his servants the Ililiyant-deities are those attacking the patient. I would rather interpret the Sun-deity as benevolent, which is supported by the parallel in CTH 458.1 (see below). I also do not agree with Hutter’s statement that, “Das Verhältnis der Götter zueinander, wie es in diesem mythologischen Abschnitt zum Ausdruck kommt, ist wohl eine auf die mythologische Ebene transponierte menschliche Erfahrung. Was hier als mythologische Auseinandersetzung zwischen den Göttern im Ritual nachvollzogen wird, dürfte eine Variation jener Vorstellung sein, daß eine Behexung und das dazugehörige Ritual immer auch eine Rechtsangelegenheit zwischen dem Behexten (=Opfermandant) und dem Behexer sind. Der "Große Gott" und Hannahanna als "gute Götter" sind dabei diejenigen, die sich der Rechtssache des Opfermandanten annehmen, um sie zu einer positiven Lösung zu führen, ähnlich wie die Sonnengöttin der Erde und Nergal aufgrund der erhaltenen Opfer dem Opfermandanten Wohlergehen schenken sollen” (126), as will be demonstrated throughout my analysis. Beckman (“Ritual of the Ox,” 46–47) seems to see the sun-deity (whom he interprets as the Sun-Goddess of the Earth) as a positive force, but he does not offer up an analysis of the historiola. His assignation of the lines of dialogue, however, differs somewhat from my own.

101 Perhaps an angry deity? Hutter (Behexung, 123) notes, citing Ünal (RIA 6, 487), that this may be Kunniyawanni, the deity of Landa; if so, there are no parallels elsewhere in any Old Woman ritual to suggest what role this god would play.

102 This may be a reference to her earlier attempt to drive the affliction off to all sides—up, down, right, and left. It may also be an equivalent to the Luwian term parittarwa-, translated “rushing forward” by Yakubovich’s Luwian Corpus (though rather “supine” by Melchert, LUVLEX). Others have rather translated this in apposition to “the tongues of sickness” etc., and assumed an implied object to the previous sentence. Beckman (“Ritual of the Ox,” p. 46) translates “loosed (your team),” which is also possible; in CTH 458.1 (see below), there is a pun between the meaning of lā- as “to loosen an animal,” and the meaning “to release someone from sorcery/evil.” Perhaps here the
In the next paragraph, she switches to the first person, indicating that the subject is now the “tongues of sickness.” As already noted by Hutter and Beckman, “the moving knee” and “the seeing eye” are euphemisms for the patient (i.e., a person who is alive and/or healthy):

“‘We go to seek him/her, the moving knee, the seeing eye.’ The Sun-god became angry; he sent the Ilaliyant-deities (who said): ‘Where will you take him/her, the moving knee, the seeing eye?’”

Although grammatically, the question could also come from the Sun-God, the narrative rather supports the interpretation that the Ilaliyant-deities, as the Sun-God’s servants, are interrogating the evil “tongues of sickness” who are attacking the patient. The following paragraph seems to begin with the response from the malevolent forces. (Beckman interprets it as the speech of the benevolent Ilaliyant-deities, but the correspondence between the patient being “sweet” in this paragraph and the scapegoat-pig being “sweet” to the evil entities at the end of the section indicates otherwise to me.)

“‘We saw him/her, the ruling household; we saw the eyebrow, we saw the eyelash, we saw (them) together with the twelve body parts, and (s)he became sweet to us.’

---

pun is implied. Hutter (Behexung, 39) translates rather, “Großer Gott, du bist aus Landa herbeigeeilt (und) has gelöst (“entsühnt”), which I find less likely.

103 KUB 9.34 iii 28’ šal-li-iš-wa-kán DINGIR-LIM-iš URU_La-an-ta-az u-un-ni-eš
29’ la-i-iš-wa ták-ša-ní pé-ra-an ḫu-i-ia-an-te-eš
30’ i-na-na-aš la-a-la-aš ku-iš-ša-an ú-e-ri-te-nu-er
31’ ku-e-ša-an-kán la-aḫ-la-aḫ-hi-nu-e-<<nu-e>>-er
32’ nu ḫu-uk-ki-iš-ki-iz-zi ku-in na-an-kán SUM-ŠU te-ez-zi

Edited by Hutter, Behexung, pp. 38–39.

104 I am interpreting this god as the male celestial sun-deity, since that god appears elsewhere in rituals paired with DINGIR MAḪ, as seen above, and if this were the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, I would expect to see taknaš. Beckman (“Ritual of the Ox,” 52) prefers to assume the taknaš has been omitted, which cannot be discounted. The Sun-Goddess of Arima is never securely attested in Old Woman rituals against evil (she is only attested in CTH 403, Mallidunna’s evocation ritual, out of all the Old Woman rituals), so it is unlikely to be her.

105 KUB 9.34 iii 33’ pa-a-i-wa-ni-wa-ra-an ša-an-ḫi-eš-ki-u-e-ni
34’ i-ia-an-da-an ki-nu-un ú-wa-an-da-an IGIL.iA-in
35’ ĠUTU-uš kar-pi-ia-at-ta nu Ḫ-la-li-ia-an-du-uš
36’ pi-i-e-ʿet ku-wa-pi-wa-ra-an ta-at-te-ni
37’ i-ia-an-ni-ia-an gi-nu-un
38’ ú-wa-an-da-an IGIL.iA-in
“Then, however, Ḥannaḥanna\textsuperscript{108} saw him/her, and she anointed (him/her) with karšikaršī- before them, the evil gods. Then the evil šiwannes\textsuperscript{109} saw, (and she said),\textsuperscript{110} ‘Cut them off of the eyebrow, cut them off the eyelash! Cut [them off] of the twelve body parts!’\textsuperscript{111} “Let them go and take him in, and also let them make him a lord of (!) the city, and let them make him a! (text: his) husband (of) his wife, and let them make him a father (of) children, and let them make him a servant of long years to the gods.”\textsuperscript{112}

\textsuperscript{106} This word, taparamma, has been translated as “Regierung” by Hutter and Starke, and “Verwaltung” by Kronasser (see Tischer, HED T/D 1, p. 119, for a summary); Beckman does not translate it. Melchert, however, interprets it as a nominative-accusative plural participle, “ruling,” in CLL, and this seems to fit the context best; É-er is therefore the nominative-accusative neuter plural of “household.”

\textsuperscript{107} I follow the CHD (p. 252) in taking the attested na-an-ši-ia-aš-kān in KUB 9.34 iii 42’ as a mistake for the nuwa-an-[n-][a-][aš-aš-kān] attested in CTH 409.IV, KUB 9.4 iii 4.

\textsuperscript{108} Written DINGIR.MA-h-aš.

\textsuperscript{109} Of unclear meaning, attested only in these rituals; the CHD suggests that it may be a byform of šiu(ni)- “deity,” meaning “demon” or similar. In any case, it almost certainly refers to the same group of beings as “evil gods” does.

\textsuperscript{110} In CTH 409.IV, there is an extra sentence in here; preserved is only nu-[a]-wa-… iyaweni, “And we will treat/do […].” Beckman translates this as “They look[ed] at him, [the evil] deities (saying:) ‘And […] we will treat.’” and continues as though the evil deities are speaking. I find this unlikely: although it is possible that the evil deities are suggesting that something else (Ḥannaḥanna’s karšikaršī?) be cut from the patient’s body parts, elsewhere any language about removing something from the patient’s body parts is directed against evil forces; in addition, the following paragraph (see below) is not something evil deities would say. I would say that either iyaweni is the evil deities speaking, and there is an unmarked switch in speaker between the sentences, or—more likely—Ḥannaḥanna is speaking, and is referring to herself and the ritual practitioner.

\textsuperscript{111} Here Ḥannaḥanna is making a pun: the imperative of “to cut” is karši. Ḥannaḥanna’s anointing of the patient with karšikaršī- has already prepared the way for the necessary actions on the part of the ritual practitioner. Whether the final paragraph is still Ḥannaḥanna speaking, or whether it is only the Old Woman speaking is not explicit; however, I believe that it is most likely to be Ḥannaḥanna, since she seems to continue speaking later (see below).

\textsuperscript{112} KUB 9.34 iii 39’ É-er-an ta-pa-ra-am-ma a-ú-me-en 40’ [i]-ni-ra-an a-ú-me-en [a]-ap-li-pa-an-za-an a-ú-me-en 41’ IŠ-TU 12 UZI/UP[HI-A a-ú-me-en 42’ na-an-ši-ia-aš-kān an-da me-li-te-iš-ta

The identity of “them” in the final paragraph is unclear. There are many options: the deities, the humans working on the ritual (the Old Woman, as mentioned already, is assisted by support staff), or the several substitute animals that are taking afflictions away. The closest plural entity preceding the paragraph, however, is the evil deities; evil deities would certainly not perform any of the actions in this paragraph of their own volition, but perhaps Ḥannaḥanna is ordering them to behave more appropriately.

To this point, therefore, the evil deities have sought out the patient; the Sun-deity has become angry and sent his/her servants to question them. The evil deities tell the Sun-deity’s servants that they found the patient and (s)he was sweet to them, but Ḥannaḥanna put her protection on him/her and ordered the deities to be cut away, and for the patient to be returned to his normal state and/or raised even higher than before. At this point, the historiola has successfully been brought to the point of performing the ritual, with the support of the Sun-deity, his/her servants the Ilaliyant-deities, and Ḥannaḥanna, who are aware of the problem and working to protect the patient. As it continues, the incantation is no longer in the past tense: the Old Woman speaks patient’s name again, and she says,

“‘Let him go and intrude into my house, and let the piglet of (the god) Panunta be fitted to him! [I] will give the piglet of Panunta to those who brought the si[ckness] of the soul (and) the heaviness [of] the body. It […] from the šiggašigga- and let it be sweet to them.’”

113 Hutter (Behexung, 110) suggests that the wish to be a husband and father may be connected to the “tripling and quadrupling” incantation elsewhere in the ritual, which may imply a wish for fertility; see below. 114 KUB 9.4++ iii 24 (handcopy: 20) pa-id-du-wa-kán 25 Ė-[r]-mi ša-li-ka-ru nu-wa-ra-aš-ši-[kán] 26 ḫa-[p-pa]-fru-[r] ŠAḤ.TUR Ś.4 Pa-an-nu-[un-ta] 27 ku-i-fr-[e]-[eš-ša-a]n ú-te-er Zl-aš if-[m-pa-an] 28 NĪ.TE-[aš] fta-[aš]-ši-[aš]-tar nu-uš-ma-aš-[ša-an-kán] 29 pi-ih-[hi] ŠAḤ.TUR fŚ.4 Pa-an-nu-un-[t]a
It seems most likely that Ḫannaḥanna is still speaking here: the verb šalik(i)-, here translated as “intrude into,” ordinarily has a connotation of inappropriateness, of touching or entering something in a negative or taboo fashion. Here, then, šalik(i)- would refer to the inappropriate action of a human entering into a god’s house—and the patient entering into the divine sphere of protection would be more consistent with Hittite ritual norms than the patient entering the Old Woman’s actual home. The possibility of “my house” meaning a structure or space so delineated for the ritual—a ritual tent, for example—cannot be excluded, but given that there is nothing to say that Ḫannaḥanna is not still speaking, and the unusual use of šalik(i)- in the context of entering a building, the explanation that a divinity is speaking seems most likely (her house could of course be symbolized by a ritual structure). If this is the case, the following two paragraphs show a gradual movement from the deity’s speech to the practitioner’s, very similar to what is seen in the Disappearance of Telipinu with Kamrušepa and the practitioner.

The following paragraph details the effectiveness of the pig as an analogical tool: “It roots up the meadow and turns over *artarti*-plant; it roots up the mountain, and turns over water. Let it root them out (of) his twelve body parts, and in his vigorous knee!” There follows a long list of evils to be rooted out (see above). Finally, the Old Woman says the patient’s name again
and says, “Whoever placed him [for] ḪAGARI, now [I am] ta[king] him from ḪAGARI and placing it, the piglet of ḪPanunta.” This is the end of the second tablet of CTH 409.II; the second tablet of CTH 409.IV continues, but the final two paragraphs are quite broken. Insofar as they can be interpreted, they seem to be reiterating the sentiment of removing the patient from a malevolent person or entity’s influence and putting the piglet of ḪPanunta in his place. There is an ambiguity here between the piglet as a tool for “rooting out” the evils from the patient (later, as Hutter and Beckman both interpret the passage, to be disposed of, bringing the impurity to the underworld with it), and the piglet as a desirable meal for the evil deities (perhaps thus also to be disposed of as an offering to them).

This may have to do with the fragmentary and difficult nature of the passage (perhaps there were two piglets?), but it also may simply be a result of the ambiguous nature of substitute/scapegoat-animals in Hittite ritual (see below for a full discussion).

This *historiola*, therefore, can be formed into a coherent narrative, once the various quoted passages are assigned to appropriate speakers. A drama is acted out, in which the evil deities become attracted to the ritual patient’s healthy body. The Sun-God notices and sends his servants the Ilaliyant-deities to demand an explanation from the evil deities, who explain their desire for the patient. However, Ḫannahanna—as usual in Hittite myth, the one with a solution—anoints the patient with an astringent (a “cutting” substance, see above), and orders

---

117 This difficult word is clearly an aspect, avatar, or relation of Nergal, the plague deity; I follow Beckman in interpreting ṢAGARI as part of Nergal’s name rather than as the object of the verb as Hutter interprets it.
21’ Ḫannaḫanna
22’ Ḫannaḫanna
119 Behexung, 111.
120 “Ritual of the Ox,” 53–54.
121 For a study of Ḫannahanna’s presence in mythological context, see G. Kellerman, “La déesse Ḫannahanna: son image et sa place dans les mythes anatoliens,” *Hethitica* 7 (1987): 109–47. As Kellerman says, “Toutes ces activités suggèrent que Ḫannahanna est une des plus grandes divinités anatoliennes; elle se révèle comme une sage reine, une civilisatrice et bienfaitrice inconditionnelle des dieux et de l’humanité” (129).
that the evil deities be cut away and that the patient be given blessings. She then invites the
patient to shelter in her house and she or the Old Woman puts forth the piglet of Panunta as a
substitute given to the evil deities. Once again, although there are a number of difficulties in the
details of translation, the function of the story is extremely straightforward, and in fact seems to
be tailored to fit this particular situation.\footnote{A standard function of \textit{historiolae}; see Frankfurter, “Narrating Power,” 469–76.}

There is a parallel version of this \textit{historiola}, unfortunately much more fragmentary and
difficult, in CTH 458.1, possibly part of the same ritual. The text begins in the middle of col. i
with,

\begin{quote}
Then, she kneels,\footnote{“Kneel” is ordinarily expressed by the verb \textit{ginušariya-}, but another translation of “she takes herself to the
knees” (or, “she puts herself on the knees”) does not immediately present itself.} and she waves it (presumably a substitute
-animal) \textit{over} him/her, while concurrently she says, “[…] The Sun-Deity came up, [and?] from the
\textit{arimpa-}[…]. He stepped to the high mountains,

“he stepped to the deep valleys, he stepped to the flowing river. He released the
sheep; he released the ox.” She calls the person she is treating by name. “May he remove
from this person (the following):”\footnote{HEG T, D: “Schädigung, Gewalttat” (p. 75). Kloekhorst agrees: “damaging, act of violence, punishment”
(\textit{Etymological Dictionary of the Hittite Inherited Lexion}, 825). How the \textit{dammaššaš} should therefore be defined as
an entity is unclear, apart from its obvious destructive nature.}
\end{quote}

There follows a list of evils, shorter than the main list; it begins exactly the same, but stops less
than halfway through. When the list is finished, she resumes, “‘His/her \textit{dammaššaš}’ came
away from the meadow(s), and they brought away the _inan_-sickness of the _dammašhas._’ She calls the ritual patient by name.” In CTH 458.1, _dammašha_- takes the place of the “evil tongues of sickness” in CTH 409.II. In the following paragraph the _dammašhas_ take up the same refrain as the tongues:

“‘We will proceed to find them: the wa[llking knee], the seeing eye.’ The Sun-god [became] ang[ry], and sent the Ilaliyant-deities.” She calls [the ritual patient] by name.

“‘Where [are you] ta[king] him, the walking knee, the seeing [eye]?’ A rope li[es] on the path.

“dAntaliya is turning [a/with a?] knife […] on the path…”

After this, the text becomes too fragmentary to translate and quickly breaks off altogether. However, it is clear that this _historiola_ in CTH 458.1 is another version of the _historiola_ recited in the related passages in CTH 409.II and CTH 409.IV. In this passage, the metaphor of releasing yoked animals and removing sicknesses from the patient’s body is explicit, rather than (likely) implied as in CTH 409.II; the Sun-deity “releasing” the animals and “removing” the evils are both communicated with the verb _lā-_ (though the latter meaning includes the preverbs _šer arḫa_).

The _dammašhas_ substitute for the “tongues of sickness,” and the Sun-God’s response is the same: he gets angry and sends the Ilaliyant-deities to investigate. This time, however, rather than

---

126 KBo 17.54++ i 17’ ú-el-lu-wa-fazl-kán f’ar1-ḫa dam-ma-aš-ḫa-aš-ši-e-eš ú-e-er
18’ na-aš-ta f’ar1-ḫa dam-ma-fašl-ḫa-aš i-na-an ú-te-er
19’ na-aš-ta EN SÍSKUR [ŠU]M-ŠU f-te-e1-z[i]
Edited Fuscagni, hethiter.net/: CTH 458.1.1.
127 KBo 17.54++ i 20’ pa-i-wa-ni-wa-an ša-an-ḫi-iš-k[i]-wa-ni i-i[a-an-ta-an gi-nu-un]
21’ ú-wa-an-da-an IGi[BLA]-wa a’UTU-uš kar-[pi-ia-at-ta]
22’ nu ʾl-la-li-ia-an-du-uš p-i-e-et [na-aš-ta EN SÍSKUR]
23’ ṢUM-ŠU t-ez-zī ku-wa-pi-ra-an da-a[t-te-nī]
24’ i-ia-an-ta-an gi-nu-un ú-wa-an-da-an [IGiBLA-wa]
25’ KASKAL-ši-kán šu-ma-an-za-an ki-i[t-ta-rī]

---

26’ KASKAL-ši-kán ʾAn-ta-li-ia-aš [ ]x-[m]a? GL[?]
27’ wa-āl-nu-uš-ki-iz-zi
Edited ibid.
a response from the malevolent forces and Ḫannaḫanna’s intervention, the focus turns to the
deity d Antaliya, who is attested in the context of ritual cutting of ropes or thread in several other
rituals (see above). Unfortunately, this section quickly becomes too fragmentary to understand,
but it seems as though the basic framework of this historiola appears in different versions. These
versions would start with the same scenario—someone making trouble for the patient, the Sun-
deity noticing, becoming angry, and sending his/her servants to investigate—and then split off
into various possibilities, involving the interference of some other deity performing some ritual
action (anointing or cutting—though recall also that Ḫannaḫanna’s anointing seems to be
associated with cutting as well) on behalf of the patient. This again supports the characterization
of historiolae as mythological stories that might be tailored to specific situations in ritual
context.

Another Old Woman ritual, the fourth ritual on the Sammeltafel CTH 390, is almost
entirely made up of a historiola. The text reads:

The great river bound its waters; it bound a fish in the upstream128 water; it bound
the high mountains, it bound the deep valleys, it bound the ‘meadows of the storm-god’
(=wild areas?), the [pure] rushes. It bound the eagle’s wing, it bound the [be]arded snakes
in the co[il].

It bound the deer under the eya-tree; it bound the leopard(?) at a strong place, it
bound the ulipana- (perhaps a wolf) at a high place, it bound the lion at the zamniššan, it
bound the šaša-animal at the Ḫuratti, it bound the milk of the šaša-, it bound the throne of
the tutelary deity.

And you, Ištar, told this to 4Maliya, and 4Maliya told it to 4Pirwa, and 4Pirwa told it to 4Kamrušepa, and Kamrušepa harnessed her horses and drove to the great river. And Kamrušepa was conjuring the great river, and she conjured the fish in the upstream water, and the great river, its waters were released again, and the upstream fish was released.

And the high mountains were released, and the deep valleys were released, and the meadows of the Storm-god were released, and the pure rushes were released, and the [eagle’s] wing was released, and the bearded snakes [in the coil] were released.

[The deer] was released (from) under the eya-tree, and the panther was released from [the heavy] place, and the ulipzaš was released from [the high place], and the lion was released from the zamnaš, and the [šaš]-goat was released from the hurattiša, and the milk of the šaša was released, and the throne of the tutelary deity was released.\(^{129}\)

\(^{129}\) KBo 3.8 iii 1 šal-li-iš İD-aš ḫu-un-ḫu-ma-az-zi-ši-it ḫa-mi-š[i]k-ta
2 na-aš-ta an-da KU₆ᵗ ḫa-an-ti-ia-ra ū-ú-ti[ ]
3 ḫa-mi-ik-ta İHur.SAG₄ La-pa-mu-uš ḫa-mi-ik-ta
4 ḫa-a₂-uš ḫ[al]-lu-wa-u-uš ḫa-mi-ik-ta
5 4IM-aš ū-e[l]-lu ḫa-mi-ik-ta na-aš-ta an-da [šu-up-pi]
6 šu-ma-an-Za ḫa-mi-š[i]k-ta pár-ti-an-Za ḫa-a-ra-aš
7 ḫa-mi-ik-ta [ša-m]a-an-ku-ūr-va-du-uš-kān MUS₃-uš³
8 an-da ū-la-[Iš]-ni ḫa-mi-ik-ta

\(^{9}\) DÀRA.MA-š-an 4kat₃-la غیسا ḫa-mi-ik-ta pár-ša-na-aš
10 ta-aš-aš-a-pi-di ḫa-mi-ik-ta ū-li-pa-na-an pár-ga-u-e-i
11 ḫa-mi-ik-ta UR.MAḪ za-am-ni-ša-an (erasure)
12 ḫa-mi-ik-ta ša-a-ša-an ū-ru-ra-at-ti ša-an ḫa-mi-ik-ta
13 ša-ša-aš GA ḫa-mi-ik-ta Ša₄ Lamma غِسُغِ‌آ ḫa-mi-ik-ta

\(^{14}\) na-at 4IŠtar A-NA Ma-a-li-ia me-e-ma-at-ti
15 4Ma-li-ia-ša-at A-NA 4Pi-ir-wa me-mi-iš-ta
16 4Pi-ir-wa-ša-at A-NA 4Ki-mu-ši-pa me-mi-iš-ta
17 4Ki-mu-ši-pa-ša-zu AnSi.KUR.RA₂-SU tu-u-ri-it nu İ-NA İD.GAL
18 pe-en-ni-šu nu ḫu-uk-ki-ši-ki-iz-zi 4Ku-mu-ši-pa-aš
19 4GAL-in² İD-an na-aš-ta an-da ḫa-an-ti-ia-ra KU₆-an ū-i-ti
20 ḫu-uk-ki²-ši-ki-iz-zi GAL-iš İD ḫu-un-ḫu-ma-az-ši-ši
21 EGIR-pa la-a-at-ta-at an-da KU₆-uš ḫa-an-ti-ia-ra-aš la-at-ta-at

\(^{22}\) pár-ga-u-uš ḫUR.SAG₄ La-a-at-ta-at šal-lu-u-e-eš ḫa-a-ri-i-e-eš
23 la-a-at₃-ta-at 4IM-aš ū-e-lu-la a-an-ta-at
24 [na-aš-ta] an-da šu-up-pi šu-ma-an-Za la-a-at-ta-at pár-ti-an-Za
25 [ḫa-a-ra-aš] MUSE₄ la-a-ad-da-at ša-ma-an-ku-ūr-wa-an-te-eš MUS₄-
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The main mythological section of the incantation ends here. Oettinger has already made comparisons between this text and the Disappearing God myths; as he states, there is clearly a narrative theme in these myths that was available to Hittite authors for adaptation to different situations. In this case, the river has not vanished, but it has ceased its normal function, and there is a similar cessation of normal functioning in the land—although here the focus is on wild animals, rather than agriculture and husbandry. In addition, in this text Kamrušepa is able to fix the problem apparently at will, without any explicit magical actions to be mirrored by the practitioner, as is seen in Telipinu.

The text continues with the earthly analogue to the myth:

And the young child [wh]o (is here): he was bound with respect to (his) pure hair, while below, he was bound with respect to the scalp, [he] was bound with respect to his nose, he is [boun]d with respect to his ears, he is bound with respect to (his) mouth, he is bound, his tongue, he is bound; he is bound with respect to (his) t[rache]a, he is bound with respect to his esophagus; while below, he is bound with respect to the breast, he is bound with respect to the lung/diaphragm, he is bound with respect to the liver; he is bound with respect to the *genzu* (scrotum?), he was bound with respect to his bladder(?), he was bound with respect to his anus; he was bound with respect to his knee, while above he is bound with respect to his hands.

26 [ḫu-u-la-liš]-ni la-a-at-ta-at

27 [DĀRA.MA]Š kat-ta-an GISre-li a la-a-at-ta-at PİRIG.TUR-aš-ša
28 [ta-aš-s]a-i pi-di la-a-ad-da-at ü-li-ip-za-aš-ša-an
29 [pár-ga-ur]e la-a-ad-da-at UR.MAḪ za-am-na-aš la-a-at-ta-at
30 [sā-s]a-as ḫu-u-ra-at-ti-aš-an la-a-at-ta-at
31 [sā]-aš GA la-a-at-ta-at Š règle GISŠÚ.A la-a-at-ta-at
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The messenger went to Ḥannaḫanna: “When we act, how do we act?” Thus Ḥannaḫanna: “Go and bring the MUNUS ḫašawa. Let her conjure over the scalp for him. Let her conjure him with respect to (his) pure hairs, let her conjure him with respect to his ears, let her conjure him with respect to (his) nose, let her conjure him with respect to his mouth, let her conjure him with respect to his tongue.

“Let her conjure him with respect to (his) trachea, let her conjure him with respect to (his) esophagus, him with respect to (his) breast likewise, him with respect to (his) lung/diaphragm likewise, him with respect to (his) liver likewise, him with respect to (his) heart likewise, him with respect to (his) genzu likewise, him with respect to (his) bladder(?) likewise, him with respect to his anus likewise, him with respect to his knee likewise, while above him with respect to his hands likewise.”

“I have released him with respect to his scalp etcetera; I have released his pure hairs, I have released his ears, I have released his nose, his mouth likewise, his tongue likewise, his trachea likewise.

“His breast likewise, his lung/diaphragm likewise, his genzu (scrotum?) likewise, his thigh (!) likewise, his anus likewise. I have released his knee, while above his hands likewise.

This matter, however, is important [...] let him/her go and [speak] the incantation of binding well! [H]is/[H]er [name] is not there.”

---

131 KBo 3.8 iii 32 [ku]-e-ṣa DUMU-aš ḫu-el-pi-īš na-aš ṣu-up-pi-īš te-e-ta-nu-uš
33 [ẖa]-mi-ik-ta-at ka-ta-an-ma-aš ḫu-pal-la-aš ḫa-mi-ik-ta-at
34 [na-aš] ti-i-ti-an ḫa-mi-ik-ta-at na-aš UGU GESTUḪA-ŠU
35 ḫa-mi-ik-ta’ na-aš UGU KAXU-iš ḫa-mi-ik-ta’ na-aš UGU EME-ŠU
36 ḫa-mi-ik-ta na-aš UGU ḫ[u]-uḫ-ḫur-ti-[i]n ḫ[a-mi-ik-ta]
37 (=KUB 7.1 iii 3) na-aš UGU 72 pa-ap-pa-aš-ṣa-la-an ḫa-m[i]-ik-ta ka-ta-ma-aš
38 UGU GABA ḫa-mi-ik-ta na-aš UGU ḫa-ḫu-ri ḫa-mi-ik-ta
39 na-aš UGU ṢIG.GIG ḫa-mi-ik-ta na-aš ge-ën-zu ḫa-mi-ik-ta
40 na-aš UGU pa-an-tu-ḥa-aš-ṣa-an ḫa-mi-ik-ta-at
The human problem here is sickness, not (as is generally assumed for the Disappearing God myths) some kind of climatological issue, and it only appears after the divine problem has been resolved. However, the analogy is made very clear by the use of the same verb to describe what has happened to the child’s body parts (ḫamenk-<eol>, “to bind”) as what happened to all of the wild animals when the river stopped up. The repetitive incantation, going through a long list of body parts, is reminiscent of the scapegoat rituals of Tunnawiya (discussed below), and was likely intended to convey the ritual’s comprehensive application.

In this historiola, Kamrušepa and Ḫannaḫanna demonstrate their respective expertises:

Kamrušepa is a goddess proficient in magic, and is easily able to solve the problem of the river. Ḫannaḫanna is a wise goddess, who is represented in myth as the one with the answers to insoluble problems; she does not heal the child herself, but she of course knows who should:

41 na-aš GABA KI.MIN na-an Ḫa-mi-ik-ta-at na-aš GABA ŠU Ḫa-mi-ik-ta
42 Ḫa-mi-ik-ta-at še-er-ma-aš ŠU Ḫa-mi-ik-ta
43 ni A.NA 4NIN.TU Ḫa-lu-ga-aš pa-it GIM-an-wa DŬ-u-e-ni
44 ma-a-an-wa i-lu-u-e-ni UMA MUNUS Ḫa-a-ša-wa-an
45 pē-e-ḫu-te nu-wa-aš-ši-iš-ša-an še-er Ḫu-pal-la-aš Ḫu-ik-du
46 na-an ṣu-up-pa-uš te-e-ta-nu-uš Ḫu-ik-du na-an GESTU ŠU
47 Ḫu-ik-du na-an ti-i-ti-ta-an Ḫu-ik-du na-an KAXU ŠU
48 Ḫu-ik-du na-an EME ŠU Ḫu-ik-du
49 na-an GABA KI.MIN na-an Ḫa-aḫ-ḫa-re KI.MIN
50 Ḫu-ik-du na-an GABA KI.MIN na-an Ḫa-aḫ-ḫa-re KI.MIN
51 na-an NIG GIG KI.MIN na-an ŠA KI.MIN na-an GABA KI.MIN
52 na-an ar-ra-aš-ša-an KI.MIN
53 na-an ŠU Ḫa-er-er KI.MIN
54 še-e-ra-an ṭa-pa-aš-ša-li-in
55 te-ta-nu-uš la-a-ú-un na-an GABA KI.MIN
56 ti-ta-an la-a-ú-un na-an KAXU ŠU KI.MIN
57 na-an GABA KI.MIN na-an GABA ŠU KI.MIN
58 Ḫa-aḫ-ḫa-re KI.MIN na-an KI.MIN
59 KI.MIN na-an ŠU KI.MIN na-an ŠU KI.MIN
60 Ḫa-er-er KI.MIN
61 ki-i-ma ut-tar na-ak'ki-i1 [p]a-id-du-wa-at
62 a-aš-šu SI-PAT Ḫa-mi-i[n-ku-wa-aš me-ma-a-ú ŠUM-ŠU NU.GÁL
clearly the \textit{MUNUS} hašawa (perhaps another word for the Old Woman, or a profession with a similar scope; see the Conclusion for further discussion of this). And of course the \textit{MUNUS} hašawa does have the solution, although we cannot see from the text if she performs any actions or simply recites the incantation; in any case, it seems likely to be her own voice at the end, stating that she has released the child’s body parts (lā-, the same verb appearing in CTH 458.1’s \textit{historiola}, above). Unfortunately, there is no solid indication of what connection, if any, there is between Ḫannaḥanna (often written DINGIR.MAḪ), and DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, who is seen in other Old Woman rituals, above. Whether Ḫannaḥanna’s support of the \textit{MUNUS} hašawa is the same as wappuwaš DINGIR.MAḪ’s support of Tunnawiya is thus unclear. However, the message in the \textit{historiola} is very clear: Ḫannaḥanna, the wise goddess who knows all of the answers, knows who to patronize in cases of sickness. It is not hard to see how a \textit{historiola} of this type might serve the practitioner.

The same blatant use of a divinity for self-promotion may be seen in another ritual on this tablet, CTH 390D, which is unfortunately quite a bit more fragmentary; however, the context is clearly another \textit{historiola}. It begins, “When ton[gues come to someone, I] r[ub] his tongue with beer-bread [and] I smear [his tongue with ghe]e […]”\textsuperscript{132} The following section is quite fragmentary, but it involves Kamrušepa, Ḫannaḥanna, and a dialogue, and resumes midway through the next paragraph with,

“‘I [have] brou[ght?]\textsuperscript{133} the \textit{MUNUS} hašawa. [Let her go, and] let her cleanse his tongue.’

Then the \textit{MUNUS} hašawa went, and she cleansed his tongue.”

\textsuperscript{132} KBo 3.8+KUB 7.1 ii 52 ma-a-an-kán EM[E\textsuperscript{HLA} ku-e-da-ni ú-wa-an-zi na-an]-kán EME-ŠU
53 BAPPR-it ša[r-ta-a-mi na-an EME-ŠU IŠ-TU I.NU]N
54 is-ga-a-mi

\textsuperscript{133} This could also be present/future tense.
“The sons of the sun-deity: ‘Let the ḫašawa-woman take [beer-b]read and smear his tongue. Then let her anoint it with ghee. Then let her wipe off his tongue with honey. Let the mortal be well!’” (S)he spits three times in his/its/her mouth.\(^{134}\)

The text ends here with the simple label, “The incantation of tongues.”\(^{135}\) Although the actual historiola is mostly missing, parts of it are still clear: Kamrušepa and Ḫannaḫanna confer, and it is decided that the \(^{\text{MUNUS}}\) ḫašawa is the appropriate person to handle the problem; the sons of the sun-deity (perhaps the Ilaliyanteš of Tunnawiya’s ritual\(^{136}\)) have more specific instructions for what she should do. The last line about spitting into someone or something’s mouth might imply a scapegoat animal (see below for the connection), but the text does not preserve any other mentions of one so there is no way to be certain.

Another ritual featuring historiolae is Allaituraḫḫi’s CTH 780.II, although the historiolae in this text are much less easy to understand. One of the more accessible passages is in column ii of Tablet 6. The column is fragmentary to start; when it becomes legible, the Old Woman is making a mixture of sand/dust, alkali, meal, and bitter vetch. She rubs it on the patient’s body and says,

“Bitter vetch (is) pure like a lion; it wipes down Še[ri] and Ḫurri,\(^{137}\) [and] fur[ther], (it is) like a bašmu-snake; it raised and purified Allani alongside it(?). Allani has assigned you to the Storm-God, the king in heaven. Ištar asked of her beloved brother, ‘Cut me free,

\(^{134}\) KBo 3.8+KUB 7.1 ii 63 \(^{\text{MUNUS}}\) ḫa-sa-wa-an pé-e-ḫu-te-e-[ḫ-ḫu]-un na-aš pa-id-du na-an-kán E}ME-ŠU
\(^{64}\) ša-ab-du nu \(^{\text{MUNUS}}\) ḫa-a-sa-wa-as pa[-it na-an-kán] EME-ŠU ša-ab-ta

\(^{65}\) nu ṢA dUTU DUMU.NITA \(^{\text{MES}}\) nu-za \(^{\text{MUNUS}}\) ḫa-a-Iša-[u]-wa-as [B]A[PP]IR da-a-ú
\(^{66}\) na-an-kán EME-ŠU šar-ta-a-id-du EGIR-ŠU -ma-an
\(^{67}\) IŠ-TU İ.NUN iš-ki-id-du nam-ma-an IŠ-TU LÂL-it
\(^{68}\) EME-ŠU ar-ḫa a-an-aš-du nu DUMU.LÜ.U₃₉.LU SIG₂-ru
\(^{69}\) nu-uš-ši-iš-ša-an I-NA KAxU-ŠU an-da 3-ŠU al-la-pa-<ḫi>
\(^{135}\) SIPAT EME
\(^{136}\) See Haas, *Geschichte*, 381.
\(^{137}\) The Hurrian Storm-God’s bulls.
purify my body—give it, Storm-God, my brother!’ The Storm-God said to Ištar, ‘I have
given it to you, too(?)—what will you do?’

“They arrived, (i.e.) the kings, and the heroic ones worried. Mankind lies at his
feet around/for turduttim, 138 while the ritual patient speaks! To whom(pl.) (s)he is dear,
let him/her be bowed down before me with respect to them, but let him be a lordly person
before the heroes. Let the mortals be crouched down at my feet, and let me stand over
their bodies! […]

“When [(s)he] rub[s] his/her eyes with bitter vetch, [let him/her be] a lor[dly one]
before everyone! See me from the breast […]” 139

The first paragraph of this incantation seems relatively straightforward; although we do not have
a broader mythological context for Allani’s situation at the beginning, she has clearly been given
some power, and has assigned the ritual patient (as I interpret the second person here) to the

138 Bachvarova (“Adapting Mesopotamian Myth in Hurro-Hittite Rituals at Hattuša: Ištar, the Underworld, and the
Legendary Kings,” in Beyond Hatti. A Tribute to Gary Beckman, ed. B.J. Collins and P. Michalowski [Atlanta,
Lockwood Press: 2013], 34n51) suggests “restitution,” after Akkadian turdum.

139 KBo 12.85++ ii 19 (=VBoT 120 ii 5’) fGÜ.SIS1-aš UR.MAH-aš fGIM1-an šu-up-pi-iš GUŠe-[ri-in]
21 MUSŠA.TÜR fGIM1-an fGAM1-an ma-aš-ši 4Al-la-ni-[in]
22 fšal-la-nu-ut 4a-l-[a]-a-ni-š-i-ma-at-[a?] y-
23 aU-ni ne-pi-ši LUGAL1-i ma-ni-iaḫ-ta a-aš-ši-ia-an-t[i]
24 fŠES-ni 4iŠTAR iš3 ū-e-ek-ta kar-aš-mu
25 NĪ.TE-IA pár-ku-nu-ut [n]a-at pa-a-i 4U-aš ŠES-IA
26 aU-aš A-NA 4iŠTAR me-mi-ša pä-eḫ-ḫu-ur-na-nta
27 na-at ku-it DŪ-ši

28 e-[r]i-ra-at LUGAL1MES nu šar-ga-u-e-eš pit-tu1-le fe1-er
29 DUMU1MES LŪ1MES EL-LU-TI ma-aš ši A-NA ŠA-PAL GIR1MES-ŠU
30 AŠŠUM TÜR-DU-UT-TIM ki-ia-an-ta-ri EN fŠISKUR1-ma te-ez rzi1
31 aš-ši-ia-an-za-aš-za-kán ku-f[e1-da-aš na-at-mu GAM-an ka-f ni-na-an-zu1
32 e-eš-du šar-ga-u-wa-aš-ma-za pä-ra-an iš-ḫa-aš-šar-wa-f-an-zu e-eš-du1
33 DUMU.<$LŪ1-U1-EN-MA-ma GIR1MES-aš GAM-an ka-f ni-na1-an-te-eš r-aš-a-an-du1
34 nu-uš-ma-aš še-er NĪ.TE-iš-ši ar-ha-ḫa-ru x[ ]

35 ma-a-an-za IŠ-TU GÜ.SIS IG1MES-wa pa-ši-ha-†-aš-šu1-iš-zi]
36 nu-za ḫu-u-ma-an-ti i pä-ra-an iš-ḫa-aš-ša[r-wa-an-zu e-eš-du]
37 a-uš-tēn-mu UZGABABA-az

Storm-God’s protection. The Storm-God, we see next, has the power to cut even a goddess free
(cutting is a frequent metaphor for freeing a person from sorcery or other affliction) and to purify
her body. The second paragraph is more difficult; there is no context at all with which to
understand who the “kings” and “heroic ones” are, or even whether they are the same group or
two different groups. I am choosing to interpret “the ritual patient speaks” as a description of
what is happening;\(^\text{140}\) therefore, this is a request that the patient be appropriately submissive (to a
deity, perhaps Ištar?), but otherwise of a lordly manner. Then the incantation continues with “Let
the mortals be crouched down at my feet,” which again makes much more sense for a deity.

After this, the incantation becomes quite fragmentary. However, in the following broken
paragraphs are attested the god dŠišummi, and sweet substances like gal[aktar], as well as the
request that the patient’s word become sweet like honey, before it again descends into
unintelligibility. The presence of galaktar and aromatics is reminiscent of central Anatolian (i.e.
non-Hurrian) evocation rituals, e.g., the Disappearance of Telipinu; in addition, dŠišummi seems
to be a reference to a deity who goes all the way back to one of the oldest Hittite texts, the
proclamation of Anitta. We also can see something similar in the Luwian text CTH 759, the
dupaduparša-ritual, with the request that the patient’s words be sweet like honey (discussed
below). Despite the historiola featuring Hurro-Mesopotamian-context deities such as Allani and
Ištar, then, elements from several different “traditions” can be identified here.\(^\text{141}\)

After this, the incantation once again becomes difficult to understand and impossible to
interpret, and soon comes to an end. However, at the bottom of the next column there is another
historiola, featuring the Storm-God, Ḫebat, Ištar, and Ea. The final sentence before the column

\(^{140}\) If what follows is the ritual patient’s speech, there is nothing at all that seems to make sense as the subject of the
imperatives, unless the patient is speaking of themselves in the third person.

\(^{141}\) See the Introduction for more on this subject.
breaks is, “Facing the fea[r] of the lion and the terror of the snake […],” which clearly hearkens back to the “bitter vetch” of column ii, which has the qualities of the lion and the snake, and purifies the Storm-God’s bulls and raised Allani up to a position of power. There may, therefore, have been a larger narrative running through the entire text; unfortunately, with several full tablets missing and the rest fragmentary, it is impossible to know for certain.

One other *historiola* in this text is relevant; Tablet 6 begins with what is clearly a fragmentary *historiola* about Teššub and Ḫebat; the *historiola* itself is far too fragmentary to translate, but it ends with an excellent example of how *historiolae* often function. The text reads, “Like Teššub, [let] him/her [be] pure, let […] be […]like Ḫebat, [let him/her be pure]!” (The restorations are assured by a Hurrian parallel that reads, “May I be pure in the same way as Teššob!… May [I] be pure [in the same way as Ḫebat!]”) Although the content of the *historiola* is completely opaque, its function can be understood by the concluding statement: a story about the heads of the Hurrian pantheon, Teššub and Ḫebat, is designed to be projected onto the status of the patient.

Another Hurrian-language Old Woman ritual is CTH 788, the ritual of the Old Woman Šalašu. Very little of this long text is preserved. CTH 788.1.A, KBo 19.145, is a single-column tablet that splits into two columns for the incantations: one side in Hurrian, one in Hittite. It is quite fragmentary, but on the reverse there is a reasonably well-preserved *historiola*. The incantation is introduced by, “[she speaks] thus in Hurrian”—indicating that the Hurrian version

---

142 KBo 12.85+++ iii 47 (6’ in copy) nu ˹IGI-a₃d₅ ˹₅UR.MA₃ḫ₅na-a₃[₃ra-at-ta-an…] 48 ˹₅A MU₃₉ia ˹₉-e-ri₅-t-e-ma-an
143 KBo 23.23+++ rev. 64’ (=46’ in the handcopy) ˹₅IM-pu-na₃-a₃-at p₃-r₃-nu-u₃-du-u₃[₃ḥé-bat-u-na-a-at] 65’ p₃-r₃-nu-u₃-du-u₃
of the incantation was the one to be pronounced aloud, while the Hittite version was likely there
to inform the reader of the text what the incantation meant. It reads,

“Where did they come from, the hot [stones]? From what mountain did they fall, the hot stones? The hot stones came from the mountain of Ninuwa… […] like […] they came facing Ištar. Ištar […] is asking the hot [stones], ‘Where [did you] come from?
From what [mountain]?’ ‘We came from the house of the ritual patron. We released the
him who was bound; we let out the caged man.’

“I freed the ensorcelled woman at the gate; I freed the ensorcelled man at the gate.

If you(pl.) go, go to the gatehouse/courtyard and take the šuwantiya-bull. Straightaway
free the bound one, release the ca[ged] man from the cage. Free the [ensor]cel[led]
woman at the [gate]; [fre]e the [ensor]celled man at the gate.”

144 KBo 19.145 iii 30’ [(ku)]-[(e]-[(i-za-at-kâ)]n [fú]-[(e-er)]] a-a-an-te-e[š NA₄[H₄A]]
31’ [(ku)]-[(e]-[(e-z-z)]a-[(at-kâ)]n [(HUR.SAG)-az] kat-ta ma-[u]-š-[e]-er
32’ [(a-a-an-te-eš NA₄[H₄A]) a-a-an]-p-[u]-š-[e]-š-[kân NA₄[H₄A]]
33’ [(UR]-ni-i-nu-wa-az HUR.SAG…š[a]-zi-i-[a] ] x x
34’ [(p-ra-a-ú]-e-e-r x) x š-a-aš-kân [ ]’š-ta]-x
36’ [(TU]Š TAR a-a-an-du]-š-[NU₂[H₄A] pu-š-uš-ki]-i-z-[i]
37’ [(TU]š-ez-za-w)’a-kân Š[u]-w-[a]-at’-tēn ku-e-ez-za-w-[fú]-kân”
38’ [(HUR.SAG-az) kat-ta IŠ-TU É EN SISKUR]-f-[mo]
39’ Š[p]-[a]-aŠ[u]-w-a-en š-b[i]-a-an-ta-an-wa-ra-an ar-ḫa
40’ Š[a]-u]-e-en LU-GIS-Š-[r]-u-w[a]-a-[n]-da-an-ma-kân ar-ḫa tar-nu-me-en

144 KBo 19.145 iii 30’ [(ku)]-[(e]-[(i-za-at-kâ)]n [fú]-[(e-er)]] a-a-an-te-e[š NA₄[H₄A]]
31’ [(ku)]-[(e]-[(e-z-z)]a-[(at-kâ)]n [(HUR.SAG)-az] kat-ta ma-[u]-š-[e]-er
32’ [(a-a-an-te-eš NA₄[H₄A]) a-a-an]-p-[u]-š-[e]-š-[kân NA₄[H₄A]]
33’ [(UR]-ni-i-nu-wa-az HUR.SAG…š[a]-zi-i-[a] ] x x
34’ [(p-ra-a-ú]-e-e-r x) x š-a-aš-kân [ ]’š-ta]-x
36’ [(TU]Š TAR a-a-an-du]-š-[NU₂[H₄A] pu-š-uš-ki]-i-z-[i]
37’ [(TU]š-ez-za-w)’a-kân Š[u]-w-[a]-at’-tēn ku-e-ez-za-w-[fú]-kân”
Although there is not much that can be said about the content of the myth, the desired efficacy is made clear in the latter part of the incantation: the hot stones are part of some narrative in which a bound, ensorcelled person or deity is freed. Invoking them, therefore, helps free the currently bound, ensorcelled patient. The second paragraph seems to be Ištar speaking, since it is in the singular, and so her abilities and success may be mapped onto Šalašu’s later actions, as seen already in both CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1 and in CTH 390C.

There are a few other fragmentary historiolae attested in Old Woman rituals; the Old Woman Mallidunna authored at least two evocation texts, one for the Sun-deity, and one for Ḫannaḥanna, and in each of them there is a historia featuring the target deity; however, they are both too fragmentary for any productive analysis. In CTH 404.5, Maštigga’s taknaz dā-ritual, there are two incantations containing what seem to be very brief historiolae about animals, but they are also fragmentary, and the context is unfortunately invisible to us, making them impossible to interpret. Finally, it is clear that there are mythological references being made in the Hurrian incantations in Ašdu and Allaiturahḫi’s rituals (for example, CTH 780.I, the Hurrian version of Allaiturahḫi’s ritual, seems to refer to the Kumarbi myth on the obverse, in particular the birth (fud) of Teššub, the Hurrian Storm-God and king of the gods, while the reverse includes a narrative about Teššub, and refers to the gods all seating themselves, and going into their temples). Unfortunately our understanding of the Hurrian language is for the most part too limited to make much of those texts. A similar situation arises in the almost completely

---

145 Hot stones are used frequently in Hittite ritual; sometimes liquid such as wine is poured over them to produce aromatic steam, and sometimes they are placed in washing-water (see Haas, Materia, 192ff.). This usage does not, unfortunately, lend much understanding to this particular historia.

146 Dennis Campbell, personal communication.

incomprehensible Hattian rituals: there appears to be a mythological narrative in KBo 37.23, but for the most part we cannot read it.\textsuperscript{148}

Finally, there are two texts that, rather than recited \textit{historiolae}, preserve dialogues that seem to function in a similar manner. CTH 820, the Benedictions to the Labarna, has the Old Woman and a palace servant playing two parts that are unfortunately not entirely clear from the preserved text, but it ends in an encomium (probably) to the king (a detailed analysis of this text has already been made in ch. 1). The other text is CTH 450, the Royal Funerary Ritual. The Old Women appear throughout the ritual’s fourteen days, and their first appearance is when two of them have a dialogue over a scale on the second day,\textsuperscript{149} after the deceased’s bones have been burned. On the morning of the second day, a group of women gathers up the bones and extinguishes the pyre, dips the bones in fine oil and wraps them in cloth, and places them on a royal chair. They make offerings, and have a meal, and drink to the deceased’s soul. A statue is placed on the pyre and decorated with fruits, and offerings are made. Then an Old Woman takes a scale, and on one side of it she puts silver, gold, and precious stones, and on the other side of it she puts clay. She then has a dialogue with another Old Woman, which goes as follows:

The first Old Woman says, “(S)he will bring the dead one (the name, thus). Who will bring him/her?”

Her colleague says, “The men of Ḥatti (and?) the uruḫḫi-men will bring him/her.”

The first Old Woman responds, “Let them not bring him/her!”

\textsuperscript{148} P. Goedegebuure has translated one small passage as “We have hit the human child on the head” (“Central Anatolian Languages and Language Communities in the Colony Period: A Luwian-Hittian Symbiosis and the Independent Hittites,” in \textit{Anatolia and the Jazira During the Old Assyrian Period}, ed. J.G. Dercksen, PIHANS 111 [Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 2008], 155–56) which, added to the presence of divine entities in the lines immediately preceding, seems like it could be analogous to the \textit{historiola} in CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, where the malicious entities talk about attacking the patient.

Her colleague says, “Take the silver (and) gold for yourself!”

She says, “[I will] take the clay for myself!” She repeats this three times, and on the third time, she says, “[I will] take the clay for myself!” She breaks the scale apart, and holds the pieces up to the Sun-God, and laments, wailing.\(^{150}\) There follows a fragmentary offering sequence.

This dialogue is also opaque in places, but the best guess for its interpretation seems to be that they are staging a debate over the king or queen’s soul, and the Old Woman who refuses to take a bribe(?) of precious metals and stones is allowing the royal person to go up to join the gods rather than down into the underworld.\(^{151}\) In this case, therefore, the actions of the speakers are mapping onto the supernatural world, rather than the other way around.

Overall, it can be seen that the purpose of most \textit{historiolae} is to model the current situation in a narrative about the gods, creating an analogue which then can influence the participants. The effectiveness of the gods’ solution to the problem in the narrative is transferred to the patient. This can be seen most explicitly in CTH 390C, in which the gods fix the problem of the river in the same way as the practitioner is fixing the problem of the child’s illness. These narratives can even involve the patient themselves, as in CTH 490.II/490.IV/458.1, where one story is adapted in two different ways to specifically discuss the patient’s situation, and the gods

\(^{150}\) KUB 30.15++ obv. 29 [nu] \textsc{Munus} ŠU.GI \textsc{Munus} a-re-eš-ši me-na-aḫ-ḫa-an-da ki-iš-ša-an me-ma-i GIDIM-[m]a-kān
30 [ū]-Ƈ dài-iz-zi-wa-ra-an \textsc{Uma-Šu-Um} nu-wa-ra-an ku-iš ú-e-da-[i]z-zi

\(^{151}\) This interpretation is supported by the possibility that Tudhaliya IV had this section of the ritual taken out, due to his desire to be recognized as divine during his life (and therefore in no danger of descending to the underworld after death). See Th. van den Hout, “Zu einer Stratigraphie der hethitischen Totenrituale,” in \textit{Saeculum: Gedenkschrift für Heinrich Otten anlässlich seines 100. Geburtstags}, ed. A. Müller-Karpe, E. Rieken, and W. Sommerfeld, StBoT 58 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2015), 301–306.
in the story are attending to the patient’s problems. *Historiolae* also allow the practitioner to self-
aggrandize somewhat, as seen particularly in CTH 390, where the ḫašawa-woman is specifically
named by the gods to be the best person to deal with the problem. The use of metaphor to
demonstrate (and/or achieve) ritual efficacy is, as has already been stated, one of the Old
Women’s primary tools, and in the following section it will be discussed more fully.

3.3.4: Ritual Analogies

The ways that the Old Women created an analogue so as to bring divine power to bear on
the patient’s problems have just been discussed. Analogy was also used to concretize those
problems into the physical world so that they could be addressed by human means. For example,
in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, Ambazzi pours grains into a vessel and roasts them. She
extinguishes them with water and says, “Just as I have extinguished this, also let the evil
burdening the patients likewise be extinguished!” Most incantations like this use the
standard Hittite formula “Just as…also likewise” (Hittite *mahhan…=ia QATAMMA*); they are
common enough that a book has already been written on them, *La similitudine nella magia
analogica ittita*, by Giulia Torri. Torri focuses on the syntax and literary characteristics of
incantations that use this formula; she categorizes a large number of analogies based on their
linguistic structure. However, given the focus of the book on linguistic and literary elements of
similes, Torri does not include the many analogies that elide or imply the analogic relationship,
without using the simile formula; for example, one of the more evocative images in Hittite ritual
is from CTH 402, the ritual of Allī:

---

152 Literally “on top of.”
153 KUB 9.25++ ii 7 ma-ah-ḥa-an-kān ki-i ki-š-ta-nu-nu-ka i-da-a-lu-ia-kān
8 A-N4 ENššTIII še-er QA-TAM-MA ki-š-ta-rū
Edited by Christiansen, *Ambazzi*, pp. 42–43.
If a [woman] has performed (ritual acts against) him/her—you, O Sun-God, know her—let them be a headdress for her; let her wear them on her head. Let her take them back to herself! Let them be a girdle for her, and let her gird herself with them. Let them be shoes for her, and let her wear them on her feet!\(^{155}\)

Here the analogic relationship is clearly “Just as a woman wears a headdress on her head, let the sorceress likewise wear her sorcery on her head,” but the text sets up the metaphor without using that phrasing. There are quite a few such elided analogies in Old Woman rituals, and, as will be demonstrated, the concept of analogy in ritual goes beyond single incantations. From the point of view of ritual efficacy, therefore, there is still quite a bit to be gained from a study of analogies.

As Torri already notes,\(^ {156}\) the items used as objects of comparison in Hittite ritual tend to be commonplace, household items or things found in the natural world. Items of comparison in Old Woman rituals include: cloth, fire, water, clay and mud, silver, doors and parts of doors, gates, animals (including cows, sheep, pigs, mules, donkeys, dogs, lions, and ants), plants (including seeds, grain, soapwort, cumin, hawthorn, trees, fields, grapevines, shrubs), bread, wine, oil, honey, fruit, fat, garden implements, combs, vessels of various types, towers, stones, knives, and gods. Gods appear as analogical reference points only when the object of the analogy is the patient; i.e., the patient is to be eternal (CTH 416) or pure (CTH 780.II) as the gods were. Otherwise, comparisons were to physical items or plants and animals: things that were accessible and understandable.

\(^{155}\) KBo 12.126+ i 16 [ma]-a-na-an [MUNUS]-t\(\bar{z}\)a?-ma\(^{1}\) i-ia-an ḫa-ra-zi na-an zi-ik \(\text{d}^\text{UTU-uš ša-ak-ti}
17 [(na-a)]\(t^\text{TUG}\) ku-re-eš-šar e-eš-du na-at-ša-an I-N\(\text{A}\) SAG.DU-ŠU ši-ia-an ḫa-ru-du
18 [(ne-z)]\(a\) EGIR-pa da-a-ū iš-ḫu-zi-ša-at-ši e-eš-du
19 [ne]-ez iš-ḫu-zi-id-du \(\text{KUŠE.SIR\(\text{ma-a-ti e-eš-du na-at-za šar-ku-ud-du}
\) Restorations from duplicates KBo 11.12+ i 18ff. and KBo 52.27++ i 15ff.) Edited by A. Mouton, “Le rituel d’Allî,” pp. 199 and 222.

\(^{156}\) La similitudine, 23f.
Looking at the texts from a practical standpoint (rather than with an eye to literary analysis of the language of the analogies, which is the basis of Torri’s categories), there are four main types of analogy:

1. an attempt to impose an action or quality on the evil afflicting the patient
2. an attempt to impose an action or quality on the sorcerer who inflicted the evil
3. an attempt to impose an action or quality on the patient
4. an attempt to impose qualities of the patient on something else (i.e., a substitute).

Point (1) might be further subdivided into (a) analogies attempting to get the evil out of the patient, (b) analogies attempting to destroy the evil, (c) analogies attempting to put or keep the evil at a distance, and (d) analogies attempting to transform the evil into something good.

Some examples:

**1a, removing evil from the patient:** “I have here a šarra- (a cutting implement).

Whoever has been disabling the (patient’s) twelve body [parts] with evil uncleanliness—now I am cutting away evil, uncleanliness, sorcery, spellcasting, the anger of the gods, (and) the horror of the dead from your twelve body parts! Let them be cut completely away from him/her!” (CTH 409.1, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River”)¹⁵⁷

**1b, destroying evil:** (The Old Woman fills 7 ḫupuwai-vessels with various food items, pours them out, and smashes them.) “May they shatter—the ḫupuwai-vessels together with the mouth (and) tongue!” (CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel)¹⁵⁸

---

Edited Goetze, *Tunnawi*, p. 16.

¹⁵⁸ KBo 39.8 iii 34 tu-wa-ar-na-at-ta-ru-wa-ra-at 35 DUGḫu-pu-wa-ia KAXU-it EME-it
1c, keeping evil from coming back: “Just as this puppy’s eyes are stuck together, and it has not yet seen the sky, and it has not yet seen the earth, and it has not (even) already seen its mother’s teat”—she calls the person she is treating by name—“also let the evil day, the short year, the anger of the gods, and the tongue of the panku not ever see this person’s [vig]orous knee [amon]g their twelve body parts!” (CTH 409.IV, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the Ox”)\textsuperscript{159}

1d, transforming evil into good: (The Old Woman rinses grain with water and puts the grain in a reed container, then mixes wine, honey, and sesame oil together in a clay cup. She takes these containers in either hand, with a shallow dish underneath the reed container, and a basket on top of that. She pours the liquid over the grain, which flows down into the basket and through it down into the shallow dish, and speaks in Luwian:)

“The one who spoke hirut- and cursed (the patient): ): Let now the wine, honey, sesame? oil [and …] flow! Let them [bec]ome oil (and) [honey]: the tapāru-curses, the [hir]ūt-
curses, (and) the [tatarriyamman-curses] of the dead (and) the livi[ng, …] the […]s, of a brother (and) a sister […] of the lulaḥi (and) the ḫa[piri-], of the [army] (and) the assembly […].” (CTH 759, Kuwatalla’s dupaduparša ritual)\textsuperscript{160}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Ed. Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, pp. 89–90.
\item KBo 9.125+HT 6 i 21’ ka-a-aš-ma UR.TUR ma-ah-ḫa-an IGI\textsuperscript{Br}[\textsuperscript{L}A-wa an-da]) da-me-in-kán-za na-a-ū-i ne-pi-iš a-u[(š-zī)]
\item 22’ na-a-ū-i-ma ta-ga-an-zi-pa-[n] a-uš-zī na-a-ū-i-ma-za an-an-āš
\item 23’ ti-ta-an ḫu-u-da-a-[k] a-uš-zī
\item 24’ [n]u an-ni-eš-ki-iz-zi ku-[i][n an-t]u-ūl-ša-an na-an-kán ŠU-M-ŠU te-ez-zī
\item 25’ [k]u-u-um-na-wa an-tu-uḥ-[a-][a]n i-da-a-lu-uš UD-az ma-ni-in-ku-wa-a-an-za MU\textsuperscript{Br}L\textsuperscript{A}-za
\item 26’ [DINGIR]\textsuperscript{T} INš-aš kar-pi-iš pa-[n-ga]-u-wa-aš EMES-aš le-e ku-wa-pi-ik-ki a-uš-zī
\item 27’ [A-\textsuperscript{A}]A 12 Šu [U]\textsuperscript{Br}L\textsuperscript{A} [ma-i]a-an-da-an gi-nu-uš-[sǐ]-l.in
\item (Restorations from dup. KUB 35.149.) Ed. Beckman, “The Hittite ‘Ritual of the Ox,’” pp. 42 and 48.
\item KUB 9.6+KUB 35.39 i 23 kui-[i]-i-ru-ta-ni-[ia-][a]t-ta ti-wa-ta-ni-ia-at-ta
\item 24’ na-[i]-a-ni-um-pa-ta ma-[d-du-ū]-i[n]-zi ma-al-li-ti-in-zī
\item 25’ da-a-i-ni-in-zī x[ ]a-al-la-an-zī a-ar-ši-ia-an-du
\item 26’ [t]a-a-i-in-[t][i]-ia-[i]-ta ma-a-al-li i-a-i-[i]-ra ti-pa-a-ru-wa
\item 27’ [hi-r]u-[ū]-ta [ta-ta-ar-ri-ia-am-na u-w]a-la-an-te-ia
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
2, affecting the sorcerer: (They put arrows point-down in a drinking vessel, while the Old Woman speaks:) “The foreigner who has joined evil to the king and queen: may the gods likewise heap\textsuperscript{161} him face-down!”\textsuperscript{162} (CTH 418, “If a stranger commits an offense against the king and queen”; see also the example quoted above from CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, in which the sorceress is to wear her sorcery like clothes.)

3, affecting the patient: (They make a ball of dough, and the Old Woman presses it to the king, the queen, and the palace walls, while saying:) “Just as grain continually sustains the lives of humanity, oxen, sheep, and any animal, likewise let this grain also sustain the lives of the king, the queen, and this house through the ominous thing!”\textsuperscript{163} (CTH 398, the Ritual of Ḫuwarlu the augur)

4, creating a substitute: “This mortal has [no]t conquered (the afflictions with) his two feet: the donkey’s four feet will conquer them! The twelve body parts will conquer them! Let them release the twelve body parts of this mortal, those who are šiwanniēš (and)

\begin{verbatim}
28 ūša-ša-an
29 na-a-na-aš-ri-[e-ia]

\end{verbatim}


\textsuperscript{162}KUB 7.46 iv 9’, ku-iš-wa

10’ [{\textsc{A-N} \textsc{Lugal Munus.}}] \textsc{Lugal} a-ra-aḫ-zi-ē-na-aš UN-aš
11’ [{\textsc{Hul-lu} tāk-š}]-a-an ḫar-zi nu-wa-ra-a-an \textsc{DingirMEŠ QA-TAM-MA}
12’ [{\textsc{Igir} ḫa kat-t]} a ḫu-u-wa-ap-pa-an-du


\textsuperscript{163}KBo 4.2+ i 58 ḫal-ki-iš-wa ma-aḫ-ḫa-an NAM.LÚ.U10.LU GU₄ UDU
59 ḫu-i-ta-ar-ra ḫu-u-ma-an ḫu-iš-nu-uš-ki-iz-zi \textsc{Lugal Munus. Lugal} ki-ia
60 Ė-e rə ka-a-aš ḫal-ki-iš kal-la-ri-it ud-da-na-az QA-TAM-MA ḫu-iš-nu-ud-du

Edited by Bawanypeck, \textit{Die Rituale der Auguren}, p. 28.
those who are ḥatīšantīyaš! Let them then go (to) the twelve body parts of the donkey!' (CTH 458.1, similar to Tunnawiya’s taknaz dā- ritual)

3.3.4.1: Analogies for evil

By far the most common, of these categories is type 1, for reasons that have already been discussed: analogies were designed to impose the physical, concrete world, where the practitioner could manipulate or easily describe objects, onto the supernatural, which could not be directly manipulated and was difficult to describe or even identify. The Old Women thus had to resort to metaphors to concretize it such that it could be affected. The type 1 analogies are designed to do that; as mentioned above, the items used for analogies were nearly all recognizable, common items from nature or from the household. Evil could therefore be conceived of in ways that made sense to the practitioner and to the patient.

In most rituals, the evil would be presented in several different ways throughout the text, which let the practitioner combine different methods of eradication. For example, in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, she first compares evil to hot coals and roasting grain, which she extinguishes. Next, she calls evil a “pull” which may be “drawn,” first in analogy to a cloth, and then to a bowstring. It seems possible that this is a description of a symptom of the patient’s inan-sickness. Finally, she wraps linen around the patient and says, “Just as the washermen make [this] linen plain, and purge the lint [from] it, and it becomes white, likewise may the gods purge

---

164 Words for malevolent divine or semi-divine entities.
165 KBo 20.73++ iv 5 [na-a]-ta-at-za tar-ah-ta ka-a-aš an-tu-wa-ah-ḥa-aš 2 GīRMEŠ-ŠU
6 [n]a-at-za ANŠE-aš 4 GīRMEŠ-ŠU tar-už-zī 12 UZUURIBL-a-at-za tar-už-zī
7 ar-ḥa-ma-at tar-na-an-du ke-e-el DUMU.LU.ŠU LU 12 UZUURIBL
8 ku-i-e-eš ši-wa-an-ni-e-eš ku-i-e-eš Ḫa-ti-iš-ta-an-ti-ia-aš
9 na-at EGIR-an ȘA ANŠE 12 UZUURIBL pa-a-an-du
(Restorations based on Fuscagni’s transliteration of the unpublished duplicate Bo 2567c.) Edited by Fuscagni, hethiter.net/: CTH 458.1.1
166 huwalli, interpreted thus by Haas (Materia, 288). Christiansen (Ambazzi, 86ff.), who is followed by HW2, suggests rather that huwalli is “juniper.”
167 Hittite ḥuieššar, attested only in this text; the exact meaning is unclear, but it is clearly meant to refer to a type of affliction, perhaps pain or illness. The verb translated as “draw,” ḥuittiya-, is cognate.
the evil *inan*-sickness from this person’s body!” (For more on the gods as actors in analogies, see below.) The analogy of cleaning evil from a patient as one cleans dirt from a cloth is attested in other rituals as well, and the focus of the analogy can switch between the evil-as-dirt (as here) and the patient-as-cloth (as in CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu, and CTH 402, Allī). In the latter two rituals, however, the Old Woman is actually pressing a cleansing agent to the patient’s body, and so the purificatory action seems to draw the incantation’s focus to the patient, rather than here, where the object is a cloth and cleaning is only mentioned in the incantation. In the main version of Ambazzi’s ritual, the divine entities are also invited to strike part of a door instead of the patient (see above). However, in the fragmentary version 2, there is a fourth analogy: “Just as the Ḫattalwant- drives back the SAG.KUL, and the door opens, also let it likewise halt the abomination(s) of evil people, sexual misconduct, uncleanness, (and) :mulātar in/for the king!” Despite some difficulties with translating various terms, it is apparent that the evils are to be equated with a physical part of the door that moves.

27 [an-ni-ia]-an-zí nu-uš-ši-kán SIG ma-ri-ih-ši-in
28 [ar-ḫa] pár-ku-nu-wa-an-zí na-at ṣar-ki-iš-zi
29 [ke-e]-i-ma an-tu-uḥ-ša-aš i-da-a-lu i-na-an DINGIR MEŠ
Edited by Christiansen, *Ambazzi* pp. 44–45.

169 KBo 13.109 iii 6 ḫa-at-tal-wa-an-za GIM-an
7 GIM SAG.KUL EGIR-pa na-an-na-a-i
8 GIM-ia EGIR-pa ḫe-ēš-ki-iz-zi
9 LUGAL-i-ia ḤUL-wa-aš UN MEŠ AN-ZE-EL-LU
10 ṣar-ki-il pa-ap-ra-tar :mu-la-a-tar
11 QA-TAM-MA ar-ḫa a-ra-id-du
Edited ibid. p. 156.

170 See CHD L–N s.v. (:mulātar, p. 327, for a summary; given the occasional lack of logical correspondence between the verbs in analogic halves, I do not object as strenuously as they do to interpreting arai- with its first meaning “to arise” rather than “to stop,” particularly since the interpretation of Ḫattalwant- as the agent of the second half of the analogy as well as the first is unusual. In that case, the translation would rather be, “…also let the abomination(s) of evil people, sexual misconduct, uncleanness, (and) :mulātar likewise arise from the king!” If the SAG.KUL were a door-part that habitually rose vertically in order to allow the door to open, this translation would certainly make more sense; however—as noted by the CHD—SAG.KUL and Ḫattalu are sometimes equated in the dictionaries, so it is clear that our understanding of what these items are is not as concrete as it might be.
In one ritual, therefore, the evil afflicting the patient is equated to: (1) coals and burning grains, (2) something that “pulls,” like a bowstring (3) dirt and lint on white cloth, and (4) part of a moving door mechanism. It can therefore be (1) extinguished, (2) pulled in the opposite direction, (3) washed clean, and (4) driven back or lifted away. This multiplicity of methods seems to allow for a mindset of comprehensiveness: by approaching the evil in so many different ways, the practitioner can create the impression that it has been thoroughly eradicated (think, for example, of an advertisement for a cleaning product or pest control, which might similarly suggest that it uses several methods at once to get rid of dirt or infestations, and is therefore more effective). This strategy is used throughout the Old Woman ritual corpus; a similar comprehensive approach has already been seen in CTH 398, where multiple analogies are also used. The specific ways in which evil can be concretized and attacked will be discussed further in chapter 4.

More rarely, evil can be transformed into something good, as seen above in the example from CTH 759 where it is supposed to become honey, oil, and wine, and flow away. Another example is from CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” in which the patient passes through gates of thorny wood, which is intended to pull the evil from them like tufts of hair off of sheep. After the patient goes through the gate, (s)he throws bread back behind him- or herself, and the Old Woman says, “Let the evil uncleanness turn completely into grain behind him/her!” One could also interpret the passage from CTH 433 invoking the hearth in this way: the Old Woman says, “Let the fat-bread lie once more in their mouths, and let oil flow forth from their mouths!” perhaps indicating that the evil words contaminating their mouths should

---

171 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iii 46 i-da-lu-uš-ši pa-ap-ra-<tar> EGIS-an ar-ḫa
47 ḫal-ki-ḫi na-a-‘ú
172 KBo 17.105+ ii 33’ nu-uš-ma-aš-kán PU-U-i-ia-aš-mi NINDA.Ì.E.DÈ.A nam-ma ki-it-ta-ru
34’ na-aš-ma-aš-kán KAXU-az pa-ra-a 1-an ar-aš-du
actually be transformed into oil. Note that all of these items are formless: wine, honey, oil, and grain. This may once again be the result of evil’s miasmic nature: it is not transformed into something with an existing shape, but something that is also without one.

3.3.4.2: Analogies for enemies

Type 2, analogies focused on an enemy person, seems to be almost entirely particular to the Old Women. In Torri’s corpus, there is only one analogy focused on an evil person that is definitely not from an Old Woman ritual; it is from CTH 729, Ḫattic-Hittite conjurations, conducted by the Man of the Storm-God (“Just as the birds (and) foxes eat this one’s sheep’s insides, so also let the birds (and) foxes likewise eat the strength of the evil person and his wives, children, (and) troops.”173). There are also three texts with analogies of this type that have no practitioner attested: first, CTH 426.1, a ritual to aid the army in battle, in which the enemy troops are cursed through analogy; second, another military ritual, CTH 427, the soldier’s oath, in which divine punishments for the violation of the oath are articulated using analogy; and third, CTH 458.2, a text designed to help someone whose compatriot (TAPPU=ŠU) has said something reprehensible to him.174 However, neither of those are directed against another ritual practitioner. Outside of Torri’s corpus, CTH 392, the ritual of the woman Anna of Kaplawiya, should also be noted (she digs holes for hawthorn-plants and says, “Let the evil person, the evil words, and the

173 KUB 24.14 iv 19b nu k[e]-t[e]-el UDU-un GiM-an
20b ZI-ŠU MUŠEN[BLA] KAŠA[BLA]
21b a-da-an-zi HUL-lu-uš-ša
22b UN-aš Ū-ŠA DAM MES-ŠU
23b DUMU MES-ŠU ERIN MES UZU GEŠPU
24b MUŠEN[BLA] KAŠA[BLA]
25b QA-TAM-MA a-da-an-du
See Torri, La similitudine, 107f., for this passage.
174 Torri (“A Hittite Magical Ritual to be Performed in an Emergency,” JANER 4 (2004): 129–41) believes that this is a ritual for a private citizen to perform.
evil eyes be fixed below with hawthorn!”

in the incipit of her ritual, Anna is identified by her city of origin and her husband’s name, rather than any profession.

Even considering these examples, then, the Old Women seem to have been the primary professionals who dealt with sorcery. Practitioners such as the AZU-men did not conduct rituals attempting to send sorcery back to its practitioner, or destroy or incapacitate antagonists. Rather, they performed purification rituals such as CTH 446 or CTH 491, in which evil is dispelled but its origin is not conceived of as another person, or CTH 471 and 472, in which there is an offender behind the impurity but no retribution is meted out, or CTH 484, in which an evil person is hypothesized to have drawn the gods’ attention elsewhere, but the only solution is to draw it back with their own evocation.

Thus it seems as though ritual action against a sorcerer was more appropriate for female than for the male practitioners. It was not quite exclusive to the Old Women: in CTH 408, the ritual of Pupuwanni, the female augur, a figurine is made of an evil sorcerer, so likely she performed something similar, but the text is too broken to say what actions were taken; a similar situation is seen in CTH 417, the small fragment of a ritual of a woman Nikkaluzzi, who makes a figurine of an enemy of the king, and whose profession is not attested (perhaps it fell in the break in line 1 of the text). In addition, in CTH 443, the ritual against Tudhaliya I’s sister Ziplantawiya, the practitioner likewise attempts to turn Ziplantawiya’s sorcery back on her; however, this

---

175 KUB 12.44 iii 6’ i-da-a-lu-uš-wa-aš-ša-an
7’ an-tu-u-wa-ah-za i-da-a-lu-uš EME-aš
8’ i-da-a-la-wa IGl.1-BL-wa GEM-ha-tal-ki-iš-ni-rit1
9’ ka-ta tar-ma-a-an e-eš-du
176 As Mouton has already suggested (“Dans la sphère humaine, l'expert le plus fréquemment mentionné en relation avec les rituels de contremagie est la Vieille Femme,” [“Sorcellerie,” 116]), though her study is not comprehensive.
177 See Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, 490n858 for a summary of the views on Pupuwanni’s profession and convincing argument that she is both the single ritual author and a female augur.
practitioner is never identified. It should be noted that several of the exceptions noted here and above could have had Old Women as their practitioners, but are not well-preserved enough to tell. Ritual attacks against enemies are attested in the Old Woman rituals CTH 391, CTH 397, CTH 402, CTH 409.I, CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, CTH 418, CTH 435, CTH 759, CTH 761, and CTH 780.II. Therefore, one might term the Old Women both “offensive” and “defensive” ritual practitioners, as opposed to the LÚ.MES.AZU and LÚ.MESḪAL, who were purely “defensive.” One can see this “offensive” attitude even in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, in which Ambazzi is not performing a ritual against an evil sorcerer—however, she still says, “Draw away the evil pull from their heads, hands, feet, and all their body parts! Give it to evil ones, to enemies!”

The reason analogy in particular was used to attack sorcerers should be clear: like evil, they were inaccessible by physical methods, simply because they were not present, and often were not identifiable. For the most part, they were analogized using anthropomorphic figurines, like the example from Tunnawiya’s ritual quoted above, in which she melts figurines of tallow and wax so that the sorcerers will likewise melt. However, there is the occasional use of a nonhuman metaphor so as to impose some other destructive force. The specific methods for attacking sorcerers will be further discussed in chapter 4. For the moment, it should be noted that although different analogies could be used for sorcerers, there is generally only one attested per text: sorcerers did not need to be given many different forms in the same ritual, since their form was already known. The only type of multiplicity of form that appears is in CTH 402, the ritual

---

178 Mouton (“Sorcellerie,” 109) has noted something similar, but she frames it somewhat differently: “Ces quelques exemples indiquent que la magie malveillante pouvait être pratiquée par les spécialistes de la magie « officielle » que nos textes mentionnent, la Vieille Femme étant le personnage prédominant.”

179 KUB 9.25++ iii 25 ar-ḫa-āš-ma-āš-kān i-da-a-lu ḫu-it-te-eš ḫu-it-ti-[ia]
26 SAG.DU.MES-ît ŠU.MES-ît GIR.MES-ît ḫu-u-ma-an-ti-[it]
27 UZU.Ḫît na-at i-da-a-la-u-wa-āš ḫar-pa-n[a-al-li-ia-aš p]ē-eš-ki
Edited by Christiansen, *Ambazzi* pp. 50–51.
of Alli, in which both a male and female figurine are made, to guarantee success whether the sorcerer was a man or a woman.

3.3.4.3: Analogies for positive force

Type 3 is analogies directed to the patient. This is the inverse of Type 1; rather than negative force being concretized so that it can be negated, positive force is concretized so that it can be used. This is much less common than the previous types, since Old Woman rituals are primarily focused on the eradication of evil, but it does appear: we have already seen it in CTH 398, where dough is used to ritually nourish and sustain the patients in the face of evil. Another example is from CTH 409.I, Tunnawinya’s “Ritual of the River”: she takes hold of the horn of a cow or a bull (depending on the gender of the patient), and she says:

“Sun-God, my lord, just as this cow is propitious, and she is in a propitious pen, and she is filling the pen with bulls (and) cows, likewise let the ritual patient hereby be propitious, and fill his/her house with sons, daughters, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, together with [descendants] in successive generations.”

In this case, no action is necessary: the cow or bull is simply indicated, and the incantation does all of the necessary work to transfer the qualities of the one onto the other. On the other hand, in CTH 780.II, Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual, in a somewhat fragmentary but easily interpretable passage, she takes mud from a spring while reciting several different incantations: “As the [spring] lifts [mud] up from the dark earth, and [presents] it to the sun, let also [...] bring this man’s form up! As the grapevine lifts [...] up [from] the ear[th] and presents it to the sun, [likewise] let it

---

180 For this restoration see HW² Ḥ p. 381.
181 KUB 7.53++ iv 8 UTU BE-LI-IA ka-a-aš ma-aḫ-[h]a-an GU₄=iš ṯu₁-ša-an-ṭa₁-ri-iš
9 na-aš-kán u-ša-an-ta-ri ḫa-[l]i-ia an-da nu-za-kán ḫa-a-li-<<it>>
10 GU₄-NITA-it GU₄-ÅB-it š[u-u][n]-ni-eš-ke-ez-zi k[a]-a-ša
11 EN.SISKUR QA-TAM-MA u₂-ša₁-an-da-ri-iš e-eš-du nu-za₁-kán ḫ-E-er
12 IŠ-TU DUMU.NITA²MES.tDUMU.MUNUS³MES ḫa-aš-še-et ḫa-an-za-aš-ši-it [ḥar²]-tdu²-it²¹
13 ḫar-tu-u-wa₁-ḫar-tu₁-wa-ti QA-TAM-MA šu-un-ni-id-du
also [bring] this man’s form and rectitude up!"  

She heaps up various kinds of earth (mud from the spring, soil from the grapevine, among others) and recites another incantation, involving what is perhaps an animal that roots up the earth, with the same sense. Here, not only is ritual action involved, but we can see the same use of a multiplicity of analogies to achieve a single goal for the patient.

In addition to comprehensiveness through variety, however, analogy may be brought to bear in other ways. Types 1, 2, and 3 all appear together in a notable example of analogic force in CTH 402, the Ritual of Allî:

### 3.3.4.4: Case Study: CTH 402, the Ritual of Allî

In the ritual of Allî, CTH 402, most of the analogies have to do with cloth. Wright and Mouton have already pointed out that the succession of analogies involving different-colored threads in one passage (see below) compound on one another to create a powerful ongoing

---

182 KUB 12.50++ ii 14’ [ša-k]u-ni-ia-aš-kân GIM-a[ṇ] [pu₁-[u]-]ru-ut¹ [(G)E-e-az KI-az ša-r(a-a)]
15’ [(m)]u-ta-a-iz-zi [na₁-][t ⁴UTU-i] ḫi-in-ik-zi
16’ [k]e-[e₁-el-la-kân [(UN-aš) L₄-A₄-A(N-NU ḫal)-] ]
17’ [š]a-ra-a-ú-[d][a-ad-du] GEŠTIN-[aš-kân<<kân>> GIM-an ták-na-az]
18’ (=KUB 17.27 x+1) x x x [ša-ra-a³ [(mu-ta-iz-zi na-at ⁶UTU-i)]]
19’ ḫi-in-ik-zi-[ke]-e₁-[el-la-kân¹ [(UN-aš L₄-A₄-AN-ŠU)] ]
20’ la-az-zi-ia-[u]-wa-[a]-ar-še-et¹ [QA-TAM-M(A ša-ra-a) ú-da-ad-du]

There seems to be some confusion about the copies of this section of Alliturahî’s ritual. The primary text is 780.II.Tf01.G, which begins with the fragment KUB 12.50 (according to which this transliteration is numbered). According to the Konkordanz’s Joinskizze, KUB 12.50 joins directly with KUB 17.27 ii. Assuming this is correct, there are traces of line 18’ (=KUB 17.27 ii x+1) in both fragments, the top of the line in KUB 12.50 and the bottom of the line in KUB 17.27. Despite this, in his updated partial edition of 2007 (“Notizen zu den Ritualen der Frau Alliturahî”), Haas transliterates the text as though the composite line does not exist, extending line 17 and restoring the content entirely from the duplicate H (and thus transliterating a tentative [p]a-ra-a from H, rather than the fša-ra-a³ clearly visible in the first line of KUB 17.27 ii). Haas’ line 18 is therefore KUB 17.27 ii 2, which is incorrect; it should instead be line 19. Further complicating the issue, Lorenz and Taş (“Neue Zusatzstücke zur ersten Tafel der Rituale der Frau Alliturahî”) designate KUB 12.50 as a separate exemplar entirely, M. Without testing the join, it still seems to me that the transliteration rendered above is the most correct.

183 This text was first edited by L. Jakob-Rost (Das Ritual der Mallî aus Arzawa gegen Behexung (KUB XXIV 9+), THeth 2, [Heidelberg, Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1972]); Alice Mouton has recently made an updated edition (“Le rituel d’Allî,” and also hetheuler.net/: CTH 402).


185 “Le rituel d’Allî: texte et contexte.”
metaphor; however, this is also upheld elsewhere in the ritual. In fact, Allî sets up an analogical framework where cloth equals ritual power and uses it to great effect throughout the text as a whole.

In this ritual, the first preparations are made without any incantations; the Old Woman arranges all of the items in the correct place, and then holds the clay figurines she has made (some male, some female), along with a vessel, up to the sun. She says,

“Sun-God of the Hand, here are the sorcerers! If a man has performed (spells against) this person, he will hereby lift them on his back; let him wear them again on his head! Let him lift them on his back!

“If a [woman] has performed (spells against) him/her—you, O Sun-God, know her—let them be a headdress for her; let her wear them on her head. Let her take them back to herself! Let them be a girdle for her, and let her gird herself with them. Let them be shoes for her, and let her wear them on her feet!

“Let the sorceries be a dukanzi […] and let her take them(sg!) with (her) womb. Let them escape from the stake of a pig, and let them go back to their owner.”

186 Mouton emends copies A and G from ne-za EGIR-pa ša-a-ú to ta’-a-ú to match copy D, which reads da-a-ú; “let him take them to himself (or: place them on himself).” However, in light of the following paragraph, which also contains šai-/šiye- with the meaning “to wear as a hat” (n=at=šan INA SAG.DU-ŠU šiyan ḫardu), I do not see why emendation is necessary, particularly given the many variations among copies in this text, and also considering that dā- is only rarely spelled with the ta-sign. CHD Š does not include any examples of šai/šiye-mng. 2 in which someone is putting a hat on themselves (as opposed to “having put on,” šiyan ḫar(k)-), but =za would be expected in an instance of putting something on oneself. EGIR-pa does, admittedly, fit better with dā- (“to take back”) than with šai-/šiye-, but a translation of “again,” with the sense of the sorcerer re-girding himself (to choose a better English clothing metaphor) with his own sorcery is, I think, workable.

187 Copies A and C have the singular common-gender subject =aš; I am here translating from copy D, which instead has the neuter plural =at (which takes agreement with a singular verb).

188 Without further supporting evidence, I am not yet willing to fully accept Melchert’s hypothesis (“Hittite tuk(ken)zi- “cultivation, breeding,” Ktema 24 [1999]: 20–22) that the incantation is wishing the sorceress to be raped by a pig and receive the sorcery into her womb in the form of sperm. Beyond the singularity (to my knowledge) of such an incantation in the Hittite ritual corpus, the photos of the tablets suggest that the final sign of whatever word follows dukanzi ends in a Winkelhaken, and thus a restoration of A.A = muwa, “manliness, vitality”—which Melchert would interpret as a euphemism for sperm—is not possible.

189 KBo 12.126+ i 12 ki-š-e-ra-aš .ENTER-uš ka-a-ša
13 [(a)]-wa-an-ze-ni-eš an-tu-ul-ši-iš nu ku-u-un UN-an ma-a-an LÚ-iš i-a-an ḫar-zi

250
This incantation is where the succession of cloth metaphors begins, with the hypothetical sorcerer and sorceress wearing their sorcery as clothing. The cloth is related on the one hand to the patient, and on the other hand to the sorcerer/sorceress, who is not present and thus must be represented by figurines. Figurines are of course another form of analogy common to Old Woman rituals (discussed further in ch. 4), i.e., “Just as I act on this figurine, so also let the action be carried out on the antagonist.” This is therefore another analogic theme that must run through a ritual like this, because the figurines represent the sorcerers throughout. The text continues with a dialogue, which, as already noted by Mouton, must be between the patient and the Old Woman speaking for the figurines:

“Come, give us back the things we have done!” Thus the mortal: ‘We will no longer endure.’ We have exerted ourselves(?). We have treated the sickness. Take them back again! Take them back to yourself!’

“The Sun-God of the hand and the hunting-man are before (the patient?), his bow is with him, his arrows are [with him], and out of his hounds, four hounds are with him. Let there be fodder [for] the horses! [Let] the person b[e] the figurines of clay!”

---

14 [\(n\)]a-at ka-a-ša iš-ki-ša-az kar-pa-an ħar-zi ne-za EGR-pa ša-a-tu³
15 [\(n\)]a-at iš-ki-ša-az [(k)]ar-pa-an ħar-zi

16 [\(m\)-a-na-a[n MUNUS]-²zaONEY[m]a i-ia-an ħar-zi na-an zi-ik ¹UTU-uš ša-ak-ti
17 [(n-a-a)]t-<ši?>. ṫğun-re-š-iš-šar e-eš-du na-at-ša-an I-NA SAG.DU-ŠU ši-ia-an ħar-du
18 [(ne-za)]a EGR-pa da-a-ū iš-ḫu-zi-ša-at-ši e-eš-du
19 [(ne-)]ez iš-ḫu-zi-id-du KUSH.E.SIR³-ma-at-ši e-eš-du na-at-za šar-ku-ud-du

20 [(nu a)]-[w]-a-na-za-ta du-kán-zi x[ ]e-eš-du i-na³-an ḫa-aš-ša-an-ni-it da-a-ū
21 [(\(S\)A)]-[H]-ma-aš-kán GIŠGAG-az iš-pär-za-aš-du na-at EGR-pa BE-LI-ŠU pa-id-du
(Restorations from with dupes. KBo 11.12+ i 18ff. and KBo 52.27++ i 15ff.) Edited by A. Mouton, Le rituel d’Allî, pp. 198–200 and 222.

190 “Le rituel d’Allî: texte et contexte,” 252. Although the syntax is somewhat ambiguous, as Mouton notes, the figurines are the culpable party and so must be speaking at the start.

191 “Endure, withstand, resist” as a translation of mazz- seems to fit the context much better than Mouton’s (“Nous n’osons plus,” p. 222, and CHD L–N’s, p. 214) translation of this passage with “dare,” which otherwise seems to be used with an infinitive.

192 For the difficulties with this verb, see Mouton, “Le rituel d’Allî: texte et contexte,” 252–53.

193 KBo 12.126+ i 23 ú-wa-¹a-t³-ti-en-wa iš-šu-u-en-wa ku-e nu-wa-na-ša-at
This incantation is clearly setting up the second main metaphor, personifying the figurines as the sorcerer(s) while simultaneously setting the patient up opposite them, demonstrating that the patient is participating in a ritual to defeat their sorcery and is also protected by deities.

Those deities are obscure—the “Sun-God of the hand” is only attested in this text, although as a Sun-God, this deity can perhaps be connected to the Sun-God(s) in other Old Woman rituals. It is not clear who the “hunter” is. This passage has been interpreted as referring to a real hunter who is participating in the ritual, but I would expect that in that case he would be more present in the description of the actions. As it is, he otherwise only appears in some quite difficult passages later on (see below) during two other incantations and an offering sequence. I interpret the latter passage as an offering to him, rather than by him, and therefore classify the hunter as a supernatural entity of some kind, protecting the patient (as also seen in that passage). This may be supported by the fact that tutelary/protective deities (LAMMA) are usually represented as hunters in Hittite iconography.

The incantation also sets up the idea that the sorcerers’ magic will be turned back on them through the figurines. The next set of actions, the sequence of incantations with threads mentioned above, enacts that reversal. It proceeds as follows:

26 [n(a)m-ma da-a-at-tén ne-ez pé-e-da-at-te-en

27 [ki-iš]-še-ra-aš UTU-uš UR.GI-aš-ša LÚ-aš pě-ra-an nu-uš-ši GIS.PAN-ŠU e-eš-[i]
28 [nu-uš-ši GIS]-šú UR.GI-I-aš-ša LÚ-aš pě-ra-an nu-uš-ši 194 1 NINDA.SIG miyanit EME paršiya; syntactically it makes sense for the hunter to be the subject of this sentence, since he can be easily interpreted to be a nominative—but this is also true for “the ones who turn before,” who are elsewhere attested as divine, and are considered to be the recipients of the offering by Mouton, who translates the hunter as the subject. So it is clear that the grammar of this sentence is confused no matter what the translation, and the rest of the text suggests to me that the hunter is not physically participating, but is a noncorporeal entity of some kind.

29 [A-N4 A]NŠE.KUR.RA MES i-mi-ú-ul e-eš-du nu UN-aš ALAM-ŠU 195 1 M eš-[du]
(Restorations from dup. KBo 55.41++ 22′ff.) Edited by Mouton, ibid. pp. 200–201 and 222.
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1) She lays black wool on the patient’s knees and up on his/her head. She says, “The one who is b[inding?]\(^{197}\) and bew[itching him/her: now I a[m taking the spells] from him/her, and [I am] gi[ving] them back to their owner.”\(^{198}\) She then takes the black thread and winds it around the figurines.

2) She repeats the action with a red thread and says, “[The one who] has been making him/her bloody, who [has been] bewitch[ing] him/her: I am taking the [bloo]dy spells and I am [giv]ing them back [to their owner].”\(^{199}\)

3) She repeats the action with a yellow or green thread (the word is ambiguous), and says, “[The one who] has been bewitching this person, who [has] been making (him/her) yellow/green, I am now taking his/her yellow-green spells, and I am giving them back to their [owner].”\(^{200}\)

4) Next is blue wool: she says, “The one who was making him/her blue, now I am hereby taking the blue day from his/her entire body, and I am giving it back to its owner.”\(^{201}\)

\(^{197}\) Mouton restores \(d'[\text{tankūvanuške}z]i\), “making him/her dark,” but although what was copied is consistent with a DA, the traces on the photo do not look like a DA to me. IS is more likely, so I am following Miller’s suggestion of \(i[\text{ššiške}z]i\) (“Joins and Duplicates among the Boğazköy Tablets (21–30),” ZA 97 [2007]: 136), but the restoration is entirely tentative. The sign could also easily be a ŠA.

\(^{198}\) KBo 12.126+ i 33 ku-iš-wa-ra-an iš-ši-iš-ki-iż-zi?
34 [al-wa-a]n-za-ah-hi-iš-ki-iż-zi ki-nu-na-aš-š[i]’-kán al-wa-an-za-ta
35 [da-aš-k]i-mi na-at EGIR-pa iš-š[i]-iš-[š-š]i pé-[eš-š]-mi

\(^{199}\) KBo 12.126+ i 38 [ku-i-š]a-an iš-ḥar-nu-uš-ki-it ku-i-ša-an ʼal⁻wa⁻ra⁻an⁻za⁻a[ḥ-ḥi-iš-ši-it]
40 [pi-i]š-ki-mi
Edited by ibid., pp. 201 and 223.

\(^{200}\) KBo 12.126 i 42 (=KUB 24.9 i 40) [ku-i-ša-an k]u-u-un UN-an al-wa-an-za-ah-hi-i-it ku-i-ša ḥa-aḫ-la-ah-ḥi-iš-k[e-et]
43 [(ki-nu-n)a-aš-ši-kán al-wa-an-za-ta SIG₁[SIG₂]-ta da-aš-ki-mi na-at EGIR-pa
44 iš-ḥi-iš-ši pé-eš-ši-mi
(Restorations from dup. KBo 55.41++ i 41’’ff.) Edited by ibid.

\(^{201}\) KBo 12.126+ i 46 (=KUB 24.9 i 44) ku-i-ša-an an’-ta-ri-iš-ki-it ki-nu-na-aš-ši-kán ka-ʃa⁻la⁻[ša]
47 [an-d]a-ra-an-da-an UD-an hu-u-ma-an-da-az tu-eg-qa-az da-aš-ki-m[i]
48 [n(a-a)]t EGIR-pa iš-ḥi-iš-ši pi-iš-ši-mi
(Restorations from dup. KUB 41.1 i 4’’ff.) Edited by ibid., pp. 202 and 223.
5) There follows white wool: she says, “The one who was bewitching (him/her), who was making him/her white (or: binding him/her),²⁰² now I am hereby taking (the sorcery) from all of his/her limbs and giving it back to its own er.”²⁰³

As Wright²⁰⁴ and Mouton²⁰⁵ have already noted, the combination of all of the colors is both comprehensive, i.e., every type of affliction has now been addressed since every color has been used (and the meaning of each incantation depends on the meaning of the others), and accumulative: the ritual builds as it goes on, each repeated variant of the incantation increasing the sense of what the ritual is accomplishing. Mouton interprets the wool as an absorbent, drawing the evil out of the patient and infecting the figurines with it;²⁰⁶ I would also or instead interpret it as symbolizing the evil that was put onto the patient by the sorcerer, now removed and wrapped around the sorcerer through analogy (see ch. 4 for further discussion of absorbent vs. symbolic substances).

The set of incantations does not end with the final color, however; Allī continues, this time with what may be a thread of linen,²⁰⁷ and she says, “Sun-God, I am hereby wiping this

²⁰² ašarešket: the interpretation of this verb depends on the interpretation of ašara-cloth found elsewhere in ritual; for a summary of the debate about whether it is “white” cloth or a “band” of cloth, see Christiansen, Ambazzi, pp. 99–101. Unfortunately, in this section of CTH 402 the “white wool” is always written SĪG BABBAR, rather than syllabically, so no light is shed on the debate from the sequence of colors in this text. If ašara- is “white” cloth (which also calls into question why the normal word ḫarki- was not used), the verb should be “to make white,” which obviously makes sense in this context; otherwise it would be interpreted as “to bind,” which likewise fits with the actions. Mouton has rather translated it as entraver (Le Rituel d’Allī, p. 223), perhaps also on the basis of “to bind.”

²⁰³ KBo 12.126+ i 51 (=KUB 24.9 i 49) [k(u-iš-š)i-a-an al-wa-an-zā-ah-bi-iš-ki-it ku-i-ša-an a-ša-a-re-eššā-k[(i-it)]
52 [(ki-nu-na)]-aš-ši-kān ka-a-ša ḫu-u-fam an-da-az ù/lU’UR-na-šaz [(da-aš-ki-m)i]
53 [n(a-at EGIR-p)]a ša-ašši pi ’iš-kišš-im (Restorations after dup. KUB 41.1 i 8’ff.) Edited by Mouton, Le Rituel d’Allī, pp. 203 and 223.
²⁰⁶ “Ce geste s’explique par le fait que la laine colorée est vue comme ayant le pouvoir d’absorber le mal du patient. La laine “infestée” de l’ensorcellement du patient est ensuite mise en contact avec la représentation de l’ensorceleur qui absorbe à son tour le mal qu’il a lui-même engendré” (ibid.).
²⁰⁷ The linen thread is only attested in copy H, which differs sharply from copy I in this paragraph, so it is possible that copy I, from which my translation is taken, had some other object instead. Manuscript H instead reads, “The one who has been destroying him/her, now I [am taking] the evil […]s from him/her, and [I am] giv[ing] them back to their owner.” (I translate ḫarganuškit as “has been destroying”; Mouton instead translates this as though it is 254
mortal with […]], while you, Sun-God, wipe him/her with […]! […] him/her with a pure […]”

Give them (i.e. the spells) to these statues!” Then she takes a black cloth, and she says,

“[He]re I have black wool. The one who has been making this mortal black, (and) bewitching (him/her), now I am [ta]king the black sorcery from him/her, and I am giving [it to] the figurines!”

Then she takes wine, and she says, “The one who has been making this [mort]al drunk, (and) bewitching him/her, [now] I am making [him/her] completely drunk, and I am intoxicating them […] by the figurines! Let the figurines take […]!”

The next two paragraphs are extremely fragmentary, but involve red wool and yellow/green wool respectively; the latter paragraph also preserves the words “bewitch[ing]” and “mak[ing] yellow/green,” and a final sentence exhorting the sorcerer to take the sorcery back to himself (if a man) or herself (if a woman). This sequence, in addition to being much more fragmentary and difficult to translate, is also less clear in its progression; the repetition of black, red, and yellow/green (but not white or}

___

harganu-\(^2\); “a rendu blanc.” Given that the color of the linen is not indicated here—and that elsewhere in Hittite ritual, white linen is considered a positive metaphor, not a negative one; see above—I prefer harganu-\(^1\) “vernichten, zugrunde richten” [HW\(^2\) p. 304]. The relevance of this conundrum to that of ašara-, discussed above in note 202, should be noted.) For the likelihood that copy H is a mis-remembered paragraph on the part of the scribe, see Marcuson and van den Hout, “Memorization.”

208 I am following CHD P (p. 164)’s interpretation of parkuwāt as the instrumental of parkui, but since this requires an instrumental noun and a verb to be restored in the relatively small space at the beginning of line 5, I do not discount Mouton’s interpretation of this as a 3\(^{rd}\) person singular preterite form of parkuwa- “(S)he has been purified.” This of course would require something else to be inserted between the end of that sentence and the beginning of the next.

209 KBo 21.8 ii 2 ḪUTU-uš ka-a-ša ku-u-un LŪ.U₁₉.LU
3 [ -i]t aš-an-aš-ki-mi zi-ga-an ¹TÜ-uš
4 [ ]x-ta-ni-it a-an-aš na-an pár-ku-wa-a-it
5 [ ]na-at ke-e-da-aš A-N₄ ALAM\(^1\)°₁₄ pa-i

210 KBo 47.4 3’ [ka-a-(Ša SIG GE₃ ḫar-mi nu ku-iš ku-u-u)ₙ LŪ.U₁₉.LU-an da-an-ku-wa-nu-uš-k[1-i-it])
5’ [da-(a-ša-ki-mi) na-at A-N₄ A]LAM\(^1\)°₁₄ pi-iš-ki-mi
(Restorations from dup. IBoT 2.123+ ii 2’ff., KUB 41.1 i 17’ff., and KBo 21.8 ii 7ff.) Edited by ibid., 203–204 and 224. All three of the duplicates finish the incantation with “May it be [bla]ck by this person!” rather than “I am giving it to the figurines.”

211 KBo 21.8 ii 12 [(ku-iš ku-u-u) DUMUL₄.LU.]¹J_U₁₉.UDU ʿu-i-ia-[ni-iš-ki-it al-wa-za-ah-ḫ]-iš-ki-it
13 [ki-nu-na-aš-ši-kān] ar-ḫa ʿu-i-ia-ni-iš-ki-mi na-at ʿša⁻¹ an
14 [(kat-ta) …] A-N₄ ALAM\(^1\)°₁₄ ʿu-i-ia-ni-iš-ki⁻¹ mi
15 […]x-e ALAM\(^1\)°₁₄ ap-pa-an-ṭu¹
(Restoration from dup. IBoT 2.123+ 6’ff.; KBo 47.4 departs at this point, referring to a red thread instead of wine.) Edited by ibid., pp. 204 and 224.
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blue, unless they were contained in one of the lacunae), in a different order and with wine inserted in the middle, does not immediately provoke an illuminating analysis. However, the cloth metaphor remains, interrupted momentarily by the wine; first, with the linen thread and then the colored cloths, both unfortunately in too fragmentary a context to analyze. It is possible, at least, to consider this as an attempt to generalize this metaphor outside of the tight five-color sequence immediately preceding. The position of the wine relative to the rest of the sequence remains unclear, however.

In the final paragraph of this sequence, the Old Woman takes white wool, and she says, “Just as this sheep’s wool makes a powerful hostility peaceful, let this white wool also likewise purify these spells and impurities! Either someone has done evil to him/her before [the gods], or [someone] has done evil to him/her before mortals. But let this white wool take (the evil) from all of his/her limbs and give it to the sorcerer! Let this person be pure before (all?).”

She throws “all this”—perhaps everything following the white thread—on the figurines. This sequence allows the cloth metaphor to be expanded: in addition to cloth representing negative forces and the power of the sorcerer, in this case the cloth is considered instead to be a positive, protective force, expelling the sorcery and purifying the patient. This analogy is something of a blend between Types 1 and 3 above as well: the focus is split nearly evenly between the evils and the patient, and the white cloth seems to be applied to both. Thus, whatever the interpretation of

---

212 KBo 12.126+ ii 8’ [(ka-a-aš SÍG UDU)]
9’ GIM-an na-ak-ki ku-ru-ur ták-šu-la-iz-zì
10’ ki-i-ia al-wa-an-Za-ta pa-ap-ra-ta
12’ ku-iš-ki i-da-lu i-e-et na-aš-ša-an A-NA PA-NI DUMUL.LÚ.Ú₁₉.L[(U ku-iš-ki)]
13’ ḤU-LU i-e-et ki-nu-na-aš-si-kán ka-a-aš SÍG BABBAR ğu-u-ma-[a](n-(da-az)]
14’ Ūḫa[H₃] az da-a-ú na-at al-wa-ze-ní UN-šì pa-a-ra-[3]
15’ ka-a-aš UN-aš pé-ra-an pár-ku-iš e-eš-du
(Restorations from dups. KBo 55.41++ ii 4’ff. and ABoT 2.25 ii 2’ff.) Edited by ibid., pp. 205–206 and 224.
the previous difficult sequence, by this paragraph, the cloth metaphor has been expanded out of the discrete five-colors-of-sorcery set.

Following this, the Old Woman disposes of the ritual implements (aniuraš KIN^HIA) outside by burying them and securing them with pegs; this sequence is a break from the cloth metaphor. She says, “The one who has been bewitching this person: now I have taken his/her spells back and I have put them down in the earth; I have fixed them in place! Let the spells and the evil dreams be fixed! Let them not come back up again! Let the dark earth hold them!”

Fixing used ritual paraphernalia in the ground with pegs or stakes is a common disposal method (see ch. 4); this passage demonstrates the multiplicity of methods discussed above: the sorcery is not only sent back onto its owner, but also buried in the earth for the underworld powers to deal with, in a similar fashion to CTH 398’s passage with the river-clay. Following this is a sequence of offerings to various (mainly obscure) deities, overall quite straightforward: the deities are asked to ensure that the rite of disposal is effective, and given offerings to help secure their cooperation. The disposal and the offerings mark the end of the first section of the ritual.

After this, ašara-cloth\(^{214}\) is tied at the head and the foot of the patient’s bed and a basket of grain, bread, and a bow and arrows is placed underneath, and these remain there overnight. This sequence is particularly reminiscent of CTH 398, although I would interpret it somewhat differently: in this text, white wool has been established as a protective force, and this cloth may also be white (see note 202). The cloth is not tied to the patient’s body as it is in CTH 398, but rather surrounds the bed, and there is no repetition of tying and cutting it off as there is in CTH

---

\(^{213}\) KBo 12.126+ ii 21’ ku-iš ku-u-un al-wa-an-za-aḫ-ḫi-iš-ki-it ki-nu-na a-pê-e-el al-wa-an-za-ta’
\(^{22}\) EGIR-pa da-aḫ-ḫu-un na-at-kân tâk-na-i kat-ta-an-da te-e-ḫu-un
\(^{23}\) na-at tar-ma-a-nu-un na al-wa-an-za-ta i-da-la-u-e-eš te-e-ḫu-uš
\(^{24}\) tar-ma-a-an-te-eš a-ša-an-du na-at-kân nam-ma ša-ra-a le-e ū-i-[i]z-zi
\(^{25}\) na-at da-an-ku-iš da-ga-an-zi-pa-aš ḫar-du
Edited by ibid., 206–207 and 225.

\(^{214}\) See above, note 202.
398. In this case, I prefer to interpret the cloth, alongside the rest of the items, as representing a positive influence, although there is no way to be certain (as was also the case in CTH 398). The bow and arrows must be a reference to the hunter, who has already been established as a protector and will be called upon again in the morning, and the grain and bread are sustaining, strengthening forces, as already seen in CTH 398 and considered as such also here in CTH 402 (see below). The patient is therefore protected overnight by a deity, by the sustaining force of grain and bread, and (perhaps) by cloth, which continues the ritual’s overarching metaphor. In the morning, the Old Woman waves the basket with the grain products and the bow and arrow over the patient and says, “You, hunter-man, give these spells back to the sorcerer! Let them be your ingredients!” Then she separates the white cloth from the bed, and proceeds to repeat the first day of the ritual (the text says, “On the second day, she seats the mortal in the same way facing the Sun-God, (and) [she performs] the ritual in the same [way]”). The repetition once again compounds the force of the metaphors created on the first day.

On the third day, there seems to be only a short ritual sequence in the evening, which is partially fragmentary; she has three women helping her, and there are tongue-figurines set up, and implements (UNUTEMES) of clay and wax whose function is unclear. She sets up a vessel in the shape of a bird and wax figurines on either side of the bed, to stay there throughout the night, and she says, “Let them lift these (evils) from this side! Let them lift these from that side! Let them lift these from [his/her] head! Let them lift these from his/her bed!” Unfortunately, the
breaks in the text and the vagueness of the description make analysis difficult; the tongues are without a doubt representative of evil words (well-attested in Old Woman rituals; see ch. 4), but the rest is somewhat opaque, beyond the obvious intention to remove the evils from the patient.

The next morning, after she takes the items from the bed, she puts linen thread on the figurines (invoking the thread-ritual from the previous days, perhaps?), and then takes a braid or a strip of fabric$^{218}$ filled with pistachio$^{219}$ dust, wraps it around the patient and says, “Just as this dust cleans thoroughly, in the same way let it clean all of this person’s body parts; in the same way let it clean his/her house, altar, (and) hearth, together with his/her wife (or) husband (and) child.”$^{220}$ She follows this by wrapping another braided cloth filled with dough$^{221}$ around him, and says, “Just as [this] continually sustains a person’s life, in the same way let it sustain the life of all of [this] mortal’s body parts [and] his/her […]!”$^{222}$ Here we return to the classic analogic incantation again; however, elsewhere when a cleansing agent or grain are applied to a patient’s body (e.g., in CTH 397, Ḥebatarakki’s ritual, CTH 398, the ritual of Ḥuwarlu, and CTH 404.1, the ritual of Maštigga), they are either formed into balls and pressed to the person (CTH 397, 398).

---

26' ke-e-ez kar-ap-pa-an-du ke-e-e[š-ši-k(án SAG.DU-za)]
27' kar-pa-an-du ke-e-ma-aš-ši-kā(m ša-ša-ta-za)]
28' kar-ap-pa-an-du

With restorations from KUB 41.1 iii 7–9 (CTH 402.H); see Mouton, “Le rituel d’All,” 212, for the edition.

218 *taluppai*—Mouton translates *bande de tissu*. However, “braid” is more likely, given *taruppai-taluppai*—“to braid,” attested with different colors of thread in e.g. CTH 394, the ritual of Aššēlra (the former spelling, KUB 9.31+ iii 21), and in CTH 598, the winter festival for the Sun-Goddess of Arinna (the latter spelling, KUB 2.6 iv 8). The possibility that this is not cloth (see, e.g., the “braid of dough” from CTH 761) should be considered, but given the prevalence of cloth in the ritual and the fact that it would be difficult to braid dust, I believe this to be the likeliest explanation.

219 This could also simply be a “braid of dough” as seen in CTH 761, the šallī aniur, where no fabric is mentioned.

221 KBo 52.26 iii 10' (CTH 402.C) [...]-(GIM)-an UN-an ū-ši-nu-uš-ki-iz-zi

Restorations from KUB 24.9++ (CTH 402.A) iii 14’–16’; for edition see Mouton, “Le rituel d’All,” 214.
After this, Allā seats the person facing the sun and, holding the wax figurines, she says,\(^{223}\) “Whatever people have been performing the spells, now they have performed them. They stand here before you. Thus the mortal: ‘We are invoking.’ (Variation: ‘We invoked further.’) Thus the statues: ‘Bring (the enchantments?) here! We will bring them away.’

While opposite, let the hunter clothe him/her! Let him put them (i.e. the spells) on them (i.e. the figurines) as shoes, and let him protect him/her! Let him bring them away!”\(^{224}\)

---

\(^{223}\) The pronouns in this section are, in my opinion, clear enough to distinguish among the various persons and objects, particularly in copy A. The figurines/sorcerers are plural =šmaš, the patient is singular common-gender =an, and the spells are plural =at. However, there is some ambiguity in copies B and C, in which the object of pahšamuddu “let him protect” is =at (rather than =an as in copy A); in addition, copy C does not include the sentence-opener IGI-ansa=ma=šši that makes it clear that the object of waššiya- “to clothe” is singular, as opposed to the plural object of šarkuya- “to put on shoes” (waššiya- takes a dative object of person clothed, and absent another object, I choose to so interpret =šši, rather than it being governed by menaḫšinda, as Mouton translates), and preserves LŪ-aš “man” instead of LUGIR.GI-aš “hunter” in copy A. These issues, along with the lack of explicit speech marking in the last few sentences, have led to different translations. Mouton translates (with a different interpretation of dariya- “invoke”), “Ainsi (parle) le mortel: ‘Nous sommes fatigués.’ Ainsi (parlent) les figurines: ‘Apportez (l’ensorcellement)! Nous allons (l’)emporter. Face à lui/elle, que le chasseur (s’)habille (avec cela)! Qu’il chausse cela pour eux! Qu’il se charge de cela! Qu’il emporte cela!” (Le Rituel d’Allā, 227), and similarly, CHD Š translates from copy C, “The mortal says, ‘We invoked(?) (them).’ Then the statues say: ‘Bring (it). We will carry (it) away.’ Let the man dress (them)…and let him put it (i.e., the sorcery?) on their feet. Let him keep it. Let him carry it away’” (CHD Š s.v. šarkuyaš, p. 272).

\(^{224}\) KUB 24.9+++ (CTH 402.A) iii 19’ ku-i-e-eš ku-i-e-eš (aši) wa-a]n-za-ta [(e-eš-ši-ir)]
20’ ki-nu-na-at i-e-e-er na-at k[(a)]-ša-pé-ra-an-[(i a-ra-an-ta)]
23’ wa-[ši]-ši-id-du na-at-[ša-mašši-a-p]ja šar-[k]u-[i(a-ad-du)]
24’ na-an pa-aḫ-[ša-nu]-ud-du na-at [a]r-[ša-p[(e-e-da-ū)]

---
The dialogue clearly parallels the one earlier in the ritual, despite some slight difficulties in interpreting each one. In the first dialogue, the figurines speak first (“Come, give us back the things we have done!”) and then the mortal (“We will no longer endure. We have exerted ourselves. We have treated the sickness. Take them back again! Take them back to yourself!”), followed by the statement that the Sun-God of the Hand and the hunter are protecting the patient, together with hunting accoutrements and hounds, and then the final incantation, “[Let] the person b[e] the figurines of clay!”

The first dialogue also follows the Old Woman’s incantation commanding that the sorcerers wear their sorcery like clothing. In this final dialogue, there is first the statement that the figurines are the sorcerers (“They stand here before you”), no longer in the imperative but now the indicative. Then once again the mortal’s statement that they are treating the problem (or have treated it, in one copy) and only then the figurines’ invitation to give them the sorcery, that they will take it away. Then the hunter is invoked, this time not only as a vaguely protective figure, but now with specific tasks to do. He repeats what the Old Woman has done earlier in the ritual, putting the sorcery on the enemies like clothing, and further protects the patient. Here, of course, the protection involves cloth: the hunter is to clothe the patient (while putting the sorcery on the figurines as shoes). Therefore, while the sorcerers are clothed in evil, the patient is clothed in the hunter’s protection. The last two lines of the incantation (not quoted) encourage the hunter to destroy the sorcery with a rake and a shovel (attested in the list of ritual items at the beginning, so there is likely some indication of them, or action with them, that has been elided), and to perform some final, unfortunately broken, action with wool.

With restorations from KUB 24.10 (CTH 402.B) iii 5’–10’ and KBo 52.26 (CTH 402.C3) iii 14’–20’.

²²⁵ See above n. 193.
There follow some—now quite broken—purification rites with liquids and grain. It is clear from the preserved text that as the Old Woman pours various things on the patient, she speaks incantations. Only the first two are preserved: first, she says, “I have hereby cut off the evil tongue…the evil curse, the evil sorcery […] from him/her! Gods, protect him/her! [Do] not let the evil go back to him/her again!”

The following incantation (after an unknown substance called *warduli* is poured) is, “Gods, wrap this person in goodness […] of *warduli*! Keep [him/her] alive! [Let] them hold him, his children, his grandchildren, [and all the descendents wrapped]!” The verb “wrap,” ḫulaḫiya-, is the same one used for winding threads around the figurines earlier in the ritual.

After this, the text becomes too fragmentary to translate, but one can safely assume that the following incantations are similarly for the well-being of the patient. There is then a lacuna of a few paragraphs, and when the text resumes, the Old Woman is again disposing of ritual implements in a pit. Finally, there is a sequence of offerings and a ritual meal, very characteristic of rituals of this type, as noted above. Before they cook and eat the meat, she says, “Sun-God of Heaven, be a [wit]ness to this ritual!” and afterwards, the Old Woman goes down to the riverbank and does more offerings, and “says the name of DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank,” followed by the incantation, “You, […]s of the river, eat and drink! Give the […] water to this

---

226 KUB 24.10 (CTH 402.B) iii 25’ ka-a-ša-aš-ši-kán ḪUL-un EM[E-an…]
26’ [ HUL ḫu-u-ul-la-an-za-tar ḪUL Uḫ-tar x[…]
27’ [ ḫx kar-ša’-a-nu-un na-an DINGIRMEŠ pa-aḫ-[ḫa-aš-tén]
28’ [nu-uš-ši]-kán ḪUL³ an-da le-e nam-ma tar-na-a[t-te-ni]

Copy I departs somewhat here but it is too fragmentary to see exactly how. For the edition, see Mouton, “Le rituel d’Alië,” 218.

227 KUB 24.10 (CTH 402.B) iii 30 ku-u-un UN-an DINGIRMEŠ wa-ar-du-la-a[$…]
31 [ -a]r a-aš-šu<la>-an-ni an-da ḫu-u-la-li-[li-at-tén]
32 [ ḫx TI-nu-an ḫar-tén na-an an-da DUMU³ MEŠ DUMU.DUMU³ MEŠ ḫa-aš-šu-uš]

228 KUB 41.1 (CTH 402.H) 14’ UTU-an ke-e-da-ni-za A-N4 SISKUR
15’ [ku-ul-ra-wa-aš e-eš

For edition see ibid., 219–20. The witness is often the Sun-God’s role, particularly the Sun-God of Heaven: see e.g. the Ritual of Ḥatiya (hethiter.net/: CTH 396.1.1), obv. 34ff., for an explicit request that the Sun-God of Heaven be a witness in case another deity misbehaves.
There is a libation, a few broken sentences involving wine and sheep, and she(?) bathes, after which the ritual ends. The combination of the Sun-God and DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank as supportive deities for the Old Women should again be noted.

With this analysis, it is apparent that the Ritual of Allī uses cloth as a representation of magical power—both positive and negative—throughout the text, and that cloth interacts with (and further empowers?) the rest of the analogies in the text, such as the implied figurines=sorcerers analogy, and the explicit analogies about cleansing dust and sustaining dough. Cloth as sorcery is found elsewhere in Hittite ritual—to pick just one example, in CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s ritual of the river, the patient dresses in dark clothing to symbolize his or her ensorcelled state, and Tunnawiya rips the clothing off of him or her in the process of undoing the sorcery. However, Allī’s ritual develops the analogy into a powerful text-spanning tool, in which the cloth not only symbolizes evil sorcery, but sustaining and cleansing ritual power, and divine protection. The extensive repetition in the ritual heavily reinforces the metaphor, which surrounds the other analogies in the text—in the cases of the dust and the dough, quite literally.

We can see, therefore, two different strategies at work to concretize an evil miasma into a form that the rituals can address. On the one hand, the Old Women can characterize it in many different ways, allowing for the possibility of any of several different forms that might correspond best to the evil’s actual nature. These forms are usually items that can be easily destroyed or nullified, using techniques like breaking, cutting, washing, etc. (see ch. 4 for greater detail on this topic). Sometimes, the concrete item invoked is a good, sweet, or pleasant substance that evil might transform into, such as honey, oil, wine, grain, etc., items without a fixed shape. On the other hand, a single analogy can be used to create the ongoing impression

229 KUB 24.9++ (CTH 402.A) iv 15’ wa-ap-pu-u-wa-aš DINGIR.MAḪ-aš Ï-D-aš ŠU/M-ŠU te-ez-[z]i Ï-D-aš
16’ [M]EŠ šu-me-eš az-zi-tik-kiš-tén ak-ku-uš-ki-[it]-tén ke-e-da-ni
17’ [-]ne-ia-an wa-a-tar pé-eš-kitš-ten
that a substance like cloth is representative of noncorporeal power. In both cases, the incantations recited throughout the ritual create these metaphors, connecting the physical objects used and actions taken with the evil they are supposed to affect.

3.3.4.5: Substitutes and/or Scapegoats

Sometimes, rather than creating an analogy for the evil, the practitioner creates an analogy for the patient. The evil can target the analogue instead of the patient (a substitute), or the evil can be moved from the patient to the analogue (a scapegoat). These two phenomena have long traditions in Near Eastern literature, but in Hittite context, they can be somewhat blurred together.\footnote{E.g., Mouton: “...un bouc émissaire sera défini comme un substitut gardé vivant et chassé du territoire après avoir absorbé l'impureté du patient” (“Rituels de ‘boucs émissaires,’” 558). Taracha (Ersetzen und Entsühnen, 207ff.) sees the origins of substitute rituals like CTH 448.4 in the transfer of evil to figurines, scapegoat-fashion, seen in the Old Hittite CTH 416. H. Kümmel (Ersatzrituale für den hethitischen König, StBoT 3 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1967]) sees a regional difference, with the substitute as a Mesopotamian phenomenon, and the scapegoat as north Syrian/Anatolian.}

And in fact, as will be demonstrated, there is some confusion of terminology to address.

The substitute (the usual translation of Hittite tarpalli- or Luwian tarpašša-) was a well-known phenomenon in Hittite ritual. The royal substitute rituals (CTH 419, 420, and 421), in which a prisoner of war was put in the king’s place to be the victim of foretold disaster, have long been demonstrated to owe at least some of their content to Mesopotamian textual traditions,\footnote{See Kümmel, Ersatzrituale, esp. pp. 188ff.} but the word tarpalli-/tarpašša- also appears in contexts without any indication of Mesopotamian origin, including Old Woman rituals. Substitute rituals can also be found in the prayers: Muršili offers a substitute woman, cow, ewe, and nanny-goat for his sick wife Gaššuliyawiya in his prayer to Lelwani (CTH 380).\footnote{See Singer, Prayers, pp. 71ff.} A substitute is obviously an analogue \textit{par excellence}: the person, animal, or object is considered to be equivalent to the patient, and therefore can be presented as an appropriate vessel for whatever evil is to come upon him or

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\footnotesize\textsuperscript{230}] E.g., Mouton: “…un bouc émissaire sera défini comme un substitut gardé vivant et chassé du territoire après avoir absorbé l’impureté du patient” (“Rituels de ‘boucs émissaires,’” 558). Taracha (Ersetzen und Entsühnen, 207ff.) sees the origins of substitute rituals like CTH 448.4 in the transfer of evil to figurines, scapegoat-fashion, seen in the Old Hittite CTH 416. H. Kümmel (Ersatzrituale für den hethitischen König, StBoT 3 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1967]) sees a regional difference, with the substitute as a Mesopotamian phenomenon, and the scapegoat as north Syrian/Anatolian.
\item[\footnotesize\textsuperscript{231}] See Kümmel, Ersatzrituale, esp. pp. 188ff.
\item[\footnotesize\textsuperscript{232}] See Singer, Prayers, pp. 71ff.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
her.\textsuperscript{233} There are five Old Woman rituals that mention \textit{tarpalli/-tarpāšša}-substitutes: CTH 448.2, a ritual for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth providing substitutes for the royal couple, CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual, CTH 761/762, the Luwian “Great Ritual” of Kuwattalla, and CTH 780.II and CTH 780.III, Allaiturâḫḫi’s rituals. CTH 448.2 provides the clearest depiction of what the substitute is meant to do; certain of the participants in the ritual (the text is broken, so it is unclear if it is the Old Women alone, if they are accompanied by others, or if it is only the patients) say:

“Sun-Goddess of the Earth and gods of the earth, (in the matter) of the[se evil word]s, blood, tears, oath, cu[rse], sorcery, uncleanness, \textit{ieššar}-evil, in the matter of speaking evil [to/before?] the gods, in the [matte]r of gods and men, know these substitutes henceforth! Hold released for the ritual patients long years, life of the future, (and) health henceforth! Since we have hereby set up these substitutes in place of those evil words, you, Sun-Goddess of the Earth and gods of the earth, be witnesses! Know these people for those evil words henceforth! Count nothing in (their) place!\textsuperscript{234}

As seen in this incantation, the point of the ritual is to demonstrate that the substitutes are equivalents to the patients (the king and queen) specifically in the eyes of the underworld gods, whose attention has presumably been attracted by “evil words.” The ritual practitioners,

\textsuperscript{233} See Kümmel, \textit{Ersatzrituale} p. 191.

\textsuperscript{234} KUB 60.161 ii 1 [t]āk-na-aš Š[4]\{UT\}U-uš tāk-na-aš-ša DINGIR\textsuperscript{MES}

2 a-pē-ř\textsuperscript{1}{\textsuperscript{T}}[d-aš HUL-u-wa-aš ud-da-a-n[-a]-aš e-eš-[ḥa-a]-na-aš iš-ḥa-aḥ-ru-wa-aš
3 li-in-ki\textsuperscript{1}{\textsuperscript{T}}[a-aš hu\textsuperscript{1}{\textsuperscript{T}}{[ur]-ti-ya-aš a]-w-a-an-zē-[n]a-aš pa-ap-ra-an-na-aš
4 i-eš-na-aš DINGIR\textsuperscript{MES}-kān[ ]x HUL-lu me-mi-ia-u-wa-aš ud-da-ni-i
5 DINGIR\textsuperscript{MES}-aš an-tu-uḫ-ša-aš-[a ud-da-a-a]n[-i] EGR-an ku-u-uš tar-pa-al-li-uš še-ek-tén
6 A-NA EN\textsuperscript{MES} SÎSÎKUR MU.[KAM GĪD.D]A Š[4]{\textsuperscript{T}} EGR.UD-MI TI-tar ḥa-at-tu-la-tar
7 EGR-an tar-na-an ḥar-tén ka-ř\textsuperscript{1}{\textsuperscript{T}}[a] a-pē-e-da-aš ku-it-i-da-la-u-wa-aš
9 nu-za zi-ik tāk-na-aš Š[4]{\textsuperscript{T}}TU-uš tāk-na-aš-ša DINGIR\textsuperscript{MES} ku-ut-r[u-e-eš e-eš-tén
11 nu-za pē-di le-e ku-it-ki kap-pu-u-wa-at-ř\textsuperscript{1}{\textsuperscript{T}}[ni
Restorations after Görke, hethiter.net/ CTH 448.2.1.4.
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including some unknown number of Old Women, present both anthropomorphic figurines and living substitutes, a man and a woman who are dressed in particular clothing (though the text does not say “royal clothing,” as, for example, CTH 419 does), to divert the deities’ negative attention onto the substitutes and free the king and queen from any (further) consequences. The incantation is straightforwardly designed to affect the gods’ perception of the substitutes, so that they will see them in place of the royal couple.

The presence of substitutes in Old Woman rituals is thus easily demonstrated. The presence of scapegoats, that is, vehicles onto which existing evil is transferred (rather than placeholders onto which future evil should be directed), is also easily demonstrated: for example, we have already seen it in CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual. In this text, Ambazzi wraps a little bit of tin with a bowstring, ties it to the patients’ hand and foot, and then takes it off and ties it to a mouse, after which she says, “I have taken the evil away from them, and I have tied it to a mouse. Let this mouse take it to the high mountains, the deep valleys, (and) the far roads!” She then lets the mouse go. The evil is removed from the patient and placed on the mouse, quite literally. There are many other rituals, some by Old Women (discussed further below) and some not, in which evil is clearly transferred onto an animal.

The substitute and the scapegoat are clearly two different concepts, and the literature has occasionally distinguished two different Hittite words that should be assigned to each: on the one hand, there is tarpalli- or tarpašša-, considered to mean “substitute,” and on the other hand, there is the word nakkušši-, considered to mean “scapegoat.” For example, Haas states, “Man

\[\text{KUB 9.25+ ii 37} \quad \text{ar-ḥa-wa-aš-ma-aš-kán}\]
\[\text{38 da-ḥa-ḥu-un i-da-a-lu nu-wa-ra-at-kán A-N4 PĒŠ1.TUR}\]
\[\text{39 ne-ḥa-ḥu-un nu-wa-ra-at ka-a-aš PĒŠ.TUR pár-ga-u-wa-aš ḤUR.SAGMES-aš}\]
\[\text{40 hal-lu-u-wa-aš ḫa-a-ri-i-a-aš da-a-lu-ga-u-wa-aš KASKALfL-aš pé-e-da-a-û}\]

For the edition, see Christiansen, Ambazzi, 44–45.

\[\text{For an overview of these rituals, see Mouton, “Rituels de ’boucs émissaires,’” 558–87.}\]
unterscheidet je nach Funktion zwei verschiedene Arten von Substituten: Wird das Substitut einem Unheilsdämonen oder einer erzürnten Gottheit, von denen das Unheil bzw. die Erkrankung ausgehen, angeboten, so ist es hethitischnuwisch als tarpašša oder tarpalli und hurritisch als puḫugari ‘Tausch, Ersatz’ bezeichnet. Hat das Substitut nur die Aufgabe, die Lymata an einen sicheren Ort zu transportieren, so führt es die (hurritische) Bezeichnung nakušši. ¹²³⁷ In addition, Mouton, in her article on scapegoats, includes nakkušši-scapegoats but not tarpalli/tarpašša-substitutes (she does not distinguish explicitly between the terms, but notes that “Les textes montrent par ailleurs que le nakkušši- sert à la fois de bouc émissaire et d'offrande aux dieux”¹²³⁸). The CHD defines nakkušši-as “scapegoat, carrier (to remove evils),”¹²³⁹ and notes further, “The term nakkušši/a-designates living beings to whom sins are transferred and who are then released (tarna)- in order to carry off the evils (peda…). Gurney advocates keeping a strict distinction between tarpalli-“substitute” and nakkušši-“scapegoat…”¹²⁴⁰

The distinction, however, is not always so clear. For example, there is some confusion in CTH 404.1, the Ritual of Maštigga, which has several rites that are relevant to this discussion. First, there is a sequence with two sheep: the ritual personnel (unidentified, beyond “they”) bring in a sheep, which is held over the ritual patients. The Old Woman says, “Here is a tarpalli-substitute for you! Let it be a tarpalli-substitute for your bodies, with respect to the curses on the mouth and tongue!”¹²⁴¹ The patients spit into its mouth, and she says, “Spit out the evil curses!”¹²⁴²

¹²³⁷ Geschichte, 896. Taracha also seems to make this distinction, by referring to the “eliminatorischen nakkušši-Ritus” (Ersetzen und Entsühnen, 221) in contrast to the substitute-king, which “ist wohl aus Mesopotamien importiert worden” (ibid.).
¹²³⁸ “Rituels de ‘boucs émissaires,’’” 567.
¹²³⁹ CHD L–N, 376.
¹²⁴⁰ Ibid. 377.
¹²⁴¹ KBo 39.8 ii 27 ka-a-ša-wa-aš-ma-aš
¹²⁴² 28 tar-pa-al-li-iš nu-wa-aš-maš tu-eg-ga-aš tar-pa-al-li-iš
29 e-eš-tu ḫKAxU-l₁ EME-i ḫu-u-ur-ta-a-uš
They then dig a pit and slaughter the sheep down into it, with offerings of bread and wine, and cover it over. Next, a black sheep is brought in. The Old Woman says, “The black sheep is a tarpalli-substitute for your heads and your entire persons, also again with respect to the curses on the mouth and tongue!” This sheep is waved over the patients before they spit into its mouth, without an incantation this time. They slaughter the sheep, dismember it, make a hearth, and burn it up, with offerings of honey, olive oil, bread, and wine—and without roasting the liver and heart and having a ritual meal, as is usual during an offering sequence; that is, the sheep is entirely disposed of. Thus, each sheep takes on the role of the patient(s), assuming either the negative effects or the guilt of the curses, and is disposed of by burying or burning. The use of different methods, as well as the use of both a white and a black sheep, may be another attempt to use multiple methods to ensure efficacy, as already discussed above. Unlike CTH 448.2, this text’s incantations do not indicate that the tarpalli-substitutes are meant to divert divine attention, nor is there any indication that they are offerings to any specific deities (as opposed to vehicles for disposal, as is suggested by the spitting). Therefore, it seems as though tarpalli- can also mean “scapegoat,” not only “substitute.”

---
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They then dig a pit and slaughter the sheep down into it, with offerings of bread and wine, and cover it over. Next, a black sheep is brought in. The Old Woman says, “The black sheep is a tarpalli-substitute for your heads and your entire persons, also again with respect to the curses on the mouth and tongue!” This sheep is waved over the patients before they spit into its mouth, without an incantation this time. They slaughter the sheep, dismember it, make a hearth, and burn it up, with offerings of honey, olive oil, bread, and wine—and without roasting the liver and heart and having a ritual meal, as is usual during an offering sequence; that is, the sheep is entirely disposed of. Thus, each sheep takes on the role of the patient(s), assuming either the negative effects or the guilt of the curses, and is disposed of by burying or burning. The use of different methods, as well as the use of both a white and a black sheep, may be another attempt to use multiple methods to ensure efficacy, as already discussed above. Unlike CTH 448.2, this text’s incantations do not indicate that the tarpalli-substitutes are meant to divert divine attention, nor is there any indication that they are offerings to any specific deities (as opposed to vehicles for disposal, as is suggested by the spitting). Therefore, it seems as though tarpalli- can also mean “scapegoat,” not only “substitute.”
Later on in Maštigga’s ritual is a rite with a puppy which is essentially identical to that of the white sheep; the Old Woman again names the animal a tarpalli- for the patients’ entire bodies, and the patients spit into its mouth, after which she again says, “Spit out the curses of that day!” and the puppy is killed and buried in a pit. Once again, the tarpalli- seems to be a scapegoat. However, soon after this, another sheep (color unspecified) is brought in and is called nakkussi-, not tarpalli-. The Old Woman makes bread- and wine-offerings and says, “O Sun-God, here is a nakkussi- for them, together with the mouths (and) the tongues!” Then the Old Woman “offers” (šipant-) the sheep, but does not kill it; instead, she breaks thick bread and takes the sheep for herself (n=an=za MUNUS ŠU.GI=pat dāi). It is not made explicit in the ritual whether this is to be considered payment (as it has been interpreted), or if she somehow disposes of it, as she explicitly does e.g. the seven copper pegs that she “takes for herself” (with =za) immediately afterward, or some other possibility. So we can see that, despite the fact that nakkussi- is more often translated “scapegoat” and tarpalli- “substitute,” in Maštigga’s ritual, the animal tarpalli-substitutes are subjected to a rite of transference of evil substance, i.e. the spitting, followed by disposal, while the nakkussi-scapegoat is not: it is simply designated a nakkussi- and presented to the Sun-God, and then taken away without indication of what happens to it next.

The final occurrence of tarpalli- in Maštigga’s ritual is somewhat different from the others: she waves a pot over the patients’ heads and puts a bowl at their feet, and says, “Here, the

(though see above; though I am arguing against it here, if Miller is correct about “the Sun-God below,” perhaps she is named in the text). If her presence is implied by the pit, one could easily imagine her able to take control of any negative forces that have been dispelled down into the earth (and the Sun-God in heaven, above, to take control of anything going upward in the form of smoke?). This is speculative, however.

KBo 39.8 iii 41 4UTU-i ka-a-ša-wa-[aš]-ma-aš na-ak-ku-uš-ši-iš [(KAxU-it EME-it)]
With restorations from duplicate KBo 9.106++ (CTH 404.1.III) ii 57. Edited ibid., 92.

See, e.g., Görke, Aštu, 185.

Mouton (“Rituels de ‘boucs émissaires,’” 564–65) suggests that perhaps she removed it to a safer, enclosed place away from the patients.
pot is a *tarpalli*-substitute for your head, (and) here is the bowl: you will crack all the words with your feet!” She breaks the pot, the patients break the bowl with their feet, and she says, “Let them be broken—all the words and the curses!” In this case, *tarpalli*- does seem to mean “substitute.” There is no transfer of evil to the pot in this rite; rather, the pot is simply considered to be the patients’ heads, and is then destroyed, taking the evils with it. If the pot and the bowl were both round, the analogy would have been aided by the correspondence in shape. This also seems to be an exception to the traditional definition of *tarpalli*-: there is no indication whatsoever that the pot is an offering to any deity, nor is it attracting any future evil attention from that deity. Rather, the destruction of the pot is supposed to analogically destroy the evil already inside the patients’ heads.

It is clear, then, that at least in the context of Maštigga’s ritual, *tarpalli*- and *nakkušši*- do not have a one-to-one correlation with traditional definitions of “substitute” and “scapegoat” respectively. The rest of the occurrences of *tarpalli*-/tarpašša- and *nakkušši*- in the Old Woman corpus are unfortunately mostly fragmentary, but a few more facts can be determined from them. *Tarpašša*- appears in extremely broken context in CTH 761, Kuwattalla’s “Great Ritual”; the passage is too fragmentary and opaque for analysis. *Tarpalli*- appears in somewhat fragmentary context in two rituals of Allaituraḫḫi. In CTH 780.III, Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual for Šuppiluliyama II, the text reads, “[…]for Šuppiluliyama, the evil, so[rcery, impur]ity, *ieššar* in his body […].”

---

249 This verb is difficult; see the discussion by Miller in *Kizzuwatna Rituals*, p. 123.
250 KBo 39.8 iv 11 [ka-aš]a DUG[TUL SAG.DU-KU-NU] tar-pa-al-li-iš k[(a-a-ša-wa)]
12 [DUG[DÍL.IM.G]] AL nu-wa-[aš]-ma-aš ḫu¹-u-ma-an-da ud-da-a-ar ḫŠ-TU
13 ȓGR[ST]-A-KU-NU al[(r-te-ni)]
With restorations from KBo 2.3++ (404.1.II.A) iii 31–33 and KBo 53.27++ (404.1.II.C₂) iii 40–43; see Miller, *Kizzuwatna Rituals*, 100–102.
251 KBo 39.a iv 15 tu-wa-ar-na-at-ta-ru-wa-ra-at
16 ḫu-u-ma-an-da ud-[d]a-ar ḫu-ur-ta-a-uš-ša
See ibid.
stand as *tarpalli*-substitutes.” The text is broken, and so unfortunately does not preserve who or what are standing as substitutes. However, in CTH 780.II, there is the following passage: “This man’s form has grown. What form the sorcerer has taken for a *tarpalli*-substitute, wherever he placed it, I do not know. If he set [it] up in [this?] city […]” In this case, it seems as though the *tarpalli*- is a figurine that the antagonist is hypothetically using to perform rituals against the patient, in which case the transfer of evils would be moving the opposite direction: from the substitute to the patient, instead of the other way around.

*Nakkušši*- appears in four Old Woman rituals apart from CTH 404.1, and three of the attestations are too fragmentary for any analysis: CTH 404.3, Maštigga’s ritual for someone who has committed bloodshed, CTH 761, the Luwian “Great Ritual,” and a fragmentary Luwian ritual KBo 29.6 (CTH 763). However, the final attestation is extremely telling: in CTH 448.2, the ritual quoted above in which the *tarpalli*-substitutes are given to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth in what seems to be uncontrovertibly a substitute-ritual, they are presented to her “in the status of a scapegoat” (*nakkuššaḫiti*). This makes it even more apparent that *tarpalli*-/tarpašša- and *nakkušši*- may not have much of a semantic difference after all; from other texts, it is clear that transfer of impurities can be made onto *nakkušši*- 255, but it is clear from these texts that the same can be done to a *tarpalli*-. The difference may be primarily regional: Mouton has suggested that *nakkušši*- is a Kizzuwatnean word for “scapegoat,” since it appears only in rituals that

---

252 KUB 41.21 iv 3 [\textit{A-N}]A mŠu-up-pi-lu-ia-ma
5 an-da nu-wa-x[\textit{x} tar-pal-lu-uš a-ra-an-ta

253 KUB 17.27++ i 19’ (=VSNF 12.57) [ke-(e-el U)]N-aš \textit{[LA]₁⁻A-AN-ŠU} ma-a-iš tar-pa-an tar-pa-al-li-ma-an
20’ [ku-it al-wa-zé-na]-aš \textit{[f da-a]₁⁻aš na-at ku-wa-pi ku-wa-pi da-a-iš na-at Ū-U[\textit{[L]}]
21’ \textit{[(l-Di ma-a-na)-at]?} x x URU-ri a-š-e-eš-ni da-a-iš
With restorations from duplicates FHL 39 (CTH 780.II.P) 8’–10’ and KBo 59.15 (CTH 780.II.N) 4’–6’. See Lorenz and Taş, “Neue Zusatzstücke,” 117.

254 KUB 17.18 ii 24’; see Görke, hethiter.net/: CTH 448.2.1.1.

255 See Mouton, “Rituels de ‘boucs émissaires,’” pp. 564–68.

256 \textit{Ibid.}, 571.
appear to be from southeast Anatolia. However, the two do not seem to indicate discretely separable ritual practices, at least in Old Woman rituals.\footnote{Strauß (Reinigungsrituale, 119–26) notices this overlap, but maintains the separation of terms: “Der Funktionsbereich der in Kizzuwatna-Ritualen nakkušši- genannten Lebewesen greift in der echter Substitute mit der Bezeichnung tarpalšša-/tarpalšša- und pūḫu/puḫugari über, die den Göttern oder Dämonen als Ersatz für den Ritualherrn angeboten werden” (122).} One might then therefore consider Melchert’s point\footnote{“Hittite nakku(wa)- ‘spirits of’ the dead,” in Munus amicitiae: Norbert Oettinger a collegis et amicis dicatum, ed. H.C. Melchert, E. Rieken, and Th. Steer (Ann Arbor: Beech Stave Press, 2014), 225.} that nakkušši- might be from Hurrian nakk- “to release,” in which case the division could refer to the method of disposal, which would certainly fit with the evidence from Maštigga’s ritual, in which the tarpallis are all killed or destroyed while the nakkušši- is not. However, the evidence of CTH 448.2, where the tarpallis are also labeled as being nakkuššaḫiti-, suggests that the matter may yet be more complicated.

In any case, both of these terms are used in two ways: as a diversion of negative divine attention from the patient to some expendable person, animal, or thing, and as a vehicle for disposal of negative effects through destruction. The question of whether the diversion of divine attention also involves the transfer of negative qualities or substances is a difficult one. The blending of these two terms suggests that it does, but some texts (such as Muršili’s prayer to Lelwani, in which he extols the virtues of the substitute, indicating very clearly in the text that Lelwani is simply supposed to find the substitute more desirable than his wife) suggest that it does not. The ritual of Puliša (CTH 407) suggests that both might be possible at once:

They bring the one male and one female prisoner forward to him (i.e. the king), and they take the rich clothes from his body, and they put them on the man, while they [dress] the woman in rich women’s clothes, and concurrently the king speaks thus to the man…“If some male deity of the enemy land has caused this death: here, I have given an adorned man to him as a substitute. This one’s head is great, (his) heart is great, and his loins (are)
scapegoats,” although as has already been established, the punishment also had to be removed. Kümmel uses this example, among others, to suggest that elements of a north-Syrian/Anatolian scapegoat ritual had been blended with the Mesopotamian “pure” substitute ritual, which is certainly possible. Whatever the transmission history, it is clear that, in Hittite texts, the “substitute” and the “scapegoat” were overlapping concepts. It seems possible that this is the result of Hittite notions of culpability as the source of punishment: it may be that simply putting a substitute in one’s place was not sufficient, but rather that the contamination or guilt that prompted the punishment also had to be removed.

Despite the unfortunate fragmentary nature of many of the attestations of tarpalli- and nakkušši-, there are quite a few rituals that attest the transfer of evil onto animal vehicles, some of them without using (or at least preserving) these terms at all. I will refer to these as “scapegoats,” although as has already been established, the term is not entirely accurate. For

---

259 KBo 15.1 9 \[1 \text{Ilu}\
10 1 MUNUS-TUM-ia pé-ra-an ú-e-da-an-zi nu-za-kán NI TE-SU TUG NÌG LAM MEŠ
12 TUG NÌG LAM MEŠ ŠA MUNUS-TI [wa-aš-šš]-fıa-ı-an-zi nu-kán A-NA LÛ LUGAL-fuš an-da-kiš-an\[ı\]
13 me-ma-i...
14 \[\text{Ilu}\] \[\text{Ilu}\]
15 ki-ı semi UŠ-an ŠA KUR LÛ KUR f ku-iš-ki-ı DINGIR-LIM LÛ DÛ-at nu-wa-aš-ši k[a-a-š]a LÛ ú-nu-wa-an-ta-an
16 A-NA LÛ PU-HI-SU pé-eh-ḫu-un İŠ TU SAG.DU-SU-wa ka-fra-ı[aš šal-li]-iš
17 UZUŠA-za-wa ka-a-šš šal-li-iš ŪR.faz-ı-za-ia-wa k[a-a-š šal-li]-iš
20 KUR \[\text{Ilu}\] Ha-at-ti an-da aš-šu-[li nam-ma] ne-[eš-ḫu-ut...]x-ma-wa

22 [A-N][4 MUNUS-TI-ma-kán an-da ŠA DIN[GIR MUNUS-TI]f me-ma-ı[i...-m]a QA-TAM-MA-pát
260 Ersatzrituale, pp. 191–95.
example, there is a focus on equivalence between the patient and the vehicle in these rituals that is suggestive of substitutes. The “scapegoat” rituals that do not use *tarpalli*- or *nakkušši*- include CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, already discussed above; CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River”; and CTH 409.II (and related texts), Tunnawiya’s taknaz dā- ritual, as well as CTH 760.II, a Luwian ritual perhaps also of Tunnawiya. All of the scapegoat rituals, those containing the words *tarpalli-* and *nakkušši-* and those without, either contain Luwian incantations, or are associated with the Luwian language through terminology and/or deities. However, it should be noted that the phenomenon of the scapegoat is also well-known from western Anatolian rituals, which, as has recently been pointed out by Melchert, show very little association with the Luwian language at all, so the scapegoat cannot be called a “Luwian” phenomenon. The western Anatolian scapegoat rituals are mainly rituals to eradicate plague from a military group, however, and this does not seem to have been under the Old Women’s purview. What was clearly under their purview was removing sickness and/or other afflictions from an individual person using a scapegoat animal.

The Old Woman who most often uses scapegoat-animals is Tunnawiya: they are present in every one of her authored texts. In each of Tunnawiya’s rituals, extensive incantations are spoken concerning these animals, though unfortunately in CTH 409.I, the text only says, “she pronounces the incantation of the sheep,” or the piglet or the puppy, at the appropriate moment, and does not record the content of those incantations. In CTH 409.II and related texts (CTH 409.IV, and CTH 458.1, likely the same ritual), on the other hand, the incantations concerning

---

261 CTH 760.II has notable similarities to some of Tunnawiya’s rituals, particularly CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, for which see further below, but does not preserve an incipit, or any colophons, so its author is not known.
262 Though, as noted above, the term *nakkušši*- is not used; generally the animal is not called anything at all (see Mouton, “Rituels de ‘boucs émissaires.’”).
264 This includes CTH 409.III, a birth ritual in which Tunnawiya is called MUNUS ŠÀ.ZU, “midwife,” and not MUNUS ŠU.GI, and so is not included in this study.
the scapegoat are by far the largest portion of the preserved text. These incantations often emphasize the correspondence of the animal scapegoat to the human patient, in a way that suggests a substitute-like character to the animal. A detailed analysis follows.

3.3.4.5.1: Case Study: CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, Tunnawiya’s taknaz dā- and associated texts

This ritual is called a taknaz dā- in one version (CTH 409.II), and the “Ritual of the Ox,” in another (CTH 409.IV). It seems likely that the ox is a scapegoat-animal based on the very brief attestations of it (although these are only in CTH 458.1). A taknaz dā-ritual is literally a ritual of “taking (a patient) from the earth.” There has been some debate about what this is supposed to mean, exactly;\(^\text{265}\) it seems most likely to me that it refers to removing a patient from the influence of, contamination by, or danger from the underworld. Tunnawiya’s CTH 409.II is by far the most complete taknaz dā- ritual, and so characterizing the group based on content is nearly impossible. However, they do all seem to be rituals designed to remove evil from a patient.

CTH 409.II and CTH 409.IV make a composite text; CTH 458.1 cannot be placed into the sequence, but there is more than one gap large enough for it to fit. This case study will therefore address CTH 409.II/IV first, and CTH 458.1 afterward. The composite text is fragmentary: Tablet 1 preserves the first several paragraphs each of cols. i and ii (the content of which is only the incipit, the list of ritual items, and offerings to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth), and only very fragmentary sections of cols. iii and iv (more offerings to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth in col. iii; col. iv is too fragmentary to discern what is happening). The second tablet is mostly preserved; the third is missing; the fourth preserves only a few paragraphs of the obverse and a very fragmentary section of the reverse, while the fifth tablet preserves half or more of

\(^{265}\) For an overview of the relevant discussion, see Taracha, *Ersetzen und Entsühnen*, 213–15 (esp. n2). It is my opinion that the evidence is too sparse to be certain of Taracha’s reconstruction of the taknaz dā-’s relationship with the royal substitute ritual.
columns i and iv only. The colophon states that the text was not finished, so there was at least one more tablet, now missing. CTH 458.1, if indeed part of the same text, may fit into any of the large lacunae.

Nearly all of the ritual’s preserved content, therefore, is on the second and fifth tablets, which are almost entirely incantations. The first section of Tablet 2, however, is too fragmentary to analyze in detail: it includes what seems to be the end of a *historiola*, and an extremely difficult paragraph that may be an analogy about animal behavior. Following this, the tablet becomes more complete, and begins a series of long, repetitive incantations of a type that will become familiar. The text reads, “[She calls] the one whom she is treating [by name]: ‘(S)he has not conquered [the *ḫultaramma*-sickness] of the head, the *āḥraman*-sickness of the skull…’” and the incantation continues with a long list of sicknesses, misfortunes, bad omens, and the “tongues” of people who might have spoken evil to or about the patient. The column breaks before the list is over, but parallel lists suggest that there were approximately 44 potential evils that the patient has not conquered. This is reminiscent of CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual, during the rite with the river-clay, in which the patients were said not to have overcome the evil,

---

266 This includes, or is followed by, what seems to be a Hittite version of the difficult Luwian incantation in CTH 409.1 (see ch. 4), which is unfortunately too fragmentary to expand our understanding of the Luwian at all.

267 KUB 9.34 i 20’ nu an-ni-iš-ki-iz-zi ku-in UN-an [ŠUM-ŠU te-ez-zi]
21’ ƚ[U]-UL-wa-ra-za tar-uḫ-ta SAG.DU-aš [ḫu-u-ul-ta-ra-am-ma-an]
22’ [tar]-na-aš-ša-an a-aḫ-ra-ma-an
Editted by Hutter, *Behexung*, 26–27; restorations are assured from parallel passages (see following note).

268 A composite list: *ḫultaramma*-sickness of the head, *āḥraman*-sickness of the skull, *taškupiman*-sickness of the skull, burden of the soul, heaviness of the body, *witrisša*-sickness of the bone (and) flesh, beating of the year (and) month (=old age!), sudden death, the *šarkiwašša* nakkiwēš-demons, bloody Nergal, the fire of the meiliyaš, anger, uncleanliness, perjury, sorcery, defeat, ṭ-iswa ḫanda, evil terror, evil dreams, evil bird-omens, *tašaššan*-fever of the body, short years, divine anger, the tongue of the multitude, the evil tongue of the conspirators, the tongue of the palace servant, the tongue of the temple-woman, the tongue of the royal bodyguard, the tongue of the GUDU priest, the tongue of the SANGA-priest, the tongue of the AMA DINGIR-‏LIM-priestess, the tongue of the army, the tongue of the troops, the tongue of the court, the tongue of the assembly, the tongue of perjury, the tongue of the *aušiwašša*, the tongue of the tribe, the tongue of the *luxša* išaššu, the tongue of the *šapiriyaš*, the tongue of the dead (and) living, the tongue of the manservant (and) maidservant, the tongue of the eater (and) drinker, the tongue of the faster, the tongue of the *šarıkuwain*, the tongue of all sorcery.

276
whereas the river-clay had. The assumption in the incantation, then, is that a solution is upcoming.

The text resumes in column ii, in the middle of another iteration of the same list. From parallel texts (see below), we can assume that at the end of the previous column, the Old Woman said that the scapegoat animal, unlike the patient, will conquer all of these evils. In this ritual, just as in several other Old Woman rituals discussed above, we see a presentation of comprehensiveness. The list of evils includes bodily sickness, death, future evils and the fear of same, divine anger, and human agency of any kind—to the point of including the tongues of both “the eater and drinker” and “the faster.” No matter what it is that the patient cannot overcome, the ritual will overcome it.

When this list is finished, the text continues on the same theme:

She [call]s the person whom she is treating [by name]: “(S)he has hereby followed the road: [whether] (s)he brought [so]mething [somehow], or […] to him/her, or (s)he saw something with (his/her) eyes, [or somehow to]ok [something], or stepped somehow with (his/her) […]feet],

[Or…] in [unclean]lines, sorcery, (or) defeat […]someone/(s)he] spoke before the gods with an evil tongue,

[Or] someone […or] someone […]\textsuperscript{269}

\textsuperscript{269} KUB 9.34 ii 12 [nu] an-ni-š-ki-iz-zi ku-in UN-an
13 [na-an-kān ŠUM-ŠU te-ez-z]i ka-aša-wa KASAL-an na-an-ni-š-ta
14 [na-aš-ma ku-it ku-i]-li ú-da-aš na-aš-ma-aš-ši-kān
15 [ ]na-ašma IGI\textsuperscript{11A}-it ku-it-ki a-uš-ta
16 [na-aš-ma ku-it ku-it-ki e-e]p-ta na-aš-ma-aš-ša-an
17 [ ]GlR]-it ku-it ti-ia-at
18 [ ]pa-ap-r]i-eš-ni UḪ-eš-ni ḫu-ul-la-an-ze-eš-ni
19 [ ]-kān DINGIR\textsuperscript{N}š-aš pár-ra-an-da ḫUL-it \textsuperscript{1}EME\textsuperscript{1}-it me-mi-š-ta
20 [ ]x-la-aš ku-iš-ki
Though fragmentary, it is clearly a list of things the patient might have done in order to bring the evils upon him- or herself, as Hutter has already noted. Once again, this list, as with the lists of evils, may be intended to convey a sense of totality, implying that the ritual is powerful enough to cure the affliction no matter what the patient may have done, or have had done to them, to bring it about. In addition, one can imagine that the purpose of this list is to further the (perceived) effectiveness of the ritual: if it must be one of these things, and these are things that the ritual can counter, than the ritual should work.

The Old Woman continues by describing how she is arranging the substitute animal with respect to the human patient: all the body parts correspond to one another. The head is arranged by the head, the neck by the neck, and so on, down to the toenails, tendons, and blood. (The text does not, unfortunately, make clear what this should look like.) She finishes by saying, “I have [arranged]ed his twelve body parts. [Now], the body parts of the ram [hereby] ask for the inan-sickness of the [body part]s of this huma[n].” There follows another list, this time in the third-person imperative: let the head carry away the sickness of the head, the neck the sickness of the neck, et cetera. When this list ends, there are only two words remaining before the column breaks: “The grunting pig…” This is likely the beginning of what might be a different section, perhaps some kind of analogy. If it is parallel to a later passage in CTH 409.IV, it may have been an analogy about evil being rooted out similar to a pig rooting in the ground (see below).
Though broken and isolated, the sequence of the incantations in the better-preserved portion of these two columns is clear. The Old Woman recounts how the patient has not been able to conquer his/her affliction alone; then states that a scapegoat animal will take the affliction on for him/her (in CTH 458.1, where this portion is preserved, it is implied that the animal is hardier or more capable than the patient, see below)—no matter what form that affliction is taking, or what might have happened to bring it upon the patient. The patient could have sinned or committed some misstep to bring on the illness, but now that the animal is present, aligned exactly with the patient, it will carry the effects of that misstep, sin, or malign intention away into itself. The sequence is notable for its attempt at comprehensiveness; the lists of possible evils, possible adversaries, possible sins, and of body parts are all quite long, and though verbs may be elided (or replaced with KI.MIN, “ditto”), each item is faithfully repeated in each list, so far as they are preserved.

In addition, the list of body parts is important not only in relation to the theme of comprehensiveness (that is, no matter where the affliction resides, it will be drawn out), but also in terms of the nature of the scapegoat. This sort of incantation depends on the scapegoat being analogous in shape to the patient, such that all of the body parts can be aligned. The ritual is in effect creating an analogy, emphasizing the similarity of the animal to the patient. The naming of the patient perhaps contributes to the focus on identity.273 The equation of the patient and the scapegoat is effected by the long lists of evils: that is, the patient is first presented in relation to the evils, and then the patient is deleted from that list and the scapegoat is put in. The list of corresponding body parts reinforces the validity of that equation.

---

273 Hutter (Behexung, 105–107) considers the points where the patient is named to be critical for a structural analysis. I do not agree; the formula of name-calling (“She calls the person she is treating by name”) is in my opinion an indication that “this person” or similar in the incantations should be replaced by the patient’s actual name, and so appears whenever that substitution is required, not to mark a new section of the ritual.
By the time the text resumes again in col. iii, it has moved on from the lists, and perhaps is now using a new animal; in col. ii the animal is referred to as a ram (UDU.ŠIR) and in col. iii simply as a sheep (UDU), so it is possible that the Old Woman has moved on to a different scapegoat. In any case, col. iii begins with a fragmentary passage that is much better preserved in CTH 409.IV, which reads,

“The Old Wo[man holds] the sheep over ḫuittiyānum, as opposed to “I made run,” ħūimuuna. This might be a memorization error (Beckman also suggests that it is erroneous, p. 51); it seems possible that it is due to some less-than-perfect correspondence in meaning between ħūimu- and its Luwian cognate ħuinu(wa)-, found in the parallel incantation in CTH 760.II (see below).

It is unfortunate that the correspondence of basic directions with types of evil is not better-preserved; however, as already seen in the oracle texts (see ch. 2), “left-ness” is a negative quality by itself, and apparently in this case, the right side corresponds to fear (perhaps logical: it is the fear of evil, rather than the quality of it, that is associated with the “righteous” side). This incantation once again associates physical realities—in this case directions—with metaphysical

---

274 For discussion of šer epzi “hold over” and related terms, see ch. 4; it is likely that there were some support personnel involved in this rite.

275 Beckman assumes this is an error and translates “your! leftness” which is certainly possible (“Ritual of the Ox,” 46).

276 Here, CTH 409.IV has “I drew,” ħuittiyānum, as opposed to “I made run,” ħūimuuna. This might be a memorization error (Beckman also suggests that it is erroneous, p. 51); it seems possible that it is due to some less-than-perfect correspondence in meaning between ħūimu- and its Luwian cognate ħuinu(wa)-, found in the parallel incantation in CTH 760.II (see below).


---

15 š[a-ra-(a)]-an ḫu₁⁻it-ti-[i(i)]a-nu-nu nu-uš-ši-kān
16 UZU[ ] e-ep-ta¹ <<kat-[a-a]-ma>> kat-ta-ma-an
17 ḫu-[i(i)-t]i-ia-nu-nu nu-uš-ši-kān kat-ta IŠ-BAT

18 GŬBa-[a-z]-za-an-ta ḫu-u-i-nu-nu
19 nu-uš-ši-kān GŬB-la-tar da-a-š ZAG-na-ma-ana-da
20 ḫu-u-i-nu-nu nu-ut-tāk-kān i-da-a-lu
21 ha⁻ᵗu-ga₁⁻tar da-a-š

Edited Beckman, “Ritual of the Ox,” 37 and 46. With restorations from KUB 9.34 iii 2’ff (ed. Hutter, Behexung, 34–37); KUB 9.34 omits “I made it run to your left, and it took left-ness from him/her” (perhaps a memorization error).
constructs, and links physical ritual actions with their supposed supernatural consequences.

Moving a scapegoat in different directions pulls the various evils likewise in different directions.

The text continues, “Then, she takes up this conjuration and begins to conjure. She makes the rounds of the twelve body parts likewise.” Presumably this is once again a recitation of the correspondences between the patient’s body parts and the scapegoats; at this stage, the text is no longer reproducing every list in its entirety, but it may be assumed that the Old Woman would have been reciting it again. She repeats the sequence twice, once while the patient is face-down and once while (s)he is face-up—once again, an indication of comprehensiveness; not only is every body part indicated, but they are all indicated on each side of the patient. In between the sequences, after the patient has moved to lie face-up, she says, “A plowed field they triple, they quadruple—this mortal I am also tripling, quadrupling.”

The exact sense of this is unclear, although as noted by Hutter, it may have some reproductive connotations, as seen in Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River” (see ch. 4). In any case, the analogy with productive fertility must be positive.

When she is finished holding the animal over the patient, (s)he spits twice into its mouth, and the Old Woman says, “Spit out the pain and woe! Spit out the anger of the gods (and) the tongue of the panku, three times, four times!” “Pain” and “woe” here are the Luwian words aḥra- and wahra-, also attested in Luwian incantations, and likewise reminiscent of Hittite äi-kūš.
and wäi- from CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple (see ch. 1). Taken together, these four items are an all-encompassing symbol of potential evils, a shorter and more general version of the long lists in cols. i and ii: ahra- and wahra- stand for the patient’s suffering, the “anger of the gods” obviously stands for any sort of divine origin for that suffering, and the “tongue of the panku”—often translated as “multitude,”\(^{282}\) see ch. 2—for any human origin. This incantation is exhortatory—urging the patient to continue doing what (s)he has already done—but also makes explicit the metaphysical meaning of the physical action, explaining or enacting (or both) what is actually being spit out. The statement “three times, four times” following the patient spitting twice is surely an attempt to extend the effect of the patient’s actions beyond their real-time duration, and must also be connected to the “tripling and quadrupling” of the patient earlier.

After this, a piglet of clay and a live piglet are brought in; the latter is waved far away by support staff, while the Old Woman takes the piglet of clay and continues speaking. Here, the historiola discussed above begins: a story of evil entities seeing and attacking the patient, and the Sun-God and Ḫannaḫanna collaborating to stop them, is recited. When the historiola is over, the focus returns to the piglet, who seems to be some combination of offering and disposal mechanism, and the text breaks. The third tablet of both texts is missing; CTH 409.II resumes with Tablet Four, which is fragmentary. The obverse preserves the end of some action with šena-figurines, and a repetition of the Old Woman’s incantation exhorting the patient to spit out evils. There follow some extremely fragmentary and difficult analogic incantations, after which the tablet ends.

CTH 409.IV, however, preserves a fifth tablet. The beginning is broken, but col. i resumes with the standard long list of evils, framed in a parallel fashion (as Beckman points out)

\(^{282}\) Beckman, “community,” “Ritual of the Ox,” 52 with ref.
to the section in the second tablet where the piglet is exhorted to “root out” all of these evils from
the patient’s body. This time, it becomes clear, the subject is a puppy, and it is being told to lick
the evil off of the patient; the implied analogy of licking a physical substance off of something is
obvious. Immediately following the end of the list is a more explicit analogy: “Just as this
puppy’s eyes are stuck together, and it has not yet seen the sky, and it has not (even) already seen
its mother’s teat”—she calls the person she is treating by name—“also let the evil day, the short
year, the anger of the gods, and the tongue of the panka not ever see this person, the [vig]orous
knee [amon]g the twelve body parts!”283 This analogy is somewhat reversed from a similar one
in Maštigga’s ritual, in which the piglet is about to die, and likewise will not see the sky, or other
piglets; in this case, rather, the puppy is too close to birth to see anything. Whether this puppy
should be considered a scapegoat animal is unclear, as there is no indication as to whether the
evils, once licked off, remain inside the puppy, or if the puppy is ultimately disposed of
somehow (as both the analogic piglet and the substitute puppy are disposed of in Maštigga).
There is also no alignment of body parts between the patient and the puppy preserved in the text.

Columns ii and iii of this tablet are missing; it resumes with col. iv, where the Old
Woman is once again in the middle of a list of possible offenses the patient may have committed
to bring an affliction on him- or herself. She finishes with, “You, luxuriant grain, set it down!”284
presumably meaning the offense, although what exactly the verb is supposed to convey is
unclear.285 Here it seems as though grain has actual combative force, even beyond the sustaining
power seen already in CTH 398 and CTH 402, above. Then the patient spits and the Old Woman
repeats her standard incantation urging him to spit out pain, woe, divine anger, and the tongue of

283 See above, n. 159, for transliteration.
284 KBo 9.125+HT 6 (CTH 409.IV.Tf05.A) iv 3 ḥal-ki-iš
4 ta-[e-tar]-wa-an-zaz n[a]-a-t]-ša-an zi˘ik da-a-i
285 Beckman (ibid., 48) suggests an implied “elsewhere.”
the *panku*. After this, she takes a rope, waves it, and says, "The sea was in pain, and in the sea, the rope cried out. I am drawing the rope from the sea." There is a paragraph break, and she continues, "I am drawing the red wool from the arranged and red-bound things." She cuts something with a knife, while enumerating a list of evils, and finishes by saying she is immobilizing various body parts with the rope, after which the text breaks. This seems to be another fragmentary *historiola*, as well as the use of a binding metaphor for the patient’s affliction (see ch. 4 for further discussion of this). The final preserved sentence may possibly be an attack on an antagonist, if the translation is correct.

The third text that fits into this group is CTH 458.1, which Fuscagni has suggested, and I would argue to be the case pending any evidence to the contrary, is in fact a missing piece to one or both of the above texts. As already noted, even if CTH 409.II and CTH 409.IV are identical but for the colophons and may be restored based on each other’s text, which is not certain, there would still be at least two full tablets, as well as large portions of two more, entirely missing. The preserved portion of CTH 458.1 could easily belong to one of those missing tablets, although situating it with any precision is unfortunately impossible.

CTH 458.1 begins in the middle of col. i with another version of the *historiola* recited in the related passages in CTH 409.II and CTH 409.IV (discussed above). After the *historiola* becomes too fragmentary to understand, the text resumes with an incantation that is familiar in

---

286 This is my own entirely speculative interpretation of the hapax *āhriyatta*: that it is a medio-passive verb related somehow to *abra*—"pain."
287 KBo 24.3+ (CTH 409.IV.Tf05.D) i 3 ḫa-ra₁-na-aš a-aḥ-ri-ia-at-ta a-ru-ni-ma-kán ḫa₁-da
4 šu-ma-an-za-an da-aš-ku-pa-a-it a-ru-na-az-kán šu-ma-an-za-a[n]
5 ḫu-it-ti-ia-mi
288 Again, a tentative interpretation, this time based on speculation by the CHD; see vol. L–N, p. 305.
289 KBo 24.3+ i 6 ḫa-an-da-ni-ma-az-kán mi-i-da-ni-ma-az SIG mi-ti-in
7 ḫu-it-ti-ia-mi
290 See Beckman, “Ritual of the Ox,” 55.
291 hethiter.net/: CTH 458.1.1; Fuscagni also cites V. Haas, “Ein hethitisches Beschwörungsmotiv aus Kizzuwatna, seine Herkunft und Wanderung,” *OrNS* 40, 410–30 (pp. 418–19).
form: “She calls [the patient] by name; ‘But now […] lift them! I am […]-ing the inan-sickness [of the mortal], the huwaltaraman-sickness of the head, the daškupiman-sickness of the neck likewise, the […] of the eyes, the inan-sickness […] likewise, the inan-sickness of the ḫuwarnapištaš (and) auliyaš likewise.’”

Although it includes two of the items from the standard list of evils—the huwaltaraman-sickness of the head and the daškupiman-sickness of the neck—the other items in this paragraph are not from the list, and unfortunately the lacunae in the text and the obscurity of the terms does not allow for much analysis, beyond the fact that all of these items are sicknesses. However, it should be noted that the Old Woman states, “I am […]-ing” the list of sicknesses, rather than “let the (body part) lift the sickness,” as seen above.

In this section it is necessary or important for her to emphasize her own role in the ritual within the incantation itself; for more discussion on this topic, see below.

The incantation continues in the following paragraph:

“‘This person has [no]t conquered them (with) his two feet: the donkey’s four feet will conquer them! The twelve body parts will conquer them! Let them release the twelve body parts of this mortal, those who are šiwanīēš (and) those who are ḥatištantiyaš! Let them then go (to) the twelve body parts of the donkey!’

“‘Let them drink the blood, let them eat the fat, let them cut the tendons, let them shatter the bones!’”

---

2 [nu ŚM DUMU.L]U.ɪ organisation i-na-an SAG.DU-aš ḫu-wa-al-ta-ra-ma-an
3 [išš]-ki-mi tar-aš-na-aš da-aš-ku-pi-ma-an KI.MIN IGI^I.BLA.-aš
4 [x i-na-an] f KI.MIN ḫu-wa-ar-na-pi-iš-ta-aš a-ú-li-ia-aš i-na-an KI.MIN
Ed. Fuscagni, ibid.

293 This is the same word used for the “evil deities” in CTH 409.II, above.

294 KBo 20.73++ iv 5 [na-aš-ta-at-zu tar-uḫ-ta ka-aš an-tu-wa-ah-ḫa-aš 2 GIR^MES.-ȘU
6 [n]a-at-zu ANŠE-aš 4 GIR^MES.-ȘU tar-uḫ-zi 12 UZU ÜR^I.BLA.-at-zu tar-ru-ḫ-zi
7 ar-ḫa-ma-at tar-na-an-du ke-e-el DUMU.LÚ.ɪ organisation 12 UZU ÜR^I.BLA
8 ku-i-e-eš ši-wa-an-ni-e-eš ku-i-e-eš ḫa-ti-iš-ta-an-ti-ia-aš
9 na-at EDIR-an ŠM ANŠE-aš 12 UZU ÜR^I.BLA pa-a-an-du
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The four-footed creature is thus presented as stronger and/or more substantial than a human, and it is hoped that it will occupy the evil entities, and satisfy them in place of the patient. Following the incantation, the text states, “They turn it around (the patient) three times; the fourth time, they hold it forth and (s)he spits (on) it three times. They drive it forth, while the Old Woman says, “Spit out the ahran (and) wahran! Spit out the anger [of] the gods (and) the tongue of the multitude three times, four times!”295 In these passages, one can again see the overlap between a substitute and a scapegoat: the donkey is to “lift” the evils from the patient, and they are transferred to it when the patient spits, after which the donkey is driven away—however, it is also to attract the negative attention of the evil supernatural entities, and its body parts are shown to correspond to the patient’s body parts. It is therefore both a vessel for the evil contaminating the patient and an analogue for the patient against future evils.

Following this is a section where the Old Woman washes the patient’s hands and extinguishes hot stones by pouring liquid on them, but the incantation accompanying these actions unfortunately is quite fragmentary; the only intelligible sentences are, “I hold Telipinu over him. Just as this is extinguished, likewise let the evil enemy […] be extinguished!”296 There is no indication of what “holding (the god) Telipinu over” the patient is meant to mean, but the second sentence is very familiar.

The following table summarizes the events in CTH 409.II, CTH 409.IV, and CTH 458.1:

---

Ed. Fuscagni, ibid.
295 12 ṣa-an'[kān a-ra-ḫa-za-ḫa-za-ši 3-ŠU wa-aḫ-nu-wa-aḫ-zi I-NA 4 KASKAL-ma-an
13 pa-ra-a ap-pa-an-zi na-an 3-ŠU al-la-pa-aḫ-ḫi na-an-kān pa-ra-a
14 ṭe-en'[nā-an-zi MUNUS SU.a-ma me-ma-i a-aḫ-ra-an wa-aḫ-ra-an al-la-p[(a-a)ḫ]
15 DINGIR[ME]-[aš k]ar-pi-in pa-an-ga-u-wa-aš EME-an 3-ŠU 4-ŠU[aš]-[al-la-pa-an]
Ed. Fuscagni, ibid.
296 KBo 17.54++ iv 12’ še-ṭe-[r]-ma]-aš-ši ṭe-li-pi-nu-ḫar-mi
14’ [ ] QA-TAM-MA ki-[iš]-ta-ru

---
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409. II T1 i–ii • incipit and list of ritual items

(break)

409. II T1 iii • sheep- and goat-offerings to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth

(break)

409. II T2 i • short and difficult *historiola* (?)

409. II T2 i–ii • the patient has not conquered a list of evils, [but the scapegoat animal will conquer] a list of evils

409. II T2 ii • ways in which the affliction may have come upon the patient

409. II T2 ii, 409. IV T2 i • 12 body parts are arranged: each body part of the patient is aligned with the corresponding body part of the ram

409. IV T2 i • may each ram’s body part carry away the sickness of each patient’s body part

(break)

409. IV T2 ii • fragmentary analogic incantation involving garden implements; offering of a blood-red hide to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth

409. II T2 iii, 409. IV T2 ii • sheep held over the patient; incantation about drawing it up, down, left, and right, and taking evils away from each side

409. II T2 iii, 409. IV T2 ii • she makes the rounds of the 12 body parts while the patient is on his/her back and on his/her front, while reciting “in the same way”

409. II T2 iii, 409. IV T2 ii • sheep held over the patient; incantation about tripling and quadrupling the patient like a plowed field

409. II T2 iii, 409. IV T2 ii • she makes the rounds of the twelve body parts “in just the same way”

409. II T2 iii, 409. IV T2 ii • the patient spits twice into the sheep’s mouth; incantation of spitting
• A live piglet and a model piglet are brought in; the live piglet is waved elsewhere, while the Old Woman takes the model piglet.

409.II T2 iii,

• she recites a complicated **historiola** about the Sun-God and Ḫannaḫanna, which ends with a description of the “piglet of Panunta”

409.IV T2 iii–iv

• let the piglet remove a list of evils; piglet is offered to an underworld deity

(break)

409.II T4 i

• action with figurines; incantation of spitting
  
• analogy about a door-hinge
  
• difficult and fragmentary analogic incantations about wild animals
  
• incantation: “Spit out divine anger and wi[tchcraft], three times, four times!”

(break)

409.II T4 iv

• analogy about extinguishing fire; the patient spits

(break)

409.IV T5 i

• may the puppy lick a list of evils off the patient’s body
  
• analogy about the blind puppy not seeing the evil

(break)

409.IV T5 iv

• let grain remove the patient’s affliction, no matter what of a list of reasons might have brought it upon him or her
  
• incantation of spitting
  
• difficult **historiola** about rope and the sea
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• she cuts the rope and says, “I am cutting off” the tongues of various people

(break)

458.1 i  • *historiola* about the sun-deity, which includes a request that the deity remove a list of evils from the patient

(break)

458.1 iv  • she states that she is performing some action on a list of sicknesses
  • the patient has not conquered them with two feet; let the donkey conquer them with four feet, and with its 12 body parts, and let the evil entities attack the donkey instead of the patient
  • the patient spits three times; spitting incantation
  • she washes the patient’s hands, extinguishes hot stones, and recites an analogy about extinguishing

(break)

Whether these texts are three fragments of the same ritual, or three very closely related rituals, they can be clearly distinguished from some of the other rituals involving scapegoat animals, such as Ambazzi’s scapemouse ritual quoted above, or the male-authored Arzawa group such as Iriya, Aṣḫella, and Zarpiya’s rituals. These rituals do not enumerate a list of evils like Tunnawiya’s do, nor a long list of body parts, nor do they use the motif of the “twelve body parts” to signify the entire body. In addition, none of them contains long and detailed *historiolae* at all, let alone one comparable to the story of the Sun-Deity and other gods included here (see below). There is some connection to be made with Maṣṭigga’s ritual, which has the same rite of spitting into an animal’s mouth, and references to Antaliya in connection to cutting rope/evil, as
CTH 458.1 also does; however, Maštigga likewise does not treat the scapegoat-sheep with long incantations detailing how they correspond to the patient.

However, there are some rituals that do. Two rituals with Luwian-language incantations are quite similar to CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, also preserving long incantations focused on scapegoat animals: CTH 760.II and CTH 761. It is true that, as Starke already stated in 1985,297 the Luwian incantations are not exact translations or even very close parallels to the Hittite; in addition, the Luwian texts are also quite fragmentary, and have the added difficulty of being primarily in a language that is not as well-understood as Hittite. The Hittite sections are generally quite short, punctuating long incantations that span paragraphs and contain quite a bit of obscure vocabulary. I will not, therefore, be doing comprehensive case studies of these texts, but I will devote some detailed attention to their method for scapegoat rites.

CTH 760.II has been grouped with Tunnawiya’s rituals based on the aforementioned similarities;298 it has no colophons preserved, and therefore the ordering of the tablets, and any estimation of how much of the ritual might be missing, is impossible. However, there are two main tablets with large portions of text preserved, as well as numerous fragments, some of which duplicate or parallel the two larger tablets; therefore, productive analysis is still possible, particularly considering the similarities with the Hittite-language rituals. One of CTH 760.II’s best-preserved tablets, KUB 35.43+, begins in col. ii (col. i is almost entirely lost) with a list of places and/or actions the patient’s affliction may have come from, a familiar theme from the Hittite-language rituals. In CTH 409.II and 409.IV, the list is of things that the patient may have done (“Or he saw something with (his) eyes, or he seized something with (his) hand, or he

---

298 Starke (ibid.) assigns it rather to Kuwattalla.
stepped on something with a heavy foot…”), whereas in CTH 760.II, the list is of where the curse may have originated, without any claim to agency:

“…whether (it is) something of [dry] land, [something] of the waters, [or] (it is) something of a mortal, [or] (it is) something of a living person

“[or] (it is) something past (or) future, [or] of a mother (or) a father, [or] something (of) a [bro]ther (or) a sister,

“[or] something from an eye, or something from a mouth, […] or he heard from something of an eye299 […]. (Something) of [dry] land, of water […] let this one drive out!”300

The last two lines of the paragraph are too broken and difficult to translate, although the word “sheep” is mentioned, no doubt the scapegoat who will be “driving out” the evils. It is clear that this parallel, while similar in content, is not a Luwian translation of Tunnawiya’s Hittite incantation. However, it is most plausibly interpreted as an enumeration of the possible origins of the curse, although one could also consider that it is an alternative list of evils (and indeed, when the patient’s agency is taken out of the questions, the two are not very different).

299 Following Starke (Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 144n12) and Melchert (CLL, 224), I would say that tawaššati here is likely an error.
300 KUB 35.43 ii 1 [ ḫa-ta-an-ta-al-li-ia-an ū-kul-i-ḥa ma-a-an ū-i-ta-an-ta-al-li-[a]n
2 [ku-i-ḥa ma-a-am-p]a ū-la-an-ta-al-[li-ia-an] ku-i-ḥa
3 [ma-a-an ḫu-i]-du-wa-[<<la>>]-li-ia-1-an ku-i-ḥa

5 [ma-a-an a-a]n-ni-[i]-ia-1-an ta-a-ti-i-ia-an
6 [ma-a-an ŠE]-š-an Nin-an ku-i-ḥa

7 [ma-a-na-ta]  ī-a-ū-ša-ta ku-i-ḥa ma-a-na-ta i-ša-ra-ti [k]u-i-ḥa
8 [ ] t]a ma-a-an ta-wa-aš-ša-ti ku-i-ḥa tu-um-ma-an-te-et-ta
10 [ ] x za-aš pa-ra-ad-du
Restorations after Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 143–44, and Melchert, CLL.
It is in the following paragraphs of CTH 760.II that the parallels with the Hittite texts become much more compelling. KUB 35.43+ continues:

“Let it [take] (and) drive (them) out with four legs, with […] with the crook of a horn, wi[th…], with the pupil of the eye, with the heart and the liver and the twelve body parts!

“I caused it to run from him/her with (my) left hand; it took left-ness from him/her. I caused it to run from him/her with (my) right hand; it took evil and violence from him.”

There follows a sequence of actions (in Hittite) where the Old Woman makes the rounds of the sheep’s body parts while on the patient’s right, left, front, and back, while speaking conjurations “in exactly the same way.” The sheep is then waved over the patient three times, held forth, and the patient spits into the its mouth while the Old Woman says, “(S)he has spit out [aḥra]n, wahran, taparu-speech, tatarriyamma-speech, ḫirun-speech, (and) the tongue of the maya-.”

This sequence of actions is, of course, almost identical to that preserved in, e.g., the beginning of col. iii of tablet two of CTH 409.II. There are differences—for example, in CTH 409.II, the verb is ḫuittiya- “draw” rather than ḫuinu- “make run” (with one exception; see above for a discussion of these two verbs). The Hittite incantation also includes up and down, not just right and left, as well as the extra incantation, “They triple (and) they quadruple a plowed field—this mortal I am

---

301 KUB 35.43 ii 12 [la-la-i-d]u-ut-ta pa-ap-ra-ad-du-ut-ta 4-ti pa-a-ar-ta-a-ti
13 [x]-ti ḫa-ar-ši-ni-ia-ti ar-pu-wa-na-a-ti
14 [-t]i da-a-u-wa-aš-[r̥a-an]̣-za-ti ti-ti-ta-a-ti
16 i-pa-la-a-ti-du-wa-an ḫ[u]-r̥[l]-[n]u-wa-aḥ-ḥa a-du-ut-ta i-pa-la-a-ti-en
17 la-at-ta i-šar-u-i-la-[i-p]a-du-wa-an ḫu-i-nu-wa-aḥ-ḥa
18 a-du-ut-ta at-tu-wa-li-in ḫ[a-a]-t[a-a]-ri-in la-at-ta
See also Starke, ibid., 144.
302 KUB 35.43 ii 29 [a-ḥra-ra-a]n wa-aḥ-ra-an tap-pa-a-at-ta ta-a-pa-ru
30 [t]a-ṭa-ar-ri-i-am-ma-an ḫi-i-ru-ū-un ma-a-ia-ši-in EME-in
See also Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 145. Melchert (CLL) translates maya- as “adult” and Yakubovich (http://web-corpora.net/LuwianCorpus) as “multitude”; it surely cannot be anything other than a Luwian equivalent to panku-, whatever the exact semantic relationship between the two.
also tripling (and) quadrupling!” which CTH 760.II omits. In addition, after this sequence is over, CTH 409.II iii brings in the piglets and begins the *historiola*, while CTH 760.II instead begins a sequence of offerings, with a request to the Storm-God for favor for the substitute-animal and the patient.\(^{303}\)

After this paragraph, the text breaks, and resumes only in col. iii, with a broken paragraph that seems to be condemning whoever has brought the affliction onto the patient. The text continues with the Old Woman treating “all the [body] parts” and speaking an incantation already known from CTH 409.II:

“(S)he does [not] conquer it with the head; ditto no[t] with the [alalatta-body part]; ditto not [with the mannahunna-part, ditto not] with the pupil of the eye, ditto [not] with the heart, the liver, (or) the twelve [body parts…]!”

“This one (i.e. the scapegoat) will conquer it [with the head]! This one ditto with the alalata-part, ditto [with the mannahunna-part, with the pupil] of the eye, ditto [with the heart], the liver, (and) with the twelve [body parts]!”\(^{304}\)

\(^{303}\) The sequence of offerings is also followed by an incantation that is not preserved anywhere in CTH 409.II, 409.IV, or 458.1: a request to the Storm-God for favor for the substitute-animal and for the patient: “[Warpal]li Tarḫunza, look at the [fattened] animal(!) [May he look] at the body of the ritual patient with life, virility, [future] time, health, divine [favor], (and) long years!” (i 36–40, Starke p. 145) It is not at all surprising to find a request for divine favor in a ritual of this type, and several other Hittite-language rituals preserve requests for blessings like this. It seems possible that an incantation of this type might have been preserved in the lacunae in the Hittite parallels, although of course that is impossible to know. The content of the list is noticeably similar to the positive symbols found in the KIN-oracles; see ch. 2. In any case, it should also be noted that the offering-sequences in CTH 409.II are to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, not to the Storm-God.

\(^{304}\) Based on the Hittite parallels, I follow Yakubovich (http://web-corpora.net/LuwianCorpus) in interpreting “nāwati=ata,” an ablative of an adjective “new.” I admit that leaves the two forms in KUB 35.25 rev. 7”’ and 8”’ (na]-ra₁-ú-wa=ti-ia-ti and [na-a]-wa=ti-ia-ti, respectively) difficult to interpret, as =ti does not seems to double elsewhere. However, a reflexive pronoun is not at all unexpected with the verb *muwa-*, since it seems to be a Luwian counterpart to Hittite *tarухh*; =ti is also attested elsewhere with *muwa-* in positive statements, e.g. *mannahunna=tì=atä zas mēwai* in KUB 35.24++ obv. 9’.

\(^{305}\) KUB 35.43 iii 6’ [na-a-ú-wa-te-ia-tí] hár-ma-ḥa-tí mu-u-wa-i na-a-[rú₁]-[wa-te-ia-ta]
10’ [ ] K.I.MIN
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Once again, the passage is nearly identical in sense to one from CTH 409.II. In Hittite, Tunnawiya says, “(S)he has not conquered (all of the evils),” and then there is a break, in which likely it is said that the scapegoat-animal will conquer the list of evils. Then there is the list of things the person may have done to bring on the affliction. Finally, she says that the body parts have all been arranged according to one another, and requests that each of the scapegoat’s body parts carry away the sickness from each of the patient’s body parts. The Luwian incantation is therefore a condensed version of the Hittite incantations, or the Hittite incantations are an expansion of the Luwian. In Luwian, the list of possible origins comes first, after which the incantation states that the patient’s body parts do not conquer the sickness, whereas the scapegoat’s body parts do (or will); there is no list of evils. The body parts are listed, which, as discussed above, seems to establish the equation of the scapegoat-animal with the patient.

After this, CTH 760.II continues with three extremely fragmentary paragraphs, preserving only a few (Luwian) words in total;\(^{306}\) the fourth paragraph is better preserved, and states:

“Let it [take] (and) drive out with (its) four legs, with the [crooked horn(?), with the mannahunna-part, with the [pupil of the eye, with the heart, the liver, (and) the twelve [body parts]!”

---

\(^{11'}\) [ṣa-aš mu-u-wa-i a-lā-la-ta-[ti-ti-ia-t]a za-aš KI.MIN
\(^{12'}\) [ma-an-na-hu-un-na-ti-i]a-at KI.MIN ta-a-ū-wa-aš-[a-an-za-ti-ti]-ja-ta’
\(^{13'}\) [ti-ti-ta-a-ti overrides ŠA-ti \(\frac{1}{2}\)] NIG.GI-ti 12-ta[a-ti  ḫa-ap-p]i-ṣa-ti KI.MIN

Restorations after Starke, *Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte*, 145–46; he in turn bases his restorations off of the near-identical passage in KUB 35.24++ (p. 83). This is the source of the restoration of the missing part of the parallel incantation in CTH 409.II, see above.

\(^{306}\) Starke (ibid.) restores the third paragraph as a repetition of the “I caused to run with my right hand...” incantation, based on a (fragmentary) duplicate; however, there is only one word and a fragment of another actually preserved, and since these incantations seemed to be mixed and matched throughout the text, I would be more cautious.
“Let it [tak]e the taparu-speech, the tatarriyamman-speech, (and) the [hir]un-speech of the ēruwa-, of those rushing forward(?), of the dead,\(^{307}\) of the living, the past, of the future, of the\(^{LÜ}\)ulaḫi, of the ḥappiri, of the army, of the assembly!\(^{308}\)

This is certainly familiar. The “four legs” are reminiscent of CTH 458.1, where the patient will not conquer the evil with two legs, but the donkey will with four. The list of evils is much truncated, but it corresponds quite well to the parts of the Hittite-language lists that refer to human “tongues.” Following the incantation, the ritual personnel wave a piglet over the ritual patron, and (s)he spits on the pig from a distance, while the Old Woman recites the familiar spitting conjuration in Luwian. Then they move to the threshold of a tent, and the text breaks. Perhaps there followed some analogous actions to the section with the piglet in CTH 409.

The other better-preserved tablet, CTH 760.II.2 (KUB 35.45, with main duplicates KUB 35.48 and KUB 35.49), begins in col. ii (col. i is almost entirely missing) with list of evils:

“[[...the taparu-speech, the tatarriyamman-speech] (and) the hirūn-speech of the past (and) future, of the mother, the father, the sister, the brother, the manservant (and) maidservant, the\(^{LÜ}\)ulaḫi, the\(^{LÜ}\)hapiri, the army (and) the assembly.”\(^{309}\)

Family members are never included in the Hittite lists, so again this is not an exact translation, only similar in sense.

\(^{307}\) waldiya; Yakubovich notes in his Cuneiform Luwian corpus that he believes this to be an error (presumably for ulantalliya-, elsewhere attested as “of the dead”).

\(^{308}\) KUB 35.43 iii 24** [la-la-i(-du-ut-ta pa-a)]p-ra-ad-du-ut-ta 4-ti pa-a-ar-ta-ti
25** [ar-pu-w(a-na-a-ti)] ma-a-an-na-ḫu-wa-an-na-a-ti da-a-u-wa-aš-ša-ti
26** [ti-ti(ta-a-ti \(\text{LÜ}2\)Š])A-ti \(\text{LÜ}2\)NíG.GIG 12-ta-a-ti
27** \(\text{LÜ}2\)ḫa-ap]-\(\text{LÜ}2\)pi-ša-a\(^{1}\)-ti

28** [la-l]a-du-ut-ta ta-\(\text{LÜ}2\)pa-a-ru\(^{1}\) ta-ta-ri-ia-am-ma-[a]n
29** [hi-i-ru-ū-u]n e-er-ḫu-u-wa-r-li\(^{1}\)-ia-an pa-ri-it-tar-wa-al-li-ia-an
30** wa-a[l(-l)]i-ia-an ḫu-u-i-it-wa-li-ia-an pu-u-wa-ti-i-il
31** [pa-a-r-i]a-na-al-la \(\text{LÜ}2\)ḫu-la\(^{1}\)-ḫi-ia-an ḫa-ap-pi-ri-ia-an
32’ [ku-wa-ar-š]a-aš-ša-aš-ša tu-ū-li-ia-aš-ša

Restorations from duplicate KUB 32.14; see Starke, *Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte*, 147 and149.

\(^{309}\) KUB 35.45 ii 1 ḫi-i\(^{1}\)-ru-fū\(^{1}\)-un pu-ū-wa-la-a pa-ri-ia-na-al-la-fan\(^{1}\)
2 AMA-ia-an ta-a-ti-ia-an ŠEŠ-ia-an NIN-ia-an
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The next paragraph is a new incantation: “(S)he has relocated (the evils) to the high
mountains, to the deep valleys(?),”\footnote{310 The text reads x-fû̱-1-pa-ia-an-zA za-ar-ri-ia-an-zA, neither of which words has a known definition according to
Melchert or Yakubovich. Melchert suggests a geographic feature for zarriya-, and parallel incantations in, e.g., the
ritual of Ambazzi would suggest that following the “high mountains” should come the “deep valleys,” so until
another definition presents itself, I am tentatively translating it thus.} \footnote{311 KUB 35.45 ii 5 [a-a]n-ta-at-ta a-ar-la-nu-wa-at-ta pár-ra-ia-an-zA ŤUR.SAG-MES-zA
6 [ jx-fû̱-1-pa-ia-an-zA za-ar-ri-ia-an-zA ÌD-MES-an-zA Ú.SAL-[3]-a-an-zA ú-i-da-an-zA
See also Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 151.} This is
reminiscent of the ritual of Ambazzi, where the scapemouse is called upon to bring the evils
away to the high mountains, the deep valleys, and the far roads. Perhaps, therefore, an animal has
just been driven away (as, for example, the donkey is driven away in CTH 458.1). The
incantation continues in the following paragraph, “(S)he has relocated into the patient, using life,
virility, long years, future time, divine favor, (and) vitality!”\footnote{312 KUB 35.45 ii 7 f-1-an-ta-f-at-ta a-ar-la-nu-wa-at-ta SÌSKUR-aš-ša-an-zA 〈an〉 EN-ia
8 ḫu-i-ta-la-ḫi-ti3 a-an-na-ru-um-ma-ḫi-ti MU.KAM-[3]-GÌ.DA
9 EGR.UD-MES-[3]-ti ŤDINGIR-MES-[3]-aš-ša-za-ti wa-aš-ša-ra-ḫi-ta-ati
10 ḫu-i-ta-ma-na-ḫi-ta-ti
See also Starke, ibid., 151–52. Once again, note the similarity between this list and the KIN-oracle symbols.}5
This process—that of transferring

good things to the patient, in addition to taking the bad things out—is likewise not seen in the
Hittite-language texts, although this could be an accident of preservation. This section seems to
be the end of a scapegoat sequence, given the presentation of the removal of evils as a \textit{fait accompli}. If so, the repetition should be noted: in addition to a sequence of evils being recited
\textit{before} the scapegoat is removing them, and \textit{while} the scapegoat is removing them, a sequence is
also recited \textit{after} the scapegoat has removed them.

It is clear from these passages that Starke was correct that CTH 760.II is not simply a
Luwian translation of CTH 409.II (or vice versa); even the passages that are parallel do not
exactly translate the Hittite. However, the parallel sections are certainly not accidental; the
enumeration of the scapegoat-animal’s body parts and the request that they remove the evil from the patient’s body parts; the statement that the practitioner has driven the evil away from the patient’s four sides, and even the list of places or actions the curse may have originated from are compelling parallels. And, of course, there may have been more parallels in the lacunae.

Another point to make about CTH 760.II is that the incantations repeat themselves among the duplicates, not always in the same order. So it seems that either the ritual was long and repetitive, such that incantations recurred throughout it in various sequences, perhaps as new scapegoat-animals were brought out—certainly possible, considering the Hittite ritual corpus, and considering that some incantations repeat themselves on the same tablets—or there were multiple versions of the ritual that put the incantations in different order—also possible (see the Introduction). The following is a summary of the content of CTH 760.II, including some of the passages that were not discussed in detail above:

KUB 35.43 ii

- incantation: list of possible origins for the affliction
- let the scapegoat-sheep drive the affliction out with 4 legs and 12 body parts
- “I caused it to run from him/her” with the right and left hands
- She makes the rounds of the ritual patient four times with the sheep, reciting “in exactly the same way,” then makes the rounds of the sheep.
- The patient spits into the sheep’s mouth; the spitting incantation
- offerings to warpalli Tarhunza with an appeal to sustain the patient’s wellbeing

(break)

KUB 35.43 iii

- perhaps a condemnation of the antagonist (fragmentary)
• the scapegoat animal will overpower the affliction with all the 12 body parts
• perhaps another iteration of “I caused to run…” (very fragmentary)
• let the scapegoat animal drive out a list of evils with a list of body parts
• the patient spits, while she recites the spitting incantation
• fragmentary beginning of actions with a piglet at the hilammar

(break)

KUB 35.45 ii  • list of evils
• incantation saying that bad things have been transferred out of, and good things into, the patient
• offerings; figurines held up to the sun with an incantation about the offenses of the antagonist and a request for his punishment
• offerings, and fragmentary beginning of a sequence with red wool

(break)

KUB 35.45 iii  • may [the gods deliver the patient?] from a list of evils; let the gods not let evils attach themselves to the patient’s body and be a heavy weight
• something is shattered; list of evils
• something is šer arḫa wahmu’d; patient spits and she recites the incantation of spitting

KUB 35.48 iii  • (duplicates first section of KUB 35.45, then) she cuts [something] with a bronze knife, and states that ḏAtaliya cuts/will cut the evils.

(break)

KUB 35.49 iv  • may all the evil things be transformed, rendered inert
KUB 35.58 ii

- may the ritual patient be purified of evils [like?] the pure braid of dough

(rest of texts too fragmentary for translation)

The other Luwian ritual that shows compelling similarities to the Tunnawiya group is CTH 761, the šalli aniur, or “Great Ritual.” This text does preserve colophons, some of which attribute the tablet to a Kuwattalla, MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL, and some of which attribute the tablet to Kuwattalla and a Šillaluḫi, MUNUS ŠU.GI. However, in the text of the ritual itself, the practitioner is always called a MUNUS ŠU.GI. The incipit reads, “[Thus Ms. Kuwattalla], MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL, and Ms. Š[illaluḫi, MUNUS Š]U.GI: when we do the ritual of ‘beating down’ for a person, when [on] the third day we finish the r[itual] of ‘beating down,’ on the third day we take him/her forth (for) the ‘Great Ritual,’ and we take this:”

followed by a list of different types of sheep, at least eight separate animals. Based on the text, it seems possible that many or most of these sheep were to be used as scapegoats.

The preserved ritual action begins with a fragmentary list of evils in the ablative—perhaps, as above in CTH 760.II, a request for the patient to be delivered from them. The

---

313 KUB 35.18 i 1 [UM-MA Ku-wa-at-tal-la] MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL
2 Ṣ[i-la-al-lu-u-hi] MUNUS Š[U.GI ma-a-an an-tu-ub-š[i]]
3 kat-ta wa-al-h[u-u-wa-aš SĪSKU]R ši-pa-an-du-wa-ni
4 na-aš-ta ma-aḫ-ḫa-an [I-NA] UD.3.KAM
5 Ṣ[kat-l-ta wa-al-lu-u-wa-aš S[SKU]R aš-nu-me-ni
6 [na-an I-NA UD.3.KAM pa-raš-la GAL-laš-pāt a-ni-u[r]
7 [a]p[-pu-ū-e-ni nu ki-i tum-m[e-ni]
See also Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 91.
314 However, there is another tablet with a colophon, KUB 35.20++ (CTH 761.8), claiming to be the first tablet of the šalli aniur. The author’s name is broken, but there is no room for both Kuwatalla and Šillaluḫi. Starke restores only Kuwatalla’s name (p. 86), which, since she is elsewhere attested as the sole author of the šalli aniur, is reasonable. The incipit is not preserved.
315 On KUB 35.20++, 761.8 (see previous note).
following paragraph continues, “(S)he does [n]ot overpower them [with] the head, [(s)he does] not [overpower them with the ʾālalatta-part], (s)he does [n]ot overpower them with the mannaḫuna-part; (s)he does [n]ot overpower them with the [pu]pil [of the eye], (or) with the heart, the liver, (or) the twelve [body parts].”316 This is already known from CTH 760.II, as is the continuation in the next paragraph: “This one will overpower them with the [hea]d, [this one will overpower them] with the ʾālalatta-part, this one will overpower them with the mannaḫuna-part, [this one will overcome them with the pupil] of the eye, with the heart, with the liver, (and) with the twelve body parts!”317 This, then, seems to be a standard Luwian or Luwian-context incantation to do when putting evil from a patient onto a substitute animal, as it is present in three rituals authored by at least two different people/groups of people.

In the next two paragraphs, the Old Woman makes the rounds of a (fragmentary) list of body parts. The following paragraph is still fragmentary, but the incantation is familiar: “I made it run from him/her with (my) left (hand) […] I made run with (my) right hand […] let it take (and) dr[ive […] from the mannaḫuna-part, [from the pupil of the] e[ye, from the heart, form the liver], (and) from the twelve body parts!”318 This almost exactly duplicates the reverse of KUB 35.43, CTH 760.II.1.A, and it continues with the same, “Let him/her take from him” the

---
beginning of a list of evils. The text breaks for a few lines at this point, and resumes in the next paragraph with another duplicate incantation—though no longer following the order of KUB 35.43\textsuperscript{319}—the request for the Storm-God to look at the substitute, and look with favor and a (quite fragmentary) list of good things on the ritual patient. After this the scapegoat rite seems to be over, and the tablet becomes quite a bit more fragmentary. A very fragmentary paragraph on the reverse, however, begins a further sequence of “(s)he does not overcome” with various body parts, suggesting that another scapegoat-animal has been brought in by that point, but then the text breaks.

The next tablet with a colophon preserved, KUB 32.9++, is the third tablet—this one again attributed only to Kuwattalla. The obverse does not preserve any scapegoat-rites, but in the first preserved paragraph on the reverse, there is a fragmentary “evil,”\textsuperscript{320} and two lines down, “with four l[imbs…] with the heart, [with] the liver […],” suggesting a recitation encouraging the scapegoat-animal to overcome the evil in the patient with all of its body parts, analogous to CTH 760.II. The patient spits; the spitting incantation is recited, offerings of bread and beer are made, and then there is another incantation found also in CTH 760.II: the Old Woman asks the Storm-God to look at the scapegoat (perhaps instead of the patient; the text is too broken to say), and at the patient “with long years, future [time, divine fav]or, (and) liveliness!”\textsuperscript{321} This seems to be the end of the scapegoat-rite.

Most of the other tablets of CTH 761 are too fragmentary for analysis; CTH 761.3 (KUB 35.16 as A, KUB 35.17 as B) preserves another version of the incantation urging the god to look at the sacrifice, and to look at the patient with favor; the sacrifice in this case receives its own

\textsuperscript{319} If one follows Starke’s reconstructed order (see his Joinskizze on p. 84).
\textsuperscript{320} KUB 35.21 rev. 2’ [ad]-du-wa-[l[…]a]
\textsuperscript{321} KUB 35.21 rev. 13’ [a-ar-ra-ia-ti MU\textsuperscript{H}A-ti EGIR-ra\textsuperscript{1}-an-ta-t[ai a-ra-ti]
14’ [DINGIR\textsuperscript{ME}\textsuperscript{S},aš-ša-an-za-at wa-aš-ša-ra-la-t[ra\textsuperscript{1},ta-ti ḫu-i-tum-na-a-ḥi-ta-ti
Restorations after Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 89.
(quite fragmentary) paragraph, and is given the label *ikkunaunta*, which is one of the types of sheep included at the ritual list in the very beginning; there are two of them taken for the ritual, but that is the only clear scapegoat-rite in the remaining fragments. The following is a summary of the understandable content of CTH 761, including parts that were not discussed in detail here:

KUB 35.18 i
- incipit and beginning of list of ritual items

(break)

KUB 32.9++ obv.
- she presses the dough braid to the patient and speaks a difficult incantation about a grindstone and a *gulluštanni*; perhaps an analogy
  - let a list of evils not bind the patient
  - the patient spits on the dough and she recites the incantation of spitting, and throws the dough away
  - the patient washes his/her hand, and she recites, “the patient washes off” a list of evils
  - fragmentary analogy, perhaps about a list of evils not being fruitful within the patient
  - the patient spits, and she recites the spitting incantation

(break)

KUB 32.9++ rev.
- incantation encouraging the scapegoat animal to overcome evil with 4 legs and 12 body parts (fragmentary)
  - the patient spits; she recites the spitting incantation
  - offerings; she appeals to a deity to look with favor on the scapegoat and the patient
• repeated incantation about a gulluštani (fragmentary)
• repeated incantation about evils not [binding] the patient
• repeated spitting, and incantation of spitting
• repeated throwing away of dough, washing, and incantation of washing

KUB 35.20++ obv.
• fragmentary list of evils in the ablative
• the patient does not overpower the evils with the 12 body parts; the scapegoat animal will overpower them with the 12 body parts
• she makes the rounds, with an incantation listing body parts (fragmentary)
• incantation: “I made run” with left and right hand
• let [the scapegoat-animal] take a list of evils from the 12 body parts

KUB 35.20++ rev.
• incantation listing patient’s qualities and possessions (fragmentary)

patient does not overcome with a list of body parts (fragmentary)
We can see that there are a number of incantation motifs that reappear among CTH 409.II/IV, CTH 760.II, and CTH 761/762. Primary among these is the incantation accompanying the patient spitting: in Hittite, “Spit out the pain (and) woe! Spit out the anger of the gods (and) the tongue of the panku, three times, four times!” while in Luwian, “(S)he has spit out the pain, woe, taparu, tatariyamman-, ḫirut-, (and) the tongue of the maya-!” \(^{322}\) The multipliers in the Hittite support the accompanying incantation, “A plowed field they triple, they quadruple—this mortal I am also tripling, quadrupling,” which is not found in the Luwian texts.

The other most common incantation theme is the request that the substitute animal’s body parts remove the sickness and evil from the human patient’s body parts. The lists of body parts and the lists of evils are close to identical within the Hittite- and Luwian-language groups, but differ between the languages. The Luwian texts also do not attest the long description of the setup of the substitute congruent to the human, such that all the body parts are arranged with respect to one another. Overall, in fact, the Luwian lists tend to be shorter.

\(^{322}\) The Luwian in particular, it should be noted, has quite a rhyming and alliterative quality: ahran wahran tapatta taparu tatariyamman ḫirun mayaššan lälin.
Finally, there is the incantation of driving out evil from the patient’s various sides, in which the practitioner says, “I made (it) run from you with (my) right hand; I made (it) run from you with (my) left hand, and it took evil violence from you,” in Luwian, with a slightly expanded version, “I drew it up, and it took his […] down. I made it run to your left, and it took his/her left-ness. I made it run to your right, and it took evil terror from you,” in Hittite. Other, more fragmentary or more tenuous parallels exist: the theme of cutting off evils, sometimes with the presence of Ā(nt)aliya, and the list of places or actions the curse might have come from, for example.

There are also notable differences. As mentioned above, the Hittite texts do not include a request for a list of favors from the deity, as the Luwian ones both do. The Luwian texts do not include anything like the lengthy historiola present in both CTH 409.II and CTH 409.IV. Either of these omissions could be due to an accident of preservation—perhaps more likely for the former than the latter, given the respective length of the omissions. It is also possible that in CTH 409, the historiola, which attests to Ḥannaḥanna’s attention to and care for the patient, replaced the detailed requests for favor in the Luwian texts (or vice versa). One other particular difference of note is that the colophons of the Hittite texts CTH 409.II and 409.IV explicitly designate the patients to be the “king and queen,” whereas the Luwian text CTH 761/762 mentions only a “person” as patient (CTH 458.1 and CTH 760.II do not preserve the incipit or colophon).

Ultimately, however, it is clear that the existing correspondences cannot be an accident. For discussion of what may (and may not) be said about those correspondences, see the Introduction. For now, looking more closely at them, it is possible to see the basic building blocks of the type of scapegoat ritual that appears in all of these texts, and the way in which they fit together to form an overarching structure:
1) A statement that the patient has not conquered a list of evils (CTH 409, CTH 761)

2) (a) A statement that the scapegoat will conquer the evils, using its corresponding body parts (CTH 760, CTH 761, CTH 409 ("lift" rather than "conquer")), or

(b) A third-person imperative: let the scapegoat conquer the list of evils with its corresponding body parts (CTH 409, CTH 760, CTH 761)

3) The incantation either of the Old Woman drawing evil (ḫuittiya-) from each side (CTH 409), or of her causing it to run (ḫuinu-) with each hand (CTH 760, CTH 761)

4) The Old Woman makes the rounds of all the body parts while reciting one or more of the above incantations (CTH 409, CTH 760, CTH 761)

5) The patient spits into the scapegoat’s mouth and the Old Woman recites either an imperative “Spit out” the evils (CTH 409) or a past-tense “(S)he has spit out” the evils (CTH 760, CTH 761).

6) The Old Woman appeals to the deity to look favorably on the scapegoat (CTH 761) and on the patient (CTH 760, CTH 761, CTH 409 [very fragmentary or contained within historiolae]), usually accompanied by offerings.

These building blocks are interspersed with various analogies, offerings, and other rites of disposal in the texts under consideration. They do not always appear in the same order, nor does every one appear in every scapegoat rite. However, every rite in every one of the texts under consideration preserves at least three of these elements, and most of those sequences are missing their beginnings or ends, so it is likely that there were often more. Item (2), concerning the scapegoat’s ability to conquer the affliction with its (like a human) 12 body parts, and sometimes additionally its (greater than a human) 4 legs, is attested in every preserved rite.
These six items each provide an element of a ritual whole. Point (1), that the patient has not conquered the evils, asserts the ritual’s (and the practitioner’s) relevance and necessity, but also, as already discussed above, begins a formula in which the patient is presented in relation to a long list of evils, so that when the scapegoat-animal is substituted in, its function and equivalency is already established. The list of evils also begins the theme of the ritual’s comprehensive effectiveness toward any problem that could possibly be afflicting the patient. Point (2), always included, puts heavy emphasis on that equivalency, with its long list of corresponding body parts, sometimes also giving the impression that the animal (with its four legs) is a stronger, more resilient (and more disposable) version of the patient. The list of body parts also reinforces the comprehensive attention to any part of the body that could be afflicted. Point (3), always in the first person (I have drawn/I made run), emphasizes the Old Woman’s agency and power, while also taking up the theme of comprehensiveness: in Luwian, she has made the evil run with both her left and right hand; in Hittite, she has drawn the evil from all four sides of the patient, up, down, left, and right. Point (4) is a physical application of the preceding incantations to the patient’s and/or the scapegoat’s actual body parts, as the Old Woman goes around to each of them. Point (5), in which the patient spits, is a metonymic physical transfer of the patient’s material into the scapegoat-animal. As always, however, the action of spitting is not enough; the Old Woman must state either what the patient is doing (“Spit out the aḫran, waḫran…”) or what (s)he has done (“(S)he has spit out the aḫran, waḫran…”). Point (6) is the appeal for divine approval and support for the rite.

These extensive incantations demonstrate the power of ritual language in these texts. In the case of the scapegoat rituals, the long, repetitive lists, while perhaps dull for a modern scholar to translate, if used in practice would likely have created an atmosphere in which the
equivalencies between the patient and the animal were in effect, and the ritual might indeed be addressing any possible affliction that could be affecting any possible part of the patient’s body. The incantations themselves reinforce this: in Luwian, for example, the spitting incantation—repeated all throughout the rituals, always with exactly the same word order—is ḥran wahran tapatta taparu tatariyamman ḫirun mayaššin lalin. The rhyming, assonance, and consonance could easily have created a hypnotic effect for any listeners. These texts’ incantations demonstrate the intent to create a world in which (once again going through the essential points) (1) the ritual was the solution to an insoluble problem, (2) the scapegoat was metaphorically the patient, (3) the Old Woman had the power to draw the evil from the patient into the scapegoat, (4) the patient’s body parts were perfectly aligned with the scapegoat’s body parts, (5) the evils had been transferred from the patient into the scapegoat, and (6) the gods would maintain the transfer and sustain the patient’s well-being hereafter.

3.3.4.6: Language in ritual

A comprehensive study of the Old Women’s ritual methods, therefore, has revealed that almost every strategy that they use relies on language. Appeals to the gods are made verbally. Recited historiolae map a divine situation onto a human one, bringing the power of the gods to bear on the patient and also creating an impression of success for the patient to see. Analogic incantations concretize evil such that it can be physically attacked, removed, transformed, disposed of, and/or guarded against. Scapegoat-incantations analogize the scapegoat-animal to the patient, such that the patient’s situation may be projected onto the animal, and, when combined with analogic acts such as spitting, that projection purports to effect a physical transfer of evil. Language, therefore, is a major component of the Old Women’s ritual method. However, it may also have a function beyond ritual efficacy.
3.3.5: The presence of Old Women as agents in ritual incantations

In most Old Woman rituals, the incantations narrate the practitioner’s actions. Commonly, the texts demonstrate a noticeable emphasis in the incantations on the practitioner herself and what she is accomplishing (using, for example, the formulas “I have just…” and “I am hereby…” as she performs ritual actions), although there are some exceptions. As already noted, it is most productive to compare the more complete texts, that is, CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi; CTH 398, the ritual of Ḥuwarlu; CTH 402, the ritual of Allī; CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel; CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,”; and CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple. To this list may be added CTH 780.II, Allaiturahḥi’s ritual for an ensorcelled person, because although less than half of the ritual is preserved, the use of the first person is quite dramatic.

Of these texts, CTH 398 and CTH 404.1 use the first person very little or not at all, noticeably unlike the rest of the rituals. The unusual lack of the first person is easily explained for CTH 398, a ritual against ominous bird-oracles: it is not authored by an Old Woman, but by an augur, though the Old Woman performs nearly all the ritual activity alone. This makes the lack of personal agency on the Old Woman’s part very understandable. However, the same explanation is not available for CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel. Maštigga is also not called an Old Woman in the incipit or the colophon of this ritual; however, the incipit clearly states that when family members quarrel, “I treat them thus” (n=ūš kiššan aniṣamī), and the Old Woman is the only practitioner in the ritual, so it is safe to assume that the author and the practitioner are the same. Yet the only occurrence of the first person in this ritual is in one of the two paragraphs that are inserted in copy III, and are most likely a memorization error on the part
of the scribe.\footnote{See Marcuson and van den Hout, “Memorization.”} Perhaps, for whatever reason, Maštigga and/or her tradition did not view emphasis of the practitioner’s accomplishments to be appropriate. Two of her other three rituals, CTH 404.3 and 404.5, do have first-person passages preserved; however, in both she simply states that she is making (CTH 404.3) or has made (CTH 404.5) an offering to the gods, rather than making any claims of ritual success.

This can be contrasted to first-person speech in other Old Woman rituals. An excellent example is Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River” (for a more detailed analysis of this text as a case study, see ch. 4). As noted above, at the beginning of the ritual, Tunnawiya approaches DINGIR.MAḪ of the river-bank, leaves offerings and takes some clay to use in the ritual, and emphasizes her own relationship with the accompanying incantation (see above). During the main portion of the ritual, however, DINGIR.MAḪ is not mentioned; the only mention of a god is the Storm-God’s appearance in a brief two-line Luwian incantation that is unfortunately too opaque to analyze. Otherwise, the preserved incantations focus entirely on Tunnawiya’s own actions.

For example, the following incantation states, “Whoever (pl.) has been loading and burdening his form, bone, (and) flesh with this uncleanness, I am hereby loading and burdening the body of the sorcerer of the impurity in return!”\footnote{KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 ii 9 ku-i-e-eš-ša-an ALAM-ŠU ḫa-aš-ta-i mi-i-lu₁-li ’ke₁-e-ez 10 pa-ap-ra-an-na-aṣ ti-ia-ni-eš-kir e-la-ni-eš-kir ki-nu-na 11 pa-ap-ra-an-na-aṣ al-wa-zé-na-aṣ ALAM-ŠU ḫa-aš-ta-i mi-i-lu-ú-li 12 ka-a-ša EGIR-pa ti-ia-ni-eš-ki’-mi’ e-la-ni-eš-ki-mi See Goetze, \textit{Tunnawi}, 10–11.} She does not say, “May the body of the sorcery be likewise loaded and burdened,” or something similar. The use of the first person not only emphasizes her own role, but suggests that the results are already being enacted—the verb
is in the indicative, rather than a modal, and the function seems performative. Another
incantation states:

“Whoever was making him/her dark (and/or) yellow, (and who) made him/her unclean—
whether someone made him/her unclean before the gods, or made him/her unclean before
the dead, or made him/her unclean before a mortal, I am hereby performing the ritual of
uncleanliness (for) him/her!”

“I am taking it away from him/her: I am taking from his/her twelve body parts the
evil, the uncleanliness, the sorcery, the spell-casting, (and) the anger of the deity. I am
taking away the terror of the dead from him/her, I am taking away the evil tongue of the
*panku* from him/her.”

Once again, the first person is used, now several times: “I am performing the ritual of
uncleanliness” and “I am taking away” all of the possible evils. It should be noted that the text
does not use KI.MIN, “ditto,” as in some other rituals where a verb is repeated over and over, but
instead repeats “I am taking” every time, reinforcing the picture of Tunnawiya as an effective
agent (though of course this might simply be a reflection of scribal convention). The speculation
as to the sorcerer’s actions is in line with the “offensive” nature of the Old Women’s anti-sorcery
magic, discussed above. The correspondence between the emphasis on the first-person actions of
the practitioner and focus on an enemy can also be noted in other rituals (see below).

---

325  KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 ii 30 ku-i-e-ša-an da-an-ku-ni-eš-šir ḫa-ah-la-n[i-eš-k]ir
31 pa-ap-ra-ah-ḫi-ir na-aš-su-wa-an PA-NI DINGIRMEŠ ku-iš-ki
32 pa-ap-ra-ah-ta na-aš-ma-an ag-ga-an-da-aš ku-iš-ki pé-ra-an
33 pa-ap-ra-ah-ta na-aš-ma-an PA-NI DUMULU₁₉.LU₁₉.LU ku-iš-ki pa-ap-ra-ah-ta
34 na-an ka-a-ša pa-ap-ša-na-aš SISKUR a-ni-iš-ki-ši-ši
35 na-at-ši-kán ar-ḫa da-aš-ki-mi ŠA-TU 12 [U]R-ŠU
36 i-da-lu pa-ap-ra-tar al-wa-an-za-tar a-aš-ta-ia-ra-tar
37 ŠA DINGIR-LIM kar-pi-in da-aš-ki-mi ag-ga-an-ta-aš-ši-kán
38 ha-tu-ga-tar da-aš-ki-mi ŠA DUMULU₁₉.LU₁₉.LU₁₉ ma-aš-ši-kán
39 pa-an-ga-u-wa-aš i-da-lu-[u]n EME-an da-aš-ki-mi
Later in the ritual, a figurine of the patient is made. The Old Woman has an assistant comb the patient while she says:

“I am wiping all of the body. Let the evil, uncleanness, sorcery, spellcasting, anger of the gods, (and) fear of the dead be combed down from him/her!

“I have here a šarra-. Whoever was disabling (arba šarra-) the twelve body [parts] with evil uncleanness, now I am disabling the evil, uncleanness, sorcery, spellcasting, anger of the gods, (and) fear of the dead from your twelve body parts! Let them be separated completely away from him/her!”

In this passage, it is not even the Old Woman who performs the action, but a MUNUS SUHUR.LÁL (some kind of temple functionary). Yet she still claims in the incantation to be wiping down the patient’s limbs and cutting away the evil herself.

At the end of the ritual, however, the direction of responsibility changes: the Old Woman goes back to the riverbank, makes more offerings, and says, “DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, the twelve body parts have hereby been scrubbed and cleansed by your hand!” There follow more offerings at the spring, after which she says, “Sun-God, my lord, the twelve body parts have hereby been scrubbed and cleansed by the clay of the spring!”

Next are two analogies to

326 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iii 2 3 ka-a-ša-kán NÍ TE ḫu-u-ma-an-da ša-aḫ-ḫi-iš-ki-mi
3 nu-uš-ši-kán kat-ta ki-ša-a-an e-eš-du3 i-da-šu3
4 pa-ap-ra-ta ra-wa-z-a-tar a-ašamburger-4 ra-ră DINGIR MEŠ-aš
5 kar-pi-iš ag-ga-an-ta-aš ḫa-tu-ga-tar

6 ka-a-ša češar-ra-an ḫar-mi nu-za ku-iš 12 UZILUR
7 i-da-la-u-wa-az pa-ap-ra-an-na-az ar-ḫa šar-ri-[iš]-rī-ki-it3
8 ku-ku-na-ata IŠ-TU 12 UZILUR i-da-lu
9 [pa-]ap-ra-ta ra-wa-z-a-tar a-aš-ta-ia-ra-tar DINGIR MEŠ-aš škar-pi-in3
10 [ag-ga]-an-da-aš ḫa-tu-ga-tar a-wa-an ar-ḫa šar-ri-[iš]-ki-mi3
11 [na-aj]-si a-wa-an ar-ḫa šar-ra-an e-eš-du

327 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iv 1 wa-ap-pu-wa-aš ḫa-MAḪ aš
2 ka-a-ša-za 12 UZILUR [pa-ap-ra-an-na-an-za tu-e-el
3 ŠU-ıš-ša-pi-i-ia-an[-za] pá-ku-nu-wa-an-za nam-us ša-ku-niya
328 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iv 5 ḫUŠTU BE-LI-IA ka-a-ša-az1
6 12 UZILUR ša-ku-ni-[a]-ša-ıš IM-it ša-pi-i-ia-an-ıš1 pá-ku-nu-wa-an-za
ensure the patient’s reproductive success (the point of this ritual), one focusing on a fertile cow and another on a fruit-laden tree. She then makes offerings to the Sun-God, and she says, “Su[n-God, my lord, come] and eat! [Of what uncleanness] the twelve body [parts have] hereby [been] cleansed [and purified] by [your], the Sun-God’s, word, you, Sun-god, [kee]p [it completely] away!” Once again, she abdicates responsibility to the Sun-God. There is one more incantation to DINGIR.MAḤ, but it is too fragmentary for analysis; it is followed by more offerings, and the ritual ends.

At the end of this text, then, rather than claiming her own agency, the Old Woman is relinquishing responsibility for the ritual, placing it in divine hands. The ritual is therefore bookended by a sense of outward, divine agency: she approaches DINGIR.MAḤ at the beginning and states that the ritual’s power comes from her (note that this ritual is called the “Ritual of the River” in its colophon). However, during the course of the ritual action, for the most part she states that she is the one who is enacting the ritual’s effects: she is taking the evil from the patient and putting it on the evil sorcerer. But then at the end, as she is wrapping up, she is careful to once again acknowledge the divine power behind her own actions. It seems to me that this structure produces a compelling combination of a self-promoting focus on the practitioner’s own skill and power with a sense of divine support and thus effectiveness to the ritual. The gods are said to be working through the Old Woman, are appropriately acknowledged and placated with incantations and offerings, and are the first and the last foci of both actions and speech. The patient enters and leaves the ritual with a sense of divine approval. However, during the concrete actions of drawing out the evil from the patient and putting it on the ritual’s

329 KUB 7.53++ iv 25 ḍU[ TU BE-LĪ-JA i-it-wa]
26 az-zi-ik-ki ka-a-ša-az ṛ121 UU[ UR ku-e-ez pa-ap-ra-an-na-an-za tu-e-el]
28 zi-ik ḍUṬU-uš tar-na-an ḫ[ar-ak]
antagonist, the gods are not mentioned at all; although their presence may be implied by modal verbs (e.g., the implied agent behind “Let them melt!” may be the gods), so far as explicit subjects go, it is the Old Woman herself who claims to be exercising her own skill to conquer the evil sorcery. Tunnawiya even paints a brief picture of the antagonist, over whom she assumes complete mastery. In addition, at the beginning of the text, she employs the first person to connect herself to DINGIR.MAḪ of the river-bank (see above) and therefore unite these two elements of the ritual as it starts, a connection that may be upheld whenever she combines the first person indicative (“I am taking…”) with a following modal (“Let the evil be…”). It should also be noted that all of Tunnawiya’s first-person statements are in the present tense (“I am hereby…”) while all of the statements in the past tense are given divine agency (“The twelve body parts have hereby been cleansed…”).

A similar situation can be seen in the ritual of Allī, analyzed above. Allī entreats more deities than Tunnawiya, and continues entreating and offering to them throughout the ritual, so CTH 402 does not have exactly the same “bookend” situation as CTH 409.I. However, during the part of the ritual most focused on extracting evil (rather than on the patient’s protection), on the first day, when she is winding the different colors of thread around the figurines representing the sorcerer(s), the repeated incantations are entirely in the first person, e.g., “[The one who] has been bewitching this person, who [has] been making (him/her) yellow/green, I am now taking his/her yellow-green spells, and I am giving them back to their [owner].”330 She ends the long sequence of the different-colored cloths by burying her equipment and saying, “The one who has been bewitching this person: now I have taken his/her spells back and I have put them down in the earth; I have fixed them in place! Let the spells and the evil dreams be fixed! Let them not

330 See above, n. 200, for transliteration.
come back up again! Let the dark earth hold them!”

Only then do the gods come back into the picture, with a sequence of offerings for several different deities. The first day of Allī, therefore, actually does seem to follow the same “bookend” structure as Tunnawiya’s ritual does. However, on the third day (the second, as noted above, is simply a reiteration of the first day’s activities), which is focused on the patient’s protection more than the extraction of evil from him or her, the gods are much more highly featured, and the analogic incantations have more modal verbs than first-person (though there are several fragmentary paragraphs, so it is difficult to characterize the text with confidence). Allī does make past-tense assertions in the first person, unlike Tunnawiya, but only after the full rite of different-colored threads has been completed, when she is burying the ritual items in the ground.

This “bookend” format is also seen in CTH 398, the Ritual of Ḥuwarlu (analyzed above). Although the incantations do not use the first person in the same way as Allī’s and Tunnawiya’s incantations do, there is still no divine presence during the extraction of evil from the house; the divine heralds are called upon only at the beginning and the end of that section of the ritual, while most of the actions are carried out by the Old Woman without appeals and offerings to deities.

Another ritual with a strong focus on the person of the practitioner is CTH 780.II, Allaituraḥḥi’s ritual against sorcery, discussed briefly above under historiolae. The structure of Allaituraḥḥi’s entire ritual is impossible to analyze, since the text only preserves parts of Tablets 1, 5, and 6 of the composition; in addition, some of the existing content is too opaque to competently analyze. However, the more accessible sections are extremely interesting. Allaituraḥḥi’s first incantation has already been discussed above: she says, “This man’s form has grown. What form the sorcerer has taken for a tarpalli-substitute, wherever he placed it, I do not

\[\text{See above, n. 213, for transliteration.}\]
know. If he set [it] up in [this?] city [...] Though fragmentary, this incantation already demonstrates the tendency in Allaituralḫi’s ritual to characterize the evil sorcerer and speculate as to his actions.

The text resumes in column two with the appeal to Ereškigal and the Annunaki, the Mesopotamian underworld gods, and her analogic raising up of the patient by heaping up various kinds of earth (see above). She offers to the gods of the trees and the goddesses of the riverbank. Finally, she goes into an “empty city,” into an inner chamber, in a “secret place.” She puts three clay vessels facing the sun, and she has a fire burning, and a knife, and she puts water and broken bread inside and says,

“What words the sorcerer has been speaking, whatever he twined and whatever he spun—in what place he worked, I do not even know that. The sorcerer built up sorcery like a tower; he twined it together like a rope. I hold him forth. I have toppled his sorcerous words like a tower; I have unraveled them like a rope.”

She knocks over the clay vessels, and smashes them and puts them into the fire. Then she unravels a rope, and continues, “The sorcerer: If he spun to the right, I am unwinding it back [from the right], while if [he] spun to the left, [I am] unwinding it back from the left!” Here the column ends, but one can assume that she went on, and perhaps used her knife to cut the rope

332 See above, n. 253, for transliteration.
333 KUB 17.27++ ii 45’ (= copy 28’) UḪty-na-aš UN-aš ku-e ud-da-a-ar me-mi-eš-ki-it ta-ru-up-pi-ia-[at]\(^\text{1}\)
46’ ku-e ma-al-ki-ia-at ku-e e-eš-še-iš-ta ku-e-da-ni pé-[di]\(^\text{7}\)
47’ nu a-pa-a-at-ta Ú-UL I-DE UḪty-na-aš UN-aš nu UḪty-tar AN.ZA.GÂR GIM\(^\text{1}\)-an
48’ ú-e-te-eš-ki-it na-an iš-ḫa-mi-na-an GIM-an an-da
49’ ta-ru-up-pé-eš-ki-it na-an-kān IGI-an-da e-ep-mi
50’ UḪty-na-aš ud-da-a-ar-še-et AN.ZA.GÂR GIM-an ar-ḫa pi-ip-pa-ḫuḫ-un
51’ iš-ḫa-mi-na-an-ma-an GIM-an ar-ḫa la-a-nu-un
Edited Haas and Wegner, Rituale der Beschwörinnen, Nr. 36 (p. 192).
334 KUB 17.27++ ii 55’ (=copy 38’) UḪty-na-aš[3 UN-aš]
56’ ma-a-an ZAG\(^\text{1}\)-za ta-ru-up-pi-ia-at ú-ga-at EGIR-p[a ZAG-za]
57’ la-a-iš-ki-mi ma-a-na-at GUB-la-az-ma ta-ru-fup\(^\text{1}\)-p[i-ia-at]
58’ ma-a-fnat\(^\text{1}\)-at EGIR-pa GUB-la-za la-fa\(^\text{1}\)-[iš-ki-mi]
Edited Haas and Wegner, ibid., 193.
to pieces. This is the sort of analogy that has been seen before, where the evil sorcery is concretized into a destructible form, and that form is then destroyed, with the intention that the effects will transfer to the evil. However, in this ritual, again, there is speculation as to the actions of the sorcerer, building him up quite effectively into a sinister figure, working in secret, crafting a malevolent force—a force that has multiple strong qualities about it, tall and strong like a tower but also complicated and sinuous like a rope. Then, Allaiturahḫḫi demonstrates her own superior powers (using the emphatic “I,” āk). Similar to the rituals discussed above, there is no mention of divine aid during this passage.

Column iii is not very well preserved; there is only one complete paragraph, which is entirely made up of an incantation. The Old Woman says,

“I conquered them, the words of the sorcerer. The words [th]at are above, my words conquered them. I have thrown [h]is words back on the sorcerer a second time, I have spat on them, I have trampled them [wi]th (my) feet. May a horse keep urinating (on) them; may an ox keep defecating (on) [them]. Let the person [who] walks all over (them) keep [sp]itting on (them)! Let them [b]e spat on, the words of [sorcery] and the man of sorcery!”

---

335 I find Mouton’s idea that in this passage “elle prétend en effet que l’ensorceleur n’a pas pratiqué son rite d’ensorcellement correctement” (“Sorcellerie,” 119–20) less likely. Allaiturahḫḫi’s statement of ignorance seems rather to fit with the well-attested ability of Old Women to deal with any problem even if they do not know how it came about.

336 Lorenz and Tas (p. 120 n. 16) interpret this as meaning “belonging to this world.”

337 KUB 17.27++ iii 8 tar-uḫḫu-na-at-za \( U^2 H^1 -2 N^3 -a-s \) \( f^1 u-d-a-a-r^1 \) \( [k]^1 u \) -t e ud-da-a-ar\(^1 \)
9 \( f^1 s^1 \) -i a j a z i na-at-za am-me-el ud \( f^1 da^1 \) -n a-a-n-te-f e š t a r \( f^1 [h]^1 u \) -t e-er \( ^1 \)
10 ut-ta r-[š e] -t e-1 2-e-pá t \( U^2 H^1 -2 N^3 -a-s \) \( U^2 H^1 -2 -t a r \ p e-š š i-i-a-nu-\) un
11 nu-uš-[m] a-aš-kán š e-e r al-l a-pa-ḫu-\) u-n u-na-at-an-f da \( ^1 \)
12 GīR-[t] iš-pár-ra-ḫu-un na-at-kán ANŠ-E-aš e š-hu r-re-e š -f k i-d-\( d \) u\( ^1 \)
13 na-[a] t-k a n GU š -k am-mar-š ś e-š-ki-i-d-\( d \) u DUMU.LU.U19.LU-uš-ša-an
14 ku-[i]š]-š e-e r ar-ḫa i-ia-a-ta-ri nu-uš-ša-an š e-e r
15 a-[l]-a-ap-pa-ah-hi-š-ki-i-d-\( d \) u al-f l a \( f^1 \) -a p-pa-ah-ḫa-an-wa-f ra-a t \( ^1 [e] \) -e š-d u\( ^1 \)
16 \( U[H^2 -n]a-aš u d-d a-a-ar U^2 H^1 -2 N^3 -a-s Š a U^2 N^3 -a š \)
Now that the sorcerer’s image has been so built up, and his or her words given such a sense of power, there is a powerful barrage of images in which Allaituraḫī has not only rendered them powerless, but degraded them. She follows this with a request that “the thousand gods keep cursing the sorcerer!” followed by a long and fragmentary list of deities. Divine aid is called upon, then, for future attacks on the sorcerer, only after she has finished declaring him defeated.

The rest of this tablet is fragmentary and/or opaque; there is an incantation appealing to the gods to “judge for themselves” the patient’s “case,” indicating a trial setup, seen in a few other Hittite rituals with the patient as the defendant; this is the only certain attestation of this format in the Old Woman corpus. In the final action preserved on the first tablet, the Old Woman is constructing a model garden, in which she sets up divine statues of the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, Išḫara, and others. Unfortunately, the text breaks before the garden’s purpose becomes clear.

Tablet 5 is even more fragmentary, but the preserved sections once again demonstrate Allaituraḫī’s emphasis on her own skills. In column ii, the Old Woman says,

“I purified the sorcery from the bod[y parts] (and) the head; [I] took the sorcery, which is called paralysis(?). I took away the binding from your mouth. Let them take away the haze from your eyes; let them take it away from you by means of an image. Let it remain inside of its height; let it remain inside of its width, the evil word that the sorcerer has cast.”


338 CTH 448.4 (see Taracha, Ersetzen und Entsühnen, pp. 170ff); also see Mouton, Sorcellerie. Note also the incipit of CTH 434.5 (see above).
339 Thus Haas and Wegner (Rituale der Beschworерinnen, 109): “Lähmung(?).”
340 Lit. “therein with.”
341 KUB 24.13 ii 2 [...a]-wa-an-za-tar Nī.T[EMEŠ]-az
The idea of confining an evil word inside of a statue is unique in the Old Woman ritual corpus, but seems to fit well with the idea of the substitute/scapegoat: the figurine presumably corresponds to the patient because of its shape, and although Allaituraḫḫi does not seem to need the long equations that Tunnawiya uses, the concept is similar. Allaituraḫḫi continues:

“Let it be wiped away: wherever the sorcery has gone in, let the sorcery be wiped away by means of nobility and goodwill. Whatever words of the sorcerer there were, let them be wiped away: from fertility, from virility, from the sexual parts, from the loins. While underneath, may the sorcery be wiped from your šatta-; behind, from your limbs; and in front may it be wiped from your fingers. Let it be wiped from (your) nails, together with impurity; let it be wiped from (your) feet; let it be wiped from your soles, the evil sorcery.”

This is again reminiscent of the Luwian rituals, with the list of body parts from which the evil is to be drawn. The continuation is a departure, however:

---

3 [ḥ]ar-ša-na-za₁⁻frat-kán¹ kat-ta-an pár-ku-nu-nu-unu
4 al-wa-an-zar tīn-ni-ša-an ku-it ḫal-zi-ia-an d[ḥa’-aḥ-ḫu-un?]
5 iš-ša-aš-ta dam-me-in-ku-wa-ar ar-ḫa da-āḥ-ḫ[u-][u-]n
6 IGIʰ₁⁻A⁻wa-aš-ma-tāk-kán kam-ma-ra-an ar-ḫa da-an-du
8 an-da-an e-eš-du pal-ḥi-eš-ni-tāk-kān an-da e-eš-du
9 al-wa-an-zi-na-aš ku-it ḫUL-lu ut-tar e-eš-še-eš-ta


342 KUB 24.13 ii 10 ar-ḫa-tāk-kān f an¹⁻ša-an e-eš-du al-wa-an-za-tar an-da-an
11 ku-wa-pi pā-iš-ki-it-ta iš-ḫa-aš-šar-wa-an-ni-ta-at-kān
12 a-aš-ši-ia-u-wa-an-ni-it al-wa-an-za-tar ar-ḫa
13 an-ša-an e-eš-du al-wa-an-zē-na-aš ku-e ud-da-a-ar
14 e-eš-ta ar-ḫa-tāk-kān an-ša-an e-eš-du
16 gi-nu-wa-az kat-ta-an-ma-tāk-kān ša-at-ta-za
17 an-ša-an e-eš-du al-wa-an-za-tar EGI⁻ra-ta-tāk-kān
18 UZU-na-az pē-ra-an-ma-tāk-kān ŠU¹⁻Sl-az an-ša-an
19 e-eš-du al-wa-an-za-tar ša-an-ku-i-ša-at-kān
20 pa-ap-ra-an-na-za an-ša-an e-eš-du GI⁻MEŠ⁻at-kān
21 an-ša-an e-eš-du pa-tal-ḥa-za-at-kān an-ša-an e-eš-du
22 HUL-lu fal¹⁻wa-an-za-tar

Edited by Haas and Wegner, *Beschwörerinnen* Nr. 15, pp. 109–110; see also CHD Ş2, p. 311, for updates and improvements on readings.
“I have wiped away the evil words, the sorcery and iešar from your body; I have wiped the sorcery from you with the command of the mouth, with the headdress of the head, with the hair of the head, with the […] of the eyes. I have wiped the evil word that the sorcerer cast with/from(?) the breast (and) teat, I have wiped […]”

The text continues, but is too fragmentary to translate further. This second list is focused on the methods by which the practitioner has taken away the evil, rather than on the evils—this perpetuates the setup of Allaituraḫḫi as the capable adversary to the malevolent sorcerer. Column iii continues this theme:

Next, the Old Woman takes two parneški-objects with her two hands, and then runs behind his/her back and seizes him/her, from the head, top to bottom. And she presses all of his/her body parts to hers, and keeps wiping him off while she conjures thus:

“I, the Old Woman, have taken them from him! I have wiped them off of him, I have taken the furious eyes of the land, the furious eyes of the king, the queen, the city, the house, the father, the mother, the nobles, the governors, the administrators, the palace servants; I have taken the close, furious eyes of the panku, the furious eyes of the house servants.”

343 KUB 24.13 ii 23 an-šu-na-ták-kán NÎ.TE-za
24 ḤUL-lu ʾud-da-a1-ri ar al-wa-an-za-1tar1 i-e-eš-šar-ra
25 an-šu-na-ták-kán1 al-wa-an-za-tar iš-ša-aš ṣa-lu-ki-it
26 SAG.DU-a[š TUG]k[u-ri-eš-ni-it SAG.DU-aš te-e-da-ni-it
27 IGI-aš x[ ]-it an-šu-ták-kán UZU.GABA1-az ti-it-ta-za
28 al-wa-an-[zé-[n]a-aš ku-it ḤUL-lu ut-tar e-eš-ši-iš-ta
29 an-[šu]-1-ták-kán
344 Haas (Materiap, p. 732) suggests that this may be a brush.
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The next paragraph seems to continue the list, but unfortunately preserves only a fragmentary “[...furiou]s eyes[...]]” before the column breaks. This is once again quite reminiscent of Tunnawiya’s rituals, except that instead of “tongues” as symbolic of people’s evil intent or action, Allaituraḫḫi uses “eyes.” The emphasis on Allaituraḫḫi’s own agency in this paragraph is dramatic; she does not only say “I” but “I, the Old Woman.” This is the only attested passage in which an Old Woman claims her profession aloud.

Column iv preserves only one quite fragmentary paragraph, in which she continues describing ways that she has done away with the sorcery (scraped it, shattered it, scattered it, wiped it with various substances). Preserved in very fragmentary context in this paragraph are a few uses of the emphatic first-person pronoun ūk, that is, “I have taken” rather than simply “I have taken.” Though fragmentary, the content is very clear: it is a list of all the ways in which Allaituraḫḫi has banished evil from the ritual patient. This is the last preserved paragraph of Tablet 5, and when all of this tablet is taken into account, Allaituraḫḫi’s focus on self-aggrandizement permeates the text. Column ii’s three preserved paragraphs begin with what she has done, in the past tense (“I have purified…”) continue with a third-person imperative (“let the evil remain inside…let the sorcery be wiped away…”) which quickly becomes a first-person past

18 ar-ḫa-ma-at-ši-kán da-ah-ḫu-un MUNUSŠU.GI
19 na-at-ši-kán ar-ḫa an-šu-un KUR-e-an-da-aš tar-ku-wa-an-da ūk
20 IGI[H]A-wa LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL URU-aš ūk ad-da-aš an-na-aš
21 [L.]MES RA-BU-TIM LU HA-ÅZ ūk-IGI[H]-AN-NI
22 LU ma-ni-ia-ah-bi-ia-aš EN-as LUES DUMU É.GAL
23 tar-ku-wa-an-da IGI[H]A-wa da-ah-ḫu-un pa-ga-u-wa-aš
24 [m]a-ni-in-ku-wa-an-da ūk-IGI[H]A-wa
25 ūk]-IGI[H]A-wa da-ah-ḫu-un
26 E-TIM SAG.GÊME.ÔR MES tar-ku-wa-an-da
27 [IGI[H]A-wa da-ah-ḫu-un
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tense again (“I have wiped away…”). Column iii contains the extraordinary sentence, “I, the Old Woman, have taken them from him!” in a list of things she has taken away. Column iv’s single preserved paragraph seems to be a reiteration of all the things she has done, with emphatic focus on herself as the agent. We can see here more focus on a comprehensive approach, seen in lists, as in Tunnawiya’s rituals, and in a combination of methodologies, as seen in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, discussed above. Allaturahhi, however, spends more time detailing all of the methods she has used than Ambazzi does.

The content of Tablet 6 is in some places quite difficult, and overall less relevant to this discussion. However, one incantation is extremely pertinent:

“On this day: they\(^348\) have let him/her\(^349\) go from the wood; we have unbound the bound one from [bond]age; I have freed the bewitched person again at the gate. While I have taken the sorcery from him/her through Ištar with words, with commands, with (my) mouth, I myself also have taken it from him/her. The words are of Ištar, but they are also incantations (for) mortals. Let them be for you, Ištar, ten times, and let them be for me once!”\(^350\)

This incantation simultaneously invokes Ištar—perhaps Ištar of Nineveh, given the mention of Nineveh earlier in the text, or perhaps simply the Hurrian Ištar-equivalent Šauška—to the point

---

\(^{348}\) Probably the gods, who appear two lines earlier as the subject of another broken 3pl. preterite.

\(^{349}\) Haas and Wegner (Rituale der Beschwörerinnen, 127) restore a[n], and the copy supports a[t] more than a[n], but the photo is more clearly a[n] (with slanted horizontals as seen in the AN sign in the line immediately below).

\(^{350}\) KBo 12.85++ i 30 (=KUB 27.29 i x+1) [k]a-a UD-at na-a[n] t]a-[a]n\(^1\) GIŠ-ru-za ar-ḫa tar-nir

---
of ascribing Allaiturahhi’s words to her, while also emphasizing the practitioner’s own role. In particular, the power of the incantation as possessed by the practitioner is stressed: Ištart may be the origin of the incantations, “but they are also incantations (for) mortals,” and Allaiturahhi herself (emphatic ūk, “I”) has acted. In addition, one can see at the beginning of this passage a progression from the gods (they), to Allaiturahhi together with the gods (we), to Allaiturahhi herself (I) as the ones who achieved ritual success.

Allaiturahhi’s case is particularly dramatic, but as already noted, emphasis on the skills of the practitioner appears in most of the best-preserved Old Woman rituals. Ambazzi similarly refers to the ritual acts as her own accomplishments in CTH 391, for example, “I have taken the evil away from them, and I have tied it to a mouse. Let this mouse take it to the high mountains, the deep valleys, (and) the far roads!” After she lets the mouse go, she continues, “Alauwaima, you drive this away! I will give you a nanny-goat to eat!” Although the relationship she establishes with the deities/demons during this ritual (see above) is for the benefit of the patient, Ambazzi herself instigates and controls it, which is very clear from the incantations. In CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, the Old Woman makes similar statements; e.g., “I have hereby tak[en] the tongues of the populace from you; I have taken the sickness from you; I have tak[en] it from your heart(s); I have taken it from your head(s).” Thus, in this ritual, and in Tunnawiy’a’s, Alli’s, Allaiturahhi’s, and Ambazzi’s rituals, the incantations make it very clear who has the skills necessary to solve the ritual problem, and what she has accomplished with her actions.

On the other hand, in CTH 416 there is also a more ambiguous situation: when the Old Woman releases an eagle as a messenger for the king and queen, she says, “I did not let it go; the king and queen let it go. Go and keep saying to the Sun-God and the Storm-God: ‘As the Sun-
God and Storm-God are eternal, likewise let the king and queen be eternal!” Thus, in this particular instance, she is explicitly abdicating responsibility (as discussed in chapter 1), just as Allaiturahhi does when she says that she is speaking Ištar’s words. However, the fact that the Old Woman can act for the king and queen is a statement of power and agency itself—similar to how Allaiturahhi can speak for Ištar, and how Tunnawiya can expect to draw on DINGIR.MAH’s power, and Maštigga can make use of dAntaliya’s power. In several of these Old Woman rituals, gods are kept in specific sections at the beginning and end of the ritual, while in the middle the focus is on the practitioner’s own skill. Even when the gods are called upon, though, the Old Women’s relationship with them is an expression of power and skill itself. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the patients of these rituals may be in an antagonistic relationship with a deity. The Old Women, on the other hand, are expressly in an advantageous position vis-à-vis the gods. As the Old Woman Annanna states in CTH 323, the Disappearance of the Sun-God, “And I am Annanna…I took the words of the gods, and I poured them […]…I lost none of the gods’ words. But whenever Telipinu becomes burdensome for anyone, I [sp]eak the w[ords] of the gods, and I invoke him.” Annanna’s skill, her identity, her knowledge of the gods’ words, and her relationship with them are all emphasized in her own incantation.

3.4: Conclusion

Through a comprehensive examination of the texts, the Old Women’s areas of ritual expertise are clear. They were primarily troubleshooters, conducting rituals to cure patients of

---

352 See ch. 1, n. 47, for transliteration.
353 VBoT 58 iv 3 ú-ug-ga MUNUS.an-na-an-na-āš-e-ēš-mi
5 d[a-ah]-hu-un DINGIR.MES.an ud-da-a-a-r ne-ez-za-a[n]
6 [ ]x šu-uh-ha-ah-hu-un
8 r DINGIR.MES.aš ud-da-a-ar Ū-UL ku-it-ki har-ni-in-ku-un ma-a-an-āša-an
10 [me]-ma-ah-hi ta-an mu-ga-mi
Ed. Rieken, hethiter.net/: CTH 323.1
afflictions and to appease angry gods, and did not seem to be involved with the types of rituals that did not solve problems, such as building rituals or birth rituals. Though they treated patients for afflictions, they did not practice medicine; rather, they directly addressed the supernatural causes behind any physical sickness or mental distress a patient might be experiencing. They were particular specialists in sorcery; they seem to have been the Hittites’ primary resource for dealing with sorcerous attacks, and they were the only practitioners who regularly practiced “offensive” magic, imposing harmful magic onto enemy sorcerers as well as curing patients. Overall, their rituals were primarily focused on the eradication of evil and/or danger, rather than soliciting favor or maintaining divine goodwill.

Incantations were an enormous part of their ritual repertoire, even more so than other Hittite practitioners. These incantations accomplished several things:

1. They appealed to friendly gods to help with the ritual process. The Sun-God and various forms of DINGIR.MAḪ were particularly associated with the Old Women (see the Conclusion for more discussion of this). The incantations generally indicate confidence in divine help, and sometimes assert a pre-existing relationship with the relevant deity. These appeals usually bracketed the Old Women’s own ritual actions, creating a recognizable ritual structure that is common but not universal in the most complete Old Woman texts.

2. They pacified, distracted, or bribed hostile gods, to keep them from further troubling the ritual patients. This could be conceived of in one of two different ways: either the god’s anger itself could be a kind of evil, to be transformed through ritual (as in the Disappearing God myths), or the god could be convinced to turn its attention elsewhere,
through a combination of tempting offerings (as more attractive targets) and the purification of the patient (making them a less attractive target).

3. They recited or acted out *historiolae*, to bring supernatural resolution to human problems. Friendly deities such as the Sun-God and Ḫannaḫanna (DINGIR.MAḪ), and (in the Hurrian rituals) the Storm-God and Ištar, were frequent participators in these *historiolae*. Sometimes the Old Woman was explicitly pointed out in the narrative to be the solution to the patient’s problem.

4. They used analogy for several purposes. First, they concretized evil forces such that they could be removed or destroyed; second, they attacked sorcerers, also with concretized forces; third, they imposed protective and sustaining forces on the patient; and fourth, they created analogues for the patient (substitutes/scapegoats) onto which they transferred the patient’s affliction. This final type of analogic rite can be seen in the most detail in the Luwian or Luwian-context corpus of Old Woman texts, and a comprehensive look at the evidence reveals a consistent structure that the Old Women used to establish the animal as an analogue and demonstrate the transfer of evil.

5. They demonstrated how their own actions were effecting consequences on the world, using first-person statements and performative elements (“I am hereby removing the evil...”) and sometimes even setting themselves up in explicit opposition to antagonist practitioners.

These incantations connected the physical actions and the objects that they manipulated—such as offerings, analogic acts like extinguishing fires, substitute-animals, etc.—to the non-physical realities that they were attempting to affect. Even when the incantations were in foreign languages such as Luwian and Hurrian, they served the same function (so far as we
can understand) as the Hittite incantations. There is, of course, no way to be certain whether the incantations were primarily intended to increase ritual efficacy—that is, whether certain actions would have been considered to be ineffective without the accompanying incantation—or whether they were primarily intended to make clear to the (human and/or divine) audience what was happening. Likely both elements were in effect. Rituals like CTH 390D, which is entirely made up of an incantation, and types of incantations like historiolae that were not necessarily accompanied by actions, suggest that the incantations themselves had ritual power; however, the emphasis on the personal power of the Old Woman in many of the incantations also suggests that they were intended for an audience, whether that audience was the patient, the gods, spectators, or some combination.

Now that the methods by which the Old Women created frameworks for their ritual acts have been studied, it is possible to move on to a study of those acts. The incantations rarely occurred without some kind of physical accompaniment, and it can be seen that these physical actions, and the objects used in these actions, were closely bound to the incantations. This will be the subject of the following chapter.
CHAPTER 4: RITUAL ACTS

4.1: Introduction

A survey of Old Woman rituals reveals three broad categories of ritual acts. First, the Old Women use a variety of methods to extract evil from infected people (or occasionally buildings), and sometimes also keep it from coming back. Second, they must safely dispose of ritual implements that may have become infected with evil or are otherwise dangerous. Sometimes they will achieve both of these goals at once by performing an analogic act. Finally, they use offerings to attract the positive attention of deities. In the better-preserved rituals, it is possible to see how these various methods are combined or practiced in sequence. While no Old Woman ritual shows a progression of ritual acts that is identical to any of the others, they do share many of the same “building blocks.” This has already been seen in the previous chapter: there are several different rituals that extinguish fires, construct gates, bind patients with cloth, use scapegoats, have a ritual meal, etc. Through close study, it is possible to create a typology of the Old Woman’s ritual method using these “building blocks.” However, the method must first be carefully considered.

4.2: The problem of categorization

There has not been a great deal of scholarship on Hittite ritual method. The very few works that address the matter head-on have been either quite general and brief,¹ have not been

done by specialists, or, most commonly, have approached the problem from an overly philological standpoint. Philological scholarship is predisposed to categorize things by their words. This is a method that has consistently been applied by Hittitologists to ritual texts: that is, various rites are categorized either by the items used in them (e.g., “cloth rites,” “gate rites,” “roasted grain rites”), or by the verbs used to express what is happening (e.g., “pressing,” “binding,” “turning”). Ritual texts are compared to one another based on mutual use of these nouns or verbs, as can be seen in the commentary of virtually every edition of a Hittite ritual text: a rite using grain, for example, will prompt notes on other texts attesting rites with grain; a rite with cloth, other texts attesting cloth; a rite with washing, other rites with washing, etc. On the other hand, when referring to rites in terms of their ritual efficacy, the scholarly terms are

---

Grave: Women's Role in Hittite Medicine and Magic,” *Journal of Ancient Civilizations* 8 [1993]: 25–39) comes the closest, in my opinion, to a thoughtful and accurate characterization of ritual method, i.e., “As we can observe from the ritual excerpts thus far presented, the most important concepts underlying Hittite magical healing were those of reification and analogy. By the first principle, an evil was conceived of as a quasi-substance which could be removed from the patient much like ordering soiling…or transferred to a magic figure…By the second principle, evil could be identified with a material or an object employed in ritual, and the destruction of the object would bring about the removal of the evil” (35). However, the circumscribed nature of his study leads to a much greater focus on midwifery as the source of women’s magical authority than is warranted from the evidence (see ch. 3).

2 E.g., D.P. Wright, *The Disposal of Impurity: Elimination Rites in the Bible and in Hittite and Mesopotamian Literature*, SBL Dissertation Series 101 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987). Wright’s treatment of Hittite ritual is more conceptual than most; he creates ten categories of Hittite purifactory method: transfer, detergents, substitution, entreaty and appeasement, analogy, concretizing, annulment, disposal, prevention, and invigoration. It is my opinion, however, that the categories are too artificial: for example, a comprehensive look at the texts suggests rather than his “transfer,” “detergent,” and “annulment” categories fit easily under both “analogy” and “concretization,” which should be conflated, and that “invigoration” might either fall under “entreaty and appeasement” or “analogy.”

3 E.g., Bawanyeck’s discussion of CTH 398 classifies the various rites according to items: “Riten mit gerösteten Sämereien” (*Rituale der Auguren*, 158), “Ein Ritus mit Brot” (160) “Wollriten” (163), etc.; both Bawanyeck and Christiansen (*Ritualtradition der Ambazzi*, 139–54) focus their analysis on parallels with other ritual texts that use the same items. A similar focus can be seen in Görke’s (*Das Ritual der Aštu*) reconstruction of CTH 490 based almost entirely on the list of ritual items preserved at the beginning of the text and parallels with other rituals that use the same or similar items. One of Engelhard’s (*Hittite Magical Practices*) four chapters is “Ritual implements and their uses.” Haas’ catalogue of items (*Materia Magica*) is one of the only published monographs that deals generally with Hittite ritual as an overarching subject. Haas also has a section on ritual techniques (70–79) in which he discussing various ritual techniques classified primarily by verb. Görke states that, “Die dafür ausgeführten rituellen Handlungen der Unheilsvernichtung umfassen Vorgänge wie Abwischen, Massieren, Abreiben, Kämmen, Abbürsten und Ablecken…” (*Aštu*, 173). Strauß (*Reinigungsrituale*) uses both nouns and verbs as categories for Kizzuwatnian rites. Trémouille (“Les rituels magiques hittites”) organizes her “aspects techniques” by items used. This tendency is also exacerbated by the many short philological articles, too numerous to cite here, designed to correctly define a certain Hittite word or group of words attested in ritual texts, which discuss their meaning in relation to ritual efficacy.
broad and not always well-defined: “contact rite,” “elimination rite,” “purification” or “cathartic”
rite, “transference,” without comprehensive attention to what these terms might mean in Hittite
ritual framework.\textsuperscript{4} This can result in erroneous characterizations of ritual acts, where, e.g.,
something may be classified as a “transference rite” when in fact it is no such thing.\textsuperscript{5} In point of
fact, the same verb or noun may be used to accomplish different ritual acts depending on its
context, and determining that an act or object accomplishes “purification” (or whatever the goal)
in one text because it did so in another text is not always correct.

This is not to say that comparison among texts is useless, or that a better-preserved or
clearly-explained rite in one text may never be used to shed light on a difficult passage in
another. Nor is it true that the repetition of a word, whether item or action, is never significant.
However, troubles arise when rites are classified independent of context, or when the
significance of one rite is imposed upon a superficially similar one without consideration of
different goals or parameters that might change that significance. This can easily happen with
ritual items, particularly since most of the common items used by Old Women in their rituals are
used for several different things: water can be used to purify, to dispose, and to extinguish;
barley to nourish (symbolically and literally) and to be rendered impotent as an analogy of
unfruitfulness; clothing to imply richness or contamination, to conceal or to reveal; a basket as a
carrier or as a sieve; spit as a carrier of contamination or as an expression of disgust. Sheep and
goats may be offerings or receptacles; birds may be slaughtered as offerings or let go as
messengers; dogs may be symbolic guards, sacrifices, or methods of disposal; pigs may be
receptacles of evil or symbols of fertility. Cloth in particular is extremely multivalent (as seen in

\textsuperscript{4} E.g., Görke, \textit{Aštu}, 172–74; Christiansen, \textit{Ambazzi}, 139–54; Haas, \textit{Geschichte}, 889–98.
\textsuperscript{5} See, e.g., Strauß on \textit{šer arḫa waḫnu (Reinigungsrituale}, 72–76), discussed further below, or Görke, \textit{Aštu}, 173, in
which she creates a dichotomy between “Übertragungsriten” and “Reinigungsriten” that, in my opinion, is far too
dualistic, and considers the passing-through-rite to be a “Zwischenstufe zwischen den Übertragungs- und
Reinigungsriten,” which from a structural perspective is certainly not correct.
CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, in chapter 3). In addition, there are several hundred different ritual items attested overall in the corpus of Old Woman rituals. The Old Women were clearly in command of an enormously varied array of physical tools with which to avert negative supernatural effects, and might use different items to achieve the same goal, as well as using the same item to achieve different goals.

This multivalence can also be seen with verbs representing ritual acts; for example, the case study of CTH 398, the ritual of Ḫuwarlu, in ch. 3 discussed a sequence in which soapwort, river-clay, and grain were each “pressed” to the patients’ bodies, accomplishing three different things. In CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, Ḫulaliya- “wrap” was used both to show how (negative) sorcery was being attached to the sorcerers, and how (positive) protective forces were being applied to the patient. Those cases are relatively straightforward; however, sometimes confusion can arise. Further light may be shed on this problem through an analysis of the widespread and difficult Hittite phrase šer arḫa waḥnu-:

4.2.1: šer arḫa waḥnu-

One of the most common actions in rituals against evil is the Hittite verbal phrase šer arḫa waḥnu-, which is usually translated simply as “to wave over.” It is attested in twenty-one Old Woman rituals. Rita Strauß has collected occurrences of šer arḫa waḥnu- in ritual context in a section of her book on purification rituals, and she says of this action, “Durch das

---

6 The CHD (Š3 s.v. šer 7 b 2’ b’ 10’’, pp. 431–32) translates “waves over (and) away (from),” which seems an unnecessarily awkward phrase; to “wave something over” something else in English surely implies both an approaching andretreating motion already; another possibility might be “waves back and forth over.” Trémouille’s suggestion of “encircling” (“Toutefois, il me semble que le geste exprimé par le verbe waḥnu-...indique plutôt l'acte magique qui consiste à entourer ou la personne à purifier, ou le simulacre divin, ou encore le temple, en quelque sorte la création d'un "cercle magique.” (“La religion des Hourrites: état actuel de nos connaissances,” in Nuzi at Seventy-Five, ed. D.I. Owen and G. Wilhelm, SCCNH 10 (Bethesda: CDL Press, 1999), 285)), which bears a closer relationship to the common German translation “umschwenken,” “to swing around,” does not seem impossible but is not explicitly suggested by any of the contexts known to me; see also Beal, “Dividing a God,” in Magic and Ritual in the Ancient World, ed. P. Mirecki and M. Meyer, RGRW 141 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), p. 207 n. 54, who distinguishes šer arḫa waḥnu- “wave” an accusative object “over” a dative from arḫa waḥnu- as perhaps to “circle” an accusative object “with” an instrumental.
Umschwenken oder Umkreisen der zu reinigenden Person bzw. des zu reinigenden Objektes wird ein Kontakt zwischen diesem und der Schwenksubstanz hergestellt, auf welche die Unreinheitsstoffe gelenkt und übertragen werden.”

More broadly, when discussing the rite as a phenomenon in general, and in particular when connected with ḫuṣt-substance and with birds, Görke states that “Schwenkriten zählen innerhalb der hethitischen Ritualistik zu den geläufigen Vorgehensweisen, um entweder die Unheilsstoffe der umkreisten Person oder des Objektes aufzunehmen oder um den Kontakt zu der Person oder dem Gegenstand herzustellen.”

However, after a full examination of all of its attestations, it can be seen that neither of these definitions is quite adequate.

Some problems of translation must be addressed before an analysis of šer arḫa waḫnu’s efficacy can be made. Miller has objected that in Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel and in Tunnawiya’s taknaz dā- rituals, the Old Woman is said to šer arḫa waḫnu- (and in Maštigga and Tunnawiya, also šer ēpp-，“hold over”) a sheep, which, as he points out, is physically unlikely. His suggestion is that if the ritual texts are scribal creations, plausibility need not have been taken into account (on which discussion see more below), with an acknowledgment of the other possibility that Luwian or Hurrian language interference could be causing an awkward translation from a metaphorical foreign phrase to a literal Hittite expression. The CHD’s volume Š, fascicle 3 suggests instead that the sheep might be scale models.

None of these possibilities seems overwhelmingly convincing to me: there is nothing else in CTH 404.1 that seems impossible (and assuming that a text does not need to make any sense
should, in my opinion, be only a last resort), nor is there any other indication that the text was translated from another language. Elsewhere in the Hittite ritual corpus, the scribes do not seem to be shy about indicating when something is a model and when it is real, and interpretation of the sheep as a model would require the entire sequence of “driving the sheep in” (using the animal-wrangling verb ūnna-), slaughtering it, cutting it into pieces, and burning it up to be understood to be elaborate pageantry without any explanation of such in the text; not impossible, but one would like to discover another explanation. The only one that has not yet been suggested that seems plausible to me is simply that the Old Women had help. In CTH 416, as noted in ch. 1, it is not the Old Woman who waves an eagle over the king and queen, but the palace servants (DUMU\textsuperscript{MEŠ} Ŋ.GAL)—but later the Old Woman says, “When I wave the eagle…” though it was clearly not her in the previous paragraph. Frequently in Old Woman rituals there is evidence for the presence of uncredited “support staff.” In Maštigga, “they” drive in the sheep that are later waved over the patient; “they” are not identified, but I see no reason why they could not have helped her lift the sheep. In Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” a tent is set up for the Old Woman on the steppe, in the passive voice, without even an unidentified “they” as an agent. In addition, in Tunnawiya’s ritual, even when a helper is named, the MUNUS\textsuperscript{SUḪUR.LÁL}, the Old Woman claims full agency of the MUNUS\textsuperscript{SUḪUR.LÁL}’s actions in her incantation. It therefore seems plausible that a sentence “she waves the sheep over the ritual patient” could indeed be representing a live sheep being lifted and moved back and forth over the patient, if one pictures several other people participating in the process, but not being important enough to mention. The Old Woman could have had her hands on the sheep to symbolize her own participation without taking any of its weight at all.

\textsuperscript{12} The untranslatable terms tiššatwa and tiwariya are clearly marked as termini technici in the ritual text, and do not, in my opinion, suggest that the entire text is a translation.
Whether this explanation is convincing or not, šer arḫa wahnu- clearly refers to physically placing an accusative direct object in proximity to a dative indirect object. As mentioned above, rituals of Maštigga and Tunnawiya also use šer ēpp-, “hold over,” which seems to have a very similar function. In many cases, these actions associate the object with the patient and his, her, or their woes, and overall they seem to be a smaller component of larger ritual actions. For example, they are used with an animal prior to spitting into the animal’s mouth in CTH 404.1, CTH 760.II, and CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1; the spitting physically transfers part of the patient, and the evil inside them, to the animal, but in all cases, either šer arḫa wahnu- or šer ēpp- or both are performed first. This action is likewise used with various objects prior to analogic incantations/actions in CTH 404.1 and 404.2, CTH 780, and CTH 788: for example, in CTH 404.1, Maštigga makes tongues out of clay to symbolize the patients’ antagonistic words to one another, šer arḫa wahnu’s them over the patients, speaks a short incantation explicitly identifying the tongues with the words, and then destroys them. In these cases, the preliminary nature of šer arḫa wahnu seems very clear.

In CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu, the order of operations is slightly different: the Old Woman has a basket full of absorbent and analogical materials, all of which were deposited in it after the appropriate rites were performed, and as a final act, she šer arḫa wahnu’s the basket in the contaminated house, calls on the Storm-God’s heralds to protect the house, and the basket is taken out of the house, the contents later to be disposed of out on the steppe.¹³ Here, the sense seems to be of a final mopping-up; each individual item has been pressed or tied to bodies or walls, or left by the bed overnight, and at the very end, everything collected together is waved

¹³ Immediately following this, she šer arḫa wahnu’s a live puppy over the king and queen and recites an incantation that suggests that it is supposed to behave as a protector to the king and queen (presumably in a similar fashion to the figurine of a puppy earlier in the ritual), and in this case the šer arḫa wahnu- is once again clearly a preliminary action, but the subsequent ritual acts with the puppy are in the most fragmentary section of the text, and so difficult to interpret or connect to the incantation.
around the house one last time. Similarly, in Maštigga’s ritual, immediately prior to the rite with the seven tongues described above, she removes figurines of hands and tongues that had been sitting on the patients’ heads (along with a few other objects, see below), breaks them, šer arḫa waḥnu’s them, and says, “Let that day’s tongues be removed; let that day’s curses be removed!” and throws them in the fire. The šer arḫa waḥnu is a last associative act, perhaps intended to make clear who the incantation is about.

There are other examples of šer arḫa waḥnu- that do not involve drawing evil out of a patient, but rather associating him or her with something positive. In CTH 441, offering materials are šer arḫa waḥnu’d over the ritual patient prior to an incantation of offering, presumably to make it clear that the patient should benefit from the offering even though it is the practitioner who is performing it; similarly, in both CTH 390, Ayatarša’s ritual, and in CTH 416’s second ritual, a bird is šer arḫa waḥnu’d over the patient prior to letting it go to the Sun-god. More opaque is CTH 433.1, in which the Old Woman pours out roasted grain and then šer arḫa waḥnu’s the (remaining?) grain first over the statue of the deity, then over the augurs; this is paralleled by a few other occasions where different practitioners šer arḫa waḥnu an object over a deity, then either the same or an identical object over the patient; the purpose is never explicit, though one may assume that the overall goal is to increase the deity’s sympathy to the patient. The offering has an association with the patient, even though the practitioner is the one who physically performs it.

Overall, then, the Old Women seem to use šer arḫa waḥnu to increase the association between the object and the patient. It cannot be used to extract evil by itself, but it can

---

14 CTH 416 uses the earlier equivalent šer waḥnu; see CHD Ş3 s.v. šer 2 c 3’ e’.
15 E.g., a single bird, by a LU AZU with the queen and princes in CTH 707, KUB 45.47 i 35ff., before they go and bow to the deity.
16 E.g., first one fish and then another, by the šankunni-priest in CTH 718, the babilili-ritual, KUB 37.71 ii 34ff.
accompany other rites that do, either preceding or following them. However, another use of šer arḫa waḫnu can be seen in the texts. In CTH 715, for example, an AZU-man šer arḫa waḫnu’s a purificatory substance called ḫušt-, perhaps sulfur, at the entrance to a temple. A similar action is performed in CTH 718, the babilili ritual, in which a priest šer arḫa waḫnu’s lueššar, likely a kind of incense, over a deity’s statue. The MUNUS.MESSUḪUR.LÁL do the same with both ḫušt- and ḫupanni-, another purificatory substance, explicitly to clean the bathhouse in Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual. These examples show that šer arḫa waḫnu can also be used to spread the object’s influence around a space in the same way as, for example, one might do with a censer.

The very nature of šer arḫa waḫnu, therefore, requires scholarly interpretation to exceed a bare definition of the term. It associates its accusative object (the item “waved”) with its dative object (the person or space): it is therefore immediately necessary to take into account what those objects are. Even beyond that, it is commonly used as a preliminary or a punctuating action in a longer rite, and must be considered alongside that longer rite for any accurate analysis. Therefore, any flat definition of the term, absent context, must be inadequate for ritual analysis, as seen in both of the definitions quoted above: šer arḫa waḫnu- is not always intended to draw evil out into the object that is swung, as Strauß claims. Nor, taking Görke’s definition, is it even always intended to create contact between that object and a person or item, in the strictest sense: spreading incense around a space lies somewhat outside even that quite broad definition.

And in fact, Strauß’s adherence to a single ritual role for this term leads her to misinterpret some of her comparative evidence: for example, in CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, an eagle is šer arḫa waḫnu ‘d over the couple and then released to fly to the

---

17 KUB 10.63; see I. Wegner, Hurritische Opferlisten aus hethitischen Festbeschreibungen Teil I: Texte für IŠTAR/ŠA(W)UŠKA, ChS I/3-1 (Rome, 1995), 164ff.
Sun-God and Storm-God and ask for blessings. Strauß calls the eagle an “Unreinheitsträger,” but nowhere in the text is it suggested that the eagle is bearing uncleanliness to the gods; rather, it is functioning as a messenger, asking for mercy and goodwill. The role of šer arḫa wawnu in this instance should be compared to the passages in which it is used to increase a patient’s affinity with an offering. Similarly, even though Görke’s discussion of šer arḫa wawnu- is particularly focused on its use with lueššar and ūušt-, she does not incorporate an interpretation of the “Schwenkritus” as used on a space or a deity into her definition, but focuses entirely on its use with persons and objects. Neither scholar’s understanding of Hittite or collection of evidence is lacking; it is simply that in Hittite ritual, many acts and items were multivalent to such an extent that a careful consideration of context is always necessary.

As discussed in ch. 3, the most helpful element for understanding the purpose of ritual acts is an incantation. For example, in CTH 416, the eagle can be seen to be a messenger because, as it is let go, the Old Woman directs it to ask the gods that the king and queen be eternal. When no incantations are preserved, interpretation becomes much more difficult. A demonstration of the necessity of context and preserved incantations for interpreting ritual acts can be made with a case study; in the following text, some of the ritual acts are extremely simple to interpret because the incantations fully explain them; some, on the other hand, do not have explanatory incantations, or those incantations are opaque or vague, and as a result, there is no way to be certain of what the act is intended to accomplish. Certain parts of this ritual have already been discussed in ch. 3 (in particular in the section on Old Women’s agency in rituals), but now it will be analyzed in full.

4.2.2: Case Study: CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River”

---

19 Reinigungsrituale, p. 73.
The Old Woman Tunnawi(ya)’s “Ritual of the River” is a ritual designed to address reproductive dysfunction. However, as should be expected by now, the content of the ritual is not focused on the patient’s reproductive faculties; rather, the ritual action is tailored to address the ultimate cause of the dysfunction: uncleanliness (Hittite *papratar*), likely brought on by some hostile action on the part of an antagonist. This is clear from CTH 409.I’s incipit:

Thus Ms. Tunnawi, Old Woman: When a person, either a man or a woman, is put into any uncleanliness—either someone else has named him/her with respect to uncleanliness, or for a woman her children keep dying, or she keeps miscarrying, or for a man or a woman their(!) sexual parts are disabled by an unclean matter.

(If) this person is experiencing uncleanliness, and this person—either a man or a woman—offers the ritual of uncleanliness as follows, they call it the ritual of the river, and it is only one ritual.²⁰

The list of physical symptoms is entirely related to reproductive problems (one may assume that in this context *UZU UR HLA*, “limbs” or “members,” is referring, as it sometimes does, to sexual parts). However, the first listed cause is “if another person names them with respect to uncleanliness,” indicating hostile action. The second paragraph does not mention reproductive issues at all, only uncleanliness. This is consistent with the Old Women’s function: as seen in ch.

---

²⁰ KUB 7.53++ i 1 *UM-MA Ti-un-na-ú-i MUNUS ŠU G1 ma-a-an-kán an-tuú-ulú-ša na-aš-su
3 na-aš-ma-an-kán’ ta-ma-iš ku-iš-ki pa-ap-ra-an-ni še-er ḫal-zi-an
4 na-aš-ma-kán MUNUS-ni DUMU MUNUS-ŠU ak-ki-iš-kán-zi na-aš-ma-aš-ši-kán
5 *UZU šar-ḫu-ua-an-da-ma ma-uš-ki-iz-zi na-aš-su LÚ-ni na-aš-ma MUNUS-ni
6 pa-ap-ra-an-na-aš ud-da-na-an-za *UZU UR HLA ša ar-ḫa šar-ra-an

8 ki-iš-ša-an ši-pa-an-ti ŠU I.D-at-za SÍSKUR ḫal-zi-ša-an-zi
9 10 nu ki-i SÍSKUR 1-EN-pát
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3, they appear hardly at all in birth rituals, but consistently in rituals against sorcery and other sources of impurity.

After the incipit comes a long list of the equipment needed for the ritual, which is a common but not ubiquitous feature of Old Woman ritual texts (nor is it exclusive to the Old Women); there are scape-animals and items of clothing that are specified to be of the gender appropriate to the patient, while the rest of the material is the same whether the patient is male or female. The list is interrupted by the first ritual action: at nightfall, the Old Woman goes to the riverbank and makes offerings of bread, fat, grain, and wine, saying, “DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank, I have hereby come back to you! You, DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank from which this clay is taken, take your hand and scrub(?) this ritual patient with it, and purify his/her twelve body part(s)!” She then repeats the same offerings at a spring, and says, “Just as you, spring, keep welling mud back up from the dark earth, likewise from the body parts of this person, the ritual patient, completely remove evil uncleanness!” She takes some clay from the spring. The appeal to DINGIR.MAḪ has already been discussed in ch. 3. The request from the spring is not simply an appeal, but also includes an analogy (for a discussion of analogic incantations, also see ch. 3). The analogy seems to indicate a lesser power on the part of the spring, and “spring” is not written with a divine determinative: presumably only a god may be asked to reach her hand out and cleanse the patient. Another notable point here is that the analogy is spoken before the ritual actions are being performed on the patient; the analogy seems to be imbuing the clay with the power to act in the future, rather than acting at this moment.

---

21 This word is only attested in this text; see CHD Š1 pp. 205–206. It must mean some sort of cleansing action.
22 KUB 7.53+KUB12.58 i 30 wa-ap-pu-wa-aš  Decompiled ka-a-ša EGIR-pa tu-uk ú-wa-nu-un nu-kán ka-a-ša IM-aš
31 ku-e-ez wa-ap-pu-wa-az da-an-za nu zi-ik wa-ap-pu-aš  Decompiled tu-e-el
32 ŠU-ŠI-KA da-a nu ku-uu-[E]N.SISKUR a-pé-e-eg ša-ši-a-i na-an 12 ÜZ ÜR
33 pár-ku-nu-ut
37 ša-ku-ni-eš-ki-ši nu e-da-ni an-tu-uḫ-ši A-NA EN.SISKUR İŞ-TU ÜZ ÜR İḫ A-ŠU
38 i-da-lu pa-ap-ra-tar ar-ḫa QA-TAM-MA mu-ta’a-i
The Old Woman then sets up all of her ritual paraphernalia out on the steppe, where a tent has already been set up for her (no agent is stated). The list of items resumes with a series of clay figurines: two anthropomorphic figurines, twelve tongues, two clay oxen, and two clay door-hinges. Since the clay taken from the river and spring does not elsewhere appear in the ritual, and since the list was interrupted for the Old Woman to get the clay, it can be assumed that she used it to make these figurines. It can further be assumed that of, e.g., the two oxen, one is made of the riverbank’s clay and one of the spring’s clay. The list continues after the figurines, but not every item in this final section of the list is attested during the ritual actions, which may indicate that either further actions are elided (some are already clearly elided, as already seen in the formation of the figurines, and further below) or that the list has fallen victim to errors of memorization on the part of the scribe. She collects her items in a reed basket.

The patient comes to her tent at dawn and puts on the black clothes; as seen explicitly later in the ritual, these symbolize the uncleanliness with which (s)he is afflicted. The Old Woman has a braid of blue and red wool, which she unravels and throws over the patient’s body. No explanatory incantation accompanies this action. The unraveling of cloth in some cases symbolizes a disentanglement of sorcerous effects from the person of the patient, and it is possible that the wool is draped over the patient’s body to transfer the disentangling effects; on the other hand, plain wool draped on a patient can itself symbolize sorcery, as seen in Allī’s ritual. These interpretive possibilities will be further discussed below.

---

24 Contra Haas (Materia, 69) who interprets this as a preparation for the application of mud packs (not attested elsewhere in the text).
25 As in, e.g., the list in CTH 404.1, Maṣṭigg’s ritual against domestic quarrel; see Marcuson and van den Hout, “Memorization.”
26 As can be seen in Allaiturāḫḫi’s ritual (see the analysis in ch. 3) with an accompanying incantation to make the meaning explicit.
The Old Woman then holds a black sheep over the patient, after which she recites the “incantation of holding over (šer appanaš),” which is in Luwian: “Storm-God of the mountain, run up to Kaši(?); from(!) heaven above (and) on earth, run!” Unfortunately—given the prevalence of “holding over” in certain ritual texts, discussed above—this incantation is quite opaque; it is not clear what Kaši is, or even if it is indeed a proper noun, nor why the Storm-God should be running. It is certainly possible that it is, as Goetze already suggested in his edition in 1938, a request that the Storm-God come observe the ritual. It may also, however, be an extremely brief historiola, referring to some mythologem that is not otherwise attested. (For historiolae in Old Woman rituals, see ch. 3). After this is an unfortunately summary-like series of actions:

Next, she holds the piglet over him/her, and she speaks the incantation of the piglet. Next, she holds a puppy over him/her, and speaks the incantation of the puppy.

Next, she holds a clay tongue over him/her, and speaks the incantation of the tongue. Next, she holds 2 šena-figurines over him/her; next, she holds a door-hinge over him/her; next, she holds clay oxen over him/her; next, dough; next, cord; next, she takes a wing and waves it over, while speaking conjurations. It is already written on a tablet (lit. “made with a tablet”).

---

27 Or “in(!) heaven above,” as Melchert emends (LUVLEX p. 208), following Starke (Untersuchung zur Stammbildung des keilschrift-luwischen Nomens, StBoT 31 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1990], p. 97).
28 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 i 58 a-ri-ia-ad-da-li-iš 但不限za štarš-1ši-1ši-1-ḫu-u-e-ḫu-u-i-ia
59 tap-pa-āš-ša-šar-ri ti-ia-mi ḫu-i-ḫu-i-ia
29 Tunnawi, p. 99
30 KUB 7.53++ i 36 EGIR-an-da-ma-aš-ši-ša-an ŠAH.TUR še-er e-ep-zi nu ŠA ŠAH.TUR
37 ḫu-uk-zi-ia in-ia ma-an UR.TUR še-er
38 e-ep-zi nu ŠA TUR ŠU ŠAH.TUR ŠU-uk-ma-in ŠU-uk-zi-1
39 EGIR-an-da-ma-aš-ši-ša-an EME IM še-er e-ep-zi 1 nu ŠA EME
40 ḫu-uk-ma-in ŠA-uk-zi EGIR-an-da-ma-aš-ši-ša-an
ii 1 še-e-nu-uš e-ep-zi EGIR-an-<da>-ma-aš-ši-ša-an
1 2 wa-wa-ar-ki-ma-an še-er e-ep-zi EGIR-an-da-ma-aš-ši-ša-an
3 GU₄ historians IM še-er e-ep-zi EGIR-ŠU ma iš-ša-na-an
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Some of the items are singular, when they were plural in the original list of ritual items (the tongue, the door-hinge); I am inclined to believe that all of items are implied, given the abbreviated nature of the list and the fact that the two anthropomorphic (šena-) figurines and oxen are both used. The tablet on which these incantations were written is not extant. Some inferences might still be made: based on other texts of this author, one might expect scapegoat-style incantations in which the animals’ body parts were said to correspond to the patient’s, and the evil was thus drawn from the patient into the animal (as in Tunnawiya’s ritual(s) 409.II/409.IV/458.1, for which see ch. 3); and analogic incantations, in which some property of the objects was imposed upon the patient or the uncleanness (see also ch. 3). For example, for the door-hinge, there is the following example from a very fragmentary section of Tunnawiya’s ritual CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1: “As the door turns in the hinge, [may] the [evil day, the short year, the anger of the gods, (and) [the tongue of] the multitude turn back from the path.”

Perhaps a similar incantation was spoken here.

Based on the previous incantation with the sheep in this text, however, one wonders if, instead of scapegoat-incantations, there might have been a continuation of the Luwian historiola about the Storm-God. Tunnawiya’s CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1 also includes a historiola featuring a piglet, so here the animals might be connected to myths. There is also an incantation in CTH 391, the Ritual of Ambazzi, where a god is invited to strike a door-hinge rather than a patient, so

---

4 EGIR-ŠU-ma šu-um-ma-an-za-na-an EGIR-ŠU-ma pát-tar
5 da-a-i na-at-kán še-er ar-ḫa wa-ah-nu-zī
6 ṣu-uk-ma-iš-ma ṣu-uk-ki-iš-ki-iz-zī na-at tup-pi-za
7 ka-ru-ū i-ia-an

The “it” that “has already been made with a tablet” must be the collected group of incantations. Incantations being set apart on their own tablet are already known from CTH 450, the royal funerary ritual, which has a separate tablet with only the Old Women’s incantations written on it, KUB 39.41 (though in this case the incantations are also written out in the main text).

31 KBo 21.6 obv. 6 [m]a-ah-ḫa-an-ma-aš-ša-an GIB GIBG wa-wa-ar-ki-mi ū-e-e{(ḫ-zi) i-da-a-lu-uš}
7 [U]D-az ma-ni-in-ku-wa-an-za MU-za DINGIR-mES-aš kar-pi-iš pa-an-[ga-u-wa-aš EME-aš]
8 KASKAL-az EGIR-pa ne-[i/(a-ru)]

perhaps the hinge was a decay rather than a metaphor. Oxen, dough, cords, and feathers or wings are used for far too many different things in Hittite ritual to make any sort of concrete assumption about their purpose here. Overall, it can easily be seen here how a lack of incantations opens up too many interpretive possibilities for any certainty to be had.

After this, the text resumes its step-by-step process through the ritual. The Old Woman next holds two *tiyadu* over the patient, and says, “Whoever (pl.) has been loading and burdening his form, bone (and) flesh, with this uncleanness, I am hereby loading and burdening the body of the sorcerer of the impurity in return!” She then puts the *tiyadu* in her reed basket. It seems most likely that *tiyadu* is from Akkadian *tiyaṭu*, “asa foetida,” which could be used to make a sedative drug. However, the word translated as “to load” is *tiyani-* suggesting a pun, which would make it more likely that *tiyadu* is a native Hittite word; if so, it could be any burdensome item. It is also possible that the word was borrowed from Akkadian (rather than being rendered as a logogram disguising a Hittite word underneath). No matter the definition, however, the incantation allows us to assume that *tiyadu*, whether a plant or not, had some burdensome connotation—if *asa foetida*, perhaps as a result of its sedative function.

Next, she holds two anthropomorphic figurines, one of wax and one of tallow, over the patient, saying, “Whoever (pl.) has been making this person unclean, now I have the sorcerers, two figurines, and I am hereby loading and burdening this one.” This incantation transitions from the “burdening” connotation of the *tiyadu* into the presentation of the figurines as the

---

32 See Haas, *Materia*, 426–31 (for oxen); 386–91 (for dough); 663–71 (for cords); 484–85 (for eagle-feathers).
33 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 ii 9
10 pa-ap-ra-an-na-az ti-ia-ni-eš-ša-an ALAM-ŠU ḥa-aš-ta-i mi-i-lu‘-li ’ke³,e-ez
11 pa-ap-ra-an-na-aš ALAM-ŠU ḥa-aš-ta-i mi-i-lu‘-lī
12 ka-a-ša EGIR-pa ti-ia-ni-eš-ki’-mi’ e-la-ni-eš-ki-mi
35 ibid. ii 15
16 pa-ap-ra-aḫ-ḫi-iš-kir ki-nu-na ka-a-ša al-wa-zé-nu-uš 2 še-e-nu-uš
17 ḥar-mi nu ka-a-ša ku-u-un ’ti³,i-a-ni-eš-ki-mi e-la-ni-eš-”ki³-mi
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hypothetical antagonists. The Old Woman then melts the figurines, and says, “Whatever evil people have been making him/her unclean, let them likewise melt!”36 This is a very standard example of analogical action and speech in Old Woman rituals: the use of figurines to represent antagonists is common, and destructive actions such as melting, breaking, extinguishing, etc. are all usual ways of symbolizing the defeat of evil or evil persons (see below).

Then the Old Woman washes her hands with wine, and there is an incantation over some hot stones from a brazier that is, again, on a different tablet. She then washes herself with water. Wine, water, and hot stones are frequently attested together in purificatory context in Hittite ritual;37 it is tempting to interpret this as a self-purification in reaction to the violent rite with the melted figurines, but there is no parallel after similar destructive rites in Old Woman rituals. Another possibility is from a parallel in CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, in which hot stones are extinguished in analogy to the sorcerer being extinguished. Without the incantation, however, any interpretation is again quite speculative.

Following the rite with the stones, she takes the blue and red wool off of the patient’s body and says,

“Whoever(pl.) was making him/her dark (and) yellow, (and who) made him/her unclean—whether someone made him/her unclean before the gods, or made him/her unclean before the dead, or made him/her unclean before a mortal, I am hereby performing the ritual of uncleanliness (for) him/her!”

“I am taking it away from him/her: I am taking from his/her twelve body parts the evil, the uncleanliness, the sorcery, the spell-casting, (and) the anger of the deity. I am

36 ibid. ii 18 i-da-la-u-e-ša’a-an
19 ku-i-e-eš an-tu-ub-ši-iš pa-śe-ra-ḥi₂-[i]š-[<ki>-]<ir
20 na-at ar-ḫa QA-TAM-MA šal-la-a-a-an-ta’-ru
37 Haas, Materia, 192ff.; e.g., there are rituals with pebbles placed in water that is later used for washing.
taking away the terror of the dead from him/her, I am taking away the evil tongue of the "panku from him/her." She puts the blue and red wool down into the basket.\(^{38}\)

The long list of possible causes for affliction is a characteristic formula in Tunnawiya’s rituals in particular, but the lack of a concrete evil to address is common to many Old Woman rituals (see ch. 3).

In this case, she states that she is taking the sorcery away at the same time as she takes the red and blue wool away. Viewing this passage in isolation, it would seem as though removing the wool is analogous to removing the evil effects of the spell. However, earlier in the ritual it also seemed as though the red and blue wool, having been disentangled, might have symbolized *freedom* from entangling evil afflictions. There is also the matter of the colors: the uncleanliness is characterized as being black and yellow, while the wool is red and blue, which would seem to support an interpretation of it as a counter to the uncleanliness rather than a symbol of it. One could also consider the interpretation that the wool is intended to absorb and nullify the evil effects of the sorcery, based on its state of disentanglement and its opposite colors, in which case it might be combating the sorcery *both* while resting on the patient *and* while being removed. Once again, it is clear that when the incantation is not specific enough, interpretation becomes very difficult.

The next action, however, is quite straightforward:

\(^{38}\) KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 ii 30 ku-i-e-ša-an da-an-ku-ni-eš-shir ḫa-ḫa-la-n[i-eš-k]īr
31 pa-ap-ra-aḫ-<ḫi>-ir na-aš-su-wa-an \(PA-N\) DINGIR\(^{EMES}\) ku-iš-ki
32 pa-ap-ra-aḫ-ta na-aš-ma-an ag-ga-an-da-aš ku-iš-ki pé-ra-an
33 pa-ap-ra-aḫ-ta na-aš-ma-an \(PA-N\) DUMU.LU.U\(_{10}\).LU ku-iš-ki pa-ap-ra-aḫ-ta
34 na-an ka-a-ša pa-ap-ra-an-na-aš SISKUR a-ni-iš-ki-t\(^{1}\)mi

\(^{35}\) na-at-ši-kán ar-ḫa da-aš-ki-mi \(f\)ŠQ\(^{1}\).TU 12 \(\text{UZL}^{1}\)\(\text{[Ú]}\)R-ŠU
36 i-da-lu pa-ap-ra-tar al-wa-an-za-tar\(^{1}\) a-aš-ta-ia-ra-tar
37 ŞA DINGIR-L\(\text{IM}\) kar-pi-in da-aš-\(^{1}\)ki-mi ag-ga-an-ta-aš-ši-kán
38 ḫa-tu-ga-tar da-aš-ki-mi \(f\)ŠA\(^{1}\) DUMU.LU.U\(_{10}\).LU\(_{2}^{1}\).ma\(^{1}\)-aš-ši-kán
39 pa-an-ga-u-wa-aš i-da-lu-[u]n EME-an da-aš-ki-mi
40 nam-ma-aš-ša-an SIG ZA.\(^{1}\)GÌN SIG\(^{3}\) SA\(_{5}\) pád-da-t\(^{1}\)ni kat-ta da-a-i
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Next, the Old Woman tears the black shirt that (s)he is wearing off of him/her from top to bottom, and she takes the black spats(?) off of his/her feet, and takes the black wool from his/her ears, and she says,

“I am hereby taking from him/her the black and yellow (that came) from the matter of uncleanliness; before what matter of uncleanliness (s)he became dark and yellow, I am taking away (that) spellcasting.” Then, she takes the black things (s)he has [put on] away from him/her, and she puts [them] down in one place. The interpretation of this is very simple. The dark clothing is a concrete representation of the darkness coming from the uncleanliness (though it is interesting that there is no yellow clothing). Tearing it from the patient’s body is a concrete representation of removing the uncleanliness. This incantation does not mention a human enemy, as the one about the blue and red wool does. One could also speculate, therefore, that the blue and red wool, having been twined together, symbolize something created by another person (again see the analysis of Allaiturahhi’s ritual in ch. 3, in which the sorcerer “twined” his spells together “like a rope”), while the black clothing simply symbolizes the uncleanliness, without any comment to its origin. The text continues:

[The]n, she wa[v]es an empty pot over him/her, and smashes it. She conjures. Then she lines up hupuawai-vessels at his/her feet, and she says, “I am hereby performing the ritual

39 Goetze translates “on account of” here (Tunnawi, 15), which would seem to be implied by the context, but according to the CHD, peran is not attested with that meaning. Perhaps she is referring to her list of possible causes of the affliction.
40 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58+41 nam-ma TUG GÜ.È.A "GEŠ Til-TIM ku-e wa-aš-ša-an ḫar-zì
42 na-at-ši-ša-an MUNUSŠU.GI še-er kat-ta iš-kal-la-i-iz-zi
43 TUG.GADA.DAM GEŠ-ia-[š][i]-ša-an GI.R-az pa-ra-a da-a-i
44 Iš-TU GEŠ TUG IlA-ŠU-[š][a]-ši-ša-an SG.ŠE-ḫu-ra-ti-š GEŠ-TIM
45 ar-[ḫa da-a]-i ŋu ku-iš-ša-an me-ma-i
46 ka-a-ša-wa-aš-[š][i]-kān da-aš-ki-mi pa-ap-ra-an-na-aš
49 f-a-ah-ta-[š]-rā tar da-aš-ki-mi nam-ma da-an-ku-wa ku-e
50 [wa-aš-ša-a]n ḫar-zì na-at-ši-kān ar-ḫa da-a-i
51 [na-at-ša-a]n "kat-[š]-ta l[i]-e-da-ni pi-[š]di" da-a-i
of uncleanliness. I have the black equipment of [unc]leanliness: let it out! The evil, uncleanliness, sorcery, spellcasting, anger of the gods, fear of the dead, (and) iniquity of mankind: let it out!"^41

In this case, judging from both the context of this ritual and of parallel texts,^42 the incantation spoken while the pot is smashed (represented only by the statement, “She conjures”) is likely to be an analogy—i.e., “Just as this pot is smashed, likewise let the evil uncleanliness also be smashed,” or similar. The implication of the lineup of black vessels is unclear—one would expect them to be broken (as happens in Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel, CTH 404.1, with vessels set at the patient’s feet), or perhaps, given the content of the incantation, opened up or tipped over. It seems possible that they were destroyed, and that this action was elided, as several things are in this text, or mistakenly left out,^43 but once again, one cannot be certain.

Then the ritual patient “goes to bathe”—it is unspecified where—while the Old Woman brings in nine boxwood combs and an anthropomorphic clay figurine. She washes the figurine and has a temple-woman (MUNUS SUḪU.LÁŁ) comb the figurine once with each of the nine combs, while the Old Woman says,

“I am wiping all of the body. Let the evil, uncleanliness, sorcery, spellcasting, anger of the gods, (and) fear of the dead be combed down from him/her!”

---

^41 KUB 7.53+KUB12.58.52 [EGIR-Š]Ŭ-ma-aš-ši-kán rDLGŬTUL3 da-an-na-ra-an še-er ar-ḫa
53 Šwa-[aš-n]u-zi na-an ar-ḫa du-wa-ar-ni-iz-zi
54 nu b[u-u]k-zi nam-ma-aš-ši GIRMŠ kat-ta-an
55 bUG[b][u]-u-pu-wa-i-ia iš-ga-a-ri nu ʾmeš-ma-i
56 k[a-a-š]a pa-ap-ra-an-na-aš a-ni-u-ur an-ni-eš-[ki]-m[i]
57 nu [pa-ašp]a-an-na-aš GEš-ìnŠ KIN1-an ḫar-mi na-at Ṛ(ar-ḫa)
58 tar-naš-da-lu pa-ap-ra-ta-ar al-wa-zA-a-ta a-aš-ta-IA-ra-ta
tar
59 DINGIRMŠ kar-pi-in a-ga-an-ta-aš ḫa-tu-ga-ta
60 DUMUL-a-an-na-aš Ṣu-pa-ia-ta-anŠ na-at ar-ḫa tar-na
^42 E.g., CTH 788, Šalušu’s ritual; see below for discussion of this type of rite.
^43 A memorization error, perhaps? See Marcuson and van den Hout, “Memorization.”
“I have here a šarra-.

Whoever was disabling (arḫa šarra-) the twelve body [parts] with evil uncleanness, now I am disabling the evil, uncleanness, sorcery, spellcasting, anger of the gods, (and) fear of the dead from your twelve body parts! Let them be separated completely away from him/her!"  

Old Women rarely bathe or wash patients (the reasons for this are unfortunately entirely unclear), so the patient going off alone to bathe is not unexpected. However, in this case, the patient’s own bathing is augmented by the analogic washing and combing of the figurine. The Old Woman claims the MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL’s actions as her own in the incantation, indicating that the person who physically performs the action is not as important as the person who is directing the ritual (see already in ch. 3). Note also that although the combs are explicitly said to be used by the MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL, the šarra- is not; it is either sufficient to indicate the šarra- rather than using it (a possibility known from other Old Woman rituals), or the šarra-ing is elided in the text.

Here, the analogy contains a pun, and in this case, it is a multi-level analogic pun. When a body part is arḫa šarra-, it is disabled, and this is the exact term used in the text’s incipit:

“...for a man or a woman their(!) body parts are disabled...” However, arḫa šarra- also means “to separate away,” and the implement itself is called a šarra-. The multiple meanings of this

---

44 This object is only attested in this text and in a fragmentary inventory; see CHD §2 p. 228 for a summary of various speculations as to whether it could a brush, a scraper, tweezers, or some similar item.
45 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iii 2 ḫaš-a-ša-kán N.L.E Tu-u-ma-an-da ša-aḫ-ḫi-iš-ki-mi
3 nu-uš-ši-kán kat-ta ḫaš-a-an e-eš-du1 i-da-šu3
4 pa-ap-ra-tar al-wa-za-tar a-aš-ta-ia-ra-tar DINGIR MES-aš
5 kar-pi-iš ag-ga-an-ta-aš ḫa-tu-ga-tar

6 ka-a-ša GISS sar-ra-an ḫar-mi nu-za ku-iš 12 ḫU [ḪUR]
7 i-da-la-u-wa-az pa-ap-ra-an-na-az ar-ḫa šar-ri-[iš]-ki-it1
8 ki-nu-na-at-ta IŠ-TU 12 ḫU [ḪUR] i-da-šu
9 [p]a-ap-ra-tar al-wa-za-tar a-aš-ta-ia-ra-tar DINGIR MES-aš 1 kar-pi-in1
10 ḫag-ga-an-da-aš ḫa-tu-ga-tar a-wa-an ar-ḫa šar-ri-[iš]-ki-mi1
11 [na-]<ti> a-wa-an ar-ḫa šar-ra-an e-eš-du
46 See below for a discussion of when patients bathe or are bathed.
47 For example, in CTH 391, Ambazzi indicates clean linen during a washing analogy, rather than washing it herself.
word allow for a pun with analogic force, so that the Old Woman turns around the disabling force of the sorcery such that it separates from the patient by means of her cognate implement.

The Old Woman then disposes of most of the ritual items in the river, without performing any ritual acts or incantations (so far as indicated), while the piglet and perhaps the puppy (the text is slightly broken) are burned. The Old Woman, however, does not participate in the burning; instead she constructs gates of hawthorn and alanza(n)-wood. These paragraphs are quite fragmentary, but it is clear that bread- and meal-offerings are made, and that the hawthorn-gate is bound with white wool, and the alanzana-wood gate with black wool. The patient goes through the gate of hawthorn, and the Old Woman makes one of the clearest statements of ritual analogy in Hittite textual material:

“[You, hawthorn, clothe yourself in white [in the spring, while in autumn], you clothe [yourself in blood-red]." The sheep passes underneath you, and you pull off its pūttar; the bull passes underneath, and you pull off its šukšuka-

“In the same way pull the evil, uncleanness, sorcery, spell-casting, anger of the gods, perjury, tongue of the multitude, (and) the short year off of this ritual patient!”

---

48 This restoration is assured by the parallel in CTH 334, the Disappearance of Ḥannaḥanna, first noted by Otten (“Ein Reinigungsritual im Hethitischen,” AfO 16 [1952–53]: 69–71), who also noted that Goetze’s join (Tunnawi, 18) was off by two lines in col. iii. For the passage in CTH 334, see Rieken, hethiter.net: CTH 334.1.1, §8".
49 A hairy body part; see CHD P, p. 402.
50 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iii 35 [zi-ga-az GİŞ-ḫatakišna-; “Ein Reinigungsritual im Hethitischen,” AfO 16 [1952–53]: 69–71), who also noted that Goetze’s join (Tunnawi, 18) was off by two lines in col. iii. For the passage in CTH 334, see Rieken, hethiter.net/ CTH 334.1.1, §8”.
51 ke-e-da-ni-ia-瞁-kăn¹-NA EN.SISKUR i-da-šu²
52 pa-ap-ra²-ta₂r¹-al-wa-za-tar a-aš-ta-ia-ra-tar
53 DINGIRMEŠ-aš²-škar²-pi-in NI-IŠ DINGIR-LIM pa-an-ga-u-wa-aš EME-an
54 ma-ni-šin¹-ku-u-wa-an-da-an MU-an ar-ḫa QA-TAM-MA ḫu²-it¹-ti-ia

349
Some difficulties in the specifics of wool and hair terminology aside, the meaning of this passage is absolutely clear: the hawthorn is a thorny plant, and when animals pass through it, their wool or fur is pulled off and left behind. The gate of hawthorn is to have the same effect on the ritual patient’s affliction. The evil/uncleanliness has been concretized, conceived of as a physical object attached to the outside of the patient’s body in the same way as fur or hair, which can be pulled off.

The text continues: “Next, (s)he throws a thin bread behind him/herself, and the Old Woman says, ‘Let the evil uncleanliness turn completely into grain behind him/her!’” This is clearly intended as a follow-up to the rite with the gate: the evil is pulled off of the patient by the hawthorn, and then once it has left the patient, after they pass through the gate, the evil should turn into benign grain (rather than lingering to cause more difficulties).

Then the patient goes through the gate of alanza-wood, and the Old Woman says, “Just as this alanza-wood cleanses one thousand, ten thousand shepherds (and) cowherds, in the same way completely cleanse evil, uncleanliness, sorcery, spell-casting, perjury, bad dreams, anger of the gods, (and) fear of the dead from the twelve body parts of this ritual patient!” Then (s)he throws thin bread behind him/her while the Old Woman speaks in exactly the same way.  

---

51 (=KUB 7.53 iii 9) nam-ma-za-kán NINDA.SIG 'EGIR₁-pa ši-i-e-ez-zi nu MUNUSṢU.GI
46 me-ma-i i-da-lu-uš-ši pa-ap-ra-<tag> EGIR-an ar-ḥa
47 ḥal-ki-iš na-a₂-gū
52 KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iii 49 (=KUB 7.53 iii 13) nu me-ma-i ka-a-aš LUG₁-a-la-an-za ma-ah-ḥa₂-an
50 LI-IM SIG₁ LUG₁ SIPA UDU LI SIPA GU₄ 'pār₂-ku-nu-uš-ki-iz-zi
51 ke-e-da-mi-ia-kán A-NA EN.SISKUR İŠ-TU 12 UZI UR
52 i-da-lu pa-ap-ra-tar al-wa-a-za-tar a-aš-ša-ia-ra-tar
53 NI<IS> DINGIR-LIM i-da₁-la₂-mu-uš za-aš-ḫi-mu-uš DINGIR₄-aš
54 kar-pi-in ag-ga-an-ta-aš ḫa-tu-ga-tar a-wa-an
55 ar-ḥa QA-TAM-MA pár-ku-nu-ut nam-ma-za-kán NINDA.SIG
56 EGIR-pa ši-i-ia-iz-zi MUNUSṢU.GI
57 QA-TAM-MA-pát me-ma-i
Though alanza(n)-wood has not been identified,\(^{53}\) once again it is very clear what is happening; the evil is first removed from the patient through an explicit analogic action involving this wood, and then turned into something nourishing.

After the passing-through rites, the Old Woman goes back to the riverbank, makes more offerings, and says, “DINGIR.MAH of the riverbank, the twelve body parts have hereby been scrubbed and cleansed by your hand!”\(^{54}\) She then goes to the spring, makes more offerings, and says, “Sun-God, my lord, the twelve body parts have hereby been scrubbed and cleansed by the clay of the spring!”\(^{55}\) Note that the spring is no longer being addressed, but instead the more powerful Sun-God. Here the Old Woman is relinquishing responsibility for the purification ritual, perhaps to solidify the sense of effectiveness for the patient (see ch. 3 for further discussion). This is the end of the rites designed to draw evil out of the patient.

After the offerings, she takes hold of the horn of a cow (in the list of ritual items at the beginning of the text, it is specified that if the patient is male, it should be a bull), and she says:

“Sun-God, my lord, just as this cow is propitious,\(^{56}\) and she is in a propitious pen, and she is filling the pen with bulls (and) cows, likewise let the ritual patient hereby be propitious, and fill his/her house with sons, daughters, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, together with [descen]d[ents]\(^{57}\) in successive generations.”\(^{58}\)

\(^{53}\) Haas (Materia, 292) suggests oak, based on Akkadian allāmu.

\(^{54}\) KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iv 1 wa-ap-pu-wa-aš ḍMah-aš

\(^{55}\) KUB 7.53+KUB 12.58 iv 5 ḍUTU BE-LĪ-IA ka-ā-ša-ʕaz\(^{1}\)

\(^{56}\) Thus Melchert, LUVLEX, following Starke, Untersuchung, 165.

\(^{57}\) For this restoration see HW\(^{2}\) Ḫ p. 381.

\(^{58}\) KUB 7.53++ iv 7 nam-ma-za-kān GU₄ u-ša-an-ta-ri-in SI e-ep\(^{3}\)[z]i nu me-ma-i

\(^{59}\) KUB 7.53++ iv 8 ḍUTU BE-LĪ-IA ka-ā-aš ma-[h]a-an GU₄-iš t[u]-ša-an-tni-ra-ri-iš


\(^{61}\) KUB 7.53++ iv 10 GU₄,NIṬA-it GU₄,Āˀ-iḥ [u-u]n-ni-eš-ke-ez-zi k[a]-a-ša

\(^{62}\) EN.SISKUR QA-TAM-MA U₄-ša-an-da-ra-iš e-eš-du nu-zā-kān \(^{1}\)E-er

\(^{63}\) I-Š-TU DUMU.NIṬA\(^{55}\) DUMU.MUNUS\(^{55}\) ḥa-aš-še-et ḥa-an-za-aš-ṣi-it [har²]-t[u]-ih²
They drive the cow back into the pen, and then she goes to a tree covered (literally “clothed,” now a positive use of the metaphor that was already seen in the patient’s black clothing) in fruit and says, “[Su]n-[God], my lord, just as this tree is clo[thed], [and just a]s it ha[s] driven up shoots, likewise let [the ritual patient]t be clothed in […] life, health, vi[gor…] grandchildren [and great-grandchildren…]…[…], [and let him/her…] with grandchildren (and) great-grandchildren!”

The sense of both of these analogies is quite clear, despite the lacunae.

Unfortunately, the list of benevolent qualities that should clothe the patient is fragmentary, but what is preserved is familiar from the auspicious items in the KIN-oracle system (see ch. 2). This is the only part of the entire ritual that focuses explicitly on fertility and children. Again, as is quite common in Old Woman rituals, the vast majority of the ritual is focused on removing the evil uncleanliness that caused the affliction. In many cases, there is no mention of the patient’s specific symptoms at all; these final two analogies do focus on fertility, but are presented only after all of the cleansing rites are finished.

She then makes offerings to the Sun-God, and she says, “Su[n-God, my lord, come] and eat! [Of what uncleanness] the twelve body [parts have] hereby [been] cleansed [and purified] by [your], the Sun-God’s, word, you, Sun-god, [keep] [it completely] away!”

---

13 ḫar-tu-u-wa-[t] har-tu-[wa-ti QA-TAM-MA šu-un-ni-id-du
16 [na-aš a-p]i-ia pa-iz-zi na-at-za-kān pa-iz-zi e-e[p-zī]
17 [nu me-ma-i] _UTU^3 BE-EL-4 d ki-i Giš-ru ma-ab-ḫa-an wa-š[a-a-an]
18 [na-at ma-ab-ḥa-ann ša-ra-a] gšar-ša pé-ën-ni-ia-an ḫar-[zi]
19 [x-x-an [z] du-ta-nu-wa-ta-tar]
20 [x-aš-l še-l Iš [z]]
21 [x-an [z] aš-[a-]
22 [EN.SISKU]R QA-TAM-MA wa-aš-[š]an-zu e-eš-du [z]
23 [h]a-aš-še-et [h]a-an-zu-aš-še-et [z]


60 KUB 7.53++ iv 25 Û[TU BE-LĪ-IA i-it-wa]
61 az-zi-ik-ki ka-a-ša-az' ūr ku-e-ez pa-ap-ra-an-na-an-zu tu-e-el]
27 ÛTU-aš ud-da-na-an-zu ša-a-pi-[a]n-zu [pár-ku-nu-wa-an-za ar-ḫa-at]
28 zi-ik ÛTU-uš tar-na-an ḫar-ak
simply because unlike DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank—and unlike some other rituals involving the Sun-God, such as CTH 402 and CTH 404.1—there is no address to the Sun-God at the beginning of the ritual; however, the responsibility still does seem to be at least partly his. It is not clear whether the implication of his presence would have been obvious to the Hittite eye in a way that it is not to ours, whether he was present in some of the elided incantations, or whether this is simply another way for the practitioner to enlist as much divine support as possible.

Finally, after more offerings, she makes what is probably a similar request to DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank; the incantation is quite fragmentary, but “eat!” is again attested. Though fragmentary, as the final incantation of the ritual, it nicely bookends the texts, which also begins with an incantation to DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank. Following this, there are more offerings, and she drinks to the river and to DINGIR.MAḪ three times each, and then she goes up to the city and the ritual ends.

Structural analysis of this text is unfortunately somewhat difficult due to the unpreserved incantations, but it is not entirely impossible. For example, as already discussed in ch. 3, the ritual is framed by offerings and appeals to DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank and the spring (at the beginning) and the Sun-God (at the end), who are supposed to work on the patient through the clay used in the figurines. Within the framing device of the offerings, there are also four distinct sections to the ritual. First, there are the rites inside the tent. During most of this part, the patient is wearing the black clothing symbolizing sorcery, and has the red and blue wool draped on top of that. The Old Woman performs the holding-over rites that are unfortunately absent their accompanying incantations, but surely involved extracting the evil from the patient; she attempts to send the sorcery back to the person who originated it using analogy; she washes her own hands over hot stones; and then she first takes away the red and blue wool, and then tears
off the black clothing. This is punctuated by the rites involving pots, where one is smashed above the patient’s head, and then she lines up the black pots (“equipment of uncleanness”), perhaps also smashes them, and requests that the evils be released. These rites all involve the Old Woman bringing objects close to the patient, putting them on the patient’s body, taking them off the patient’s body, etc., several of them must have been quite dramatic, and all of them are conducted in the confined space of the Old Woman’s tent.

Following this, the patient goes elsewhere to bathe, while the Old Woman and her assistant the MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL perform the rites of combing and separating on a figurine representing the patient. This could be interpreted as simply a result of the fact that the Old Women never bathe patients, as already noted above; it could be an attempt to use multiple methods of purification simultaneously so as to cover all of the bases—very characteristic of Old Woman rituals, as may already be seen from the several ways of removing evil used in this text—or from a structural perspective it could be considered a denouement: the main rites on the patient’s body, including the (perhaps climactic moment of) tearing off of clothing, have already been performed, and therefore the patient and the practitioner may separate, and purification may be performed without direct contact with the patient’s body. A combination of these interpretations is also possible. Finally, the Old Woman disposes of the items used thus far in the river, clearly marking an end to this section.

The next section of the ritual is the passing-through rite, conducted outside. Rites with gates are quite common in Old Woman rituals (see below), and when the ritual is well-preserved, are often (though by no means always) conducted near the end of the text. The patient, having undergone a number of purification rites already, finally passes through the physical thresholds of the gates into a cleansed state (while behind him/her, the evil turns into harmless grain). Once
(s)he is through, the Old Woman states that the patient has been cleansed, and there are the offerings at the river and the spring.

Finally, now that the patient is clean, there is the analogic request for fertility, with reference to the fecund cow/bull and the tree covered in fruit. This is quite clear from the perspective of structural analysis: now that the negative elements have been extracted, the positive may be invited in. The ritual ends with more offerings.

4.2.3: Ritual categorization, resumed

It can be seen through this case study how much of our interpretation of ritual acts is dependent on incantations. The red and blue wool is especially notable: there is the possibility of the disentanglement of the wool symbolizing the dissolution of the sorcery and/or of the red and blue color functioning as a counter to the yellow and black of the sorcery. On the other hand, red and blue are sometimes colors of sorcery themselves (e.g., in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, discussed in ch. 3, or possibly CTH 404.1, the ritual of Maštigga), and when the wool is removed, the incantation states that the sorcery has also been removed. As stated above, perhaps the wool absorbs the evil, or perhaps it symbolizes different things at different points in the ritual. Without explicit incantations indicating so, however, interpretation is difficult.

Since so many interpretive possibilities exist for some of the Old Women’s ritual acts, and since classifying single acts into a single ritual context can lead to errors of interpretation, another method is called for. Rather than looking at ritual acts according to the physical actions and objects, it is instead more productive to consider the metaphoric structure within which they are working. And in fact, as seen already in ch. 3, this is the function of many ritual acts: as a concretizing metaphor to address evil. This can easily be seen in CTH 409.I, in which evil
appears as clothing which is ripped off, as a color that may be changed\textsuperscript{61} or removed, as a burden which is taken off the patient and transferred to an antagonist, as a pot that may be smashed,\textsuperscript{62} as dirt that may be washed or combed away, and as tufts of hair that may be yanked off by thorny branches. The antagonists, who are also hypothetical and cannot be seen or touched, appear as wax figurines that can be melted. This is true of other texts we have seen as well. In CTH 398, for example, which was treated in ch. 3, bad omens were likewise rendered as figurines which could be shut away inside a vessel, while the general evil in the house appeared as burning seeds which could be extinguished, as a stranger that was kept out of the house by a guard dog, as binding cloth that could be cut,\textsuperscript{63} as a stain that could be cleaned off with soap, as hunger or weakness that could be conquered with food, as carrion to be eaten by steppe-animals, as a burden for a donkey(?) to lift, and also perhaps as tufts of wool.\textsuperscript{64}

Physical actions sometimes also function as foci for noncorporeal power called upon by the practitioner. In CTH 409.I, DINGIR.MAḪ of the river-bank, the spring, the Storm-God, and the Sun-god are all called upon to help with the ritual, and the river-clay is explicitly stated to have a metaphysical positive power, stemming from the goddess it belongs to, that will meet and defeat the negative power of the evil. The clay figurines used throughout the ritual are doing double-duty: that of concretization and analogy, and also that of bringing the power of the river-bank and the spring to bear on the evil. The river-clay in CTH 398, on the other hand, is not connected to any analogic magic at all: it is pressed to the afflicted people and space, and it is said to be capable of defeating the evil and bringing it back to the river, where the dark earth (i.e., the netherworld) will conquer it, but the method is not at all explicit. The divine heralds,

\textsuperscript{61} If this is truly a function of the blue and red wool.
\textsuperscript{62} If my assumed restorations of the elided text are correct.
\textsuperscript{63} Again, assuming this interpretation of the cloth is the correct one.
\textsuperscript{64} If the gates are to be considered as using the same metaphor in this text as they do in CTH 409.I; the section with the gates is quite fragmentary.
who are called upon more than once, are asked to drive the evil out using a copper spear, but the evil itself is still not given any form and it seems more likely that the copper spear is an accoutrement of the heralds than a statement as to the evil’s form. These forces, therefore, meet the evil as it is, which the practitioner is not able to do; she cannot even define what the evil is, but must analogize it somehow.

Once this is understood, the reason that philological methods are sometimes inadequate becomes clear. It should not be stated that an item such as cloth or grain has some ritual power attached to it (e.g., that it is an “absorbent,” as is sometimes said of grain\textsuperscript{65}) but rather that it has qualities that can be used for various types of metaphors: for example, cloth may be used to bind a person or thing, which limits and discomfits them; therefore, a ritual author may choose cloth to represent sorcery, which is likewise limiting and discomfiting the patient. Clothing surrounds a person and covers their whole body; it may therefore be used as a metaphor for an affliction, as in CTH 409.I, for a sorcerous attack, as in CTH 402, Alli’s ritual, or for a protective force or for a quality like fertility, as simultaneously seen in both of these rituals. Grain sustains life, defeats hunger, and grows more of itself; therefore, as is explicit in CTH 398, it can be used as a metaphor for strengthening a patient against evil, and represent an opposing force to the affliction. However, it can also represent the affliction itself: when roasted, it is used as a metaphor for rendering something infertile and unable to grow (also possible in CTH 398). Often these metaphors are made explicit through analogic incantations. However, in point of fact, analogic incantations are simply the most explicit form of a phenomenon that pervades Hittite ritual, whether stated aloud or not: the concretization of noncorporeal forces.

Therefore, when ritual acts are categorized based on nouns or verbs, it will usually be the case that a noun or verb must be admitted to be functioning in different ways, as already seen

\textsuperscript{65} E.g. Haas, \textit{Materia}, 374ff.; see further below.
with šer arḫa waḥnu above, as well as the examples in the preceding paragraph. (It should be noted that šer arḫa waḥnu’s function of creating association should be even more logical in this context of the ongoing creation of analogues, since it reinforces the connection between the analogue and the patient.) Straightforward philological method, while productive for demonstrating the multivalence of certain objects and actions, is not adequate for discussing ritual techniques. Rather, it is more productive to look at the types of metaphors that are used to concretize the intangible forces at work.

4.3: Evil as restraint: binding and burdening the patient

This is one of the most common ways Old Woman rituals conceive of evil: as something physically limiting the patient, which the practitioner may then remove (and which must then be disposed of; see below under “Disposal”). The evil may be thought to be binding or tying the patient, hobbling them, weighing them down, etc. An object is used to represent this, and may either literally be tied to or put on top of the patient’s body, or sometimes simply indicated as a representation of the evil’s nature. This perspective requires reinterpretation of certain passages: in Hittitological scholarship, objects attached to the patient and subsequently removed have often been interpreted as “absorbents.” That is, through contact with the patient’s body, the object absorbs evil from the patient, as, for example, has been suggested for the cloth in CTH 398 (see ch. 3). I do not dispute that this might be one function of these rites, and there are a very few passages that seem to suggest a possible absorption of evil by certain objects (e.g., the bird-shaped vessel in CTH 402, see below). However, for the most part, it seems more likely that these objects are metaphors for the evil itself. Here, I will be assuming that they are metaphors,

---

66 E.g. Haas, Materia, 192 (regarding stones); 374ff. (regarding grain, meal, dough, bread, etc.); 414, 423–24, 457 (regarding animal flesh); 649ff. (regarding cloth); 690ff. (regarding gates).

67 Or have a completely different function, such as the dough in CTH 398, which undoubtedly sustains the patient rather than absorbing evil.
but without disallowing the possibility that absorption could also be at work alongside the metaphorical forces (and see further on absorption below).

4.3.1: Binding

Binding, tying, wrapping, etc. in ritual context has been well-known to the Hittitological literature for some time; already in 1971, Gabriella Szabó put together a list of attestations of “Beispiele für die Beschworungspraktik des Bindens, des Fesselns, des Umwickelns” in Hittite ritual.\(^68\) However, once again, attention has been on a collection of actions represented by identical or similar lexemes, rather than on the application of binding toward ritual efficacy.\(^69\) As will be seen below, there are several cases where the simple act of binding can represent more than one method of cleansing a patient. First, however, we will examine the metaphor of evil as a binding force itself.

There are several incantations attested that make the metaphor of binding extremely explicit. For example, in CTH 761, the Luwian “great ritual,” the practitioner states, “Let them not bind the rì[tual] patient:” followed by a list of evils.\(^70\) CTH 780.II, Allaituraḫhi’s ritual, and CTH 788, Šalašu’s ritual, refer to the patient as “the bound one.”\(^71\) CTH 390.D not only refers to the patient as “bound,” but is labeled in its colophon the “incantation of binding.” CTH 402, the Ritual of Allī, may include a reference to evil “binding” the patient in two different places.\(^72\) These occur during a sequence where Allī places various colors of wool on the patient’s head

---

\(^{68}\) *Ein hethitisches Entsühnungsritual für das Königs paar Tuthaliia und Nikalmati*, THeth 1 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1971), 95ff.

\(^{69}\) Haas and Thiel (*Die Beschworungsrituale*, 40ff.) consider a metaphorical construct of this fashion, but their consideration is not systematic, being based primarily on Allaituraḫhi and Šalašu’s rituals, both of which use a binding/caging-release metaphor (see below), and their conclusions too general (e.g., “Die hethitische Magie ist von dem Begriffspaar “binden” und “lösen” – Katadesis-Apolysis – bestimmt. Dabei ist die Praktik des Bindens die schwarze Magie schlechthin, die weiße Magie aber ist die Praktik des Lösens” [40]).

\(^{70}\) KUB 32.9++ obv. 7 ni-i-ša-an ḫa-ṛ pī-ti ma-a[l-ḫa-aš-ša-aš-ši-in E]N-an

\(^{71}\) *išhiyan-

\(^{72}\) One passage is very broken, with only *iš* preserved for the verb; Miller suggests *iš*[ḫeškizz], which is quite plausible. The other verb is *ašarešket*, which may mean “bound” or “made white,” depending on the interpretation; see ch. 3 for a more detailed discussion.
and knees, makes it into thread, and winds it around figurines, while stating that she is taking the sorcery from the patient and “giving it back to its owner” (see ch. 3 for a detailed analysis of this text), in this case in the form of binding them. A similar passage appears in the fourth ritual of CTH 416, where the Old Woman wraps the king and queen’s fingers with thread, removes it, and tells a figurine to “Take the pain, woe, and anxiety of the king and queen.”

Though the text becomes fragmentary after this, the extant words suggest that she then winds the thread around the figurines. In CTH 780.III, Allaituralḫi’s fragmentary ritual for Šuppiluliyama II, Alaituralḫi cuts a rope in an unfortunately fragmentary way, but the following incantation is mostly preserved:

“Just as I have cut this rope off [...]?, also likewise let the king’s sorcery (and) [...] be cut off,

“and let them no longer rema[in] on his body!”

This can be compared to a passage in Tablet Five of Tunnawiya’s ritual CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, in which she cuts a rope and says, “I am cutting off the evil tongue of the opponents!” Finally, in CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual of domestic quarrel, she makes blue and red wool into thread and places it on the patients’ bodies. Later, she removes it, and even later, she wraps (the same?) blue and red wool around a salamander and tells it to take the “evil tongue” away, which is suggestive of binding, particularly alongside the rites previously cited, but could also simply be a practical way to keep the wool from falling off of a moving salamander.

73 See ch. 1 for further discussion of this passage.
74 KUB 41.21 iv 12’ ki-i-wa GIM-an ŠU.SAR ar-ḫa [...]?
13’ kar-šu-un ŠA LUGAL-ia UH₃-tar i-ia[ ]
14’ QA-TAM-MA ar-ḫa kar-ša-an e-eš-d[u ]

15’ na-at-ši-kán nam-ma NI.TE-šī le-e ḫa₁-[ri]
For edition, see Haas and Wegner, Rituale der Beschwörerinnen I, 160–64.
75 KBo 24.3+ 9 [(i-d)]a-a-lu-un ḫar-pa-na-al-la-āš EME-an kur-aš-ki-mi
For edition and duplicates see Beckman, “Ritual of the Ox,” 43.
salamander. Therefore, nine separate rituals (though two are Allaituraḫḫi’s) attest this explicit metaphor for ensorcellment.

Where physical actions are attested in the above examples, they use thread, rope, or cloth to physically represent the binding. It is therefore tempting to see a binding metaphor whenever similar actions appear. However, the use of thread and of tied cloth is not confined to binding metaphors. For example, in another rite early in the same ritual cited above, Mašṭigga severs a red cloth with a knife and says, “What you quarreled with each other about on that day—

dAndaliya has hereby cut the tongues of those days with a knife.”76 Here, the cloth is not tied to the patient, and the incantation does not say “cut away from you,” so it seems that rather than cutting a metaphorical binding, the cloth simply symbolizes evil and she is destroying it (for more on this, see below). In CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, clean linen is bound to the patient as part of a metaphor of cleaning dirt (=evil) off of them and making them white like the cloth, imposing its cleanliness on the patient (see below). In CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, a band of cloth containing a cleansing agent is wrapped around the patient for the purpose of cleaning the patient off with the dust, while the cloth is part of a larger metaphor within the text (see ch. 3). Physical binding, therefore, may be used for many things. This is what leaves passages like the binding of the patients and the bedroom in CTH 398 unclear: while it seems most likely to me that this rite is part of the tendency to conceive of evil as binding, and to represent that using cloth, it still remains possible that there is some other interpretation. The cloth could be absorbing the evil, as Bawanypeck suggests, or it could be a protective force, similar to the puppy and the dough under the bed.

76 KBo 39.8 i 34 a-pē-da-ni-wa-aš-ma-aš-kán
36 ka-a-[š]a a-pē-d[š]a a-pē-d[š]a UD-aš EMEIL ḫA-a-an-[š]-da-[š]-a-li-ia-aš
37 ḫŠ-TU GIR1 kar-a-[š-t]a
Edited ibid., 65–66.
Another explicit type of restraint is the collar, hobble, or fetter, represented in three different Old Woman rituals, though all are fragmentary. In CTH 788, the ritual of Šalašu, the patient has a fetter (patalḥa) placed on his or her neck, and on his or her right foot; the ritual also includes the incantation, “…free the bound one, release the ca[ged] man from the cage.”

However, unfortunately the text is too fragmentary to make much more of the events. Two even more fragmentary attestations are CTH 474, in which the patient has a collar or chain around his or her neck, and Bo 3330 (CTH 470, “Ritual fragments”) which has not been published in hand copy; however, two lines were quoted by Eichner as reading, “The Old Woman puts one collar around his/her neck in […].” Since they are so fragmentary, it cannot be said that the collars represent evil restraint, but it is possible.

Another metaphor of restraint is found in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, in which the evil is conceived of as pulling the patient like a bowstring. Throughout the ritual it is referred to as “the evil pull,” and in this text, cloth is used as a representation of that metaphor: first ašara-cloth, and then a bowstring, are “pulled” all over the patient so as to “pull away the evil pull.” The metaphor continues in what seems to be the focal rite of the text:

She winds a bowstring around a little tin, and winds it around the ritual patients’ right hand (and) foot.

Then, she takes it off of them and ties it to a mouse. “I have taken the evil away from them, and I have wound it around the mouse. May this mouse take it away to the high mountains, the deep valleys, and the wide roads!”

77 KBo 19.145 iii 45’ iš-ḫi-ia-an-da-an
47’ [ar-ḫ]a tár-ná-at-[tén]
79 idalu ḫuittiyaššar
80 With cognate verb Ḫuittiya- “pull” or “draw.”
She lets the mouse go.\textsuperscript{81}

The tying of the patient’s hand and foot to one another may also suggest a symbolic binding, although the incantation is not explicit. The overall metaphor, however, is symbolized by the bowstring (the tin is not explained). Tying the items to the mouse is reminiscent of CTH 404.1’s salamander; the concept of taking the evil off of the patient and attaching it to an animal, that is, a scapegoat rite, was discussed in ch. 3 and will be addressed further below.

4.3.2: Burdening and covering

The concept of evil or affliction as a burden is also not uncommon in Old Woman texts; we have already seen it in CTH 409.1, in the rite with the \textit{tiyadu}, where the evil is considered to be “loading and burdening” the patient. This concept is also clear in CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual, in which she extinguishes burning plants and says, “Just as I have extinguished this, also let the evil on top of the patients likewise be extinguished!”\textsuperscript{82} In this text, as just noted, the main metaphor for the evil is as something “pulling” the patient, but the idea of evil as an object resting on top of the patient is also invoked. Similarly, in both CTH 398 and CTH 402, items are exhorted to “lift” evil from the patients: in CTH 398 this is the puppy/donkey (see ch. 3), and in Allî’s ritual it is an unclear number of vessels and wax figurines, which are left beside or under the patient’s bed overnight, as Allî says, “Let them lift these things from him on this side! Let

\textsuperscript{81} KUB 9.25+ ii 34 3lu-uš-ša\textsuperscript{1} an NAGGA te-\textit{pu} \textsuperscript{3}iš-tāg-ga-i an-da ḫu-u-\textit{la}\textsuperscript{1} li-i-e-ez-zi
35 na-at-ša-an \textit{A-NA BE-LU-TIM} ku-un-ni \textit{A-NA QA-TI-ŠU} GÎR.\textit{ŠU}\textsuperscript{1} na-a-i

\textsuperscript{36} nam-ma-at-ša-ma-ša-at-ḵān ar-ḫa da-a-i
37 na-at-ḵān \textit{A-NA PÊS.TUR} na-a-i ar-ḫa-wa-aš-ma-aš-kān
38 da-ah-ḫu-un i-da-a-šu nu-wa-ra-at-ḵān \textit{A-NA} \textit{PÊŠ.TUR}
39 ne-eš-ḫu-un nu-wa-ra-at ka-a-aš PÊS.TUR pâr-ga-u-wa-aš HUR.SAG\textsuperscript{MÉŠ} -aš
40 hal-lu-u-wa-aš ḫa-a-ri-ia-a-aš da-a-lu-ga-u-wa-aš KASKAL\textsuperscript{fLTA} -aš pé-e-da-a-û

\textsuperscript{41} nu PÊS.TUR ar-ḫa tar-na-a-i
For the edition, see Christiansen, \textit{Ambazzi}, 44–45.

\textsuperscript{82} KUB 9.25++ ii 7ma-ah-ḫa-an-kān ki-i ki-iš-ta-nu-nu-un i-da-a-lu-ia-kān
8 \textit{A-NA ENMÉŠ-TIM} še-er \textit{QA-TAM-MA} ki-iš-ta-ru
Edited by Christiansen, \textit{Ambazzi}, pp. 42–43.
them lift these things from him on that side! Let them lift these things from [his/her] head! Let them lift these things from his/her bed!” A similar incantation is seen in CTH 409.II/409.IV.458.1, where the scapegoat-donkey is encouraged to “lift” (karap-) the evils from the patient (see ch. 3; more commonly, these animals “conquer” (tarḫ-) the patient’s affliction).

The Old Women sometimes place representations of evil on top of the patient’s body: for example, in CTH 404.1, Mašṭigga’s ritual, she puts anthropomorphic figurines of dough and wood, tongues and hands made of dough, and blue and red wool thread on the patients’ heads, bodies, and at/on their feet. The objects remain there for the next few rites, and then Mašṭigga takes them off, breaks the hands and tongues, waves them over the patient (šer arḫa waḥnu), speaks the incantation “Let that day’s tongues be removed; let that day’s curses be removed!” and throws them in the fire. The anthropomorphic figurines’ role is not clear (perhaps the patients in their role as mutual antagonists?), but the tongues and hands are clearly meant to represent the negative communications between the ritual patients, and it has already been demonstrated that the red and blue wool represent the evil tongues. Placing them all over the patients’ bodies is certainly a symbol of their affliction. Similarly, in CTH 397, Ḫebattarakki’s ritual, two figurines (perhaps representing demons, perhaps sorcerers) are placed on the patient’s shoulders at the beginning of the rite (the only section preserved). Certain examples quoted above regarding “binding” might also fit here: Allī, Mašṭigga, and Tunnawiya all put cloth or

---

83 KUB 24.10 (CTH 402.B) ii 25’ [kešišišišanke-e-ke-an[(du)]
thread on top of patients, which could be representing evil as a burden on the patient’s body rather than, or in addition to, as a restraining force.

Finally, clothing can be used as a representation of evil covering a patient’s body. This is already seen above in CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s Ritual of the River, in which she tears off the black clothing symbolic of the evil affliction. In a similar passage near the end of CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual, the patients themselves throw off the fine garments they are wearing, and the Old Woman takes them; however, there is no incantation attached to this rite to indicate that its function is similar to Tunnawiya’s. In CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, the clothing metaphor is used for sorcery, but only when Allī is turning the sorcery back on the ritual’s antagonist; when referring to the patient, the clothing metaphor is only used with a protective connotation. This is once again similar to CTH 409.I, in the passage at the end when the fruit-bearing tree is said to be “clothed” in fertility.

The above is a comprehensive discussion of all places in the Old Woman corpus that can be convincingly interpreted as conceiving of evil as a restraining or burdening object. One of these concepts is attested in every relatively complete Old Woman ritual: evil as binding is clearly attested in CTH 390, CTH 402 and CTH 416, probably in CTH 398, and possibly in CTH 391, CTH 404.1, and CTH 409.I (as well as in the less-complete CTH 780.II, Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual, CTH 788, Šalašu’s ritual, and other fragments); while evil as a burden is clearly attested in CTH 391, CTH 398, CTH 402, and CTH 404.1, and CTH 409.I. These metaphors were very productive for the Old Women, which is no surprise, since they allowed the evil to be addressed by attaching a physical object to the patient’s body, and then “untying” or “unburdening” the patient by removing it.

4.3.3: Gates and the passing-through rite
The passing-through rite with a gate is another way evil was conceived of as something attached to a patient’s body. It has been treated extensively elsewhere in Hittitological literature;\(^{85}\) as has been noted, its function is made very explicit in Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” where it is supposed to pull evil from the patient’s body as tufts of hair are pulled from animals, as seen above. There are quite a few other rituals with gates of hawthorn and/or alanza(n)-wood: of the Old Woman texts, they are attested in CTH 398, 409.I, 409.II (in the list of ritual items), 418, 433.1, and CTH 490. In several cases, however, the passing-through rites are fragmentary; for example, in CTH 398, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual, enough is preserved to know that there were three gates constructed and at least one was of hawthorn, likely with other items on either side of them, and that the tallow figurine of a puppy was involved in the passing-through rite, but otherwise the text is too fragmentary to make out. In CTH 433.1, one of the rituals for the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag, the gate is of hawthorn, something is bound to it, and there is a kiln on either side, and incantations are spoken, but the text is once again too fragmentary for greater understanding; the rest of the examples are even more fragmentary or opaque.\(^{86}\) In this case, since the function is so closely tied to the form of the thorny gate, it seems relatively safe to assume that in most or all of the fragmentary texts with gates made of hawthorn, evil was similarly being pulled from the patient’s body by the thorns. This is particularly likely given that


\(^{86}\) These are CTH 418, the ritual for if a foreigner commits an offense against the king and queen, breaks off after the king and queen have walked through two hawthorn gates (the text says “two sets of gates,” so there is also a possibility that it is four gates in total), one of the king and one of the queen, with a *kureššar*-cloth also drawn through them; it is unclear if the drawing is part of the rite, or if it is, e.g., laid out for them to walk on. There are again bread-offerings on either side of the gate, and burning log-piles, and also there are nine anthropomorphic figurines in an unpreserved location. The other passing-through-rite in a reasonable state of preservation is CTH 490, which has its own particularities; immediately before the rite with the gates, the ritual patient crawls either through or into and out of a large vessel, accompanied by an extremely short and difficult Hurrian incantation (perhaps something to do with oaths). Then the patient goes through hawthorn gates with birds bound to them, after which the Old Woman smashes the gates and kills the birds, and speaks another very short and untranslatable Hurrian incantation. The ritual with the *palḫi*-vessel is unparalleled anywhere else in the Hittite corpus, and without a better understanding of the accompanying incantation, its meaning will likely continue to escape us. It is likewise unfortunate that the Hurrian incantation after the passing-through rite is so short and difficult, and that the text breaks off immediately afterwards.
Tunnawiya’s explanation about the function of the gate is also attested in three other texts, two disappearing god myths and the festival of the Storm-God of Kuliwišna.87

4.4: Evil as something inside the patient: taking items out of the patient’s body

Sometimes, rather than an item burdening or binding the patient, evil appears as something inside the patient, which must then be gotten out. The physical methods which address this problem are limited; the most common one is spitting. As already discussed in chapter 1, spitting is an action unique to Old Woman rituals. It appears in eleven separate rituals, although in only two of the most complete texts (CTH 404.1 and the fourth ritual of CTH 416). Maštigga’s CTH 404.1 provides an excellent example of the well-known ritual in which the patient transfers evil to a substitute through spitting:

They drive a sheep in, and the Old Woman holds it over the two ritual patrons, and she speaks as follows: “Here is a tarpalli-substitute for you. Let it be a tarpalli-substitute for your bodies: the curses in (its) mouth (and) tongue!” And they spit into its mouth, and she speaks as follows:

“Spit out the evil curses!” And they dig a pit, and slaughter the sheep downward, and then they place it down in (the pit) and they place sweet thick bread down by it. She also libates wine, and they cover it over.88

87 As first noted by Otten; see above n. 48.
88 KBo 39.8 ii 26 nu UDU u-un-na-an-zi na-an-kán MUNUS8 SU.GI A-NA 2 BE-EL ŠÍSKUR
27 še-er e-ep-zi nu ki-iš-ša-an te-ez-zi ka-a-ša-wa-aš-ma-aš
28 tar-pa-al-lī-iš3 nu-wa-aš-Šmaš tu-e-ga-aš tar-pa-al-li-iš
29 Še-eš-tu KAxU1-i EME-i ṣu-ur-ta-a-uš nu-uš-ši-kán iš-ši-Š1
30 an-da al-la-pa-Šaš1-ḫa-an-zu nu ki-iš-ša-an me-ma-i

32 nu te-e-kán pā-da-an-zu nu-ša-n UDU kat-ta-an-da ḫa-at-ta-an-zi
33 nam-ma-an-kán kat-[a]-an-da ti-an-zu nu-uš-ši NINDA.GUR.RA KU7
34 a-wa-an kat-ta ti-an-zi GESTIN-iš-pa-an-ti nu Še-er an-da ap-pa-an-zi
See Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, pp. 73–74, for transliterations and translation. Copy B’s only significant variation is that it has what is probably a BA[BA|R] sign after UDU, indicating that the sheep is white.
The ritual is straightforward (with the possible exception of the meaning of *tarpalli-*; for which see ch. 3): the sheep is declared explicitly to be the vehicle for the patients’ contamination, they spit the curses from their mouths to its, and then it is disposed of down in a pit where the underworld gods are capable of dealing with any evil attached to it, with offerings to smooth the way. The whole sequence is repeated twice more in this text, once with a black sheep, which is burned, and once with a puppy, which is again buried.

There is a question of whether the ritual rids a patient of guilt from the curses they spoke, or negative effects of the curses that were spoken against them, or both. Since the patients appear to be expelling curses from their mouths, and since Maštigga’s two other rituals with clear purpose are for offenders (guilty of bloodshed and striking someone on the head, respectively), the former option seems most likely. On the other hand, the other rituals where the patient clearly spits into an animal’s mouth (CTH 409.II/409.IV/758.1, Tunnawiya’s *taknaz dā*—and attached texts, and CTH 760.II, a very similar text with incantations in Luwian; see ch. 3) purport to combat a long, long list of potential woes, most of which do not seem to be the patient’s fault, and in general, spitting seems to be a metonymic action, in which the spittle represented contamination in the entire body. Tunnawiya’s ritual and CTH 760.II both explicitly state that the patient is spitting out his “pain and woe” (Luwian *ahrān* and *wařran*), as well as divine anger and other people’s “tongues.”

89 Spitting out evil is also seen in the fourth ritual of CTH 416 (and thus was already in use in the Old Hittite period), in which the patients also spit out their “pain

---

89 Spitting into an animal’s mouth does seem to be a ritual of Luwian context, since it is confined to the Maštigga and Tunnawiya corpora, and possibly also to the Old Woman’s “incantation of tongues” in CTH 390 (The final line of the “incantation of tongues,” the only action following the mythological incantation that makes up the bulk of the ritual, is nu-uš-ši-iš-ša-an *I-NA KAxtU-ŠU an-da 3-ŠU al-la-pa-ḫ[i], “And (s)he spits into his/her/its mouth three times” [KUB 7.1 ii 69. Presumably it is the patient doing the spitting, and presumably the owner of the mouth is an animal, but no other information is provided], which is another ritual of clear Luwian context (e.g., Melchert, *The Luwians*, HbOr I/16 [Leiden: Brill, 2003], 21 w.n.23, who also dates the five rituals on this tablet to the Old Hittite period based on linguistic grounds). However, spitting out afflictions is known in central Anatolia from the Old Hittite period, as is clear from CTH 416. For more on the subject of regionalisms in Hittite ritual, see the Introduction.
and woe” (Hittite āī- and wāī-), in this case into a vessel, which is then covered over. This is similar to the second ritual of Maštigga, CTH 404.2, in which the patient spits into a pot, and the Old Woman smashes it. Likewise, in CTH 761, Kuwattalla and Šillalḫu’s šalli anıur, the patient spits onto braided dough, accompanying the standard Luwian incantation about spitting out his or her woes, and the dough is then thrown away. In all of these texts, it seems that spitting performs a metonymic function, where the small part of the patient’s insides that is expelled represents the evil affliction as a whole. However, the fact that these rituals all also address harmful speech should not be ignored; the connection between spitting, the mouth, and “evil tongues” is compelling.

To continue the argument that actions do not always mean the same thing, however, it should be noted that spitting does not always represent the expulsion of evil. In CTH 780.II, Allaiturahḫi’s ritual, the final attestation of spitting in an Old Woman ritual, Allaiturahḫi spits as an expression of belittlement:

She [sa]ys: “I conquered them, the words of the sorcerer. The words [th]at are above, my words conquered them. I have thrown [h]is words back on the sorcerer a second time, I have spat on them, I have trampled them [wi]th (my) feet. May a horse keep urinating (on) them; may an ox keep defecating (on) [them]. Let the person [who] walks all over (them) keep [sp]itting on (them)! Let them [b]e spat on, the words of [sorcery] and the man of sorcery!”

Next, the Old Woman spits once, and [spe]aks t[hus]: “Let the thousand gods keep cursing him, the sorcerer!...”

---

90 J. Lorenz and I. Taş (“Neue Zusatzstücke zur ersten Tafel der Rituale der Frau Allaiturahḫi aus Mukiš,” ZA 101:1 [2012]: 120 n. 16) interpret this as meaning “belonging to this world.”
91 CTH 780.II.Tf01.G (KUB 17.27++) iii 8’ [nu me-m]a-i tar-uḫ-ḫu-na-at-za UḪ-Š Na-aš ṣud-da-a-ar† [ku]-r e ud-da-a-ar†
Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual, therefore, preserves quite a different symbolic act of spitting than the more common one, although once again interpretation is quite straightforward: spitting on the sorcery is an act of disgust and of dominance, symbolizing her victory.

Spitting is also not the only method used to remove evil from inside the body. Other methods include the one attested in CTH 762, fragments of the šallı aniur, in which the Old Woman takes blue wool from the patient’s head (where it must have been placed in the preceding broken section) and puts it in a cup full of honey and olive oil, which seems to fit best with the metaphor of evil as a burden; however, after the Old Woman takes the wool, the patient also tugs out bits of hair, eyebrow, and eyelash, and puts them in the cup along with it. The cup is then set on fire. Unfortunately, this passage is an isolated fragment and more context is unavailable, but the destruction of disposable body parts seems to fit into the same conceptual framework as spitting: that is, part of the infected body metonymically symbolizes the whole of the affliction. In this case, the parts are easily removable: attached to the body, but once they are separated, they are disposable. Spit might be conceived of in the same way. It is also worthwhile here to consider CTH 780.III, Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual for Šupipuliyama II, in which she conceives

\[ \begin{align*} &17 \text{ 'ša} \text{-[ra-a]} \text{z-zi na-at-za am-me-el ud-} \text{r}- \text{da} \text{-na-a-an-te-} \text{eš tar} \text{-[hu]} \text{-e-er} \text{-} \text{1} \\
&18 \text{ ut-tar-[še]} \text{-} \text{et} \text{-} \text{1} 2- \text{e-pá-t} \text{U} \text{H} \text{-na-aš UH} \text{-tar pč-eš-ši-} \text{ia-} \text{nu-} \text{un} \\
&19 \text{ nu-} \text{uš-[m]} \text{a-} \text{aš-kán še-er al-la-pa-aš-} \text{ḫu-} \text{un na-at an-} \text{ř-} \text{da} \text{1} \\
&20 \text{ GÎR-[š]} \text{iš-pá-r} \text{ra-aš-} \text{ḫu-} \text{un na-at-kán ANŠE-aš eš-ḫur-re-eš-[ki-} \text{id-} \text{du} \text{1} \\
&21 \text{ na-[at]-kán GU₃-uš kam-mar-ši-eš-ki-id-} \text{du DUMU.LU₃-U₃-uš-ša-an} \\
&22 \text{ ku-[i]} \text{ši-} \text{še-er ar-} \text{ḫa i-ia-at-ta-ri nu-uš-ša-an še-er} \\
&23 \text{ a-[l]-a-ap-pa-aš-ḫi-iš-ki-id-} \text{du al-} \text{ř-la₃-ap-pa-aš-} \text{ḫa-an-} \text{wa-} \text{ra-at} \text{1} [e]-\text{eš-du} \text{1} \\
&24 \text{ U[H₃-n]a-} \text{aš ud-da-a-ar UH₂₃-na-aš-ša UN-aš} \end{align*} \]

9 'ša₃-[ra-a]z-zi na-at-za am-me-el ud-[eš]da₁-na-a-an-te-[eš] tar₁-[[hu]-e-er₁
10 ut-[še]-et₁ 2-e-pá-t UH₂-na-aš UH₂-tar pč-eš-ši-ia-nu-un
11 nu-uš-[m]a-š-kán še-er al-la-pa-aš-ḫu-un na-at an-ř-da₁
12 GÎR-[š]iš-pá-r-ra-aš-ḫu-un na-at-kán ANŠE-aš eš-ḫur-re-eš-[ki-id-du₁
13 na-[at]-kán GU₃-uš kam-mar-ši-eš-ki-id-du DUMU.LU₃-U₃-uš-ša-an
14 ku-[i]ši-še-er ar-ḫa i-ia-at-ta-ri nu-uš-ša-an še-er
15 a-[l]-a-ap-pa-aš-ḫi-iš-ki-id-du al-ř-la₃-ap-pa-aš-ḫa-an-Œ-ra-at₁ [e]-eš-du₁
16 U[H₃-n]a-š ud-da-a-ar UH₂₃-na-aš-ša UN-aš

17 [nu MUNUSŠ]U.GI EGiR-an-da₁-ŠU al-ř-la₃-[a[p]-pa-aš-ḫi nu k[i-iš-ša-an te-ez]-zi
18 [x-wa-ra-an UH₃-an UN-an LI-IM¹ DINGIRMES ḫur-zā-aš-[ř-kán-du₁

For transliterations and translations, see primarily J. Lorenz and I. Taš, ibid., 120–21, which includes the new join KUB 40.67, though also see V. Haas, “Notizen zu den Ritualen der Frau Allaituraḫḫi aus Mukiš,” AoF 34:1 (2007): 17–21 and 27. Restorations follow Lorenz and Taš. The reading of the partially-broken signs as ūr-zā-aš-[ř-kán-du₁

18 It is possible that this could be due to Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual being part of a Hurrian tradition, as opposed to the Luwian/central Anatolian context of the other rituals.

92 762.3 = KUB 32.5+KUB 32.8 (transliterated by Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, pp. 118ff.)
of the sorcerer possibly attacking the king using (among other things) his spit or his hair.  

Clearly these elements retained a connection to the patient even after they were removed.

Finally, in the most medical-like Old Woman text, Ayatarša’s ritual (CTH 390A), the Old Woman gives a sick child what seems to be a purgative medicine. In this text, it is specifically the child’s innards (Hittite karateš) that are said to be sick, so it is also possible that this was designed to physically address a digestive issue; however, the child is also washed, for example, so metaphor was at work in the text. The child is seated on what seems to be a toilet-seat and then the text breaks off.

The issue of “absorbents” should be taken up once again here, since that interpretation assumes that evil inside the patient is absorbed into the item used. As already discussed in ch. 3, there is no indication that the cloths in CTH 398, the ritual of Ḫuwarlu, are intended to absorb instead of symbolically bind. Grain and dough are hardly ever, to my knowledge, incontrovertibly demonstrated to be absorbents: when used in CTH 398, the grain symbolizes the evil and is roasted and extinguished as an analogy for destroying the evil, and the dough is pressed to the patients’ bodies not to absorb evil from them, but (explicitly in the incantation) to metaphorically sustain them the way grain sustains the lives of humans and animals. Items left in baskets under beds are likewise not absorbents, as has been suggested, in CTH 398, it is bread and dough that are left under the bed, which, given the evidence from this same text, should be

94 See Haas and Wegner, Beschwörerinnen, 160–70, for this text.
interpreted as a rite for sustaining the patients’ strength. In CTH 402, the ritual of Allî, grain and bread are again left under the bed in a basket, again in a text with an incantation about bread dough sustaining people’s lives; alongside them are a bow and arrows, which in this text are symbolic of the hunter-god, who is explicitly a protective force (see the analysis in ch. 3). Therefore, once again, this seems to be sustaining and protective rather than absorbent.  

The impression that they are intended to absorb evil might arise from the fact that they are disposed of at the end of the ritual; however, as a matter of course the Old Women seem to dispose of all of their ritual equipment at the end of a text (an exception is Maštigga, CTH 404.1, who disposes of most things along the way). It seems to me that the idea that ritual equipment might become infected through contact with an infected person is quite different from the idea that a product is meant to absorb evil completely, such that it does not remain inside the patient any longer.

It does seem possible that the complicated dough-mixture that Ḫebattarakki makes in CTH 397 could be intended to absorb evil, since she presses it to the patient’s body and says, “…I am now drawing it (the evil) away from you, and I am throwing it away…” (see below for more analysis of this passage). Likewise, the figurines and the bird-vessel that Allî puts beside the bed in CTH 402 might be intended to absorb evil, since she says, “Let them lift these things from” the patient. In CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual, dough is sprinkled on the patients, and waved over them, to “purify” them; the dough is then thrown in the hearth, which may indicate that it absorbed contamination. However, it might also be a purificatory substance that has lost its pure state by coming into contact with the patient. In fact, none of these instances is conclusive. For the most part, it seems that when evil is conceived of as being inside the body, it

---

97 A similar interpretation can easily be made of the heads of barley and emmer left at the head of the king and queen’s bed in CTH 416 (see ch. 1), although no explicit incantations describe the function of grain in that ritual.
must be extracted using parts of the patient’s actual body, such as spit or hair, rather than through contact with the patient’s skin.

4.5: Evil as dirt: washing, wiping, and cleansing the patient’s body

Another common metaphor for evil in the Old Woman texts is dirt. This can be treated in several ways; the most obvious is of course washing, but Old Women do not often perform this task. There is one passage in CTH 390A where Ayatarša washes the sick child’s mouth, discussed immediately below. There is also a slightly fragmentary section in CTH 458.1 in which the Old Woman pours wine over the patient’s hands over a brazier with small stones on it; judging by the following incantation, part of the point of this exercise is certainly to extinguish the fire as an analogy to the evil. Beyond these two examples, washing seems to be something the Old Woman is unlikely to do herself: in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, the patient is bathed by an anonymous “they,” three times near the end of the ritual. On the other hand, in CTH 398, 404.1, 409.1, 418, 448, 490, 761, and 780, the patients wash themselves; this is also true of separate passages in Ayatarša’s and Allī’s rituals, in which the patients wash themselves in addition to being washed.

However, the Old Women may occasionally sprinkle (papparš-) patients with purificatory substances; Maštigga does this in CTH 404.1, and the text literally states, “The Old Woman takes water and dough, and she sprinkles the water over them, and purifies them. Further, she waves the dough over (šer arḫa wahlmu-) them, and speaks as follows: ‘Be pure again, from the mouth and the tongue!’ And she throws the dough in the hearth.” In CTH 490,

---

99 KBo 39.8 ii 21 nu MUNUSŠU.GI wa-a-tar iš-na-an-na da-a-i na-[at-(ša-ma-aš-kán)]
22 ša-ra-a pa-ap-par-aš-zi³ na-aš šu-up-pi-ia-řaḫ-ḫi³ n[(am-ma-aš-ma-aš-kán)]
23 iš-na-an mc-e-er ar-[[(ḫa)] wa-aš-nu-zi nu ki-iš-ša-an me-ma-i
24 pár-ku-wa-e-eš-wa-aš-ma-aš Š nam-ma³ e-eš-te-en KAxU-it EME-it
25 nu-kán iš-na-an ḫa-aš-ši-i da-a-i
With restorations from KBo 2.3++ (404.1.IIA) i 34’–27’; see Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, p. 73.
the ritual of Aštu, Aštu sprinkles the patient with water from a šuwaru (meaning unclear), speaks an opaque Hurrian recitation, and only then does the patient bathe him- or herself. In CTH 780.I and 780.II, Allaiturahį’s rituals, she sprinkles the ritual buildings with water to purify them (as explicitly stated in the text). In CTH 759, the Old Woman sprinkles wine behind the deity’s altar, but it is possible, if not probable, that this is more in line with an action of offering than of purification.

There are also a few occasions in which the Old Women physically wipe contamination from the bodies of their patients. Probably the most well-known and evocative example of this is in CTH 780.I and 780.II, Allaiturahį’s rituals:

Next, the Old Woman takes two parneški-objects with her two hands, and then runs behind his/her back and seizes him/her, from the head, top to bottom. And she presses all of his/her body parts to hers, and keeps wiping him off while she conjures thus:

“I, the Old Woman, have taken them from him! I have wiped them off of him, I have taken the furious eyes of the land…”

If the parneški- is, in fact, a brush, as Haas suggests, this would be somewhat parallel to a passage in CTH 402, the ritual of Allį, which is unfortunately fairly broken, in which she uses a comb on the patient, although the passage only says, “The comb touches once on each side,” which does not quite suggest the vigorous brushing of Allaiturahį, although the verb šalik- can have an intrusive meaning. Allį’s following incantation says, “I have cut off” the evils from the patient, which perhaps suggests a more aggressive motion than simply touching the comb once to the patient, although it is impossible to say for sure. This would likewise parallel CTH

100 See ch. 3, n. 340, for transliteration.
101 KBo 21.8 (CTH 402.I) iii 13’ ku-e-ez-zi-ia GISGA.ZUM 1-ŠU ša-li-ga
See Mouton, Le Rituel d’Allį, 218.
102 The duplicate B reads only ANA GISGA.ZUM šaliga (ibid.), “she touches the comb,” which only confuses the issue more.
409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” where the MUNUS SUHUR.LÁL combs the figurine of the patient while Tunnawiya recites, “I am wiping all of the body. Let the evil, uncleanliness, sorcery, spellcasting, anger of the gods, (and) fear of the dead be combed down from him/her!”103 and the patient bathes him- or herself in the river. Another example of wiping, this time with a substance rather than a tool, is in CTH 404.1, Maštigga, in which she wipes the patients’ bodies off using a plant of the Sun-deity, which she first names tiwariya (untranslatable), followed by the incantation, “Let the evil words of the mouth (and) the tongue be wiped off of you both!”104 These instances are once again fairly straightforward examples of a physical, real-world cleaning as a metaphor for ridding the patient of evil that has likewise been defined with the metaphor of dirt. A slightly different example can be seen in CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, in which Tunnawiya has a puppy lick the evil off the patient’s body.

There are some instances where the cleaning is more symbolic, such as the passage in CTH 398, Ḥuwarlu’s ritual, discussed in ch. 3, where the Old Woman makes a ball of soapwort and presses it all over the king and queen’s bodies, as well as to the threshold and the door-bolt of the building, with the incantation, “Just as this soap cleans stained linens, and they become white, likewise let it also clean the bodies of the king, the queen, and the royal children, (and) the palace complex!”105 A similar action and incantation appear in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, in which she seems to be wrapping a cleansing dust in a braid of cloth before applying it to the patient (see ch. 3 for a fuller analysis of this passage). The same analogy appears also in CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, but with the cloth as the focal object rather than the cleansing agent: she wraps linen around the patient and says, “Just as the washermen make [this] linen plain, and

103 See above n. 45 for transliteration.
104 KBo 39.8 iv 19 kat-ta-wa-ra-aš-ma-aš-kán wa-ar-ša-an
20 e-eš-tu r2l-da-a-lu ud-d[a]-r2l-ar KAxU-aš EME-aš
See Miller, Kizzuwatna Rituals, 102–103, for the edition.
105 See above ch, 3, note 49, for transliteration.
purge the lint [from] it, and it becomes white, likewise may the gods purge the evil inan-sickness from this person’s body!"\textsuperscript{106}

The final type of cleansing is focused, once again, on the patient’s mouth. In CTH 390’s “incantation of tongues,” the patient’s tongue is smeared with beer-wort, anointed with ghee, and wiped off with honey, explicitly for the purpose of “cleansing” (ša(n)h-) it. Similarly, in CTH 433.2, a ritual for the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag, the Old Woman puts fat-bread (sweet bread mixed with sheep fat) into the mouths of the augurs, as well as placing some before the deity, and says, “O Tutelary Deity of the Hunting-Bag and Heptad:

“Once more throw away evil, anger, and sullenness! Let the fat-bread lie once more in their mouths, and let oil flow forth from their mouths! If some augur has said an evil word before the god, or some (augur) has angered you,

“let their mouths be wiped clean by the fat-bread.”\textsuperscript{107}

Then she throws the fat-bread that was before the deity into the fire, and the augurs take it from their mouths and throw it in the fire. The concept here is clear: the augurs’ mouths have been contaminated by something they said or did (such that their predictions are negative), and now the mouths are being cleansed (so that they may make positive predictions again). Finally, in CTH 759, the dupaduparša-ritual, the Luwian incantations strongly suggest a similar action with the theme, “Let the curses become oil and honey,” though the fragmentary text does not preserve any corresponding actions. In all of these cases, contact with the mouth is directly related to the problem of evil words, whether coming from someone else (as seems to be the case in CTH

\textsuperscript{106} KUB 9.25++ ii 26 [ki-i-kâ]n GADA-an ma-ah-ḫa-an LÜ,ME\$ AZLAG ta-an-na-ra-an
27 [an-ni-ia]-an-zi nu-uš-ši-kán SIG ma-ri-iš-ši-in
28 [ar-ḫa] pár-ku-nu-wa-an-zi na-at ūar-ki-iš-zi
29 [ke-e-e]-l-ma an-tu-ḫa-ša-aš i-da-a-lu i-na-an DINGIR ME\$ 
Edited by Christiansen, \textit{Ambazzi} pp. 44–45.

\textsuperscript{107} See ch. 3, n. 77, for transliteration.
416), or coming from the patient (in CTH 433.1). One exception to this may be in CTH 390A, Ayatarša’s ritual, in which she washes the child’s mouth before pouring in her purgative medicine; there is no indication in the preserved portions of this text that the child’s sickness has been brought on by evil words.

4.6: Evil as something separate from the body

There are some rites where evil is metaphorically considered to be a separate object, not necessarily inside or on the patient’s body. That object is then destroyed or rendered inert, or its qualities invoked in some way, and the action or qualities are transferred to the evil (usually by means of an incantation; for more on this topic, see ch. 3). These objects are sometimes already-existing items (e.g., fire, pots, cloth), but may also be figurines constructed specifically for the purpose of the ritual, often by the Old Woman during the ritual proceedings.

One of the common metaphors for evil during these rites is fire. A representative example can be found at the very beginning of CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi:

I pour $\text{Giš huwalli}^{108}$ into a red DILIM.GAL-vessel. I pour $\text{halki-}$ and $\text{karaš-}$grains on top, and they roast them. I extinguish the $\text{Giš huwalli-}$ with water, and I say:

“Just as I have extinguished these things, likewise may the evil above the patients be extinguished!”$^{109}$

The metaphor of extinguished fire $\rightarrow$ extinguished evil has already been seen several times in ch. 3. The same fire metaphor is also found in CTH 398, CTH 324, CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, and possibly in Tablet 5 of CTH 780.II, Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual (quite fragmentary, and the incantation is in Hurrian, and very opaque). Fire makes for an excellent ritual metaphor: it is easily characterized as harmful, and also easily and visibly conquered.

---

$^{108}$ Meaning unclear, although the determinative suggests it is a type of wood. Christiansen (Ambazzi, 86–89, with an extensive summary of previous discussion) suggests juniper-wood, while Haas (Materia, 288) suggests charcoal.

$^{109}$ Transliterated in Christiansen, Ambazzi, p. 34.
Another possible metaphor is evil as a vessel of some kind, which may be smashed. For example, in CTH 404.1, the ritual of Mašṭigga, she takes seven vessels, fills them with wine, olive oil, honey, dates, raisins, sinew, salt, and tallow. She then pours them into the hearth, and smashes them, while reciting the incantation, “May they shatter—the vessels together with the mouth (and) tongue!”¹¹⁰ The “mouth” and “tongue” represent the curses the patients spoke to one another. A few paragraphs later in the ritual, Mašṭigga waves a pot over the patients’ heads and puts a bowl at their feet, and she says, “Here, the pot is a tarpalli-substitute for your head, (and) here is the bowl: you will crack all the words with your feet!”¹¹¹ She smashes the pot, and the patients smash the bowl with their feet, and she says, “Let them break—all the words and the curses!” (For tarpalli-substitutes, see ch. 3.) A similar passage is found in CTH 788, Šalašu’s ritual, in which Šalašu waves (šer arḫa waḥnu) a vessel over the patient and says, “Like the ḫupuwai-vessel let them shatter,” followed by a fragmentary list of evils, “let them shatter like the ḫupuwai-vessel!”¹¹² The following sentence is broken, but one can assume she or the patient smashes the vessel. Vessels are likewise smashed without preserved incantations in CTH 390A, Ayatarša’s ritual, and CTH 761, the Luwian “Great Ritual.” The cathartic ritual force of smashing dishware should be easily understood.

Sometimes, rather than vessels, the evil is represented with a figurine. In Hittite ritual thought, evil was often conceived as “tongues,” which represented the curses, sorcery, or harmful speech that the ritual was addressing. “Tongue” is a general term for harmful speech in Hittite ritual (see, for example, Tunnawiya’s list of harmful forces including “tongues” of

¹¹⁰ See ch. 3, n. 157 for transliteration.
¹¹¹ See ch. 3, n. 250 for transliteration.
¹¹² The Hittite in this passage is quite broken, but for once it may be confidently restored based on the Hurrian; see M. Giorgieri, “Die erste Beschworung der 8. Tafel des Salašu-Rituale,” in General Studies and Excavations at Nuzi 10/2, ed. D.I. Owen and G. Wilhelm, Studies on the Civilization and Culture of Nuzi and the Hurrians 9 (Bethesda: CDL Press, 1998), 71–86, for a detailed transliteration, translation, and commentary; see also D. Campbell, Mood and Modality in Hurrian, Languages of the Ancient Near East 5 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2015), 142, for a similar translation.
various people, above), and the evil resulting from this speech could therefore be concretized as a figurine of an actual tongue. These figurines may be made of dough, wax, clay, iron, or lead, and are present in CTH 402, CTH 404.1, 404.2, and 404.4, CTH 409.1, CTH 416, CTH 760.II, and several ritual fragments, although the actions toward them are not always well-preserved or understandable. The purpose of tongues is clearest in Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel, CTH 404.1, in which she makes tongues of dough, wax, and clay. Throughout the ritual, they are placed on and near the ritual patients, removed (see above), and ultimately twisted, broken, burned, and fixed with pegs, to symbolize the defeat of the ritual patients’ evil words toward each other. Other attestations are more difficult: for example, in CTH 416, iron tongues are put in the king and queen’s mouths, but whether they symbolize sorcery from outside or misguided speech from the king and queen themselves is unclear (see ch.1). In CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, the leather hunting-bag is full of tongues, but its purpose and usage is not very clear, and the text is fragmentary at that point, making interpretation more difficult. In CTH 409.1, tongues are held over the ritual patient, but the incantation is not written out on the tablet. The other attestations are even more fragmentary and difficult.

Evil omens could be made into figurines; in CTH 393, the ritual of the augur’s mother Anniwiyanni, they are made into birds (in which the birds are buried out on the steppe), and this parallel may perhaps be applied to CTH 398, the ritual of Ḫuwarlu, above: the omens are given some form as figurines, not specified, and put in a vessel of oil along with a figurine of (probably) a donkey to defeat them. In KBo 41.42 (CTH 470, ritual fragments), divine “angers” are made into figurines, but the text is fragmentary and there is unfortunately no indication of what they look like or what happens to them. Other, miscellaneous forms for evil can be found in, e.g., CTH 780.II, Allaiturahḥi (she kicks over clay vessels and unravels a rope: “the sorcerer

113 Also see Mouton, “Sorcellerie,” 113–14 for a discussion of “evil tongues” and evil speech as sorcerous method.
built up sorcery like a tower; he twined it together like a rope...I have toppled his sorcerous words like a tower; I have unraveled them like a rope”\(^{114}\). In Maštigga’s ritual against domestic dispute, CTH 404.1, she erects ḫuwaši-stones, which are likened to the evil words, and the patrons knock them over.

In some cases, the concretized evil is not destroyed. Rather, some metaphorical action is performed on an item, and an analogy is invited. In these cases, there is often a clearer connection between the item and the problem; for example, in CTH 759, the dupaduparša-ritual, the Old Woman pours a combination of wine, sesame oil, and honey down through a complicated setup of receptacles (some of which are sieve-like, allowing the liquid to pass through), over cracked grain resting inside a reed container, while she recites (in Luwian): “The one who spoke hirut- and cursed (the patient): Let the wine, honey, and [sesame?] oil flow! Let them [bec]ome oil (and) [honey]: the tapāru-curse, the [hir]ūt-curse, (and) the [tatarriyamman-curse] of the dead (and) the livi[ng, …]”\(^{115}\)

We seem to see something similar in CTH 450, the royal funerary ritual.\(^{116}\) This ritual makes extensive use of agricultural imagery, best attested in Day 7,\(^{117}\) where straw or chaff is burned; in Day 8, where “the pig diverts water” (see below), and a “meadow” is cut (see below); in Day 9, which is quite fragmentary but seems to be about churning butter; in Day 10, which features a plow and a threshing-floor; perhaps in Day 11, which is only attested in the outline and features something untranslatable for a male death and a flower for a female death; in Day 12, in which a grape-vine is cut; and in Days 13 and 14, which feature some kind of ground-dwelling

\(^{114}\) For transliteration, see ch. 3 n. 330.
\(^{115}\) For transliteration, see ch. 3 n. 159.
\(^{116}\) Entitled, in Hittite, šalliš waštašiš, “great wrong,” and therefore well in line with the Old Women’s function of addressing supernatural problems.
\(^{117}\) It should be noted that the contents of Day 3 are disputed (see ch. 3n139), Day 4 is extremely fragmentary, and Days 5 and 6 are not preserved at all.
birds (lahanza or MUŠEN HURRI, depending on the season). Most of these actions are somehow fragmentary, but the Old Woman is certainly involved with the straw (she brings the ashes to the deceased), and speaks incantations concerning the pig and the meadow on Day 8. When the plow is burned on Day 10, she again disposes of the ashes, and the Old Woman’s liturgy tablet (KUB 39.41) preserves a fragmentary incantation about the plow and the threshing; there is also another very fragmentary incantation featuring a heap of something, feeding, and an ox on this tablet; these actions are not preserved in the main text. A very fragmentary incantation on Day 12 is identical to parts of her incantations on Day 8. The contents of the incantations suggest that these items are intended to provide the royal personage with plenty in the afterlife; for example, on Day 8, a piece of field is cut and the Old Woman holds the turf with a bread-offering to the Sun-God, and says, “Also, Sun-God, have this meadow made right for him/her! Let no one take (it) from him/her (or) sue! Let the oxen and sheep, horses, (and) mules graze on this meadow for him!”118 These items are disposed of in the place where heads of oxen and horses have already been burned. The incantations seem to be concerned with setting the royal personage up appropriately in the afterlife. In this case, therefore, the incantations are imposing positive physical objects onto a noncorporeal/divine space: using a physical piece of turf to create a divine meadow in the afterlife.

4.6.1: Evil as an invader

Evil can also be conceived of as something encroaching on the patient, to be protected against; the figurine of the puppy in CTH 398, placed on the palace door to guard against evil throughout the night, is one example of this. Another can be found in Maštigga’s ritual against

118 KUB 30.24+ ii 1 ku-un-na-wa-aš-ši Ú.SAL-LAM ḪI.A UTU-uš a-a-ra i-ia-an ḫar-ak
2 nu-wa-ra-aš-si-iš-ša-an šar-ri-iz-zi ḫa-an-na-ri le-e
3 ku-iš-ši nu-wa-aš-si-kán ke-e-da-ni A-NA Ú.SAL GUḪI.A UDḪI.A ia
4 ANŠ.E.KUR.RAḪI.A ANŠ.E.GIR.NUN.NAḪI.A ū-š-e-ed-du
domestic quarrel, CTH 404.1, in which a piglet is killed with the analogy that it will no longer see the sky, or other piglets, and “Likewise, also let the evil curses not see these ritual patients!”\(^{119}\) the curses are now unable to find the patient from wherever they might be, wandering around. Similarly, in CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, there is the analogy to the newborn puppy: “Just as this puppy’s eyes are stuck together, and it has not yet seen the sky, and it has not (even) already seen its mother’s teat”—she calls the person she is treating by name—“also let the evil day, the short year, the anger of the gods, and the tongue of the panku not ever see this person’s [vig]orous knee [amon]g their twelve body parts!”\(^{120}\) Another possible example of this appears in the extremely fragmentary CTH 435, the ritual to the Sun-God, in which the Old Woman asks that the patient be “covered,” “encircled,” and “girded,” though the text is too broken to discover with what, but the actions appear to be protective.

4.7: Sorcerers

One clear example of evil as something separate from the patient’s body is that of an evil person: a sorcerer. The Old Women’s specialty in defeating sorcerers has already been discussed in ch. 3; however, now it can be seen that their methods are essentially identical to how they address any other inaccessible evil. Most commonly, they make anthropomorphic (šena-) figurines out of clay, dough, wax, or fat. These figurines represent the sorcerer, and are the

---

\(^{119}\) KBo 39.8 ii 47 nu ku-u-ša
48 BE-EL SISKUR i-da-a-[(la-u-e-eš)] ḫu-ur-ta-uš QA-TAM-MA
49 le-e ū-[wa-an]-zi
With restorations from KBo 2.3+ (404.1.II.A) ii 1–2; see Miller, *Kizzuwatna Rituals*, 76–77.

\(^{120}\) KBo 9.125+HT 6 i 21’ ka-a-aš-ma UR.TUR ma-aḫ-ḫa-an IGI\(^{119}\) (wa an-da)] da-me-in-kán-za na-a-ū-i ne-pi-iš a-u[(š-z)]
22’ na-a-ū-i-ma ta-ga-an-zi-pa-[n] a-uš-zi na-a-ū-i-ma-za an-na-aš
23’ ti-i-ta-an ḫu-u-da-a-[k] a-uš-zi

\(^{219}\) [n]u an-ni-eš-ki-iz-zi ku-[n an-t]u-ḫa-ša-an na-an-kán ŠUM-ŠU te-ez-zi
25’ [k]u-u-un-na-an-ud-ak [a]-a-[n] i-da-a-unu UDim ma-ni-in-ku-wa-a-an-za MU\(^{119}\)-za
26’ [DING]IR\(^{119}\)-aš kar-pi-iš pa-[a-na]-w-a-aš EME-aš le-e ku-wa-pi-ik-ki a-uš-zi
27’ [A-N]1 12 UZ\(^{119}\)-[I]R\(^{119}\)-[ma]-i-an-da-an gi-nu-uš-[ši]-i-ši
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subject of analogic magical acts; for example, as seen in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī, the sorcery
is turned back on its caster by Allī wrapping different colors of threads around a figurine to send
the effects back to him or her. In that case, there are different figurines prepared for whether the
sorcerer is a man or a woman, one male, one female. In CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “ritual of the
river,” figurines of the sorcerer are made of wax and fat, and melted, with an incantation to
transfer this effect onto the sorcerer as well (see above). A similar situation can be seen in CTH
760.II, in which the Old Woman takes two figurines and holds them up to the Sun-God, libates,
and says (in Luwian):

“Give them to the lord […] of the sun\textsuperscript{121}: the enemies, the vengeful ones, the lords
of the words (and) of spells, of taparu-words, of tatariyamman-words, (and) of hirut-
words, the ones who enslaved him/her, who distrained him/her, the patient, (and his/her)
figure, mīśan-body part, bone, ḫalhalzani-body part, strength, mobility, eyelash,
eyebrow, (and) divine path (i.e., fate).

“If (s)he is alive, let the Sun-God deliver him/her up. If (s)he is dead, then let the
Sun-Goddess of the Earth deliver him/her, the lord of tatariyaman and hirut.”\textsuperscript{122}

---

\textsuperscript{121} Melchert and Yakubovich both interpret this odd and broken apparent divine name (note the lack of a DINGIR!) as a vocative, as does Starke (see also the parallel he cites, \textsuperscript{4}Huwaššanna BELIYA tiwaliya, \textit{Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte}, p. 152 n. 49) but I think the passage as a whole makes much better sense if it is interpreted as a dative, which is formally identical in any case.

\textsuperscript{122} KUB 35.45 ii 18 x x EN-ia ti-wa'-a-ʃi 1-ia pi-ʃa 1-ia LÙ.KÛR\textsuperscript{MES}-in-ʃa 1
21 EN\textsuperscript{MES}-an-za ku-aš-an ša-ša-ha-ni-šš-ša-at-ta ku-i-ša-an
22 ip-pa-tar-ri-ša-at-ta EN ṢIŠKUR 1-aš-ši-in ALAM-ša mi-i-ša-an-za
23 ḫa-aš-ša ḫal-ḫa-ni-in ū-wa-ra-an-na-ḫi-ša i-ū-na-ḫi-ša
24 la-zi-in ku-wa-an-na-ni-in ma-aš-ša-na-al-li-in KASKAL-an

26 ma-a-na-aš ū-la-an-ti-š a-an ti-ia-ʃa ma-aš-ši-iš UTU-za da-ra-š-la
27 ta-ta-ri 1-ia-am-na-aš-ši-in ḫi-wa-ta-aš-ši-in EN-an
See also Starke, \textit{Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte}, 152–53.
Following this, the old Woman sets the šena-figurines at the patient’s feet, places the beer at the offering-table, and then begins some kind of action with red and [blue?] wool which unfortunately breaks away almost immediately. However, it is clear that the figurines are meant to represent the evil person or people.

However, this does not mean that anthropomorphic figurines must always represent a sorcerer: figurines may also be substitutes for the ritual patient. For example, in CTH 404.3, Maštigga’s ritual against bloodshed, two figurines are made of dough, placed before the deity Apritta, and declared to be substitutes (tarpalli-) for the offender; they are then broken into pieces. Substitute-figurines are also treated in CTH 448.2, before the living human substitutes are brought out, but the incantation over them is not written on the tablet and their ultimate disposal is not included/preserved. There are also small figurines of deities (to be distinguished from statues that might be present in a temple, which may also be found in Old Woman rituals such as e.g. CTH 439, the ritual for Anzili and Zukki); for example, in CTH 434, the ritual against an evil fate-goddess, there is a small figurine of the “evil fate-goddess of naming” (perhaps the one named in the ritual? or perhaps one who has named the ritual patient, i.e., designated him as destined for an evil fate?), which is dressed in women’s clothes. Likewise, in Allaituraḫḫi’s model garden, she sets up small figures of the Sun-Goddess of the Earth and other deities, although the ultimate treatment of the divine figurines in either of these rituals is not preserved.

In addition to figurines not always representing sorcerers, sorcerers were not always represented by figurines. As already noted in ch. 3, nonhuman metaphors could be used for human antagonists. In CTH 458.1, the same analogy that has already been quoted more than once, of an extinguished fire, is used, only instead of “the evil” being likewise extinguished, it is the enemy. In CTH 759, the Luwian dupaduparša-ritual, the sorcerer is a reed vessel, which is
crushed while the Old Woman recites, “Whoever carries out evil on the ritual patron, let the gods break him like 123 pieces of reed…” 124 In CTH 418, arrows are placed face-down in a vessel, and the Old Woman says, “May the gods likewise hurl the foreigner who committed an offense against the king and queen face-down!” 125 Note that in these last two examples, divine aid is called upon in addition to the analogic force of the ritual act.

4.8: Disposal

We have already seen disposal in Old Woman rituals: in the case of evil being a vessel that is smashed, a fire that is extinguished, or a figurine that is destroyed, the evil is disposed of during the course of the act. In the scapegoat rituals (see ch. 3), disposal is accomplished during the course of the rite as well: the animal is killed and buried, burned, or driven away, taking the evil with it.

However, in the most complete rituals, there is usually (CTH 391, CTH 398, CTH 402, CTH 409.I, and CTH 416) a point where most of the items used in the ritual are disposed of all at once. Sometimes they are not listed: CTH 391 just states that Ambazzi pours out the kuptar (i.e., the remains or garbage), without saying what specifically is included or where it goes. Similarly, Alli’s ritual, CTH 402, has two disposal rites, and in one, the items being disposed are called the “ritual implements” (aniuraš KIN^H.I.A), which are buried in the earth and fixed in place with pegs, while in the other (extremely fragmentary) rite, they are again called kuptar. At least in the first rite, however, Alli’s incantation explicitly states that she is burying the sorcery, to be held in place by the dark earth forever. In CTH 398, the items are listed: the roasted seeds, the bread and

---

123 This is in my opinion the most likely meaning of this word, particularly in this context; Yakubovich (“The reading of Luwian ARHA and Related Problems,” Allorientalische Forschungen 39:2 (2012): 327ff.) has suggested that it may instead be an intensifier.

124 KUB 9.6+ iii 25 ku-iš-tar ma-al-ḫa-aš-ša-aš-ša-an-za-an EN-ia
26 a-ad-du-wa-la a-an-ni-ti a-an DINGIR^{M}š-in-zi
27 a-ḫa na-a-ta-at-ta ta-ta-ar-ḫa-an-du
See Yakubovich, ibid., and Starke, Die keilschrift-luwischen Texte, 115.

125 See ch. 3, note 151, for transliteration.
the grain, the balls of various substances, and the cloth are all poured out onto the steppe to be left for carrion animals. Not included are the Old Woman’s basket or the knife she (presumably) used to cut off the cloth earlier in the rite, so it seems as though her tools are exempt from disposal. (The puppy of tallow and the live puppy are also not included; however, they are brought out onto the steppe and used in the second half of the ritual, where it seems as though the live puppy is sacrificed.) In CTH 409.I, there is a similar list of items—the combs, the šarra-, the eagle’s wing, the clothing, the šena-figurines—that are dumped in the river, but the list also includes the kuptar, which could include anything else. At least two of the animals used in the ritual, interestingly, are burned instead; therefore, it seems as though in general, animals are disposed of separately from objects. (There are no animals used in Allī’s ritual, except during the sacrificial meal at the end. Ambazzi’s ritual includes the scapemouse, which is released, as well as offerings.) In CTH 416’s first two rites (the only ones with the endings preserved), only the clay figurines and the cups used in the rituals are disposed off; they are buried and in the better-preserved second rite, fixed in place with pegs with an incantation similar to Allī’s, equating the buried items with the evils removed in the ritual and appealing to the gods to keep them away in the future.

These disposals happen at specific moments during the ritual. In CTH 391, the kuptar is poured out after all of the rites to draw out evil have been done, just before the offering-sequence (which happens in “a different place”). In 398, the items are disposed of after they leave the palace, as they arrive on the steppe for the second half of the rite, and once again precedes an offering-sequence. In CTH 402, there are two disposals; one immediately follows the long sequence of various-colored wool, and precedes an offering-sequence asking that the patient be protected and the sorcery remain fixed in the ground and not come back; the second, very
fragmentary sequence, comes at the very end of the ritual, right before the patient bathes and they have the sacrificial meal. In CTH 416, disposal also happens at the end of each individual rite and is followed by a sacrificial meal. In CTH 409.I, on the other hand, the disposal happens right before the passing-through rite with the gates of the hawthorn and alanza(n)-wood—though these are followed by offerings. It seems, therefore, that disposals are required before offering-sequences, which is understandable from several perspectives: (1) that the impurity needs to be gone from the vicinity of the participants before they entreat the gods; (2) that appeal to the gods is a punctuating final moment in the ritual (or in a specific section of the ritual), and disposal is the last thing that needs to be done for the removal of contamination, and therefore logically precedes offering; (3) that the gods’ help is particularly required to keep the evil from returning, and so offerings are most needed at the moment when the removal of evil seems to have been accomplished (perhaps best-supported by the incantations in CTH 402 and CTH 416); (4) that disposal marks the last moment of the Old Woman’s own personal physically-based ritual skills, which (as noted in ch. 3) do not often involve appeals to the deities, and therefore once she is finished, the deities may be called upon without interrupting her own work. Any or all of these considerations may be at work in this ritual structure.

There is one final well-preserved rite to consider, and that is CTH 404.1, Maştigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel. This text is an exception. Maştigga’s ritual happens next to a hearth, and she disposes of her ritual implements as she is finished with each one; e.g., she takes a fish, recites an incantation that analogizes the fish’s removal from the sea with the curses’ removal from the ritual patients, and then throws the fish into the hearth. The disposal is not part of the analogy; she does not say, “Just as this fish is destroyed, so let the evil likewise be destroyed.” Throwing the fish in the hearth at the end of the rite is disposal of a ritual implement
similar to those seen in the rituals above, and this is how Maštigga punctuates many of her individual rites, all throughout the text. There is no larger disposal rite at the end of Maštigga’s text—just as there is no larger sacrificial rite, only smaller offerings throughout. Maštigga’s ritual, therefore, does not share the larger structural similarities seen in CTH 391, CTH 398, CTH 402, and CTH 409.I. This may be true of other, less-complete rituals as well; for example, in the fragmentary CTH 418, the ritual for if a foreigner commits an offense against the king and queen, there is a disposal of *kuptar* (placed in a small pot and buried on the steppe), which is followed by a passing-through rite and an offering sequence—however, at the very end of the text, after a long break, there is another “pouring out” of evil, after which there is the analogy where arrows are turned face-down into a vessel, and the Old Woman says, “May the gods likewise hurl the foreigner who committed an offense against the king and queen face-down!” Only then does the text end. None of the complete rituals has a final analogic rite, after the last sacrificial meal. Another departure from this structure is seen in CTH 433.2, the ritual to cleanse the augurs, in which the Old Woman places fat-bread in the augurs’ mouths and lays it before the tutelary deity, speaks her incantation to wipe the augurs’ mouths clean with the fat-bread, and then disposes of it in the hearth; this is not followed by an offering-sequence, but is rather reminiscent of Maštigga’s disposal as she goes. Therefore, it seems as though there was a structure to some of the Old Woman rituals, seen in the rites of Ambazzi, Allī, Ḫuwarlu, and Tunnawiya (note that there is no geographical or linguistic consistency among these texts), but it was not a rigid requirement.

4.9: Offerings

Offerings to the gods are part of every single Old Woman ritual. Breaking bread and pouring libations are the most common acts of sacrifice, followed by killing a sheep or a goat, 

---

126 See ch. 3 for transliteration.
cooking it, offering parts of it (usually the liver and heart) to the gods, and having a meal. As noted above, there also seem to be structural requirements for offerings in some texts. CTH 391, for example, contains a sequence of three nearly-identical rituals, addressed to three different deities. There is no offering at the beginning of the text; however, the practitioner pours a libation for the new deity at the beginning of the second and third ritual, perhaps to switch gears. The main offerings, however, are at the end of each ritual: a meal, where breads and parts of a cooked goat are arranged on foliage for several gods, including the divinity on whom the ritual is focused, and bits of precious metals and stones poured out. The offerings are accompanied by incantations to obtain the divinity’s goodwill.

CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River,” is similarly bracketed by offerings. At the beginning of the ritual, just after the list of ritual materials, she goes to collect the final necessary items, clay from the river and the spring. She offers bread, cakes with fat, and wine to DINGIR.MAḪ of the river-bank and to the spring. There follow the ritual actions, and at the end of the ritual, she returns to the river and the spring with offerings of thanks. Next are bread- and libation-offerings and appeals to the Sun-God to help the ritual patron in the future, and then a similar sequence of offerings as in CTH 391, with bread, cheese, beer or wine, and a cooked sheep and a lamb, with a meal and drinking to the river-goddess, dMAḪ of the river-bank. Insofar as it is complete, CTH 416, the Old Hittite ritual for the royal couple, seems also fairly similar: although none of the three rituals whose beginnings are preserved start with offerings, all three of the rituals with preserved endings end with offerings. Though one is somewhat fragmentary, and none of them are as detailed in their descriptions as CTH 391 or CTH 409, the sequences seems similar, with bread, libations, and a sheep slaughtered for a meal, with parts offered to the gods.
At first, CTH 402 seems slightly different; there are no offerings at the beginning, but there are offerings midway through the text, as well as at the end. However, the ritual does begin with a verbal appeal to the Sun-God for help, although it is not accompanied by offerings. In addition, it is clear that—similar to CTH 391 and CTH 416—the mid-ritual offerings punctuate the end of one set of ritual actions and the beginning of another. After Allē performs the action with the woolen threads wrapped around figurines and disposes of all of the ritual equipment in the ground (see above), she breaks bread for chthonic deities, for the Sun-God, and for deities of the road and the gate (to keep sorcery from coming in along those paths, judging from the preserved parts of the accompanying incantations). Then she smashes a vessel (to indicate finality?), and then they come in from the steppe to the ritual patron’s home, where she begins the next set of ritual actions, which involve putting things under the patron’s bed. The offerings mark a change of method and of location, and even somewhat of purpose: the first set of actions is focused primarily on transferring the sorcery back to the sorcerer, while the second is focused on protecting the patient. Once this second series is over, there is another (quite fragmentary) disposal of ritual implements, ritual bathing, and then a major offering, once again with a lamb cooked, and parts of it offered (along with bread) to the Sun-god. The text follows this offering sequence with, “[Whe]n they have finished the treatment of the wax figurines…” (one of the pieces of the equipment) and then goes into a final set of offerings, which again involves a sheep slaughtered and cooked with bread and libations, this time for DINGIR.MAḪ of the river-bank. Therefore, it seems as though the first set of offerings is the final act of the ritual conducted in the house, and the second set of offerings punctuates the entire ritual contained in the text.

CTH 398, the ritual of Ḫuwarlu, is similar. There is no offering at the beginning; however, there is again a change of location, this time from the house to the steppe. After all the
ritual items used in the house are disposed out on the steppe, there is a fragmentary sequence of offerings involving bread and libations arranged on foliage and a slaughtered goat. There follows a passing-through rite with a hawthorn gate, and other fragmentary actions, then ritual bathing, and finally offerings of bread and various (aromatic?) plants to the Sun-God. In this case, two sets of offerings, one for the second half and one for the entire ritual, do not seem to have been necessary.

CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel, as noted above under “Disposal,” is noticeably different. Rather than offerings punctuating the end of major sections of the ritual, there are ongoing offerings throughout the text. There is an offering of bread, cheese, and wine at the beginning accompanying an appeal to the Sun-God for help with the ritual, but no offering at all at the end. In addition, there is no meal at all; instead, animals are used in this ritual as vehicles for disposal: when evil is transferred from the patient to the animal, it is either buried or burned in its entirety, and offerings of bread, wine, and (when the black sheep is burned) honey and olive oil are made into the pit or hearth where it is deposited. Although it is not made specific, based on the other rituals, it seems most likely that these offerings are to encourage whatever divinities are inhabiting the place the evil has gone (clearly down into the netherworld, in the case of the pits; perhaps up into the sky with the smoke, when they are burned?) to deal with it and keep it from coming back.

There is also a sequence of offerings in the series of analogic actions after the disposals are done; she shatters seven vessels and throws bread into the hearth with each; she consecrates a sheep for the sun-god and calls it a scapegoat, and breaks bread—but the sheep is not killed; rather, she “takes it for herself” (perhaps as payment, although this is not explicit in the text; see also ch. 3 on scapegoat disposal). She fixes seven copper pegs into the ground—as an analogy;
nothing else is deposited—an action which is framed with bread-, cheese-, and wine-offerings. Finally, there is the analogic toppling of seven ḫuwaši-stones, again accompanied by bread- and wine-offerings. Although there are several ritual acts following this—one further analogy, two acts of purification, and a disposal—there are no more offerings. As already noted in ch. 3, however, it is very interesting that in CTH 404.2, the poorly-memorized analogue or notes for CTH 404.1, a ritual meal is preserved, so the structure of offerings seen in other texts, even though not required for Maštigga, was present in the mind of the person who memorized it.

4.10: Conclusion

Overall, it can be seen in these texts that the Old Women had a fairly consistent ritual method. Though many different materials, items, and tools may be used to accomplish the Old Women’s goals, overall, the inventory of ritual actions is quite similar. For example, in every one of the most complete rituals, the Old Woman performs explicit analogic actions/incantations (“Just as this (physical action/reality is happening), so also let (metaphysical action/reality happen)!”). Every complete ritual also contains a transfer of evil from the patient to an object or animal, and there is always a corresponding ritual disposal. Every complete ritual also contains offerings and verbal appeals for divine help or cessation of anger. Most of these elements do not have to come in any particular order (though see the analysis of disposal and offerings, above), but there does seem to have been a regular set of “building blocks” of desired ritual actions. More specifically, the metaphorical frameworks used in the rituals are likewise fairly consistent: there is always a characterization of the evil as binding or burdening—that is, as a physical restraint on the patient’s body—and (with the exception of CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple) always a characterization of the evil as dirt. Evil as a separate object that may be destroyed is likewise found in every complete text. Evil was therefore conceived of as an
intruding force (as can likewise be seen from protective rites such as the guard dog in the ritual of Ḫuwarlu), a foreign object that infected, restrained, attacked, or otherwise harmed the patient until it was removed and/or destroyed—and once removed, was still dangerous and had to be disposed off.

On the other hand, the idea of evil as something inside the patient is more limited. Of the most complete rituals, it appears only in CTH 404.1, Maštigga’s ritual, and CTH 416. It is, however, seen very commonly in some of the more fragmentary texts with Luwian characteristics: CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, CTH 760.II, and CTH 761. Evil as an invader is limited to CTH 398 (where this theme seems to be consistent with the idea of evil omens foretelling misfortune in the future), and CTH 404.1 and CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, where in both cases the metaphor is that evil should not be able to “see” the ritual patient, as a blind or a deceased animal cannot see. The physical elements of these rituals likewise vary: for example, disposal might be done into a river (CTH 409.I), into fire (CTH 404.1), into the ground (CTH 398, CTH 416), into a covered vessel (CTH 398, CTH 416, CTH 404.1) or simply by pouring the residue away (CTH 391). Transfer of evil might be to figurines (e.g., CTH 402, CTH 416), to an animal (e.g., CTH 404.1, 409.II), or to a hawthorn gate (e.g., CTH 409.I, CTH 398). Ritual washing or purification could be done with water from a vessel (CTH 404.1) or a river (CTH 398), with wine (CTH 409.I) or even with dough (CTH 404.1) or other substances (CTH 402).

The Old Women also often made the elements used in these rituals themselves: for example, in CTH 390.1 and CTH 788, Ayatarša and Šalašu mix together a number of plants; in Ayatarša’s case, at least, she is making a medicine of some kind. Šalašu’s ritual is unfortunately too fragmentary to tell what her mixture is used for, but it includes some of the same plants as Ayatarša’s, so perhaps the purpose was the same. Ḫebattarakki (CTH 397), Allaituralḫi (CTH 402).
780), and the practitioner of CTH 435, the ritual of the Sun-God, each make a dough-like mixture to plaster to the ritual patient. Hebattarakki also makes figurines, as does Tunnawiya in CTH 409.I the practitioner of CTH 416, the Old Hittite ritual for the royal couple, and of KBo 41.42, an unidentified ritual fragment. Allī (CTH 402) and Maštigga (CTH 404) both make thread out of wool; Maštigga also makes tongues out of clay and wax; and she, Mallidunna (CTH 403) and the practitioner of CTH 416 make vessels to use in their rituals. Tunnawiya makes a hawthorn gate, as (perhaps) does the practitioner of CTH 433.1, although the text is fragmentary. The practitioner of CTH 433.2, and of CTH 416, both make bread. Finally, Allaiturahḫi (CTH 780), in addition to the dough mentioned above, lays hearths, constructs complicated offering-piles of different types of earth and clay, and constructs a complex small model walled garden, with small figurines of the gods, which she also makes, set up inside it (though unfortunately, the text breaks before we can learn what it was used for).

In these texts, therefore, we can see creative variation within a very consistent, internally logical system. The Old Women’s specialty was removing contamination and the problems it caused, and that contamination was considered to be attached to the patient somehow, on or in their body. This could not be done without the positive attention of the gods—who were sometimes part of the problem, in any case—but simply asking them to deal with the problem was not sufficient. The evil had to be concretized so that it could be physically accessed, and either removed from the body or destroyed. This was done using analogies easily understood by the patient and any spectators: extinguishing fire, spitting out something bad, untying or cutting a binding rope. However, none of the specific analogies was required over any other. Though some were shared across various rituals, like extinguishing fire etc., others were unique to a single practitioner or text: e.g., Tunnawiya tears off the patient’s clothing; Maštigga removes a
fish from its water; Allī uses cloth as an all-encompassing metaphor; Ambazzi ties tin to a mouse with a bowstring; the Old Woman of Ḥuwarlu’s ritual sets up a guard dog; Allaiturāḥḥi physically wraps herself around the patient and wipes them off from head to toe. All of these acts are operating within the metaphor of evil as a physical thing that can be removed and kept away, but each practitioner addresses that metaphor with her own methods.
This dissertation has pursued two goals: (1) to establish as securely as possible the position and function of the Old Women in Hittite society, and (2) to better understand the system(s) of magic and divination the Old Women used. These two goals are necessarily closely connected: the Old Women’s professional and social status must certainly have been related to the types of services they provided for the state. While certain conclusions have already been drawn, they have not yet been presented in conjunction with one another and with a comprehensive eye towards the dissertation’s goals.

The Old Women’s position in Hittite society

The near-complete lack of historical, legal, and/or prosopographical evidence for Old Women, outside of their position of ritual authors, makes this question difficult. There is no evidence for how one became an Old Woman, where the Old Women lived and/or worked, or even whether the Old Women truly had to be old. However, some things can be stated: the Old Women had a “chief” (GAL) and so they (or some of them) were likely part of an organization. This can be supported by the fact that in several texts, they can be seen to be working as a group: for example, the snake-oracle IBoT 1.33 states, “We asked Mezzulla and the Old Women” for corroborating evidence as to the snake-oracle’s results about the bad omens for the king.¹ The king Muršili II requests in the plague prayers that the “Old Women” (among other diviners) find the cause of the plague.² In addition, in CTH 456.2, Ammā’s ritual, it is stated that “the priests,

---
² “The sin that you have seen, O gods—either let an ecstatic come and tell of it, or let the Old Women, diviners, or augurs tell of it, or let a person see it in a dream” (KUB 24.3+ ii 19–20, w. dup. KUB 24.4 obv. 10–12; transliteration in CHD Š3 s.v. (LÜ)šuuniyant-, p. 506). 396
the augurs, the Old Women and the ENSI-women”\(^3\) haven’t been able to sustain the patient’s life, but Ammā, Old Woman of the Sun-God,\(^4\) will do so (what this means about Ammā’s relationship to the rest of the Old Women is unclear). There are a few texts that attest Old Women working in concert: for example, in CTH 448, the invocation of the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, a group of Old Women recite incantations together; in CTH 450, the royal funerary ritual, two Old Women have a dialogue (the text says, “the Old Woman speaks facing her colleague” \([araš])\(^5\). Finally, as noted in chapter 1, Ḫattušili I admonishes the woman Ḫaštayar to stop “consulting the Old Women” for advice. Thus, there seems to have been some kind of organized group of Old Women, who had a leader (perhaps at the time of IBoT 1.33, it was Mezzulla?), and who could work separately or together. They also may have had different functions within that group (e.g., the “Old Woman of the Sun-god” attested above, and see the following paragraph).

The evidence of chapter 1, of the Old Hittite and the festival texts, has already demonstrated that the Old Women were operating in central Anatolia from the very beginning of the Hittite kingdom and perhaps before, and that they were officially employed by the Hittite state. The texts do also attest to Old Women from outside central Anatolia (from the north, the west, and the southeast, and even Syria) as ritual authors, who may or may not have been operating at Ḫattuša, but whose rituals were collected and recorded by the Hittite administration. If foreign Old Women did visit Ḫattuša and operate there, it would be well in line with Hittite policy, as there is also evidence for, e.g., Babylonian physicians living at Ḫattuša and leaving

---

\(^3\) See F. Fuscagni, hethiter.net/: CTH 456.2.
\(^4\) This is clearly the male Sun-God of heaven, since he is referred to as “king of heaven” and invoked as a judge.
\(^5\) See Kassian et al., *Hittite Funerary Ritual*, 266.
However, the Old Women were also well-established in the native central Anatolian government hierarchy. The presence of an “Old Woman of the palace” in Zippalanda, for example, as well as an “Old Woman of Arinna,” and also the “Old Woman of the temple of Ziparwa” and the “Old Woman of the Sun-God” mentioned above, shows that the Old Women occupied official state and religious positions in the Hittite heartland.

The evidence of the ritual texts (see chs. 3 and 4) only serves to corroborate this: several texts are explicitly for treating the king and/or the queen for sorcery, contamination, sin, divine anger, etc. (CTH 391.3, CTH 398, CTH 409.II, CTH 416, CTH 418, CTH 423, CTH 449, CTH 450, CTH 780.III, CTH 820), which in many cases involves intimate access to their bodies and their homes. The types of problems they addressed, both as ritual practitioners and as diviners, support this interpretation: angry deities, sorcery, sin, palace and family conflicts, sickness, succession issues, and military difficulties are all well-attested in the Old Women’s ritual and oracle texts (see chs. 2 and 3), and also well-attested in the historical texts as major problems that faced the Hittite royal family. Every king that we have a reasonable amount of evidence for, from Ḫattušili I to Šuppiluliuma II, dealt with some of these issues. It is therefore easy to see the Old Women as specialists whose main function was troubleshooting common problems high up in the Hittite social and political hierarchy.

This is further reinforced by the way their rituals are framed: “Thus Ms. [Personal Name], from [Geographic Area]: when there is [a problem], I treat it as follows.” This formula can be connected to the formula used to begin royal documents, and is very clearly intended to

---


7 See ch. 1, and Popko, Zippalanda, 108.
8 KBo 23.92+ iv 9’–13’; see ch. 1 for discussion.
9 KBo 17.47 obv. 1–3.
ascribe the content of the ritual text to an individual with the appropriate knowledge and authority to solve the intended problem. Old Women made up over a third of the named authors attested in the Hittite ritual corpus, more than any other profession, and were thus clearly considered to be a major source of ritual knowledge and skill. (See the Introduction for a more detailed discussion of ritual incipits.)

The Old Women’s ritual method

The Old Women’s rituals addressed human problems with supernatural origins. Those origins might be divine, in which case the ritual would pacify or distract the angry or malicious deity (e.g., in CTH 323, the Disappearance of the Sun-God), and perhaps purify the ritual patient, if guilt or contamination was a factor (e.g., in CTH 433, the ritual for the augurs). The origins of the problem might also be human, in which case the ritual would neutralize the sorcery or curses, and sometimes send them back onto the human antagonist (e.g., in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī). Sometimes a ritual would address both of these possibilities at once (e.g., CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, Tunnawiya’s ritual for the king and queen; see Appendix B for a full list of the purposes of Old Woman rituals, and the introduction to ch. 3 for a detailed discussion). Both of these sources of difficulty, divine and human, were considered to be capable of causing sickness or general physical or mental distress in a patient. The Old Women were therefore healers of sickness; however, they did not practice “medicine” per se, in that they did not treat patients’ body parts for specific illnesses, but rather removed guilt, contamination, sorcery, curses, and/or other evils that were thought to be causing the illness. The evidence also clearly demonstrates that they were the Hittites’ foremost experts on sorcery and specialized in offensive magic against sorcerers (see chs. 3 and 4).

10 There is one exception: CTH 390A, Ayatarša’s ritual.
Many of these texts are fragmentary, but the better-preserved texts such as the rituals authored by the women Ambazzi (CTH 391), Allī (CTH 402), Mašṭigga (CTH 404), and Tunnawiya (CTH 409), as well as by the augur Ḫuwarlu (CTH 398) and the unattested author of CTH 416, allow us to gain a better understanding of what an Old Woman’s ritual against evil might entail. The more fragmentary texts of Kuwattalla (CTH 759, CTH 761) and Allaituraḫḫi (CTH 780) still preserve enough material to contribute significantly to the picture, and what little is preserved of the many very fragmentary rituals does seem to be reasonably consistent with the less-broken texts. Essentially, the Old Women used a combination of two methods to combat evil (that is, sorcery, divine anger, and so on): (1) they imposed concrete metaphors on the evil, so as to transform it into something they could see and touch, and therefore remove and/or destroy, (2) they called upon other intangible forces (i.e., deities) to combat the evil for them. Most rituals of any significant preservation use both of these methods.

When concretizing evil, the Old Women would usually express the form that they desired it to take in words, while also enacting it physically; for example, they might say, “Just as I am extinguishing this fire, let the evil likewise be extinguished!” while extinguishing a fire. Any ritual is likely to have a combination of several different concrete metaphors imposed onto the evil (most commonly: evil as binding or burdening a patient, as dirt on the patient, as contamination inside the patient’s body, or as a separate object to be destroyed) expressed in incantations with concomitant purificatory actions. The sense of this seems to be to address the evil in as many different ways as possible to be certain of achieving a result. Some rituals work with one overarching metaphor (in particular Allī’s ritual, where supernatural power is represented as cloth; see ch. 3) that continues throughout the text—which does not, however, prevent other metaphors being used as well. Most common physical concretizations of evil
appear in several different Old Woman rituals without apparent pattern; however, the use of the scapegoat-animal as an analogue for the patient (thus to better take on their affliction) is restricted to rituals with Luwian-language elements, so far as it is attested.

When calling upon a deity to help eradicate the evil, the Old Women might appeal directly, with offerings, or they might recite a *historiola*, a myth in which the problem (or a similar one) is resolved, or in which divine attention is brought to the present situation. The supernatural world was thereby imposed upon the physical reality of the ritual. *Historiolae* were not a requirement; several of the Old Women rituals do not contain them. However, direct appeals to a god or gods were always used. These appeals usually bracketed the ritual, or major sections of the ritual, while the concretizing ritual acts above were usually performed without direct appeal or offerings. In this way, the Old Women could demonstrate divine support for their actions, and their close relationship with certain deities, while still emphasizing their own personal knowledge and skill (see ch. 3).

It can be seen, therefore, that the Old Women’s ritual method was a complex interaction of various techniques, going far beyond a rigid set of dualisms such as pure-impure, fruitful-unfruitful, bound-released, etc.\(^\text{11}\) Rather, evil was characterized in many different ways using analogic comparisons, and combatted with a number of physical techniques, while concurrently, positive forces were brought to bear on the patient, also using several different methods. The system of thought behind the Old Women’s ritual method was, in fact, quite versatile.

**The Old Women’s oracle method**

The Old Women also performed a method of divination known as KIN-oracles (see ch. 2), in which they solicited divine opinion on state decisions, including succession procedures,

---

\(^{11}\) Hittite ritual is characterized thus by Haas, “Magie und Zauberei. B. Bei den Hethitern,” in *RIA* 7 (1987–1990): 235. See the Introduction for more specific discussion of this point.
military campaigns, and official cult practice. They may also have functioned in an advisory capacity on their own merits, although this is more difficult to be certain about. The KIN-oracle system consisted of manipulating symbols that represented the relationship between humans and gods; the symbols were embodiments of divine favor and anger, of the king and important human actors, of specific deities, and of positive and negative forces and results. When a question was asked (for example: “Will the king be safe at Ḫattuša over the winter? Let it be favorable”), the symbols would interact with one another to produce a favorable or unfavorable answer (for example: “Ḫannaḥanna arose, took goodness, and placed it in the deity’s anger. Unfavorable”). The physical manifestations of the symbol’s interactions are not described in the texts, so it remains unclear whether the Old Women were casting lots, manipulating some other kind of tokens, releasing animals into an enclosure, or another form of divinatory action.

However, the relevance of the symbols themselves is quite clear. Divine favor was overwhelmingly important for the Hittites, and disasters of any kind were frequently attributed to divine anger. The oracle questions, as well as other genres of Hittite literature such as prayers, reveal a deep concern about whether the gods had truly revealed their feelings on important matters, or whether they might be concealing something. The KIN-oracle symbols reflect these concerns: symbols such as “divine favor” and its opposite “divine anger,” and “hidden anger” and its opposite “wholeheartedness” (lit. “the whole soul”) exist alongside symbols such as “the king,” “the panku” (perhaps “community” or “nobility”), and “sin.” There are also symbols of specific favors such as “(long) life,” “well-being,” “vigor,” and specific punishments such as “great sickness,” “small sickness,” (perhaps) “blood,” etc. The main deities present in the system are Ḫannaḥanna (DINGIR.MAḪ), in a positive role (perhaps as an intercessor or problem-solver, which would be consistent with her role in Hittite mythology; see below) and the Sun-God of
Heaven, in a negative role (perhaps in his capacity as a judge, responding to human sin?). The system as a whole therefore represents the Hittite royalty’s relationship with the divine, and the Old Women’s command of it demonstrates their crucial role at the center of that relationship.

Rituals and oracles

Some consistency can be seen between the Old Women’s ritual expertise and their oracular expertise. In both cases, one of their main concerns is divine anger; another is the well-being of the king and the royal family. Both sets of texts are heavily focused on maintaining a good relationship between the king and the gods. (This, it should be noted, is no doubt a result of the fact that our texts were produced by the Hittite state and therefore record the Old Women’s practice as it was relevant to them.) The oracles are less concerned with sorcery than the rituals are, and the oracles address specific questions of military and political procedure, while the rituals do not (except insofar as the gods are involved\textsuperscript{12}), so the overlap is not total, but it is clear that solving problems between the king and the gods was a major part of the Old Women’s professional responsibilities. In some cases, specific problems can be seen in both an oracle and a ritual text, as, for example, “the anxiety of the king” used as a symbol in the Old Hittite oracle KBo 18.151, and the royal couple’s “pain, woe, and anxiety” as the problem addressed in CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple.

The standard set of symbols used in the KIN-oracles (see ch. 2) can also be closely related to the ritual texts: once again, divine anger is a familiar problem in rituals, and divine favor is often requested specifically. The possibility of “hidden” problems such as anger or sin, seen in the KIN-oracle symbols, can perhaps be related to rituals such as Tunnawiya’s CTH 409.I/409.IV/458.1, where the problem is unknown, and a long list of possibilities (including divine anger and the ritual patient’s own misstep) are put forth as potential causes. Positive

\textsuperscript{12} For example, CTH 423, the invocation of enemy gods.
symbols such as life, health, and long years appear in requests for divine favor in the ritual texts (e.g., in CTH 391, CTH 448.2, CTH 760.II, CTH 762, and CTH 820) as well as in the KIN-oracle symbol system. One of the most common negative KIN-oracle symbols, sickness (“great” or “small”), is also one of the most common problems addressed by the Old Women in their rituals. In addition, “evocation” and bread- and wine-offerings are common symbols used in the KIN-oracles, whose relationship to ritual practice should be obvious. Finally, the main deities of the KIN-oracle system, Ḫannaḥanna and the Sun-God, are well-known from the Old Women’s ritual texts (see further below).

The smaller subsystem within the KIN-oracle system (see ch. 2) involves a limited number of symbols interacting with one another: good, evil, divine favor, divine anger, the king, Ḫannaḥanna, the Sun-God of Heaven, “long years” (=long life), and the “small sickness,” which may possibly refer to sickness of a single person (rather than “great sickness” as a plague; see ch. 2 for this and other possible interpretations). We can see in this subsystem something of an archetype for the Old Woman rituals: the Old Woman, treating the king for a sickness that is caused by evil and/or divine anger, solicits divine favor with the help of Ḫannaḥanna and/or the Sun-God\(^\text{13}\) so as to bring goodness and long life. Tunnawiya’s ritual for the king and queen, CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, is an excellent example of this (see ch. 3 for a detailed discussion of this text).

There is no evidence in the oracular symbols for one of the most important characteristics of the Old Women’s ritual practice, that is, the use of analogic techniques to concretize evil so it can be manipulated. However, it is still present in the oracles: not in the symbols, but in the oracular process itself. As noted above, we do not know what physical form the KIN-oracle

\(^{13}\) Though it is once again important to note that the Sun-God of Heaven appears to have a punishing role in the KIN-oracle system; however, this could still fit into the ritual setup if he were to be appeased by the ritual acts.
process took, but it must have involved some manipulation of objects that represented the concepts named in the method. We can therefore see that when acting as diviners, the Old Women used the same techniques as they used when acting as ritual practitioners: they concretized intangible concepts into physical items that could be affected and/or observed. The respective goals of the techniques were different: in the rituals, the intangible was concretized so that the Old Women could act upon it, whereas in the oracles, the intangible was concretized so that the Old Women could observe it acting. However, the method was the same.

This can be contrasted to other oracular techniques: all other Hittite oracular methods involve observing natural phenomena and taking certain aspects of it (i.e., liver lobes or bird flights) to be favorable or unfavorable. The only other oracles that name elements of the oracle method and make them symbols of something else are the rare snake-oracles, whose practitioners are unfortunately unattested (see ch. 2). Augury and extispicy, however—never practiced by Old Women, but rather by men—do nothing of the kind. This leads into a new and important point: situating the Old Women in context with other Hittite ritual practitioners. The Old Women’s focus and method has been outlined above, and it will be seen that certain elements of their expertise appear to be unique to them, while others are shared among different practitioners:

*The Old Women vs. other female ritualists*

Not all female ritualists were called *MUNUS*SU.GI: there are several ritual texts with female authors that do not attest the word “Old Woman” anywhere. Of course, many of these texts are extremely fragmentary, which can make it difficult to tell whether a ritual was performed by an Old Woman or not, and even if it is clear, there may not be much content to compare. However, there are a very few relatively complete texts authored by apparently non-professional women: CTH 393, the ritual(s) of Anniwiyani, the “mother of the augur Ārmati,
servant of Ḫuwarlu,” against bad bird-omens; CTH 395, the ritual of Ḫantitaššu, the “Woman of the city of Ḫurma,” against “troublesome years”; CTH 396, the ritual of Ḫatiya, the “Woman of the city of Kanzapida,” to appease an angry goddess; CTH 406, the ritual of Paškuwatti, the “Woman of Arzawa who lives in Parašša,” against sexual/reproductive dysfunction; and CTH 767.7, the ritual of Pittei, who has no title or geographic designation, for when a woman is pregnant.

The most noticeable difference between these texts and the Old Woman texts is in the incantations. As discussed in ch. 3, most Old Woman rituals are notable in their use of the first person and their expression of agency on the part of the practitioner: there are many incantations of the type, “I have just taken the evil from you,” “I am now taking the evil from you,” and so on. In addition, gods are usually called upon at the beginning and the end of the ritual, or bracketing specific sections of the ritual; while Old Women are performing rites to remove or destroy evil, they do not usually invoke or offer to the gods at the same time. From this, it is possible to infer a sense of professional skill: the Old Women represent themselves as having abilities independent of simply asking a god for help. (See ch. 3 for a more detailed discussion.)

However, in these other texts, there is no such representation in the incantations. In fact, there is hardly any first-person at all: Ḫatiya, Ḫantitaššu, and Paškuwatti all make first-person statements about offerings or services they are performing for a deity, which certainly asserts a relationship with that deity, but does not express independent skill; Anniwiyani and Pittei make no first-person statements at all. Paškuwatti has one incantation reminiscent of the Old Women, when she has the patient go through reed gates carrying a spindle and distaff. She takes the spindle and distaff from the patient, gives him a bow and arrow and says, “I have hereby taken
female-ness from you and given male-ness back to you!" Nevertheless, it is the only incantation of this type in the text, and it is bracketed by offerings and immediately followed by a very long incantation entreating the goddess Uliliyašši to help the patient: very different from an Old Woman ritual, where one would expect a number of incantations of this type.

In fact, entreating deities is the largest part of all of these rituals. This is, of course, something the Old Women also frequently did; however, when treating patients, the bulk of the content of their rituals is their own attempts to remove evil or contamination from the patient. Offerings and appeals are part of these rituals, but a noticeably smaller part (see ch. 3). The rituals discussed here, on the other hand, seem to be the reverse. In Paškuwatti’s ritual, the rite with the gate mentioned above is at the very beginning of the text, and the rest of the content is direct entreaties of the goddess and attempts to connect the ritual patient to her—very different from Tunnawiya’s ritual CTH 409.I, which is also against reproductive dysfunction (see ch. 4 for a detailed discussion of this text). Ḫatiya’s ritual for when a person has some (unfortunately broken) problem is centered around the invocation and appeasement of the goddess Wišuriyanza (literally “the strangler”). She washes the goddess’ statue, provides her with offerings, and calls upon the fate-goddesses and the mother-goddesses to look out for the patient, and on the Sun-God of Heaven to ensure that Wišuriyanza behaves in the future. There is no direct treatment of the patient at all; it is all done through interaction with the gods. This can be contrasted to CTH 433, where an Old Woman is treating augurs who appear to have offended the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag; in addition to rites of appeasement, the Old Woman uses analytic rites to cleanse the augurs themselves.

---

Ḫantitaššu’ s ritual is somewhat fragmentary, too much so to make any definitive statement about the order of operations, but in the substantial preserved text, every single incantation appeals to or invokes the gods in some way. The same is true for Anniwiyani’s ritual, although that text does include ritual actions that are quite reminiscent of Old Woman rituals (wool tied to the patient’s bed and items left underneath in a basket overnight; models made of bird-omens; the augurs go out to the steppe and pass through a hawthorn gate). However, the only incantations are appeals to the gods, unlike, for example, Ḫuwarlu’s ritual, which has quite similar actions performed by an Old Woman with no attached appeals (see ch. 3 for a detailed discussion of this text). Finally, most of Pittei’s ritual is taken up by a historiola, although the final incantations suggest that she might simultaneously be manipulating tongue-figurines, similar to an Old Woman ritual.

Since the sample size of these texts is so small, it is difficult to make definitive statements. However, it does seem as though the Old Woman rituals differ from the rituals practiced by women without a stated profession. The Old Women perform more analogic rites by far, and appeal to the deities much less often. In addition, Old Women are likely to make first-person statements about their own accomplishments, while the other practitioners are not. It therefore seems as though there may actually have been some professional standard for a practitioner to be called an “Old Woman,” which resulted in more expressed confidence in her own ritual skills, and more types of independent ritual actions performed directly on patients, rather than through the intercession of deities.

The MUNUS.MESŠ SUHUR.LÁL

Two of the Old Woman rituals, CTH 759 and CTH 761, are co-authored by the Old Woman Šillalluḫi and another woman, the MUNUS SUHUR.LÁL Kuwattalla. In addition, unnamed
MUNUS MEŠ SUḪUR.LÁL act as “support staff” for Old Women in Tunnawia’s “Ritual of the River,” CTH 409.I, and Allaiturahḫi’s main ritual, CTH 780.II. The definition of MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL is somewhat difficult. For example, a MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL is contrasted with a “free woman” in the admonition against looking at palace women (“either a free woman or a MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL”15) in Huqqana’s treaty, which has led to translations such as “maidservant,” and, when added to their association with the temple and cult, “hierodule” (or even “prostitute,” which is utterly unsupported by the evidence). However, it is not clear what the distinction of status exactly is in that text; there is certainly room to interpret it as, e.g., “a woman serving a palace function” vs. “a woman not attached to the palace in any official way.” In the lists of people who may have cursed the patient in Tunnawia’s ritual CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, the MUNUS MEŠ SUḪUR.LÁL appear between the DUMU MEŠ Ė.GAL, literally the “sons of the palace,” perhaps best translated “palace attendants,” and the LŬ MEŠ EDI, the royal bodyguard.

There is also evidence that they had, or could have, quite a high status: particularly Kuwattalla, as a ritual author and recipient of an enormous royal grant of land (see the Introduction), seems to have possessed a fair amount of power, money, and authority. There is one other MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL attested as a ritual author, a woman named Māla, but the ritual (KUB 60.146) is unfortunately too fragmentary to judge its content. Elsewhere in the texts, they are seen as being attached to a specific god (e.g., a MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL “of” a deity) and participating in festivals; in the myth of Ullikummi, they are Ḫebat’s attendants. “Temple woman” certainly seems to fit many contexts (except Huqqana, in which context “palace woman” would seem more appropriate). In this sense they can be contrasted to the Old Women, who do occasionally appear in temples (e.g., Annā, the Old Woman of the temple of Ziparwa16).

15 mān=aš ELLU mān=aš MUNUS SUḪUR.LAL; see G. Wilhelm, hethiter.net/: CTH 42, §31’.
16 KBo 17.47 obv. 3.
but for whom this does not seem to be a primary function (see ch. 1). The evidence rather suggests that the Old Women were primarily troubleshooters, and were less involved in the day-to-day normal functioning of the cult.

**Were the Old Women midwives?**

In 1952, H. Otten published an article in which he posited that the Hittite word behind the Sumerian logogram $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ŠU.GI}}{\text{Š}}$, “Old Woman,” was $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ḫašauwa}}{\text{ḫ}}$, which can be connected to the word for “to give birth” in Hittite (see below).\(^{17}\) He based this on CTH 390 (KBo 3.8+KUB 7.1), a *Sammeltafel* with five rituals on it. One of them is authored by a woman named Śušumanniga, who is called a $\overset{\text{ḫašauwa}}{\text{ḫ}}$ in the tablet’s colophon. In the small label KUB 30.48, however, which is clearly a record of this exact text, she is instead called a $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ŠU.GI}}{\text{Š}}$. In addition, Śušumanniga’s ritual, the fifth on the tablet, begins, $\text{AWAT} \overset{\text{Š[ušumanniga, MUNUS ŠU.GI]}}{\text{Š}}$, “Word of Ms. Š[ušumanniga, Ol]d [Woman]”; only a tiny fraction of the GI is visible on the tablet, but given the label, it is unlikely to be anything else. In addition, there is another ritual on KBo 3.8+ which is referred to in the colophon as, “If tongues come to someone, the Old Woman treats him/her thus,” while in the fragmentary *historiola* that makes up most of the ritual, the goddesses Kamrušepa and Hannaḫanna call upon a $\overset{\text{ḫašauwa}}{\text{ḫ}}$ to cleanse the patient, not a $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ŠU.GI}}{\text{Š}}$. The two titles therefore seem to be used interchangeably in this text. One likely reason for this, as Otten concluded, is that $\overset{\text{ḫašauwa}}{\text{ḫ}}$ is the Hittite word conventionally rendered logographically as $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ŠU.GI}}{\text{Š}}$.

This argument as it stands is fairly convincing, and has been adopted with greater or lesser certainty by most of the scholars who have since discussed the Old Woman in Hittitological literature. One result of the equation of $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ŠU.GI}}{\text{Š}}$ and $\text{MUNUS} \overset{\text{ḫašauwa}}{\text{ḫ}}$ has been the intrusion of etymology into the interpretation of the Old Woman’s function. As already noted

by Otten in 1952, ḫašauwa can be interpreted without any difficulty as a verbal noun deriving from ḫaš-/ḫeš-, “to give birth.” This led to the interpretation of the word as “midwife.” However—as also noted by Otten—there is another word in Hittite that clearly does mean “midwife,” MUNUS ṭašşanupalla- (derived from the same verb). The subsequent reasoning is summed up nicely by Beckman, who first establishes the MUNUS ṭašşanupalla- as the midwife and then continues:

The word SAL ḥašauwa- has also been thought to indicate the midwife, due to its obvious derivation from ḫaš- by way of the verbal substantive. However, while leaving open the exact relationship between SAL ḫaš(ša)nupalla- and SAL ḥašauwa-, Otten has shown that the latter term is the phonetic reading of SAL ŠU.GI, “old woman.” This is a title which is often borne by female ritual practitioners in the Hittite texts, and it is not surprising that such a practitioner should be known by a term originally indicating a connection with childbirth. By the time in which our Hittite texts were inscribed, however, SAL ŠU.GI/SAL ḥašauwa- seems to have become a general term for a female ritual practitioner, including various, more specialized, occupations under its rubric.18

This once again seems relatively unproblematic. However, one fact should be addressed. The MUNUS ḫašauwa is quite poorly-attested: the word appears only in CTH 390, in two birth rituals (KBo 17.61 and KBo 24.17), and in three tablet catalogue entries, one of which refers to CTH 390,19 one of which refers to the second birth ritual KBo 24.17,20 and one of which is too fragmentary for interpretation.21 In the birth rituals, the babies appear to be sick, and the ḫašauwa is thus there to heal them. As mentioned above, CTH 390 contains five rituals, and all

---

18 Hittite Birth Rituals, 232–33.
20 KUB 30.48 iii 20′–22′, ed. ibid., 40–41.
21 KUB 8.68 i 6′–8′, ed. ibid. 56–57.
of them are likewise for healing sick children. It therefore certainly does seem as though the etymological connection between ḫašauwa and “to give birth” has been realized in practice: the MUNUS ḫašauwa is a healer of babies and children.

However, there now arises a problem with the equation of MUNUS ḫašauwa and MUNUS ŠU.GI. Unlike the MUNUS ḫašauwa, the MUNUS ŠU.GI is never once attested in a birth ritual. And the two are only equated in a single text, CTH 390, which is also the only text in which the MUNUS ŠU.GI appears in explicit connection to children. It therefore seems possible that, rather than ḫašauwa being the Hittite word behind ŠU.GI, other explanations could be mustered: for example, (1) a woman could be both a MUNUS ḫašauwa and a MUNUS ŠU.GI—as, for example, Tunnawiya is both a MUNUS ŠU.GI and a midwife (MUNUS ŠA.ZU, the logographic reading of MUNUS ḫašanupalla); (2) the duties of the MUNUS ḫašauwa were subsumed under the duties of the MUNUS ŠU.GI; that is, MUNUS ŠU.GI was a more general term, and so any MUNUS ḫašauwa might also be called a MUNUS ŠU.GI (which seems to be the position taken by HW2, which subsumes MUNUS ŠU.GI under its lemma MUNUS ḫaša-23); or (3) the MUNUS ḫašauwa was an older or more obscure term that might not have been in widespread use, and MUNUS ŠU.GI was a more common and familiar term that was substituted.

Further complicating the question is the fact that, when preserved, the MUNUS ḫašauwa’s actions seem well in line with Old Woman ritual practice. The “incantation of binding” and

22 The first is Ayatarša’s ritual, for a child whose innards are “devoured.” The second is Wattiti’s ritual, for a sickness that is “devouring the innards of a person or a child.” The third is the ritual for “when tongues come to someone,” but DUMU.NĪTA MES, “male children,” are mentioned in the text. The fourth is a ritual for a “young child” whose body parts are “bound.” The fifth is Šušumanniša’s, who offers “to Ḫašameli of the month for a child.”

“incantation of tongues” in CTH 390 both involve the \( \text{MUNUS} \) \( \text{ hašauwa } \) being called upon by Kamrušepa and Ḫannaḫanna to heal a patient, attested for Old Women in, e.g., Tunnawiya’s ritual CTH 409.II/CTH 409.IV/CTH 458.1 (see ch. 3). “Binding” and “tongues” are common problems that the Old Women address (see ch. 4). In the birth ritual KBo 17.61, the \( \text{MUNUS} \) \( \text{ hašauwa } \) arranges a scapegoat’s body parts against the patient’s body parts in a sequence extremely reminiscent of the Old Woman scapegoat rituals (see ch. 3). This inclines me more toward explanation (2)—that the \( \text{MUNUS} \) \( \text{ hašauwa } \) was an appropriate name for someone performing rites similar to the \( \text{MUNUS} \) \( \text{ŠU.GI} \)’s specifically for children. However, the possibility that the two are identical, or that there was some chronological or cultural difference, cannot be completely discounted. One thing is clear: neither the \( \text{MUNUS} \) \( \text{ŠU.GI} \) nor the \( \text{MUNUS} \) \( \text{ hašauwa } \) is ever attested acting as a midwife; even in the birth rituals, their purpose is to cure sickness using ritual methods.

The Old Women vs. male ritualists

The main titles for male ritual practitioners are the \( \text{LÚ AZU} \) and \( \text{LÚ ḪAL} \). The difference between the two is not entirely clear; sometimes one copy of a text will use one title for the practitioner, and another copy will use the other. No specific study has been done on these practitioners, but there are small sections of more general works devoted to them.\(^{24}\) These smaller studies, as well as an examination of the texts, reveal that the \( \text{LÚ AZU} / \text{ḪAL} \) was more at home in the temple than the Old Women were. In addition to a greater number of attestations in the festival texts than the Old Women (see ch. 1), the \( \text{LÚ MEŠ AZU} \) purified temple-spaces and accoutrements—including deities’ statues—more often than people, quite unlike the Old Women.\(^{25}\) They also performed evocation rituals (e.g., CTH 484, an invocation of the fate-

\(^{24}\) E.g., Görke, \( \text{Aštu} \), 244–56, Engelhard, “Hittite Magical Practices,” 24–45.

\(^{25}\) See the examples cited in Görke, \( \text{Aštu} \), 247–49.
goddesses and the mother-goddesses which attempts to coax them back from a hypothetical evil person who has seduced them with offerings and appeals), which is more similar to the Old Women’s practice.

In some texts, the difference between the LÜ.MEŠ AZU and the Old Women seems to be similar to what was seen with the female practitioners who did not have a named profession. For example, in CTH 471, Ammiḥatna’s ritual for when a person has been given something unclean to eat or drink, the LÜ AZU’s ritual actions are primarily offerings; there is an extensive series of offerings in this text, and apart from the patient washing, only one analogic act: at the very end of the text, he puts silver in the patient’s mouth and asks that the patient be pure before the gods like the silver. There are, however, very few incantations in this text (two of which are indicated by saying that the LÜ AZU “charms” (udnalliya-) the ritual patient in Hurrian, a word never used for Old Woman incantations), which seems to be another difference between the LÜ.MEŠ AZU and the Old Women.26 When engaging in purificatory acts, the LÜ AZU seems most often to use water, as seen in, for example, CTH 491 and the itkalzi ritual.27

However, there is one AZU-ritual in particular that shows analogic acts similar to an Old Woman ritual: CTH 446, a ritual for purifying a house of bloodshed. Although the contamination is in a space rather than in a person, certain methods are quite similar: the LÜ AZU/LÜ ḤAL (depending on the copy) speaks analogic incantations such as, “Just as the ram mounts the ewe, and it becomes pregnant—let this this town (and) house become a ram, and let it mount the dark earth in the field, and let the dark earth become pregnant with blood, uncleanliness, (and) sin!”28

26 Ammiḥatna’s ritual only has four, while Old Woman rituals of similar length and preservation rather have fifteen or twenty; CTH 484, the evocation ritual for the Gulšeš performed by a LÜ AZU, preserves only one (reasonably lengthy) incantation at the beginning. In CTH 472, most of the incantations are recited by the “great pure woman of the temple” rather than the LÜ AZU. The AZU-men did recite long incantations in some texts (e.g. the itkalzi ritual), but speech seems not to have been as essential for their practice as it was for the Old Women.
27 See Haas, Materiia, 141ff.
28 KBo 41.8+ iv 29–32; see Torri, La similitudine, 136, for transliteration.
He also recites a *historiola* about Ištar. These acts are very similar to those found in Old Woman rituals (see ch. 3); however, offerings and appeals to the gods are continuous throughout the text, and there is no assertion of the practitioner’s own agency independent of divine intercession. It therefore seems as though the LÚ.MEŠAZU/LÚ.MEŠḪAL were able to perform rituals similar to the Old Women’s, they were more closely connected to cultic practice and operated primarily through their relationship with the divine. These men (in the oracles usually referred to as LÚ.MEŠḪAL ²⁹) also performed extispicy, one of the main oracle methods used by the Hittites (though imported from Mesopotamia), which also demonstrates their close relationship with the gods. It does not, however, use a representative system of symbols like the Old Women’s KIN-oracles, as noted above.

In addition to the LÚAZU-rituals, there is one other common type of rite performed by men: rituals against plague in the army camp. ³⁰ The rituals of Ašḫella (no profession), Uḫḫamuwa (no profession), Zarpiya (a doctor), Puliša (no attested profession; the incipit is broken), Maddunani (an augur) and Dandanku (also an augur) are all designed to combat plague in the army. Several of these rituals show techniques similar to Old Woman rituals: for example, scapegoat-animals are common, the deities are bribed or distracted (as in, e.g., Ambazzi’s ritual; see ch. 3), and analogies are sometimes used. However, the scapegoat-technique is not at all similar to what is seen in Old Woman rituals: there is no spitting into the animal’s mouth, there are no long incantations delineating the similarities between the respective body parts, and there is no incantation transferring the evil from a person to an animal. Rather, the incantations are appeals to the gods to accept the animals in the place of the humans in the army camp. For

²⁹ See Kammenhuber, *Orakelpraxis*, 131, for attestations of diviners being called LÚAZU.
³⁰ One might consider here the natural connection between male practitioners and military activity; however, it should be noted that the very fragmentary CTH 436 is a ritual done on the border of an enemy land as the army comes away from it, and attests an Old Woman as a practitioner.
example, Uḥḥamuwa says, “Whatever god of an enemy land has made this plague, here, we have driven this wraithed sheep to you, O god, in peace! Just as a fortress is strong, and it is at peace with this sheep, you, O deity who has made this plague, be likewise at peace with the land of Ḫatti! Further, turn benevolently toward the land of Ḫatti!” This is the only incantation in Uḥḥamuwa’s short ritual, which therefore differs dramatically from Old Woman scapegoat rituals. The other rituals similarly focus on appeasing deities with scapegoat-animals, offerings, appeals, and ritual meals. The creation of metaphor can play a part, as seen in Uḥḥamuwa’s incantation above, but is focused on the deity—as, for example, in Dandanku’s ritual, in which a bow and arrows are laid out with the recitation, “O deity, keep shooting the enemy land with these arrows! But when you come to the land of Hatti, may your quiver be closed!” There are no first-person statements like those seen in Old Woman rituals. Therefore, these rituals also seem to depend primarily on the practitioners’ relationships with or ability to connect to deities, rather than the practitioners’ own skill at cleansing, drawing out, and/or destroying evil. This particular area of expertise seems to have been mainly confined to the Old Women’s ritual practice.

The Old Women and the gods

Of course, it should not be forgotten that the Old Women also participated in the evocation and pacification of deities. This can be seen in rituals such as CTH 391, the ritual of Ambazzi, where Ambazzi pacifies and diverts the attention of the malicious divine entities who are attacking the patient; CTH 433, the rituals for the augurs, where the Old Woman purifies the augurs and pacifies the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag through offerings, incantations, and calling upon the divine hearth as an intercessor; CTH 423, the evocation of enemy gods, where

---

31 See Görke, hethiter.net/: CTH 410, §2, for transliteration.
32 KUB 7.54 iii 22’–26’; see Bawanyeck, Die Rituale der Auguren, 144, for transliteration.
the Old Woman lays out “paths” of cloth for the enemy gods to come along toward the offerings she is making; etc. These rituals are unfortunately not as well-attested as rituals against curses, sorcery, or more general lists of evils, but the tablet catalogue entries attest to a number of rituals in which an Old Woman evokes or pacifies a deity or deities.

As seen in chs. 3 and 4, many different deities were attested in the Old Women’s rituals. In some cases the main divine figure appears to have been decided by the problem: for example, in CTH 433, the group of rituals for the augurs, the Old Woman appeals to deities that are associated with the augurs and whom the augurs have apparently angered: the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag and the heptad. However, in other cases, the Old Woman seems to appeal to gods simply for support in the ritual, not because they are personally involved with the ritual patient’s problems. In some cases, this may have been decided by cultural context: for example, one might note the ritual of Allaituralḫi’s, an Old Woman from Syria, where the Mesopotamian underworld deities are invoked, and the Storm-God Teššub, his wife Ḫebat, and the Hurro-Mesopotamian Ištar/Šauška seem to be the main sources of support (though note also the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, a Luwian deity, and dŠšummi, a Hittite god, in this text; see the Introduction for more discussion of multicultural elements in rituals). The Old Women also seem to have some connection to the underworld deities, as seen by (among other texts; see ch. 3), their participation in the funerary ritual and their invocation of the Sun-Goddess of the Earth in CTH 448.2. Many of the divine attestations in the Old Women’s rituals, unfortunately, remain too poorly-attested, too varied, or too open to endless interpretive possibilities to devote much time to analysis.

33 It is unclear why this should be. Perhaps these rituals were overall shorter and/or fewer copies of them were made, making preservation less likely.
There are, however, two gods who often appear in a supportive role: these are the Sun-deity (in various forms), and Ḥannaḥanna (often written DINGIR.MAḪ) and/or DINGIR.MAḪ “of the riverbank” (see ch. 3). These two deities are additionally notable because of their prominence in the KIN-oracle symbol system (see ch. 2). The Old Women therefore seem to have an association with them. This can further be supported by the “Chief of the Old Women” appearing prominently in a festival in the temple of Ḥannaḥanna (see ch. 1), particularly in light of how poorly-attested the Old Women are in the festival corpus.

The Sun-deity’s relationship to the Old Women does not yield much in the way of explanation or context (particularly considering his unusual, apparently dangerous, role in the KIN-oracles, for which see ch. 2). It seems possible to view the support of the Sun-deity as indicative of royal support, considering the close affinity between the king and the male Sun-God of Heaven, and the Old Women’s demonstrable closeness to the king, as seen particularly in, e.g., the Benedictions for the Labarna, where she recites incantations for the king’s benefit; CTH 416, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple, where she treats the king and queen in an intimate fashion for political and personal troubles; CTH 398, Ḥuwarlu’s ritual, where she has likewise intimate access to the king and queen’s bedroom and bodies; and CTH 450, the royal funerary ritual, where two Old Women perform a rite that seems to ensure the king’s soul passage into divinity rather than down into the netherworld. This can be supported by the presence of the Sun-deity in rituals involving the king where the Old Woman is not a practitioner (e.g., CTH 419/420/421, the royal substitute rituals, CTH 777, the itkalzi/itkalḫi rituals; CTH 394,

34 These gods appear together in CTH 390, the rituals of Ayatarša, Wattiti, and Šušumanniḫa; in CTH 402, the ritual of Allī; in CTH 409.1, Tunnawiyā’s “Ritual of the River”; in CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, Tunnawiyā’s taknaz dār; and in CTH 433, the rituals for the augurs. Mallidunna’s two attested rituals are for the appeasement of the Sun-deity (CTH 403.1) and Ḥannaḥanna (CTH 403.2). Annanna’s invocation rituals include appeasement of both the Sun-deity and Ḥannaḥanna. In CTH 398, DINGIR.MAḪ of the riverbank is indirectly invoked by the power of the river-clay, and the Sun-deity is appealed to directly. The Sun-deity also appears alone in CTH 404, CTH 416, CTH 435, CTH 440, CTH 448, CTH 456, CTH 490, CTH 759, CTH 760.II, and CTH 780 (where the “Fate-goddesses of the riverbank” also appear).
Aššêlla’s ritual). However, the Sun-deity is also present in many rituals that do not explicitly mention the royal couple, so it is difficult to be certain of the nature of the connection.

The Old Woman’s relationship to Ḥannaḥanna, on the other hand, may be easier to explain. As already discussed in ch. 2, Ḥannaḥanna is a grandmother-goddess who is particularly notable in central Anatolian mythology for her ability to solve problems for the gods. In fact, she is the one the gods turn to for help when they are having difficulties, and she always has a solution for them, often one she carries out herself on their behalf. The semantic connection between an old goddess who solves problems and Old Women who solve problems is obvious. So perhaps one might be able to tentatively posit the Sun-God’s support as representing royal authority, and Ḥannaḥanna’s support as representing ritual authority.

Conclusion

The goddess Ḥannaḥanna’s role as a troubleshooter and support to the gods in times of trouble is directly mirrored by the Old Women’s professional expertise as is represented in the textual evidence. Although that evidence is occasionally fragmentary and difficult, when taken all together, it presents a remarkably consistent picture: The Old Women were employed by the Hittite state to solve problems with divine or otherwise supernatural origins, and they accomplished this both by determining the cause of those problems, using divination, and neutralizing the cause, using ritual. Their expertise centered around the ability to concretize intangible forces, such as evil, contamination, divine anger, protection, and purification, into physical forms that could be manipulated, thus either revealing information about those forces (in the oracles) or allowing the Old Women to affect them directly (in the rituals). In addition, they occupied a privileged position with respect to the gods, allowing them to invoke, appeal to, or pacify deities when it was required. All of these skills were brought to bear in service to the
Hittite king and queen, and the Old Women appear to have been an integral part of the workings of the Hittite court for the whole of Hittite history.
APPENDIX A: THE KIN-ORACLE TEXTS

The following is a transliteration of the texts comprising CTH 565, “Oracles concerning the cult of Pirwa)”\(^1\) and CTH 572, KIN-oracles.\(^2\) The texts transliterated are as follows, in order of appearance; texts listed in bold are also translated, while the rest, if complete enough to determine the contents, are briefly summarized:

CTH 565
KBo 14.21

CTH 572
IBoT 4.43
KBo 13.76
KBo 24.123
KBo 24.125
KBo 40.50
KBo 41.149
KBo 41.150
KBo 41.151
**KBo 41.152**
KBo 41.153
**KBo 41.156**
KBo 41.158
**KBo 41.159+KUB 6.5**
KBo 41.160
KBo 41.161
**KBo 41.162**
KBo 41.163
KBo 41.164
KBo 41.166
KBo 41.167
**KBo 41.168**
KBo 41.169
KBo 41.170
KBo 41.171
**KBo 41.172**
KBo 41.173

---

1 Only KBo 14.21 is currently available in handcopy; the only other text in CTH 565 is Çorum 5, which does not have a photo, handcopy, or transliteration.

2 With the exception of KUB 6.7 + KUB 18.58, a longer text that has already been edited by Beckman in *The Ahhiyawa Texts*, pp. 232–41.
KBo 41.174
KBo 41.175
KBo 41.176
KBo 46.119
KBo 47.220
KBo 48.22
KBo 49.180
KBo 49.207
KBo 52.280
KBo 54.102
KBo 55.193
KBo 55.195
KBo 58.64(+)Kbo 53.108+Kbo 57.127b(+)KBo 57.127c(+)KBo 57.127a+KUB 16.30+KUB 16.82
KBo 59.79
KBo 59.80
KBo 61.93
KUB 6.3
KUB 6.23
KUB 16.18+50.30
KUB 16.20
KUB 16.21+KUB 16.80
KUB 16.36
KUB 18.21
KUB 18.34
KUB 18.43
KUB 22.37
KUB 22.57
KUB 46.58
KUB 49.70
KUB 49.76
KUB 49.77
KUB 49.82
KUB 49.89
KUB 49.91
KUB 50.13
KUB 50.15
KUB 50.18
KUB 50.20
KUB 50.25
KUB 50.26
KUB 50.37
KUB 50.39
KUB 50.40
KUB 50.42
KUB 50.51
Not every text that the Konkordanz lists under CTH 572 belongs there, however; the following texts should be placed under different CTH numbers instead (and are thus not included in this appendix):

KBo 13.76 is CTH 578, a combination of KIN and SU oracles, but has been retained in this appendix because the liver-oracles, which are only on the reverse, have clearly been added as an afterthought, e.g., written in below the final line of a paragraph.
KBo 39.55+KUB 49.15 is CTH 580, a combination of KIN and MUŠEN oracles
KBo 40.59+KBo 40.375 is CTH 578
KBo 41.154 is CTH 573, a MUŠEN oracle
KBo 41.155 is CTH 578
KBo 41.157 is CTH 573
KBo 41.165 is CTH 582, oracle fragments (the method is not preserved)
KBo 41.177 is CTH 580
KBo 58.81 is CTH 578
KUB 16.63+VBoT 96 seems to be a combined KIN, MUŠEN, and HURRI-bird oracle
KUB 18.37 is CTH 578
KUB 22.43+22.42 is CTH 575, a MUŠ oracle
KUB 49.84 is CTH 578
KUB 50.104 seems to be CTH 570, a SU oracle
KUB 50.106+KUB 52.53 is CTH 580 (the method does not appear to have been recorded)
VSNF 12.108 is CTH 582 (the second paragraph begins İŠ-TU LÚ[...])
ABoT 2.129 is CTH 582 (only parts of the question and a final NU.ŞE are preserved)
ABoT 2.131 is CTH 582 (line 3’ begins İŠ-TU MUNUS ŞU.G[I], so this is not only a KIN-oracle)
ABoT 2.132 is CTH 582 (it only preserves part of the question and a final NU.SIG5)

The Texts

KBo 14.21

Obv. i

(by about 1 line missing)

7’ [k][i]-i-r u ku -i-it d[a-a-li-i]a-u-wa-ar SîxSÁ-at nu -i₁-SANGA pu-nu-uš-[i]u-en
8’ [U]M-MA ŠU-MA (erasure) r A -[NA] x ²⁵ DINGIR₂-LIM wa EZN₄ ITU.KAM ŠA ITU.6.KAM r kar -ša-an
9’ nu-kán pa-a-n-r zi I -NA ITU.6.KAM EZN₄ ITU.KAM 1-ŠU ḥa-pu-ša-an-zi
10’ r kat -ša-an-na -a-an-r kii -ša-la-tar İŠ-TU NINDA KAŠ pi-an-zi DINGIR-LUM-za KI.MIN (erasure)
12’ r da-a -šiš NU.SIG₅

---

3 Previous partial treatments of this text include: F. Imparati, “Obligations et manquements cultuels envers la divinité Pirwa,” OrNS 59.2 (1990): 166–87 (transliteration of i ²⁸’–41’, 61’–72’; ii 55’–75’; iii 60–61, with discussion), and van den Hout, Umlitēsu:Vertrag, 155–56, (transliteration and translation of ii 55’–70’).
4 See Beckman, Birth Rituals, 62 n. 163 for this reading.
5 This trace is uncertain; it does not seem to be a NA, but all the necessary information is already present with A-NA DINGIR-LIM.
21’ [A-N]4 dPi-r ir "wa MUNUS.LUGAL-i[a] structor A'-NA EHEN4 MUKAM 1 GU4 9 [UDU-]r BA 1 MÁŠ.GAL ŠA r d γ7.7.BI 10 NINDA.GUR4.RA ḠΛA ŠA r BA 1 r NINDA Ḡ.GUR4.RA ḡa-zi-la-ĝa

23’ [ ]x NINDA ḡa-az-zi-la-ĝa 2 ME NINDA.GUR4.RA GAL 12 DUG KAŠ 1 DUG’NAM-MA-AN-DU

24’ [ ]x Ḡ.LU SANGA IŠ-TU Ė-Š[U] pē-eş-ki-iz-zi (erasure)
42' [A-N] 4 Pi-ir-wa 1 [R] X A-NA EZ]EN4 ITI.KAM 1 UDU 1 DUG KAŠ 10 NINDA[H]A γ (erasure)
43' [LÜ] ANGA IŠ-TU Ṛ É ā-[ŠU p]ē-eš-γ ki ā-i[z-z]i ni ma-a-an ku-u-un γ EZEN4 γ ITIL.KAM
44' [ša-r]a-a t[i-a-a]n-ta-an e-e[š-š]a-an-γ zi ā kat-ta-kán Ū-UL ku-it-ki
45' [da-a]l-γ iš-kān ā-[z-z]i nu KIN Ṛ SIG5 ā-ru x-[γ ]-uš-γ-za Ṛ ZAG ā-tar MU-an-na ME-aš
46' [na-at] pa-an-g]a-a-u-γ pa ā-iš IN4 UD.2.KAM (erasure) Ṛ ŠA Ṛ DINGIR[ME]S mi-nu-mar[H]A ME-an-γ te ā-eš
47' [ ]-[i]-ZAG-za (erasure) ki-ia-an-ta-ri SIG5

48' [ ] [ku]-wa-pi šu-up-pa-i pé-e-da-an-zi nu-wa LÜ SANGA İŠ-TU Ṛ-ŠU
49' [pa-a-i ] γ[H] 90 NINDA[H]A ŠA 1 UP-NI 9 DUG KAŠ 3 ME NINDA.GUR4.RA GAL
50' [A-N] 4 Pi-ir-wa MUNUS.LUGAL-ia (over erasure)A-N] 4[7.7.B]-ia 1 MÁS.GAL 1 DUG KAŠ
51' [ ]-i[a] (over erasure) Ṛ pé-eš ā-ki-iž-zi nu ma-a-an A-NA DINGIR-LIM ku-u-un EZEN4 MU.KAM
52' [ša]-γ ra-a ā-γ ti-ia-an-ta-an e-eš-ša-an-zi kat-ta-kán Ū-UL γ ku-it ā-ki
54' γ na-an ā-za-an-kān kar-pi da-a-ış NU.SIG5

55' [ ] [ki-] ā γ ku-γ it ā da-a-li-ia-u-wa-ar SÍxSÁ-at nu (erasure) pa-a-an-zi EZEN4 MU.KAM ŠA MU.1.KAM
56' [ ] x-aş-γ-x-x-na-γ an DÜ-an-zi kat-ta-an-na 1 LÜ SANGA za-an-ki-la-ter (over erasure)
60' [I-N] 4 UD.3.KAM LÜ SANGA ā-za ZAG-tar SISKUR-ia ME-aš nu-kān DINGIR[ME]S-aš SIG5

61' [A-N] 4 Pi-ir ā-γ wa A-NA γ EZEN4 γ MU.KAM IŞ-TU Ṛ ā-Ma-li-LUGAL-ma 1 GU4 8 UDU
62' [x DUG] K A.GAG 1 PA ZI.DA DUR5 2 γ PA ZI.DA HÂD.DU.A 3 Ṛ BÂN ā BA.BA.ZA pé-eš-ki-ir
63' [m]a-γ a ā-an A-NA DINGIR-LIM γ ki ā-i SISKUR ša-ra-a ti-ia-an pé-eš-š-kir
64' [kat-t]a-kān Ū-UL ku-it-ki da-a-li-iš-kān-zi nu KIN SIG5.ru
65' [ ] x-zā da-pi-an ZI-an PA[ ]-nu-mar-ra ME-aš na-at DINGIR.MAH pa-a-iš NU.SIG5

66' [ki-i ku-i]t da-γ a ā-li-ia-u-wa-ar SÍxSÁ-at nu LÜ SANGA pu-nu-uš-šu-en UM-MA ŠU-MA (over erasure)

6 CHD Ş3 (s.v. šíu- p. 463) cites this as a legitimate singular dative-locative form of šíu-, and I hesitate to emend to the expected DINGIR-LIM-ni in light of the same form in KBo 13.76 rev. 8’ and KUB 16.36 18’ below.
67' [ ]x-x-aš² ku-it A-NA DINGIR-LIM SISKUR A-NA EZEN₄ MU.KAM pē-eš-ki-it
68' [nu k]a-a-š MU.2.KAM ku-it-wa-ra-at Ū-UŁ pa-a-i nu pa-a-an-zi SISKUR Š₄
MU.2.₉ KAM Ṯ
69' [ša-ku]² wa-aš Ṯ-[š]ar pa-a-i GAM-an-na za-an-ki-la-tar IŠ-TU NINDA KAŠ 2 UDU-ia pa-a-i
70' [DINGIR-LUM-]za Ṯ KI Ṯ.MIN ḫar-ti nu KIN SIG₅-du DINGIR-LUM-[za da-pi-an ZI-an ME-aš
71' [na-an] pa-an-ga-u-i pa-a-iš INA UD.2.KAM a-aš-šu ME-an na-at DINGIR.MAḤ Ṯ SUM Ṯ-
an (over erasure)
72' [INA UD.]₃ KAM Ṯ DINGIR-LUM-[za EGIR-an ar-ḫa kar-pi-in ME-aš nu-kán an-da a-aš-
ša-u-i SIG₅

73' [ ]x A-NA EZEN₄ MU.KAM URU Pa-al-ku-un-ta-aš 1 UDU 1 DUG KA.GAG (erasure)
74' [ZI.]₉ A Ṯ-eš-ki Ṯ-iz-zi URU Gur-ga-an-ṛ ta Ṯ-aš 1 UDU 1 DUG NAG DÛ 1 PA ZI.DA
pē-eš-ki-iz-zi
75' [ ] li Ṯ-im-ma-aš 1 UDU 1 Ṯ DUG KA.GAG Ṯ½ PA ZI.DA pē-eš-ki-iz-zi
76' [ma-a-a]n A-NA DINGIR-LIM ki-i Ṯ SISKUR Ṯ-ša-ra-a ti-ia-an (erasure) e-eš-ša-an-zi
77' [GAM-kán]² Ṯ-U Ṯ-UL ku-it-ki da-ṛ a-li Ṯ-iš-kán-zi DINGIR-LUM-[za da-pi-an <ZI-an> PAP-
u-nu-mar-ra ME-aš
78' [na-a]t x i pa-a-iš NU.SIG₅

MA Ṯ Ṯ SU Ṯ MA Ṯ
80' [ ]x-ṛ aš-ši² x[ ] x pi² Ṯ ták Ṯ-ša-an š[a]r-ra-an pē-eš-kán-ṛ zi Ṯ
81' [ ]x-x-x-x-
wa Ṯ-U Ṯ-UL pē-eš eš-kán Ṯ-zi nu-kán Ṯ pa²-iz-zi²-pat² Ṯ
82' [ ]x x BiIA Ṯ r i i Ṯ SISKUR Ṯ 2-ŠU ḫa-pu Ṯ-ša-an-zi Ṯ GAM-an Ṯ-na Ṯ za-an-ki Ṯ-la-tar
83' [IŠ-TU ] x x x[ ] x x[ ] x pi-an-zi DINGIR]\ṛ Ṯ LUM-[za KI.MIN Ṯ nu KIN Ṯ SIG₅-ru Ṯ

Obv. ii
x+1 x x[ ] x[
      ]
2' nu-kán x[

3' ki-i ku-it d[a]-ṛ a Ṯ-[li-ia-u-wa-war SIxSÁ-at nu URU SANGA pu-nu-uš-šu-en
]
4' UM-MA Ṯ SU-MA x[
5' 1 PA ZI.DA pē-eš-k[i-
]
6' nu pa-iz-zí URU S[NGA
7' kat-ta-an-na za-an-ki-l[a-tar
]
8' DINGIR-LUM-[za KI.MIN nu KIN SIG₅-du [u DINGIR MEŠ GUB-[ir…ME-er]
9' na-at pa-an-ga-u-i SUM-er x[
]
10' INA UD.3.KAM DINGIR-LUM-[za EGIR-an ar-ḫ[a kar-pi-in
]
11' A-NA dZ[A-B[A₄-BA₄ URU Ik-šu-na-š² x[

427
(3 or 4 lines blank)

12' ki-i ku-it-da-a-li-a-wa-ar SIxSÁ-at nu LÚS[ANGA pu-nu-]" uš-šu "[-en]
13' UM-MA ŠU-] MA " A-NA DINGIR-LIM-]wa EZEN4 MU.KAM MU."
2. KAM kar-ša-]an-" [ ]
14' nu pa-a-an-] zi " EZEN4 ša-ku-wa-aš-šar-an[ ]ki" nu x [e-eš-ša-an-zi]
15' GAM-an-na za-an-ki-la-tar IS-TU NINDA KAš 1 UDU-] ia "pi-an-z[i]
16' DINGIR-]LUM-za KI.MIN nu KIN SIG5-]ru "[ ]x x-zA x x[ ]
17' na-at-zA a-ra-šA a-ri-] pa-ša-]iš-" INA-] UD.2. KAM šA DINGIR-]MES m[i]-]nu "-mar-[HAL ]
18' na-] at " DINGIR-] MAH- "-ni SUM-an-t[e]-] eš " INA-] UD.3. KAM-] dDAG- "-iš GUB-] [§]
19' pár-na-šA a-ša-šu ME-aš n[a-a]t LUGAL-] pa-a-iš SIG5

(blank paragraph of about 2 lines)

20' A-NA d]Pi-ir-wa [ ]]LÚR] Ha-še-nu-wa x x x x A-NA EZEN4-] x x[ ]
21' 4 UDU ŠA-]BA 1 MĂŠ.GAL A-NA-] 7.7.BI-] x x(TA-]PAL?) x x [ ]
22' 2 DUG] KA.GAG r 50?-] NINDA-[HAL 10 NINDA-] GUR4-] [RA]-] GAL y r LÚS]A SANGA y IS-] T[U É-]šU ]
23' nu ma-]an A-NA DINGIR-LIM ku-u-] un EZEN4 ša-ra-] " ti[-ia-an-ta-an]
24' e-eš-ša-an-[z]i] GM-kān-] Ū]] ku-it-ki " da-] y r [iš-kān-zi]
25' nu KIN SIG5-]ru LÚS]A SANGA-]za GÜB-] tar ME-] aš-] SISKUR-] " ME-aš nu-k[án ]

27' UM-MA Š[U-M]A ka-aš-wa x x x x x x ] UDU[HAL ]
28' A-NA d][x[ ]]'i-] ku-x x x x(LÚ??) an/DINGIR [ ]x [ ]
29' nu-wa x [ ]-a-] ri-in KU.SIG17 r URUDU-] DINGIR-LIM da-an-zi-] y x x [ ]
30' nu-wa-ra-an x-pár-na pé-e-da y p-e-] y x-x[ ]

32' EZEN4 Ū]] DÚ-] ŭ nu-un ki-nu-na-pá-] x x[ ]
33' GAM-an-na za-an-ki-la-tar IS-TU NINDA KAš x x ? [pi-ih-]hi]
34' DINGIR-LUM-za KI.MIN nu KIN SIG5-]ru DINGIR-LUM] za <da-pi-an-] ZI-an-] x [ ]
35' nu-kān an-da a-aš-ša-] in INA-] UD.2.K[AM] šA DINGIR-] MES-] y x [ ]
36' na-at A-NA d]UTU AN SUM-an-te-eš INA-] UD.3. KAM-] HUL "l[u ME-an]
37' nu-kān an-da SUD-] SIG5 [ ]

39' 10 NINDA.GUR4.RA GAL LÚS]A SANGA IS-TU É-]šU p-e-[S?]-] y ta "[ ]
40' nu r ma "-a-an A-NA DINGIR-LIM ku-u-un-] EZEN4 ša-] ra-] t[j-i-]a-an-tan]
41' e-eš "-ša-an-z] GAM-]kān-] Ū-]UL ku-it-ki "d[a]-] y r [iš-kān-zi]
42' nu KIN-] SIG5-]ru IS-TU MU-] HAL GÎD.DA-] šal "-li wa-a[š-tül]
43' n[a-a]-at pa-an-ga-u-i (erasure) SI[SIG5]
45’ UM-MA ŠU-[M,4 EZEN₄ GURUN-wa ku-wa-pi DÛ-r an-zî :`~nu` r wa :`~r[a ]x-r` zi :`~
46’ ša-an-ça-a-an-zi nu-wa-ra-an :`~ra` :`~-na-pi` r ła-aḥ `[-ča-a-an-zî]?
47’ nu-r :`~Lû.SÀNGA IŠ-TU É-ŠU 1 UDU 2 GU₄ pê-eš-r ta? :`~n` 11+?[
48’ pê-ca-hu-[n` r EZEN₄ GURUN? :`~f=U-UL DÛ-NU-un ki-nu-na 1 x x [ 1
49’ r EZEN₄ ša `~k`u-`w-aš-ša-ra-an pî-an-zi kat-ta-r an-na Lû.SÀNGA :`~
50’ za-an-r  `~k`i-[l]-a-tar IŠ-TU NINDA KAŞ 1 UDU-ia pa-a-r  `~i`  ~
51’ DINGIR-LUM-z[a K].MIN nu KIN r SIG₅-ru  `~m` DINGIR- `~L`U-M-za da `~p`-a-an  `~r` ZI-an  ~
52’ Tî-tar-ra [M]E-aš nu-kàn A-NA MU₄ M₄A GÎ.DA IΝA UD.2 KAM r ŠÂ DINGIR MEŠ mi-nu-
53’ ME-an-te-eš r na `~m`-ař DINGIR MAH-ni SUM-an-te-eš IΝA UD.3 KAM Lû [.SÀNGA  `~`
54’ EGI.R-an ar-ča-wa-aš-r túł `~m` ME-aš na-at A-NA dUTU AN pa-a-r iš `~[ ]SIGN₅

(about 1 line blank)

55’ A-NA dPi-ir-wa URU `~[m]i?-ig-ga A-NA r EZEN₄ r ITU-r KAM 1 UDU 1 r GU₄  `~[?]
56’ 1 PA Ž[.I.DA Lû.SÀNGA IŠ  `~m-TU É-ŠU pê-eš-ki-iz-zi
57’ mwa Ha-at `~m`-tu-sa  ~LAMMA-a[s-s]a EZEN₄ ITU.KAM ša(-)x x x[
58’ r e-eš `~m`-ša-i nu-wa 3 UDU 3 DUG KA.GAG 3 PA ZI.r DA `~[ 1
59’ r pê-eš-ki `~m`-iz-zi nu ma-a-an A-NA DINGIR-LIM ku-u-un EZ[EN₄ ITU.KAM]
60’ ša-ra-ra ti-i-a-an-ta-an  `~m` e-eš-ša-an-zi
61’ GAM-kàn Ū-UL ku-it-ki da-a-l[i]-iš-kân-zi n[u] r KIN  `~[SIG₅-ru]
62’ Lû.SÀNGA-zâ-kân SÀ-za IZI ME-aš n[a-a]t pa-an-r ga-u `~[i 1

(about 1 line blank, then column ends)

Rev. iii
(Lines 1–43 too broken to read, and not rendered in the handcopy.)
44 A-NA[r?] ]x x [ ] Lû.SÀNGA IŠ-TU É-ŠU  `~f=U-UL  `~[pê-eš-ta]

7 Reading after CHD š1 s.v. šannapilaḥḥ-, p. 159.
...
§1 (i x+1–6’)
They are not calling […] Ankusna? […] If they are performing] this monthly festival [for you, O deity, completely], and leaving nothing [out, let the KIN be] favorable. [Evil] was taken, and given to the priest. Unfavorable.

§2 (i 7’–12’)
Concerning [this] matter, with respect to which a neglect was determined, we asked the priest, and he said, “[...] the monthly festival of the sixth month [or] the god was omitted.” Shall they thereupon make up the festival of the month once, in the sixth month, and in addition give restitution with bread (and) beer? (Will you,) O deity, have it likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. The deity took the whole soul for itself, and placed it in anger. Unfavorable.

§3 (i 13’–20’)
Concerning this (matter), shall they thereupon make up the monthly festival of the sixth month twice? And shall the priests also make restitution with one ox and one sheep? Should they show him mercy(?) […] and the men of Ankusna …? make restitution with bread and beer? Should they show mercy(?)? Will you, O deity, have (it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. dDAG arose, took the good of the house and the year, (and they were placed) by the whole soul of the fate-goddess. [O]n the second day, the Sun-God of heaven aro[se], took well-being, and gives(sic!) it to the panku. [O]n the third day, the deity took hidden anger for itself and (it was placed) into goodness. Favorable.

§4 (i 21’–27’)
For dPirwa an[d] the queen […], for the yearly festival, the priest is giving one ox, nine [sheep, among which one goat of d7.7.BI, ten thick breads, among which one thick bread of hazzila-weight [...], breads of hazzila-weight, two hundred big thick breads, twelve vessels of beer, one vessel […] from his household. If they are performing this monthly festival for you, O deity, completely, and leaving nothing out, let the KIN be [fa]vorable. Goodness was taken, and it lies by the anger of the deity. Unfavorable.

§5 (i 28’–35’)
Concerning this (matter), with respect to which a neglect was determined, we asked the priest. He said, “They established two rams (to be) anointed, and when the yearly festival takes place, they will anoint them for dPirwa. But last year, Mr. Palla, the man of Ankušna, commandeered <them>, and he simply killed them.” So now should they thereupon—as for those two rams, the priest will give back others—give additional compensation with bread (and) beer? Will you, O deity, have (it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. Evil was taken and (placed) behind dDAG. Unfavorable.

§6 (i 36’–41’)
Concerning this (matter) which was unfavorable. Should they go(?) and should Mr. Palla also give restitution back to the god for the two rams? And in addition, should he give a compensation with bread (and) beer? Should they pa[rd]on him? Will you, O deity, have it likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. The gods arose, too[k] life, and gave it to the panku. On the second day, goodness was taken, and (placed) behind dDAG. On the third day, evil was taken, [a]nd (placed) into emptiness. [Favorable.]
§7 (i 42’–47’)
[For] dPirwa of […, for the] festival of the month, the priest is giving one sheep, one vessel of beer, and ten breads from [his] house […?]. If they are celebrating this festival of the month completely, and leaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. […] took rightness (and) the year [and] gave [them] to [the pan]ku. On the second day, the favors of the gods were taken; they lie to the right of […]. Favorable.

§8 (i 48’–54’)
[When] they bring […] to the holy (place), the priest [gives] from his house. He is giving […]s, ninety breads of one handful (each), nine vessels of beer, (and) 300 great thick breads [for] dPirwa and the queen, and for d7.7.BI, one goat, one vessel of beer [and] […]. If they are celebrating this yearly festival for the god completely, and [leav]ing nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. The deity too[k] the whole soul for itself and placed it in anger. Unfavorable.

§9 (i 55’–60’)
Concerning [thi]s matter, with respect to which a neglect was determined, shall they thereupon celebrate the yearly festival of the first year […]? And in addition, shall one SANGA-priest give a restitution [of] bread, beer, and one sheep? Will they pardon him? (Will you), O deity, (have it) likewise? Let the [KIN] be favorable. Life was taken by the long years, and (given) to the whole soul of the deity. [O]n the second day, the favors of the gods were taken, and they were given to Ḫannaḫanna. [On] the third day, the SANGA-priest took rightness and offering/ritual for himself, and (they were given) to the gods. Favorable.

§10 (i 61’–65’)
[For] dPirwa, for the yearly festival, from the house of Mr. Ali-Šarruma, they were giving one ox, eight sheep, x jugs of beer, one parīsu of wet meal, two parīsu of dry meal, and three sūtū of barley mash. If they have been giving this offering to the god completely, and they are leaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. […] took the whole soul and protection, and gave them to Ḫannaḫanna. Unfavorable.

§11 (i 66’–72’)
[Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect has been determined, we asked the priest, and he said, Since […] was giving the offering to the god for the yearly festival—[this is the second year—since he does not give it, they will go and he will give the [en]tire offering of the second year, and in addition, he will give a restitution of bread, beer, and two sheep. Will you, [O deity], have (it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. The deity took the whole soul for itself, and gave [it] to the panku. On the second day, goodness was taken, and it was given (to) Ḫannaḫanna. [On] the third [day], the deity took hidden anger for itself, and (it was placed) into goodness. Favorable.

§12 (i 73’–78’)
 […] for the festival of the year, the city of Palkuntas is giving one sheep, one jug of beer, [and X amount of me]al (?). The city of Gurgantas is giving one sheep, one vessel made for drinking (?), (and) one parīsu of meal. [The city of …]limmas is giving one sheep, one jug of beer, (and) one-half parīsu of meal. If they are performing this offering completely, and leaving nothing out, (let
the KIN be favorable). The deity took the whole <soul> and protection for itself and gave [them] to […]. Unfavorable.

§13 (i 79’–83’)
[Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect has been determined, we asked the priest, and he said, “They are giving half […] They are not giving […] he will definitely go(?) […] Shall they make up this offering twice [with …]s, and in addition, [shall they give] a restitution [of…]? (Will you), [O deity], (have it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable.

ii
§x+14 (ii x+1–2’)
[…]

§15’ (ii 3’–10’)
Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect has been determined, we asked the priest, and he said, [“…” He] is giving 1 parīṣu of meal […] Shall the priest thereupon […]and in addition, [give] a restitution of… (Will you), O deity, (have it) likewise? [Let] the KIN be favorable. The gods$^8$ arose and took… They gave it/them to the panku, […] On the third day, the deity [took] hidden [anger…].

§16’ (ii 11’)
For Zababa of Ikšuna […]

§17’ (ii 12’–19’)
Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect has been determined, we asked the priest, and he said, “The yearly festival for the god of the second year was omitted.” They will thereupon celebrate […] the entire festival, and in addition, they will give restitution of bread, beer, and one sheep. (Will you), O deity, (have it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. […]and gave them, one to another. On the second day, the favors of the gods [were taken], and they were given to Ḥannaḥanna. On the third day, 4DAG aros[e], took the good of the house, and gave [i]t to the king. Favorable.

§18’ (ii 20’–25’)
For 4Pirwa of Ḥašenuwa […] for the festival […] the priest [is giving] four sheep, among which one goat for 47.7.BI, two jugs of beer, fifty (?) breads, (and) ten big thick breads fro[m his household.] If they are celebrating this festival for the god compl[etely], and leaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. The priest took left-ness for himself and also took the offering, and […]

§19’ (ii 26’–37’)
Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect was determined, [we a]sk[ed] the priest, and he said, “This […] sheep […]for 4[…]awa, when […] They are taking(?) […] the gold (and) copper(?) of the deity. […] and […] it … the priest [will] give twenty breads (and) ten big thick breads from his house. I have not celebrated the festival, but now […]and in addition, [I will give] a restitution of bread, beer (and?) […] (Will you), O deity) have (it) likewise? Let the KIN

$^8$ This is the only likely plural active symbol.
be favorable. The deity [took] the <whole> soul [and?] …] for itself; (it/they were placed) into goodness. On the secon[d] day, […] of the gods [were taken] and they were given to the Sun-God of heaven. On the third day, evil was taken] and (placed) into emptiness. Favorable.

§20’ (ii 38’–43’)
(S)he also gave four sheep (and) one shepherd to him(?) for the festival of fruit. The priest gave ten big thick breads from his household. If they are celebrating this festival for the god completely, and leaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. The great sin[n] [was taken] from the long years, and it (was given) to the panku. Favorable.

§21’ (ii 44’–54’)
Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect was determined, [we] asked the priest, and he said, “When they perform the festival of the fruit, they search/scour […] They made it empty.(?) The priest gave one sheep and two oxen from his household. I gave 11+[…] I did not celebrate the festival of the fruit (?), but now they will give one […] with regard to(?) the entire festival, and in addition, the priest will give a restitution of bread, beer, and one sheep. (Will you), O deity, (have it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. The deity took the whole soul and life for itself, and (gave them) to Ūannahanna; on the third day, the priest […] took hidden sin, and gave it to the Sun-God. Favorable.

§22’ (ii 55’–62’)
For Ḡirwa of Ḥ[ar]migga, for the monthly festival, the priest is giving one sheep, one ox, (and) 1 parīsu of meal from his household. Ḫattuša-LAMMA [al]so celebrates the monthly festival […] “He is giving 3 sheep, 3 jugs of beer, and 3 parīsu of meal […] If they are performing this [monthly] festival for the deity completely, and leaving nothing out, [let] the KIN [be favorable] The priest took fire from the heart(?) for himself, and [gave it] to the panku. [ ]

§23’ (ii 63’–75’)
Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect was determined, [we] asked the priest, and he said, “What [is given?] for the year only has come from the city, and […] and Mr. Ḫattuša-LAMMA has/does not [celebrate it?] and also I have not been celebrating (it). They keep account of the months.(”) However many times(?)… they were omitted, they will give an offering of that month. And in addition, [they will give] compensation of [bread (and) beer]. (Will you), O deity, (have it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. The great sickness [took…] for itself, and gave it to the Sun-God of heaven. On the second day […] took fire, and placed it into emptiness. On the third day, the priest [took] hidden left-ness for himself and placed it on the right. Favorable.
§25” (iii 50–54)
The priest will be giving 1 sheep, 1 jug of beer, and one parīsu of meal from his house for the festival of drying/sprouting(?). If they are celebrating the festival of drying/sprouting for the god completely, and leaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. Evil was taken, and given to d […]. Un[favorable].

§26” (iii 55–66)
Concerning this matter, with respect to which a neglect was determined, [we] ask[ed] the priest, and he said, “[…cultivate(s) the deity’s garden. […] When […] for the god […] “neat… […] “but now […][…]Hattuša-dLAMMA […][…]binding? the servants of Hattuša-dLAMMA […] they will make restitution [with…], beer, and one sheep (Will you), [O deity], (have it) likewise? Let the KIN be favorable. The gods arose, took life [and?…] and gave it/them to the panku. On the second day, […] was taken(?) and (was placed) behind 4DAG. On the third day, evil [was taken], and (placed) into emptiness. Favorable.

§27” (iii 67–76)
For this mountain-god (?) for the festival of the spring, one ox?, two? […] For the festival of the fall […] one ox? […] the priest [will give] from his house. If [they are celebrating] these festivals for the god completely, and leaving nothing out, let the KIN be favorable. The deity [took] the entire soul and… for itself. On the second day, goodness[…] On the third day, the god […]it[…]

IBoT 4.43
x+1 […] x x […]
2’ […] x
3’ (blank)

4’ […] Aḫ-Na’ x x at-ta-a-x[…]
5’ […] tar a-pé-e-da-aš uš-ki-[ši…]
6’ […] pé-qa-an-ma
7’ […] x LúMES URU Ḫat-ti GÛB-z[a…]
8’ (blank)

9’ […] x-at
10’ […] nu KIN Nu NU. SIG5 -d[u…]
11’ […] a-aš a-a-[š-ša-u-i…]
12’ […] x[…]

Topic: Military activity.

KBo 13.76
Obv.
1 […] x
6 nu-un-na-aš-kán an-da-ma da-la-i NU.ŠE-d[u]
7 LUGAL KUR Kar-qa-maš-za ZAG-tar KASKAL ME-aš na-aš LUGA[L...]

8 u-ni-in-kán ZAG a-pé-el ŠA ZAG BE-LU^1\(^{HL_A}\)
9 an-ra da-ra da-li-ia-an-zi u-ki-an ku-e-eš ḫar-k[i-i-]
10 NU.SIG^5-du EN^MES^aš GUB-tar INIM-an MU.KAM
11 in-ra ni ǔ-tar ME nu-kán DINGIR^MES-aš

12 d^1\(^{ULU}\) kiš-ų D[-] BE-LU^2\(^{HL_A}\) za ku-e-eš
13 d^2\(^{ULU}\) ZI-ni GAM-an I-DI na-aš-kán ar-ra ḫa "\(^1\)
14 ḫal-ra za-ą ǔ\(^1\(^{URU}\)\) na-ma-kán pa-ra-a na-a-ı ą a-pé-ez-za ma-li-eš-ku-e-eš-zi SIG^5-ru
15 DINGIR^MES GUB-ir IZI ŠI^LUGAL KUR ME
16 na-aš A-N^4\(^{LU}\) KUR^1\(^{GA}\) GUB-zar GAR ǔ-ri 2-NU DINGIR.MAH GUB
17 PAP-mar IZI sa[1-]li wa-aš-túl? ...? LÚ.]\(^{aš}\) KUR ǔ ME-aš
18 [Š]^2\(^{LU}\) KUR wa[-aš-túl ]

19 ḫa ǔ-an[ ]
(break)

Rev.

x+1 [ ] x x[

2 [ ] x-ra it A-N^4\(^{LU}\) KUR SIG^5-x[
3 r :ku-läuft na nu-ra u-wa ǔ uš-ki-ši :ku-la-na
4 nu-u-wa e-eš-zi A-N^4\(^{LU}\) KUR x[
5 \(^{LU}\) KUR-za E GUB ǔ-tar INIM NINDA.GUR^4 RA iš-pa-d[u-zi ME-aš]
6 nu-kán DINGIR^MES-aš (erasure) ni ZAG pėše-etu ZAG-za[

7 :ku-la-na-aš-MA NU.SIG^5-du LUGAL-za ZAG-tar A-TAM-MA
8 INIM ME-aš nu-kán DINGIR^MES-.CreateInstance ni da-pi ZI-ni ǔ SIG^5 ǔ

9 KA]RA\(^{aš}\) rā ǔ-x-x-aš^3 KUR UGU NU.SIG^5-ru ǔ
10 K]ŪR ku-la-ľa na ǔ na-a-wiš^5 KARAŚ^4\(^{HL_A}\) A^13 Za
12 ] x uš-ki-ši NU.ŠE-du
13 ] x-ma-aš ZAG-tar SIG^5-LEGAL aš^ulu 结 IGI^HL_A aš^ulu IGI.LAL ME-er ǔ

---

9 No line apparent in photo, but the others are very faint, so perhaps it is just not visible.
10 There is an Aš here in the handcopy, but in the photo it appears to just be a dent in the tablet.
11 The next few words are written above the line.
12 The text returns to the line here.
13 Following CHD Ș1, pp. 66 and 75.
Translation:

Obverse

§1'
...favorable...the king of Kar[kamis]...took [...] (and) rightness [...] was given [...].

§2'
Will (s)he/it let us go there? Let it be unfavorable. The king of Karkamis took rightness for himself and [gave] it to the king [...]?

§3'
With respect to that border—will the lords of that border, the ones who ha[ve] sent (or: whom they have sent), let us go in? Let it be unfavorable. The lords took disadvantageousness, the matter, the year, (and) vigor for themselves, (and gave them) to the gods.

§4'
His Majesty will act thus: The lords whom His Majesty knows in his soul—he will call them away, but the city he will send forth(?). Will (the bad situation) become less serious? Let it be favorable. The gods arose, (and) took fire (and) the hand (of?) the enemy. They lie to the left of the enemy. Second: Ḥannaḥanna arose (and) took protection, fire, the great sin [...? (and) the enemy, (and) [gave] (them) [to] the s[in?] of(?)

§5'
[His Majesty will act] thus [...]

(text breaks)

14\textsuperscript{14} This line is smaller; it seems to have been written in between the previous line and the paragraph line after the latter was drawn in.

15 Common-gender!

16 See CHD L–N p. 130 for this translation.

17 “The hand (and) the enemy” is also possible; “enemy” appears as a P symbol in KUB 5.1, and “hand” appears apparently alone in KBo 46.58 obv. 7’ (though the context is broken and there is nothing preventing, e.g., a possessive pronoun).

18 Common-gender.
Reverse
§1’
[...]

§2’
...good to/for the enemy...Do you still see the army? Does the army still exist?¹⁹ For the enemy [...]. The enemy took disadvantageousness, the matter, (and) bread and wine for himself, and (gave them) to the gods. Nipašuri p.-ed (fallen?) to the right; on the right [...]

§3’
And let the army be unfavorable: The king took rightness, blood, (and) the matter for himself, (and gave it) to the whole soul of the deity.²⁰ Favorable.

§4’
...the army...up [to/above?] the land, to/for the unfavorable [...] the enemy army is not yet [...], while the troops will go [...]. Do you, O deity, see [...] in this year for them? Let it be unfavorable. [...] took rightness, goodness, and the king’s sight [...]. The nipašuri is not there, the gallbladder is ḫilipšiman [...] 

§5’
And if the enemy has an army, unfavorable?...Do you, O deity, see an army of destruction [for us?]. [Will you?/they?] let us go in? [...] to let go in, let it be unfavorable. [...] The gallbladder is ḫilipšiman; to the left is destroyed [...].

§6’
Will the city of Tiḫuli defect? [...] Ḥannaḥanna arose, took the matter of the city of Tiḫuli, [...].

§7’
The city of Tuḫuniqa [...] Will the [ene]my make peace? [...]

KBo 24.123
Obv.?
x+1 [...]x x x[ ]x x
2’ [...]x šar-ni-in-ku-u-[r] e sumer[-ni]
3’ [...]x ḤUL ME-an
4’ [...]da-pi-i r ZI r-ni NU.SIG₅

5’ [...]x NINDA.GUR₄.RA UD-MI
6’ [...]EG]IR-pa-ma na-a-wi₃
7’ [...]r er r SIG₃-r r ru [r]
8’ [...] na-at DINGIR.MAḪ-ni r SUM r-[a]n-te-eš
9’ [...]ka]r-pi-in ME-aš

¹⁹ For this translation see CHD L–N p. 469.
²⁰ See n. 6 on this form in KBo 14.21.
10’ […]-a-ši-]^{-}ru {\text-superscript} r ME-an
11’ […] SI]G{\text-superscript} 5

(upper edge)

Rev.?

(upper edge? + ~3 lines)
x+1 […] x x x x
2\textsuperscript{21} […]-a-ši-]^{-} Ù-TUM A-NA MUNUS.LUGAL dDN I-NA{\text-superscript} ^{URU}\!]a-pi-nu-wa pa-ra-a IS\text-emph{-}BAT
3’ […]-an NU.SIG{\text-superscript} 5

4’ […]x nu KIN NU." SIG{\text-superscript} 5 "[d]u
5’ […][DINGIR]^{-}LI[M]-ni da-pi-{\text-superfix} r i "{\text-superscript} -Z[i-n]i NU.SIG{\text-superscript} 5

6’ […] A^{-}NA MUNUS.LUGAL
7’ […]-pa-]ra-a IS\text-emph{-}BAT nam-ma-ma KI.MIN
8’ […]x NU.SIG{\text-superscript} 5

9’ […]x-ni-uš 2 U{\text-superscript} ^{MES} A-NA MUNUS.LUGAL
10’ […]x pa-ra-a IS\text-emph{-}BAT
11’ […]NU.SIG{\text-superscript} 5

**Topic**: Problems with cult offerings and offered restitutions: “we will make restitution” (obv. 2’), “daily bread-offering” (obv 5’) and the queen’s dreams (rev. 9’).

**KBo 24.125**
x+1 […]x x […]

2’ […] SIG{\text-superscript} 5 [ ]

3’ […]x-na{\text-superscript} ^{URU} Ta-ḫur-pa{\text-superscript} ^{URU} Ka-{\text-superscript} r a "[ta-pa…]
4’ […]x EZEN{\text-superscript} 4 AN.TA[H]ŞUM{\text-superscript} ^{SAR} x[…]
5’ […]]a= UL ku-iš-ki w[a]-x[…]
6’ […]x-an-aš EZEN{\text-superscript} 4 MES{\text-superscript} -ia x[…]
7’ […]-pa-a]n-ku-uš-za GÜB-la[-t]ar…
8’ […]x ZAG-tar da-pi-a[n ZI-an…]

(1 line blank, then broken)

**Topic**: Festivals, including the AN.TA[H]ŞUM-festival, involving the cities of Taḫurpa and Ka[tapa].

**KBo 40.50**
l.c.
x+1 […]x-it x\textsuperscript{22} \text{-}kán[

---

\textsuperscript{21} Restoration of this line is after Mouton, *Rêves*, 228–29; I do not follow her in assuming that this text has a combination of methods, since the traces are not certain.
2' [...]n-zi KI.MIN ŠE-ru
3' [...]x-iš MU-an
4' [...]ZAG-tar tar²-d[23] ME-er

(a blank paragraph of about 4 lines)

(1 or 2 lines blank so far as preserved, then broken)

r. c.
x+1 x[…]
2' dZA-BA₄-B[A₄…]
3' na-aš-kán x[…]

4' šar-ra-aš ku-uš[…]
5' nu-za DINGIR-LUM a-pu-u[…]
6' SA₅ IZKIM MU.KA[M’…]

7' nu šar-ra-aš šar-x[…]
8’ nu KIN NU.ŠE-du pa[-an-ku-uš-za…]
9’ 2-Ū DINGIR.MAH G[UB-iš…]
10’ nu-kán DINGIR₆[-aš…]
11’ na-aš m²Na²⁴[…]

(broken)

**Topic**: Shares of offerings(?) for specific gods.

**KBo 41.149**
x+1 […]x AN x[…]
2' […]x-za da-pi-an Z[I-an…]
3’ […]a-at LUGAL-i pa-iš[…]
4’ […]äßig DINGIR₆ mi-nu-marʰ¹ᵃʳ[A…]

5’ […]k][i ku-it [ A]N.ŠUR-x[…]
6’ […]² ki-i² č'[ …]

(text breaks)

**Topic**: Unclear.

---

²² ḤAR seems most likely, but the photo looks more like ŠE.
²³ See n. 68.
²⁴ Or ME-x?
KBo 41.150

x+1 [...] x x [...]
2’ [...]x-ki-ši(-)k[i-...]
3’ [...]nu]-kán an-da SUD-li IŇ[4 UD.2.KAM...]
4’ [...]ME25-aš nu-kán an-da SIG5-uš i "[...]
5’ [...]IŇ4 UD.3.KAM DINGIR.MAḪ GUB-iš x[...]
6’ [...]na-at pa-an-ga-u-i SUM-an [...] 

__________________________
(lower edge)

Topic: Unclear.

KBo 41.151

Obv.
x+1 [...]SIG5-ri in ME-aš nu "-[kán ]
2’ [...]nu]-kán an-da SUD-li12 x[ ]
3’ [...]x ME-an-te-eš
4’ [...]SUM-an]-te-eš SIG5

5’ [...]-ma Š4 DINGIRMES kar-pi-uš ME-an-te-iš
6’ [...]SUM-an-t]-eš NU.SIG5

7’ [...]LU]GAL-uš ku-e-da-aš pé-ra-an EGIR-pa
8’ [...]x NU.SIG5-du
9’ [...]ME-an-te]-ri eš " na-at-kán A-Ň4 GIG.TUR

10’ [...]-ri e "-eš kat-ta pa-a-an-te-eš
11’ [...]NU.SIG5-du
12’ [...]nu-kán an-da ŪL-u-i
13’ [...]SI]G5

14’ [...]k]u-it SIxSÁ-at
15’ [...]n]a-aš-kán ŠÂ KUR-TI ú-e-eḫ-zi
16’ [...]x pa-a-an-te-eš
17’ [...]-e-eḫ-zi
18’ [...]x-mi-ia-zi
19’ [...]x-an
20’ [...]x SIG5-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi
21’ [...]SIG5-ri

(text breaks)

Rev.
x+1 [...]ḪUL]-l]u ME-ri an " x [ ]

__________________________
25 Reading based on the tablet photo.
Topic: Obverse: travels of some kind, involving the king; reverse: an angry god.

KBo 41.152

x+1 [...]RUĐ[u²]
2' [...]-ti te²⁶[-]
3' [...]x-ú-i kar-x[
4' [...]x-zi GAM-na maš-kán[
5' [...]ZI-l-an a-pé-e-ez wa-ar-ši-ia-r du x?[ ]
6' [...]
Translation:
§1’
[...]in addition, a propitiatory gift [...] Will the spirit [of X deity] be satisfied by that?

§2’
[His Majesty?] will come to [Zipp]alanda for the AN.TAḪ ŠUM-festival. Will the angry [gods of Zip]palanda not step before [His Majesty? then]? [...] took the great sickness (and) evil; to the gods. Unfavorable.

§3’
Since [the gods] of Zippalanda were ascertained to be angry (lit. for anger), are they angry on account of rites/cult provisions? [...] Let it be unfavorable.

§4’
Are they [angry because of...]? Let it be unfavorable.

§5’
[...If it is] only [th]is [...] and [fur]ther, ditto. [...]
Topic: The perishing of an heir; the “tongues” (likely curses) of his maternal and paternal grandmothers.

KBo 41.156
(column i blank as far as preserved)
Obv. ii
x+1 na-na at "[...

2'  ni A-NA 4'UT[U-ŠI] [...
3'  HUŠ-u-e-ni nu K[IN (NU.)SIG5-ru-du p]a-an-ku-uš-za  GÙB-tar "[...? ME-aš]
4'  na-at  LÚ-a-ra-aš x[...]

5'  ki-i ku-it A-NA 4'UTU-ŠI [...]
6'  ni pa-a-an-zi  LÚ.ME.ES KAR-TAP-PU-TI  LÚ.ME.ES SAG-ia[...
7'  iš-ḫi-ú-la-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi ma-a-an-ma e-er-šu-x[...
8'  A-NA 4'UTU-ŠI a-pé-e-ez INIM-az SIG5-ri nu K[IN (NU.)SIG5-ru-du]
9'  ÛTU AN-E GUB-iš ŠA LUGAL A-DAM-MA ME-aš[...]
10'  na-at A-NA  LÚ.ME.ES SAG  LÚ.ME.ES27 KAR-TAP-PU [GUB-za GAR-ri]
11'  UM-MA  MUNUS.ME.ES SU.GI  ki 28-i-wa ku-it[...]
12'  nu-wa ŠA LUGAL A-DAM-MA M[E]-aš nu-wa-[a-at A-NA  LÚ.ME.ES SAG]
13'  LÚ.ME.ES KAR-TAP-PU-TI-ia GUB-za GAR[...]
14'  iš-ḫi-ú-la-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi-[i[a[...
15'  ku-it-ti tar-na-an-zi [...

(lower edge)

Rev. iv (iii uninscribed)
1 [...] x a-aš-šu ME-aš
2 [...] DINGIR MEŠ kar-pi-uš
3 [...] SIG5

4 [...] x UD-aš i-wa-ar
5 [...] x
(~ 3 blank lines, then broken)

Translation:
ii

27 Over erasure.
28 Over erasure.
§1’
(too fragmentary for translation)

§2’
 […] for His Majes[ty…] should we fear? [Let the] K[IN be (un)favorable.] The pan¬ku [took] left¬
ness [and…?] for itself, and the friend [gave] it/them [to…]. Unfavorable.

§3’
Concerning this: that a sin of […] was determined] for His Majesty after the trip, the charioteers
and the stewards will go and enjoin […] , while if[…] . Will it be favorable for His Majesty on
account of this matter? Let the K[IN be favorable.] The Sun-God of Heaven arose, took the
blood of the king, and it [lies to the left] of the stewards (and) the charioteers. Thus the Old
Women: “Concerning this: [The Sun-God of Heaven arose] and took the blood of the king, and
[it] lie[s] to the left of [the stewards] and the charioteers […] will they also enjoin […] will they
let something (or: [no]thing) go […]”

iii blank, iv too fragmentary for translation.

KBo 41.158
Obv. ii?
x+ 1 […]x[…]
2’ […]SIG5-ru
3’ […]-u-i pa-iš ṣ SIG5 ṣ

4’ […]-š]a-an-zi
5’ […]x x ka-ru-ú [ku]-r i ʾ-e-eš
6’ […]pi-ia ku-r it-ki da-a ʾ-li-i[a-an-zi]
7’ […]x DINIGIR-LIM-ni d[a-p]i-i ZI-ni SIG5

8’ […]E]ZEN4 MES DŪ-an-te-eš
9’ […]a-an na-a-wiš-ma ku-r i ʾ[-e-eš]
10’ […]da-]r a ʾ-li-an-zi nu KIN [(NU.)SIG5-ru/du]
11’ […]x-x-a ME-aš
12’ […]N]U.SIG5

(lower edge)

Rev. iii?

x+1 […]x-r ki?¬ta ʾ[ ]
2’ […]x [ ]
3’ […]x-uš nu[ ]

4’ […] x ZAG?-za? x[ ]
5’ […]x[ ]
6’ […]x x[ ]
7’ […]x x x[ ]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Festival neglect.

### KBo 41.159+KUB 6.5

Obv.

x+1 ku-i[t  ]
2’ URU x[ ]
3’ ma-ra  a  [?-an  ]
4’ nu K[IN? ](erasure) ME-aš
5’ x[  ]

…
y+1’ 29 [x-zi EGIR-an SIxSÁ-an-za
2” [LUGJAL-uš-za ZAG-tar A-TAM-MA NINDA.GUR4,RA
3’ […] ME-aš na-aš pa-[an-ga-u-i pa-iš IN4(erasure) UD.2.KAM GIG.GAL
4’ [x IN4 UD.3.KAM DINGIR-LUM-za EGIR-an ar-ḫa (erasure) <<ME-as30>>

7” [zi-ia-aš IGI-an-da pé-e-r du  ṣum-me-e-ni
8” [zi nu an-za-a-aš SIG5-ru DINGIR.  RA MAH  ṣ GUB-iš
9” [na-aš A-N4 LUGAL GÛB-za GAR-ri IN4 UD.2.KAM
11” [IN4 UD.3.KAM ME]-er na-an pa-an-ga-u-i SUM-er SIG5

13” [ ]-kán IGI4-IA-wa SAG.DU-i
14” [ ] NU.SIG5

15” [x SIG5-u-wa-an[-za] x[ ] ṣ i?-ia-aš :i-ia-an-da-aš
16” [da-pi-an [ZI-an MU-a[n …? IGI4-IA-aš]” ú ṣ-wa-tar Tl-tar-ra ME-aš
17” [da-pi-an” ZI”-an x[ ] A-TAM-MA ME-aš
(lower edge) 18” [p]a-an-ku-uš-za EGIR-an a[r-h]a
19” [j-an-da SUD-li12 SIG5

20” [SIG5?-an-za ta-x(ḫu)?)-uš-ša-iz-zi-kán

---

29 KUB 6.5 begins in this line.
30 The angles of the photos of this tablet do not allow a look at these signs, but as it is, the line does not make sense. Following DINGIR-LUM EGIR arḫa should be karpin, and even if they are functioning as preverbs in this instance, there is no object for ME-aš. In addition, if ME-aš already appears at the end of the line, the contents of the beginning of line 5’ are a mystery. Therefore, it seems most likely that ME-aš was also intended to be part of the erasure and, since it is placed far onto the edge of the tablet, it was not erased as thoroughly.
21" [LU]GAL-uš-za ZAG-tar ŠA DINGIRMES-ia
22" [DINGIR.]MAH-ni SUM-an-te-eš
23" [tar] GUL-ša-aš-ša IGILWA-aš
24" [GUL-še da-pi-i ZI-ni]
25" [EG][IR-an ar-ḫa kar-pi-in
26" [DINGIR.MAH-ni SUM-an SIG5

27" [x ŠA DUMU.MUNUS KUR Kar-an-du-ni-ia-aš GIG-an-za
30" []-NĀ UD.2.KA[M ]x-za ZAG-tar NINDA.GUR4.RA-ia ME-aš
33" [na-at] A-NĀ DUMU.MUNUSKUR Kar-an-du-n[i]-ia-aš GÜB-za GAR-ri
34" [ ] SIG5 [ ]

35" [ ][U]-UL-ma du-wa-ar-na-a-i ki-x[ ][ ]x
36" [aš]-ša-u-wa-an-za EGI.R UD.KAM-MI ŠA DUMU.MUNUS-[a ]
37" [n]a-at pa-an-ga-u-i SUM-an I-NĀ <UD>2.KAM 4[^]
38" TI-tar-ra ME-aš na-at DINGIR.MAḤ-ni pa-iš I’-[NĀ UD.3.KAM ]
39" a-aš-šu ME-an na-at1 DINGIR.MAḤ-ni SUM-an[n ]

40" a-ri-ia-še-eš-šar ku-it?[ ]ŠA DUMU.MUNUS KUR Kar-an-d[u-ni-ia-aš ]
41" SIG5-kat-ta-ri ke-e-da-ni-ia-at INIM-ni x[
42" GIG-ši-kán iš-ta-an-ta-iz-zi nu-za-kán TI[
43" an-da zi-en-na-a-i nu A-NĀ DUMU.MUNUS NU.SIG5-d[u]
44" DUMU.MUNUS-za ZAG-tar da-pi-an-na ZI-an ME-aš
45" na-at pa-an-ga-u-i pa-iš I-NĀ UD.2.KAM ŠA DINGIRMES-
46" da-an-te-eš na-at DINGIR.MAḤ-ni SUM-an-te-eš I-N[A UD.3.KAM]
47" ḤUL-lu ME-an nu-kán an-da [S]UD-li12 SIG5-^3

48" nu-kán A-NĀ DUMU.MUNUS KUR [Kar-an-du-ni-ia-aš ]
49" 2' nu2 A-NĀ GIG2 x[

(text breaks)

Translation:
§1’ (x+1–5’)
(Too fragmentary for translation.)

§2’ (y+1–5’)
[. . .] after([?) [. . .] has been determined [. . .] let the KIN be [. . .] The king [took] rightness, blood, bread [and . . .] for himself [and] gave [them] to the [pa]nu. On the second day, the great sickness [took . . .and gave it] to . . .]. On the third day, the deity took hidden [anger] for itself, (and gave it) [to] the small sickness. Favorable.

31 KBo 41.159 begins again in this line.
§3’’ (6’’–11’’)
 […] the oracle for His Majesty […] we took […] to […]. […] Let it be favorable for us! Ḫannaḥanna arose [and took…]; it lies to the left of the king. On the second day [the gods arose], took […, the great sin, and disadvantageousness; into emptiness. [On the third day, the gods arose, too]k […] and gave it to the panku. Favorable.

§4’’ (12’’–14’’)
 […] Let it be favorable [f]or His Majesty […] eyes in his head(?) […] Unfavorable.

§5’’ (15’’–19’’)
 […] is/was favorable […] …? […] took [the whole] soul, the year […]? (and) someone’s? sight [(and gave it to)…second, …] took […]? the whole soul, […], (and) blood […]Third], the panku [took] the hidden […]and?…] for itself; into emptiness. Favorable.

§6’’ (20’’–16’’)
 […] is/was [favor]able? (S)he will submit/endure […]The king [took] rightness, […] of the gods [and…] for himself; they were given to Ḫannaḥanna. [Second…took…] and the eyes of the fate-goddess [and… (and gave them) to the whole soul of the fate-goddess. [Third…took] hidden anger [and…] they(!) were given to Ḫannaḥanna. Favorable.

§7’’ (27’’–34’’)
 […] the sickness of the daughter of Babylon […] ditto: let the KIN be favorable. The deity took the whole soul, […]? and [well-being for itself, [and gave them] to the daughter of Babylon. On the second day, […] took rightness and bread for himself, and gave [them] to […]. On the third, day, the deity took the whole soul and the blood [of the daughter] of Babylon for itself, and [they] lie to the left of the daughter of Babylon. Favorable.

§8’’ (35’’–39’’)
 [If] it will not break, [let the KIN…] Goodness [took] the future and(/of?) [the …] of the daughter, and they were given to the panku. On the second <day>, d[ […] took […] and life, and gave them to Ḫannaḥanna. O[n the third day…and?] goodness (was/were) taken, and given to Ḫannaḥanna. [Favorable.]

§9’’ (40’’–47’’)
 Since the oracle of the daughter of Babylon has been favorable, and in this matter it is […] Is the illness delayed for her? Will [her] life stop? Let it be unfavorable for the daughter. The daughter arose, took rightness and the whole soul for herself, and gave them to the panku. On the second day, […] of the gods were taken, and they were given to Ḫannaḥanna. On [the third day…(and?)] evil (was/were) taken: into emptiness. Favorable.

§10’’ (48’’–49’’)
 For the daughter of [Babylon…] for? the sickness? […]

KBo 41.160
KBo 41.161

Obv.
x+1 [...x KUR.KUR x[...]
2' [...]x mi-nu-m[ar...]
3' [...]ka- lu?-x[...]
4' [...]na-aš ANA LÜ[...]

5' [...]NU.SIG5-du LUGAL-za x[...]
6' [...]-32 4 DAG Ti33 ME[...]
7' [...] NU.SIG5[...

8' [...]nu KI[N NU.SIG5-du Gl[G...]
9' [...]-da-pi Z][I ME-aš nu-kán d[...]
10' [...]T][I ME-aš ANA LÜ pal-wa-[ta]l-[la...]
11' [...] NU.SIG5

12' [...]KI[N NU.SIG5-du DINGIRMES[...]
13' [...]x[ma-li[...]
14' [...]x[...]
15' [...]x[...]
16' [...]x[...]

(text breaks)

Topic: Perhaps festival performance and/or misbehavior of cult personnel (the palwatalla-man).

32 Or perhaps TUR1, for [GIG.]TUR?
33 This sign seems halfway between a TI and a BAL; since it lacks the extra horizontal wedge present in the BAL of line 10', TI is more likely.
Rev?
ex+1 [...]x u[š...]

2’ [...]ti?[ ...]
3’ [...]x x[...]
4’ [...]SIG₅-r[u...]
5’ [...]x[...]

**Topic:** Festival neglect, including the fruit- and spring-festivals. Destroyed cult implement(s).

### KBo 41.162

r.c.
ex+1 [ ]x[...]

2’ nu a-ši GUL LUG[AL...]
3’ nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du[...]

4’ ma-a-an a-ši GUL LUG[AL...]
5’ KI.MIN nu KIN SIG₅-ru[...]
6’ nu-kán DINGIR-LUM-ni da[-pi ZI-ni...]
7’ nu-kán an-da SIG₅-u-r i "[...]
8’ nu-kán an-da SUD-[li₁₂...]

9’ "NIN.GAL ku-it"? SlxSÁ-r at " DIN[GIR?...]
10’ wa-aš-du-la-aš še-er TUKU.TUKU-a[n...]
11’ na-a-wi₅ ku-it-ki ti-x[...]
12’ nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du DINGIR-LUM-za GU[B-iš...]
13’ šal-li-ia wa-aš-túl ME-aš na-a[t?...]

14’ ma-a-an-za-kán "NIN.GAL me-ek-k[i...]
15’ wa-aš-du-la-aš še-er KASKAL-ši na-a?[...]
16’ nu-za DINGIR-LUM a-pád-da-an-pát še-er [...] 
17’ nu KIN SIG₅-ru DINGIRMEŠ GUB-er TI[...]
18’ "r ME "-er na-at pa-an-ga-u-i[...]
19’ [UD.]2.KAM a-š-šu ME-an nu-kán[...]
20’ [UD.]3.KAM DINGIR-LUM-r za " kar-pí-in[...]

(text breaks; left column blank so far as preserved)

**Translation:**

§1’
(Too fragmentary for translation.)

§2’
This strike of the king [...] Let the KIN be unfavorable. [...] 

§3'
If this strike of the king [...] ditto, let the KIN be favorable. [...] to the wh[ole soul] of the deity [...] into goodness [...] into empti[ness...]

§4'
Since dNIN.GAL was determined, [...] angr[y] on account of sin [...] not yet [...] anything [...] let the KIN be unfavorable.

§5'
If you, dNIN.GAL, are very[? angry?] on account of sin on the road(?) [...] Is it only because of this that you, O deity, [are angry]? Let the KIN be favorable. The gods arose, took life [and...? and gave] it/them to the panku. On the second day, goodness was taken [and given to...]. On the third day, the deity [took] anger [...] for itself....

KBo 41.163
l.c.
(at least 2 paragraphs, 1 and 2 lines respectively, blank)

x+1 [...]x BAL-kán ŠÂ MU-ti ta-ra-an-za
2' [...]GU]B-r iš ṣ MU-an mu-kiš-šar-ra ME-aš
3' [...] NU.SIG₅

4' [...]zi nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du a-aš-šu ME-an
5' [...]x-aš'-za EGIR-an ar-r ḫa ṣ kar-pé-en
6' [...]x x [...]x x[

(text breaks)

Topic: Neglect of promised yearly offerings.

KBo 41.164

x+1 [...]x dDAG-na ME-aš na-at a-r pé ṣ-d[a-ni SUM... ]
2' [...]SILIM-ul (erasure) MU.KAM-ia ME-aš ³ na-an a-pé-da-ni SUM-i[š ]
3' [...]DINGIR.MAḤ SUM-iš

4' [...] [...

5' [...]GIḪL₂-aš ú-wa-tar ME-an na-at a-pé-da-ni SUM-an
6' [...]MU-ia ME-aš nu-kán DINGIR MES-aš

³⁴ This word is written above the line.
7' […] wa-aš-túl IZI-ia ME-aš na-at  Ayrıca dUTU AN SUM-iš 2-ŠÚ DINGIR.MAH-aš-r GUB "iš
8' […]EGI]R-pa dDAG 3-ŠÚ a-pa-a-aš-za EGIR-an ar-ḫa wa-aš-túl da-pi-an ZI-an [ME-aš…]

(about 3 lines blank, then broken)

**Topic:** Unclear.

KBo 41.166

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KBo 41.166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x+1 […] ]x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2' […]x[ ]x x[ ]x x [ ]x BAL-r ŠÚ r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3' […]x pa-an-ku-uš-za wa-aš-r túl &quot;an/d x x ME-aš³５</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4' […] NU.SIG s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' […]dSin BAL-pát i-ši-iḫ-ta INIM r x r TU?? r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6' […]SIG₅.ru pa-an-ku-uš-za GÙB r la &quot;tar ME-aš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7' […] NU.SIG s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8' […]x ŠA dŠ/N A-NA KUR URU KÙ.BABBAR-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9' […]-ta nu r KIN &quot; NU.SIG₅-du BAL-x x-za r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10' […]x ME-aš na-at [an-da] r ḤUL-u-i &quot;[pa/SUM]-iš NU.r SIG r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³５ The handcopy shows an extra vertical wedge here, but on the photo it seems as though it is just a hole in the tablet.

11' […]MES ši/IGI-x[ ]
12' […]t]a URU r[ ]
13' […]x-an nu-ká[n ]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Offerings for the moon-god.

KBo 41.167

l.c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KBo 41.167</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x+1 […]da-a]-li-ia-u r ar r SÍxSÁ-at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2' […]x ú-wa-r an r &quot;-[z]i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3' […]x-aš e-eš-ša-an-za</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4' […]x-ma ku-e-da-aš pé-e-da-aš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' […]-r)i-ia-shé-eš-šar DÚ-an-zi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6' […] ]x [ -z]i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

452
8' na-aš EGI[R…]
9' [SI]Gs ME-a[n…]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Most likely festival neglect.

---

**KBo 41.168**

**Obv.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x+1</td>
<td>[...]x-ki ÉRIN?/wa? x IŠ-TU x[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2'</td>
<td>[...]x-ma? da-me-e? da &quot;az Ú-UL x[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3'</td>
<td>[...]a-pi-an ZI-an ME-aš na-an-za-an-ká[n ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4'</td>
<td>[...]x NU.SIG5-ta nu-kán e-d[a]-ni A-NA  mGE₅-aš-L[Ú ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'</td>
<td>[...]mar-la-an-n]a-aš INIM-ni iš-ḫar-ra ku-it-ki pa-ra-a a-r[a-iz-zi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6'</td>
<td>[...]NU.SIG5-du ḪUL-lu ME-an na-at pa-an-ga-u-i SUM-an NU.S[IG5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7'</td>
<td>[...]NU.SIG5-ta nu-kán ke-e-da-ni A-NA  mGE₅-aš-LÚ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8'</td>
<td>[...]pa-ra-a a-ra-a-an nu KIN NU.SIG5-du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9'</td>
<td>[...]nu-kán DINGIR-LIM-ni da-pi-i ZI-ni NU.SIG5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10'</td>
<td>[...] e? &quot;-da-ni A-NA  mGE₅-aš-LÚ mar-la-an-na-aš INIM-ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11'</td>
<td>[...]x ḪU⁶(erasure)-tar-ra pa-&quot; ra-a &quot;x-x-[i]? nu ṣ KIN ṣ SIG5-ru</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(about 4 lines unreadable)

(about 3 lines blank, then broken)

**Rev.**

(the end of one line, wrapping around onto the obverse)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x+1</td>
<td>[...]x SIG5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translation:**

§1’

(too fragmentary for translation)
§2’
[Concerning what] was unfavorable in that matter of [foolishness] for Mr. GE₆-aš-LÚ, will some blood also arise? Let [the KIN] be [unfavorable]. Evil was taken, and given to the panku. Unfavorable.

§3’
[Concerning what] was unfavorable in this matter for Mr. GE₆-aš-LÚ, has […something already?] arisen? Let the KIN be unfavorable. […] To the whole soul of the deity. Unfavorable.

§4’
[…] in this matter of foolishness for Mr. GE₆-aš-LÚ […]…Let the KIN be favorable. […]

(reverse only shows a trace and a SIG₅ trailing onto the front of the tablet)

KBo 41.169
x+1 […]x x[…]
2’ […]x NU.SIG₅ UL […]

3’ […]x(tar?) DINGIR-LIM-za x[…]
4’ […]x(ša?)-aš-ma ZAG-tar[…]

(about 3 lines blank, then broken)

Topic: Unclear.

KBo 41.170
Obv.
x+1 […]u]z-za-u³⁶
2’ […]SIG₅

(lower edge)

Rev.
1 […]x-it³⁷ iš-ta-ma-aš-šu-u-en x[ ]tuʔ-x ku-it É KUR mį[ ]
2 […]x-a-aš-šu-wa KASKAL-aḫ-ta na-aš [ ]x-an Ü-UL aʔ-ri
3 […]G]AM?-an” ar “-ḫa NĠ.G.SI<.SĀ>ʔ ma-a-an-ma-aš-kán A-NA dUTU-ŠI Ü-UL
4 […]z[i]? ZAG-ši-kán Ü-UL d[ą]ʔ a “-i nu KIN SIG₅-ru
5 […]x na-at DINGIR.MAḪ-ni SUM-an IN4 UD.2.KAM pa-an-ga-u-i³⁸ (erasure)

³⁶ This seems to be a Hattic word.
³⁷ Reading based on the photo.
³⁸ This is unexpected. Either it is a mistake—though pa-an-ga-u-i for expected pa-an-ku-uš-za would be quite odd—or, perhaps, the first two symbols of this oracle procedure were exactly the same as the previous procedure, and therefore only the final one was recorded. The next line is also somewhat irregular.
Topic: Difficult; something to do with the “house of the children” (line 10’) and the Storm-God.
3' [   ]x
4' [   ] NU.ŠE

5’ na-at DINGIR-\textit{LUM}-ma ku-iš-ki
6’ TUKU.TUKU-za DÛ-zi NU.ŠE-du
7’ “DINGIR.MAḪ” GUB-iš SIG₅ DINGIR\textit{MEŠ}-aš GÛB-tar-x²
8’ [   ]-ši-kán IGI⁴\textit{HA}-wa¹ SAG.DU-i
9’ [   ]x-aš-kán kar-pí GAR-ri

10’ [   ] k[u-]” it SÌxSÁ-at ”
11’ [   ] x SÌR-zi⁴⁰
12’ [   ] wa-aš-tūl a-pé-ez-za

(about 3 lines blank, then broken)

\textbf{Translation:}

\textit{§1’}
(too fragmentary for translation)

\textit{§2’}
Is some angry god doing it? Let it be unfavorable. Ḫannaḫanna arose, [took] goodness (and) the left-ness of the gods(?)[…] his(?) eyes in(?) the head; it lies by anger.

\textit{§3’}
[…] what was determined […] he/she sings […] sin, and on account of that […]

\textbf{KBo 41.173}
Rev. iii?

x+1 nu-kā[n?]…
2’ x x[…]

3’ x [n]e’ x[…]
4’ x x mu x[…]
5’ \textit{INA} UD.2.KAM SIG₅[…]
6’ \textit{INA} UD.3.K[AM…]

7’ x x[…]
(text breaks)

iv
x+1 […]x[   ]
2’ […]x-aš? ti x[   ]

\textsuperscript{40} This is a very clear SÌR sign. Although SÌR-\textit{RU} is expected, Hittite phonetic complements are attested, e.g. SÌR-\textit{an-zi} (VS 28.31 i 18) and SÌR-ki-iz-zi (KUB 10.20 ii 49). Without more context, it is impossible to tell if it could be a mistake for a similar sign, or even a rare attestation of the KEŠDA value of SÌR.
3' [...]x-iš-wa x[  ]
4' [...]G U₄ U₄ MAH -v₄ MAU A-NAV₄ r -v₄ -U₄ URU[  ]
5' [...]x-šu-ru DINGIR MEŠ LÜ MEŠ [  ]
6' [...]u₄ KIN v SIG₅-ru SIG₅-u-an-za x[ ]x-aš
7' [...]NAV₄ UD.2.KAM NINDA.GUR₄.[R[A iš-R] pa-an γ-d[u-z]i
8' [...]x SUM-er IN₄ UD.3.KA[M] pa-a[n-k]u-uš-za]
9' [...]da x (x) x [  ]
10' [...]x x x x[  ]x x
11' [...]x x(UTU?)[  ]l[u-t]
12' [...]x[  ]
(text breaks)

Topic: Offerings.

KBo 41.174
Obv.
1 [  ]x-aš? GIG A-NAV₄ DUMU.MUNUS GAL NA[M²?]

2 na-at-ši DINGIR-LIM-na-tar-ma NU.ŠE-du
3 DINGIR-za da-pi ZI-an SA₅ IZKIM ME-aš
4 nu-kán DINGIR MEŠ-aš NU.ŠE

5 na-at-ši ḫar-ga-ni γ ma ag -γ-ga-γ an γ-nil
6 NU.ŠE-du SIG₅-an-za [  ]
7 ]x γ EGIR γ-pa d[DAG]

(text breaks)

Translation:
§1
[... ] sickness for the Great Daughter [...]

§2
Is it her (personal?) divinity? Let it be unfavorable. The deity took the whole soul and the red omen for itself; to the gods. Unfavorable.

§3
Is it into destruction (and) death for her? Let it be unfavorable. Goodness [took...] behind the thr[one-dais...]

§4
(Too fragmentary for translation.)

4¹ Reading based on photo.
**KBo 41.175**

x+1 [...DINGI]R-\textit{LUM}-za
2’ [...]x DINGIR.MAH₃-ni pa-iš r NU.SIG₅ ṛ

3’ [...]x-aš-ši GAM-an GUB-a[š?]
4’ [...]KUR-aš-ša SIG₅ ME-[a]n
5’ [...]pa]-an-ku-uš-za ZAG-r tar ṛ²
6’ [...]x
7’ [...]kar]-pi-in ME-aš
8’ [...]SIG₅

9’ [...]an-za
10’ [...]x-at
11’ [...]x-ma ti-[a]n-zi
12’ [...]pa-an-ga-u-r i ṛ[ ]x x
13’ [...]-an
14’ [...]N]U.SIG₅

(text breaks)

**Topic**: Unclear.

---

**KBo 41.176**

(1 blank paragraph)

x+1 [...nu]-kán DINGIR-ni da[-pi ZI-ni...]

2’ [...]...

3’ [...]x ME-er nu-kán[...]

(text breaks)

**Topic**: Unclear.

---

**KBo 46.119**

x+1 [...]x-tar ṛ KUR-aš S[IG₅...]
2’ 3-S\textit{U} LUGAL-za ZAG-tar da[-pi-an ZI-an...]

---

²² Reading based on photo both for this sign, and for \textit{ku} (copied as UTU).
3’ nu-kán ZAG(IRU)[Ne[-ri-ik?]…]
4’ HUL-wa-za ZAG [e-ri-ik?]…

5’ nu-kán ZAG(IRU)Iš[…]
6’ [x-ʃ iš? ʔ[ …]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Border placement.

---

**KBo 47.220**

Obv.
1 […]š/t]a? na-aš ma-a-an
2 […]nu KI]N NU.SIG₃-du
3 […]ZALAG.GA-an-na da-a-aš
4 […]UM-M₄ MUNUS.M₄ES₄3 SU.GI dU-aš-wa
5 […]x-an-za
6 ] […]X.KAM DINGIRMES
7 […]p]a-an-ʃ ga ʔ-u-i

8 […]x-mi-ia-u-wa-an
9 […]x GAR-ri

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Unclear.

---

**KBo 48.22**

(about 2 lines blank)

x+1 […]KU]R A-h₁-h₃-ia-w[a…]
2’ […]wa-x LÚ.MES₃ Ah-ʰ[i-ia-wa…]
3’ […]da-pʃi ZI T₁-tar’ ME-aš[…]
4’ […]ZAG-tar MÈ Š[₄A…]
5’ […]x[…]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Aḥḫiyawa (Greece).

---

**KBo 49.180**

Obv.

x+1 […]DINGIR-LIM na-x[ ʃ ]
2’ […]na-an-kán GŬB-li[ ʃ ]
3’ […]nu-uš-ši ka-a-aš KASKAL-x[ ʃ ]

43 The hand copy does not show any traces, but there may be the end of a MEŠ in the photo.
4' [...]pa-ra-a UL ME-i NU.SIG5-du
5' [...]ŠÀ-aš wa-aš-tūl MU-an in-na-ra-wa-tar ME-e[r]

6' [...]’ ti ʔ-ia-zi LÚ^MES Hâ4^4-ti-ma-aš-ši-kán
7' [...]x-ri na-an-kán A-N4 MÈ ṣn
8' [...]’ ŠÆ GAR a-pé-ez-za
9' [...]x(UL?) x[ ]x-za

Rev.
x+1 x[...]
2' x[...]
3' x[...]
(text breaks)

**Topic:** Military campaigns.

**KBo 49.207**

Obv.
x+1 [...]x-an-x[...]

2' [...] nÀ~-aš DINGIR.MAHÊ SUM-za ṣ[...]

3' [...]x-en^{BLA}-KA-ma a-pí-[a] ṣn kar ʔ-an-z[i...]
4' [...]uš-ma zi-la-an a-pi-ia z[i...]
5' [...]wa-aš-du-li mu-kiš-šar MU.KAM-ia ME-aš n[a...]

6' [...] Ś]A INIM m^LÍL-d^LAMMA -ma wa-ar-pa-d[u...]
7' [...]x-ri-ia-an wa-aš-tūl ZAG-tar KIN-u[r...]
8' [...

9' [...]x-li-ia-an-ti UL TI-eš-nu-zí TA^MÚNUS^ENSI-k[án...]
10’ [...]x ÍR-ŠÛ^r INIM^r ṣ^MA-MIT^ia SIxSÁ-at e-ni ku-it x x[...]
11’ [...] l]i-en-ki-ir nu a-pa-a-at NU.ŠÈ-du [ [...]]
12’ [...]x-aš IZI šal-li wa-aš-tūl ME-er [ ...]
13’ [...]ín^r [ ...]

14’ [...]’ ia^r nu a-pé-el x[...]
15’ [...]x x PAP-nu-mar x?[...]
(break)

Rev.
x+1 [...]x[...]

---

44 TAP in copy, but vertical clearly visible in photo
45 I find the Konkordanz’ suggested indirect join with KBo 13.68 to be very uncertain.
Topic: Very difficult. Clearly a matter having to do with Mr. LÍL-LAMMA and his(?)
household, something having to do with oaths, and something concerning various gods. Perhaps
also sickness (rev. 11').

KBo 52.280\(^{46}\)

obv
x+1 x[...]
2' x- r da "x[...]
3' da-i-ú r en "x[...]
4' pár r na "-aš-aš-aš[...]

5' šal r li " GIG i-d[a-a-lu...]
6' na-aš-ta an-da [...]
7' r ta "x n]a " mu-x[...]
8' i-da-l [u x da-a-n[...]

\(^{46}\) Corti’s edition of this text in “The History of the Exploration of Uşaklı/Kuşaklı Höyük (Yozgat) and the
‘Rediscovery’ of a Middle Hittite Tablet” (CollAn 9 [2010]: 193–212) includes some signs that are very difficult to
make out on his handcopy in KBo 52; since the photo is also quite difficult to read, I am following him in certain
readings.
9’ x[   ] r DUMU.SANGA "-ma KI.MIN[…]
10’ [   ]x-mu-šu^2-i-pa x[…]
11’ [i-d]a-a-lu da-a-aš pa-an[-ga-u-i…]
12’ [d]a-a-an x-at-ta x[…]

13’ x-na x x 4IM x[…]
14’ [   ]x x  ’ ra ” da-a-x[…]
15’ x x x? x x x[ ]
16’ x x [d]a-a-aš^7 [   ]x š[a? …]
17’ r DINGIR-LUM "-x-za kar-pi-in [d]a-iš x[…]
18’ [na-a]š^"-ta an-da i-da-a-la-u[-i…]

(rev.) 19’ [   ]x-an ku-it DUMU.SANGA KIN-ti?[ …]
20’ [   ]x pa-an-ku-u[^s]^9 za ” wa-aš-túb da[-a-aš …]
21’ [GÜ]B-la-az da-iš nu DUMU^7-[-i^7 …]
22’ ku-wa-at-ga na-a-ḫu-wa-ḥ[i…]
23’ ku^9 iš "-ki ma-a-na-aš LÚ[-aš…]

24’ [d]a^9-la-a-i-za mu-ga-u[ …]

25’ nu DUMU.SANGA wa (erasure)[…]
26’ LÚ MUNUS-za LÚ^URU (erasure)^47 […]ku-is]
27’ im-ma ku^6 iš " x(na?) […]
28’ DINGIR^MES a-ri-er^48 nu x[…]
29’ pa-an-ga-u-i pí[-e-er…]

30’ nu DUMU.SANGA an-d[a^9 …]
31’ i-x[   ]x[…]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** A junior priest’s transgressions (?).

---

**KBo 54.102**

(1.5 paragraphs of several lines blank)
x+1 […]RIL Aš-šur-ma GAM (erasure) pé-eš-ši[…]  
2’ […]ZA[G   ]KASKAL-ia ME-aš […]
3’ […]x-da? dam-ma-aš-ša[…]

(several more lines blank, then broken)

^47 Ha-at-ti is clearly visible under the erasure.

^48 HW^2 A does not list this as a form of araî “to rise,” but only as the 3rd plural preterite of ariya- “to inquire by oracle” (p. 290) and of ar-/er- “to stand” (p. 208). However, the context suggests no other interpretation, and since the word also appears in the correct position for “arose” in KUB 50.51 obv. 1 below, interpreting it as araî seems most plausible.
**Topic:** Campaigns against Assyria,

**KBo 55.193**

Obv.?

x+1 […]u?-kán[ ] DINGIR\textsuperscript{Meš} γ

(one line blank)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
2' […] nu KIN NU.SIG\textsubscript{5}-du \\
3' […] \\
4' [...] GĒME \textsuperscript{m}Zu-ú \\
5' [...] x UR\textsuperscript{up} U-wa-tar-ra \\
6' […] \\
7' […] (erasure\textsuperscript{49}) \\
8' […] x-uš ZAG-za GAR-ri \\
9' […] x \\
\end{array}
\]

(one line blank so far as preserved, then broken)

Rev.?

x+1 […] x ME-aš

(a few lines blank)

y+1 […] x-za’

**Topic:** Mr. Zū’s maidservant.

**KBo 55.195**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
x+1 […]ZA[G] x[…]
2' […]ITU x[…]
3' […] M\textsuperscript{es} GUB’ EGI.R.UD[…]
4' […] AN\textsuperscript{4} LU.KUR wa-aš-du[-li…]
5' […] x IN\textsuperscript{4} KUR (erasure?) \textsuperscript{m}SUM-u[…]
6' […] d UTU GUB ZAG-tar x[…]
7' […] 2-Ú\textsuperscript{1} LU KUR \\
8' […] x AN.TA x[…]
\end{array}
\]

(erasure)

\textsuperscript{49} Clearly SIG\textsubscript{5}.

463
**KBo 58.64(+Kbo 53.108+Kbo 57.127b(+KBo 57.127c(+KBo 57.127a+KUB 16.30+KUB 16.82**

**Topic:** Military activity.

Obv. i

1. ma-a-an-za₂ kám ṣ U URU Hat-ti ḫ LAMMA URU Hat-ti [ ]
2. ZA-BA₂₃-BA₂₆ URU Hat-ti ŠA É MES DINGIR MESŠ -ŠU-N[U]
3. Ū-UL ku-it-ki TUKU-an-te-eš nu KIN SIG₅-ru
5. na-at ṣ U-ni pa-iš NU.SIG₅

(about fourteen lines blank)

______________________

6 [ x x ] ]ŠA É DINGIR-LIM Ū-U[L ku-it-ki…]
7 [ ] x x ṣ za ṣ x[…]

Rev. iii

2’. nu-kán DINGIR MESŠ-aš NU.SIG₅

(rest of paragraph, ~8 lines, is blank)

______________________

3’ [ x ] [ x ] [ l ] ]i₂-[i]-[z]i-na ŠA É DINGIR-LIM-KA
4’ ([join unpub., but one assumes (UL) ku-it-ki TUKU.TUKU)-a]n₅₁-za nu KIN SIG₅-ru
5’ [ x ZAG-tar A-TAM-MA MU-an
6’ [ ] x(uš) ME-aš na-at pa-an-ga-u-i pa-iš
7’ [ ] NU.SIG₅

(text breaks)

iv

52

(4 or 5 lines blank)

______________________

x+1 [ … ] x ŠA É NA₄ DINGIR-LIM UL ku-it-ki
2’ [ ] x ME-an nu-kán an-da ḪUL-u-i NU.SIG₅

______________________

3’[ ] x [ ] x-ma
4’ [ ] a-ša-an-te-eš
5’ [ ] ma-a-an ki-i-pāt nam-m[a]
6’ [ ] ŠA DING]IR MESŠ mi-nu-mar[H]A ME-an-te-eš
7’ [ ] NU.SI[G₅

______________________

50 Bo 2508 (KUB 16.82)
51 Reading based on photo.
52 1115/v (KBo 57.127a)
53 1446/u (KBo 58.108)
y+1 […] É NA₄ DINGIR−LIM UL ku-it-ki
(-8 lines blank, then broken)

z+1⁵⁵ […] ṡ x[  
2''' […]x-da ŠE ṡ ru? ṡ[  
(one line blank)

3''' […]x pa-an-ku-uš-za x[ ]
(about 3 lines blank)

4''' (x+1)⁵⁶ […]x-za ap-pa-aš LU[D]AM.GÂR a-aš-šu-u-wa-an-za
5''' […n]u-kán A-NA GIG.TUR NU.SIG₅
(4 lines blank)

6''' (3') ma⁵⁷-a-an-za-kán DINGIR URU[A[n?] ]ŠÂ É DINGIR−LIM UL ku-it-ki
7''' TUKU.TUKU-u-an-za nu KIN SIG₅-[r][  
8''' (6') ki-it NU.SIG₅-ta [n] u ṡ LÛMEṢ ŠÂ É DINGIR−LIM pu ṡ-n[u]-uš-šu-u-en (erasure??)
9''' (8') TA UM-MA-ŠU-NU-ma ṡ 3 TA ṡ-P[A]L? EZEN₄ ITU-wa kar-š[a]-an

10''' (10’) 5₈ ma-a-an-za-kán [Wu₂-ru-na-an-ni-ga-aš ŠÂ É DINGIR−LIM UL ku-it-ki TUKU-u-an-za
11''' (12’) ki-i ku-it NU ṡ SIG₅-ta ṡ nu LÛMEṢ ŠÂ É DINGIR−LIM ṡ pu-nu ṡ-uš-šu ṡ-u-en ṡ UMY-MA-ŠU ṡ-NU-ma ṡ [ ]
12''' (14’) ki-i ku-it NU ṡ SIG₅-ta ṡ nu LÛMEṢ ŠÂ É DINGIR−LIM ṡ pu-nu ṡ-uš-šu ṡ-u-en ṡ UMY-MA-ŠU ṡ-NU-ma ṡ [ ]
13''' (16’) EZN₄ ṡ-ŠA ṡ MU.2 ṡ KAM iš-ša-an-te-eš nam-ma KI.MIN
14''' (18’) […] x-za ṡ ZAG-tar A-TAM-MA KUR-e-aš-a aš-šu ME-aš nu-kán ṡ[U[TU AN-E pa-iš]

⁵⁴ 349/v (KBo 57.127c); the placement of this fragment is uncertain.
⁵⁵ 332/v + 885/v (KBo 57.127b)
⁵⁶ Bo 2831+10146 (KUB 16.82)
⁵⁷ From photo.
⁵⁸ Copy indicates erasure here (as though the ma was originally begun a little too far to the left).
⁵⁹ The copy (KUB 16.82 iv 14’) has DINGIR−LUM-za, but the photo shows the tablet to be so deteriorated as to be unreadable, and in no other KIN-oracle does “the deity” take “rightness.”
18’’’ NU.SIG₅
(lower edge)

Left edge:
1 […]TUKU-u-an-za
2 […]SIG₅

Translation:
i
§1
If the Storm-God of Ḫatti, the tutelary deity of Ḫatti, […?], or Zababa of Ḫatti are not angry about anything in their temples, let the KIN be favorable. GibDAG arose, [took] the whole soul (and) vigor, and gave them to the Storm-God. Unfavorable.

§2
[…]no[thing] in the temple […]

iii
§3’
(Is it) ¹DAG of the herald? The panku took fire from the heart and big thick bread [and?] li[bations for itself]; to the gods. Unfavorable.

§4’
[…Are you, Storm-God? of] Liḫzina, [ang]ry [about anything] in your temple? Let the KIN be favorable. […] took rightness, blood, the year […] and gave them to the panku. […]
Unfavorable.

iv
§5’’
[…] not [angry] about anything in the stone house of the god? […] was taken; into evil.
Unfavorable.

§6’’
[…] seated(?) […] Further if it is only this [and nothing else? let the KIN be favorable…] the goodwills [of] the gods were taken […] unfavorable.

§7’’ […] not [angry] about anything [in] the stone house of the god?

§8’’’–§9’’’
(Too fragmentary for translation.)

§10’’’
[…] the good merchant (?) […] them back? […] to the small sickness. Unfavorable.
§11
If you, O god of URU A[n?...], are not angry about anything in the temple, let the KIN be favorable. [...] took rightness, blood, and thick bread, and [gave] them to the Sun-God [of] heaven. [Unfavorable.]

§12
Concerning that which was unfavorable, we asked the men of the temple, and they said, “Three sets of the monthly festival have been stopped.”

§13
From the LÚ.MEŠ-ZABAR.DAB: [...] Telipinu, three sets of the festival of the month [have been] stopped.

§14
Telipinu of the LÚ.MEŠ-GAD.TAR:

§15
If you, Wurunanniga, are not angry about anything in the temple, let the KIN be favorable. Goodness was taken, (and given) to the small sickness. Unfavorable.

§16
Concerning that which was unfavorable: we asked the men of the temple, and they said, “[...]performing the festival of the second year,” and further ditto. [...] The deity took rightness, blood, and the good of the land for itself [and gave] (them to) the Sun-God [of Heaven]. Unfavorable.

left edge
§17
(Too fragmentary for translation)

KBo 59.79
x+1 [...]a[n’-za NU.SIGs-du x[  ]
2’ [...]da ME-aš nu-kán an-da SIGs-u-i S[IGs]

3’ [...]x nu la-aḫ-ḫi-ia-iz-zi
4’ [...]pa-ra-a na-a-i ḫa-m[i]-eš-ḫi-maʔ MU.20 x[ ]
5’ [...]da mu-ŋ kiš ʔ-šar KASKAL LÚ-ia ME-an
6’ [...]SIGs

7’ [...]a-mi ki-nu-um-ma DINGIRMEŠ-tar
8’ [...]x-da-an ta-nu-um-miʔ SIGs-ru ʔ[ ]
9’ [...]x SILIM-ŋ ul ʔ PAP-ŋ mar ME-aš ʔ
(text breaks)

Topic: Military campaigns.
**KBo 59.80**

**Obv.**?

1. $^\diamond$UTU-$ŠI$ $^\cdot$ [...]
2. u-e-tu[m-...]
3. INIM-ti $^2$ u'[...]
4. NU.GÁL IG[...]
5. (erasure)

(3 or 4 lines blank)

6. $^\diamond$Hi-eš-x[...]
7. ma-a-a[n...]  
8. NU.GÁ[L...]
9. [...][...]

(text breaks)

**Rev.**?

1. [...][...][...]
2. [...][...][...]
3. [...]SIG$^5$-ru ša[-an-na-pi-li?...]
4. [...]U[D.2.KAM pa-an[ku-uš-za...]

(about four lines blank)

5. [...]x-kán $^\diamond$M[U]T$^\cdot$U-$ŠI$ x[...]
6. [...]a'-aš-du$^d$ MUNUS$^2$ x[...]
7. [...]x $^\diamond$A-[N]A$^d$UT[U-$ŠI$...]
8. [...]SIG$^5$-ru $^\diamond$ LUGAL $^\cdot$uš[-za...]
9. [...]x[...] $^\diamond$ SIG$^5$ $^\cdot$ [...]

10. [...] $^\diamond$ A $^\cdot$NA $^d$UTU-$ŠI$[...]
11. [...]KA$^R$-TAP-$PU$ na-x[...]
12. [...]x-at pa-an-kuy $^\cdot$ uš-za $^\cdot$ x[...]
13. [...]pa-a[n-ku-uš-za ZAG-tar ME-aš[...]
14. [...]NA U[D.3.KAM [ ] $^\diamond$UTU AN GUB-iš x[...]
15. [...]DINGIR.M]AH-n[i] pa-iš SIG$^5$[...]

16. [...]ku-i-eš a-pé-el[...]
17. [...]x HUL-u-an-za[...]
18. [...]p)a-iš NU.SIG$^5$ [...]  

19. [...] $^\diamond$UTU-$ŠI$ $^\cdot$ $^\cdot$x[...]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Very unclear; something to do with the king.
KBo 61.93

rev. iii
(1 line blank)

x+1 na-at-ši-[án...]
2' nu KIN (over erasure) SIG₅-du[...]
3' na-at-za GUB-za[...]

(about 3 lines blank, then lower edge; iv blank as far as preserved)

Topic: Unclear.

KUB 6.3

1 DINGIRMEŠ ŠA dUTU-ŠT Ti "-tar ḫ GIM-an " DINGIR-LIM-ni e-eš-x [ ]
3 aš-šu-la-an-na ME-aš nu-kán an-da SIG₂-u-i I-NA UD.2.KAM DINGIR.M[AH GUB-iš]
5 ŠA LUGAL A-DAM-MA ME-an nu-kán EGIR-pa GIŠDAG SIG₅

6 DINGIR-LUM Ti-tar ku-e-da-ni (erasure?) i-li-eš-ni uš-ki-ši
8 a-pé-e-da-ša-aš MU[H.L.A] aš pa-ra-a TI-an-za nu KIN SIG₅-ru
11 na-aš pa-an-qa-u-i pa-iš I-NA UD.3.KAM GIŠDAG Ša-aš-za da-pi-an ZI-an
12 TI-tar ka-lu-ta-aš-ša TI-tar ME-aš nu-kán DINGIRMEŠ-aš SIG₅

13 ki-i ku-it TI-an-ni SIG₅-ra iš " ta pa-an-gur-za pa-ri-an-da
14 ši-an-naGIŠM an ta-pár-ti DINGIR-LUM-an ar-nu-ši a-pé-e-da-ni
15 me-e-ḫu-i ni-l₅-aš-ša-na-ah-ḫi-at-za SIG₅-ru GIŠDAG-aš A-DAM-MA
16 " Ti "-tar ME-aš nu-at pa-an-qa-u-i pa-iš I-NA UD.2.KAM LUGAL-uš-za ZAG-tar
17 TI-tar an-gur-ra ME-aš nu-kán DINGIR-LIM-ni da-pi-i ZI-ni
18 I-NA UD.3.I KAM " HUL-u-an-za " UD "-aš SAG.KI-za RA-ar ME-aš
19 nu-kán an-da SUD-₅½ SIG₅ 4 ūr-kiš TA MU[H.L.A] GĪD.DA
20 in-na-u-wa-tar ME-an na-at pa-an-qa-u-i SUM-an

21 ki-i ku-it da-pi-an SIG₅-iš-ta me-ḫu-ur-ši ma-mi-in-ku-wa-an
22 nu" un "-na-aš-kân-" DINGIR "-LUM HUL-ru [š]a-an-na-aš nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du
23 x x x x[ ]x-mar" a-aš-šu ME-er na-at " pa-an-qa-u-i SUM-er "
24 [ ]d[a ] x r na-as " a-aš-šu x[ ]
25 x x x [ ]

Translation:

§1
As the gods [...] the life of His Majesty for the deity [...] of the long years, let the KIN be favorable. The king took rightness, the whole so[ul] and well-being, and (they went) into goodness. On the second day, Hannahanna [arose], and took life; it was given to the king. On the third day, the blood of the king was taken from/by the [long] year[s]; behind GIS DAG. Favorable.

§2
In what sign you, O deity, see life—what years have already been spoken for him by oracle, will he live in excess of those years? Let the KIN be favorable. GIS DAG arose, took blood (and) evocation, and gave it to the long years. On the second day, Hannahanna arose, took the goodwill of the gods and the years, and gave them to the panku. On the third day, the fate-goddess took the whole soul, life, and the life of the community(?) for herself, (and gave them to) the gods. Favorable.

§3
Since this was favorable for the life (of the king), just as you command, beyond the clan, even the foremost, will you, O deity, bring him to that time? Does it signify (that)? Let it be favorable. The Storm-God arose, took blood (and) life, and gave it to the panku. On the second day, the king took rightness, life, and the clan for himself, (and gave it) to the whole soul of the deity. On the third day, evil took the forward strike of the day(?); into emptiness. Favorable. Fourth “track”: Vigor was taken from the long years, and it was given to the panku.

§4
Since this was all favorable, is the time near for him (or: is his time short?)? Have you, O deity, hidden evil from us? Let the KIN be favorable. [...] and took (plural) [...]-mar (and) goodness, and gave them to the panku. [...] goodness [...]

KUB 6.23
Obv.
x+1 [...]x x[ ]
2’ (blank)
3’ [...]a-pí-an ZI[-an]
4’ [...]pa-an-ga-u-i SUM-a[n]
5’ [...]x GIS DAG-iš GUB[-iš]
6’ [...]IGI HLA-w]a-aš ú-wa-tar ZAG-tar
7’ [...]4-N4 MU.GÍ.D.DA
8’ [...]x r Š4 7 DINGIR MEŠ kar[-pi-uš]

61 For a slightly different translation of this line, see S.E. Kimball, “Hittite ariya- ‘Consult an Oracle’?” in The Asia Minor Connexion: Studies on the Pre-Greek Languages in Memory of Charles Carter, ed. Y. L. Arbeitman (Leuven: Peeters, 2000), 136.
62 For this translation, see again P. Goedegebuure, “The Hittite Numeral ‘1’,” 180.
63 This is unclear. HW² hant- – happiness- translates “‘das vorn Schlagen des Tages’ (vielleicht Anspielung auf das Unglück, mit dem ein Tag zuschlagen kann)” (p. 194).
9' […]MEŠ [ ]
10' […]x[ ]
(probably about 6 lines to the edge)

Rev.

x+1 […] (blank)

2' […]x
3' […]x ŠÂ SA₅ [IZKIM]

4' […]x nu-kán an-da SIG₅-u-i
5' […]p]a-an-ku-uš-za ZAG-tar
6' […]x ME-aš nu-kán ḫEGIR ḫ-pa GIŠDAG
7' […]M]U.GÍD.DA
8' […]mi-nu-ma]rHLA ME-an-r te-eš ʹ
9' […] SUM-an SIG₅
(3 or 4 lines blank)

10' […]x-ma ŠÂ li[ ]
11' […]H]UL?-zi x[ ]
12' […]nu x[ ]
13' […]x[ ]

**Topic**: Unclear.

---

**KUB 16.18+KUB 50.30**

**Obv.**

1 ku-u-aš LUGAL ÉRINMEŠ ŠU-TUM ku-e-ez-za
3 DINGIR-za EGIR-an ar-ḫa kar-pi-in SIG₅ ME-aš na-aš DINGIR.MAH-mi⁶⁵ SUM(515,507),(565,525) <<ME-aš>>
4 2 GIG.GAL pár-na-aš SIG₅ ME-aš nu-kán DINGIRMEŠ-aš ʹ
5 ḫ 3 ʹ x GÜB-tar <da>-pī? ZI in-na-x(ra)² ME-aš nu-kán DINGIRMEŠ NU.ŠE

⁶⁴ Over erasures(?).

65 E. Neu (Interpretation der hethitischen mediopassiven Verbalformen, StBoT 5 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1968], 183 s.v. .ul[l]ai) tranisliterates Ú rather than ḪU here, but HW² includes this form under Ḫulla/e-, Ḫulliya- (p. 686). The photo is difficult, but it favors ḪU over Ú.

---

471
§1
By what were these *ŠUTU*-troops (of) the king defeated? (Is it) you, "NAM? Let it be unfavorable. The deity took the hidden anger (and) goodness for itself, and they were(!) given to Ḫannaḫanna. 2: The great sickness took the good of the house; to the gods. 3: The king(?) took (…?), the whole soul(??) and vigor(???). To the gods. Unfavorable.

§2
(Is there) an angry one of the gods? Let it be unfavorable. The gods arose (and) took the red omen; to the great sickness.

§3
The gods who (are) of? weapons […] angry(pl.) […] Is it on account of that […]? Let it be unfavorable. The great sickness to[ok] evil (and) life for itself[…]

---

66 This oracle procedure is extremely irregular and difficult to read.
§4
(Too fragmentary for translation)

§5
[…] angry (sg.)? Ditto. Let it be unfavorable. […] It lies near(?) the anger of the god.

§6
[…] in addition? […] of the gods is angry? Let it be unfavorable. […] Into emptiness. Unfavorable.

§7
 […] Let it be unfavorable. […] to the gods […]

Reverse

§8’
[…] oppress(?)? Let it be unfavorable. [The gods] arose, took sickness, bread and beer, (and they were given) to the great sickness.

§9’
[…] the gods arose, took life […] (to?) evil.

left edge
§10’
(too fragmentary for translation)

KUB 16.20

Obv.

x+1 [ x x] aha-nu-um-m[e-en…]
2’ [nu-za-kān] _SAMPLER LUGAL-[u-iz-na-ni e-ša-ri ma-a-an-ma-za]
3’ [A-NA _pa] UTU -ŠI I-NA ITU [.x.KAM LUGAL-iz-na-ni a-ša-a-tar]
4’ [ma-la-a-a] ḫar-te-ni’ A-NA SAG.DU 𒀀[隳UTU-ŠI/… ]
5’ [x SIG5-in KI.MIN nu KIN SIG5-r[u] DIN[GI RMEŠ]
7’ [DINGIR-LU₄]-za EGIR-an ar-ḫa kar-pi-[n… ME-aš]
8’ [nu-kān A-NA] GIG.TUR _separator SIG5  […]

(3 or 4 lines blank, with erasures)

9’ M[U ku-i]t wa-ah-nu-um-m[e-en nu A-NA MU-ti k[u-it ITU.12.KAM SIxŠA-at’]
10’ nu₄ za-kān _pas UTU-ŠI LUGAL-[u-iz-na-ni e-ša-ri m[a-a-an-ma-za]
11’ A-NA 席执行官[I-NA ITU.12.KAM LUGAL-iz-na-ni [a-ša-a-tar]
12’ ma-la-a-an ḫar-te-ni A-NA SAG.DU 倧UTU-Š[I/…]

_67 Restorations after van den Hout, _Purity_, 124–26._
Translation:
§1
[…] We [ch]anged […] will] His Majesty sit down in] king[ship]? [If] you (pl.) have [approve]d [sitting down in kingship for] His Majesty in the […] month, (and) it is well for the person [of His Majesty…], let the KIN be favorable. The gods [arose], took [bread-offering] and wine-offering, and [gave them to…]. The deity [took] for itself hidden anger [and…; to] the small sickness. Unfavorable.

§2
[Sin]ce we changed the year, s[ince it was determined] in this year [to be the twelfth month], will His Majesty sit down in kingship? [If] you (pl.) have approved [sitting down] in kingship for His Majesty in the twelfth month, (and) it is well for the person of His Majesty, let the KIN be favorable. (Something?) ca[me] out through [the great] sickness and evil, [took bread-offering], wine-offering, and the year, [and gave them to…]. On the second day, the king [took] rightness (and) the whole [soul] for himself, and gave them(!) to the panku. On the third day, […] took radiance and favor, [and gave them to]  

KUB 16.21+KUB 16.80
1 [...] ŠA ša-te-li-pi-ru ME-za EGIR ar-ḫa[ ]
2 […]x ŠA IZI GIG.GAL ME-aš nu DINGIR-ni [da. ZI]
3 […]x (zi?)
(about one line blank)
4 […]x URU ša-mu-ḫa d DAG (erasure) GUB-iš
5 […]x wa-aš-tūl ME-aš r nu ³ [D]INGIR-ni da. ZI
(about one line blank)
6 […] ME ša DINGIR-LIM-ma-aš GÜB-tar
7 […] ME ša nu DINGIR MEŠ-aš
8 […] G]AR-ri pa.-za ZAG A-TAM-MA
9 […] x 2-NU GIG.GAL
10 […] tar ME-aš nu-kán ŠA SUD-li
11 […] x URU N[e ]
12 […] x kar-p[i ]
(gap)
y+1 tar-ta₆₈ LUGAL.LUGAL d’U x[…]
2’ IZI šal-li¹ wa-aš-túl-aš ME[…]
3’ GŪB-za GAR-ri

₄’ tar-ta Kán-tu-zi L’TÊ₆₉ [...]
₅’ EGIR-an ar-ha wa-aš-túl x[…]
₆’ na-aš-kán ANA GI[DIM wa-aš-túl[…]

₇’ ḫar-kán Û-NU-TUM DINGIR-za da. Z[I[…]
₈’ SAš IZKIM ME-aš nu EGIR-pa ṣ[DAG[…]

₉’ [ ]x x-ᵰ an-’-l[¹]₆₉ x(da?)
₁₀’ [ ]nu x[…]
(break)
z+1 […]a-uš?? ṣ u?? ṣ

(Rev. is unreadable, perhaps another language.)

**Topic:** Temple neglect.

---

**KUB 16.36**

x+1 [ ] SIxSÁ-du x[ ]
2’ [ M]E-ir nu DINGIR-ni d[a-pi ZI-ni ]

₃’ [na-at-za ]x DÛ-ri NU.ŠE-du ḪUL-za Š₄ URU-LIM A-TAM-MA
₄’ [ n]u DINGIRME₆₉-aš NU.ŠE

₅’ [na-at-za URU]₆₉ x-še-pal-da ma DÛ-ri NU.ŠE-du DINGIR-za da’-pi ZI
₆’ [mi-n]u-mar PAP-mar ME-aš nu DINGIRME₆₉-aš NU.ŠE

₇’ [na-a]t-za URU Ka-tap-pa-ma DÛ-ᵰ ri ṣ NU.ŠE-du DINGIR-za da-pi ZI
₈’ [ ṣ]₆₉ AM-aš mi-nu-mar ME-aš nu-kán ANA GIG.TUR NU.ŠE

₉’ [n]a-at-za URU An-ku-wa-ma DÛ-ᵰ ri NU.ŠE-du DINGIR-za da-pi ZI IZI ME-aš
₁₀’ [n]a-aš ANA URU-LIM GŪB-za GAR-ri

₁₂’ 2-NU DINGIR-za da-pi <ZI> ṣ[NAM-aš mi-nu-mar ME-aš na-aš pa.-i SUM-za SIG₅

---

₆₈ This is also apparently attested in KUB 40.50 l.c. 4’ as a symbol (tar²-da³); however, the meaning is entirely unclear. What relationship it bears to the adjective tartan-, whose meaning is not known, is likewise unclear.

₆₉ O. Carruba (“Stato e società nel Medio Regno eteo,” in *Stato Economia Lavoro nel Vicino Oriente antico* [Milano: Franco Angeli, 1988], 205–206) sees a Mr. Ḫantili in this line, which is not impossible but not at all certain.
Translation:
§1'
(Too fragmentary for translation)

§2'
Or will [it] happen [in X city?]. Let it be unfavorable. Evil [took] the blood of the city [and …]. To the gods. Unfavorable.

§3'
Or will [it] happen in X-šepalda? Let it be unfavorable. The deity took the whole soul, the favor of [dNAM], (and) protection for itself; to the gods. Unfavorable.

§4'
Or will it happen in Katappa? Let it be unfavorable. The deity took the whole soul (and) the favor of dNAM for itself; to the small sickness. Unfavorable.

§5'
Or will it happen in Ankuwa? Let it be unfavorable. The deity took the whole soul (and) fire for itself; to the left of the city.

§6'
Or will it happen in Šankawa? Let it be unfavorable. Goodness took the house; to the great sickness. Second: the deity took the whole <soul> (and) the favor of dNAM for itself; they were(!) given to the panku. Favorable.

§7'
Or will [it] happen in Ḫupišna? Let it be unfavorable. The city took left-ness (and) the whole soul […] for itself; to the gods. Unfavorable.

§8'
Or will [it] happen in Kummani? Let it be unfavorable. The gods arose, [t]ook the red omen [and…]; to the whole soul of the deity. Unfavorable.

§9'

70 See n. 6 on this form in KBo 14.21.
Or will it happen in Šamuḫa? Let it be unfavorable. Goodness took the favor of dNAM [...] to the whole soul of the deity. Unfavorable.

**KUB 18.21**

i
1 ma-a-an-za-kán mŠu-up-pí-lu-li-u-ma-aš ŠÂ É.NA₄ DINGIR-LIM UL ku-i[t-ki ]x?
2 TUKU-an-za nu KIN SIG₄-ru a-aš-šu-wa-an-za ZALAG.GA-an ṣGUL-ša-aš-ša r TI ṣ-t[ar ME-a]š
3 nu-kán an-da ḤUL-u-i NU.SIG₃

4 nu LU⁴ MEŠ É.NA₄ DINGIR-LIM pu-nu-uš-šu-u-en UM-MA-ŠU-NU-ma
5 ṣGUL-ša-an-za KI aš ša NUNU.KI₄ pé-e ḫar-ki-ir
6 ku-ša-an-na-wa ṣu-k₄ mu DINGIR-LIM ṣu-ša-an-keš
7 ma-a-an ku-ša-an-ra-p₄ ma ṣ-ma r KI ṣ.MIN nu KIN [SIG₃]-ru

8 GIG.GAL-za ḤUL-lu ME-aš nu-kán ṣGUL-še da-p[i]r i ṣ-ZI-ni
9 NU.SIG₃

(8 lines blank, then broken; reverse blank)

**Translation:**

i

§1
If you, O Šuppiluliuma, are not angry about anything in (your) divine stone house, let the KIN be favorable. Goodness took radiance and the life of the fate-goddess; into evil. Unfavorable.

§2
We asked the men of the divine stone house, and they said, “The gardeners used to bring five ḫupper-vessels of wine for a gift, but now it is two years since they have stopped. If it is only this, and further, ditto (i.e., and nothing more), let the KIN be [favora]ble.

§3
The great sickness took evil for itself; to the whole soul of the fate-goddess. Unfavorable.

**KUB 18.34**

Obv.
1 [ ]x-ki-iq qa pa r ra ṣ[...] ⁷¹
2 [ ]x-wa-an-zi u-ia-mi[...] ⁷¹
3 [ ]x-ma ṣ-mu DINGIR-LUM ar-ia-x[...] ⁷¹
4 [ ] ar mo-ma-i nu KIN SIG₃[...]
5 DINGIR MEŠ GUB-ir DINGIR.MAH-aš IGI₅ HLA-aš ṣ[-wa-tar…] ⁷¹
6 ME-er na-aš-kán DINGIR MEŠ-ni kar r pi ṣ[-…]

---

Topic: Temple etiquette and/or offerings.

KUB 18.43

Obv.

x+1 [...} zi \^
2’ […]IGI\^H\^L-a\^š IG\^I[ ]
3’ […].\^N\^A d\^UTU AN[ [...]
4’ […].\^E\^G\^I\^R a\^r-\^h\^a kar-p[\^i-in ]
5’ […](blank)[ [...]

6’ […].\^x A\^N\^A[ [...]
7’ […].\^x kar-p[\^i [...]
8’ […].\^x-an-zi[ [...]
9’ […].\^x kar-ap-zi
10’ […].\^x-za ke-e-da-a\^š
11’ […].\^I\^N\^A MU.4.KAM-ma M\^E
12’ […].\^m\^u-]ki\^š-\^s\^ar
13’ […].\^D\^I\^N\^G\^I\^R ME\^S-a\^š

14’ […].\^2\^KAM-ma-za
15’ […].\^an-zi
16’ […].\^x-k\^á\^n kar-ap-zi
17’ […](erasure)
18’ […].\^f mi-nu-mar-ra\^? [...]

\^72 Written much more lightly than above and below.
\^73 Restoration after Taggar-Cohen, “Hittite Priesthood,” 154 (“on which place the SANGA-priest with the horned headware of Zippalanda usually sleeps, on that place the min[ea?]man [will sleep?]”).
Rev.

x+1 [...] x[ ]
2' [...] x-r li "GAR-ri

3' [...] dUTU-ŠI ki-i SIG₅ x[ ]
4' [...] SIG₅ ME-aš nu-kán ŠÅ SUD-li₁₂

5' [...] x ŠE-ru
6' [...] x mi-nu-mar
7' [...] x[ ] SUM-za

8' [...] UR[f] Aš-šur IGI[-an-d]a ke-e.za UL
9' [...] pa-za GÜB-ta[r] ŠÅ LUGAL A-TAM-MA ME-aš
10' [...] x

11' [...] x-pát ke-e.za wa-ar-ši[ ] x
12' [...] HUL ME-aš nu-kán DINGIR-LIM-ni d[a-pi Z]I-r ni "

13' [...] DÜ-zi ki-nu-un-kán KUR[K]UR URU[ ]
14' [...] KUM-ma-ni-ia-kán [ ]
15' [...] x-aš ar-nu-wa-an-zu nu-kán[ ]
16' [...] K]um-ma-ni GAM-an-da pa-iz[-zi ]
17' [...] x-an DINGIR-LUM kar-ap-zi nu[ ]
18' [...] MÈ KI.MIN ŠE-ru pa.-za GÜ[B-tar ]
19' [...] A -TAM-MA mu-r kiš-šar "[ ]

20' [...] x-r DÜ-an? "[ ]
21' [...] x[ ]

(text breaks)

Topic: Military campaigns.

KUB 22.37

Obv.

x+1 [...] K]AM₅[K]-aš ku-r e-da "[ ]
2' [...] x-kán a-pé-e-el EN x[ ]
3' [...] ka-ia-zi IŠ-TU DINGIR-LIM-aš ma-l[a? ]
4' [...] n[u KIN SIG₅-ru DINGIR.MAH GUB-iš PAP-nu-mar[ ]
5' [...] a-pé-r el-la "ŠU-an ME-aš na-aš-ši GÜB-r za "[ ]
5a (eraser)

6' nu-za m[Ku-wa-ar-wa-šu-un (erasure)]ti-it-ta-nu-zi
7' [...] IŠ-TU DINGIR-LIM a-pa-aš ma-la-a-an-za nu KIN SIG₅-ru
8' [...] UTU AN-E GUB-iš MU₅[K]-A GİD.DA TI-tar PAP-nu-mar
9' [...] GUL-r ša "-aš mi-nu-mar da-pi-an ZI-an É-ia ME-aš
10' nu-kán an-da ḪUL-u-i NU.SIG₅

11’ nu-z[a l]ji-A.A.-an x(erased) da-a-i
12’ [IŠ-TU DING]IR-LIM a-pa-a-aš” ma-la ḫ-an-za nu KIN SIG₅-ru
(several lines blank)

13’ (traces)

Rev.

x+1 [ ]pa-ra-a x-x-[ ]x
2’ [ ]x^{MEŠ} ku-i-e” eš γ
3’ [ ] a ḫa-a-an-zi
4’ [ ]x-ir-ni-iš ar-ma(ku?)-an-ni-iš
5’ [ ]x(ḫu?)-lu-uš-zi na-aš-kán EGIR-pár-za Ḫu-lu-uš-zi
6’ [ ]KARAŠ ḪUL-lu a-ra-i

7’ ma-a-an ZÉ IGI-zi-az ḫa-tar-ni-it-ti
8’ SIG?-ma-aš-ma-aš pè-e-da-an 1-an A-tar 1-an
9’ LUGAL^{MESI} ták-šu” la-a ḫ-an-zi nu” uš-ma ḫ-a-aš KUR-TUM
10’ tar-ra-nu-an-zi

(about 2 lines blank, then broken)

Translation:
Obverse
§1’ […] in what [days/months/years?]… his lord […]s. Is he app[roved?] by the deity? Let the KIN be favorable. Ḫannaḫanna arose, and took protection, […], and his/her hand. On his/her left […].

§2’ He will install Mr. Kuwaršu. Is he approved by the deity? Let the KIN be favorable. The Sun-God of heaven arose, took the long years, the life, protection, the goodwill of the fate-goddess, the whole soul, and the house; into evil. Unfavorable.

§3’ He will take/place [Mr. …]-liya-muwa for himself. Is he approved [by the deity]? Let the KIN be favorable.

Reverse: The reverse appears to no longer be a KIN-oracle.

KUB 22.57
Obv.
1 r d ḪU[TU URU PÚ-na-kán ku-it ŠÁ É DINGIR-LIM TUKU.TUKU-ti S[IXSÁ] at]
2 a-ri-i[a]-u-en-ma na-aš ANA EZEN₄^{MES} kar-ša-an-du-uš INI[M?] ia
Translation:

Obverse

---

A partially-erased NU.
§1
Since the Sun-Goddess of Arinna [was] as[certained] concerning anger in the temple, we
inquired by oracle, and she was ascertained to be angry (literally “for anger”) about neglected
festivals and (inappropriate) word[s?]. We will address the matter. We will fully make up for the
neglected festivals, and in addition, we will keep giving a propitiatory gift (and) restitution. We
will send a man for a pledge, and after that we will give the propitiatory gift (and) restitution.
Will your spirit, O deity, be soothed by this? Will you not step before us on that day? Let it be
favorable. 4DAG arose, took the great sin, thick bread (and) libation-offering; to the deity’s
whole soul. Unfavorable.

§2
Since […] was ascertained for anger with His Majesty, we will cancel […] 1 […] (and)
evocation rituals. […] angry? […] we will present […] we will make peace with him/her again.
And further, they will give him/her a propitiatory gift (and) restitution for presenting a defense,
and His Majesty will pacify you. Will your spirit, O deity, be soothed by that? On that day, will
you […] well for His Majesty? Let it be favorable. Evil took the great sin and fire; [to] the
deity[ty]. Unfavorable.

Reverse
§3’
(too fragmentary for translation)

§4’ […] Within the pure inner chamber, the oracular outcome […] (If it is) only the [matter]
of the bed, and you, O deity [nothing] fur[ther…] let the KIN be favorable. Ħannaḥanna arose (and)
[tok] goodness; it was given to the panku. On the second day, 4DAG [arose], took […] and
justice, and [they were] given to Ħannaḥanna. […]

§5’
(too fragmentary for translation)

KUB 46.58
Obv.
x+1 […] r pé-eš ʾ-x[…]
2’ […]ME’-an pa-iz-d zi ʾ-x x[…]
3’ […]x-ut’a-ma-ia ME-aš n[a…]
4’ […]x-ia ME-aš nu-kán x[…]

5’ […]x-an pé-e-da-an-zi[…] 6’ […]x-i pé-an-ma-aš a-x[…]
7’ […]GUB-tar ŠU-an-na x[…]

8’ […]x Š4 ʾḪ[ē]-bat […] 9’ […]x-aš nu’ KUR Ūḫa[t-ti…]
10’ […]x mu-kiš-šar-r[a…]
11’ […](blank)[…]
KUB 49.70
Rev.?

x+1 x[…]
(one line blank)

2’ nu-kán[…]

3’ ku-it-man MU-an-ni ke-e-da[an…]
4’ šal-li-kán wa-aš-ṯul ar-ḫa p[e-e-da-an…]

5’ BE-an ke-e-da-ni MU-ti x? na-aš-m[a…]
6’ LUGAL-i SAG.DU-i i[m]-x x šu IŠ-ṬU[ ] x[…]
7’ IŠ-ṬU URU.KUR-m[a? ] IZI MÈ ar-ḫa pé-ʔe e ’da-an[…]
8’ INÂ UD.2.KAM x[ ] pé-ʔe e ’da-an ŠA LÚ.KUR-kán[…]
9’ ar-ḫa p[e-e-da-an ] x LÚ.KUR-kán xHŌA x[…]

10’ BE-an-kán[ ] x GIS TUKUL ŠÀ r KUR ^MEŠ URU H[a-t…]
11’ Ū-UL ú-i[z-zi]  ]ti a-aš-šu MÈ x[ ] x-pî-x […]
12’ INÂ UD.2.KAM[ ] ar-ḫa pé-e-ʔe da-an ’[ ] […]

13’ a-ši ku-is?[ ] URU^Za-al-la-ra[ ] URU^Za-al-la-ra[a…]
15’ [I]Š-ṬU URU KUR[ ] ]-kán i?[ ] x-at SIG$_5$

16’ [nu-kán] LUGAL KUR [ ] DUGUD-eš-zí[ ] [x-it-ti-ia-an[…]
17’ [ ] URU Mi-ra[ ] T]I-tar mi-nu-mar[ ] NU.ŠE

18’ BE-an-kán DINGIR^MES ÂNÂ x[d]a-ʔi-n? MU-ti ÂNÂ[ ] pu TA LUGAL-kán[…]
19’ [ ] x-ta-at ÂNÂ maKi-x[ ] da-pî-aš ZI[ ] x-a?-ta-at SIG$_5$

20’ [BE-an-kán]n?? r ke-e-da ’ni-r MU ’[t]i e-eI ŠÂ LÚ URU Az-z[i GIS TUKUL ŠÀ KUR $^MEŠ$ URU GIDRU-TI Ū-UL u-iz-z] DINGIR^MES a-ši LÚ URU Az[-zi…]
21’ [ ] x-ti-ia-án ÂNÂ LÚ URU A[z-zi] a]r-ḫa pé-e-da-an [ ]
22’ [ ] U]D.x.KAM TA URU Ha[t-ti ] d[a-an [ ]

---

Topic: Military campaigns.

KUB 49.76
x+1 [...] DINGIRMES-aš NU[SIG…]

2' […]Š.A KARASŽH.LA ḫu-ul-lu-mar SIxSĀ-atis[…]
3' […]x-ir KARASŽH.LA-ša-ma-aš GUB-tar KASKAL-NU[…]

4' […]nu KI]N NU.SIG-du KARASŽH.LA-r ša ˓-ma-aš GUB-tar x[…]

5' (illegible line continued from the other side, rest of paragraph blank)

6' […]Š-TU MUŽH.LA GĪD.DA ŠA LUGAL ZA[G-tar…]
7' […]p-a-an-ga-u-i ṣa ˓-iš 2-NU DINGIRMES GUB-r ir ṣ[…] 
8' […]SIG5

9' […]DA]G-iš GUB-iš ŠA x[…]

Topic: Military defeat.

KUB 49.77

ii

x+1 […]x x[       ]
2' […]x DINGIR-LUM A-NĀ DINGIR x[   ]
3' […]-uš-za- r pēš-an ṣ-a-x-x[  ]
4' […]GUB-tar ḫu-ul-la-a-x[  ]
5' […]ak-wa-za-aš-kăn iš-x[  ]
6' […]x [    ]-ia x[     ]
7' […] a)½-ḥa ši-x[    ]
8' […]x a-x[   ]

iii

x+1 x[  ]x x-i?[a? r ŠA ṣ-dU URU ]
2' uš-g[a    -š]a?-iz-zi nu KIN SI[G5-ru ]
3' DINGIR-LUM[-za EG]IR-an ar-ḥa kar-p[i-in]
4' na-a[n pa-a]n-qa-u-i pa-iš NU.S[IG5]

5' na-a[    ]A-NĀ GIS4 KUN4 DINGIR-LIM dU URUX[   ]
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6' iš-t[a]-an-ta-iz-zi nu KIN SIG₅-ru  
7' LUGAL-uš-za ZAG-tar da-pi-an-na ZI-an ME-aš  
8' na-an-z[a]-[a]n' GUB-za ME-iš NU.ŠE

(3 or 4 lines blank, then broken)

iv
~2 blank lines
x+1 […] iz IN₄' IR-TUM SIG₅ x  
2' […] xi-li-iš GUB-x x [p]ár-za  
3' […] NU.SI[GH₅-du  
4' […] DINGIR[ME₅-aš  
5' […] x-ia ME r er  
6' […] GUB-iš r ŠA r DINGIR.MA[H][IL₄] r wa-aš ú-wa-tar  

(3 or 4 lines blank, then broken)

**Topic:** Somewhat unclear, but probably cult actions.

---

**KUB 49.82**

Obv. ii?

~3 lines blank

x+1 […] dU URU Ne-ri-iq qa  
2' […] x  
3' […] qa'-pa r ku''-uš''  
4' […] jin-ma DIB GIDRU-ti'' DÜ-an-zì  
5' […] ŠTU PÛ-ma-wa(-)an-na-ni-ia  
6' […] x-an-zì  
7' […] zì pé-ra-an-ma-aš-šì  
8' […] x EZEN₄ zé-na-an-da-aš  

9' […] x x  
10' […] L₄ pa-ra?(-)wa-ar-x  
11' […] x a-ku-wa-an-z[i]

12' […] 3-ŠU  
13' […] 3-ŠU  
14' […] z[i[  

Rev. iii?

x+1 […] x x  
2' […] x ANA GIG.TUR  

3' […] ME-aš nu-kân EGIR-pa GIS[DAG[ti]

---
Topic: Cult activities, an autumn festival (ii 8').

KUB 49.89

1.c.
x+1 [...]x
2’ [...] TUM
3’ [...] -zi
4’ [...] -zi (space)
5’ [...] -aš [M]E?
6’ [...] -aš (space)
7’ [...] -x
8’ [...] -x
9’ [...] -x

r.c.
x+1 [...]-x[...]
2’ x-ša-an-x[...]
3’ na-at pa-i i[...]

4’ nu-za DINGIR-LUM pár-na[...]
5’ SIG₅-an-za IZI šal-[i wa-aš-tūl...]
6’ nu-kán EGIS-pa GIŠ[DAG...]

7’ nu-za DINGIR-LUM x x(over erasure)[...]
8’ LU.MES₅-E DINGIR-LIM-ša-ma[-aš...]
9’ r nu-kán ʰ DINGIR-ni da-pi-i[ ZI-ni...]

10’ nu-za DINGIR-LUM EME-ma še-e[r...]
11’ DINGIR-za da-pi ZI SA₅ I[ZKIM...]

⁷⁶ Reading based on photo.
12' nu DINGIR-LUM mar-za-aš-tar-ri-ma[...]
13' LÚMES É DINGIR-LIM-ma-aš r GÜB ŋ-tar[ ...]
14' na-aš-kán DINGIR-ni da[-pí ZI] GAR[...]

15' nu-za ma-a-an DINGIR-LUM [ ]ku-e-da[...]
16' nam-ma-ma GUR-i Ú-UL k[u?]...
17' UN ZAG-tar pár-na-aš SIG₃ MU[...]
18' 2-NU TA EGIR UD.KAM SILIM-aš[...]

19’ ki-i x[...]
20’ nu "x[...]
(text breaks)

**Topic:** An angry god.

---

KUB 49.91

Obv.

x+1 [ ]ni/ir?[...]
2’ [ ]x-pu?[ ...]

3’ [ ]UL m[a? ...]
4’ [d]a-pi ZI-n[...]
5’ [ ]-in⁵ INIM LU[GAL²]-aš LUGAL-i ZAG-z[a[...]
6’ 3-ŠŪ GIG.GAL UD.KAM-aš SAG.KI-za RA-ar ME-aš nu-kán[...]

7’ [L]UGAL-uš-ša-an ša-ku-wa-aš-šar-ri-it ZI-ni [...]
8’ zi-la-an-za-kán LUGAL a-pa-a-at ZAG-tar DŬ r ti r [...]
9’ DINGIR.MAḤ GUB-iš ŠA LUGAL KUR URU Aš-šur da-pí [ZI[...]
10’ nu-kán ŠÂ SUD-li₁₂ NU¹.ŠE

(2 or 3 lines blank, then lower edge)

Rev.

1 nu-uš-ši a-u-wa-an ar-ḥa-ma x[...]
2 zi-la-an-za-kán LUGAL-i a-pa-a-a[t? ...]
3 LUGAL-za ZAG-tar A-TAM-MA IZI ma[...]
4 nu-kán [ ]x [GI]G? [ ...]
(broken)

**Topic:** Unclear; likely military, since the king of Assyria is involved (obv. 9’).

---

KUB 50.13

(1 or 2 lines blank)

⁷⁷ Reading based on photo.
Topic: Military campaigns.

KUB 50.15

x+1 […]x r BAL ḫ-zi78 ŠE-r[u[…]

2’ […]UL Har-zi-ú-na-ma ḫu-uš-ki-ia-zi x[…]
3’ […]LUMES UR ŠTU ḫat-ti-[m]a-aš GÛB-tar GĒŠPU ḫa-aš-ta-短时间内 i […]
4’ […]LUGAL-i SUM-za TA LUKUR ZAG-tar IZI[…]

5’ […]x ZAG-tar a-pa-a-at DÛ-ri ŠE-r[u […]
6’ […]x in-ni-wa-tar ME-aš nu (erasure)x[…]
7’ […]x-za BAL-zi ŠE-r[u[…]
(text breaks)

KUB 50.18

x+1 […]e S?-ni […]

2’ […]SI]G5 […]

3’ […]SIG5-ru[…] 4’ […]x ME-aš nu-kân[…]

78 Based on the photo, the mark following this seems to be a scratch on the tablet rather than something belonging to the sign.
79 Everything from here on is erased.
Topic: Unclear.

**KUB 50.20**

Vs. i

x+1 [...x x? [...

2’ [ ]x DINGIR-LIM-ni d[a-pi-i ZI-ni [...

3’ [n]a-at DINGIR.MAH-ni r" SUM "[...]

4’ nu ta-pa-aš-ša-an[...]

5’ DINGIR-LUM-za da-pi-an Z[I-an [...

6’ DINGIR-\(\text{LIM}\) r ku-it-ki? " x[...]

7’ ma-a-an DINGIR.LÜ-pát DIN[GI[R/an...]

8’ na-[a]t DIN[GI-MAH]-ni pa-[š...]

9’ \(\text{INA UD.3.KAM ŦUL-lu[...}

10’ DINGIR.LÚ ku-iš ŠIxSÁ-a[t[...]

11’ ma-a-an \(\text{dU-tar-pát d[a[...]

12’ nu-kán DINGIR-LIM-ni d[a-pi-i ZI-ni [...

13’ \(\text{INA UD.3.KAM dUTU r AN "[...}

14’ \(\text{dU-tar ku-it " ŠIxSÁ "[at[...}

15’ r ῬUL-lu " ME-an[...]

16’ ma-a-an \(\text{dU} r ῾H[A "[...]

17’ nu KIN SIG5-ru ῾U[L-...]

18’ \(\text{dU ku-it ŠA x[...}

19’ nu KIN NU.SIG5-du \(d[...]

20’ na-at LUGAL-i x[...]

21’ \(\text{INA UD.3.KAM dU GUB-}[iš [...

22’ nu \(\text{dU é-i-an x[...}
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23' mu-r kiš ṣ-šar ME-aš[...] 
(several lines blank, then broken; reverse blank so far as preserved)

**Topic:** An angry Storm-God.

**KUB 50.25**

x+1 [...]x-uš x [...] 
2' [...]nu-kán an-da r SUD ṣ[li₁₂…]

3' [...]x-ia-zi na-an-kán ku-en-z[i? …]
4' [...]x-ri-ia-zi nu-za ZAG-tar ME-a[š…]
5' [...]da-pi]-an ZI-an KASKAL-NU-ia ME-aš nu[…]
6' [...]x nu-kán r A-N4 ṣ GIG.TUR SIG₃ […]

7' [...]k]u-wa-pí ke-e-ez GUB-ri n[a]-a[t? …]
8' [...]N]U.SIG₃-du LUGAL-uš-z[a …]
9' [...]a-iš GUB-la-a[z²…]

10' […]x x[…]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Unclear.

**KUB 50.26**

Obv. ii? 

x+1 […] x uš² x x MUD 
2' […]

4' […] NU.ŠE

5' […]x šal-l² li ṣ wa-aš-túl ME-aš nu-kán AN₄ GIG.GAL 
6' […]

7' […]

(two lines blank)

8' […]ar-]ha KASKAL-aḫ-zi 
9' […]j I[NIM LÚ KUR]Me-ra 
10' […]

11' […]LUGAL-RU-ma-za-kán 
12' […] ṣ ṣ-pi-za ar-ḫa 
13' […]-aš
Topic: Military campaigns, the land of Mira.

KUB 50.37

x+1 [...]x(xa)-ša-za[...]
2' [...]aš IN.A UD.3.KAM [ ...] x x x[...]
3' [...]a-n-ga-u-i SUM-er[...]
4' [...]u-iz-zi ku-iš UN-aš nu-za GÛB[...]
5' [...]x-i pa-iš UM-MA MUNUS.MEŠŠU.GI x[...]
6' [...]x-ša wa iš-ta ma-aš-ša-an-zi x[...]
7' [...]x-ša UN-aš Š4 DUMU.NITA u-iz-zi nu[...]
8' [...]x-ša Ni.TE-ŠU HUL-lu ū-da-a[š? ...]
9' [...]DINGIR.MA]H GUB-iš TI-tar Š4 LUGAL-ia A-NA4[M-MA ME-aš...]
10' [...] x A-NA4 DUMU.NITA pa-iš IN.A4 UD.2.KAM x[...]
11' [...]da-p[i-an ZI-an KUR-aš-ša SIG5 ME-aš[...]
12' [...]II.I.KAM Š4 DINGIRMEŠ mi-nu-marHI.A ME-a[n-te-eš...]

Topic: The safety(?) of an heir.
KUB 50.39

x+1 […]x[…]
2’ […]g]a?-aš x[…]
3’ […]U-UL EGIR-x[…]
4’ […]U-UL DÛ-ri a[n…]
5’ […]EGIR-an a]r-ḫa kar-pi-in[…]
6’ […]š]a-aš-za da-pi-an ZI[-an…]
7’ […]ZA]G-za GAR-ri IN4 UD.3.KAM DINGIRME[Š…]
8’ […]p]a-an-ga-u-i SUM-an SIG5[…]

9’ […]x-u?-aš ŠA dUTU-ŠI HUL ša[…]
10’ […]KI]N NU.SIG5-du DINGIRMEŠ GUB-er KUR-r e ”[-aš SIG5…]
11’ […]x A-N4 MU.KAM GĪD.DA IN4 UD.2.KAM x[…]
12’ […]x-an pa-an-ga-u-i pa-iš IN4 UD.III.KAM […]
13’ […]x r na-aš ṣ x[…]
(text breaks)

Topic: Unclear.

KUB 50.40

Obv.?

(about 12 lines blank)

x+1 IR-TUM kiš-an-pát nu GUL-ah-mi-ma kat-t[a…]
2’ :ku-wa-la-na-al-li-i še-eš-mi KI.MIN nu K[IN…]
3’ nu-kán A-N4 GIG-i NU.SIG5

4’ IR-TUM kiš-an-pát nu GUL-ah-mi-ma še-er-r[a…]
5’ [DI]NGIR-LUM-za nu KIN SIG5-ru LÛMEŠ URU Ḥat-ti-ma[-aš…]

(end of column; reverse is uninscribed so far as preserved)

Translation:

§1
The question is just the same. However, I will attack […]. I will sleep with the army. Ditto (i.e., is this acceptable?). [Let the] KIN [be…] To sickness. Unfavorable.

§2
The question is just the same. However, I will also attack up […] Is/does the deity […]?. Let the KIN be favorable. The men of Ḫatti [took…] for [themselves…]
KUB 50.42

1.c.
x+1 […]x x x[ t]a-aš-ti-r[a?
2’ […]x na-aš A-NA[______________________________

______________________________
3’ […] NU.ŠE-du
4’ […] ]

______________________________
5’ […] n]a-aš DINGIR.MAH SUM-za
6’ […] ]
7’ […] ]

______________________________
8’ […] ]
9’ […] EGIR-pa]r GIŠDAG ʾ-ti

______________________________
10’ […] ]NU.ŠE-du
11’ […] ]-nu-mar ME-aš

______________________________
12’ […] ]SIGš MU-an
13’ […] ]-an SILIM-an

______________________________
14’ […] ]EG]IR-an ar-ḥa
15’ […] ]

______________________________
16’ […] ]x-ši/LIM x[ ]x-ti
17’ […] ]x-ḥa-amʔ-x[ ]x MEʔ
18’ […] ]x-aš
19’ […]]anʔ UDU SUM- kir [ ]6 PA GEŠTIN MU-ti-li
20’ […]]x-ma ku-wa-p[í ]an-zi a-pa-a-at-ma-x[______________________________

______________________________
21’ […]]x(uš?) x x[ ]x-maʔ 3 r PAʔ ʾ ŠE.GIŠ.Ī
22’ […]]x-pa[ ]x-ra-za pē-e ḫa[r]-x[ ]
23’ […] ]

______________________________
24’ […]]eš(30ʔ)-ki-x[ ]dUT]Uʔ-ŠI kar-ša[ ]
25’ […] ]-ni ku-it-ta x[ ]
26’ […]]x[ ]x-ša-an

______________________________
27’ […]]Š-TUʔ x x[ ]kar-ša-an 6 DUG[ ]
28’ […]]x ki KA-PA-N[U ]x-i KA-PA-NU
29’ […]]x ḫar-kir IŠ-TU [ ]d dUTU-ŠI [ ]

______________________________
30’ […] ]x ŠEŠ dUTU-ŠI x[ ]x
31’ […] ]x-e-x I-NA x?

______________________________
(break)

r.c.
x+1 nu[...]
2’ ki-x[...]

3’ ma-a-an[...]
4’ 2-Ú LÚ[...]

5’ ḫar-kán-ga-x[...]
6’ 5 Gīš GAG KÙ.BABBAR x[...]

7’ ma-a-an ke-d[a-ni...]
8’ na-aš pa”<an>-ga-u-r i ū[...]

9’ ma-a-an-za-kán[...]
10’ [ ]x-za[...]
(text breaks)

**Topic:** Offerings.

**KUB 50.51**

Obv.
1 […DINGIRMES], r a-ri “-er 80 TI-tar la-lu-r ki “-m[a-an...]
2 […]x-ši pi-i-e-er pa[ ]x[...]
3 […L]UGAL ZAG-tar da-a-aš[...]
4 [… ] -iš […]
5 [… ]x-ša-aš a-ra-iš[…]
6 […] Ś]Â-BA a-ra-iš[…]
7 […]x-me-ta x[...]
(break)

**Topic:** Unclear.

**KUB 50.52**

x+1 […]x x a-pé-e-da-aš[...]
2’ […]k]án? ar-ḥa pē-e-da-an in-nir-r[a-wa-tar…]

3’ […]x KÙ.GA1 G1.GĪR 781 an-za-a-š SIG₅[-rù …]

---

80 See n. 48 on this form in KUB 52.280 rev. 28’. Seeing the word spelled out rather than written GUB-er suggests an older date for this text, which is supported by the palaeographical evidence: the E sign in line two has a low first vertical.
4' [...] i GÛB-za […]

5' [...] ma NU.ŠE-du LUG KÛR-za GÛB-tar ŠÀ-aš x[…]
6' [...]x SUM-za 2-NLUG KÛR-za ZAG-tar MÈ KASKAL[…]
7' [...] DINGIRMES-aš […]

8' [...] x-iš LUG KÛR URU-LUG-ma-aš UL x[…]
9' [...] ga SIG5-rù SIG5-za EGIR.UD-MI[…]
10' [...] sù. ŠÀ LUG KÛR IZI MÈ KASKAL[…]

11' [...] x-ku URU KAL ša-ra-a[…]
12' [...] -ta NINDA.LÂL[…]
13' [...] x a[r-…]

text breaks

Topic: Military matters (perhaps tribute?).

KUB 50.57

x+1 [...] x-r er? "[ x[…]

2' [...] x-zi a-pé-ez-za GÛB-x[…]
3' [...] DINGIR.MAŠ GUB-iš Tl-tar ŠÀ[…]
4' [...] SU]M-an r NLUG-[ [.SIG [...]

5' [...] ra-a-ma la-aḫ-ḫi-ia-r zi x-ma? mdG[E Gil-LÛ[…]
6' [...] x nu KIN NU.SIG5-du LUGAL-uš-za ZAG-tar M[È[…]
7' [...] NÀ UD.2.KAM LUGAL-[ [.KASKAL-i[a[…]

(erasure)

8' [...] x-kán GAM IZI-ia-r[i n]a-at-za x[…]
9' [...] x ME-er na-at pa-an-ga-u-i SU[…]
10' [...] A-NÀ mdGE Gil-LÛ wa-aš-tûl GAR-r[i[…]
11' [...] n]a-at LUGAL-i ZAG-za GAR-ri SIG5[…]

(text breaks)

81 HZL is unsure about this reading (p. 105, “fraglich”).

495
**Topic:** Campaigns and the transgressions of Mr. ḗGE₆-LÚ.

**KUB 50.58+50.59b**

x+1 [...] [x[ ]

2’ [...] x a-pé-el ku-r e "[ ]
3’ [...] x-ga-nu-uz-zi nu KIN [ ]

4’ [...] x ku-iš-ki GAM pé-eš-ši-ia-x[ ]

5’ [...] x-an DÜ-ri nu [KA]RAS₁I₂ ḗΛUL [ ]
6’ [...] x-nu-še-er [NU.]SIG₅-du (erasure)SIG₅ [ ]

7’ [...] e-da-za ZI-an-za tar-na-i nu a-pé-ez-za iš-₇ ta-an-ta-nu "-[u]z-zi
8’ [...] NU.SIG₅

9’ [...] ki-nu-un-pát :a-ša-an-du-la-iz-zi pa-ra-a-ma la-ah-ḫi-ia-zì
10’ [...] G₅-ru DINGIR.MAH-aš GUB-iš TI-tar KASKAL LUGAL A-TAM-M4-ia ME-aš
11’ [...] a UD.2.KAM SIG₅-u-an-za ŠA DINGIR ḗMES mi-nu-mar-ri ḗHLA pár-na-aš SIG₅
12’ [...] ḗKHIRA.MAH-ri SUM-an JN/A UD.3.KAM pa-an-ku-uš-za (erasure) GUB-tar ḗH[U[L]
13’ [...] na-at-kán A-NA ḗmdGE₆-LŪ-pát wa-aš-tul GAR-ri SIG₅

14’ [...] x ḗHUL-ia ME na-at-kán A-NA ḗmdGE₆-LŪ x[ ]
15’ [...] x x x A-NA ḗmd[GE₆-LŪ

**Topic:** Arriving on time for campaigns; Mr. ḗGE₆-LŪ again.

**(+)KUB 50.59a**

x+1 [...] kán ka/INIM[...]

2’ nu-kán ḗŠA KUR ḗ.KUR ḗHLA-ma[...]
3’ nu a-pé-ez-za iš-ta-an-t[an-uuz-zi...]

4’ nu-mu-an-ma ku-it-ki ME ḗ-a[n ḗn ...]
5’ NU.SIG₅-du

6’ [...]GU-aš-kán ti-i-a-z[i...]
7’ ḗ ṣep-zi ŠU-za x[...]
8’ [...] a-at pa-an-ɡa-u-i SUM-a[n ...]
9’ [...] TIL-ta-r-ra ME-aš na-[at ...]
10’ [...] A-NA ḗmdGE₆-LŪ ZAG-tar[...]

11’ [ ] x[...]

496
Topic: Again, campaign tardiness and Mr. ₄GE₆-LÚ.

KUB 50.67
x+1 […] x-tar[…]

2’ […]e-ez-za wa-aš-ta-nu-zi[…]
3’ […]p]i an-da KI.MIN SIG₅-ru[…]
4’ […]DINGIR₆-aš 2-NU LUGAL-za ZAG-tar da-p[i-an ZI-an…]
5’ […]-an GAL-li wa-aš-túl ME-aš nu-kán x[…]

(about 2 lines blank as far as preserved)

(text breaks)

Topic: Making someone sin (line 2’).

KUB 50.73
x+1 […] x x[…]

2’ […]eš SAG-Š[U²[…]
3’ […]x-an-ma-aš-š[i³[…]
4’ […]ma’-na-aš-kán Z[I…]
5’ […]DÜ-mi GAM-m[a…]

(blank space)
6’ […]SU]D-li₁₂
7’ […]x ₄DAG-in ME-aš[
8’ […]-r]i

(blank space)
9’ […]-tar Š₄ LUGAL-ia[
10’ […]x

(text breaks)

Topic: Unclear.

KUB 50.74
x+1 […] x-zi m[a…]
2' [...]x[ ]dU GUB-iš[...] 
3' [...] IN A U[d.2] KAM ṃ₂ dUTU AN GUB-iš[...] 
4' [...]x EGI R-pa ṃ₂ DAG IN A U[d.3.KAM] 
5' [...]x an-da GI G TUR S[IG]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Unclear.

---

**KUB 50.79**

Obv.?

1' [...]x[ ]e Ma-a-an-ma-x[ ]x[ ]x[...]
2' [...]x-zí ŠE-ruí ṃ₂ INIM Ma-aš ZAG-tar INIM SILIM-an ṃ₂ tar ṃ₂ [...]
3' [...]2-NU (doodles)

---

4' [...]GîS TUKUL ŠA KUR ṃ₂ Hat-ti Ū-UL ú-da-i [...]
5' [...]a-pa-aš x Ū-UL piš-ši-ia-zi ŠE-ruí [...]
6' [...]x(erasures? x(ar?) x [...]

(one line blank)

---

7' [...]x [k]u-it-ki ṃ₂ UGU ṃ₂ iš-pár-x[...]
8' [...]x Ū-UL piš-[ši-ia-zi...]
9' (traces—erasure?)
10' [...]ME-aš n[a...]

11' [...]x KU-x[...]
12' [...]x[...]

(text breaks)

---
**KUB 50.81**

**Obv. i**

1 e-ni-kán ku-it-k[i…]
2’ ki-ša-at nu k[a…]
3’ nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du[…]
4’ DINGIR-LUM (erasure) ku-iš-ki[…]
(two lines blank)

5’ KIN $4-NA$ SAG.DU x[…]
6’ pár-na-aš a-aš-r $šu$ $"$ x[…]
7’ x[…]

**Rev. iv**

1\[ ]x x[…]
2’ $INA$ UD.2.KA[M] x[…]

3’ nu $4-NA$ $\text{MUNUS}_x$ x[…]
4’ $UM-MA$ $\text{MUNUS.MES}_x$ [...]

5’ ma-a-an DINGIR-LU[M…]
(several lines blank, then broken)

**KUB 50.86**

**Obv.**

1 […]-ru [ ]x ZAG-ta[r] da-r $pí$ $ZI$ $"$
2 (blank)

3 […]MU IZI ŠU LÚ MUD ME-aš
4 (blank)

5 […]EGI[R-an ar-ḫa wa-aš-túl $\text{GIS}_DAG$ ŠU LÚ.NITA $?_{ME-aš}$
6 (blank)

7 [...]a-aš-šu ȘE-ru GIGS DAG GUB-iš ȘA LUGAL da-pî ZI
8 [...] #x [BLA]

(one line blank)

(reverse blank)

**Topic:** Unclear.

**KUB 50.91**

Rev. iii

x+1 [ ]x[...]
2’ nu-kán A-NA[...]
3’ nu-kán Ôx[...]
4’ NINDA.GUR₄.RA i[š-pa-du-uz-zì-ia ...]

5’ MUNUS.LUGAL-za-kâ[n...]
6’ nu-wa-mu-kâ[n...]
7’ dIŠTAR URU’[RU?]’ [...]
8’ r.GIS? “ni-ni-x[...]
9’ x x x[...]
10’ a-x[...]
11’ x[...]
12’ x[...]

(broken)

iv

x+1 [...]’ URU “Hal-r” pa-ma” γ x [ ...]
2’ [...]x-li-ia-u-wa-aš am[ ...]
3’ [...]x ḪUL ME-an nu-k[án ...]

5’ [...]x ḫu-u-it-ti-ian-zi SIS[KUR ] ME [ ] GAM “α-an-na za-an-ki-la-tar SUM-an-zì
5’ [...]x nu KIN SIG₅-ru LUGAL-uš-za ZAG-tar SISKUR-ia ME-aš na-at DINGIR.MAḫ-ni pa-
iš
6’ [...]DINGIRME] Ş GUB-er SILIM-ul NINDA.GUR₄.RA iš-pa-an-du-uz-zi[i]-ia da-a-ir
7’ [...]pa-an-ga]-u-i pa-iš IN₄ UD.3.KAM DINGIR-LUM-za da-pî-an r ZI “an
8’ [...] nu-kán EGIR-pa dDAG-ti SIG₅

9’ [...]’ 1 -N₄ URU U-uš-ša I-MUR Pu-ut-ti-in² GIM-an
10’ [...]x r uš “-ki-it TÜGHILA-ia GIM-an Ú-UL SIG₅-an-da

² Or “še-na-ti-in; see Zehnder, Hethitischen Frauennamen, 256–57.
11'[…]Pu-u]t-ti-ıš ḠIM 83-an pa-ap-ra-an-ti-ıtı-
12'[…]x] r iš ı-ḫi-ıš ı-ki-ıt ı MUNUS ENSI pu-nu-uš-šir
13' [… ]Eš]i-nap-ši URU-U-uš-ša-ia SİxSÁ-ta-at

14'[…]x-ad-da şe-er SİxSÁ-at
15'[…] ]-a ar-ḫa da-a-aš
16'[…] d]a-a-aš SİxSÁ-at zi.-aš

17'[…] R]T Te ı-ka-ra-m[a ]
18'[…] ]x-ta [ ]
19'[…] EG]IR x[ ]
20'[…] ]x[ ]
(text breaks)

**Topic:** Restitution for contaminated(?) offerings; the queen is somehow involved (iii 5').

---

**KUB 50.97**

x+1 [… ]x x […]
2'[…] U-UL ku-[iš-k]i ı? da?-r a ı …]
3'[…] p]a-an-ı ku ı-uš-za ZAG-tar […]
4'[…] iš-pa-an-t]u-zi-ia ME-aš […]
5'[…] GI]G.TUR r NU Ḡ.SIG5[…]

6'[…] ]x-na NINDA.GU[R₄].RA UD.KAM da-a-li-i[a…]
7'[…] LÜMES r ī ı DINGIR-LIM r pu Ḡ.nu-uš-šu-u-e-en[…]
8'[…] UM-MA GI-[a]n-x-wa-an-na ṢA x[…]
9'[…] ]x-za U-UL tar-ra-nu-x[…]
10'[…] J-N]4 UD.3.KAM na-aš-x[…]
11'[…] ]x x […]

**Topic:** Neglected offerings.

---

**KUB 50.101**

1 [… ]HUL-u-wa ṢA x KIR₄ HUL-x […]
2 [… ]IN]IM?-az DIB-[m] [ma]-a-an-ma-∫ kán ı a-pē-ez ḤU[L- ]
4[… ] DINGIRMES ḡa-ra-tar wa-aš-tûl GÛB-la-an SILIM-eš[-]
5[… ]x-šič zi-la-du-wa ḡa-ra-tar wa-aš-tûl [ ]
6[… ] nu KIN SIG₅-ru DINGIR.MAH GUB-iš Ṣ4 UTU-ŠI
7[… ]x ME-aš na-aš-kán LUGAL-i wa-aš-du-li GAR-ri NU[SIG₅]

8[… ] KALAG Ḡ.GA-ia-za-ma-an INIM-za DIB-mi

---

83 Reading based on photo.
84 Reading based on photo.
9 [...] \text{INIM}^{\text{MES}} \text{SIG}_5\text{-ta ma-a-an-ma-kán x[ ]}
10 [...] \text{ME}^{\text{MES}}\text{-za-at KMIN nu KIN SI}\text{[G}_5\text{-ru ]}
11 [...] \text{ME-aš nu-kán an-da (erasure)SIG}_5\text{[-u-i ]}
12 [...] \text{TI-tar-ra ME-aš [ ]}
13 [...] \text{DINGIR}^{\text{MES}}\text{GUB-er KUR-e-aš S[IG}_5\text{ ]}

14 [...] \text{x SAG.DU-ŠÙ[ ]}
15 [...] \text{u-i a-x[ ]}
16 [...] \text{SIG}_5\text{"[ ]}

(text breaks)

**Topic:** Some kind of transgression, rebellion, or sin.

---

**KUB 50.102**

(blank space of 5 or 6 lines)

\text{x+1 e-da-ni-kán [ ]x x[... ]}
2' \text{a-pa-a-aš-ša INA? t[i' ]x x [ ... ]}
3' [m]a-a-an-ma-at-kán DINGIR-LUM x[... ]
4' [ ]x-da Ú-UL ša-an-n[a... ]
5' [wa]-aš-túl GUB-tar ME-a[š... ]

6' ] x x[... ]

(text breaks)

**Topic:** An angry god.

---

**KUB 50.111**

\text{x+1 [...]x[... ]}
2' [...]x(ME/x-aš?) NU.SIG\_5[... ]

\text{3' [...]x pé-an an-da e-ep-pu-ur e "[-ni... ]}
4' [...] \text{UM} \text{-ma-an-ni pé-e-hu-tu-meš-e-n[i... ]}
5' [...]x KASKAL \text{KUM} \text{-ma-an-ni ti-e[š... ]}
6' [...] \text{i[t'] pa-ra-a MU-an-ni G[G... ]}
7' [...] \text{x a-ra-a-aši nu KI[N... ]}
8' [...] \text{ŠA LUGAL da-pi-an ZI-an[... ]}
9' [...] \text{x-i na-at-ši-kán wa-aš-t[u... ]}
10' [...] \text{NU.SIG}_5\text{[... ]}

\text{11' [...] \text{EGIR}^{\text{MES}}-pa DIB-z[... ]}
12' [...] \text{UTU-ŠI ú-da-an-z[i... ]}
13' [...] \text{ia-an-zi nu x[... ]}
14' [...] \text{x GIG pa-ra-a[... ]}
15’ [...] ḫ)a² a-ra-a-ši nu[...]
16’ [...] -na š[i...]
17’ [...] ]x x[...]

**Topic:** Unclear; perhaps offerings brought to Kummani concerning a sickness?

**KUB 50.118**

Obv. i
x+1 ŠÂ[...]
2’ DINGIR.M[AH² ] [...]
3’ 2-NU DINGIR[...]
(one line blank)

4’ nu ta-ma[...]
5’ nu-kán an-d[a...]

6’ r d UTU-Š[ KASKAL KUR.x[...]
7’ ḫ DAG-[i]š GUB[iš...]
8’ 2-NU KUR.KUR[HA] pa[...]
(2 lines blank)

9’ [d]r UTU -Š[ KASKAL KUR U[RU ] ...
10’ [n]a-at ḫ[x[...]
11’ [n]a-aš-kán x[...]
(one line blank)

12’ [ ḫ]-ši l-M[A...]
13’ [ ]x-za[...]
14’ [ ]x-uš?[ ...]

Rev. iv
x+1 [ ]x[...]
2’ [ ]x-pí[...]

3’ e-ni-ká[n...]
4’ ku-e-d[a...]
5’ na-at [...] (one line blank)

6’ nu-za r SIxŠÂ? [ ...]
7’ na-at x[...]

8’ [ ]x GU₄[...]
9’ [ ]x[...]

503
**Topic:** Military campaign.

**KUB 52.41**

Vṣ?
1 [...] x x x x r  Ḫat-ti[...]
2 [...] a-ri-a-an-zi nu-uš-ši ku- [...]
3 [...] z i x x r  ḪUš-u-e-ni nu KI Nb. SIG₃-ru pa-an-ku-uš-za GUB-ta[r ...]
4 [...] x r  SIG₅ x [...]

Rev?
(1 line blank)

x+1 [...] ša-ma e-ep-zi NA₄-ZI.x[... ]
2' [...] ku-pi a-ri-iš-kat-ta-ri ma-a-an-ma-x[ ...]
3' [...] Ḫu-uz-zi-a DIB-an-na ma-a-la-an ḥar-te-ni
4' [...] xHUŠ-u-e-ni nu KIN SIG₅ ru pa-an-ku-uš-za GUB-ta[r ...]
5' [...] U-ni pa-iš NU.SIG₅

(about three lines)

7' [...] Ḫu-uz-zì-ia-aš ḪN₄ A-N₄ GIS KIRI₆ Ḫla iš-ga-ana-ta-aš-ma e-ep-zi
8' [...] m-a-a-an-ma-za DINGIR ME₅ GIS KIRI₆ Ḫla iš-ga-ana-ta-aš A-N₄ M-[Ḫu-uz-zi-ia DIB-an-na] a-a ...
10' [...] x x r  na "at pa-an-ga-u-i pa-iš IN₄ UD.2.KAM ḪDAG GUB[ ]-iš x [...]
11' [...] da-pi-i ]ZI-ni r IN₄ UD "3.KAM DINGIR-LUM-za EGIR-an a[r-ḫa kar-pi-in]
12' [...] ](ereasure) SIG₅

(1 line blank)

**Topic:** The safety of a Mr. Ḫuzziya, somehow involving a garden (with whose care he is charged, perhaps).

**KUB 52.45**

Obv.

x+1 [...] r  zi f x[ ] x x[ ...]
2' [...] x ME-aš na-r at r DINGIR-LIM-ni da-pi-i Z[I-ni]
3' [...] x-aš-kân x[ ] x ḪUL-u-wa-za pu-nu-r uš "š[a]-r  an-zi r

---


86 These last three lines are smaller and lighter than what comes before.
Translation:

Obverse

§1'
(Too fragmentary for translation.)

§2'
Should they ask […] about the evil? Let the KIN be favorable. He(?) took rightness for himself, and gave it to the Sun-God of Heaven. Unfavorable.

§3'
Or should they let them go to the god? Let the KIN be favorable. The favors of the gods were taken, and he(?) gave them to the Sun-God of Heaven.

§4'
They will bring […] away; they will bring him/it to Šaḫḫuwaššiya. Are you, O deity, ditto (i.e., all right with this course of action)? Let the KIN be favorable. He(?) took rightness and the great sin for himself; they (were given) to the whole soul of the deity.

Reverse

§5'
Or should they bring […] away? Let the KIN be favorable. […] took the whole soul [and…] for himself, and gave them to the panku. On the [second] d[ay, …] arose, took the angers of the
gods, [and] gave [them] to the Sun-God of Heaven. On the third day, evil was taken; into emptiness. Favorable.

KUB 52.51
Obv.
1 [...]x PAP/KÚR pé-an ar-nu-um-mi
2 [...]x DINGIR-LIM-mu UL KAR-zī SIG₅-ru
3 [...]x DINGIR-ŁUM-za da-pi-ān ZI-an A-TAM-MA dGUL-aš TI-tar
4 [...]x-ia ME-aš na-at pa-an-ga-u-i pa-īš

(4-5 lines blank)

5 [...]x r-nu-mi DINGIRME₆-aš-kán
6 [...]x UL ū SīxSĀ-mi SIG₅-ru
7 [...]x T]I-tar ME-aš n[u]-kán DINGIR-LIM-ni r- da-pi ṣ-i ZI-ni
8 [...] da-pi-ān ZI-an mi-nu-mar ZALAG.G[A ]aš
9 [...]x D.3.KAM DINGIRME₆ GUB-ir x[
10 [...]x r pa-an-ga-u-i ṣ[

Rev.
1' [...]]x x a[r]-nu-mi DINGIR[RME₆]-aš-kán
2' [...]/[t]a-aš x[ ]x r-ṭ-an-a-a-šī
3' [...][S]IG₅-ru DINGIR x[ ]da-pi-an ZI-an
4' [...]x ME-aš nu r- kán? ū x[ ]u-wa-zā SIG₅ BŪN
5' [...]x ME-aš na-aš ANA4 LUGAL[-i ]
6' [...]x HUL ū-lu M[E-a]n x x[ ]an-da SUD-li₁₂

7' [...]x x x[ ]x r-mi-ni-u-uš ku-e-eš
8' [...]x A-TAM-MA
10' [...]x ?

(lower edge)

Topic: Unclear (obv. 2*: “Will the god not find me?”).

KUB 52.68
Obv. i

x+1 [...]]x
2' [...]x x[ ]x

3' [...]x pi? x x[
4' [...]x

5' [...]x É-ia ME-er
6' [...]x-iš-ta
7' [. . . ]x-ri/tal-li-ia-an r SîxSÁ "at
8' [. . . ]x-ti x/erasure? ta-ru "-up-pa-r šá-ni "-x [H]UŠ-u-en
9' [. . . ] f SîxSÁ "-at x KASKAL LUGAL-ia r MÊ "

10' [. . . ]pa-ra-a ar-te-ni ka-ru-ú-kán r INIM "MEŠ
11' [. . . ] ū GUB-iš SA₅ IZKIM MU-an-na ME-aš na-aš pa-i SUM-za

12' [. . . ]jiš DINGIR "MEŠ-aš mi-nu-mar"ILÅ ME-aš nu-kán A-NA GIG.TUR

13' [. . . ]x SA₅ " DINGIR-LIM kar-ša-an-x wa ú-x-en
14' [. . . ]x pa-ra-a' a-ra-an-za NU."SE-du
15' [. . . ]x ME-er na-aš r pa-i "(over erasure) SUM-za NU."ŠE

16' [. . . ]x ka-ru-ú-ia INIM "MEŠ DINGIR "MEŠ TA "MUNUS.ENSI
17' [. . . ]SA₅ IZKIM IZI-ia ME-aš na-aš pa-i SUM-za

18' [. . . ]x-at

19' [. . . ]SIG₅ ME-er na-an-kán DINGIR-ni kar-pí GAR-ri

20' [. . . ]x IZI"ME-aš na-aš pa-i[

ii

x+1 x[ ]
2' x[ ]
3' x x[ ]
4' x x[ ]
5' x x[ ]
6' TA MU"ILÅ[ ]
7' nu-kán an/DINGIR[ ]
8' x x[ ]

9' IR-"TUM x x[ ]
10' x KIN/TUKU? x[ ]
11' ˚ IN/4 UD.3.KAM ?[ ]
12' t[a

13' x[ ]
14' x[ ]
15' [ ]ša [ ]
16' [ ]x-za? x[ ]

87 Reading based on photo.
17' [ ]x ME-aš nu-r kán ᵇ [ ]x[ ]
18' [ ]x[ ]na[ ]
19' [ ]

20' [ ]x-ia-kán x x x x[ ]x-zi[ ]
21' [ ]DÜ-zí maš-r kán ᵇ [ ]x [ ]-i[ ]
22' [ ]x-sár x[ ]x x[ ]kán-z[i ]
23' [ ]x[ ]
24' [ ]-i SUM-a[n ]
25' [ ]

26' [ ] DINGIR-LUM ŠA [ ]x-x x[ ]
27' [ ]x dNAM-aš mi-nu-ma[r] x x[ ]
28' [ ]ḪUL-]lu TI-tar Š-x[ ]
29' [ ]MU[H]r A ᵇ GÍD.DA DINGIR^MES-š-aš mi-nu-mar^HLA[ ]
30' [ ]d[a]-pi-i ZI-ni[ ]

31' [ ]ma]r? x-ša-an-r za ᵇ nu a-x[ ]x° tu? ᵇ [ ]x GIG.GAL
32' [ ]x ḪUL-lu-[a ]x

33' [ ]x x(aš?) ᵇ ku ᵇ-it DAM x?[ ]x(-a)-pi-iz nu x[ ]
34' [ ]x x UL uš-ki-ši nu ᵇ KIN ᵇ [ ]x ZAG-tar
35' [ ]d[a]-pi-i an ZI-an ME-aš na-aš pa-i SUM-za 2[ ]GUB-iš
36' [ ]DINGIR^MES-r-aš mi-nu-mar^HLA ME-aš na-aš ᵇ pa-i ᵇ [SU]M-za[ ]x ZAG-tar
37' [ ]IGI-wa ú-wa-tar-ra ᵇ ME-ir ᵇ nu-kán ŠA SIG₃-u-[ ]i

38' [ ]x?-iš [ ]x-an-za na-aš x x[ ]
39' [ ] ᵇ a ᵇ-an pa-ra-a ne-an-zi nu x(za?)? šu?[ ]
40' [ ]x-at?-kán URU? PU? x[ ]x[ ]
41' [ ]h[u]-u-ma-an(-)ma/ku-i?? x x x[ ]
42' [ ]šu?-pu-nu-x-x x pi-an-zi[ ]
43' [ ]an-z[ ]x MES x x[ ]
44' [ ]x ZAG-za GAR-r[i ]
45' [ ] ᵇ SUM ᵇ-za? 3-aš' x[ ]

(break)

Rev. iii
x+1 [ ]x x(ša?) nu[ ]
2' [ ]GAL DUB.SAR GI[Š] GÜB-za G[AR? ]

3' [ ]x GÜB-tar x[ ]x nu[ ]

4' [ ]x(MEŠ?) me-eg-g[a
5' [ ]ḪUL-lu-pát uš-ši³ ]
6' [ ]x GAL DUB.SAR GIŠ ZAG-tar d[a ]
7' [ ]m[i]-[n]u-mar INIM UDU TI-tar x[ ]

508
[26' x[  ]
27' DINGIR x[ ]-aš
28' 2 DINGIR.M[AḪ ]ZAG GÙB[ ]
Topic: Neglected offerings and angry gods.

KUB 52.71

Rev.

x+1 [ ] x-r ƙi? -nu-un x[...]
2’ [ ] x-r?-ia? -x-x-ma-da?[...]

3’ [ ] x-r URU x x an-du-ka ƙ? URU[...]
4’ [ ] x-r la? -aš??-r kán ƙ a-pé-e-da-ni a[n? ...]
5’ [ ] x x SUM-an x-pu [ ] ni x[...]

(about 1 line blank)
6’ x x-zu-kán??-x-ra??-x-x-x[...]
7’ pa-ra-a x? x-x-an?? A-N4 x[...]
8’ x^{HLA} x x x x x[...]
9' r nu KIN NU.SIG₅ "-du r SIG₅ "-[u]-a[n-za[…]
10' INA UD.2.KAM DINGIRⁿᵤₑ stripe [r] "[-]Š[A?…]
11' [INA U]D.3.KAM ḏDAG GUB-" iš " x[…]
12' [n]a-at DINGIR.MAHⁿ ni " pa-[i[š…]

13' r [K] "MIN na-an r kán "A-NA pa[– ] x x[…]
14' nu-wa kiš-an x-iš r ki "[ ] x[ ] x-[x[…]
15' r SIG₅ " DINGIR-LIM a?-x-wa-x-w[a?? ] x x[ x-[x-za[r]-at-x su n x[…]
16' r pa "-an-ku-uš-za x x [ ] x [ ] ME-aš r na "-aš A⁻ r NA "[…]

17' TA?? [k i x x x x x nu KIN r SIG₅ "-ru DINGIR-LIM-za x[…EGIR-an]
18' [a]r-ḥa kar-pî r in "[n] x[ ] nu-kán an-da- SIG₅-u r in "[…]
19' [INA U]D. r 2.KAM " HUL MEⁿⁱʳ-an [nu]-kán an-da r [SUD "-li₁₂[…]
20' [INA UD].3 r KAM " Š.A DINGIRⁿᵤₑ kar-p[ ][u]-š da-an r te "-eš x[…]
21' [ ] šDU AN [ ] x DÜ? SIG₅ […]

22' [ x šA [ x x x x x [ ] x ap? x x[…]
23' [ ] x-iš GUB-" tar "[…]
24' [ ] x-iš TI-tar […]
25' [ ] x [ ] x-[i […]
26' [ ] x [ ] GI? […]

(break)

**Topic:** Unclear.

---

12’ […] x [ ] Pa-pa-an-[a IH] INIM-za-[a ka]-ku-iš-ki
13’ […] x(aš?) Ú-UL pa-[iz]-zi nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du
14’ […] M]E-aš nu-[a]-aš DINGIRⁿᵤₑ " NU.SIG₅

88 Reading based on photo.
(lower edge)

Rev. iii

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{x+1} \ldots & zi \ nu \ KIN \ NU.SIG_{5-}du \\
\text{2' \ldots} & NU.SIG_{5} \\
\text{3' \ldots} & zi \ nu \ KIN \ NU.SIG_{5-}du \\
\text{4' \ldots} & \\
\text{5' \ldots} & SIG_{5} \\
\text{6' \ldots} & x \ r \ ku \ ^{\prime}-it \ I-N\ddot{A} \ KUR \ ^{\text{URU}} \ Pa-pa-an-\ddot{h}a \ pa-iz-zi \\
\text{7' \ldots ma-a-an-} \text{ma-k\`an} \ \ddot{\text{si}}-na-a\ddot{h}-\ddot{h}a-a\ddot{a}-s \ \text{an-da} \ UL \ ku-wa-p\text{-}i\text{-}k-r \ \text{ki} \ ^{\prime} \ S\text{l}xS\ddot{A}-iz-[i] \\
\text{8' \ldots KI} \text{N SIG}_{5-} \text{ru} \ pa-an-ku-u\ddot{s}-za \ ZAG\text{-}tar \ KASKAL-ia \ ME-a\ddot{s} \ nu-k\`an \ DINGIR^{\text{MES}}-a\ddot{a} \ NU.S[IG_{5}] \\
\text{9' \ldots} & x \ x \ \text{INIM} \ \ddot{s}i-na-a\ddot{h}-\ddot{h}[a] \\
\text{10' \ldots} & x \ x [ \\
\text{(text breaks)}
\end{align*} \]

**Topic:** Military campaigns, ambushes.

**ABoT 2.130**

Obv.
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{x+1} \ldots & x-x \\
\text{2' \ldots D} & \text{UGUD} \\
\text{3' \ldots} & x \\
\text{4' \ldots DI} & \text{N} \text{GIR.MA\ddot{H}}-a\ddot{a} \\
\text{5' \ldots} & x \ r \ ku \ ^{\prime}-ez\ddot{e}-qa\ddot{a} \\
\text{6' \ldots} & i\ddot{s}-\ddot{h}i? \ ki/di? \ um/du? \\
\text{7' \ldots} & x-Qa\ddot{a} [ \\
\end{align*} \]

Rev.
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{x+1} \ldots & x \\
\text{2' \ldots} & x \\
\end{align*} \]

**Topic:** Unclear.

**ABoT 2.133**

\[ \begin{align*}
x+1 & \ldots \ SI[G_{5} \ldots] \\
\text{2' \ldots NU.SI} & \text{G}_{5-} \text{du} \ NU.SI[G_{5} \ldots] \\
\text{3' \ldots} & SI[G_{5} \ldots]
\end{align*} \]

512
4' […] r DINGIR "LUM da-pi-an ZI-an x […]
5' […] x x x […]
(break)

**Topic:** Unclear.

**ABoT 2.134**

x+1 […] x x

2' […] x
3' […] K]I.MIN
4' […] ŠA DINGIR M]ES mi-nu-mar H[LA
5' […] S]IG5

6' (trace, prob from other side)

**Topic:** Unclear.

**ABoT 2.135**

x+1 […] x[…]
2' […] da-pi-an ZI-an
3' […] x GAL.SAN [GA…]
4' […] da-pi-an Z[l-an…]
5' […] ZAG-za GAR-r[i…]
6' […] x pa-an-ga-u r i "[…]
7' […] x mi-nu-mar H[LA[…]

**Topic:** Unclear.

**HFAC 80**

x+1 […] x-ar x x[ ]
2' […] da-pi-a]n ZI-an
3' […] x A-NA d[U[TU] AN pa-iš[ ]

4' […] x-an GUB-an
5' […] da-p]i ZI-ni NU.r SIG5 ~ x?

6' […] ZI-aš x x x
7' […] da-p]i n ZI-an x x-an-na
8' […] NU.SIG5
9' […] x[ ]
(break; reverse uninscribed)
**Topic:** Unclear.

**HFAC 81**

1' [...NU.SIG₃-du DINGIR-LUM-za da-pi-an Z[an ]
2' [...]da-iš

3' [...]x LUGAL₇ IK-RI-BI pé-ra-an ti-ia-[n ]
4' [...]U.SIG₃-du DINGIR-LUM-za da-pi-an ZI-[an]
5' [...]x IN₄ UD.2.KAM DINGIR.MAH GUB-iš TI[
6' [...]x IN₄ UD.3.KAM DINGIR-LUM-za kar-pi-[n ⁸⁹]
7' [...] SIG₅

**Topic:** The prayers of the king(?).

**HKM 115⁹⁰**

1 r ki "i ku-it ṣU KU[R²]
2 SIxSÁ-at x AB x
3 [ku]-it-ki kar?-x-mi-ni?
4 nu KIN NU.SIG₅-du
5 2

**Topic:** Angry god?

**KuSa 1/1.15 (KuT 42)**

x+1[...] [x[...]]
2' [...] LUGA[L...]
3' [...]  

4' [...] u-ia-z[i...]
5' [...] h][²] ME-er n[a...]
6' [...] jI SUM-za 3-ŠŪ x[...]
7' [...]  

8' [...] a-pi-x[...]

**Topic:** Unclear.

---

⁸⁹ Reading based on photo.

KuSa 1/1.17 (KuT 26)
(several lines blank)

x+1 [...]ši x da EZEN₄[H]A ¹⁰/u x[…]
2’ [...]an-za x x peš-ši-at DINGIR₈MES x[…]
3’ [...]x-ši-ma-kán TI-an-ni UL ku-[t…]
4’ [...]da-aš-x 1-zi DINGIR x x x[…]
5’ [...]na-aš-wa SUM-za x-za? ZAG-tar r EZEN₄ “[…]

6’ [...]x A-NA dUTU- ŠI IT-TI[…]
7’ [...]GÜB-tar TI[…]
8’ [...]x[…]

**Topic:** Festival neglect and an angry god.

KuSa 1/1.19 (KuT 43)

1 [...]x x x[…][x x
2 [...]x ŠÅ pa-za r nu? “[…][x x[…]

3’ [...]URU-LUM […]x na-aš pa-i SUM-z[a]
4’ […] (blank) […]

5’ […] […]

6’ […]x-za x x(na? INÅ UD?[…]

**Topic:** Unclear.
**APPENDIX B: RITUAL PURPOSE**

The following is a table for quickly referencing the ritual texts discussed in chapters 3–4, their purposes, and their approximate state of preservation. For a fuller catalogue, see Appendix C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ritual text</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>State of preservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTH 323, the Disappearance of the Sun-God</td>
<td>Invoking a missing deity</td>
<td>Somewhat fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 390A, Ayatarša’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating a sick child</td>
<td>Nearly complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 390C, incantation of tongues</td>
<td>Treating a victim of “tongues”</td>
<td>Nearly complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 390D, incantation of binding</td>
<td>Treating a sick child</td>
<td>Complete; missing only a few words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 390E, Šušumanniga’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating a sick child with offerings</td>
<td>Very fragmentary; only the very beginning preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 391, Ambazzi’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating a person afflicted with sickness caused by demons (or similar entities).</td>
<td>Nearly complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 397, Ḫebattarakki’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating an ensorcelled person</td>
<td>Very fragmentary; only the beginning preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 398, ritual of the augur Ḫuwarlu</td>
<td>Treating the king, queen, and palace for evil that has brought on bad omens</td>
<td>First half complete; second half somewhat fragmentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 402, Allī’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating an ensorcelled person</td>
<td>Nearly complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 403.1, Mallidunna’s first ritual</td>
<td>Invocation of the Sun-God</td>
<td>Very fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 403.2 Mallidunna’s second ritual</td>
<td>Invocation of Ḫannahanna</td>
<td>Very fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 404.1, Mašṭigga’s first ritual</td>
<td>Treating relatives who have cursed one another</td>
<td>Complete; missing only a few words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 404.3, Mašṭigga’s third ritual</td>
<td>Treating a person who has committed bloodshed</td>
<td>Very fragmentary; preserves only portions of the second tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 404.4, Mašṭigga’s fourth ritual</td>
<td>Treating a person who has struck someone on the head</td>
<td>Very fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 404.5, Mašṭigga’s fifth ritual</td>
<td>Treating a patient by “taking them from the earth”</td>
<td>Very fragmentary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Ritual Purpose
<p>| Table B.1, cont. |
|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| <strong>CTH 409.I, Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River”</strong> | Treating a patient for reproductive difficulties brought on by sorcery or other supernatural ill-will | Nearly complete |
| **CTH 409.II/409.IV/458.1, Tunnawiya’s <em>taknaz dā-</em> <em>/“Ritual of the Ox”</em> | Treating the royal couple for affliction brought on by sorcery, guilt, or other supernatural ill-will | Perhaps half of (at least) six tablets preserved. |
| <strong>CTH 416A, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple</strong> | Treating the royal couple for “tongues” and uncleanness | Partially broken: missing the beginning |
| <strong>CTH 416B, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple</strong> | Treating the royal couple for sickness, blood, and evil | Nearly complete |
| <strong>CTH 416C, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple</strong> | Treating the royal couple for terrible things, blood, and uncleanness | Fairly fragmentary |
| <strong>CTH 416D, the Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple</strong> | Treating the royal couple for pain, woe, and anxiety | Partially broken: missing the end |
| <strong>CTH 418, ritual against a foreigner’s offense</strong> | Treating the royal couple for evil brought on by a foreigner | Quite fragmentary; missing at least one full tablet |
| <strong>CTH 423, invocation of enemy gods</strong> | Invoking the gods of an enemy land after victory | Quite fragmentary; missing at least half of the text |
| <strong>CTH 433, ritual of the mother of Punawaša for the augurs</strong> | Treating augurs for some offense that has angered the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag | Quite fragmentary; three variations are preserved but even altogether at least half of the text is missing. |
| <strong>CTH 434, ritual fragments for the fate-goddesses</strong> | Treating a person who has an “evil fate-goddess” | Extremely fragmentary |
| <strong>CTH 435.3, ritual for the Sun-God</strong> | Treating a patient with protective magic and entreaties | Extremely fragmentary |
| <strong>CTH 436, ritual of the sea</strong> | Preventing evil coming from an enemy land after the army departs it | Extremely fragmentary |
| <strong>CTH 439, Ritual of Anzili and Zukki</strong> | Invocation of the deities Anzili and Zukki | Extremely fragmentary |
| <strong>CTH 440, Ritual of Iššara and Hamriššara</strong> | Treating a person for “tongues” | Extremely fragmentary |
| <strong>CTH 441, “Ritual of the river”</strong> | Treating a person for (most likely) sickness | Quite fragmentary; only a few paragraphs fully preserved |
| <strong>CTH 445, Ritual for the expiation of incest</strong> | Treating a person who has committed incest | Extremely fragmentary; only the first few lines preserved |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Reference</th>
<th>Description of Ritual</th>
<th>Preservation Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTH 448.2, Ritual for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth</td>
<td>Treating the king and queen for an unknown affliction</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary; the best-preserved version has about 7 paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 449, rituals naming the underworld deities (KUB 58.85)</td>
<td>Invocation of underworld gods, perhaps for military success</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 449, rituals naming the underworld deities, KUB 7.4</td>
<td>Offerings to primordial deities; the purpose is unclear</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 449, rituals naming the underworld deities, KUB 39.57</td>
<td>Treating a person who is being bothered by a ghost</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 450, the royal funerary ritual</td>
<td>A ritual for when a member of the royal family dies</td>
<td>About half preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 452, fragments of substitute rituals</td>
<td>Treating a patient for some unknown affliction</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 456.2, fragments of purification rituals (“Ritual of the River”)</td>
<td>Treating a patient for some affliction caused by supernatural ill-will</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary; about one-third preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 456.3, fragments of purification rituals</td>
<td>Treating a patient whose personal deity has been incapacitated somehow.</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 458.45, fragments of conjuration rituals</td>
<td>Treating a sick patient</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 458.113, fragments of conjuration rituals</td>
<td>Treating a patient afflicted with a sickness of supernatural origin</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 463, ritual against a snake in the bed</td>
<td>Against bad omens.</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary; only the very beginning preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 470, ritual fragments, KBo 17.47 (Annā’s ritual)</td>
<td>Invoking a missing deity(?).</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary; only the very beginning preserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 470, ritual fragments, KUB 39.61</td>
<td>Treating a patient who is bothered by a ghost.</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary; only the very beginning preserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 470, ritual fragments, KUB 55.57</td>
<td>Finding an Old Woman’s snake(?)</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 474, Kuwanni’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating a patient who is angry with the gods.</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 487, Healing ritual for Ishara</td>
<td>Treating a patient for an unknown affliction</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 490, Ašdu’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating an ensorcelled patient</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary; perhaps one-quarter preserved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1, cont.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CTH 759, the <em>dupaduparša</em> ritual</th>
<th>Treating a patient for curses.</th>
<th>Quite fragmentary; less than one full tablet of 9 preserved.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTH 760.II, Luwian ritual similar to Tunnawiya’s corpus</td>
<td>Treating a patient for an affliction caused by some supernatural ill-will.</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary; perhaps half or three-quarters of a tablet preserved in total(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 761/761, the “Great Ritual”</td>
<td>Treating a patient for an affliction caused by some supernatural ill-will</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 780.III, Allaiturahuhi’s ritual for Šuppiluliuma II</td>
<td>Treating the king for sorcery.</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary; only a few paragraphs preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 788, Šalašu’s ritual</td>
<td>Treating a patient for an affliction from some supernatural ill-will</td>
<td>Extremely fragmentary; missing at least seven tablets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 820.4 and 5, the Benedictions for the Labarna</td>
<td>Requesting life, health, and fertility for the royal couple</td>
<td>Quite fragmentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 276, tablet catalogues (Kueša’s ritual)</td>
<td>Ritual treating a patient for sickness.</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 276, tablet catalogues (Tunnawiya’s ritual)</td>
<td>Ritual invoking the dead.</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues</td>
<td>Ritual invoking the Storm-God</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues (Annanna’s ritual)</td>
<td>Ritual invoking the tutelary deity.</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues</td>
<td>Ritual treating the king and queen.</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues (Kāli’s ritual)</td>
<td>Ritual for “placing a KIN-an of clay”</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues (Mallī’s ritual)</td>
<td>Ritual invoking the Storm-God</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues</td>
<td>Ritual invoking <em>šWalliyara</em></td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues</td>
<td>Ritual invoking <em>šKurwašu</em></td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 277, tablet catalogues (Annā’s ritual)</td>
<td>Ritual invoking the Storm-God of the wealthy</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 278, tablet catalogues (Annanna’s ritual)</td>
<td>Invocation of central Anatolian deities</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 278, tablet catalogues (Annanna’s ritual)</td>
<td>Invocation of the Sun-Goddess of Arinna</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH 282, tablet catalogues</td>
<td>Ritual invoking a deity.</td>
<td>Catalogue entry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1, cont.
APPENDIX C: CATALOGUE OF RITUAL TEXTS

CTH 390: The rituals of Ayatarša, Wattiti, and Šušumanniga

Exemplars: 3

State of preservation: Mostly preserved; missing much of the end of col. i and the beginning of col. iv, which correspond to the end of Ayatarša’s ritual and most of Šušumanniga’s, respectively (see below).


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: Word of Ms. Ayatarša, maidservant of Ms. Nawila: when a child is ālpant- or his/her innards are devoured, I offer thus (to) the Sun-God of sickness for him/her; word: when Ms. Wattiti, woman of Kunaššarwa—when a person’s innards are devoured, its word is thus; if tongues have come to someone; incantation of binding; word of Ms. Šušumanniga, Old Woman: when I offer to Ḥašameli of the month for a child.¹

¹ This is in fact the full text of the small label KUB 30.48 (CTH 390.D); the colophon of CTH 390.A (KBo 3.8+) reads instead, “First tablet, finished: word of Šušumanniga. MUNUS Ḥašawa: when she offers (to) Ḥašameli of the month for a child; word of Ms. Ayatarša, maidservant of Ms. Nawila: when a child is ālpant- or his innards are eaten, she offers thus the Sun-God of sickness for him/her; word of Ms. Wattiti, woman of Kunaššarwa: when
Summary: CTH 390 is a collection of five rituals on one tablet, four of which can be connected to the Old Women (see above). Ayatarša’s ritual is to cure a sick child, through offerings to the “Sun-God of sickness” and treatment with medicine; Wattiti’s ritual is likewise for a sick child (or person), this time mainly through sympathetic magic and incantations. The exact difficulty being treated by the “incantation of tongues” is unclear; the Old Woman rubs the patient’s tongue with purificatory substances while citing a (fragmentary) mythological origin or parallel to the ritual, featuring the goddesses Kamrušepa and Ḫannaḫanna. The “incantation of binding” is an incantation with a mythological section, again of Kamrušepa and Ḫannaḫanna, to free a child whose body has been “bound.” The final ritual, of Šušumanniag, is again for a child, but is broken away after only a series of offerings to Ḫašameli.

CTH 391: The ritual of Ambazzi

Exemplars: There are two, or perhaps three, versions of this text; 391.1 has 3 exemplars; 391.2 has 3 exemplars; and 1 small fragment (KBo 48.103) may be part of a third version.

State of preservation: 391.1 is nearly entirely preserved, excepting the very end of col. i and the very beginning of col. iv; 391.2 preserves only about 40 lines (approximately 1/7th of the text, if it is comparable in length to 391.1), and 391.5? is only a small fragment of approximately 12 fragmentary lines.


Language(s): Hittite.

someone is(! text “I am”) devouring the innards of a person or a child, its word is thus; if tongues come to someone, the Old Woman acts thus (for) him/her. The colophon omits the “incantation of binding,” a mistake by the scribe, since the incantation is included on the tablet. In addition (as already noted by Waal, BiOr 67, 2010, 555) the order of the rituals indicates that the scribe first wrote the title of the final ritual, which he had just finished copying down, before going back to the beginning and listing the others. The tablet catalogue entry KBo 31.4+ iv 12–28 reproduces both of these peculiarities.


Summary: CTH 391 is a ritual text ascribed to the woman Ambazzi, in which the patient(s) are afflicted with *inan*-sickness. There are three versions of the same ritual on the tablet, and what seems to be a second, similar ritual in the fragmentary col. iv. The complete rituals are designed to remove sickness and the negative attention of certain supernatural entities from the ritual patient, using analogic incantations, a “scapemouse,” which is sent away after the evil has been transferred to it, and tempting offerings for the offending entities. The ritual in col. iv may also contain a passing-through rite, given several references to a gate.

**CTH 397: The ritual of Ḫebattarakki**

Exemplars: 3

State of preservation: About the first 30 lines of 397.A completely preserved, after which col. i breaks; the extant sections of cols. ii and iii only preserve about the first 3–5 signs of each line. From col. iii 8’ onward, the text is the second ritual of this *Sammeltafel*, which is classified under CTH 729 and cannot be ascribed to Ḫebattarakki—or any other *MUNUS* ṢU.GI—with any certainty. 397.B and C are only relatively small fragments, which duplicate the extant beginning of the text.


Language(s): Hittite.

Edition(s): N/A
Incipit/Colophon: Thus Ḫebattarakki, Old Woman of Zuharuwa (C adds: of the land of Mu[kuś?]): when I free an ensorcelled person.

Summary: The preserved beginning of the ritual suggests that Ḫebattarakki is drawing sorcery from an afflicted person and sending it back to the sorcerer, using dough, dog excrement, and various plant materials, from which a dough is made, as well as figurines and incantations.

CTH 398: The ritual of Ḫuwarlu

Exemplars: 2

State of preservation: Mostly preserved; from col. ii 36 until the ritual ends at iii 39, the lines are only partially preserved, of varying length. The second text on this Sammeltafel is a copy of CTH 486, Muršili’s Aphasia.


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: [Thus Mr. Ḫ]uwarlu, the augur: when [terrible bi]rds, a[ll] the birds that […]], whatever they are seeing, they make [it out of] clay.

Summary: The Old Woman averts evil omens seen by the augurs, using analogic incantations, absorbent materials such as dough and cloth, the purificatory properties of the river, the protective properties of a puppy and a donkey, and a passing-through rite, as well as offerings to the gods. The ritual is carried out first within the palace, then out on the steppe.

CTH 402: The ritual of Allī
Exemplars: 13

State of preservation: Nearly complete; two fragmentary paragraphs in col. ii and a lacuna at the end of col. iii/beginning of col. iv.


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: Thus Ms. Allî, woman of Arzauwa: if a person is ensorcelled, I treat him/her as follows.

Summary: Allî turns sorcery back on a sorcerer, with the particular help of the “Sun-God of the Hand,” using incantations, figurines, different colors of thread (as analogy for various kinds of sorcery), a pit dug in the earth (where the sorcery may be disposed of), offerings to protective deities, hunting implements, grain and cloth (as absorbents), and offerings to the river.

CTH 403: The rituals of Mallidunna

Exemplars: There are two rituals under this heading; CTH 403.1 has two exemplars, and CTH 403.2 has four exemplars.

State of preservation: Extremely fragmentary; CTH 403.1 preserves several lines each in cols. i, ii, and iii; CTH 403.2 preserves a few fragmentary paragraphs in cols. i and iv.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A, N

Language(s): Hittite

Incipit/Colophon: “[Thus Ms. Mallid]unna, Old Woman [of Turmitta]: when I invoke the Sun-God” (CTH 403.1); “Word of [Ms. Mall]idunna, Old Woman of Durmitta: [if Hannahanna] (is) terrifying to someone, [I] invo[ke] her thus” (CTH 403.2).

Summary: In CTH 403.1, Mallidunna, the king, and the queen make offerings to the Sun-God; there is one fragmentary incantation preserved about the Sun-God being reconciled to the king and queen; 403.2 is extremely fragmentary, but there is what seems to be a mythological background to Ḫannahanna’s anger in the first column, and an offering sequence in col. iv.

**CTH 404.1: Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel**

Exemplars: There are three (only slightly variant) versions of this text; 404.1.I has approximately 6 exemplars, 404.1.II has approximately 11 exemplars, and 404.1.III only 1.

State of preservation: Nearly entirely preserved.


Language(s): Hittite.

Incipit/Colophon: Thus Ms. Maštigga, woman of Kizzuwatna: when a father and a son, or a husband and his wife, or a brother and a sister quarrel, I treat them thus.

Summary: Maštigga rids the ritual patients of the negative effects of their harsh words using figurines made of various materials including wax, tallow, thread, and clay, the purificatory properties of water and dough, and scapegoat animals including a fish, sheep, a piglet, a salamander, and a puppy, analogic incantations, sympathetic destruction of ritual materials including vessels and standing-stones, and ritual washing.

CTH 404.2: Analogous to Maštigga’s ritual against domestic quarrel

Exemplars: 1

State of preservation: Parts of cols. i and ii preserved

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A.

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: N/A

Summary: The Old Woman treats a patient for curses that he or she spoke; in the preserved text, she uses ritual destruction of vessels and standing stones, a substitute sheep and fish, offerings to the sun-deity, figurines of wood and dough, wool and plants. This seems to be a poorly-remembered out-of-order version of CTH 404.1.

CTH 404.3: Maštigga’s ritual against bloodshed

Exemplars: Approximately 7, perhaps fewer.
State of preservation: Much of col. i and part of col. iv of the second tablet preserved; first tablet entirely missing.


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: Word of Maštigga, woman of Kizzuwatna: when someone commits bloodshed, I treat [him/her thus].

Summary: Maštigga treats a violent offender; in the preserved section, she uses incantations, offerings to the gods, a substitute-sheep and substitute-figurines of dough.

**CTH 404.4: Maštigga’s ritual for when a man strikes his fellow man**

Exemplars: 1

State of preservation: Only the very beginning of col. i and the very end of col. iv preserved.

Findspot(s): Temple 1.

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: Thus Ms. Maštigga, woman of Kiz[zuwatna: when] a person strikes a fellow perso[n on the head, I treat] him/her thus.

Summary: Maštigga treats a violent offender; most of the preserved text is simply a list of materials, including bread, cloth, tongue-figurines, person-figurines, fruit, sheepskin, and clothing.
CTH 404.5: Maštigga’s taknaz dā-

Exemplars: There are three different versions of this text; 404.5.I has 1 exemplar; 404.5.II has 4 exemplars, and 404.5.III has 2 exemplars.

State of preservation: Version one is a small fragment, with only parts of the first ten lines preserved; version two has part of col. i, fragments of cols. ii and iii, and part of col. iv preserved; both exemplars of version three are small fragments of the very beginning of the text.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A (404.5.I), Büyükkale K (404.5.III.A), Temple I (404.5.II.B, 404.5.II.D, 404.5.III.B).

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: Word of [Ms.] Maštigga, [woma]n of Kizzuwatna: when I take a woman or a man from the earth.

Summary: A taknaz dā- ritual; in the preserved text, Maštigga treats the patients by evoking a deity near the dwelling-places of various animals, speaking incantations, digging sacrificial pits, and making offerings into the pits.

CTH 409.I: Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the River”

Exemplars: Approximately 4.

State of preservation: Nearly complete.

Findspot(s): Haus am Hang (409.I.C?), Temple 1 (409.I.D)

Language(s): Hittite, Luwian.

Incipit/Colophon: Thus Tunnawi, Old Woman: when a person—either a man or a woman—is standing inside some uncleanliness, or someone else has called him onto uncleanliness, or, for a woman, her(!) children keep dying, or she keeps miscarrying, or for a man or for a woman through words of uncleanliness their genitalia/body parts are disabled (lit. cut off). (If) this person is seeing uncleanliness, this person, either a man or a woman, performs the ritual of uncleanliness thus. They call it the ritual of the river—this is only one ritual.

Summary: Tunnawiya treats a patient for reproductive issues using analogic incantations, the purificatory properties of a river and spring, substitute animals, figurines of clay and wax, symbolic washing and undressing of the patient, and destruction of ritual implements, as well as a passing-through rite, and offerings to the Sun-God and ḫMAḪ of the riverbank.

**CTH 409.II: Tunnawiya’s taknaz dā-**

Exemplars: Approximately 9.

State of preservation: First tablet: first several paragraphs of cols. i and ii, and only the very ends of cols. iii and iv, are preserved; second tablet: missing the ends of cols. i and ii and the beginnings of cols. iii and iv; third tablet entirely missing; fourth tablet: only the beginning of col. i and the end of col. iv preserved. According to the fourth tablet’s colophon, there was at least one more tablet that is now missing.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A (409.II.Tf01.A), Büyükkale B (409.II.Tf04.B), Büyükkale D (409.II.Tf04.C), Büyükkale N (409.II.Tf01.B, 409.II.Tf04.A), Temple 1, (409.II.Tf01.D,

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: When the Old Woman takes the king and queen from the earth.

Summary: A taknaz dā- ritual; in the preserved text, Tunnawiya treats the king and queen by making offerings to the Sun-Goddess of the Earth, speaking incantations, using different colors of wool (the method is not preserved), with a substitute sheep, a substitute piglet, and analogic magic. Perhaps part of the same text as CTH 409.IV and CTH 458.1.

**CTH 409.IV: Tunnawiya’s “Ritual of the Ox”**

Exemplars: Approximately 4.

State of preservation: Tablet 1 is entirely missing; Tablet 2 is mostly preserved, missing the ends of cols. i and ii and the beginnings of cols. iii and iv; Tablets 3 and 4 are entirely missing, Tablet 5 preserves the last several paragraphs of col. i and the first few several paragraphs of col. iv; the colophon indicates at least one further missing tablet.


Language(s): Hittite.

Incipit/Colophon: When the king, the queen, and the Old Woman perform the Ritual of the Ox.

Summary: In the preserved sections, Tunnawiya treats the royal couple using a substitute sheep, a substitute piglet, incantations and analogic magic. Perhaps part of the same text as CTH 409.II and CTH 458.1.

CTH 416: The Old Hittite Ritual for the Royal Couple

Exemplars: 3

State of preservation: Mostly preserved; missing the very beginning, the very end, and part of col. iii.


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: N/A

Summary: Four rituals for removing contamination from the king and queen; in the first, figurines of tongues, of demons(?), and of troops are used, and the king and queen spit and wash out their mouths; in the second, an eagle is sent to intercede on behalf of the king and queen with the gods; the third is too fragmentary to interpret; and in the fourth, pain, woe, and anxiety are removed from the king and queen by pulling threads from their fingers, having them spit into a vessel, and startling them with a bird.
CTH 418: Ritual for when a foreigner commits an offense against the king and queen

Exemplars: Approximately 10.

State of preservation: The first several paragraphs of col. ii, the final several paragraphs of col. iii, and the final few paragraphs of col. iv. The colophon is broken, but seems to indicate there was at least one tablet preceding this one.

Findspot(s): Temple 1 (418.?, 418.B [probably]).

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: Very fragmentary, preserves only a LUGAL.

Summary: The Old Woman treats the king and queen for evil brought on them by a foreigner, using burnt offerings, ritual washing, a passing-through rite, sacrificial pits for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth and the male deities, and analogic incantations.

CTH 423: Ritual to evoke enemy gods

Exemplars: 4

State of preservation: Perhaps a little more than half of cols. ii, iii, and iv, although the exemplars’ numbering does not match up; e.g., midway through col. ii of A (13–15 signs per line) is still col. i in B (19–21 signs per line), making estimation complicated. There is no indication as to whether this was the only tablet of the ritual or not.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale D (423.B).

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: N/A

Summary: The Old Woman invokes the deities of a destroyed enemy city, using fine foodstuffs, cloths, incense, and offerings of sheep and libations. She speaks incantations for the enemy gods, while the king recites for the Storm-God. The king drinks several gods, a SANGA-priest prepares offerings, and liver-oracles about the Storm-God’s opinion are reported.

CTH 433: The rituals for the augurs

Exemplars: There are three versions of this text; version one has 3 exemplars, version two has 1 exemplar, and version three has 2 exemplars.

State of preservation: Version one is quite fragmentary, preserving only parts of cols. i and iv; version two preserves only fragmentary paragraphs of cols. i and iv but probably more than half of cols. ii and iii; version three preserves only fragments of col. i and iv but several paragraphs each of cols. ii and iii.


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: [Word of…] mother of Ms. Punawašha, [when they invoke the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag] from all [the foreign lands, the mou]ntains, the valleys [the rivers, the
hantiyassa-places, the springs, the fields, the roads [...]. The houses of the lords, from the accumulated [...] they let go [...] they [...].

Summary: In the first version, in the preserved text, the Old Woman treats the ritual patron using grain and clay as absorbents, fat-bread, incantations, a passing-through rite, bread- and sheep-offerings, and libations. In the second version, the Old Woman pacifies the tutelary deity of the hunting-bag and the heptad by speaking incantations, purifying the augurs’ mouths with sweet fat-bread, using grain as an absorbent, bread- and meat-offerings and libations. In the third version, the Old Woman invokes the tutelary deity of the hunting bag and the Šalawana-deities of the gates with incantations, fat-bread, libations, perhaps a falcon and a captive (preserved only in an incantation), and tempting food-offerings.

CTH 434: Ritual fragments for the fate-goddesses

Exemplars: 2 (KUB 58.108 and KUB 59.58).

State of preservation: Only the first 2.5 paragraphs of col. i and the final three paragraphs of the composition are preserved. The colophon indicates that there were no other tablets.

Findspot(s): N/A

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: (Incipit) [If] for some[one] the fate-goddess makes (or [does not] make?) a matter of ruling [...], and howev[er] (s)he is [pla]cing(?) it, it does not turn out in his/her favor
(lit. for him/her), I treat the evil fate-goddess thus for him/her; I put it away from him/her.

(Colophon) When for a person there is [an evil] ḏūGul[šaš], and for him […] what […][…]…

Summary: Quite fragmentary, but in the preserved text, the Old Woman treats a patient for whom there is an “evil fate-goddess,” using offerings to (more than one?) fate-goddess and to the Sun-God of Heaven, figurines, clothing, and seeds (the actions involving the latter three items are not preserved, however).

**CTH 435.3: Ritual for the Sun-deity**

**Exemplars:** 2 (KUB 41.4 and KUB 51.83).

**State of preservation:** Col. ii preserves one full paragraph and a few more fragmentary lines, and only a few fragmentary lines in col. iii.

**Findspot(s):** N/A

**Language(s):** Hittite.


**Incipit/Colophon:** N/A

**Summary:** Quite fragmentary; the Old Woman entreats the Sun-deity, Ištar/Šauška, and the Storm-God for protection for her patient, offers bread and libations, and makes what may be a dough for pressing or plastering on the patient using plants, clay of a tablet, and dust of a footprint. The final paragraph suggests some kind of analogic magic involving encircling the patient with protective forces.

**CTH 436: Ritual of the sea**
Exemplars: 3

State of preservation: The obverse preserves the first few paragraphs of col. i and the very beginning of col. ii, and the reverse only a few isolated signs.

Findspot(s): Temple 1 (436.C).

Language(s): Hittite.

Edition(s): N/A

Incipit/Colophon: […] comes away, and if they kill […] the enemy land, and [i]f they come away from the enemy land, they do the ritual of the sea at the border […], and they call out the ritual of the sea.

Summary: Quite fragmentary, but it appears to be a ritual done at the border of an enemy land after a (victorious?) battle to banish any evil effects from enemies or enemy deities. A model chariot with horses and riders is constructed of clay, precious stones are scattered, offerings of animals, bread, and wine and beer are made out on the steppe, and the Old Woman performs some ritual with a male piglet and speaks incantations, and fixes the border with metal pegs.

CTH 439: Ritual for Anzili and Zukki

Exemplars: 2

State of preservation: The first few paragraphs of col. i, with a few paragraphs of fragmentary lines continuing on, and a large portion of the middle of col. ii. The beginning of the text suggests that there was at least one tablet preceding this one.

Findspot(s): N/A

Language(s): Hittite.

Edition(s): F. Fuscagni, at the Hethitologie Portal Mainz: hethiter.net/: CTH 439
**Incipit/Colophon:** N/A

**Summary:** The Old Woman invokes ḫAmrišḫara with incantations, tempting food items including breads, stews, water, milk, beans, and meat, heated stones waved over the deity and extinguished with wine, and a pig- and a boat-figurine of dough.

**CTH 440: Ritual for ḫAmrišḫara**

**Exemplars:** 1

**State of preservation:** A single-columned tablet, with (sometimes very) partial lines from a large part of each side preserved.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale A.

**Language(s):** Hittite, Luwian.

**Edition(s):** F. Fuscagni, at the Hethitologie Portal Mainz: hethiter.net/: CTH 440

**Incipit/Colophon:** N/A

**Summary:** Too fragmentary for any coherent translation. The preserved text suggests that the Old Woman is entreating the goddesses Išḫara and Hamrišḫara on behalf of a patient who has committed or been the victim of some kind of harmful speech, using Hittite and Luwian incantations, seeds, precious stones, bread- and meat-offerings and libations, and analogic magic.

**CTH 441: Ritual of the river**

**Exemplars:** 2 (KUB 12.26, KUB 12.64)

**State of preservation:** In 441.1 (KUB 12.26), col. i preserves only the ends of a few paragraphs’ worth of lines. Col. ii preserves the first three paragraphs, and col. iii the final four paragraphs. 441.2 (KUB 12.64) preserves only a few fragmentary lines.
Findspot(s): N/A
Language(s): Hittite.

Incipt/Colophon: N/A.

Summary: Fairly fragmentary. The Old Woman treats a sick person or child, using bread-offerings, and a mythological incantation involving the Sun-God of Heaven and Kamrušepa, followed by offerings in a garden, more incantations, stones and a river (in fragmentary context), and finally various food items placed in a basket, which is waved over the patient, and harmful(?) forces are encouraged to take them (instead of the patient?).

**CTH 445: Ritual for the expiation of incest**

Exemplars: 1 (KBo 59.59)

State of preservation: Only parts of the first 9 lines preserved.

Findspot(s): Temple 1.

Language(s): Hittite.

Incipit/Colophon: If a man [sleeps] with [his] mother, [his daughter?], or one of (his) family [...]
if he is a low-ranked [person or a high-ranked one?...].
The person who has sinned [...]. And all the city [shall] a[semble?...] to that city …[...] they
perform the Old Woman[’s] ritual […]. And the man of the storm-god […]
Summary: The only preserved text is the incipit, above.

CTH 448.2: Ritual for the Sun-Goddess of the Earth
Exemplars: There are three versions of this text, some of which have minor variants; CTH
448.2.1.1 has 4 exemplars, 448.2.1.2 has 1 exemplar, 448.2.1.3 has 1 exemplar, and 448.2.1.4
has 4 exemplars; 448.2.2.1 has 2 exemplars and 448.2.2.2 has 1 exemplar; and 448.2.3 has 1
exemplar.
State of preservation: The best-preserved version of this text is CTH 448.2.1.1, with about seven
full paragraphs extant; CTH 448.2.1.4 preserves about two full paragraphs, and CTH 448.2.2.1
preserves one full paragraph and several more which are well-preserved enough to make out the
content. All other versions are quite fragmentary.
Findspot(s): Temple 1 (448.2.1.1.B, 448.2.1.1.C, 448.2.1.4.B, 448.2.2.1.B, 448.2.2.2).
Language(s): Hittite.
Edition(s): S. Görke, at the Hethitologie Portal Mainz, hethiter.net/: CTH 448.2.1.1, hethiter.net/: CTH
448.2.1.2, hethiter.net/: CTH 448.2.1.3, hethiter.net/: CTH 448.2.1.4, hethiter.net/: CTH
448.2.2.1, hethiter.net/: CTH 448.2.2.2
Incipit/Colophon: N/A
Summary: In this ritual, a man and a woman are clothed and presented to the Sun-Goddess of the
Earth as substitutes for the king and queen, while the ritual patrons make offerings and speak
incantations to both the Sun-Goddess of the Earth and the Sun-God of Heaven. The Old
Women’s participation is largely fragmentary; the only clear description of their actions is when
they speak incantations as a group (!).

**CTH 449: Rituals naming the underworld deities**

**Exemplars:** 3 separate Old Woman texts are classified under CTH 449.

**State of preservation:** KUB 58.85 preserves only fragments from cols. iii and iv; KUB 7.4
preserves only about three paragraphs of fragmentary lines; KUB 39.57 preserves 1.5 long
paragraphs on the obverse, and five lines of a list on the reverse.

**Findspot(s):** Haus am Hang (KUB 39.57).

**Language(s):** Hittite.

**Edition(s):** J.V.G. Trabazo and D. Grodek. *Hethitische Texte in Transkription* KUB 58. DBH

**Incipit/Colophon:** N/A

**Summary:** KUB 58.85 is far too fragmentary to translate, but it seems as though the Old Woman
and a SANGA-priest are performing a ritual for military success in an upcoming campaign. KUB
7.4 is too fragmentary to restore anything but offerings to primordial deities. In KUB 39.57, the
Old Woman is treating a patient (who is perhaps being bothered by the spirit of a dead person)
using vessels made out of lead in the shape of various body parts, including a soul, which she
fills with river-water and then pours out, and then fills them with oil and honey, after which she
appeals to underworld deities.

**CTH 450: The royal funerary ritual**
Exemplars: There are currently 71 tablets assigned to CTH 450; their organization is complicated and occasionally quite difficult.

State of preservation: Perhaps slightly more than half of the fourteen days of the royal funerary ritual is preserved.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A, B, H, and K; the Haus am Hang; Temple 1.

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: When a great loss occurs in Ḫattuša.

Summary: The fourteen-day royal funerary ritual. The Old Woman participates throughout the ritual: two Old Women perform a dialogue over a scale concerning the deceased’s soul; an Old Woman brings offerings to the deceased, speaks incantations to the Sun-God, and disposes of the ashes of ritual implements after they have been burned. There is also an Old Woman attested alongside 12 A.ZU-women in an obscure and unconnected fragment of the ritual.

**CTH 452: Fragments of substitute rituals**

Exemplars: 1 (KBo 38.174)

State of preservation: Only fragments of two paragraphs preserved.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A.

Language(s): Hittite.

Edition(s): N/A

Incipit/Colophon: N/A
Summary: Only just enough preserved to suggest that this is part of a substitute ritual, in which both an Old Woman and an AZU-man are participating.

**CTH 456.2: Ritual of the river**

**Exemplars:** There are three variants of this text; CTH 456.2.1 has 7 exemplars; CTH 456.2.2 has 1 exemplar, and 456.2.3 has 2 exemplars.

**State of preservation:** Only fragments of the first and third tablets (according to the numbering of A) are preserved; Tablet 2 preserves a large part of col. i, fragmentary portions of cols. ii and iii, and most of col. iv.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale C (456.2.1.B), Haus am Hang (456.2.?), Temple 1 (456.2.1.C, 456.2.1.D, 456.2.1.E, 456.2.1.F, 456.2.2, 456.2.3.A, 456.2.3.C)

**Language(s):** Hittite.

**Edition(s):** F. Fuscagni, at the Hethitologie Portal Mainz, hethiter.net/: CTH 456.2.1, hethiter.net/: CTH 456.2.2

**Incipit/Colophon:** The ritual of the river.

**Summary:** The Old Woman treats a patient by a river; they dig a pit and offer a pig into it; she speaks incantations to the Sun-God of Heaven on behalf of the patient; unclear ritual actions are carried out with a figurine of a person and (figurines of?) a frog and a puppy, as well as cloths, and a young woman.

**CTH 456.3: Punauwašha’s ritual to restore someone’s personal god**

**Exemplars:** 4

**State of preservation:** Quite fragmentary; about 7 broken paragraphs are preserved.
Findspot(s): Temple 1; Haus am Hang; Büyükkale

Language(s): Hittite

Edition(s): F. Fuscagni, hethiter.net/: CTH 456.3

Incipit/Colophon: “Word of Ms. Punauwašša: If a person’s male or female deity is called away(?),\(^2\) ensorcelled, or fixed in place, [I] make him/her well thus.”

Summary: The text is quite fragmentary; it preserves mostly offerings and a few broken analogic incantations for exterminating evil.

**CTH 458: Fragments of conjuration rituals**

Exemplars: There are 3 separate Old Woman texts under CTH 458; 458.1 has two versions; 458.1.1 has 2 exemplars, and 458.1.2 has 1 exemplar; 458.45 has 1 exemplar; and 458.113 has 1 exemplar.

State of preservation: 458.1 preserves a large portion of col. i and the first several paragraphs of col. iv, 458.45 (KBo 41.2) preserves only the ends of several lines in the left column (perhaps i) and the beginnings of several lines in the right column. 458.113 (KUB 60.157) preserves the end of col. ii and the beginning of col. iii.


Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: N/A

\(^2\) In the incipit, Fuscagni translates “vertrieben,” indicating that he is interpreting *arpḫa ú-ia-an-za* as “sent away,” but *wiya-* “to send” is always spelled with initial *u*, not *ú*. However, in the colophon, he translates “weggerufen,” indicating that he is interpreting the word correctly as *wai/wiya-* “to cry out.”
Summary: In 458.1, the Old Woman treats a patient for illness, using incantations (including mythological elements about the Sun-deity), a substitute donkey, hot stones, and ritual washing. In 458.113 (KUB 60.157), the Old Woman treats a patient for illness using incantations to the moon-god, and what seems to be offerings and incantations to hostile supernatural forces (performed at night). 458.45 (KBo 41.2) is quite fragmentary, only complete enough to suggest that the Old Woman is treating a sick patient using pegs, baskets, a brazier, and bread-offerings.

CTH 463: Ritual of [ ]azzi against omina

Exemplars: 2

State of preservation: Only the first two paragraphs, fragmentarily preserved.

Findspot(s): N/A

Language(s): Hittite


Incipit/Colophon: [Thus Ms. Amb]azzi, Old Woman: if a bee seizes […], or seizes a wave, [or] and eagle […] at the city wall or gutter(?), or a snake dies at an altar, [or] it dies in a supply-vessel, or [at/from(?)] the ceiling/covering […]s, or dies in bed, or also there […] or a halliya-animal dies in bed, or an ant comes into a place inside the house from the altar or hearth or it, or an asku-animal from the (roof)-beams or inside the house springs out from whatever place, [or] a tree blooms for the second time, or whichever sign happens, its ritual is this.

Summary: Other than the incipit (above) all that is preserved is the beginning of the list of ritual materials, mainly food items of various kinds.
CTH 470: Ritual fragments

Exemplars: KBo 3.49, KBo 7.33, KBo 9.112, KBo 12.133, KBo 13.177, KBo 13.240, KBo 17.47, KBo 19.134, KBo 22.110, KBo 22.122, KBo 22.140, KBo 22.255, KBo 24.8, KBo 31.111, KBo 31.133, KBo 34.53, KBo 34.71, KBo 38.200, KBo 38.207, KBo 38.223, KBo 38.231, KBo 38.248, KBo 40.111, KBo 40.115, KBo 40.154, KBo 41.8, KBo 41.22, KBo 41.23, KBo 41.42, KBo 44.60, KBo 44.72, KBo 44.81, KBo 45.227, KBo 46.38, KBo 49.229, KBo 49.268, KBo 49.276, KBo 53.52, KBo 53.58, KBo 55.151, KUB 12.13, KUB 39.53, KUB 39.61, KUB 51.43, KUB 54.93, KUB 54.96, KUB 55.7, KUB 55.57, KUB 58.53, KUB 58.78, KUB 58.86, KUB 58.102, 528/t, Bo 3330, Bo 4794, ABoT 1.26, Haluk Perk Museum Tablet, HT 27, HT 49, HT 52, HT 61, IBoT 2.127, IBoT 4.25. None of these 63 texts has more than one copy currently identified.

State of preservation: All quite fragmentary.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A (KBo 17.47, KBo 24.8, KBo 34.53, KBo 34.71, KBo 38.200, KBo 38.207, KBo 38.223, KBo 38.231, KBo 38.248, KBo 40.111, KBo 40.115, KBo 40.154, KBo 41.22, KBo 41.23), Büyükkale D (KBo 7.33), Büyükkale E (KBo 41.8), Büyükkale G (KBo 9.112, KBo 44.60), Büyükkale H (KBo 31.133, KBo 41.42), Büyükkale K (KBo 46.38), Büyükkale N (KBo 44.81), Büyükkale fill (KBo 44.72), Haus am Hang (KBo 12.133, KBo 13.177, KBo 13.240, KBo 45.227, KBo 49.229, KBo 49.268, KBo 49.276, KUB 39.53), Temple 1 (KBo 19.134, KBo 22.110, KBo 22.122, KBo 22.140, KBo 22.255, KBo 53.52, KBo 53.58, KBo 55.151, 528/t)

Language(s): Hittite, Hurrian (KBo 13.177)

**Incipit/Colophon:** “[Thus] Ms. Ānnā, the Old Woman of Pal[a…when] they […] and […] the sleeping Storm-God […] the [O]ld [Woman] of the temple of “Zipawā perform[s…] in […]” (KBo 17.47 1–4). “Thus Ms. Ūnki, O[ld] Woman[…] no one […] him […] pure girl […] spins/unravels […] they go down [to/from] the city […] they come up […]” (KBo 22.110 1–6). “[…] or […] or his/her parent […] or he spoke […] the king […] his lip(??), but if (s)he dies, and (s)he begins to see the dead person in a dream, or begins to see him/her nightly in dreams, how do I cut him/her off from him/her?” (KUB 39.61 1–7). “Thus [Ms.] …, Old Woman […] When […] a vessel […]” (KUB 51.43 i 1–3). “[Thu]s(?) […] Old Woman of Hatti: if an Old Woman’s snake goes in […] first, I take […] and into what house it has gone, I do the following ritual in that house.” (KUB 55.57 i 1–4).

**Summary:** Most of the CTH 470 texts are too fragmentary to summarize. Some better-preserved fragments include KBo 41.22, which seems to be a ritual against a list of possible afflictions in
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which the Old Woman speaks incantations on behalf of the patient, and a LÜAZU also participates, although his actions are broken away. KUB 39.61 appears to be a ritual in which the Old Woman stops the spirit of a dead person from bothering the patient, in part by entreating the Sun-Goddess of the Earth with offerings in a sacrificial pit. KUB 55.57 is a ritual by an Old Woman for if an Old Woman’s snake has gone into someone’s house, although only the list of ritual materials is preserved; it includes foodstuffs, precious stones, and several kinds of vessels.

**CTH 474: Ritual of the priestess Kuwanni**

**Exemplars:** 3, and 2 associated frags.

**State of preservation:** The beginning of col. i is preserved; cols. ii, iii, and iv preserve only fragmentary lines.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale A (474.A, 474.B), Temple 1 (474.?).

**Language(s):** Hittite


**Incipit/Colophon:** “[Thu]s Ms.! (text Mr.) Kuwanni, woman of the temple of Hebat of Kummanni: When (something) from the gods has angered a person, the angry one also offers; I act thus.”

**Summary:** After the incipit, most of the preserved sections of this text are the list of materials and the process of making offerings; there is one extremely broken section that suggests action being taken on the patient’s bed before he goes to sleep. The Old Woman is attested only once in fragmentary context in col. ii.
CTH 487: Healing ritual for Išḫara

Exemplars: 1 (KBo 22.105)

State of preservation: Only about 12 fragmentary lines on each side of the tablet are preserved.

Findspot(s): Temple 1.

Language(s): Hittite.


Incipit/Colophon: N/A

Summary: Extremely fragmentary. The obverse preserves part of an incantation requesting a deity’s favor, and the reverse a fragmentary section in which a vessel is broken, and a ghost is mentioned.

CTH 490: The ritual of Ašdu

Exemplars: There are at least 3 versions of this text (as well as a number of associated fragments). Version A has 4 tablets attested; the first tablet has 6 exemplars, the second 1 exemplar, the third 4 exemplars, and the fourth 3 exemplars. Version B has 3 tablets; the first has 2 exemplars, the second is not attested, and the third has 4 exemplars. Version C has 3 tablets; the first tablet has 1 exemplar, the second is not attested, and the third has 6 exemplars.

State of preservation: In Version A, the first tablet preserves much of col. i and fragments of col. iv; the second tablet preserves only the colophon; the third tablet preserves several paragraphs
each of cols. i, ii, and iii, and only a few signs of col. iv; and the fourth tablet preserves several paragraphs each of cols. i and iv. In Version B, the first tablet preserves a large portion of col. i and a few fragmentary lines of col. ii; the second tablet is not preserved; and the third tablet preserves only fragments of col. i, several paragraphs of cols. ii and iii, and only the colophon of col. iv. In Version C, the first tablet only preserves three fragmentary paragraphs; the second tablet is not preserved; and the third tablet preserves four paragraphs of col. i, only a few signs of col. i, and a few fragmentary lines of col. iv.


Language(s): Hittite, Hurrian.


Incipit/Colophon: “Thus Ašdu, Old Woman of Hurli: When I make an ensorcelled person well again (and) I take him from the earth.”

Summary: A taknaz dä- ritual. Ašdu treats a patient invoking the deities using precious stones, food-offerings, and incense, reciting incantations in Hurrian, two different passing-through rites (one, uniquely, involving crawling into a large vessel), binding red thread to the patient, and ritual washing. She and a LŪAZU both engage in ritual actions involving a scale, and the LŪAZU also performs a swinging rite with the purificatory substance ḫušta-.

CTH 495.I: Expiation ritual
**Exemplars:** 1

**State of preservation:** Only a few fragmentary lines preserved, at the beginning of col. i and the end of col. iv.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale A.

**Language(s):** Hittite.

**Edition(s):** N/A

**Incipit/Colophon:** Word of […]Old Woman of URU Zi[…].

**Summary:** Too fragmentary for any coherent translation; the preserved text only suggests that the action takes place inside a temple and preserves a few ritual objects such as stones and vessels.

**CTH 500: Fragments of rituals from Kizzuwatna**

**Exemplars:** KBo 9.117, KBo 22.161, KBo 24.71+KBo 27.124, KBo 33.159, KBo 53.87, KUB 44.55, KUB 48.112, VBoT 109. None of these 8 texts has a duplicate.

**State of preservation:** All quite fragmentary.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale A (KBo 24.71, KBo 33.159) Temple 1 (KBo 22.161, KBo 53.87).

**Language(s):** Hittite, Hurrian (KBo 24.71+KBo 27.124, KBo 33.159)


**Incipit/Colophon:** N/A

**Summary:** None of these fragments is well-preserved enough to summarize.

**CTH 734: Fragments of Hattic rituals and conjurations**

**Exemplars:** KBo 37.23
State of preservation: KBo 37.23 preserves several paragraphs each of cols. i, ii, and iii, and all 8 lines of col. iv; the colophon suggests that there was one tablet preceding.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A

Language(s): Hittite, Hattian

Edition(s): N/A


Summary: Nearly all of KBo 37.23 is Hattian incantations, very difficult to read. The fourth column, however, preserves a list of items in Hittite, which comprises a set of fine materials ordinarily used in evocation, and three anthropomorphic figurines made of cheese, beer-wort, and bread, respectively.

CTH 759: The dupaduparša-ritual of Kuwatalla and Šilalluḫi

Exemplars: At least 3 (based on the findspots).

State of preservation: Only Tablets 1, 3, 8, 9 are certainly preserved; two other fragmentary tablets are associated with the ritual but cannot be placed within the ritual order. The first tablet preserves only the very end of col. iv; the third tablet preserves the first several paragraphs of cols. i and ii and the final few paragraphs of cols. iii and iv; the eighth tablet preserves only the colophon; and the ninth tablet preserves only a few fragmentary sentences.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A (759.1), Büyükkale D (759.?), Büyükkale M (759.?) Temple 1 (759.4).

Language(s): Hittite, Luwian.

Incipit/Colophon: The dupaduparša-ritual: word of Ms. Šilalluḫi, Old Woman, and Ms. Kuwattalla, MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL.

Summary: The first tablet preserves only the Old Woman speaking aloud and fixing something in the ground with a peg; on the third tablet, the Old Woman performs analogic magic with Luwian incantations, purificatory rituals with wine, oil, and honey, and destruction of ritual implements; there is also the beginning of ritual action with a sheep, which breaks off. The ninth tablet preserves an attempt to pacify hostile forces using clay of the riverbank, and further incantations.

**CTH 760.II: Luwian scapegoat ritual**

Exemplars: There are perhaps three tablets that can be assigned to this text; CTH 760.II.1 has 3 exemplars, CTH 760.II.2 has perhaps as many as 6 exemplars; CTH 760.II.3 has 2 exemplars, and there are several uncertain fragments.

State of preservation: CTH 760.II.1 preserves most of cols. ii and iii; CTH 760.II.2 also preserves most of cols. ii and iii; and CTH 760.II.3 only preserves a few fragmentary paragraphs.

Findspot(s): Temple 1; Büyükkale A; Büyükkale H

Language(s): Hittite and Luwian


Incipit/Colophon: N/A
Summary: In the preserved text, the Old Woman treats the ritual patient with a substitute sheep and incantations in Luwian, as well as perhaps a substitute piglet (in fragmentary context), offerings to the Storm-God and the Sun-God, figurines of dough, different colors of wool (in fragmentary context), and analogic magic with a bronze knife.

CTH 761, 762: The Great Ritual of Kuwatalla and Šilalluḫi

Exemplars: There seem to be at least two versions of this text, one authored by Kuwatalla, and one authored by both Kuwatalla and Šilalluḫi. However, the text is too fragmentary to say if there is more than one exemplar of each version.

State of preservation: CTH 761.8 (Tablet 1 of the single-author version) preserves much of the obverse and a few fragmentary paragraphs on the reverse. CTH 761.2 (Tablet 3 of the single-author version) preserves perhaps a third of its content. All other tablets are smaller fragments, most assigned to CTH 762.

Findspot(s): Temple 1; Büyükkale A; Büyukkale K; Büyükkale M

Language(s): Hittite, Luwian


Incipit/Colophon: “[Thus Ms. Kuwattalla], MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL, and Ms. Š[illaluhi, MUNUS]U.GI: when we do the ritual of “beat[ing] down” for a person, when [on] the third day we finish the r[itual] of “beating down,” on the third day we take him/her forth (for) the ‘Great Ritual,’ and we take this:”; “Third tablet of Ms. Kuwatalla, MUNUS SUḪUR.LÁL, unfinished: when I treat a person (using) the ‘Great Ritual.’”
Summary: The first tablet of 761.1 only preserves the collection of 8 sheep and 1 goat for an unspecified purpose; on the third tablet, the Old Woman purifies the ritual patient with a “pure braid of dough,” Luwian incantations, and ritual washing (actions that are repeated twice in the preserved text). Another tablet preserves only fragmentary Luwian incantations and libations. The version classified as 761.8, with only Kuwatalla’s name in the colophon, preserves a first tablet with Luwian incantations and the Old Woman pressing something to the patient’s body. Further fragments (classified under CTH 762) preserve actions with a substitute goat; actions out on the steppe; actions with bread, libations, and stones; actions with blue wool pulled from the patient’s head along with hair, eyelashes, eyebrows, and nail clippings, as well as honey and oil in a clay cup.

CTH 763: Ritual fragments with Luwianisms

Exemplars: KUB 9.7, KUB 27.26, KUB 32.70, KUB 35.3, KUB 35.5, KUB 35.13+, KUB 35.62, KUB 35.64, KUB 35.66, KUB 35.67, KUB 35.71, KUB 35.74, KUB 35.80, KUB 35.82, KUB 35.116, VBoT 43

State of preservation: All quite fragmentary.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A (KUB 32.70, KUB 35.64, KUB 35.71), Büyükkale D (KUB 35.80, KUB 36.82).

Language(s): Hittite, Luwian


Incipit/Colophon: N/A
Summary: Most of these texts are too fragmentary to summarize; more complete fragments include KBo 29.6, in which bread- and meat-offerings are made, and the Old Woman recites analogic incantations in Luwian, and KUB 9.7, which seems to preserve (substitute?) animals including a sheep, a piglet, and a puppy, and Luwian incantations.

**CTH 780.I: Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual: Hurrian version**

**Exemplars:** 2

**State of preservation:** CTH 780.I.A preserves about 20 lines on each side; CTH 780.I.B preserves what may be most of the text.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale A

**Language(s):** Hittite, Hurrian


**Incipit/Colophon:** [X tablet of Ms. Alla]iturah[hi, woman of Muk[iš]: when […]

**Summary:** Allaituraḫḫi treats the ritual patient with Hurrian incantations, ritual washing (with water and urine), and a very opaque series of actions in which she slaps the patient, places twigs and bread on statues (of deities?), hides them in a cloak, then disposes of them in a river, after which there is more ritual washing out on the steppe, followed by the purification of the building in which the ritual is taking place. The patient is then purified again with stones, and again as the Old Woman wipes down his body.

**CTH 780.II: Allaituraḫḫi’s ritual: Hittite version**
Exemplars: Perhaps as many as 17, but most of these are small fragments and some could easily be part of the same tablets.

State of preservation: Tablet 1 is largely preserved; tablets 2, 3, and 4 are missing; tablet 5 preserves three or four paragraphs in each column; tablet 6 preserves a large part of the obverse but only a few paragraphs on the reverse.

Findspot(s): Temple I, Haus am Hang, Büyükkale A, E.

Language(s): Hittite, Hurrian


Incipit/Colophon: “Word of Allaituraḫi, woman of Mukiš: when I make an ensorcelled person well again.”

Summary: On the first tablet, Allaituraḫi treats an ensorcelled patient by laying hearths in an “empty city,” then performing analogic magic with various kinds of earth and plants. She entreats the fate-goddesses of the riverbank with offerings and incantations, and then performs more analogic magic in the city with vessels and a rope and incantations. The third column of the tablet preserves only curses that she speaks on the sorcerer, and in the final column she makes a model garden, sets up figurines of deities inside, and gives them offerings. The ritual resumes on the fifth tablet, on which she speaks incantations in Hittite and Hurrian on behalf of the patient, with analogic actions to dispel the sorcery and any negative divine attention, and cursing the sorcerer, and bread-offerings and libations to the gods. On the sixth tablet, there is more ritual washing and incantations to the gods in Hittite, after which she performs the ritual with slapping
and twigs and bread inside a cloak, followed by more ritual washing (see above CTH 780.I). After the purification of the house, she recites an incantation with mythological elements while rubbing the patron with an astringent dough. There follows a fragmentary action with stones, more ritual washing, and then the patient and the house are anointed with fine oil. Finally, there are more Hurrian incantations, and then the ritual ends.

780.III: Allaituralhhi’s ritual for Šuppiluliuma II

Exemplars: 3

State of preservation: Extremely fragmentary: only a small part of cols. i and iv are preserved.

Findspot(s): Büyükkale E

Language(s): Hittite


Incipit/Colophon: “The words of Ms. Allaituralhhi; the associated equipment is on a separate tablet.”

Summary: Allaituralhhi treats Šuppiluliuma II for bewitchment; the preserved sections of the obverse are incantations about the possible sources of his affliction, and the reverse is analogic magic with incantations.

CTH 788: Šalašu’s ritual

Exemplars: At least 3.
State of preservation: Extremely fragmentary. The eighth tablet (CTH 788.1) preserves several complete paragraphs on the obverse and on the reverse, and there is one other tablet (CTH 788.2) that preserves several fragmentary paragraphs. The rest of the text is only small fragments.

Findspot(s): Temple I, Haus am Hang, Büyükkale A, K.

Language(s): Hittite, Hurrian


Summary: Šalašu treats the ritual patient by making a dough out of various plant-materials, then constructing statuettes and fetters of dough; she puts a fetter on his or her neck and speaks incantations in Hurrian, and breaks it, and waves dough over the patient’s body, and presses it on him or her, and speaks more incantations in Hurrian.

**CTH 790: Fragments of Hurro-Hittite rituals and conjurations**

**Exemplars:** KBo 38.57, KBo 17.92, KBo 22.164+, KUB 27.78+, KUB 27.34, KUB 27.35, KUB 32.48

State of preservation: All quite fragmentary

Findspot(s): Büyükkale A (KBo 38.57, KBo 17.92), Temple I (KBo 22.164+)

Language(s): Hittite, Hurrian


Incipit/Colophon: N/A
Summary: Most of these texts are too fragmentary for translation; among the better-preserved fragments are KBo 17.92, in which the Old Woman brings the ritual patient into a sheep pen, and performs (fragmentary) ritual actions with wool, and offerings of bread and wine, and speaks Hurrian incantations; and KUB 27.28+, in which the Old Woman clothes figurines of wood and wax, speaks incantations in Hurrian, and makes offerings of birds, bread, grain, fruit, salt, and honey.

**CTH 820.4, 820.5: Benedictions for the Labarna**

**Exemplars:** There are 2 versions of this text, one older (CTH 820.4), one later (CTH 820.5).

**State of preservation:** Extremely fragmentary; only a few paragraphs preserved in each version.

**Findspot(s):** Büyükkale A (CTH 820.4), Haus am Hang (CTH 820.5)

**Language(s):** Hittite


**Incipit/Colophon:** N/A

**Summary:** A series of incantations and dialogues for the health and strength of the king and queen.
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